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PREFACE.

We

thought

it would be

useful, before

we

treated of the dis

of children, to give a summary of the physical treatment
of children. This subject, though deserving of consideration, is
eases

almost

in this country.

new

In

treating

of this

important part

of education, we have consulted some of the best authorities on
the subject, and have also endeavoured to make our own ex

perience

useful.

have tried

to

By appealing

avoid

to

speculation ;

experience

and reason,

we

and have not

permitted our
selves to be seduced into the diffuseness of Jean Jacques Rous
seau, nor to rest contented with the limited, though generally
correct
most

views of Faust.

of the

We have endeavoured

important points,

which

reason

to

condense

has dictated,

or ex

perience has sanctioned, within as narrow a compass as ap
peared consistent with perspicuity.
The physical treatment of children, in its details, is almost
infinitely diversified ; for custom, prejudice, and speculation,
have imposed regulations, which, in their extent, are neither
sanctioned by reason nor experience. The first declares its in
fluence, by the perpetuation of restraints upon the body and
limbs of the passive child, by which it is moulded to the form,
that caprice, or hypothesis judges best for its future health, or
proportions hence, the continuance of the unnatural practice
of" swaddling."
We cannot but regard as one of the greatest improvements in
—

modern

physical education,

the

now

almost universal abandon

ment of swathes, and stays. This unnatural practice will, doubt
"
a tale of the olden time,"
less, be hereafter looked upon as

when fable
even at

this

usurped

the

place

of truth

moment it will obtain

;

for

we are

not

certain,

belief, that, in Great Britain,

preface.

X

half

a

century ago, this

custom

was

Dr. Bu-

almost universal.
that he

very
(Advice Mothers, p. 108,)
instrumental in abolishing this cruel, and absurd practice. His

chan informs us,

to

was

was upon this subject; and when he re
he
and
commended a loose
easy dress for children newly born,
the
and
of
force
the
custom,
had not only to contend against
but also against the opinion of the
stubbornness of

Dissertation

Inaugural

"

prejudice,
Faculty of the University

Medical

of

Edinburgh,"

itself.

It may not be amiss to state, for the information of those who
have heard of "swaddling," but who are ignorant of its mean

that this

ing,

practice

consists in

entirely depriving

the child of

of its limbs, by enveloping them in an endless length of
bandage, so as to make them not unaptly resemble billets of
this means, the skin was sometimes excoriated ; the
wood.
the

use

By
compressed

almost to gangrene; the circulation nearly ar
rested, and the child left without the slightest power of motion.
Its little waist was surrounded by stays of such stiffness, and

flesh

as to forbid flexion, either back
indeed, motion of any kind. Its head was

such strictness of

application,

ward

or,

or

forward,

compressed

into such

a

form

as

the

fancy

of the midwife

might

suggest; and its shape maintained, by properly adjusted pres
In fact, the talents of the mid
sure, by means of bandages.
wife

estimated at this time, by her dexterity in the appli
swathes, rather than by her professional acquirements.

were

cation of

When the child

dressed in its

bandages, it but
Egyptian mummy ; and,
like its prototype, might, it is said, have been safely thrown any
where, as the swathing would protect it from being injured by
such rudeness.
In a word, it had no resemblance to any thing
living : its frequent but unavailing cries alone determined it to

too

nearly

was

completely

resembled the form of

an

be human.
The

mity
senting

to

second

shows its influence, in the almost entire confor

usage, though a more rational mode is constantly pre
itself for imitation ; hence, the continuance of customs,

however

—

pernicious

those who

are more

and preposterous,

by foreigners,

rational in their habits and

among

manners.

The third, from preconceived notions,
prescribes rules, for
that which it would be desirable to attain, rather than that
which is practicable ; hence, the
many European notions of Jean
Jacques Rousseau. It would, therefore, seem, that this important

part of education consists rather in usage, than in regulations

XI
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reason and
experience ; for, were these to be the
would be found in the educa
much
less
difference
foundation,
tion of children than at present exists.
The education we are now considering, consists in the deve

based upon

moral powers of man ; consequently,
that scheme which does this in the most perfect manner, must be

lopment of the physical and

discrepancy prevails, in what the scheme
no pretensions to originality; nor
shall we boast of any superiority, in our present endeavour, over
the systems which have gone before us ; we merely hope, that
the result of long observation and experience, will not be alto
gether unavailing.
It will be seen, by the arrangement of our subject, that it is
our opinion, that the physical treatment of children should begin,
as far as
may be practicable, with the earliest formation of the
: it will, therefore, necessarily involve the conduct of the
embryo
female even before her marriage, as well as during the period of
pregnancy. It will also be obvious, that the various contingen
the best

—

but much

We make

should consist.

cies which may affect her, as well in health, as in disease, must
also exert an influence upon the foetus. To the mother, then,
a few directions that she may be enabled to
the healthful stamina of her child, about to be born.
We would not, however, positively say, with some, that every

we

have addressed

contribute

man

is

to

nothing

made him;
rous
a

nor

that

constitution;

to

nor

feeble frame: yet
her either to ensure

on

attribute

depends

her

neglect

the first of these

ensure

it would

solely

dare advance, that very much
the one, or prevent the other.

to

we

To

less, than that which his mother has
her care, alone, he is indebted for a vigo

more nor

seem

that he

objects,

and

must

to

prevent the other,

herself must possess
is not only highly desi

evident that the

woman

health; and, at all times to preserve this,
rable, but it becomes an imperious duty, if she have
she is about

to

become

a

mother

her trust the future welfare of

united

by

the

most

tender and

;

for

now

being,
endearing
a

to

a

suspicion

she has committed

to

whom she should be

of ties.

early life convince herself, that an awful re
is attached to the title of "mother;" and that, if she

Let her, then, in

sponsibility

holy state of marriage with heedless haste;
without weighing the nature and importance of the duties
voluntarily imposes on herself, she will but too certainly

enter into

the

and

she
dis-

xii

preface.

charge

them without

pleasure, if not

with

reprehensible neglect.

As the influence of the maternal constitution upon the embryo
must be admitted, we have thought it proper to suggest, how
to society, that she
under such
labouring
marriage
as will be sure to entail debility, or disease
disqualifications
upon her offspring ; we have, therefore, directed our first chap
ter to this object.
In such horror did the ancients hold such marriages, that,
under the pretext of serving the public weal, the offspring were
often condemned to death, without feeling or remorse.
The cruel and severe laws of Lycurgus, forbade the parent to
take charge of his child, or to educate him according to his own
mode ; it was always submitted to the inspection of a jury of

much

a woman owes

enter

not into

it to

;

was

final.

well

as

while

Should the child be found

well-shaped, it was maintained at the public
had a certain portion of the public wealth assigned
that moment, it became the property of the repub

robust and

expense, and
it ; and from
lic

as

state

elders, whose decision

lively,

herself,

the

but if,
it

the other hand, it

on

the

by
crippled,
consigned to death, by
was

tion,

There is

no

were

found

feeble, deformed,

or

power, without mercy or hesita
throwing it into the Apothetes.

same

fact better established, than that the stamina* of

exclusively depends upon the good health of the
that
and
upon the original healthy dispositions of the
parents ;
child will the success of well directed physical education very

offspring

almost

depend; for upon the judicious application of physical
agents healthy development takes place; and by their misappli
much

cation, the soundest stamina may be converted into never-end

ing debility,
*

We

employ

or

pitiable helplessness-!

this term in the

singular,

from usage, and not from the rules of

grammar.
t The pulse of children when very young is not to be relied on; that is, as to
frequency; and of force, it requires a long experience to determine it; conse

quently, much reliance cannot be placed
child's pulse is much more frequent than
of M. Billard, this i.s not the

case :

upon it: it is generally supposed that a
an adult's ; but, from the experiments

he says that

"

this is

only

true in the

greatest

while, in many, the pulse is nearly as slow as that of some old
That in forty children, aged from one to ten days, apparently in good
men.
health, there were 18 where the pulse beat less than 80; in 2 it beat 86; in one,
89; in four, 100; in ten, from 110 to 125; in one", 130; in two, 145 ; in two, 150 ;

number of cases,

in

one, 180.

about the
ot

Thus, there

same

were

as

number of beats

as

many children in whom the pulse exhibited
is usually observed in an adult, as there were

those in whom it beat with much greater

rapidity.

The

pulse

increases in

XH1
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important, then, is good conduct, both before and after
marriage, to the formation of healthy stamina. And how espe>cially essential and proper, are certain observances of the mo
ther during pregnancy, that she may ensure desirable dispositions
to her infant ; at least, so far as she is capable of imparting them
during that period. And, on the other hand, how reprehensible
How

is that heedless selfishness of the mother, who, for a momentary
gratification, neglects the opportunity of imparting health and

vigour

to her

offspring.

To constitute
is

more

required

ties both

rare

a

sense of the term, much
birth to progeny it requires quali
it exacts a patient endurance of fa

mother, in the best

than

giving

and estimable

;

—

and anxious solicitude, as well as a submission to priva
which
tions,
nothing will render supportable, but that love of off
a kind Providence has so generally, and so deeply
which
spring
in the female heart.
Thus, the toil and danger of

tigue,

implanted

; the fatigue and anxiety of nursing, and the respon
of education, exclusively for a time devolve upon the fe
Can the attempt, then, to diminish the first, to relieve the

child-birth

sibility
male.

second, and divide the third, be unacceptable'?
Is ti not both unfortunate and

and

care

of

early

the mother ?
to

superintend

that the responsibility
exclusively devolve on
sufficiently severe upon her

unjust,

education should

so

For it is every way
the concerns of her establishment, if it be

an

ob

ject that these shall be well and economically managed, with
out the burden and perplexity of educating her children.
It is time, then, that some changes were made, which would
to the relief of the over-burdened mother; and this can be
done, by the father partaking in this arduous and
most

tend

profitably

This would not only contribute to the relief
of the mother, but would command a conformity from the child,
that would be highly useful to its future welfare.
Besides, the father from, his education and studies, is, for the
better qualified to direct and enforce a proper sys
most

interesting duty.

part,

every
physical education.. But,, unfortunately, at present,
"
voted a
the nursery and education,, is
with
connected
thing
tem

of

proportion as the child advances in age. It is often irregular in the
and easily compressed, and not always
young infant, jerking, small, thread-like,
isochronous with the beats of the heart. The pulsations also are often, so indis
tinct as to render it impossible to count them."
frequency

in

2
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; and the physical treatment
duty he would feel almost disgraced to perform.
Not so felt a Cato, an Augustus, a Henry the Fourth, or a Mon
taigne: they felt it worthy their most serious regard.
The table of contents will nearly explain our plan ; we have
commenced with considerations on marriage ; we have given di
rections for the conduct of the mother during pregnancy, labour,
and the month of confinement; pointed out what is proper for
the child during that period ; attempted to convince the mother
it is her duty to suckle her child ; or, in case she cannot, what

bore," by the modern fine gentleman
of his children is

is the next best

a

course ;

considered, what is the best method of

clothing, dressing, feeding, and exercising the child ; explained
the nature of our atmosphere ; shown in what its purity, and its
deterioration depend ; in a word, we have attempted to deter
mine the influence of physical agents upon the constitution of
the being, from its embryo existence,, to that state of develop
ment, called puberty.

OF

THE PHYSICAL TREATMENT

CHILDREN.

PUBLISHERS ADVERTISEMENT.

The present Edition of this valuable Work contains the revisions
and additions of the author made
his death.

Philadelphia, October,

1842.

by

him

a

short time

previously

to
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BOOK I.

—

PART I.

CHAPTER I.
OF
1. Before

MARRIAGE.

detail the duties of the married

we

woman,

either

the treatment of her children, we feel it
few words upon the subject of marriage, as it

regards herself,

as

or

proper to say a
We
must have a strong bearing upon the health of offspring.
shall consider this subject under the following heads:
1st, the
—

period to both sexes for its consummation ; 2dly,
respective constitutions of the individuals; 3dly, their dispo
sition to disease ; 4thly, their immediate state of health.
most proper

the

Sect. I.
2. It is

—

Period

of Life.

notorious, that the development of the body is

succes

sive, and requires a definite period for its completion ; conse
quently, certain functions cannot be performed, in the best man
ner,

until full

female,

as to

development

the male.

—

this rule

applies

as

well to the

It is also familiar to observation, that

when any viscus is prematurely or inordinately urged to action,
that it is followed by the imperfection of the product dependent
upon the part thus stimulated, as well as entails upon the organ
exercised, debility, if not premature decay.

so

3. From this it will
to be

advocated;

and well
3

being

of

follow,

since it will

offspring.

early marriage is never
materially influence the health,
This fact is no less conspicuous

that too

18
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in the inferior animals, than it is certain in its consequences in
man.
We would, therefore, not only say, that marriage should
not take

loped,

until the

place

body

is

healthily

and

male, the

completely

deve

the part of the
that the great object of

but also that there should have been,

on

scrupulous continency,
marriage, (the propagation of healthy children,) should not be
defeated : this cannot be too strongly insisted upon, however
little it may be availing.
The female is always supposed to be
so

most

after the establishment of the catamenia, the

enlargement

of

the breasts, and general development of the body.
4. It would be difficult to rigorously fix the period

by years,
body becomes fully expanded : since, original sta
mina, physical and moral education, climate, mode of life, &c.
will have their influence; but we may with much certainty fix
it, in this climate, at between the twenty-third and twenty-fifth
years, for the male; and from the nineteenth to the twenty-first
years, for the female.* We are informed by Tacitus, that the
ancient Germans never married until the twenty-fourth or
twenty-fifth year of their age, and were as continent before its
consummation, as the females, to whom they were united ; in
consequence of which, they acquired a size and strength, that
at

which the

excited the astonishment, of even the Romans.
5. It has frequently excited the surprise, as well

as
provoked
reproach of foreigners, that the females of this country lose
their beauty so early, especially when compared with the females
of Europe, and particularly those of Great Britain. The cause
of this hasty decay must be principally sought for in our very early,
or rather
premature marriages; but we confess that climate has

the

*

following curious table, constructed by Dr. Granville from an examina
eight hundred and seventy. six cases in lying-in hospitals, &c, is the first
submitted to females to exhibit their chances of marriage at various ages.

The

tion of
ever

Years of age.
3
at
13
at
11
14
16
43
45
67
115

118
86
It is

at

at
at
at

at
at
at

15
16
17
18
19

20
21

Ycar3 of age.
at
22
85
59
at
23
53 at 21
36
25
at
24
at
26
28
at
27
22
at
28
17
at
29
9
at
30

curious fact, that if

ears

7
5
7
5
2
0
2
0
1

of age.
at

31

at

32
33
31
35

at
at
at

at
at
at
at

36
37
38
39

a woman
marry at twenty-one or twenty-two,, and
similar circumstances, for the following fifteen years,
as women at fourteen, fifteen and
nineteen, marrying at that age, may be sup
posed to be under, she will produce the same number of children as the latter

is

a

placed

under

precisely

would, though the party marry eight years later.
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a more limited agency.
Though we are
discouraging early marriages, yet we are decidedly op
posed to premature ones. By early marriage we would wish to
be understood, such as may take place so soon as the body has
received its final expansion; and that time, we have just fixed,
as a
general rule, at nineteen, or a little more, for the female;
and twenty-three, and a little upwards, for the male. By prema
ture ones, we mean those which happen before the system has
received its ultimate development, be this period when it may;*

also

a

certain, though

far from

and this should be the more insisted on, as it would appear from
the calculations of Dr. Granville, in the note just referred to,
that neither the woman herself nor society lose by a proper
delay so that it is best to do so, both morally and politically.

—

—

readily be seen, that no precise or absolute rules
based upon the lapse of years, can be laid down ; since the body
of both male and female may be precociously expanded, or may
be unusually morbidly retarded. In the first instance, the period
we have assigned maybe anticipated with safety; but in the
6. It will

second, it would be wise
females become mothers

to

extend it.

Thus, oftentimes in India,

while in

Lapland they rarely
eighteen; consequently, the
women of India would be on the wane, did they wait for the
limit at which it would be proper for a Lapland woman to marry;
and the Lapland woman could not support the contingencies of
marriage, did she attempt to regulate it by the usage of India.
7. The evil consequences resulting from precocious unions in
this country, are familiar to every body they are not limited to
the diminished vigour, and shortened life of the male; nor to
the faded beauty, the blasted health, and the premature old age
of the female; but are extended to their innocent offspring, on
whom they have perhaps entailed a diminutive stature, debility
of body, and imbecility of mind ; or have handed down to them,
strong predisposition to consumption, rickets, scrofula, &c. It

give

at ten ;

evidence of womanhood until

—

is, therefore, of the

sign

their children

times
*

seen

by urging

consequence that parents do
inevitable ill health, by consenting,

utmost
to

them

to too

early marriages ;

This should not be confounded with the
instances where the

osseous

mere

and muscular

and

on

not con
or some

the part of

growth of the body,

for

we

have

system has been unusually early

developed, while the uterine has been very imperfectly so hence, the error of
confounding the necessity of its functions with the ordinary development, of
Anteother parts of the body. See Ireatise on the Diseases of Females, art.
—

"

norrAaa."
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they do not yield themselves up to
almost inevitable destruction, (especially the female,) by antici
pating the eligible moment for marriage consummation.

the children themselves, that

8. We are,

(agreeably

however, strong advocates for early marriages,
definition of them

to our

importance

of both their moral and

should be

think

they
expectation

encouraged,

;) we are persuaded of
political tendency; and

wherever there is

a

the
we

rational

being answered.
marriages were well known
strictly forbidden by the Greek legis

of both these great ends

9. The consequences of ill-assorted

the ancients, and were
lators; and though things have not proceeded to such length in
this country, as to require the interference of the laws, it is ne

to

a caution upon the point
to compatibility, the ob
paid
proper.
vious and most desirable objects of marriage will be defeated,
and one great source of health and longevity destroyed ; for it is
a fact, no less important than well established, that a well regu
lated marriage, contributes largely to these two great ends. It is
declared by Huffland, that all those who have attained great age,
were married even more than once, and generally at a late period
of life; and that there is no instance of a bachelor attaining a
great age. We may give two remarkable instances of longevity,
where marriage was often repeated: one in Thomas Parr, of
England, who attained to one hundred and fifty-two years, and
was married several times : and the other in De Longville, of

vertheless

sufficiently

Should

no

common

to

make

attention be

France, who lived until he was one hundred and ten years old,
and married ten wives; his last, he married in his ninety-ninth
year, and she bore him
first.
10. It

a son

when he

was

in his hundred and

agreeable to all observation, that better constitu
perpetuated to offspring by men advanced in life, where
the physical powers have been well preserved by moderate and
proper use, than by young men who have been prodigal of them ;

tions

seems

are

for it is oftentimes better
11.

Though
offspring

we

healthier
or

the

one

to

be old in years, than in constitution.
men advanced in life
may have

have said that
than the

man

who has been too

who

too

prodigal

advocates for the union of old age

early tests

his prowess,

of his powers,

we are

not

On the

blooming youth.
entirely convinced, that none so completely
fulfil their duties to society, as those who unite themselves as
soon as the
proper development of body, and well established
contrary,

we

are

to
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health, will justify their union.
of the truth of what

have

we

Yet

just

equally persuaded
namely, that a man

are

we

observed

;

advanced in years may have every requisite firmness of consti
tution, to justify a union; while a young man, who may have a

natural feebleness of constitution, a strong predisposition to dis
ease, or its actual existence, or a debility from overtaxed powers
may be

altogether ineligible

Sect. II.

such

to

—

Of

a

consummation.

Constitution.

12. It is not alone sufficient for the best purposes of

that the

body

has received its final

development,

marriage,

either

on

the

part of the male or the female; since all the functions of the
body may be disturbed, by either feeble organization, disease, or
accident.

When, then, the male and female,

or

either, has suf

fered in constitution, it is not to be expected they can impart to
offspring that which they themselves do not possess. It should,
therefore, always be a consideration in a marriage contract, that
both

parties

13. We

be of sound health and constitution.

are aware

healthy-looking
but

we

must

in many instances it may be said, that hale,
belong to parents of feeble constitution:

children

be cautious how

admit this

we

since, such appearances

position ;
sive of the goodness
our

of

health,

are

as

by

militating against
no means

conclu

the soundness of constitution.

or

We have many times seen children of robust appearance from
parents of feeble health ; but we do not recollect a single in
stance, where such children attained

hood

—

old age

was out

of the

an

age much

Indeed,

question.

beyond

man

it would seem,

in many instances, that children of such parents most frequently
give an early promise of future health ; but it is illusory— as it is

Like fruit, that attains its

rarely realized.
turity prematurely, it looks fair to
never or

but very

ma

the eye ; but cancer is lurking
at the core. In the early part of the lives of the children of whom
we are now speaking, a rapid, but morbid development of the

place; every function is inordinately performed; and
constitution
is confirmed in appearance by such a dis
the
when
body

takes

play of health,

it is but

hastening

deceived by such appearances
our children, let us select such

;

to

decay.

and when
as

the soundness of their constitution.
3*

give

a

Let

us

we are

not

then be

choosing

for

rational reliance upon
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Sect. III.
14. There

—

are numerous

them, which do

to

Predisposition
diseases,

Disease.

rather

or

a

disposition

to

show themselves for many years after birth,
called into action by some exciting cause, either

not

until they are
suddenly or gradually applied ; such diseases are gout, madness,
scrofula, consumption, &c. Those who may inherit such predis
positions, may for many years enjoy good health ; and may not
be led to suspect a cause to be lurking in their systems, which,
when called into action, shall, but too soon, destroy such flatter
ing expectations. It therefore becomes a point of duty in pa
rents to investigate the
tendency to hereditary complaints, be
fore they connect their children with those who can give but a
temporary security against the most painful, afflicting, irremedia
ble, or suddenly fatal diseases.
or

15. We hold it selfish at
to marry

under such

least, if

not

predispositions,

dishonest, for either

when from the

sex

knowledge

of the diseases of their forefathers, there was every reason to
anticipate a perpetuation of them. Who has not witnessed the

deplorable consequences of such unions? and who, after
witnessing them, would not deprecate their continuance, or far
ther propagation? This subject is one of much importance; for
some of the best interests of
society are involved in it; and every
one is concerned in
diminishing the evils spoken of, by prevent
which
can
ing marriages
promise nothing but the extension of
most

the

—

dreadful diseases.*

We have seen but too many in
of
the maladies above enumerated,
perpetuation
not to feel desirous to arrest them,
by recommending the two
means
which
can
be
either
only
by
they
prevented or mitigated;
most

stances

of the

namely, by judicious and well
conducted physical education.
•

assorted

marriages,

and

a

well

We have been much

pleased with the observations of Dr. Reid upon this im
convey and enforce our own sentiments. " Nothing can be
obvious, than that one who is aware of a decided bias in his owji person to

portant point,
more

as

they

wards mental

derangement, should shun the chance of extending, and of perpetu.
without any assignable limit, the
ravages of so dreadful a calamity. No
rites, however holy, can, under such circumstances, consecrate the
ating,

conjugal
marriage itself is a transgression of morality. A man
who is so situated, in incurring the risk of
becoming a parent, involves himself
in a crime; which may not
improbably project its lengthened shadow, a shadow
too which widens in
proportion as it advances over the intellect, and the happi
ness of an indefinite succession of
beings.— Med. Chirur. Rev. for July, 1830, p. 90
union.

In

a case

like this,
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16.

By

hereditary
jects

as

the first means,
transmission of

we

may stop, in

a

great

measure,

predisposition, by selecting

shall be free from constitutional taint

the

such sub

; or, at

least,

we

may diminish

by this plan the risk of such occurrence, if we
cannot ensure exemption from it.
We may also do much good
by preventing altogether the union of such as may have these
tendencies ; or diminish the evils in a degree, when nothing bet
ter can be done, by not admitting to this union more than one
of a party who may have hereditary taints.
17. By the second, much may be effected by invigorating
the general system, so as to render it less susceptible to exciting
causes:
by attention, while conducting this education, to strength
en the particular
parts, which may be predisposed to disease.
But of this more by and by.
Sect. IV.
18.
to be

—

Of the

Immediate State

of Health.

By the immediate or actual state of health, we would wish
understood, that condition of the system in which either

of the above named diseases is

absolutely developed.

It

might,

sight, appear strange, that we should notice this state of
the system; as every one would seem to be apprized of it, and,
consequently, the person labouring under it would not be consi
at first

dered

eligible by any one, for the married state. But this is not
exactly so; as we find that every kind of artifice is resorted to, to
hide this condition from those most interested in the knowledge
of it, hence, the frequency of marriages, under such circum
—

stances.

19.

ledge

Besides, it but
is

frequently happens,
entirely disregarded by the persons
too

that this foreknow
most

concerned

—

this may arise from several causes: 1st, to a want of proper feel
ing for the consequences of such diseases, when extended to off

spring; 2dly,to a hope of an escape from their consequences, as
happens; 3dly, to an ignorance of their nature, and
of the risk of their propagation ; 4thly, to a disgraceful selfish
ness, where fortune or beauty is concerned.
20. In Europe, they have such dread of the perpetuation of
these disease, (with, perhaps, the exception of gout,) that the
inquiry is frequently made in the higher ranks of society, before
the marriage contract is signed, v\hether either of these diseases
actually exist, or whether the parties be liable to them by heresometimes
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ditary descent ; and we are informed
frequently broken off, and even at a
or

marriages

late

period,

have been

when it

was

the side of either party, that scrofula, consump
madness, had existed, or was actually existing, in any

discovered

tion,

that

on

member of the

family.

predisposition to disease, or its actual
existence, that exclusively disqualifies the parties for marriage
or that may entail feebleness of body or mind upon offspring; for
there are others, equally certain, though less notorious to common
observation; such are the habits of general dissipation, or habi
21. It is not,

however,

—

The first appears to have most effect upon
a woman should
the
latter
upon the mind; therefore,
body,
not unite herself to a man who labours under either, if it be
known; and the laws should protect her by granting a divorce,

tual intoxication.
the

if it

occur

after.

country, the vice of intoxication is more common
than any other; but, unfortunately for the poor female, it but too
22. In this

often

occurs

provision

no

only after marriage;
—

;

same

to

derangement

this the laws make

own

and her children

heritors, of feeble constitutions :
the

against

she is then doomed, in her

horror which await the vice

predisposition

and

or,

what is

person, to all the
are to be the in

perhaps worse, the
perpetuation of

of mind, or, the

vice.

23. On the

part of the female, certain physical disabilities may

exist, which would render her

ineligible for the married state;
nor
passed over lightly; since,

these should neither be concealed,

with

a

knowledge

of them, it would be dishonest towards the

she may marry, as well as fatal to herself. We would,
therefore, recommend to a woman who may be deformed to ab
stain from marriage, as she may purchase the title of wife at too

man

high

a

price

;

and

we

affections,

cancerous

would advise such
or

such

as

as
may be disposed to
have
one in an active
may
she can promise herself no

refrain from this state, as
advantage from this ceremony, as regards the melioration of her
state,

to

disease; for with it she will linger through continued ill health
and pain, become a source of misery and expense to a husband,
whose patience and resources may too easily be exhausted, and
thus fall

an

earlier victim to disease alone.

24. We would also recommend the female not to

ceremony

to too

late

a

period

of life, when she

put off this

can

with pro-
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priety do otherwise ; unless she be content to endure more than
ordinary suffering from child-bearing, and become regardless of
the pleasure of seeing her children settled in life before she leaves
the world, by even the common
contingency of age. Women
who have passed the thirty-fifth year of life,
might, perhaps, do
best to submit to farther procrastination, and permit the period
of child-bearing to pass before they marry.
(See par. 4, 5.)
25. Upon the same principle, in
part, would we caution the
very young girl not to enter into this state ; as she, like the wo
man who
may have waited too long, is liable to severe suffering
from labour.
cerned in

In the

woman

too

far advanced, the parts

con

forget, in a degree, their offices;
while, in the too young female, they have not entirely or per
fectly acquired the capacity. It is lamentable to see the num
parturition

seem to

ber of sacrifices of this kind:

we have seen but too
many females
marry at fifteen or sixteen, become mothers at great hazard, and
their career of life run, at thirty years. They die of premature
old age, at this early period. These facts are too well known

to

be

disputed;

and

nature seems to

Shall

tive in both instances.

by shutting
these facts

have contended for preroga

then become

voluntarily blind,
against her obvious intentions? Do not
emphatically declare, there is a time best fitted for
our

we

eyes

marriage? This time we shall fix at nineteen for the earliest,
and thirty for the latest best periods.
(Par. 4, 5.)
26. We do not, however, mean to say, the period fixed for the
earliest may not, without any very great risk, be anticipated a
little; or that the second may not safely be exceeded we mean
merely to insist, that the periods just designated are best as ge
neral rules; for it is but general rules we can lay down upon this
subject.
—

CHAPTER II.
OF THE CONDUCT OF THE MOTHER DURING
PREGNANCY.
27. When

we

consider the

attachment between the

ovum

delicacy

and

uncertainty of the
early months

and the uterus in the
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of pregnancy, and the facility with which this union may be de
stroyed, we cease to wonder, that abortion should so frequently
take
the

place ; but,
that is

care

the

at

same

required

taught
prevention.

time,

for its

we are

to

acknowledge

excite in the female a proper dread of this ac
cident and its consequences, by representing the facility of re
when a habit
currence; the difficulty of interrupting its course
28. Could

we

is established; and the terrible train of evils in its suite, we
should make her careful how she incurred the risk to which so
is attached.

penalty

severe a

she, however, disregard the physical evils which
attend
habitual abortion, and set at naught mere
uniformly

29. Should
so

a
bodily suffering, she surely could not resist the appeal which
care constantly makes to her moral sense: she
of
proper
neglect
would most certainly question her right to destroy the fruit of a
union she is bound to hold sacred, by conduct of her own, when
it was completely in her power to have prevented abortion by
the observance of a few rules, which neither require severe pri
vations, nor very rigid conformities.

30. To us, who

familiar with the consequences which fol

are

repeated abortion, it is truly a matter of surprise, mingled
with regret, that females should so entirely shut their eyes against
them, and brave the evils, numerous and serious as they are,
low

rather than submit

to a

properly regulated plan

for the

interrup

tion of their progress, or to avoid the causes which may produce
them. We have but too often seen the fairest promises of health
and

long

first

or

life blasted,

imperious duty
sure sooner or

to

by disregarding

second accident of this kind had

a sense

proclaim

to

later

of her

the

danger,

nature

friendly warnings, a
given ; and we feel it an

of those evils which

are

it may awaken the female
and excite her to a due regard for her

follow,

to

the

in

hope

future welfare.
31. To the fine

peal

lady by profession,

would be in vain;

or

at

we are

least, it will

tention, until her health is either about

seriously injured ;

or,

to

when there is but

well

aware

this ap

challenge her at
destroyed, or very

not

be

an

uncertain chance of

recovery.
32. The consequences of
repeated abortion are, first, a bad
state of Leucorrhcca;
secondly, immoderate flow of the cata

menia, attended very often

frequent

returns;

or

that

by the expulsion of coagula ; their too
distressing condition of this discharge
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dysmenorrhcea, or painful menstruation; thirdly, dyspep
sia, with all its terrible penalties; fourthly, scirrhi and cancers;

called

besides many other evils of minor importance. The catalogue
here exhibited is not the sportings of the imagination; it has but
too real a foundation, as every practitioner of experience can

safely testify.
prevent the consequences above stated, (32,) the preg
nant woman must scrupulously avoid, 1st, such motion as shall
unduly exercise her muscles; as too long walks, especially in
33. To

such weather

as

will

falling; or as shall overheat
weather; hastily running up stairs;

endanger

her

dancing in very hot
lifting heavy weights, &c; 2nd, all such as shall take her mind
by surprise, if we may so term it, as unpleasant or dangerous
sights; 3d, all such as shall inordinately hurry her circulation,
as heated rooms, or stimulating liquors, &c; 4th, all such as shall
embarrass the intestinal canal, or too severely tax the powers of
the stomach; as flatulent vegetables, too great a quantity even
of proper food, or any quantity taken at improper seasons, as
late suppers, &c; 5th, all such as shall give too frequent motion
to the bowels ; as brisk or drastic purgatives ; or such as shall too

her,

as

-

much retard their motion, as the unnecessary use of laudanum,
or the unnatural use of chalk, or disobeying the proper calls of

&c; 6th, all such as shall make too severe and partial a
as
tight lacing, &c; 7th,
pressure upon the chest, and abdomen ;
nature,

irritability of the system ; as the
immoderate use of strong tea, coffee, opium or other narcotics;
and the too long indulgence of repose in warm feather beds ; 8th,
all such as shall too exclusively occupy the mind ; as severe
study, night watching, <&c. &c.
34. But let not the mother believe she completely discharges
her duty, or that she gives the best possible chance to her off
spring, by merely escaping from a miscarriage. In this opinion
she would eertainly not be supported either by facts or reasoning;
for it is well known to those who are best acquainted with the
subject, that the proper circulation* and nutrition of the foetus,
conduct of the mother, be im
may by the improper or heedless
Of this we
paired, though the foetus itself may not be destroyed.

all such

as

shall increase the

have abundant proof in the cases of those who narrowly escape
from this accident, and who have had repeated threatenings ;
therefore it behooves her, as a rational and an accountable being,
She
to avoid every risk of provoking abortion.
as far as

possible,
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must not flatter

herself, because she has

not

miscarried, that she

How many in
injury
almost every mother call to mind, of offspring born
feeble and emaciated, and continued to be so, or with difficulty
has done

to

no

the fruit of her womb.

stances can

recovered when the
of conduct

the

period

35. We

by

the

might

cause

be traced to

some

impropriety

the part of the parent, or to some accident during
of utero-gestation, which might have been prevented?
on

are

well

prevalence

persuaded, that much injury has been done
vulgar errors upon this subject ;

of certain

some of which it
may be well to examine. It has been handed
down from time immemorial, that pregnancy was constantly ac
companied by a plethoric condition of the blood vessels, and that,

there was a returning necessity for blood-letting.
practice has very constantly been made to conform to this
hypothesis by the ignorant or designing, and sometimes to the
very serious injury of the patient. It is, however, our deliberate
opinion, that this state of fulness does not always exist; and
when it does, it by no means follows, that it should always be
subdued by bleeding.
36. We are warranted
by long experience to declare, that
unless this plethora produce some direct evidence of a mis
chievous tendency, as headach, pain in the chest, a sense of ful
ness in the head
upon stooping, giddiness, &c, the patient should
not have recourse to
bleeding, without the express approbation
of the physician. And perhaps it would be erring on the safe
side to say, that even where the symptoms just enumerated are

consequently,

And

present, his advice had always better be asked.
37. To

who

in the habit of

miscarrying, this pro
bleeding is particularly important;
it is the remedy almost universally resorted to for
its relief; than which, in very many instances,
nothing can be
more
preposterous or improper. We know ourselves to be jus
tified in saying, it has very often produced the evil it was in
women

scription of
especially as

tended

to

are

indiscriminate

prevent.

38. We

happy to avail ourselves of the opinion of the cele
point; and shall quote his own words:
many erroneously imagine that blood-letting is useful during
pregnancy; hence, mercenary bleeders and imprudent midwives,
contribute to support that ill-founded opinion. It is, however, cer
tain that venesection is a remedy which ought not to be resorted
to, without the greatest precaution, as the loss of blood may
are

brated Dr. Struve upon this

"
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precipitate
and

even

a

into many dangerous diseases,
miscarriage. Instances of this kind have

pregnant

occasion

woman

occurred in my own practice ; and I have known ladies who
have unfortunately been subject to successive abortions, because
the advice of their friends,

by

they regularly

submitted to be

bled upon such occasions. On their becoming pregnant again,
I warned them of the mischief resulting from this practice, and

they

now

enjoy

the

happiness

of

being

mothers."*

We admit, without hesitation, that there is a strong ten
dency to fever and fulness during gestation, when there is any
cause in operation which may be capable of exciting the
system
39.

unusual action, or of filling the blood vessels in an unusual
degree; and it was under this impi*ession that we recommended
to

the cautions

For

above, (33.)

suggested

we are

fully persuaded,

proper observance of the rules just
referred to, will very frequently render blood-letting unneces
sary ; nay, nature institutes nausea and vomiting, to keep down

that, for the

most

a

part,

this excessive fulness.
40. It

be

must not

inferred, however, from what has just

been said, that we are hostile to blood-letting this is very far
from being the case; we consider ourselves among its warmest
—

advocates, if

against

value to this

for its

necessity

a

its abuse

alone, that

operation

employment really

exist: it is

We attach great
where there is evidence of its necessity;
we

contend.

and believe it oftentimes

capable of affording relief, where no
remedy, perhaps, would avail; but of this necessity the
experienced and judicious physician should be the only judge ;
other

it should not be left
41.
our

to

From what has

opinion

the decision of every old woman.
been said, it will appear, that it is not

just

that pregnancy

necessarily

renders the

use

of the

lancet proper it is a vulgar error to suppose so : and as this
remedy is sometimes resorted to solely because impregnation has
—

place, and this,
injury, the soonqr this
taken

hundred times refused
was no one reason

stated above

as

error
our

for its

(35, 36, 37,)

is corrected the better.

assent to this

being

with manifest

We have

a

operation, because there

resorted to,

save

that the

woman

pregnant. Under such circumstances, it is but Utile in its
but even to this trifling re
favour to say it can do no harm
commendation, it is not always entitled; for we can most safely
was

—

*

4

Treatise

on

Physical Education*

p. 169,
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declare,

we

irreparable

have

it do serious, and sometimes

frequently known

mischief.

42. There is another

of

error

no

less moment than the

one

just combated, and which should also be corrected namely,
the free indulgence of a wayward, or a voracious appetite, be
cause the woman is pregnant: and because, according to com
This error,
mon parlance, she has a child within her to support.
or prejudice, in favour of eating largely during pregnancy for
the support of the child, is almost constantly at variance with
—

the laws which govern the system
constantly happens that there is a

at

this time.

For it almost

genuine antipathy

to

animal

during gestation ; and, if taken, it is almost sure to disagree
with the patient, and it is hardly fair to suppose, that a substance
which disagrees with the mother, will be necessary or accepta
ble to the child. We have often heard this reason given by
females, who availed themselves of this condition to gratify their
appetites for food, without the smallest regard to consequences.
Indigestion, colic, cholera morbus, and even convulsions, have
been too often the melancholy consequences of such indulgence.
43. As this error originates in theory, or hypothesis, it mav
be well to examine its pretensions: and if we can show that
there is no absolute necessity for taking more food than ordi
nary, we shall be, perhaps, more able to do away the practice.
food

the foetus make upon the mother
of its increase, is in proportion to the time of its
continuance within the uterus. Now, if we average the
weight
44. The demands which

for the

means

of new-born children,
*

eight pounds

would be excessive for each.*

The average we have taken is excessive, perhaps, even for this
country, but
so for
Europe. In France, or rather in Paris, at L'Hospice de la Mi-

decidedly

—

ternite, the following table will
34

Making

an

weight

show

a

from 1

much smaller average in 7077

pound

69

2

do.

164

3

do.

396

4

do.

1317

5

do.

2799

6

do.

1750

7

do.

463

8

do.

82

9

do.

3

10

do.

average of little

more

than six

to

1^ pound.
2£ do.
to 3£ do.
to 4$ do.
to 5£ do.
to 6£
do.
to 7£ do.
to8£ do.
to 9£ do.
to 10£ do.
to

pounds.

cases,

via.
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But,

we

will

hundred and
may

yield

account

it to be such; this, of course, will give one
twenty-eight ounces ; the placenta, and membranes,
assume

one

pound

and the

more;

will then stand thus

Foetus

—

8 lbs.

liquor amnii,
128

or

Placenta, and membranes,
Liquor Amnii,

Total,
which will make
fourths of

an

as

much; the

:

ounces.

16

do.

16

do.

160 ounces,

or

10

pounds;

daily average demand to less than threeounce, since it requires about two hundred and
a

for the

perfection of the child ; now, this quantity is
to require an increase of ingesta, if the
every way
taken
each
day were absolutely and duly weighed ; since
quantity
it is well known to every one, that we habitually take more food
into our stomach, than is strictly required for the nourishment
of the body,* and, of course, the woman can spare daily, without
the slightest disadvantage, the quantity of food necessary to fur
nish three-quarters of an ounce of blood to be applied to the im

eighty days

too

small

mediate purpose of the foetus ; or, in other words, the woman
could furnish daily this quantity of blood for the purposes of the

child, without feeling the demand

ly',

she cannot

45.

freer

Besides, what does
Let

ject?
quantity
happens

us see

if she

to

be

oppressive ; consequent
indulgence in food.

nature

really

herself dictate upon this sub
a reduction of the

do not solicit

of food, rather than ask for an increase of it. What
to almost every woman very soon after impregnation
—

place? Nausea
emphatically declare,

has taken
most

require

a

rather than

an

and

vomiting.

Now, do these

not

that the system requires reduction,
increase of fluids 1 or why should this subduing

process be instituted ? It certainly cannot be intended for any
other purpose, since it is not only almost universal, but highly
*
To show how very much more is taken into the stomach than is required for
the purposes of the system, we will extract a note from Fricdlandcr's l'Educa.
tion Physique de I'llomme, p. 130. "I was informed," says Mr. Friedlander,
"

by

ter

the senator Moscati that he gave a large dinner one day, and had, as a mat
curiosity, every article of the dinner weighed; and he found that one great

of

destroyed one hundred and ten ounces, and that an ordinary feeder had
eighty-four ounces." These experiments were made at Milan; lie sapposes not with the utmost exactitude; but they show with great certainty, that
very much more is taken, than can possibly be required for the purpose of nou^
eater had

eaten

rishmenl.
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important when it occurs, as it would seem to add much to the se
curity of the foetus; for it is a remark, as familiar as it is wellgrounded, that very sick women rarely miscarry while, on the
contrary, women of very full habits are disposed to abortion, if
exempt from this severe, but, as it would seem, important process.
46. While on the present subject, it may be thought incum
—

bent that

mand,

should say a few words upon that whimsical de
"
longing for certain substances, the reality of which

we

or

"

desire has been doubted

perience,

we

by

think, will for

many.
a

No

moment

however, of ex
that,
deny,
during preg
man,

nancy, there exists occasionally the most wayward appetite, and
that even to the extent to which it is said sometimes to urge the

unhappy patient.
47. As regards ourselves, we are entirely convinced of its ex
istence; though we are not altogether prepared to determine the
advantages of its gratification, or the evils which might arise
from disappointment. We are certainly in possession of some
remarkable facts upon this head ; and, in many instances, where
it could not be construed into an attempt to procure " the good
"

things of this world by sinister means. If women, who are
governed by this hallucination of the stomach, were always to
demand the most grateful or savoury food, there might be some
room to suspect the employment of
stratagem. But when this
morbid and fastidious appetite sometimes demands for its grati
fication the most disgusting and forbidding articles, we must yield
to the belief of the positive existence of
longings." We pre
tend not to account for this peculiar condition of stomach
we
know it only as an attendant upon pregnancy ; and will illus
trate it by detailing some remarkable instances of it.*
"

—

48. Mrs.
when not pregnant, had a great horror of eels ;
but, when in this situation, demanded them with an importunity
not to be resisted. She, therefore, would not only eat them with
,

*

We

into

beg, however,
to

that

foster

our

opinion

upon this

subject

may not be construed

perpetuate that waywardness of appetite,

or
capripiquant dishes which arc so
frequently indulged in by women when pregnant : we totally disclaim any design
to countenance such contemptible stratagems, with a view to exact compliance
from an indulgent husband, through the medium of his fears, or his affections.
The desires here alluded to, have their origin in mere fastidiousness and affectation those we believe in, arise from the absolute cravings of a distempered sto.
an

attempt

ciousness of

—

mach.

or

selection, of the

more

stimulating

and
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but in

avidity,

and

large

repeated quantities,

for the first few

them, but

she would then become indifferent to

months

;

averse,

until after her

49. Mrs.

delivery.
riding over a

,

shad, that had been thrown

common,

out ;

she

was

scented

instantly

some
so

their odour, that she obliged her husband to take
them into his gig; and as soon as she arrived at home,
of them

til

they

raw as

body

mediately,

,

offensive

in

passing through

her kitchen,

saw a

piece

of

in the soap kettle; she had it taken out im
and she ate it with great avidity.

related

was

extremely

began to
daily, un

boiling

51. Each of the

first,

were

so

of

some

else in the house.

50. Mrs.

bacon skin

they

consumed, though they

were

to every

were, and continued to do

spoiled

fascinated

by

eat

not

cases

to us

above stated, with the exception of the
the lady herself; in the first, we, our

by

selves witnessed the eagerness with which the eels were eaten,
and received the history of this lady's aversion to them when
not

pregnant, from her

we

have

not

the

own

mouth.

slightest doubt,

It is true, these

as

Of the truth of the others,
were of undoubted

the ladies

extreme cases ; but they go to
peculiar appetite, and its indiscri
minate, and, wre may add, of the last two, filthy selections. In
stances of minor enormity are familiar to every body.
52. In stating our belief in this peculiar, and indomitable
craving of the stomach, we admit nothing in favour of the popu
lar opinion, that a disappointment in procuring the desired arti

veracity.

are

establish the existence of this

cle, would be attended with any
would follow

when the

a

more serious consequence, than
of any other kind, at a period
it might, indeed, nay it very
not pregnant

disappointment

woman was

—

often does, occasion sickness at stomach, a temporary loss of
appetite, and sometimes vomiting; but here the evil ceases, as
far

as we

have observed.

53. Nor do

we

believe in the influence of the

"

imagination

"

upon either the form, colour, or future destiny of the child, how
powerfully this faculty may exert itself during gestation

ever
we

—

entirely reject

all the

reasoning,

as

well

as

the

appeals

to

facts, purporting to be illustrative of this wonderful influence.
We have, ever since our commencement in business, been atten

subject ; and we can most conscientiously declare, we
in a single instance had reason to believe that the
imagination had exerted the slightest control upon the foetus in
tive

to

have

this

never

4#
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utero ;

this is contrary to

though

our

early

belief upon this sub

ject.

high interest to the fe
occupying a few minutes
male, we trust we
in its consideration; and the more especially, as we believe,
that when the mind is so tenaciously occupied upon the object
of its aversion, (as we always find it is,) when an apprehension
54. As

we

feel this to be

a

subject

of

shall be excused for

has been

once

the stomach

with the

to

the foetus,

pabulum during gestation, through

its

pairing

excited, it may do mischief

or

blood vessels,

both

or

;

by

im

the medium of

and hence is connected

treatment of children."

"Physical

CHAPTER III.
OF THE INFLUENCE OF IMAGINATION UPON THE
FOZTUS IN UTERO.
55. There is

renders the

delusion of the mind

no

truly wretched,

woman so

as

pregnancy, that
the belief, that the ima

during

injurious control over her child. Should
ungratified longing; should she have been disagree
ably surprised, or greatly alarmed ; or, above all, should she have
been terrified by some frightful or disgusting object, she at once
becomes possessed with the apprehension, that her unborn babe
will receive an injury or blemish, similar to that which had ex

gination

can

she have

exert

an

an

cited her aversion,
idea with such
its influence.

and the
which

day

are

or

caused her alarm.

She dwells upon this
a victim to

that she becomes almost

pertinacity,
nightly "imaginings"

Her

affords

no

in favour of

relief,
an

as

her mind

influence most

are

those of

horror;

with

prejudices,
earnestly deprecated ;

teems

nothing but the delivery of an unblemished child can sooth
agitated feelings, or remove her long-cherished fears.
56. The origin of this belief, it is true, is coeval with our ear
liest records ; but its antiquity should not entitle it to the least
force, when this argument alone is employed ; for were this to
be a rule, there would be no end to error, however powerfully
combated by reason, or opposed by facts. No one circumstance
connected with the history of this
prejudice, has so effectually
and

her

contributed to its permanency,

as

the successful stratagem of Ja-
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cob,

to secure to

himself all the

"

ring-streaked

"

cattle from the

flocks of Laban, as his reward for his faithful services to his sel
fish father-in-law, by placing before them, when they were about
to

drink,

which

"

rods of

poplar,

and of

white streaks.

hazel, and of chestnut tree," on
Indeed, this may with much

pilled
propriety be considered as the origin of this distressing illusion ;
and it certainly is one on which the sticklers for this opinion
chiefly rely, when strongly opposed by facts, and reasoning.
57. We are willing to give every credit to the fact of Laban's
cattle becoming streaked
by Jacob's scheme ; as we may un
in
that
in
believe
it,
particular instance, without our
reservedly
that this effect continues to
for
the
committed
belief,
standing
were

"

be

perpetuated

tion,

was

this moment.

In the

case

under considera

opinion, with many enlightened divines, that
God's direct interposition in favour of Jacob, against

we are

there

to

"

of the

crafty Laban ; since, as such means would not in general
produce similar effects, it is more reasonable to suppose, that he
was directed, (in the plan he adopted,) by some divine imitations
and rendered successful, if not by a direct miracle, yet by the
Lord's giving a new, and uncommon bias to the tendency of na
Scott's Family Bible, Gen. Chap. XXX. And
tural causes.
this supposition is rendered still more probable, by what follows
in verses, 10, 11, 12, and 13, of Chap. XXXI.
58. If, then, we have rendered it more than probable that the
hand of the Lord was in the effect produced by Jacob's mottled
rods, we think that much of the feeling upon this subject should
be abated, and the mind be permitted to listen to the suggestion
of reason, and yield to the force of facts.
59. To remove these apprehensions altogether from the minds
of pregnant women, is perhaps impossible; for so fixed are their
prejudices, and so cherished are their impressions upon this sub
ject, that it is no longer a matter of reason it is one almost ex
clusively of feeling. Yet we flatter ourselves the force of this
error may be diminished, though not entirely subdued, by argu
ments, based upon the solid foundations of anatomy and physiolo
gy, and from facts, which deserve to be well weighed, before
they are rejected.
60. In the infancy of medical science, the opinion that the
imagination exerted an influence on the child in the womb, was
implicitly received ; and Hippocrates himself, assisted in the pro
pagation of the delusion. It became not only a popular, but a
the

—
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and nobles, with the hope of real
its efficacy, acted upon the principle ; and even when cer
their wives, they, nevertheless, credited its in
abused

fashionable belief; and

izing
tainly

by

It

fluence.
in

kings

was

made

use

instances for the

some

of, (honestly

protection

doubt not, at the

time,)
supposed innocent,
indignation of an injured

we

of the

severity of the law, or the
Hippocrates saved by his testimony a noble wo
man who had been charged, because she had borne a coloured
child, (she and her husband both being white,) by alleging that
the darkness of its colour was the effect of a picture of an Ethi
opian, which hung in her chamber, and which was often the ob
ject of her contemplation.* And Soranus declares that the ty
rant Dionysius, who was deformed and ill-favoured himself, em
ployed the aid of beautiful pictures, with the hope, that his wife
might have comely issue.f
61. Galen was also of opinion, that a picture was sufficient to
give a corresponding appearance to the foetus in utero. And

against

the

husband.

Thus

Quintillian saved

Cselius Rhodius informs us, that Fabius
from

man

after she had

suspicion,

brought forth

a wo

little negro, by
from her taking great
a

asserting, that the circumstance arose,
pleasure in viewing the picture of one in her chamber.^ And
it was from the prevalence of this popular belief, that Heliodorus

formed the first, and, we may add, one of the most beautiful no
vels in the world.
It is called the "Loves of Theagenes and
Characlea ;" the latter being born white from Ethiopian parents ;
but the Queen, her mother, had often viewed, during her preg
nancy, the picture of Andromeda, who was painted with a white
face

: the
sages attributed the white colour of the child to the
force of the mother's imagination.

62. Such notions upon this

liest

moment ;

and

Hippocrates
cial

subject

have existed from the

ear

of the world; and such still continue to the present
but, with this exception : if cases like those related of

history

Quintillian

few

decision,

tribute the effect

to

were now

be

presented

for

judi

would have sufficient hardihood to at
the force of the imagination ; yet some not

juries

to

less marvellous and

extraordinary

present day,

not

though

entitled

stories

to

gain full belief, at the
credit, in any superior de

gree.
63. The different modes in
*

Turner,

p. 169.

which the
t

imagination
Ibid,

p. 170.

is

supposed
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its sticklers to affect the foetus, are, 1st, by
imposing upon its
skin certain resemblances to
on which the
fancy has been
things

by

deeply concerned, or employed; such as fruit, wine, insects, or
animals; 2dly, by the production of additional parts, as two
heads, four legs, additional fingers, toes, &c. &c; 3dly, by the
absence

destruction of certain

or

the want of
64. The

a

head,

alleged

or

hand,

effects of the

utero, manifest themselves in

heads, respectively

;

a

and, first,

or

both;

upon the foetus in
of the three modes just named,

imagination

one

We shall, therefore, say

(63.)

parts ; as a leg, or arm,
foot, or lip, &c. &c.

or

few words upon each of these
shall consider the nature of

we

the connexion which exists between the mother and child, that
our objections to the power of the imagination may be the bet
ter

understood.

65.

Anatomy

has most

satifactorily proved, that the connex
altogether indirect ; and

ion between the mother and child is

carried

only through

on

also shown, there is

It has

the medium of the circulation.

communication between them

no nervous

;

words, that there has never been detected any ner
filament of the mother, entering any portion of the foetal

or, in other
vous

system.*

From this wise and

all-important arrangement, it fol
fluctuating
changes of

lows, that the fcetus is not subject to the various and
condition of the sanguiferous, or to the never-ending
the

system of the mother; since

nervous

tion exists between her blood vessels,

or

no

direct communica

nerves,

and those of the

foetus,
impose upon it any alteration that may take place in
her system, or to render the child liable through the medium of
to

nervous

connexion,

66. If the

to

her affections.

arrangement be such

the truth of which there

be

cannot

as

is

a

now

represented,

reasonable doubt,

and of

we

may

ask, how any condition of the arterial, or any affection of the
brain and nervous system of the mother, can have an influence,
or exert a control, over both these symptoms of the fcetus, which
direct connexion with the one, nor even an indirect one
with the other ? Were this arrangement between mother and

has

no

child

more

better understood, or more justly ap
hear
much
less of the influence of the ima
should

closely studied,

preciated, we
gination of the

mother upon the

body

of her infant ; and

of

Sir Everard Home may be cited in opposition to this assertion; but we are
opinion that Sir E. stands alone in this belief: he certainly has not demon-

*

of

one

strated them,

so as

to

satisfy

any

body

but himself.
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the most

agonizing

conditions of the human mind would be

re

moved from the list of evils attendant upon pregnancy.
67. No one, so far as we know, has determined at what pe
riod of pregnancy the influence of the imagination ceases ; or, in
other words, at which it cannot be successfully exerted every
period of utero-gestation, agreeably to the histories given to
—

prove the powers of imagination, seems alike liable to its control.
Now, this admission proves in many instances too much; for it
to the

only gives
nihilating one.
not

a

fancy
in

Thus,

toe, is added to the child

one

of these parts.

ber,

or

generative

;

cases,

part, escaping

an

power, but also
a

arm,

leg,

a

ever

an an

thumb,

while, in others, there is

Who has

a

or

loss of

detected the severed

from the' womb of the mother,

of the mutilated child ?
the histories of such

a

some

mem

the birth

at

Must this not have been observed, had

cases

been

a

faithful relation of the influence

?

of the

imagination
Besides, it gives to this power another very extraordinary
capacity; namely, the stopping of the blood, after the part has
been separated from the body, or limb ; for the child does not
die of hemorrhage while in utero, but is absolutely born alive !
68.

We

once

stump of an
or rather,
healed,
perfectly
evidence that it had ever been a wound ; yet the

knew

an

instance where there

which at the time of birth

arm,

discovered

no

mother, in this

case,

was

but the

was

declared herself

have been

to

frightened,

at

the sixth month of her pregnancy, by an impudent beggar, who
was well known in this
city. But what became of the lopped off
arm?

—

ing;
ture

ask
the

it

what arrested the
;

nor

of blood

again,

We

certainly

did not dis

was

we

discovered with the

Now,

waters.

what became of the cast off

arm

?

or

a

bleed

no

we

mix
must

what arrested

?

bleeding

69.

had

bleeding?

any evidence that there had been
for the child was born healthy and vigorous ; and

cover

Again,

where resemblances have been

tected, between the child and

animal

supposed

to

be de

which the mother

by
frightened ; and this sometimes even at a pretty ad
vanced period of pregnancy, the power of the imagination must
be very wonderful indeed, since, in order that the supposed ef
fect should be produced, it must have new-modelled the head,
though the bones of the cranium must have been pretty solid.
some

had been

Thus, Bartholine* informs
*

us,

that in the year 1638,

Hist. Anat. Cent. 3. Hist. 44,

as

quoted by

Turner.

a woman
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delivered of

was

child in every way well shaped, except the
a cat; this deformity was owing
which the mother had received, by a cat get

a

head, which resembled that of
to

a severe

fright

In this famous case, if the

into her bed.

ting

point

of

resem

blance to the animal

by which the mother may have been fright
ened be admitted, it must also be acknowledged, that the head
of the child must have been remodelled by some plastic power

imagination ? a circumstance not to be acknowledged by
be proved by fact therefore this case, like many

of the

reason, nor to

others

—

could cite, proves too much.
70. We will not deny that instances occur
we

occasionally

of the

of supernumerary parts, or even marks, in certain
families; such as an additional thumb, or toe, or finger, or a
mole, but these cases are not the result of any exercise of the

perpetuation

imagination
as

of

—

they

but here the

are

the

continuance of

mere

blotches, the instances of which

warts or

fancy has

no

der the full

persuasion
only

and abandoned it

and,

at

exerts

are numerous

—

agency in their

71. We have been attentive to this

marked, for many years

peculiarity, such

production.
subject, as already

and commenced

;

of the

our

observations

re
un

efficiency of imaginative influence,
by facts ;
entirely convinced that the fancy

because it could not be sustained

this moment, we are
control whatever over the form of the foetus.

no

propriety, and we wish
opinion of the late cele
brated Dr. William Hunter upon this subject. Dr. Hunter used
to declare in his lectures that he experimented in a lying-in hos
pital upon two thousand cases of labour, to ascertain this point.
72. We may mention here with much

we

could

with

hope

His method

was as

as

much effect, the

follows:

—

As

soon as a woman was

delivered,

he

inquired of her whether she had been disappointed in any ob
ject of her longing, and what that object was, if her answer were
yes. Whether she had been surprised by any circumstance that
had given her an unusual shock ; and of what that consisted.
Whether she had been alarmed by any object of an unsightly
kind; and what was that object. Then, after making a note of
each of the declarations of the
or

negative,

he

class, that he
with

met
was

a

carefully

never, in

coincidence.

acknowledged;

73. It must,

with

one case

woman,

examined the
a

single
He

and found

met

either in the affirmative

child; and he assured his

instance of the

two

with blemishes when

none

thousand,
no cause

where it had been insisted

on.

however, be confessed, that the Dr. owned he met
in his private practice that puzzled him ; and he
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merely relate the facts, and leave them
A lady had been married seveown conclusions.
rals years without proving pregnant ; but at last she had the satis
told his

pupils, he

would

to draw their

faction to
The

announce to

her husband that she

was

in that situation.

was excessive, nay, unbounded ; and he
set about to qualify himself for the all-important

of the husband

joy
immediately
duty of educating

his

long-wished

for

offspring.

He read much,

and had studied Martinus Scribelerus with great patience and
supposed advantage, and had become a complete convert to the

supposed influence of the imagination upon the fcetus in utero.
He accordingly acted upon this principle. He guarded his wife,
as far as in him
lay, against any contingencyjhat might affect
the child she carried. He, therefore, gratified all her longings
most scrupulously; he never permitted her to exercise, but in a
close carriage; and carefully removed from her view all un
sightly objects.
74. The term of gestation was at length completed ; and the
lady was safely delivered, by the skill of Dr. Hunter, of a living
and healthy child; it had, however, one imperfection
it was a
confirmed Mulatto.
On this discovery being made, the father
was at first inexorable; and was
only appeased by his dutiful
and sympathizing wife calling to his recollection, the huge ugly
negro that stood near the carriage door the last time she took
an
airing, and at whom she was severely frightened!*
75. Our limits do not permit us to do more ample justice to
this subject, by employing additional arguments, or more nu
merous facts, to
disprove the agency of the imagination upon the
—

foetus in utero:
we

have

shall, therefore, dismiss it, and trust to what
already said, to awaken the woman to reason, or at
we

least to raise in her

a

rational doubt of the powers of the im

the fruit of her womb.

agination
general subject.
over

We

must now return to

our
*

If the imagination or fancy of the parent possessed the influence alleged,
might be destructive of one of the most important tics in society ; for the sex
might submit to an intercourse with blacks, and could easily conceal from their
unsuspecting relatives the adulterous commerce, by the easy expedient, of conti
nually fixing their attention on their husbands, or on objects of a bright colour.
If the imagination have the power of producing colours, why should not children
be marked with grapes and green gooseberries, as well as with cherries, or red
currants? since it may be presumed, that the mother will have as often longed
for the one as the other; or why should we meet with deformities among the
lower animals, and in plants, even, where the fancy, more especially in the latter*
cannot be concerned."
Campbell's Introduction to Midwifery, &c. p. 115,
"

it

—
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CHAPTER IV.
OF THE INDULGENCE AND EXERCISE OF TEMPER,
&c.
76. Besides the
to

i

prohibitions already suggested, there remains
injurious tendency of an indulgence in un

be considered the

bridled

passion upon the immediate, as well as the future wel
fare of the foetus. The immediate evils which may result from

yielding to temper, are convulsions, nervous inquietudes, uterine
hemorrhage and, perhaps, abortion. Should this last not occur,
the foetus may yet receive such injury, as shall impair its natural
stamina, and thus entail upon it

a

feebleness of constitution

as

it may live.
It is a remark long since made, and we
long
believe it to be in perfect conformity with the fact, that passionate,
as

and irritable women,

prone to abortion, than those of
This fact, alone, points out the neces

are more

opposite temperament.
sity and importance of resisting
an

those tendencies to anger, which
or jeopardize the welfare of

may threaten the life of the mother,
the child.

Nothing contributes more certainly to the safety, and fu
good health of the child, than cheerfulness of mind ; or, at
least, equanimity on the part of the mother : this fact was well
known to the ancients ; and they acted upon it, accordingly, by
giving great attention to the little wants of the pregnant woman ;
removing from her all disagreeable and disgusting objects, and
constantly presenting her with subjects calculated to excite ad
miration, or to create agreeable impressions on the mind.
78. The ancient Greeks were firmly persuaded, that the ima
gination of the female had an influence upon the beauty of the
child ; hence the practice, as we have already noticed, (35) of
constantly providing for the chambers of their wiv-es, the most
beautiful specimens of art, such as the figures of Apollo, Bac
chus, Castor and Pollux, Antinous, Narcissus, &c. ; that they
might dwell upon their fine proportions, with that complacency
of spirit, which a beautiful object is sure to produce. And we
believe, if this scheme ever had success, it was by producing a
tranquillity of mind, rather than by any formative influence of
the imagination. On this principle, also, we would explain the
77.

ture

—

5
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observation of Nicolai ;* who, while visiting some of the Ca
provinces of Germany, found a number of female faces,

tholic

divinely beautiful; especially when engaged in devotional exer
: this beauty had most probably been transmitted to them by
mothers, who enjoyed the calm and placid sensations, which re
ligious exercises are wont to produce. Here, then, is a powerful
motive to preserve equanimity, especially in the earlier months
of pregnancy; as well as to curb a rising and rebellious spirit;
and, at the same time, by an indulgence in innocent pleasure, to
chase away the gloom too common to pregnancy.
cises

CHAPTER V.

OF THE FOOD PROPER FOR PREGNANT WOMEN.
79. It is not necessary to give in detail the articles of food
which may be proper for the pregnant woman ; especially, as in
general they injure more by the quantity than the quality: a

circumstance

be

repeated.
jurious effects
80. It is

a

we

have

But
of

already

adverted to, and which need not

pass over in silence the
indulgence in stimulating drinks.

we

an

must not

truth that

we

must not

disguise,

that

highly
a

in

habit of

taking
large quantity of strong drink is sometimes con
tracted during pregnancy, from a desire to overcome the unplea
too

sant

a

sensation, commonly present at this period, by using some
or tincture, of
high character for this purpose. Every

cordial

body is

aware, how

often

nausea

and other

distressing

sensations

assail the poor female, particularly in the early part of her preg
nancy. To remove this, the good old gossip she may chance
to consult, recommends the use of the compound spirit of la

vender, the

of

noyeau, &c, which, by af
fording, perhaps, temporary relief, is again and again resorted
the quantity is, of course, a little increased at each time, that
to
its effects may be maintained ; and, by and by, the disgusting ha
essence

peppermint,

a

—

bit of

tippling is too certainly established.
gratification is so dangerous as this: it should be resist*

81. No

*

Struve.
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ed from the moment it

should be turned
it will not hurt

mestic

to

ous, and insidious

82. It must not,

just stated,

and

a

deaf

ear

if you want it,
seen health, do

"

We have

you."

happiness, and

to be importunate ;
dangerous maxim, that

begins

the

even

more

than

once

reputation, destroyed, by this danger

counsel.

however, be imagined, that the

extreme cases,

essential to constitute its hurtful

tendency upon
Intoxication is, comparatively, a rare vice
among females ; yet some are too much in the habit of indulging,
during the period of pregnancy, in the use of ardent spirits ; and
are

the foetus in utero.

it is

wrongly imagined, that any quantity this
hurtful; than which nothing

not

can

side of

inebriety

is

be farther from the truth.

For every

thing that unduly stimulates the system at the time,
highly injurious, by putting both the nervous and vascular sys
tems in an unnatural condition ; consequently, the functions, so
important to the welfare of the foetus, are interfered with, or im
perfectly performed and hence, the children of women, who
over-stimulate, or become intoxicated, are always less healthy,
and less vigorous, than those of mothers who observe a contrary
is

—

conduct.
83. We are persuaded, from what we have seen, that the in
dulgence referred to, is most frequently the result of false impres
sions : impressions, we should be happy to remove, by declaring
to

the deluded female, that she cannot, from any circumstance
with her situation, gratify a disposition to take

connected

strong liquors, without incurring the risk of destroying he own
health, and that of her child.*
84. From what has been said, it would appear, that the woman
has

an important duty to perform, during the whole
period of
utero-gestation; and, that her offspring may not suffer, in either
body or mind by her imprudence, she must most carefully avoid

all the

causes

and circumstances enumerated above.

entirely neglect,
tant to

tion
a

to

but

imperfectly

feebleness of mind,

We have been made

acquainted

or, even

with

a

lady,

fatuity itself;

who

was

so

impor

(for

by

ex-

appetite

for

bring
nothing

and, with a view to
wants,) she resolved to try the child
and drank herself. She carried this so far, that

the infant cannot indicate its

with every substance that she ate

or

determined to

up her child in a novel way; she insisted that nature gave an
which it was really injurious to the individual to possess,

discover

Should she

observe the rules

the welfare of her child, she becomes culpable in propor
the neglect. She may entail a frail constitution of body,

perpetual
*

or
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citing premature labour, she may immolate herself and her off
spring.
85. To a feeling heart, the thought of having destroyed a
child by heedlessness, must be productive of the keenest anguish ;
and this
member
came a

may be permanent in its effects. We well re
elegant, but rather a careless young lady, who be
prey, for several years, to a settled melancholy, because

feeling
an

she had but two much
her

to

reason

to

attribute

a

premature labour

Even after she became the mother of

seve
neglect.
the
first
she
the
loss
of
; and
children,
reproached herself for
time alone blunted the severity of her self-upbraid ings.
86. Were every female, during pregnancy, to regulate her
conduct, as though she were accountable for the health and in
telligence of her child, it would prevent much of the mischief so
constantly witnessed ; for, like fruit, properly so called, the child
in utero requires a certain amount of care, for its preservation
and perfection.
87. There is another point remains to be spoken of one that
is no less common than injurious ; namely, the attention which
pregnant women accord to the chilling and horrifying tales of
gossiping beldams. This is of general occurrence, and is ex
tremely injurious ; their stories often sink deep into the mind of the
unfortunate hearer, and tinge the remaining portion of her preg
nancy with the most gloomy and melancholy forebodings. We
have too often witnessed the evil tendency of this state of mind,
not to warn the pregnant woman against indulging in these idle
reveries we once knew abortion very speedily follow a tale of
horror; and, frequently, we have known months of sleepless
nights succeed these evil communications.
88. The following case of abortion, (alluded to above,) is
every
own

ral

—

—

way illustrative of the influence of ill-directed conversation.
Mrs.
in the fifth month of her first pregnancy, complained
,

aged relation, of
inquired minutely into
to

an

a

pain in her right side ;

its

the old

woman

and

duration, shook her head
most significantly, and then said, she was
very sorry to hear her
of
that
Mrs.
as,
-, (a lady who had died a few
complain
pain
seat

—

—

she

forced

large oyster, and a quantity of wine on the child at one time,
than twenty-four hours old ; and she continued this practice
until it was seized with convulsions, and had
nearly died.. She then gave her plan
up, at the earnest solicitations of her husband, and the repeated advice of the
physician: but she was not convinced of the fallacy of her hypothesis, even by
even

when it

a

was no more

this demonstration.

&C
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days before,) complained in just the same manner, and it was
owing to the after-birth growing fast to the side, from which the
doctor was obliged to tear it, piece by piece, and she died imme
diately after. The lady aborted before the next day.
89. Having cursorily considered in the preceding pages the
importance of care on the part of the female during gestation,
that the best possible chance may be given to the child which
she is carrying, we shall merely add a few words upon her con
duct, and that of her attendants nearly at, and during the pro
gress of labour.

CHAPTER VI.
CONDUCT TO BE OBSERVED NEARLY AT, AND
DURING LABOUR.
90. It would be

disregard

certain

a

gross

neglect

rules, which

are

of

duty, should the woman
high importance to her
approach of labour. We

of

welfare, and that of her infant at the
shall, therefore, lay down them for her consideration,

even

she may not choose to adopt them for her government.
91. 1st, Let her seek the best possible aid for this anxious
moment that the nature of circumstances will permit, both as

though

regards

her

advice will

physician,

at once

and her

nurse.

suggest itself, without

cessity of giving our reasons.
92. 2dly, Let her not be impelled, by
bad counsel,

The

to use too

propriety
putting us to

false theories,

much exercise towards the Tast

of this

the.

ne

or

period

by
of

popular advice, but it is
correct.
For, she may be assured, whatever shall produce fa
tigue, will do mischief, by prematurely provoking labour. No
animal, (save man,) when left to itself, at this period, disregards
the natural instinct: it warns them against unnecessary motion,
or exertion, and they, therefore, always indulge in quiet and re
pregnancy.

We

are aware

this is not

pose.

3dly, When symptoms warn her of the approach of this
important moment, let her not indulge in gloomy forebodings,
But, on the con
nor yield to unreasonable fears for the event.
93.

trary, let her console herself with the reflection, that death,
5*

or
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untoward accident, is of extremely rare occurrence,
when the case is under the direction of a judicious practitioner.
an

even

4thly, When labour has actually commenced, let her not
yield to an overweening anxiety to hasten its progress, by taking
improper articles of diet or drink; nor, by repeated marchings
in her chamber, hope to promote her general good, by exciting
more numerous, or, apparently, more powerful contractions of
the womb. Experience has never yet confirmed the propriety
of this plan; and, to us, it appears every way certain that it
never can.
This is not the place to give our reasons for this
but
let
it be relied upon, that' it is entirely confirmed by
belief,
94.

observation.

5thly, As the very efforts of labour, however successfully
quickly exerted, must necessarily tend to hurry and disturb
the circulation, and thus dispose to fever, let every thing, that
can
possibly increase the impetus of the blood, be carefully
shunned, lest it take place therefore, the woman must abstain
most scrupulously from stimulating victuals or drink, during the
progress of labour, under the specious, but false pretext, of sup
porting her strength, thatshe may the more successfully go through
her appointed travail.
Let her take the experience of others, on
this point, for granted ; and this declares, that an
over-charged
stomach is always unfavourable, at this time.
96. 6thly, Let not too much
anxiety be indulged for the
event ; nor too much apprehension be entertained, because the
pe
riod of trial is of longer continuance than was anticipated.
The
95.

or

—

patient must recollect, that the duration of labour is not abso
lutely under the control of any one; and that, all things being
equal, a slow delivery, especially with a first child, is safer
than a very rapid one; and that eventual
safety does not, in any
the
with
which
this process is per
degree, depend upon
speed
formed.
97.

ploy

7thly,

no one

As it is taken for
in whom she has

granted

that the woman will

em

not

proper confidence, to attend
her at this important moment, let her not
indulge in any opi
nions that may clash with those of her attendant ; let her
yield
herself entirely to his directions, for she cannot fail to know less
than her physician ; therefore she is not entitled to be her own

directress.
98.

8thly, Let her especially guard against any gust of passion,
childish
any
waywardness, or unprovoked fretfulness, lest the
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nervous

system be thrown

vulsions

ensue.

99.

of balance, and

After she is blessed

9thly,

series of

out

new

yield implicit

duties

immediately

by

hysterical

con

the cries of her infant, a
and she must now

commences ;

obedience to the directions of her medical attend

ant; she must have no opinions of her own, as regards her phy
sical and medical treatment : submission is her duty, that she

discharge, in the best possible manner, the im
watching over, and; rearing her offspring. To
portant
secure this power, the observance of the following rules, during
her month of confinement,, will be found important.
may be able to

task of

CHAPTER VII.

CONDUCT DURING THE MONTH.
•

100. As the future health and welfare of the

child, after birth,

mainly depend upon the healthfulness of the mother, and her
capacity to supply it with sufficient and proper nourishment, it
will follow, that this

important

office demands the utmost care,

that she may be enabled to perform this delightful duty, with
comfort to herself, and advantage to her child therefore, she
—

must,
101. 1st,. Avoid causes, that may tend to
ment fever ;

produce or to aug
early sitting up ; unnecessary exposure ; in
stimulating a diet, and drinks; too hot a room;

as too

dulging in too
too nearly closed curtains; the exclusion of fresh air; and see
ing too much company.
102. 2dly, She must aid, by her own good sense, the endea
vours of her physician to prevent the accession of fever ; by not
permitting the nurse, as is too often done, to run counter to his
directions ; she must, therefore, carefully examine her articles
of diet, that no improper or forbidden substance enter into its
composition, as wine or liquor of any kind, animal food, or broths,
until after the complete secretion of milk has taken place, and
all risk of" milk fever,"

as

it is

called, be

until after the termination of the fifth

day.

at an

end

;

that is,

not
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possible chance for
the breasts to perform their functions properly, and to prevent,
as much as may be, the occurrence of that bane to nursing, sore
nipples, she should have the child applied to them as soon as
she is sufficiently recovered from her fatigue to permit it ; and
this must be repeated every four or five hours, should nothing
103.

3dly,

to

With

a

view to

give

the best

render it

improper.
104. 4thly, She must not delegate to any being the sacred and
delightful task of suckling her child, unless there be the most de
cided and insurmountable impropriety in continuing it at her
occur

breast.

own

105.

ing

and

5thly, She should most scrupulously attend to the dress
undressing of her infant, if she cannot perform these of

fices herself:

and, also, pay the strictest attention

to

its clean

suffering it to remain either wet or soiled, under the
false pretext of making it hardy.
106. 6thly, The mother should not permit her child to be fed,
while she herself can supply it with sufficient nourishment : to
ensure this of proper quality, and in proper quantity, she should
eat nothing, which her experience has proved to be injurious ;
and she should take as much exercise in the open, dry air, (as
soon as her health is sufficiently confirmed to permit it,) as will
contribute to the restoration of healthy action in her whole sys

liness

; not

tem.

107. The rules
servance

during

have

we

just

laid down for the woman's ob

her labour and her

getting up, as it is familiar
few remarks to make them entirely in

ly called, may require

a

telligible,

conformity..

or

to ensure

CHAPTER VIII.

OBSERVATIONS ENFORCING THE FOREGOING
RULES.
108. To the first

improved

state of

(91) we
midwifery,

may observe, that, in the present
the risk of labour, when properly

i
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conducted, is very much diminished. This improvement has
arisen from that change of manners, which placed the care of
the female, almost
universally, in the hands of the male practi
tioner

;

and to the latter

well founded

cultivating this branch, upon
principles ; principles derived from the

correct and

laws of na
ture, and from correct observation.
109. The officiousness of ignorant practitioners, (as well male
as
female,) of this branch of medical science, arising either from
a

desire to be useful,

or

their

supposing they

can

be

so

during

the progress of a natural labour, becomes a fruitful source of im
mediate as well as remote evil. How many females may truly
date the origin of many long-continued diseases from the impro
per interference and misconduct of the midwife
their first confinement.

or

physician,

in.

110. It is proper we should say a few words in defence of our
second direction, (92) as a general opinion is against it ; but we
can safely say we have both reason and
experience in its favour.

Towards the latter
almost all women,

haps,

an

period

of

gestation,

from the inconveniences which

owing to

there is,

we

believe, in

inclination to repose ; or it is rather, per
aversion from exercise ; this arises, in most instances*
an

the increased

weight

are

experienced from locomotion,

of the womb and its contents

;

and

the constant exertion, necessary to preserve the centre of gravity.
Hence, we find women who may have borne several children,

experience oftentimes much difficulty in preserving their centre
of gravity, owing to the position the uterus takes, especially after
the seventh month, at which period the womb hangs somewhat
pendulous over the os pubis. Hence the disposition to a recum
bent posture, as they find themselves more comfortable in it ; and
hence, the impropriety of interfering with this instinct. Besides,
a long experience is in favour of our caution ; we have a hundred
times seen pains of labour prematurely excited, by over-exercise,
near the end of gestation : we, therefore, uniformly protest, when
consulted on this subject, against long walks, &c, by way, as is
declared, of procuring a favourable delivery.
111. We are not, howrever, to be considered as unfriendly to
all exercise at this time; on the contrary, we frequently recom
mend a moderate share of it but we earnestly caution against
fatigue ; and, consequently, forbid exercise, to any extent that will
produce it. And, if the analogy to which we have already ap
pealed can furnish an argument in favour of our position, we may
—
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certainly
practice

be

taught

a

useful lesson, upon this

subject,

from the

of the brute creation.

112. The consolation afforded in

our

third rule,

(93)

is found

ed upon extensive calculations, made from the reports of cases
from different parts of Europe, and of this country; as well as
upon those of many public institutions, in which the best possi
ble chance offered itself for accuracy; and all of these tend to

show how few

ally,

when

fever.

epidemic

But let it be

exclusively confined
such an atmospheric

die in child-bed, except occasion
prevails to give child-bed

now

women

some

influence

remembered, that this exception is almost
to

Europe,

as we

seldom

or

agency in this country.
113. The cautions, suggested in our fourth,

suit of

for

and

never

(94)

are

witness

the

re-

truth connected

long
repeated experience ;
practice of midwifery is better established than the one
that declares, as a general rule, that the preparative stages of
labour, properly so called, should never be interfered with, by
no

with the

any attempt to hasten, or retard their natural march. When this
has been attempted, the effects have ever been mischievous :

therefore, the whole discipline

jected by misguided gossips,

to

which

a

young creature is sub

ignorant practitioners, especially

or

with her first child, cannot be too severely reprehended. But
we must not be understood to include in our censure, the
proper
and well-timed administration of suitable

premature
male

;

or

inefficient

especially

pain ;

which

remedies,

frequently

if her domestic duties

require

to relieve

attacks the fe

much

or

constant

exertion.
114.

But,

ministering
required;

at the

real

to

and the

confided to the
criminate

drinks,
115.

same

exigencies,
cases

care

of

time, let it be remembered, that, in ad
much caution and

judgment are
necessity exists should be
experienced practitioner. The indis

where such

of an

laudanum,

the

lancet, and stimulating teas and
severely condemned, or too much feared.
Our fifth rule (95) is one of
great importance, yet po
use

cannot

be

too

pular feeling is decidedly in favour of its violation. It is wrongly
imagined, that great muscular strength is essential to the due
performance of labour, and that this can only be supported, by
the free use of nourishing and
stimulating'articles of diet ; hence
the common practice of
urging patients to eat and drink "to
their
and
;"
keep up
hence, the too frequent production
strength
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of fever.
to

But let

us

place

the result of

experience

it;— this declares, that relaxation is the

most

in

opposition

favourable

con

dition of the system for safe and speedy delivery.
116. The sixth admonition (96) is intended to prevent de
spondency in consequence of protracted labour, especially with

constantly borne in mind, that the
general rule, is almost always slower
subsequent children : the cause of this
we are not exactly prepared to state; the fact is no
peculiarity
torious, however, and should be declared to be so to the impa
tient sufferer; especially when it can also be confidently declared,
that there is no more danger, all things being equal, and under
proper management, than with any subsequent ordinary labours.
This may tend to inspire a proper confidence in the powers of
nature, and in the skill of the attendant; points of much conse
quence, at this period of suffering. Thus, needless anxiety and
injurious impatience may be prevented. Rules 7th, 8th, and 9th,
sufficiently explain themselves.
a

first child.

It should be

progress of labour, as
with a first, than with

a

117. The first rules (101 and 102) is intended to prevent that
artificial condition of the system, termed " milk fever:" we say,
"
artificial condition of the system ;" for such, in our estimation,

always is. It is found constantly to exist, where the
indulged in the early use of either distilled or fer
mented liquors, animal food, broths, too great quantities of spices,
or where any of the other causes enumerated in the
proscription
We could wish, that the directions contained
are in operation.
milk
in the rule, (101) may not be carelessly passed over; as
fever very often leads to the necessity of pretty active medical
discipline, which must necessarily retard recovery, by producing
it almost

patient

has

"

"

what is oftentimes very much worse, the formation
a disease of
long and painful continuance,
and sometimes the cause of the entire destruction of the future

weakness,
of

"

or

milk abscess,"

—

usefulness of the breast itself.

The child must

now

be robbed of

its natural support, languish for want of proper nourishment, or
be committed to the care of perhaps a careless or profligate

never-ending disease or debility.
an
appeal to the good sense of
the patient, that the directions of her physician may not be dis
regarded, or site become the sufferer by her own supineness. A
lying-in woman is looked upon, by the ignorant nurse, as in a
nurse,

who may entail upon it

118. The second

rule, (102) is
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great debility ; with

state of

her

imagination,

she

a

employs

view to Overcome this creature of
all her powers of cookery, for a

dis
system already assailed, perhaps, by fever, or very certainly
be
can
before
it
is
and
fever
to
sometimes,
kindled,
it;
posed
a
with
or
the
pain
escapes
patient entirely succumbs,
quenched,
—

convalescence. Does it not then become the
the
interest, of the patient, to co-operate with
duty,
her physician in the proper application of his remedies, and in
the observance of his directions t It should be constantly borne1

ful and

protracted

as

well

as

in mind, that no patient runs counter to the directions of her
physician, but at the risk of her health, perhaps of her life ;
—

therefore, the common boast of ignorant and unprincipled nurses,
that they have " cheated the doctor," betrays at once their dis
and total unfitness for the duties they are hired to per
If every woman would decidedly and firmly oppose the
impudent and dangerous practices of her nurse, when they run

honesty
form.

counter to medical

would

not

have every reason to believe it
suffering, but also diminish the risk of

counsel,

we

only abridge
parturition.
119. Let it not be hastily assumed, that there is more safety
in following the directions of a nurse, than those of the physi
cian, because she may have had some experience : for it must be
quickly perceived, that the calculation is much in favour of the
latter; for the nurse can attend but twelve patients per annum,
while the physician may attend several hundreds, in the same pe
riod ; besides, his knowledge of the laws of the human system,
gives him a very decided superiority.
120. Our third direction (103) contains most important ada
vice, and should be scrupulously complied with, if the woman
wish to avoid inquisitorial tortures, or be enabled to render jus
tice to her child. A neglect of the caution
suggested in the
article we are now commenting on, will almost certainly be fol
lowed by sore or tender nipples. When this happens, a series
of evils constantly ensues. 1st. The mother suffers extreme
pain, whenever she attempts the duty of suckling ; this necessa
rily produces a great reluctance to apply the child to the breast:
the period of its application is
postponed from hour to hour,
until the painful distention of her breasts forces her to com
pliance. But in consequence of the accumulation of milk in
the milk-vessels, they become over-distended, painful, or even
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inflamed

; so

that, when the child is applied

to

the

its

nipple,

attempt
empty the breast is attended with such severe pain,
that the infant is almost instantly torn from it, leaving the part
to

denudedof its skin, and,

covered with blood.

perhaps,

Secondly, In consequence of the extreme reluctance the
mother feels to nursing her child under such circumstances, the
121.

imperfectly emptied, and the milk becomes, as it
stagnant; or, at least, it undergoes such changes, as render
improper food for the child, and it also becomes impacted in

breasts

are

were,

it

the lactiferous vessels.

Accumulations

formed, inflamma

are

tion is excited, and milk abscess follows.
122. Thirdly, From the condition in which the breasts

are

placed by the unexhausted milk, the child is not only made to
receive it of bad quality, but also, in an insufficient quantity ; it,
therefore, throws it up, almost

as

soon

as

swallowed

it is

;

at

tacked with disordered bowels and colic, and soon becomes
most miserably emaciated, when perhaps, nothing but a fresh
breast of milk
we

can save

it from

have here enumerated,

certain

are

declare

we

they

follow this

to

have

are

rarely

seen a

untimely grave. The evils
frequent occurrence ; and so
condition of the nipples, that we
an

of

well nourished

child, under such

circumstances.
123. It follows

then, that,

as a

sound condition of the

nipples

is of the first consequence to the mother and the child, and as it
materially influences the future health of the latter, the conside

ration of the best mode of
our

immediate

preserving them, properly belongs

to

subject.

CHAPTER IX.

OF THE TREATMENT OF THE NIPPLES.
124. In

the

causes

of

sore

mode with which
cure.

6

this

treating

subject,

we

shall first

briefly inquire

nipples; and, secondly, point

we are

acquainted,

for their

out

into

the best

prevention,

and
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125. The removal of the skin which

the

application

covers

of the child's mouth in the

act

of

the nipple, by
sucking, is al
and

always owing to the milk-vessels being over-distended,
in their course, and
an incipient inflammation besieging them

most
to

their extremities, which open on the extreme end of
this organ; or sometimes to some of these little openings being
nearly or entirely obliterated by compression, or previous injury ;
thus
considerable, and repeated force, to extract the

especially

requiring

milk from them.

The friction which the

nipples suffer,

from

the attempt to draw off the milk, soon renders these parts ten
der; and, in a short time more, the skin is entirely removed.
From that moment, the woman bids adieu to all comfort, in suck

ling ;

for the child's

their

healing.

126.

if

frequent

demands for nourishment, prevent

Now, it would seem from the premises just laid down,
prevent the over-distention, and inflammation of the

can

we

milk-vessels, and remove the obstructions from their external
extremities, we should destroy the necessity of that degree of
force, which we have just declared to be the efficient cause of

nipples; and, consequently, protect the woman against
To do this, we must most rigorously enforce the rules
we have laid down for the conduct of the woman immediately
after delivery, and persevere in them until the necessity shall
sore

them.

cease.

this, the patient should begin to prepare these
parts previously to labour, by the application of a young, but
sufficiently strong puppy to the breast ;* this should be imme
127. Besides

after the seventh month of pregnancy.
By this plan the
to the drawing of the breasts; the skin
of them becomes hardened and confirmed ; the milk is more

diately
nipples

become familiar

and regularly formed; and a destructive accumulation
and inflammation, is prevented.
128. A variety of washes have been recommended for the
purpose of hardening the nipples ; but, so far as we can learn, or

easily

have
*

observed, they have rarely succeeded ;

We would not wish to be understood

ter than that of

a

nurse,

trary, when practicable,

or one
we

as

nor can

considering

who is accustomed to this

would

prefer

the force necessary for this purpose.
it is more easily procured.

the

We

latter,

merely

as

such washes

the mouth of a pup bet.
operation ; on the con

she

—

can

always regulate

recommend the pup, because
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succeed often from their
very mode of action for it is not so
an unusual tenderness of skin that
gives rise to this com
plaint as the degree of force which becomes necessary to extract
the milk when these parts are over-distended, or inflamed. The
—

much

true
theory, then, of prevention is, so to manage the breasts, that
neither over-distention, nor inflammation shall take
place. We
have above suggested, the proper mode of
this ;

doing
namely,
delivery, by the regular application of the puppy ; and,
after delivery, by the
early application of the child to the breast,
and a strict antiphlogistic regimen.
129. Professor Osiander
lays great stress upon the daily use
of lukewarm water and fine soap ; the nipples, he
says, should
be washed with them every day, for some time before
delivery;
by which means the hardened scarf skin, after a short time, can
readily be removed by the finger, a blunt knife, or the edge of
a card,
When this is removed, he recommends hardening the
tender nipple by certain stimulating applications; but of which
we do not
approve the best plan, we believe, after washing, is
to expose the nipples to the air for a few minutes at a time, and
several times every day.
Dr. Strahl, in Rust's Magazine, recommends the following lo
tion in very positive terms, by calling it a
specific."
R. Pulv. Galke Alep.
3vj.
Vin. Alb.
5vj.
digest with gentle heat for twenty-four hours ; strain, and apply
compresses wet with it, three or four times a day, beginning as
early as the sixth month of gestation, and continue until the full
before

—

"

time.

It, perhaps, may be useful to suggest, that these impor
parts are very frequently injured, by compressing them too
tightly against the breasts, with corsets, &c. This should be
guarded against with much care, by every female, whether she
be married, or single ; and for this purpose they should be pro
tected, especially in the pregnant woman, by an opening in the
130.

tant

jacket,

corsets

131. Some

or

stays,

leave them at

perfect liberty.
unfortunately organized, as to want

so as

women are so

to

the nipple altogether, or to have it very short, or sunken in
such may have the inconveniences, necessarily attached to this
mal-formation remedied or improved, by the early use of the
—
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or

puppy,

the

them out with

daily drawing

a

large

tobacco-

pipe.*

(104) contains one of the most impor
tant injunctions we can give, or that the woman can receive; it
forbids her to delegate to another the duty of suckling her child
a
duty rendered sacred both by nature and reason an em
ployment, that awoke the poetic powers of a Tansillo, and
aroused the eloquence of a Rosseau.
132. Our fourth rule

—

—

CHAPTER X.
OF THE MOTHER SUCKLING HER CHILD.

subject under several of its rela
tions :
1st, that of duty ; 2ndly, of pleasure ; 3dly, as it may af
fect the mother's health ; 4thly, as regards the health of the child,
5thly, the consequences to both, when neglected ; 6thly, the alter
natives for this neglect, and their effects.
133. We shall consider this
—

Sect. I.

—

As

a

Duty.
part of his living

134. God has declared almost in every

of her
*

offspring;

Mrs.

most

breast,

as

distention;

was

-

plenty

crea

certain time, is the natural protector
to the human female he has been particularly

tion, that the female, for

a

confined with

a

fine

healthy boy

:

—

the secretion of milk

was

and favourable ; but the child could not be made to take hold of the

the

nipples

as even

were

the

inverted.

nurse

who

was

painful from extreme
drawing breasts, could not

The breasts became
well skilled in

difficulty extract sufficient to take off distention. Much mischief
threatening. Milk abscesses were to be feared; the child was obliged to
have a wet nurse, and the pain the mother suffered from the breasts was enly
relieved by bleeding, purging, extremely spare diet, and the application of hot
vinegar; every thing, however, terminated favourably, by a rigid adherence to
this plan. Upon the next occasion, a pup was procured, and the breasts were
drawn several times every day; the nipples were now made to appear, as the
breasts were not distended ; this plan was pursued until after her delivery, and'
by the time milk was formed, the child had very good nipples to take hold of.
without much
was now
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emphatic, implanting in her affections, which are rarely subdued;
and by giving her an
organization most wonderfully fitted for the
exercise of her best and most enviable feelings. He has given
her double means to furnish nourishment for her
helpless young,
lest accident should circumvent his kindest
purpose ; and he has
so
their
as
to
the
wanted
powers
arranged
yield
supply, as soon
as

that

supply may be necessary.*
Every woman feels, but all unfortunately do not obey
powerful appeals to the latter, and to the latter only, is

135.

these
it

—

thought

one

of the

address arguments for the discharge of
necessary
most sacred of duties; and to make her, if
possible,
to

alive to her
136. We

tunity

to

own
are

interests and her

truly happy

own

happiness.

find, and equally

to

declare, that the number of

strong maternal yearning, is comparatively

exceptions
be so,

we

to

the noble rule

most

devoutly

so in this
oppor
who may stifle this
small, and form only

women

and that it may ever continue to
pray. That such exceptions have al
—

ways existed, our earliest records would seem to declare; and,
that the example has never had but very limited influence, we
are proud to admit
for, to the honour of human nature, such
—

mothers have

object

ever

been the

subject

of the satirist's lash, and the

of the moralist's declamation.

By some, this neglect has been looked upon as absolutely
; and by Tansillo, no distinction is made between the
woman who
voluntarily procures abortion, and the one who
abandons her child to the care of others, and leaves it to perish;
137.

criminal

for he asks

—

"Does horror shake

us

when the

pregnant dame,

To spare her beauties, or to hide her shame,
Destroys, with impious rage, and arts accurst,
Her

glowing offspring,

And

can we

The kindred

bear,

guilt

ere

to life it burst

—

every slight pretence,
that marks this dread offence?

on

*******

She, who

to her babe her breast

denies,

The sentient mind, the living man destroys."
The Nurse, translated by Roscoe, p. 11.

138. In such

light is the mother's voluntary abandonment of
by stern morality we, however, do not regu
late our opinion by so rigid a standard ; for, we hold it right in
this, as in every instance of imputed turpitude, to fix the grade
her child viewed

*

Dr. Darwin has

—

some

curious

speculations

6*

upon this

subject.
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enormity by the quo animo ; and, if this be made the test, as
certainly should be, it will be found much less flagrant than it
would appear at first sight: for, we know that but few mothers
could be found, who would voluntarily consign their offspring to
of

it

inevitable death; and

we

believe, when this cruel and unnatural

repudiation takes place, it is generally owing to a temporary, but
morbid suspension of the social and moral perceptions, rather
than to a destruction of them ; and, were proper means judi
ciously applied, they might be recalled, and the woman restored
to a healthy and natural state of feeling.
139. It should be made known to her who may feel a tempta
tion to put away he child, from mere selfish gratification, that
it has also been a subject of question, " whether the child which

has been

voluntarily

others, should
to her."
we

owe a

This doubt

abandoned

by

the mother to the

tie, of either consanguinity,
be resolved

must

by

or

care

of

of gratitude

the mother herself

—

shall not undertake to decide it, lest our feelings should be
a
stronger bias, than should justly attach to the subject,

tray

from the

hasty

consideration

140. It would not,

have

we

given

however, be right

to

it.

throw all the blame

upon the mother who does not suckle her child ; the husband is
sometimes so fashionably selfish ; so unnaturally studious of his
own ease, or
as

pearance;
duty; and

well

by

;

and

a

tender and affectionate mother from her

this, sometimes,

more rare

or

force

that of his child.

as

never

comfort
to

than in

so

ridiculously

vain of his wife's ap

the sacrifice of her health, as
country, this character is much

even to

In this

Europe

;

and

we

sincerely hope, they

may

increase, either by the contaminating influence of example,
the destruction of social virtue.

141. In

political point of view, this subject may well merit
; for the pride of birth and of blood may
justly,
alarm, if the theory of Tansillo have a foundation: for
a

consideration
take the

he asks

—

"

Why, 'midst the fellow tenants of the earth,
high respect to anscestry and birth?
Avails it aught from whom the
embryo sprung,
What noble blood sustained the
imprison'd young.
If, when the day.beam first salutes his eyes,
His earliest wants a
stranger breast supplies?
From different veins, a different nurture brings,
Pollutes with streams impure the vital springs.
This
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principle of nobler birth,
ingenuous worth,

Till every

Unblemish'd honour and

Absorb'd and lost, he falsifies his kind,
A
being with a grovelling mind."

grovelling

The Nurse, p. 27.

Sect. II.
142. If

is

no

—

As

a

Pleasure.

believe the fond mother upon this point, there
pleasure equal to that of suckling her child and

we can

earthly

—

if any reliance can be placed upon external signs, she is every
does not seem to be the
way worthy of belief. This pleasure
the
mother is witnessing the
mere exercise of social feeling while

hungry urchin, as it seizes upon the breast
nor from the rapturous expression of its speaking eye, nor the
writhing of its little body from excess of joy but from a posi
tive pleasure derived from the act itself; for most truly it may

delight

of the little

—

—

be said, when
"

The
'Tis

starting heverage meets its thirsty lip,
joy to yield it, as 'tis joy to sip."
The Nurse, p. 15.

voluntarily forego this plea
sure, by committing
helpless offspring to mercenary nurses ;
or who fail not to mar it, by degrading this delightful act to a
task by reducing the periods for its performance to rule; and
even this rule, regulated by selfishness, rather than by the de
mands of their beseeching infant but in yielding thus to sinister
feelings, may it not be justly considered a moot point, whether
such a woman should be most pitied or despised? for she may
well be asked, if, by this neglect,
143. Yet there

are

mothers who

their

—

"She can hope to prove
More bliss from selfish joys, than social love?"
• —

In part, even
a mothers

feel

a

father, upon such occasions, knows how

joy,

or

an

infant's bliss

; nor

would he

to

yield

them, for any price.

Sect. Ill,

—

As it may

144. Nature here

perpetuating

pleads

effect

her

own

the Mother's Health.
cause,

by creating, and even
jus-

disease in the mother, who may refuse this
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tice to her child

—

she becomes liable

to

milk abscess in its worst

parts of the body ; to congestions
in the milk glands, which may become scirrhi, or even cancers.
We have known, in several instances, long-protracted headachs
form

translations

; to

to various

follow this unnatural abandonment of the child, which no
thing but time seemed capable of relieving. One case, in par
to

ticular, may be worthy of relation, as it is every way in point:
the mother of several children, was severely afflicted
Mrs.
with headach, sore eyes, and a long train of nervous symptoms,
which rendered her life miserable, and for which almost every
,

had been tried in vain.

remedy

145. We attended her for these

complaints,

at

the desire of

a

pretty far advanced in her fifth preg
could neither hope nor promise to do much for her re

but

friend;

she

as

nancy, we
lief at that time

was

however, commenced a very particular in
From this we
and
quiry
origin
progress of her disease.
learned that these unpleasant symptoms attacked her soon after
we,

;

into the

her first confinement

;

and

seemed

they

gain ground,

to

after

each of these events, until they became almost unsupportable.
146. Immediately after each confinement, and for a short pe
riod in the month, she would experience a slight relief; but by
the time her month was up, it would return with renewed force,
and would leave her but at

We
dren

inquired

next
;

having

intervals,

rare

into her habit

and understood that she had

lost her first

milk, and
tioned.

was soon

But

an

suckled

never

hour.

her chil
of them

one

;

after its

far from either herself

so

for

birth, she dried up her
days
after attacked with the complaints just men
a

few

even

regarded nursing

as

or

her friends

attaching

any blame to the sudden repulsion of the milk, that she was for-,
bidden by her husband, her friends, and her physician, from
ever
attempting this office, as she had become so extremely de

bilitated,

in their

dangerous

—

'apprehension,
accordingly, a wet

as

to render

nurse was

forehand; and the mother's milk,
from

taking

its

not

necessary

to

nature of her disease

arising

from

she should

always

before,

as

the attempt
procured be

prevented

was

course.

147. From this account,

tails

even

repelled

nurse

as

mention,
—

for it

milk

;

well

was

from

was

a

variety of other de-,

at once

nothing

for the

the child she

as

we were

cure

more

instructed in the
than

of which,

a

we

plethora
proposed

then pregnant with, and to
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follow such farther directions

might suggest
delivered of

—

this

was

as

the necessities of the

moment

In due time, she was
healthy child the child

agreed

upon.

small, but apparently
was
to
the breast, in conformity with our practice;
early put
strict attention was paid to the mother, as regarded regimen,
&c, during the month. Milk was plentifully secreted in proper
time

a

—

the child throve

;

headach

;

and the

lady

had

never

of

return

a

her eyes became strong and perfectly sound, and the
whole train of nervous symptoms vanished, to return no more.

These

;

not the

are

opinion

only advantages

of this

—

we

are

of

that the risk of child-bed fever is much diminished

the mother

her child

suckling

—

for the consent

between the uterus and breasts is well known

caped

plan

the observation of the

sand years ago.
148. This case is

;

or

and had not

sagacious Hippocrates,

replete with

by
sympathy
two

es

thou

instructions to the mother, who

may voluntarily abandon her infant, by showing that a severe
and protracted disease may follow what she might look upon as
a

safe

practical importance to the phy
disregard the consequences of
But though confessedly important, it is neither
it is full of

expedient ;

sician, who may be tempted
"

repelled milk."

to

for unnatural mothers, " over-tender and fashion
able husbands," and inexperienced physicians, have ever existed.,
new,

nor rare

—

Tansilla, whom we have already so often quoted, was one of the
"over-tender, and fashionable husbands;" and laments in a

pathos, his error on this subject, in the follow
ing
having just before described the evils which
this practice might give rise to, he says
strain of beautiful

words

after

:

—

"

Nor think your poet feigns. Alas ! too well
By dear experience I the truth can tell ;
In dread suspense, a year's long circuit kept,
seven sad months I trembled and I wept,

And

Whilst

a

lov'd consort

pressed

the couch of wo,

And death oft aim'd the oft averted blow,
Nor hers the fault
'Twas I

Mine

was

Drain'd

misled by fashion's song,
the mother of her young;
the blame ; and I, too, shared the smart,
—

deprived
was

my purse, and

anguish

rung my heart."

149. It may be asked is every woman capable of nursing her
child ? To this we must answer, No : and when we declare it to
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duty of every mother to do so, it is to be understood only
referring to every mother who is capable of this important

be the
as

We

office.

are aware

there

causes

are

attempt neither obligatory, nor
should be carefully distinguished

proper; but such cases
and should only be considered

;

such, when they have the sanction of
—

which will render this

even

experienced physician

an

neither the want of inclination to fulfil

one

of the most im

portant duties of female life ; nor the specious pretext of feeble,
or ill health should ever be admitted as sufficient reasons for
such dereliction.

intelligent practitioner, these pretexts are of easy
;
capacity of any one, he
need but recollect the consequences of the judgment of Solomon,
The pro
upon (we had like to have said,) a similar occasion.
mother
is heard,
the
the
child
from
to
feeling
separate
position
as if it were her death knell ; but by the selfish and unfeeling
Of
one, is received with decided approbation, if not with joy.
the causes which would render it improper for the woman to
suckle her child, we shall have occasion to speak under the
150. To the

and to render it w'ithin the

detection

head of

"

food."
Sect. IV.

151. As

we

hold it

—

to

As it may
be

an

the mother to suckle her child,

tory evidence of incapacity,
for its

as a reason

must

necessarily

become

or

—

the Child.

indispensable duty on the part of
so nothing but the most satisfac
of bad milk, should be admitted
as such satisfactory evidence

but

sometimes exist, it

follows, that the child

alien to its mother's bosom.

an

exception

neglect

affect

In such

a

case,

must

it is the

and not the rule that is acted upon.
arrangement made for the nourishment of the child

152. The

by

the secretion of milk, declares,

as we

have

already said,

a

mother's duties towards it; it also forces upon us the truth, that
none other can be so
entirely proper as that which she is des

tined to furnish.

If this be true, as it unquestionably is, it fol
consequence, that the child must incur a greater or
less risk whenever it is deprived of it, either by choice or by

lows,

as a

necessity ;

it is,

therefore, proper, that

we

consider the nature of

that risk.
153. The

demned

f.

to

injuries

the

Physical,

care

which

of

a

child may receive when con
hireling, may be of two kinds ; namely,

and II. Moral.

a
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CHAPTER XI.
I. OF THE PHYSICAL INJURIES.

These may be inflicted upon the child

milk; by its bad quality; by

a

—

By

a

a

deficiency

of

and proper care not being
the selfishness of the nurse ; and

just

paid to its many necessities ; by
by the propagation of an actual,
Sect. I.

by

or an

occult disease.

Deficiency of Milk.

154. As there cannot be any absolute

security against impo

sition from that class of females who hire themselves for wet
nurses,
as a

there must be

a

constant

liability

to

be deceived.

For*

of course, they will answer questions in such a man
will give the best chance to be engaged ; they will there

matter

ner as

they have the greatest abundance of milk,
offer, perhaps, in proof of it, a fully distended breast

fore declare

and will

you re
ceive them under such appearances ; and your child for the first,
and perhaps the last time, receives a sufficient supply.
—

For, upon subsequent applications of the child to the
breast,
obliged to put up with meager fare the woman,
155.

it is

aware

of the

—

she has

deception

out the exercise of both
course

to

clandestine

will be discovered with

practised
cunning and address, has immediate re
feeding ; and that, perhaps, of the most

varied, and improper kind. Under such management, the child
soon becomes pained and fretful, from a deficient and
improper
diet ; but the fears of the mother are for awhile appeased by the
"

declaring it to be the colic attendant upon a change of
milk. Things proceed pretty much after this fashion for some
time longer; and though the child cries less, and sleeps a great
"

nurse

deal, it does not thrive ! but, on the contrary, there is a great
falling off, and, perhaps, a severe diarrhoea is added the mother
—

—

now

takes the alarm

;

and her

physician

is consulted.

From the

history given, he suspects the true cause of the child's dimi
nished health an inquiry is instituted, and it eventuates in the
—

discovery,

that the

child has been

has not sufficient milk, and that the
and apparently satisfied, by the regular

nurse

quieted
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This is

exhibition of laudanum !!

"

not

fancy's

sketch "—it is

drawn from the life.

Sect. II.
156. The

—

From Milk

of a

Bad

Quality.

of milk may be

healthy quality

destroyed,

or

im

dimi

quantity being very sensibly
though the child may receive abundance, it may
When this happens, we find the
not be sufficiently nourished.
child rejecting the milk soon after it is received ; or it passes
with rapidity and pain through the bowels. If the diapers be
examined, the evacuations will be found copious and watery :
offensive in smell ; of a light green colour, and mixed with a
portion of undigested milk curd. These discharges may not be
very frequent; yet so large, as rapidly to weaken the child; a
proof, that but a small proportion of the milk received had been

paired

sometimes without its

nished

;

and

converted into nourishment.

fretful, and very frequently
sleep ; it suddenly cries as if in violent pain, and
unrefreshing slumbers. It becomes pale ; its flesh

157. The child becomes uneasy,

disturbed in its

again falls into
flabby; and after a short continuance in this state, emaciates
suddenly and becomes alarmingly ill from diseased bowels, of
is

disordered head.
158. There
state of

mach

;

are

the milk

many

—

the too free

causes

use

which may

diet

improper

of ardent

; a

or

nization of the breasts themselves

the

irregular

Sect. III.

returns

A want

—

give rise to this bad
deranged state of the sto

acescent

; too

drinks

;

bad orga

great age of the milk

;

of the catamenia, &c. &c.

of due

Care to the various Necessities

of the

Child.

truly requires all the affections of even a fond mother,
duly to the numerous wants of a young child we
here only such wants, as are really essential to its health

159. It

to administer
mean

—

and comfort, and not those of

and

an

artificial kind, which

a

fastidi

may quickly create. The cares essen
tial to the comfort of the child, consist in the proper and regu
lar application of it to the breast, that it need not suffer from
ous

hunger,

capricious

or

be

taste

injured by

too

long

abstinence

; in a

proper, and
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due attention to cleanliness ; and in the establishment of
and useful habits,
cuations.

regular

regards exercise, exposure, sleep and

as

eva

readily be admitted, that the proper discharge of
points requires more affection for the child, and a
sense of duty, than can generally be found united in a
higher
wet nurse ; and it also follows, if they are all, or even in part
neglected, that the child must suffer.
160. It will

these essential

Sect. IV.

—

From the

161. Mothers who

are

Selfishness of the

fondly

attached to their children, are
they are obliged to submit

of the many privations
fully
to, while they continue to be nurses
aware

Nurse.

they but too often feel
perform the various
requires
duties of one without complaining, or feeling the task, severe."
It must not then be a matter of surprise, that the hireling be
comes restiff, and negligent, under the discharge of her multi
plied cares; and the child suffers in consequence.
162. This selfishness, however, may exist in different degrees ;
and the child will suffer, of course, in proportion to the neglect
One of the most common causes of neglect,
it may experience.
is, where the duty to the child interferes with the engagements
of the nurse, and thus interrupts the consummation of anticipated
pleasures. Should this happen several times in pretty quick
that it

"

all

a

;

and

mother's love," to

"

succession, she becomes soured, and will contrive that it shall
not

happen

again.
generally

soon

make a point to have a certain period
day at their command ; and should they find this hour re
peatedly interfered with by the wakefulness of the child, they
163. Nurses

of the
will

soon

have

recurrence.
num was
as

recourse to

such

We have known

means as
a

shall prevent its future
cases where lauda

number of

administered for this purpose, with so much cunning,
detection for a long time, even after the suspicion

to elude

had been excited.

In

one

of these instances, the

wily

boasted to the abused parent, of her good management, in
blishing so much regularity in the child's sleeping.
164. When

a nurse

is determined to

nister purposes, she may do it for
7

a

nurse

esta

employ laudanum for si
long time before she may be
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detected, notwithstanding the vigilance
There
there

of

anxious mother.

an

moments, when she must be alone with the child : and
stratagems, by which her purpose is effected, of which

are

are

the parent never dreamed. One of the
kind we have met with, we will relate.

remarkable of this

most

Mrs.

requested

us

old, which, without any appa
rent indisposition, had slept unusually long, and unusually sound,
for two or three days. When we arrived, the child was still
asleep ; we sat by the side of its cradle for some time, in order
to

visit her infant of nine months

The
observe any phenomena that might present themselves.
character of the sleep was marked by that peculiarity which a
practised eye, and ear, immediately ascribes to opium; and we
to

accordingly declared it to be
a
quantity of this drug.

our

that the child had

opinion,

taken

165. Both mother and

nurse

protested

in the most

positive

manner, that it had not taken a particle of that medicine in any
form whatever we were equally positive it had; and directed
—

our

plan upon this belief. Upon our next visit, the
much relieved it had vomited freely, and had kept a

curative

child

was

—

quantity of rich lemonade upon its stomach, which
control the influence of the (as we supposed) lauda

considerable
seemed

to

num.

166. Before

the mother

laudanum
never

we

left the house,

we

reiterated

;

she,

as

before,

suspicions

to

was

had been left alone with the child for

when she

our

very certain, it had taken no
and urged in support of this belief, that the nurse

—

about to leave it herself, she

was

a

single

instant

was sure

to

;

for

place

a

in the room, in whom she had the most entire
young
confidence; and this young woman had assured her, in the most
woman

solemn manner, that she never saw her give the child any thing
whatever, with the exception of the breast. We, however, did
not

give

the

nurse

in

one

up

opinion, and proposed to the mother, when
asleep, to make an examination of her pockets;

our

was

first

of which

found.

At

our

we

sure a

bottle of laudanum would be
told

by

the

mo

her eyes, that a vial of laudanum, as
found in a little pocket within the other

we

had

ther, with

tears in

suspected,

was

morning,

we were

made for the express purpose of
the laudanum was found as just stated, the

and which

Though

were

visit the next

was

its exhibition

was

still

a

mystery, especially,

as

pocket,

holding

it.

manner

of

we were con-
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vinced, from what Mrs.

herself said,

as

well

as

the declara

been left
tions of the young woman, that the nurse had
alone, even for a moment, with the child. It was, however,
now certain in all our minds that it had been given by some
never

stratagem

other; and, with the hope of detecting the method,

or

of the young woman, whether she had ever seen
her make any applications to her nipples, for any purpose, or

inquired

we

under any pretext whatever?
apply the mouth of a vial

her
to

her

nipples, every day,
hardening them.

said of

She said she had; she had seen
the tincture of myrrh

containing

for the purpose as she, the nurse, had
The mystery was now explained
it
—

not the tincture of myrrh which had been
ingeniously applied ; and by permitting it to dry from time
to time, a sufficient quantity of opium was accumulated upon the
nipple, to cause the deep sleep in which the child was found.
This nurse had been permitted to visit her own child, every

was

laudanum, and

thus

afternoon, when the nurse-child was not awake, to require her
attention; she, accordingly, procured a regular sleep at this time
of day by the aid of laudanum, that she might get abroad with

certainty.
167. The selfishness of a

namely, by eating

and

may show itself in other ways ;
such articles as she knows wil*

nurse

drinking

disturb the stomach and bowels of the child, but has not sufficient
feeling to give up the gratification of her own appetite for its
benefit. The child becomes tormented by colic, or other affec

tions, which

are

only

relieved

by repeated

doses of laudanum,

habit is created, which it is almost impossible to break
the consequences of such conduct are well known to every body.
168. Again, the life of the child may be forfeited, in case of

until

—

a

appetite— in
quality of the
change of diet imposed upon the
but will the selfish woman conform rigidly to the instruc
nurse
tions of the physician for this purpose? Tansillo decides that

its illness,

the too free

by

indulgence

many instances it is of vital
milk should be altered by a

of the nurse's

importance

that the

—

she will not

"

:

—

Sick, pale, and languid, when your infant's

Speak

its soft

sufferings

When nature asks

By

needful

a

in

purer

physic* and

a

pathetic tones,
lymph subdued,

temperate food ;.

moans,
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Say, will the nurse her wonted banquet spare,
And for your infant stoop to humbler fare ?
Or with her pamper'd appetite at strife,
One

portion

Self her sole

And

169.

more

swallow to preserve its life?

object

—

interest all her trade,

perverse the

more

you want her aid."
The Nurse, p. 51.

But, perhaps, nothing displays the selfishness of the

nurse

in such strong relief, as the tyranny with which she attempts
to govern the whole house
every body, and every thing, is laid
—

under contribution, that her

wayward pleasures may be grati
if she frown, is sullen, angry, or capricious, every thing
must be yielded, that her perturbed spirit may be appeased;

fied

—

and her demands increase in

proportion,

as

they

may have been

gratified.
Sect. V.

—

By the Propagation of an active, or occult Disease.

170. We have had many

opportunities

of

witnessing injuries,

from this cause, when it was too late to prevent them ;
nor could they have been detected at the proper moment, what
ever may have been the skill of the physician, or the vigilance

arising

of the parent. Diseases of the skin, as the itch, some species
of tetter, have been so frequently propagated, as to be
come familiar to the observation of every body ; and in two in

perhaps

stances, we had the immediate care of those who had received,
from the nurse, the most loathsome and horrible of all diseases :
it

was

communicated not

breast, but also
171. These

cially

on

to

cases

not

are

the continent of

Britain, and still

only

four older

to

the children who

were at

the

ones.
so rare as we

Europe.

They

might hope;

are more rare

espe

in Great

in this country.
Rosenstein, in his
children, relates, that in a respectable
family in Stockholm, the father, the mother, three children, the
maid-servant, and two clerks, were infected with the venereal
disease, by a nurse who was admitted into the family without

treatise

on

previous inquiry
ly

more rare

the diseases of

into her character.

172,. How far this last disease may be communicated by mere
drawing the milk of a woman who may have it in a secondary

form,

we are

not

exactly prepared

to say, from

our own

experi-
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ence

—

testimony in favour of such a transfer ; but
reasoning against it: yet there is one concession
willing to make namely, that there is a risk in em

there is much

there is much
all will be

ploying

—

a nurse so

circumstanced.

CHAPTER XII.
OF MORAL INJURIES.

173. The moral influence the nurse may have upon the child
every body is aware of; the parent may attribute to her almost
whatever the child may become in after life. On this account,
the moral habits of the nurse are almost paramount to her capa

city

to afford the proper

nourishment

—

the hero, and the

pol

the liar, and the man of honour; the timid, and the daring ;
the superstitious and the rational ; the modest, and the presuming;

troon ;

the amiable, and the froward; the humble, and the arrogant;
passive, and the active all have received the first impulse

the

—

of character in the nursery.
174. Baldini, as quoted by Struve, relates the case of a little
girl, of seven years old, who had an irresistible desire to drink
brandy, which she had contracted by drawing the breasts of a
nurse

who

was an

habitual

tippler.

If this be so,

may be given to the story of Nero and his
monly bestowed upon it.,

nurse

more

than is

faith
com

CHAPTER XIII.
OF DRESSING, &c, THE CHILD.
175. Our

fifth direction

should pay attention to the

(105) recommends that a mother
washing, dressing, and undressing of
7*

J

OF

er

&C,

THE CHILD.

This advice, at first sight, might appear to be imand if
upon her a task of great labour; but it is not so

child.

>osing
,t

DRESSING,

—

much

were even

more so

nevertheless, be considered
not do the

should

found

than it is

be, it should,

really
belonging to her. She need
important operation; but she

as one

to

mechanical part of this
withdraw her eye from her child while it is per
The operation of dressing properly consists, in the

never

forming.
washing

and

putting

on

the clothes of the child

Sect. I.
176. There must

—

—

and, first,

Of Washing.

necessarily be

a

period

at

which the mother's

absolute presence cannot be expected at the washing of her
child ; but there is no,ne at which she cannot make her wishes
known upon this point of discipline. But as young mothers are

rarely

well instructed upon this point, we shall offer a few rules,
can either
adopt in their full extent, or so modify, as

which she

may best suit her

particular

case,,

or as

future

experience

may

suggest.
177. The

the

body

all

object of washing, is to remove from the surface of
impurities it may have contracted, either visible or

invisible, by the aid of

water

and soap.

178. A

newly born babe has always attached to its surface an
impurity, which it brings with it from its mother's womb ; this
substance most resembles an imperfect, soft fat ; it is very tena
cious, and oftentimes is of very difficult removal. A question
has arisen whether this should be removed.
A certain German

professor,

some

would, in the

years ago, insisted it should be let alone, as it
of a few days, become dry, and
peel off

course

spontaneously. This is strictly true ; but does this fact prove the
propriety of permitting it to remain on the surface of the body ?
Certainly, it does not ; and for the following reasons :
—

179. 1st. When this substance has not been cleansed from the

body, either from careless washing, or from the difficulty found
in its removal, it has always produced a very
disagreeable smell.
180. 2d. When it has been suffered to remain from
any cause,
it has hardened itself so much as to give pain from its mechani
cal irritation..
181. 3d. When it has been suffered to
some

instances,

so

long,

as to

dry,

it has

remained, in

leave the surface under it,

so se-

OF

verely excoriated,
days.

DRESSING,

as

&C,
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THE CHILD.

require particular attention,

to

182. For these reasons,

we are

persuaded

for

some

it is

that this substance should be removed from the

highly proper
body of the child

completely as possible at the first washing. It is, also, proper
point out the best mode of doing this. Every part of the child
should be smeared with fine hog's lard, before water is applied.
This being done, the child should then be carefully washed with
lukewarm water, and fine soap. The nurse will be much aided in
this operation, if she employ a piece of fine flannel, or sponge,
as

to

instead of linen, or cotton rag; as the former will detach the
offensive substance much more readily than the latter.
183. Great

care

should be taken to

remove

this substance from

every fold of the skin, and especially from the joints, groins, arm
pits, &c, that excoriations may not follow from the omission.
184. We

soap,"
—

that

italicized the words, "likewarrn water and fine
might give our opinions upon each of these means

we

water. We have ever held it proper to
little warmed for new-born children, as the ap
of water is, in our opinion, too severe. Let it be

and, first, of lukewarm

use

the water

plication

a

recollected that the child has been
almost

at

suddenly

removed from

a

at least 98a of Fahrenheit's

thermometer, to one
all times lower; and very often very much lower; and

temperature of

a
very powerful effect upon its nervous,
sanguiferous systems.. The first is known,
and the violence of its cries; the second, by

that this transition has
its muscular, and its

bv the suddenness
the very powerful contractions and relaxations of its little limbs
and

body;

by the rapidity of its circulation.
kept in mind, that warmth is a sine qua,
child ;-for the heat it brings with it into the

and the third,

185. It must also be
non to a

newly

born

world, is nothing but the heat of communication ; or, in other
words, that which it derives from its mother ; and would be very

quickly dissipated,

if not

carefully

For, to acquire heat of its
free

use

of its

lungs,

own,

and the

if

cherished
we

complete

by

external

means.

may so term it, requires a
establishment of its circu

Then, why should its little sum of warmth
be wasted in conformity to an hypothesis ? for, it is nothing more,
to make the child
when cold water is used, with a view
we will now ask, for the sake of information, can
And
strong."
lation, for

some

time.

"

any

one reason

be

given why a

child should

acquire strength by
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We shall have occasion to advert

of cold water ?

use

this

DRESSING,

again

subject.

186. We have

repeatedly

seen

it

require

the

lapse

of several

hours, before reaction could establish itself,"* during which time,
the pale and sunken cheeks, and the livid lips, declared the al
most

exhausted state of its

We

excitability.

are

persuaded

we

of cold water, for the
first washing of the child. It is true, in these instances, the chil
dren were born feeble, and required but little of improper ma
nagement to destroy them ; but, at the same time, it should be
have known death itself

to

follow the

use

recollected, had their little powers been well husbanded, they

good and perfect health.
application of warm water to
even the new-born child; or, at least, he
Warming the
says,
water may be as well dispensed with; as among many different
people the children are taken immediately after their birth and
might

have been restored

to

187. Rousseau condemns the

"

bathed in the river

or

sea."

rather than of choice

This appears to

us an

act

of

ne

few,
believe, do this, but
cessity,
in
where
from
their
erratic
habits, few oppor
people savage life,
tunities are offered for this kind of ceremony.
Indeed, a people
of this kind

heating

; since

we

have the conveniences for the purpose of
therefore, a necessity must not be mistaken for a

rarely

water ;

wise

speculation on future good health. But, if this were even
strictly true, what does it prove? Is there any evidence that the
children thus treated are of better health than those managed in
the opposite mode? There is no such evidence; for, were it
even
proved that the health of a people who, from birth, used
cold water, was better than those washed with warm, we
might
justly doubt whether this increase of health depended upon this
circumstance alone.

Indeed, Rousseau himself seemed

188.

in the

negative,

country life,

to

since he attached

uniform

to answer

this

question

much consequence to a
in the open air, to a free,

so

employment
body in

and active exercise of the

the various duties of the

hunter, the shepherd, and the farmer.
*

I

informed, within

few

days, by an experienced nurse, that, upon one
by the father that the child should be washed
in cold water, that the little creature did not recover its warmth for
twenty-four
hours, though every expedient was employed for this purpose the washing
with cold water was not
repeated, of course.
was

occasion, where it

was

a

insisted

on

—

OF
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189. We have
every

tions have been
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reason
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believe that catarrhal affec

of cold water, especially
in very young children, from which the
poor little creatures
have escaped with much difficulty. Now, as serious evils may
arise from ablutions of cold water, and as we have never heard
it

even

produced by

suggested

the

that immediate

injury has followed the use of
pursued would seem to be very

warm, the line of conduct to be

easy

to

190.

use

make choice of.

Some, with

view to improve the quality of the water,
liquors to it ; or, if they do not mingle these
with the water, they very carefully wash the infant's head with
some one of them, for the
purpose, they say of strengthening it.
This practice, though not so extensively injurious as the one just
spoken of, is nevertheless decidedly improper. There cannot
be any possible necessity for thus violently stimulating the poor
babe thus do they
banish simplicity from even dressing a

add

brandy

or

a

other

"

—

new-born child."
191.

And, 2dly, of

"

fine

soap;"

this direction should be

care

fully obeyed : a neglect of it is sometimes attended by great in
jury to the child. There is a brown, and highly stimulating
soap in

common

enters very

use,

largely

called

into its

rosin soap," because this substance
composition : this, if applied in strong
"

solution to the tender skin of

quently

abrade the cuticle to

a

a

new-born child, will very fre
very large extent ; it should,

therefore,

never be
employed. It is better to wash the child
plain warm water, than have recourse to this soap.
192. During the whole process of washing, the child should
be exposed as little as possible to a current of air; and, if the

with

weather be cold, it should be dressed

Sect. II.

—

Of the

Dress

193. The dress of the child should

near

the fire,

of the

Child.

always be

made subservient

If this rule be acted upon, it will be found to con
such
sist, 1st, in
arrangements of it, as shall sufficiently protect it
against cold,* and 2dly, to ensure it against all inconvenient, and
to

comfort.

*
It is a very common error to suppose, the tighter the clothes are wrapped
round the child, the warmer it will be kept; but this is not so, for warmth will
always be increased by leaving the child's limbs rather free, as its motions then

will contribute

to its

warmth,
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pressure and restraint, as well as producing too much
therefore, the cruel practice of swaddling should be for

injurious
heat
ever

;

laid aside.

practice, it would perhaps,
probably, however, arose from

194. For this absurd
to

assign
by the

a reason

made

;

it

be difficult
the inroads

rickets upon the proper form of the human limbs
the effect of disease for a defect of nature ; and thus
—

mistaking
applying a partial remedy
constitution.

In times of

for the morbid condition of the whole

ignorance,

when the

care

of

women

entirely confided to females, this injurious practice may have
originated in a false theory ; and it was certainly perpetuated

was

the

designing midwife. For, though every child was not
a
disposition to rickets, yet it is probable that these
selfish women persuaded their patients, that the limbs of all chil
dren wouldbecome so, if not guarded against by proper manage
ment.
This opinion seems in part confirmed, by this practice
in
being a degree abolished, as soon as midwifery became gene
rally practised by men ; for we never hear of an accoucheur
performing this terrible ceremony for the poor child.
195. Buflbn says,
With us (in France) an infant no sooner
leaves the womb of its mother, and has hardly enjoyed the liberty
of moving and stretching its limbs, than it is clapped again into
confinement. It is swathed, its head is fixed, its legs are stretched
out at full length, and its arms placed straight down by the side
of its body. In this manner, it is bound tight with clothes and
bandages, so that it cannot stir a limb : indeed, it is fortunate
that the poor thing is not muffled up so as to be unable to
breathe; or, if so much precaution be taken as to lay it on its
by

born with

"

side, in order that the fluid excretions, voided at the mouth,
may descend of themselves; for the helpless infant is not at

liberty

to turn its head to facilitate the

196. Can any

thing

be

tates of nature ?

Let

us

running

so

discharge."*
entirely counter

to

the dic

consider the poor infant folded up in
the smallest convenient form in its mother's womb, for the pe

riod of nine months
soon as

it is

;

free; and

and then let

stretching
joys its liberty.
197. Analogous

shall at

us

watch its movements

as

be convinced, by the
of its little limbs in every direction, how, much it en
we

once

to the unnatural restraint

*

Hist. Nat. torn. iv. 190, 12mo.

imposed

upon the
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by bandages, we may reckon on the common practice of
ihe present day, of pinning the ends of its garments close
up to the feet of the child ; thus preventing all movements of its
limbs. This should be guarded against, by the mother forbid

limbs
even

ding

the

If the ends

dress the child after this fashion.

nurse to

of the clothes must be turned up, let sufficient room be given
for the exercise of the child's limbs. In the same way, all mo

prevented to the arms by their being confined by a nap
when
the child is laid down; this is done under the specious
kin,
pretext of preventing the child from scratching itself with its
tion is

nails,

it cannot command the direction of its hands.

as

198. It would be useful to the poor infant to have the

its limbs,

use

of

the expense of an occasional scratch from its
own nails; since,
by their exercise, they would become strength
ened, and, in a short time, the child would learn to direct them
even

properly by

at

a

body,

We would,

gradually increasing experience.

therefore, forbid every restraint
and neck of the child

;

the motion of the limbs,
and thus permit them to exercise
to

their little muscles in any direction or degree they might choose.
In cold weather, the arms may be covered to encourage warmth,
but

should

they

never

be fixed down.

199. It is to this freedom of the

limbs, that the child is indebted

for its increase of

strength, and its eventual power to walk; and
to it does it owe the preservation of the due
vigour of the antago
nizing muscles. For when but one set of muscles is employed,
the antagonizing set become weakened; and, if too long perse
vered in,

are

sometimes rendered

even

useless.

We

once saw a

child, who had been made to nurse itself almost from its birth,
lose the power of the extensor muscles of the legs, by its being
to sit for many hours together in one spot
upon a hard
floor. This child could never stretch its legs sufficiently
straight

obliged
to

learn

to

200.

walk, and died

Proper

a

attention has

cripple
rarely

at

the form of the articles of

terials,

or

child.

They have, generally,

the age of seven years.
paid, either to the ma

been

clothing,

stuff, whether the child be born in winter

surely

cannot be

required.

or

in

general, however,

a

new-born

same

kind of

summer

the

—

error

this

has

for if the child have suffered, it has ra
ther been from an- unnecessary, than from a deficient quantity of

been

on

clothing.

the safer side

In

for

been made of the

But

errors

;

of every kind should be removed when
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not

have

upon the child than shall he necessary
existing cold.

to

more

clothing heaped

protect it against the

adjustment, however, requires much care, and
should be effected by those of good judgment, though not pre
cisely for the reasons assigned by Dr. Buchan, who says,* that
"every child has some degree of fever after birth; and, if it be
201. This

loaded with

too many

clothes, the fever

must

be increased often

degree, from the concurrence of other causes of heat,
Even though no fever
as to endanger the life of the child.
should be excited, the greatest debility must be the consequence
of keeping the child in a state of perpetual waste by excessive
perspiration. Besides, in such a condition, the child is liable to

to such

a

catch cold upon exposure to the least breath of air; and its
lungs, relaxed by heat, and never sufficiently expanded, are apt
to remain weak and flaccid for life, so that every cold will have

alarming tendency, and probably terminate in asthma
consumption."
202. The Dr. has really drawn a frightful picture of the ef
fects of too much clothing upon a young child ; but it is one we
cannot recognise from experience, nor acknowledge from theory.
We admit that should the child be so abundantly clothed, as to
keep it in a constant state of perspiration, there might be a risk
But we
of its catching cold upon exposure, or much weakened.
are of opinion, if mothers should take the alarm from this repre
sentation, they might do much worse, by running into the contra

the most
or a

ry

extreme ;

and Dr. Buchan himself would

be attended with

confess,

too

thin

consequences than too
thick. Besides, we do not agree with the Dr. in the premises
he starts with, namely, that " every child has some degree of

clothing might

worse

fever after the birth.
203. We should be very careful how

we

admit this

position,

it would lead to very wrong practice. That a new-born
child, like another individual, might have fever as an accidental
as

circumstance,

birth,

we

deny

admit; but, as a necessary consequence of its
first, because it would seem an extraordinary

we
—

arrangement of nature, that every child should be ushered into
existence in
'

ease

of

a

a

state

of disease

formidable kind;
•

;

2dly,

for fever is disease
we

have

never

Advice to Mothers, p. 110.

;

and

a

dis-

witnessed this,

as
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sequence of birth. Therefore, withholding a sufficiency of
clothing, with a view to counteract, or to not augment an ima
ginary disease, would, to say the least, be idle.

a

204. That new-born

and

children
after

may be

improperly dressed,

dressed, we believe, nay,
they
which
the Dr. so much
perspiration
believe, almost always, in cold weather, to

improperly managed

know; but the

state

dreads is

are

of

owing, we
being placed under too many bed-clothes. On this account,
we would caution against both extremes ; but not because the
child has fever ; nor from an apprehension of the evils which
are
supposed to follow a state of perspiration. As this is a mat
their

of consequence, as every truth is that is connected with the
welfare of infants, we shall say a few words upon the supposed
consequences of this over-dressing.

ter

205. The doctor says the child is " liable to catch cold upon
exposure to the least breath of air :" this is admitted, if the child

be in

state

a

perspiration, and

of

be

improperly exposed ;

but this

would be the case, did the perspiration proceed from an over
quantity of bed-clothes ; and as it would be important to deter
mine from which of these

be well to

it

sources

the evil

and

fair

proceeded,
to

it would

ascertain, if possi

investigation;
the error belongs. Therefore, should
the child be moist, though exposed to the air, it might justly be
attributed to a solution of fever ; but if it only perspired when
closely covered, we would be certain it proceeded from an ex
We have, however, considered it sufficiently
cess of clothing.
difficult in most cases to excite perspiration upon the skin of a
new-born child, by almost any means ; and for this plain reason
ble,

—

give

a

which of the

to

it is

some

causes

time before the vessels upon the surface become
or the circulation
sufficiently pow

sufficiently active, and filled,
erful to

produce

this effect.

Examine the skin of

a

new-born

child, and you will find it almost constantly cold, unless well
protected by clothing made of materials which are bad conduc
tors

of heat

—

this condition

and hence the absolute

by

suitable

necessity

of

maintaining

means.

206. The Dr. also says, that " the child's lungs are relaxed
by heat !" If this be so, how is it possible to prevent it ? If

heat be

improper to the lungs, all animals that have
precisely in the same situation ! for the Dr.

must

be

deny

that warmth is essential to the existence of

this be so, the
8

lungs,

hot blood
would not

man ;

like every other internal part,

and if

must

have

7.8
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no more:

now,

how

temperature,

a

of the year, and
any
degree
and
the
human
is
natural
to
which
body,
inseparable from it in

the
not

at

a

living state, shall produce
possibly understand.

207. He farther states,

season

relaxation of the

lungs,

we can

"

they (the lungs) are never sufficiently
expanded, and are apt to remain flaccid for life." We wTould
ask, why the lungs are never sufficiently expanded? Because
the lungs are relaxed by heat, we suppose must be the answer
from the premises ! Now, it would seem from this, that our
notions upon the expansion of the lungs must have been wrong,
since heat is unfavourable to it, by producing relaxation of
We have often heard of, and

them.

the sudden

application

these bodies

;

but

we

of cold

have

relaxation in them.

to

we

interrupt

believe

we

have seen,

the full

expansion of
does so, by pro

learn that heat

To

our mind, this relaxation, if it
exist,, should favour expansion, since it implies less resistance.
208. In winter, or even in cool weather, flannel must form a

ducing

part of the child's clothing; especially their little shirts, and
petticoats ; but this should be of such fineness, as not to oppress
either

by

its

weight

or

its thickness.

It should

always

be of the

white kind, where the circumstances of the parents will permit
it
not that the first cost of the white- need be
greater than that
—

of the coloured, but because it will, for the sake of the eye, re
quire to be more frequently changed, as it will more readily
show any dirt that may attach to it
should be employed, whenever it is

;

but for this very reason, it
Another rea

practicable.

may also be assigned; the white can always be
finer quality, which sometimes is desirable.

son
a

procured

of

209. There is

a
very common error upon the subject of flan
which
deserves
to be corrected ;
nel,
namely, that it can remain

longer dirty

without

doing

mischief

substance; but in this there is
texture, is

will retain
cess

to

go

capable
so
long,
on,

and

of

by its filth, than any other
truth— flannel, from its
very

no

absorbing

a

great deal of fluid, which it

if

permitted, as to allow a fermentative pro
give rise to the extrication of some deleteri

gases ; therefore, flannel should not be
this very account, as linen substances.
vantage in the use of flannel is, its

ous
on

long,
principal ad
non-conducting property of
calculated to protect the
body

sensible heat— it is, therefore, well
against the too rapid escape of this

worn

important

even so

The

fluid.

OF
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these views, flannel should be used when

it will be proper to accumulate heat, by preventing its too
rapid dissipation from the body; it should, therefore, be employed
ever

precisely in the proportion that these ends require. But it will
be readily seen, that no precise quantity can be directed ; since
the degree of necessity will be constantly varying as tempera
ture may alter, or as a constitution and period of life may change.
As a general rule, it may, however, be observed, that the
younger the child is, the more of this article is required ; but it
should

never

be in such

211. There is

quantity as to create a vapour bath.
operation of flannel, that is highly

another

valuable, especially in this variable climate; and its agency in
this respect may be considered as one of almost indispensable

protecting power against sudden reductions of
By virtue of its non-conducting power, the system
is saved from a prodigious expense of caloric, or heat, at a time
when its sudden escape might be attended with effects of the
most serious kind
the advantages of flannel in this respect are
familiar to every one ; for every body adopts the practice, with
out exactly understanding the principle on which it is founded.
Again, it powerfully guards the body against the cooling effects
of evaporation, when in a state of perspiration ; and by prevent
ing its too sudden escape, it keeps a considerable portion of heat
constantly applied to the surface of the skin, by means of this
vapour; and thus hinders it from leaving the body too suddenly.
212. Flannel may also be regarded as a very pleasant and ex
tensive "flesh brush;" by constantly giving to the skin a gentle
and an agreeable irritation. By this means the insensible per
spiration is freely maintained; while all the evils arising from a
check of the sensible, are very much guarded against.
213. It must nevertheless be admitted, that the utility of flan
nel has its limits; beyond which its employment should not
be urged. Flannel may be improper, 1st, where it excites too
much perspiration, as in young children, sometimes during the

necessity

—

it is its

temperature.

—

extreme

heats of

be removed, and

our summers

—

when this is observed, it should.

similar garment of muslin, or even linen,
should be substituted. The flannel should, however, be imme
a

diately replaced, whenever an alteration in temperature may
render this proper. Indeed, the. only proper direction that can
be given for the dressing of the children during our summers,
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is to vary the clothing with the variations of the thermometer.
This, it is true, may occasion some additional trouble to the pa
rent ; but the observance of it, it should be remembered, gives

additional

security

to

the health of the child

for

;

we are

entirely

convinced, that very young children suffer extremely, and are
sometimes even rendered ill, by their bodies being too much
loaded with flannel.

Flannel may also be

from

idiosyncrasy
carefully
It
known occasionally to suffer much from this peculiarity.
the
child
be
almost
detected,
by
constantly express
may readily
ing uneasiness, without any obvious cause ; and by an efflores
cence spreading itself over the body, which immediately disap
214.

—

2dly,

pears

so soon as

215.

3dly,

improper,

attended to ;

this should be

as

the child has been

the flannel is removed.

Flannel may also be

improper, during

a

febrile

condition of the system; it should, therefore, always be removed,
when it may be desirable to lower the temperature of the skin.
well awTare, that this will appear extraordinary advice
many ; and there may be even strong prejudices against the
practice. But we fear no reproach upon this head ; as it has been
We

are

to

justified, a hundred times, in our own practice. The fear of
catching cold," as it is called, should not prevail against it,
since you cannot ingraft a slighter disease upon a stronger.*
"

—

Sect. III.— Of the
216. This useful

flannel;

the child is
*

appendage

but it should be made
at

to

Belly

Band.

the child's dress should be of

single;

least four months old

it should be worn, until

; or even

for

a

longer period,

It may not be amiss to suggest, not only the utility, but the absolute
luxury
child, of friction upon its abdomen, with the bare warm hand, for a minute

to the

every time it is dressed. This exercise is so grateful to the child, that it
fails to express its delight, by its smiles,
cooings, and the stretching of its
limbs. We would, therefore, always recommend this
practice, since it not only
the child, but also, promotes the
healthy action of its bowels.
or two

never

delight|

In summer, flannel is
In such cases,

useful.

We

we

have

frequently found
lately found silk

would, therefore, recommend

which the flannel is found to
The

to be

disagree,

as well as
irritating.
highly grateful as well as
its employment in all instances in
where it is thought to be ineligible.

oppressive,

shirts to be

or

substance, known by the people of trade under the

cellently

well

adapted

for the purposes here

proposed.

name

of cancon, is

ex.
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if the child be

feeble, or has a tendency to umbilical hernia.
This article is of great importance, and should never be omitted ;
but care is required in its application, that it do not produce the
evils it is intended to prevent.
The object of a belly band is to

general support to the abdomen, and a particular one to
The propriety of using it for the first object, will be
obvious to every body, at first sight. It protects the external
covering of the belly from being suddenly and partially distended,
in the actions of crying, coughing, and sneezing; and, by this
means, pain, or more serious evil is prevented.
217. But the necessity and utility of the second, if equally im
portant, is certainly not as well understood. The umbilical cord,
by means of which the child is nourished during its residence
within the uterus, is composed of several vessels, which enter
into, and depart from, the belly. The passage of these vessels
requires a hole entirely through the covering of the bowels,
which, for the most part, closes very quickly and soundly, after
the separation of the navel. But several circumstances, on the
part of the child, may interrupt this natural process; and, when
these happen, they give great liability to a portion of the bowels,
or of the omentum, to be forced
through this imperfectly closed
and
from
sudden
opening,
any strong
conquasitory motion, as
or
crying, coughing, sneezing,
straining.
give

a

the navel.

218. The

rise to,

circumstances,

on

the part of the child, which may

increase this

"

"

liability to a rupture at this part,
are, 1st, an unusual size of this opening, as an original confor
mation ; 2dly, the want in the part of a healthy disposition to
close ; 3dly, an interruption being given to the natural process
of closing, by the crying, &c, of the child, forcing the intes
tine, or omentum frequently against it.
219. It will follow that this part, being weak from its
very or
ganization, will require a steady and continued protection, that
the accident of "rupture," may not take place.
220. For this purpose the belly band has been used from time
immemorial ; but its mode' of action is not well understood by
those who apply it to new-born children. It is wrongly ima
gined that the tighter this bandage is drawn over the part, the
greater is the security against the evil it is intended to prevent
give

or

—

than which

no

greater

error can

8*

exist,

as

will be evident to any
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who will consider the

these parts.
221. 1st, The

filled,

completely
dominal cavity

following

account

of the structure of

cavity of the abdomen may be considered as
or
occupied by its contents ; 2dly, that the ab

is formed without any absolute outlets, or com
munications with the external air; but has openings leading to

those of the scrotum in males, but into which
as a natural
arrangement, that any portion of
the abdominal viscera shall enter ; and also, the one already de

other cavities,

as

it is not intended,

scribed

as

existing

at

the umbilical

ring.

Now, when the capacity of this cavity is diminished, or
severally restricted, as it necessarily must be by the diaphragm
being forced powerfully downward, and severely pressed on all
sides by the abdominal and lumbar muscles, as must necessarily
222.

in the actions of

crying, sneezing, coughing, or straining,
cavity must be constrained, and power
fully pressed against every part and portion of its internal face ;
and if there be any one portion of the surface weaker than ano
ther that part must necessarily yield, if the force be greater than
happen

that the contents of this

that part can sustain. It will, therefore, follow, as a matter of
course, that the scrotal, and the umbilical openings just men

tioned, being naturally weaker points in this cavity, they will
and must yield, when the impulses just named shall be greater
than the powers of resistance.
223. From what has been said, it will readily be admitted,
that any arrangement of dress which shall diminish the cavity of
the abdomen, must have a tendency to do mischief, in the way
have just pointed out; therefore, the belly band may become
an
agent of this kind, if not properly applied hence, it becomes
we

—

important part of a mother's duty to attend, at each dress
ing of the child, that the band be not too tightly drawn.
an

224. Evils of

a

lesser kind oftentimes follow the

plication
pression,
expand.

of this article of dress

from

strict

too

of

a

improper ap
namely, pain, arising from com

and colics, from the want of

room

for the bowels to

The inconveniences enumerated
an

application
being

portance of this article
with

;

as

above, as arising
belly band, suggest the im

elastic

as

will be

compatible

we, therefore, would direct that it should be made

security
piece of flannel,
—

of the

cut

"

bias,"

that it may possess this property.

as

the

women

term

it, in order
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disease, against which

225. The

prevention,
quent

so

far

recurrence

not made it

a

have been

we

suggesting

a

dressing may be concerned, is of more fre
than could well be imagined by one who had
as

subject

of

when it takes

inquiry ; and,

place,

is of

much more serious consequence than might, at first sight, be
: therefore, to prevent it, is of the first consequence.

supposed

Sect. IV.

—

Of the general

226. The other articles of

such

will

a manner as

give

a

Dress

of the

Child.

child's dress, may be

sufficient

regulated

security against

too

low

in
a

shall not oppress in summer; there
temperature
for
the
fall, and spring, should be made
winter,
fore,
petticoats
as shall cover their limbs with cer
of flannel, and of such
in winter,

or as

length

Flannel may, however, be occasionally useful in sum
especially on sudden changes of the weather, and should
be resorted to upon such emergencies ; for there can be

tainty.
mer,

always

dressing a child, than to regu
clothing exclusively by the almanack, or, sometimes,
even
by the thermometer. The feelings alone should determine
the quantity and quality of them, during either midsummer or

no

error

greater

committed in

late its

important
mate, two

the articles of

to vary

three times within four and twenty hours.
length of the child's clothes is, by no means,

ter of indifference.

After it has arrived

month, they should be shortened,
this

kles free.

of

more

long

we

or

227. The

to

shall find it very often
clothing, in our unsteady cli

If these be made the rule,

winter.

the child will

plan,
By
advantage, since they
dresses.

so as

will

not

The muscles will

to
use

at

its

eighth

a

or

mat

ninth

leave the feet and

an

its limbs earlier, and

be fettered

acquire

by the restraint

more

firmness and

tone, and be more obedient to the command of the will; they will
also be exercised regularly, and the flexors and extensors will
of power, so that when the child begins
have their

just proportions

to

walk, it will be able

to

balance itself much sooner, and

more

successfully.
228.

Some, perhaps, will objeet to this arrangement,

especially

in winter, from an apprehension that the feet and legs may suffer
from cold— but this objection is easily removed, by covering these

parts with their appropriate garments.
229. We

are aware

that this last

objection is not in conformity
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OF

with
are

writers upon this subject. We know that
by them for two reasons ; 1st, because

some

forbidden

the child,

injure

make it

by becoming

230. To the first

the

2dly,

because

tender.

too

we

the child should have
to

wet; and,

stockings
they will
they will

accident !

same

would declare, that, upon this principle,
clothing whatever, since all is exposed

no

The

the

diapers,

petticoats, &c, should

be abolished, since they must often become wet in the course of
the day; yet we hear nothing of injuries arising from this source.

wetted, care is taken that they are dried
or their
used,
places supplied with fresh
again

When these articles

before

they

are

are

articles; and why should
the

not

the

same

attention be extended to

objection, the reasons we
stockings?
regards
all
unnecessary exposure of the person of
urged against
will
child,
apply here; and, therefore, we shall not repeat
the second

As

have
the

them.
231. Shoes

are

condemned, because they are said, 1st,

the feet and embarrass their motion

to cramp
that the child does

2dly,
early as when they are exposed. These
are
very far from being solid objections to the use£>,,shoes, since
the first may be removed by their being made large, and of the
most pliant materials; and as they afford protection from cold
and security against accident, when the child is placed upon the
floor, we are decided advocates for their employment, especially
upon carpeted floors, where pins, needles, or other sharp sub
stances, are very often effectually concealed, by their being bu
not learn to

walk

;

so

ried in the substance of the carpet.
232. The second objection has, perhaps, less force than the

first; since

we

have

ever

held the

opinion

that

walk.

no

advantage is

hold this to
Indeed,
precocious power
be very often injurious, especially to such children as may be
disposed to rickets. We shall have occasion again to mention

gained by

this

to

a

we

subject.

233. We have said that the shoes may be

do

no

injury

to

the child.

This is

be conformed to; but the plan
by Faust, in his Catechism of

so

constructed

as

to

true, and should

strictly
always
proposed, (we believe, originally,
Health,) merits the attention of

every parent ; namely, having shoes made upon two different
one for each foot, as is now
pretty generally done in this

lasts,

city.

We

object

very much to the advice of Sturve upon this
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subject

—

period
certainly

at

ous

he recommends children to

colds, by this plan, if not

to

234. In winter and in cool

plan

lay

aside shoes for

almost

short

disease.

dangerous

follow the proper
clothing; for we accommo

weather,

we

instinctively,
regards
quantity by our feelings, without regarding

date the

a

time, that the feet may be better expanded. This is
bad advice ; as most children would be subject to seri
a

as

the

state

of

the mercury in the thermometer. Precisely the same should be
done in summer the relative heat, or cold, should be our guide.
—

235. The

principal articles of clothing are to be made of fine.
they are generally called the under clothes fashion,
caprice, or fortune, may regulate the rest, provided the gar
ments for the feet and legs are excepted.
We hold it to be of
that
both
these
be
of
great importance
kept warm in winter;
and the feet even during summer. We, therefore, direct mea

flannel

—

sures to

—

protect these parts of

shall have occasion, by and
236. There is, however,

child

against

even

by,
a

very young children.
this subject.

We

to revert to

necessity to guard the
partial application of cold from

constant

the accidental and

wet, which is always occurring, from the very nature of things.
The child should, therefore, be dried as quickly as possible after
it may have become wet,

by

A monstrous

upon this

speedy renewal of the diaper.
prevails
subject ; an error every way
calculated to produce great disquiet and inconvenience, if not
positive disease. It is imagined, that inuring them to wet con
error

a

tributes to the future health of the infant, or, in other words, that
wet and cold, that it may become hardened in

it must remain
constitution
tice is at

by

once

this

filthy process.
exposed, by asking,

The

of this prac
mother who would

absurdity

is there

a

apply cold, wet cloths to her child, with a view of hardening it,
though she might be willing to let it wallow for a long time in
its filth?
237. It may, however, be said, these are not parallel cases ;
for the urine of the child can do no harm, as it is salt water.

We admit it to be saline

what then ? Will any woman apply
water
to
salt
her
cold,
child, for the purpose, and in the manner,
we have just mentioned ?
But it may be said, the water is warm
the
touches
when it first
child, and becomes cold afterwards !

So much the

worse

—

—

but will any rational mother

apply

warm
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salt water to her child, and suffer it to grow cold, in expectation
benefiting it ? We are certain, every one of proper feeling

of

will say, No !
238. The employment of too many pins in the dressings of the
child, is also occasionally attended by much risk, especially when
small

ones are

used

—

the latter kind should be banished

altoge

ther from the nursery, as they cannot ever be necessary, and
may, as has frequently happened, be seriously injurious, by slip
into the folds of the skin, or joints of the child; or they
may create a great deal of immediate pain, by their partial
penetration into the skin. The clothes of the child can readily

ping

be

do away with the necessity of these articles ;
When
or, at least, the quantity may be very much diminished.
so

arranged

as

to

many are employed, they are constantly liable to be displaced,
and may, consequently, wound the child.
239. In general, nurses are in the habit of using from eight
to twelve

pins,

for the

way too great for

dressing

even

of the child

usefulness, did

no

; a quantity every
risk attach to their

same ends can be completely an
regular practice in our own family.
It is true, that, to render so few efficient, strings or tapes must
be used in their stead. The following is the mode employed :
The belly band and the petticoats have strings ; and not a single
pin is employed in their adjustment. The little shirt, which is
always much larger than, the infant's body, is folded on the back
and bosom, and these folds kept in their places, by properly ad
justing the body of the petticoat so far, not a pin is used. The
diaper requires one; and this should be of a large size, and made
to serve the double purposes of holding the folds of this article,
as well as
keeping the belly band in its proper place; the latter,
having a small tag of double linen depending from its lower mar
gin, by which it is secured to the diaper, by the same pin.
Should an extraordinary display of best
bib and tucker
be
required, upon any especial occasion, a third pin may be admit
ted, to ensure the well sitting of the frock waist in front
this last pin, however, is applied externally; so that the risk of
its getting to the child's body is very small, even though it be

employment; especially
swered by two, as was

as

the

the

—

"

"

"

come

"

—

displaced.

240.

Especial
pins ;

instead of

care

should be taken that needles be not used

this substitution

we

have witnessed ; and the
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case is much
greater, as these articles have no heads.
The most serious consequences have sometimes followed their
In the year, 1798,
use : I will relate a case every way in point.
we were requested to examine the child of Mr. J. H. B.
who,

risk in this

—

we were

informed, had been for many months in ill health

;

it

agony, without any
occasionally
evident cause, and which could not be relieved but by large and
The child was said to cry out vio
doses of laudanum.

suffered the

most

excruciating

repeated
lently upon certain motions of its body, and especially, upon
moving its right leg ; upon the upper part of which there was a
hard substance, which, upon being pressed, gave pain.
241. The child

was

about two years of age ; and had been al
until the last preceding seven or eight

very healthy
ways
months* At about this time, it was discovered
feverish, and indisposed to exercise. It would,
one

a

to

be

fretful,

occasionally,

violently ; and would sometimes cease to cry as sud
At other times, the pain
without
any evident cause.
denly,
would continue, until it was controlled by the use of laudanum.
It lost its appetite, emaciated rapidly, and had more or less fever

scream

constantly.
242. This

was

the

history

received, upon our first visit,
We found the child very much

we

from the mother of the child.

profuse diarrhoea. We
painful, and found it to
as well as a
singular ap
placed immediately upon the tuber

reduced, with considerable fever, and

a

examined the part that was said to be
present a remarkable feel to the touch,

pearance to the eye. It was
of the right ischium, or that part of this bone on which we sit.
It was considerably swollen; so much so, as to offer a strong
contrast to the opposite one, which was very much emaciated.
When this

was

pressed,

the child would

complain;

it

Was

firm,

made to grasp it, it seemed
fingers
resisting
to contain another very firm and long tumour within it ; giving
the sensation to the fingers, of a pretty long piece of bone,

and

;

and if the

placed perpendicularly

were

to the

surface of the tuber of the is

chium.
243. We told the mother there
traneous

could not

was

substance beneath the skin

pretend

to determine ; but

;

unquestionably

the

our

nature

impression

an

of which
was,

it

ex
we

was a

needle ; and that nature had set about a process for its liberation,
in which she would certainly succeed in due time, should the
a
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child have sufficient

doubted,

strength

but this

for this event:

the child

as

was

not

support the irritation necessary

to

a

was

circumstance

only

we
very much
very feeble, but very ill at that

moment, from fever, lax, &c. We, therefore, proposed an ope
as a
speedier and safer plan it was instantly consented

ration,

—

scalpel, immediately upon the
a
tea-spoonful
of a transparent, and pretty tenacious fluid, resembling the white
of an egg; but not quite so thick.
Upon placing a finger upon
the incision, and gently pressing it against the tumour, we felt a
hard pointed substance directly in its centre; this was seized
with a pair of forceps, and we drew from it a needle full two
inches long. The wound was dressed with a little slip of stick
ing plaster, and healed in three days; the child from that mo
ment had not an unpleasant symptom.
The hectical diarrhoea
We made

to.

an

incision with

point of the inner tumour,

ceased

; as

stored to

did the fever

;

a

from which issued about

and in

a

few weeks the child

was re

without the aid of any medicine.
when this needle got possession of the child's

perfect health,

244. How,
system, could

troduced

by

or

never

its

be determined

being employed

Sect. V.

—

—

as a

it is

presumable,

it

was

in

pin.

Of Changing

the Child.

245. There is
or

propriety

becomes

of

wet.

a
diversity of opinion respecting the necessity,
frequently changing the dress of a child after it
Upon this subject, there should be but one opi

nion; and this should become
be

a

maxim, from which there should

departure ; namely, that the child should never be long
or
dirty, at a time. The healthiest children we have ever

no

wet,
seen,

were

especially

those

when

on

whom the greatest care was bestowed ;
and it is to that period

they were very young ;
more particular reference.

we now

have

be

when the child is wet, there can be no
for the continuance of health ; every time it is permitted

not

had

security

If

frequent changing

recourse to

remain wet, it incurs the risk of

taking cold, besides pro
or
excoriations
inflammation,
; whereas, drying
producing
voking
the child, as often as it becomes wet will prevent these evils.
246. But it should be well understood, when we speak of
keeping the child clean, that we do not consider the repeated reto

application

of the

same

diaper,

because it has been

hung

in the
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air,

or

There

before
can

fire and dried,

a

be but two

reasons

as

MONTH,

&C

coming writhin our
filthy practice

for this

89

direction.
—

laziness,

and poverty. The first should never be considered as a valid
excuse for
employing the same diaper several times, nor will it>

perhaps, ever be urged as one, in direct terms; but, it is unques
tionably, the only one that influences upon this subject, where
the second does not obtain, to render this, even in appearance,
excusable. If the second reason exist, and the child have not a
sufficient

change,

per from time
with salts, and

to

it

were

much better that it be without

time, than have those returned

to it

a

dia

stiffened

reeking with offensive odour. We have alreadyimpropriety of keeping the child wet.

adverted to the

CHAPTER XIV.
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247. Our fifteenth
tance to the

instruction, (106) is

future health and

whom it is intended

for

happiness
of the

one

of much

impor

of the individuals for
have

attempted
mischievously infringed. We
frequently
have assumed as principles, and, as we think, upon broad and
well established data 1st, that the mother is the proper and
only source from whence a child, until a certain period, should
derive its nourishment ; 2dly, that every woman, cceteris paribus,
is able to furnish it; 3dly, that no other nourishment is so entire
ly proper, as the milk of a healthy mother.
248. If these premises be correct, the subject of feeding chil
dren within the month, is reduced nearly to a prohibition, whereYet there may be*
ever there is no exception to the above rules.
a
a
indeed there often is,
propriety in giving young child somewhen
there is not a sufficiently early provi
thin^ to sustain it,
of
the mother for this purpose ; but it
sion made by the breasts
should consist of an article as near in composition as possible to
the mother's milk* This object is readily obtained by a mixture

to

correct, is

;

—

9

no one

and

so

so

errors we
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of cow's milk, water, and loaf-sugar, in the following proportions :
milk two-thirds, water one-third, and a small quantity of loafsugar. This may be given from time to time, until the mother
is able to furnish a sufficiency ; or, when she has not enough, it
may be made to supply the deficiency.
249. This diet alone should be made

use of; for every thing
oftentimes
but
less
absolutely injurious.
proper,
only
No addition should be made, under the expectation of making it

else, is

not

fit,

more

nourishing ;

or more

less useful, if not hurtful

—

we,

combination, except the

or

for every such addition renders it

therefore, proscribe every mixture,

one

just

We

mentioned.

are aware

do not agree with the judicious Dr. Struve* upon this point
he directs, in cases of deficiency of milk on the part of the

we
—

mother

or

prepared

nurse, that

of bread

gruel."

want

should be

perfectly baked,

cuits boiled in water,

We

this

or

supplied by

or, what is still

fresli milk,

unhesitatingly declare,

to
we

a

"

pap

better, bis

the consistence of thin

have

ever

found this to

to bear tes
practice
for
he
in
it,
says, many mothers,
anotherplace ;f
timony against
and nurses in general, imagine that a child cannot be supported
by the breast alone, and, therefore, ought to be allowed a more
substantial nutriment. Impressed with this erroneous notion,
they provide the usual pap almost as soon as the child is born ; a
species of food directly opposite to that, which is appointed by
nature, and derived from a healthy mother; hence it cannot fail
to prove injurious."
250. "From this pernicious practice," continues the Dr.,
arise inflations of the lower belly, gripes, and costiveness.
Such children become afflicted with insupportable pains in the
bowels, the iliac passion, and subsequently with rickets ; they
obviously lose strength, and muscular energy, notwithstanding
all the care of plentiful feeding ; their skin loosely covers their
bones," &c. This is truly a hideous picture ; but it is neverthe*

be

bad

a

;

and the Dr. himself would

seem
"

"

—

less true; yet, with this before him, he did not fail, two pages
to recommend this very substance.

after,

251.

Every farinaceous

is liable to become acid

substance in

a

state

of fluid mixture,

ferment when heated, even by a
tower temperature than that of the human body, if sufficiently
long continued ; consequently, the child must experience all the
*

Physical Education,

; or to

&c. p. 224,

t Ibid, p. 222v
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evils which may follow such changes, when they take place in
the stomach, therefore, all such substances must be highly im
It may, however, be asked, will not the mixture
proposed, be liable to the same objection ? We say, No

just

proper.

least,

the

not to

sweetened

ther's milk

at

extent, as the other ; for if the milk be
than to correspond in degree with the mo

same

no more

;

—

if it be sweetened with

loaf-sugar,

and

given

as soon

mixed, there will be very little disposition in it to change be
fore the stomach will exert its influence upon it, and convert it
as

into

a new

substance.*

make, however, the mixture of milk, water, and su
the child's stomach, several highly im
gar,
rules
should
be
and never departed from, when
observed,
portant
252. To

always acceptable to

it is

practicable

to observe

them.

253. 1st, The milk should be pure ; that

reduced

water ; and

previously
by
possible, especially in warm weather,
from the

is,

not

should be used

skimmed,
as

nor

quickly

as

after it has been drawn

cow.

always be taken from
injunction are, that cows,,
feeding upon the same materials, give different qualities of milk ;
and the stomach becomes reconciled very often more readily to
any one certain quality, than to a mixture.
255. 3dly, The milk should be given as soon as possible after
its mixture with the water and sugar, lest it should be disposed
254.

the

to

2dly,

When

same cow.

practicable,

The

it should

for this

reasons

ferment, before it is exhibited.
256.

4thly,

no more

It should

should be

never

provided

be mixed, but when wanted

than the child will take in

a

;

and

short

Cadogna says, There are many faults in the quality of the food of chil.
simple enough. Their paps, panadoes, gruel, &c, are generally
enriched with sugar, spice, and sometimes a drop of wine ; neither of which, they
ought ever to taste." We perfectly agree that neither spices, nor wine, should
enter into the composition of a child's food : but cannot consent, that sugar should
be omitted, since nature herself ha3 largely furnished it in the mother's milk.
And we have ever found this article not only a useful, but a desirable addition
We sincerely believe that it does not happen once in a
to the food of a child.
million of times, that sugar is not acceptable to children of all ages. It is proper
it should be so, since it is highly nutritious. If sugar be improper, why does it
so
largely enter into the composition of the early food of all animals ? It is in
vain physicians declaim against this article, since it forms between seven and;
eight per cent, of the mother's milk.
*

Dr.

"

dren—it is not

—
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is much better to prepare fresh than to

run

the risk

becoming sour before it is used.
257. 5thly, The milk should never be heated by the fire ; this
should always be done, by adding the water hot, that is intend
ed for its reduction; or by a sand bath; this will give it a suf
ficient temperature, without incurring the liability to be over
heated by being placed on the fire.
258. 6thly, In weather that is unfavourable for keeping milk,
it should be placed in\the coolest place that can be commanded ;
or kept in often-changed- cold water.
259. 7thly, Should the slightest tendency to acidity be ob
served in the milk, it should be rejected without hesitation ; nor
should an attempt be made at its supposed restoration, by using
an additional quantity of sugar,, as this will eventually but in
of its

crease

the evil.

loudly against the filthy, and of
making every particle of
injurious practice
The only
the child's victuals pass through their own mou'hs.
reason they can offer for this disgusting habit, is to prevent its
being given too warm this, we grant, is a necessary and useful
precaution, but it can be easily arrived at, without the aid of
their lips, by adding hot water to the milk as just directed, in
stead of placing it over the fire. Or tasting it once will be every
way sufficient for if it is found too warm, it will be,, by patiently
260. We cannot declaim too

of

tentimes

nurses,

—

—

waiting few minutes, sufficiently reduced in temperature ; and it
is better to take it rather cool than have it go through the nurse's
a

mouth.
warm.

In fact it is wrong ever to give the child victuals too
run the risk of
scalding its mouth, and Se

First, you

condly, it unnecessarily relaxes the stomach. An equally filthy
practice to the one we have just reprobated, is that of the nurse
blowing on the food with her breath to reduce its temperature.
261. Care should also be

forced upon the child
than it should receive

taken, that

too

much food be not

it is much better it be fed often,
too much at a time; for the child when it
at once ;

fed, cannot exercise the discretion it is wont to do when it
sucks; for when it has received, enough by its own exertions, it
wili stop spontaneously.,
is
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CHAPTER XV.

TOWARDS

OF OBSERVANCES

THE MOTHER

DURING THE MONTH, &c.

already given for the general conduct
during labour, and immediately after her delivery,
be strickly observed, it will rarely happen, that she will not have
what is called a good getting up." This good getting up con
sists in the gradual restoration of health, by a return of strength,
through the proper exercise of the functions of the stomach, and
the judicious employment of the various muscles of the body.
263. To ensure the healthy play of the stomach, and of the
muscular system in general, the patient should be managed in
such a manner, as will, in great probability, prevent the occur
262. If the directions

of the

woman

"

rence

lutely

of disease, rather than be treated as if the evil were abso
present. For this purpose, frequent changes of linen, and

of every other solid article, is absolutely necessary, that there
may be no offensive gases generated, to contaminate the air of
the room, and render it unfit for the purposes of respiration.
264.. Fresh air

should,- therefore, be freely admitted into the

should be placed so as not to receive a.
for the interest of the pa
Unfortunately
partial
tient, the nurse thinks for her on the subject, and effectually to
guard against the possibility of such an accident, she enclosesher in a space of six feet square, by curtains, and condemns her to
the horrors and mischiefs of breathing twenty times, the air that
has already been as often discharged from her lungs, and each
time loaded with an increased quantity of irrespirable gases.
265. One of the greatest improvements the lying-in room
room ;

but the

woman

current

of it.

could receive, would be, to banish curtains from the list of the
"
indispensables," for furnishing it, or, at least, so. to manage
them, as to make them subservient to ornament alone. The
of curtains are,

"

the bed looks
naked without them ;" this requires but a few fashionable
"
examples, to make it appear when unadorned, adorned the
most;" and it were a "consummation devoutly to be wished,"

pretexts for the employment
so

—

9*

first,
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few of influence would lend their aid for this purpose,
for the benefit of their fellow-creatures.
Secondly, the danger
that

some

"

of catching cold;" this is sheer cant; let every patient com
mence without these articles, as many from necessity are
—

to

obliged

do, and. they like them, will have nothing

of, that should be
want

of curtains.

to

complain

directly, or, with propriety, charged to the
If a room be so situated, as unavoidably to ex

pose the woman to a draught of air, a temporary screen will
fulfil every duty the curtains possibly can without involving her,.
in any risk. Thirdly, "to protect the woman against too much
This

light."

is

reason

for the inlets

even more

futile than the

one

last noticed ;

readily be shut,.
Without expense, or any very great exercise of genius. Fourthly,
and lastly,
Curtains in cold weather are necessary to keep the
patient warm." An additional blanket will do this vastly better.
566. Fresh air, we must repeat, is of the greatest possible
service to. the lying-in woman; it is, in a word, indispensable to
the regular return of health; and, if properly indulged in, will
prepare the patient, without hazard, for the enjoyment of it
abroad, in suitable weather. It has been put to us as a question,.
by

which

light

is

admitted,

can

"

'•'How

soon

safely 1"

can a

woman,

after confinement,

venture

abroad

This

question, like many others, would seem to require
no condition, and
might be directly replied to ; but it, like many
others of the same apparent simplicity, involves a number of con
siderations, which

are

essential to be known, before it

can

be

and

satisfactorily answered.
267. 1st, Because the period which may have elapsed after
delivery, cannot, of itself, be a guide; for some women are bet
ter at the end of five days, than others
may be at as many

properly

weeks

therefore, the actual condition of the

;

be considered, and this without reference
have elapsed from the birth of her child.

to

woman

the

must

days

alone

that may

268. 2dly, Because the season of the
year, and state of the
weather will very much influence a decision of this kind ; for the
weather may be such for weeks together, as to render it im

proper for

fall,

or

equally

a

delicate

spring,
so

269.

from heat

Therefore,
this question ; and,
dle,

or

a

to leave the house; as, in winter,
summer,,it might, for a short time, be

women

or, even in
or

rain.

conditional

answer

must

always be given

to

would say as a general rule, if, at the mid
end of the third week after confinement, the weather be

fine, and

we

sufficiently warm to render much additional clothing un-
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necessary; and-, if the patient be without disease, though, perhaps,
feeble, she may venture abroad, in a close carriage, with much

advantage

herself and child* Robust women, when free from

to

any febrile affection, or local inflammation, may venture even
earlier. And, it may be well to recollect, that the sooner the

patient

safely

can

better; since both she

take the fresh air, the

for their is

and the child will

its influence;

and

every function of the body, by air
be procured by any other means.

a

profit by
healthy play given to

and exercise, that

cannot

The best

nurses

who

give employment

can

are,

—

a

vigour

therefore, those of active habits, and those
to

all the muscles of the

body

in the

open air : for, it will be obvious to every one> that, if the func
tions of the body be not healthily performed, especially those of

the circulation, and the various secretions, the products of their
actions cannot be entirely healthy; therefore, the milk by which
the child is

to

fail in other
270. To
more

be sustained, may not be

sufficiently nutritive,

or

highly important qualities.

prejudicial

than

exercise, therefore,

her child, there can be nothing
indulgence in habits too sedentary: the

well

a nurse as

an

we

as

to

have recommended, should be

enjoyed

whenever fit occasions may present themselves, that the milk
may be more certainly and abundantly secreted, and, at the same

time, its invigorating properties be increased; but, in indulging
in exercise, it is always to be understood that any excess of it
will be prejudicial. We would, therefore, wish to be considered
to mean only that degree of it which shall not too much hurry
and disturb the circulation,
heated

or

occasion the

woman to

fast

be

over

dancing,
walking,
consequently, running,
carefully avoided ; especially as much injury is done
the child, by its receiving the milk, after such violence has been
offered the circulatory system..
271. But should accident, necessity, or inattention, place the
system in the situation just mentioned, the child must be with
too

—

or

should be

held from the breast for

at

least two hours after the occurrence;

and then the milk, which was present in the breast at that time,
it must be drawn off by some other means,
must not be offered it
—

and thrown away. The same may be said after an indulgence
in any violent passion, or emotion of the mind, as the most fright
ful and deadly consequences have followed a neglect of this pre
caution.
272. It

is, said, by many, to be

accustom the

woman

to

a

good practice,

"

to

gradually

the air in the house, before she ventures
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abroad;" and
the

patient.

too many adopt the plan, to the serious injury of
This is done in cold weather, by making her tra

vel up stairs* and down in a strong current of air.
quences of such exposure may be easily imagined.
to

The

conse

It would be very proper for the woman to pay strict attention
local cleanliness, which is best managed by washing the parts

once or

twice

lution will be

a-day with lukewarm water. A neglect of this ab
severely felt by the patient, as well as every visiter to

her chamber.

Let her not be deterred from this necessary and
the opinions or the threatenings of any Gossip

cleanly duty, by

that may chance to visit her her strength will be certainly im
proved, her appetite amended, and her milk wilLbemore abun
—

dant, and of better quality.
of the

general

benefit.

Her infant will therefore, partake
worthy of the attention of

This is well

every woman, for it will materially aid in
ful discharge Leucorrhoea.

preventing

that hate

CHAPTER XVI.
OF THE DUTIES OF THE MOTHER AFTER THE

MONTH, &c.
273. There is

than that which

solicitude

no

more

natual,

nor

more

painful,

young and inexperienced mother feels, when,
for the first time, she is left to her own
guidance in the manage
ment of herself and child,
by the departure of her nurse. For,
a

up to this moment, she looked to her for every direction, and for
the fulfilment of every
necessary and important office, as wellfor herself as for her child. But, left to her own
discretion, she
feels, with more than necessary force,
the

perhaps,

*

There is

which

a

obliges

custom, among
the

woman

and

nurses

to go

room,

less

absurd than

ancient,

"

up stairs," before she ventures down ; and this
weather what it may.
By this plan, the woman

is insisted on, be the reason or
may be exposed to a cold and chilling
warm

gossips, no

responsibility

and, sometimes, perhaps,

atmosphere, immediately
when she is in

after

state of

leaving

a

perspiration.
We have known a number of instances of severe
pull back," as they are called,
produced by a compliance with this superstitious and dangerous practice. The
good sense of every woman, who may become the object of this improper custorn, should be exerted to destroy it, by not complying with it— and. this, at the
even

"

risk of even

offending" a

nurse."

a

MONTH,

AFTER THE

of

mother

a

—

of

a

mother,

on

whose
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care

and

ture health and welfare of her child

judgment
She is

the fu

willing

depend.
privations, or even to make sacrifices for its benefit,
but is ignorant when the one might be necessary, or where the
other might be availing. Uncertain, from want of experi
ence, of the propriety of any thing she may do for either its

to suffer

comfort,

its use, she trembles, lest she commit an error ; nor
own
opinion, until she has the cold and

or

is she confirmed in her

negative proof,

that what she has done has not done harm.

Or

fears, neglect the

she may, from too great an indulgence of her
most common and obvious of her duties.
274. The

delightful task, to the inexperienced mother, of
washing
dressing her infant, is to her a source of inexpres
sible anxiety.
She applies water to its body with a sparing
and trembling hand ;* the child, perhaps, cries upon its applica-.
and

tion

;

given

the over-sensitive mother becomes alarmed, lest she has
it unnecessary pain, or has done something improper; she

becomes

agitated,

dries it

or

;

but, perhaps, of

haps,

the

to

and but

partially washes, and but imperfectly
operation to one of less feeling,
experience than herself, and this, per

she abandons the
no more

injury

275. We

once

of the child.

witnessed

a

most

interesting

scene

between

a

young mother and her husband, upon an occasion similar to the
one of which we are now
speaking. We were chatting with a
young lady in a lively manner, when her husband suddenly en
tered the room
she sprang upon her feet, and violently clasped
him round jhe neck, and with a convulsive cry of exquisite plea
—

sure, she sobbed out,

to-day, entirely with
finer subject for a
my
skilful painter, than the one presented by this interesting couple,
at this moment.
We soon learned that the performance of this
to
that
moment, been one of great misery to the<
duty had,, up
hands !"

own

too timid

"

And

I dressed
never

our

did

Julia

we see a

mother.

276. We would

earnestly

recommend to every mother with
washing and dressing her

her first cfiild, to try her skill daily at
infant, a week or ten days before her

nurse

leaves her, that she

may become familiar with the routine, and gain a little
Indeed this cannot be too seriously
ence in the method.

the

mere

best manner,.

some

mended

*

;

handling of the child requires, to do it in the
experience; a mother may learn much as

We have elsewhere observed the water shouid

the child's

body,

experi
recom

but lukewarm, for whenever it

never

produces

be cold that is
a

applied

to

shock it does mischief.

•
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handy, and experienced nurse, and will be
looking on during the operation.
amply repaid
277.
The next anxiety which a young mother feels, is upon
the subject of what is most proper for her to eat and drink, as a
nurse." For this information, she appeals to those whose greater
experience, she supposes, would well qualify them to answer.
By one, certain articles of diet are recommended as indispensa
ble ; by another, they are condemned as improper, if not as posi
tively injurious. Other substances are extolled in their turn ;
but, unfortunately, these are forbidden by other advisers, and
respects this from

a

for

"

that with

an earnestness

resistance.

that bids defiance to either argument or
such discrepancies, she knows not

Perplexed by

what

plan to pursue ; and when she has become almost a prey
anxiety, some sensible friend lays down a rule, which, as a
general one, is the only one that should have been given at first;
namely, to eat and drink such articles of diet as her former ex
perience had proved did not disagree with her own stomach,
and to pursue this plan, unless a farther experience should de
clare it to be injurious to herself or her child.
278. No advice, perhaps, can be more safe and judicious than
this ; for we have almost uniformly observed, that whatever food

to

is found to agree with the mother, is almost sure to do so with
the child ; therefore, such substances as are said to disturb the

latter, will almost always be such
mother

previously.

as

have

Nor is this of difficult

disagreed with the
explanation. Any

substance, with which the stomach is not familiar, or to which
it is not entirely reconciled, will be either rejected altogether, or
will be but

incompletely digested.

milated, it will

necessarily,
the milk.
•

not

is

being

If it be but

In this state it is received
able

produced,

imperfectly

assi

the system as ill-elaborate chyle ; and this,
will make a corresponding change in the quality of
enter

to

subdue it to

a

by

proper

the child

; its

stomach

nourishment, flatulency

perhaps, even vomiting ensues.
liquors, as ale, porter, beer, &c. ; certain sub
stances, as cabbage, sweet potato, pickles, vinegar, &c, are all,
in their turn, said to disagree with the child that is, as we
would insist, they disagree with the mother ; they should, there
or,

279. Certain

—

fore, be abandoned, without hesitation, for her

own

sake

—

for

there the mischief begins ; but there it will not stop, unless she
have sufficient resolution to give them up ; for her child will
soon feel the effects of such irresolution
these may become, it is impossible to say.

;

and howr extensive
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280. Serious mischief is oftentimes done

by

the mother

at

remedy every temporary diminution of milk, by
the quantity of her food, or by imagining that some

to

tempting
increasing
stimulating drink will answer this valuable end. Hence, indi
gestion, fever, and sometimes a habit is generated of too freely
indulging in ardent spirit. This practice has, for its excuse, that
the milk fails, because the woman is weak, owing to her not
taking a sufficiency of nourishment ; hence, too much feeding is
indulged in, to remedy this supposed weakness a task is now
imposed upon the stomach that it cannot perform, however
healthy it may be, and indigestion must, of course, sooner or
later, be the consequence. Or, owing to some trifling disturbance
—

system of a temporary kind, the secretion of milk may be
suspended, or diminished: an attempt is made to
recall it by an increase of food, by which a slight inconvenience

in the

for the moment

is converted into

a

permanent derangement of the system

; or a

dangerous character, may be generated. Or*
a false
to
theory, or imperfect observation, it has been
owing
certain
that
liquors have a control over the secretion
supposed
of milk ; and hence, the too free use of certain combinations, in
which ardent, or fermented spirits, too largely enter : thus, por

fever of

even a

ter, ale, milk punch, &c, become the ordinary beverage of
nurses, to the almost certain destruction of their morals.
281. We must not,
ence

of certain solid,

as

however, be supposed to deny the influ
well as fluid substances, upon the secre

tion of milk; this would be turning our eyes from reason, as well
as
experience ; for we well know, that unless the body be pro
perly supported, there must soon be a diminution of milk. We

only mean
lating part

to

insist, that it is the nutritious, and

not

the stimu

of diet, that is subservient to the plentiful, and health
ful formation of this fluid. In proof of this, we need only observe,

that

we

have often been consulted upon the subject of the failure
an anxious mother herself, or a
hireling nurse

of milk, where

concerned, and been informed by them, that they had tried
every thing with a hope of improving it; such as rich victuals,
porter, ale, beer, milk punch, &c, without success, or it was
followed, perhaps, by a diminution of it.
was

282. In such cases,

we

have often succeeded in

producing

a

plentiful supply of milk, by adopting the opposite plan of treat
ment; for it must be borne in mind, as an important truth, that
proceeds more frequently from
quantity of food, or of drink. It is

this failure

an

under

a

over,

than from

an

fact, well known to
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all who have

attention to the consequences of arterial ex
even moderate fever, the milk

paid

citement, that when it amounts to
almost

diminishes in

immediately

quantity; and, also, when this
diminished, (provided it had not continued too long,)
by suitable remedies, that the secretion of milk again becomes
action is

abundant.

more

283.

Upon

this

principle,

have

we

frequently prescribed

eva-

cuants, and abstinence, to promote the secretion of milk. With
a view to illustrate this situation of the breasts, under an increased
excitement of the system; and the advantage, nay, the absolute

necessity of reducing the force of the blood vessels, for the pur
pose of restoring their secretory functions, we will relate one, of
several cases, in which this plan was pursued.
284. Mrs.
informed us with great concern, that she
would be under the

necessity

of

procuring

another wet

nurse

for

her child, as the milk of the one she had, diminished so rapidly,
as to make her certain her child could not be half nourished.
It
had

to fail about three weeks

begun

before, without any evident

she had

although
constantly tried the most generous
diet and cordial drinks she could hear of, still it diminished
daily, and was now so reduced, as to scarcely offer enough for
the child, once in twenty-four hours ; or, rather, the whole quan
and

cause ;

tity

furnished in that

good

would not amount to

period,

more

than

one

meal.

285. We

presented.
complexion,

requested
She

see

the

she was,

nurse ;

accordinglyj

youngs healthy-looking woman of florid
and clear skin, and without a single mark, that

would lead to the

perfection

to

was a

suspicion

of constitution

—

of

a

deficiency

her milk

was

of milk from any im
old, as it is

six months

called; she had been engaged in this family about three of that
She was from the country, and for some time gave en
tire satisfaction, as to her conduct, temper, health, and quantity
time.

of milk.

much

Upon being questioned, we found she was living upon a
generous and stimulating diet, than she had been pre

more

accustomed to

viously

—

she

not

only

ate more at

each meal than

formerly done, but ate a greater number of meals ; and,
instead of drinking milk, water, or milk and water, as she was
she had

wont to do

before at such times, she

was

indulged

in porter,

ale,

beer, milk punch, &c, with a view of keeping up her milk.
286. We found she had occasional headach ; rested ill at

night;
tongue

had
was

disagreeable taste in
furred, and her pulse

a

her mouth in the

full and

morning; her
frequent* It was evi=
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dent her system was too much excited by her mode of life, and
nothing would restore her milk but a reduction of diet. We

that

accordingly, ordered
confine herself to

but

nothing

her to be bled
strict

a

take

brisk dose of salts ;

a

and milk diet, and to drink

vegetable

water.

first, we experienced much opposition to this plan ;
eventually submitted to, and with such complete and

287. At

but it

was

rapid

success; that in

a

week there

was a

sufficient secretion of

It may be proper to observe, that this woman, after this
confined herself to a plain, simple diet, and never after

milk.

period,

had occasion

to

complain

of

deficiency

a

288. This case, among many

the

; to

of milk.

others, shows

us,

that the scheme

and

plentiful families adopt with their wet nurses,
is wrong from beginning to end. As little change should be made
in the diet of the nurse as is strictly consistent with sufficient
nourishment, an none, perhaps, in her habits of employment;
that is, she should not exchange active for passive habits. If she
have been accustomed to work, give her by all means, uniform
employment. If she have been much exposed to the air and
weather, let her and the child have the advantage of air and
wealthy

exercise, upon all proper occasions. The extremes of heat and
cold should, of course, be avoided, as well as a wet atmosphere.
289. This case, also, well illustrates the position we have en
deavoured

to

best method

sustain

;

namely,

that

a

stimulating

diet is

the

not

But, at the same
procure an increase of milk.
time, we are far from declaring, that a more generous diet may
not be occasionally necessary
but such cases are by no means
to

—

so common as

stimulating

is

generally imagined,

proper.
290. The remedies which

most to

the

and still

more

rarely

is

a

one

we

have

improvement of the milk,

ever

are,

found to contribute

regular

exercise in the

open air, milk and water, milk alone, malt tea,* molasses posset,|
or porter, or ale posset,J when a mild stimulant
may be required.
*

of

Malt tea is made

ground malt,

with

a

ened,

or

by pouring

which is

a

quart of boiling
to stand, after

permitted

water upon
two

spoon, until cold : it must then be strained off.
not; or, it may have the the addition of milk.

t Molasses posset is made by

or

a

three

gill and a half
good stirrings

The tea may be sweet

throwing a wine-glassful of molasses into a quart
nearly to the boiling point; it is then per

of milk, after the latter has been heated
mitted to cool
t Porter

or

10

—

the

whey

to

be

ale posset is made

poured off and drunk.

precisely

as

directed for the molasses posset,

ex-
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These may be drunk freely, at any period of the day or night ;
and the nurse who may employ them, will find herself much sa
tisfied with their effects.
291.

Having

proper for the
and during the

important

to

in the

foregoing pages, considered what may be
during the periods of gestation, labour,

woman

may be deemed
the end of the month, it

period of confinement ; also, what

the child after its birth

to

may be farther useful to bring the whole of our instructions upon
these points into a condensed form ; we shall, therefore, sum up
the various directions

by

which

tion."

they
By this

we

have

given,

divested of the arguments

sustained, in the form of

were

means, the

reader

can

in

a

a

"

moment

Recapitula

become pos
second time,

sessed of the instructions, without going through, a
reasonings. This plan will contribute to aid the memory
much, since the directions are numerous, and, perhaps, in some

the

; and may require repetition, to fix them suffi
well
upon the recollection of those who may wish to
ciently
abide by them, themselves, or merely to inform themselves what

instances, novel

can

be said upon this

interesting

and

highly important subject.

CHAPTER XVII.
RECAPITULATION OF THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN
TO THE FEMALE DURING PREGNANCY, LABOUR,
AND CONFINEMENT; AS WELL AS RULES FOR
THE GENERAL

MANAGEMENT OF

THE CHILD

DURING THE MONTH.*
292. To
serve

the

prevent abortion, &c, she should

following

rules

:

scrupulously

ob

—

cept that half a pint of either of these liquors is substituted for the molasses, and
it is

permitted

to stand until

a

separation

takes

place.

Dr. Struve says, (Phys. Ed. p. 225,) " There are certain means
by which the
milk of a suckling woman may be increased or diluted. In the first
place, I
would advise her to drink a glass of cold water
every morning, but to adopt no
remedies, however specially recommended by common midwives." He then
recommends the porter posset suggested above.
*
"

We have not

Marriage."

thought

it necessary to make

a

summary of the

chapter

upon
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293. 1. She must avoid all unnecessary

lent exercise,

or

exertion ; such

as

too

and,

fast

especially,

vio

walking, running,

&c.

dancing,

294. 2. To

avoid,

as

situation which may

as
may be, placing herself in a
her to unpleasant sights or seem

much

subject

ing dangers.
295. 3. To shun over-heated rooms, and

stimulating liquors

of every kind.
296. 4. To avoid all substances that have
duce

a

costive

"indigestion,"

state
as

of bowels

; or

late suppers, too

a
tendency to pro
those which may give rise to
great a quantity of food, &c.

&c.
297. 5. To take

quent, and

no

too severe

substance,

or

drug,

that shall

motion to the bowels ;

or

give

such

as

too

shall

fre
too

severely constipate them, as chalk, opium, &c. ; and, especially
not to disregard the calls of nature, when they would be suc
cessfully exerted.
remove from her chest, waist, and abdomen
every
lest undue pressure should be made upon them.
299. 7. To avoid all substances that may have a tendency to

298. 6. To

restraint

;

irritability of the system ; as strong tea, coffee,
too long indulgence in bed, &c.
To shun all severe study, night watching, &c.

increase the

opium, &c,
300. 8.

the

301. 9. To

submitting

or

avoid, with much
to

this

care,

unnecessary blood-letting,
because she is pregnant.

operation, merely

302. 10. To have, however, recourse to this operation, when
pain, headach, a sense of fulness, giddiness, the loss of, or im
perfect sight, &c, may be present to declare the necessity of it
but it were always better, when practicable, to have the ad
vice of a physician.
303. 11. The woman who may be in the habit of miscarry
ing, should never venture upon blood-letting without advice, as
it sometimes produces the evils it is intended to prevent.
304. 12. To avoid the indulgence of all inordinate appetites;
as too much repletion of the stomach may
give rise to many
—

formidable diseases.
305.

13. She must

give

up the false notion, that

more

&c, than ordinary, is required because she is pregnant,

opinion

is not founded in either

306. 14. She must

assure

reason or

herself, by

food,

as

the

experience.
a

reliance upon the
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opinions of those whose business it is to ascertain the truth upon
this point, that nature institutes the sensation of nausea, and the
act of vomiting, with a view to prevent too great fulness, during
this period.
307. 15. She must not indulge in the fear, that should a cer
tain longing have been ungratified, her child incurs the risk of
being marked in consequence of the disappointment, as this ap
prehension is not warranted by reason, nor confirmed by expe
rience.
308.

16. She must dismiss from her

mind, all apprehension

of future consequences to her child, should she have been so un
fortunate as to have suffered any great alarm; been surprised

by

any

unexpected

or occurrence

—

as

event, or appalled by some frightful object
there is no one good reason to believe in such

influence upon the child.
309. 17. To most sedulously
of

if

passion
not

; as

fatal

to

any sudden gusts

may be

highly injurious,

any indulgence
herself and child.

310. 18. To

equanimity

guard against

in

; as

solicit,

much

as

their influence is

them,

possible, tranquillity,
highly valuable to herself
as

and
and

child.
311. 19. To

believe, in general, that food injures

excess, than its
too

quality ; by taxing

more

by

its

the powers of the stomach

highly.

avoid, with as much care as she'would impend
indulgence in cordials, liquors, &c, under the pre
ing ruin,
texts of calming sickness, relieving pain, or expelling wind; as
312. 20. To
an

a

destructive habit is but too

easily generated by

their

employ

ment.

313. 21. She must not

persuade herself,

it is

only

the

exces

in such

articles, that is mischievous; but she
indulgence
must clearly understand, that every thing which may unduly

sive

stimulate the system, is highly injurious to the pregnant woman.
314. 22. Let her turn a deaf ear, to every tale of disaster, or
of horror, which purports to have

lying-in
always be

happened to
investigation, such

for, upon
found without foundation,

woman ;

or

very

the pregnant,

or

tales will almost

greatly

exagge

rated.
315. 23. Let her procure the best

aid, for the period of her

necessities, that circumstances will permit.
316. 24. Let her not be

imposed

upon

by

a

false

theory,

or
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bad advice;

nor use

too

much exercise towards the latter

period

of her time, lest she

provoke premature labour.
317. 25. Let her not, when the
period of labour is

ing, indulge

in

gloomy forebodings,

the event; nor, by any

happens during,

or

or

approach

in unreasonable fears for

whatever, forget, how rarely death
after, a well conducted labour.

means

even

her not attempt to increase the frequency, or
pains, by taking improper articles of food, or by fre
quent marchings across the floor.
319. 27. Let every precaution be taken against an attack of
fever; for this purpose, she must scrupulously avoid every stimu
lating substance, either as food, drink, or remedy. Let her bear
in mind, that an overcharged stomach is always unfavourable
to the healthy progress of labour, or its eventual safety.
320. 28.
Tb prevent despondency, because the labour may
318. 26. Let

force of her

longer than she anticipated ; let her recollect, that
safety of this process does not depend upon the celerity with
which it is performed.
321. 29. That she may secure to herself the best possible
chance for her safety, let her have no opinion of her own, that
be rather

the

may clash with those of her medical attendant
fore, be passive and obedient.

;

let her, there

322. 30. Let her not, as she values her life, indulge in any
gust of passion; lest she provoke incurable convulsions.

Immediately after she is a mother she must impose
most perfect tranquillity; that no untoward cir
cumstance may be provoked.
324. 32. She must carefully avoid all the exciting causes of
fever, as far as in her power, by not indulging in improper arti
cles of diet ; sitting up too early, and too long ; too hot a room;
curtains too much closed; or seeing too much company.
325. 33. She must aid the exertions of her physician, to pre
vent any after evil ; by implicitly following his directions, and
preventing, as much as may be in her power, the nurse running
counter to them, especially until after the fifth day is complete.
326. 34. Let her not permit herself to be persuaded from
having her child put to the breast, as soon as she herself may
be able to bear the fatigue.
327. 35. Let her not delegate to another, the sacred duty of
323. 31.

upon herself the

10*
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her

nursing

child

own

;

unless the

reasons

for

so

doing

be insur

mountable.

scrupulously attend to the dressing
undressing,
performing this herself, when her health
will
permit this delightful task.
strength

328. 36. She must most

and
and

or even

329. 37. She should never, under any

her child

pretext of convenience,

be fed, so long as she can supply it with suf
permit
ficient nourishment herself: and to secure to herself this impor
to

point, she should pay a scrupulous regard to her diet, and
exercise
in the open air.
her
330. 38. The dressing of the child should early engage the

tant

attention of the
to

mpther;

it should

always

be made subservient

comfort, instead of show.
331. 39. This

during

cold

332. 40. The
ten

as

they

should consist in part of flannel
cool weather.

;

especially

or even

of the child should be

dressings

become soiled

;

when this

luxury

can

changed as of
be indulged in.

Though it may be found that flannel is the most
eligible substance, as a general rule, there are cases in which it
may be improper; and these should be carefully distinguished.
334. 42. The belly band is one of the most
important parts
of the child's dress ; it should
always be made of flannel, and
should be always cut bias.
335. 43. The greatest care should be taken to
apply it pro
perly; but too tight an application should be particularly
333. 41.

avoided.
336. 44. If this

bandage

be

applied

too

tightly, it

may

produce

the evil it is intended to prevent.
337. 45. The child should be

carefully protected against all
unnecessary wet ; and when it is discovered to be in this situa
tion, it should be changed as quickly as possible.
338. 46. In

dressing the child, as few pins should be em
ployed as possible ; three are all that are necessary, if the clothes
be properly arranged.
339. 47. As a general rule, the child should never be fed, at
this period of its life ; there
may be exceptions, however, that
may render this necessary.
340. 48. When an
exception to this rule exists, the food of
the child should consist of milk, water, and
sugar; and exhibited
under the important restrictions we have made.
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341. 49. If the child be

ties at

time, and

a

fed, it should have but small quanti

crammed

to surfeit.
should exercise in the open air, as soon
as this is rendered
safe, by the state of her health, the period
after confinement, and the state of the weather.

342. 50. The

never

woman

343. 51. She should

never
subject herself to partial expo
hope of hardening herself."
344. 52. The reapplication of a
diaper after it has been dried
simply, should be prohibited ; as several evils arise from the

sures, under the

"

practice.
345. 53. The mother
may

indulge in such diet, as her expe
be innocent— for it will seldom or never
with the child, when it
perfectly suits the mother.

rience has

disagree

proved

to

346. 54. When the mother

experiences any inconvenience
of any substance or substances, she should not he
sitate a moment to abandon them ; for if
they disagree with her,
they will be sure to do so with the child.
from the

use

347. 55. Should there be

the mother
food and

must not

stimulating

a

attempt

failure in the

to

increase it,

quantity of milk,
by highly seasoned

drinks.

348. 56. She may sometimes, however, use with
great advan
tage, the nutritious substances recommended in the text.
349.

Having, in
during

the

pages, considered the duties of
and
confinement ; we shall now
pregnancy,
to detail what
be
may
proper for the offspring, from the

preceding

the mother

proceed
period of

its birth to that of

puberty.

We shall confine

our

selves, in this part of our subject, strictly to the physical influ
ence of certain
agents upon the human body; and the most pro
per physical education, up to the period just prescribed.
The
medical treatment will form
and the moral
commence

the

a

distinct

subject

of

consideration,

do not propose to treat of.
But, before we
this part of our subject, it will be well to describe

requisites

we

of

a

nursery.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
OF THE NURSERY.

Every body, almost, in easy circumstances, has a part
of the house appropriated to what is called the "Nursery."
The one chosen for this important purpose, is, generally, or at
It
least too often, the most exceptionable part of the building.
is
the
it
or
because
because
it
is
is usually selected
handy,"
only one that can be spared ; without the smallest attention be
ing paid to its fitness for the purpose for which its designed.
350.

"

351. The

for the purposes of a nursery, should have
which space or location can give, when either

room

every advantage
or both can be commanded.

We shall, therefore, say in what
a well
appointed nursery should consist, leaving it, of course, to
the ability of every individual to adopt or approach it, as nearly
as

circumstances may

permit.

spacious, with a high ceiling,
and perfectly dry ; it should not be exposed to the operation of
any cause that may render it damp; as, on a ground-floor; too
much shaded by trees ; or placed beyond the occasional influ
Its windows should be tight, and the walls
ence of the sun.
the
should
be of wood that will quickly dry after be
floor
dry;
the
purposes of cleanliness ; but the utmost care
ing wetted, for
should be taken, not to hasten this process, by placing ignited
charcoal in its centre. Serious mischief has frequently arisen,
by this absurd and dangerous practice.
352. The nursery should be

353. It should be

so

situated, that the door

or

doors shall not

open immediately on staircases ; or, should this be unavoidable,
the heads of the stairs should be secured by latticed half-doors,
and these

so

cularly, that
their object.

constructed, by having their slats placed perpendi
them, and thus defeat

the child cannot climb upon

354. The windows should have cross-bars
to remove

apprehension

placed before them,
They should

of accident to the child.

be five inches distant from each other, that the windows
may be
opened for the purposes of ventilation or air. They should have

shutters, that the

room

may be darkened, when the abstraction
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of

light

tains of

becomes necessary.
a

glaring colour,

as

The windows should not have
the

will be increased

light

cur

thereby,

and prove injurious to the
eyes of young children.
355. If possible, the
nursery should consist of two rooms; and
if they opened into each other, it would
yield very great advan
tages ; the children could retire to one, while the other was ven

tilating,

or

contribute

getting cleaned, by washing
greatly to their comfort, as

They would, also,
convenience of

the

room

is

be removed from the

dust, the risks from

drying

or

sweeping,

sweeping;

or

well

as

this would

their health.

to

dangers of damp,

the in

cold stream of air, while
besides having an enlarged
a

In
space for the exercise of their limbs.
this, they could improve their strength

a

space

so

extensive

by engaging in
ingenious in devising,

as

many
when

little sports, which children are so
they cannot, from the condition of the weather, take exercise in
the open air.
356.

have

Besides,

such

an

arrangement will permit the children

room, fresh and sweet, in the
rendered the other foul by sleeping in it.

to

a

which has been but

morning,

after

having
advantage
notwithstanding its ob
This is

an

little attended to,
utility; especially to the younger children, who cannot
always escape into the purer air of other parts of the house.
too

vious

Carpets, in cold weather, are decidedly useful, if they be
properly managed; that is, well shook, and aired, every week.
By this means, the dust is removed from them, and they have
the advantage of becoming dry by exposure. We are sensible
that several objections may be raised against
carpeting a nursery;
as the
great quantity of dust they accumulate ; their becoming
often wet, without the chance of drying; their
retaining grease
so
fixedly as not to be removed ; their absorbing, and then giving
out a variety of impurities, &c.
But, notwithstanding all these
reasonable objections, we are persuaded, that one
single advan
tage which they possess in a nursery, overbalances all that may
be said against them
namely, their protecting the heads and
limbs of children from injury when they fall.
358. The elastic material (wool) of which the carpet is formed,
357.

—

is well calculated to break the force of the blow which the head
or

limbs of the child receive, when it falls upon it; so much so
case, that we have not known a single instance of se

is this the

rious

injury

from falls upon them.

We

are sure

to

have

our
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anxiety diminished,

when called to

a

child who has received

a

blow upon the head from a fall, when we are informed, it fell
We are, therefore, of opinion, that, when the
upon a carpet.
child falls from

a

a-serious

from it

injury

moderate
—

height,

it will

rarely,

this, certainly, would

if ever, suffer

not

be the

did the child fall upon the naked floor.
359. We must, however, be understood to recommend

pets in cold weather only; for,

as soon as

case

car

the weather becomes

warm to do without fire, the
carpet should be re
moved, and its place supplied by an even, well-stretched mat;
or the floor
may even be left bare ; for, at this period, it is to be

sufficiently

presumed,

children will be but little confined to the nursery, un
prohibit their enjoying the open air :

less the state of the weather

this state of the weather may consist in its
or too hot.

being

wet, too

windy,

360. The furniture of
as

a
nursery should be as little in quantity
permit, that the children may have the space
necessarily occupied by many articles ; especially

convenience will

that would be

chairs and tables.

It

should, therefore, consist of the beds for

the children and nurse,

or

we

would rather say, mattresses,

of

as

opinion that feather beds should be driven from the
nursery, for the following reasons first, they are too warm for
the purposes of the best health, especially with feeble children ;
accumulating so much heat, as to unduly stimulate the whole
cuticular system ; thus giving rise to unnecessary, nay, injurious
perspiration ; secondly, the effluvium from feathers is extremely
oppressive, particularly in warm weather, and to children of
feeble lungs ; thirdly, they discharge a prodigious quantity of
dust, intermixed with minute portions of down, occasioning
cough, and other inconveniences.
361. If it be objected, that mattresses are too cold in our cli
mate for winter, we would immediately obviate it,
by recom
mending the spreading of a blanket over the mattress, which will
effectually remove the inconvenience complained of.
362. When practicable, children should sleep in
separate
beds; and these should be large; for it is injurious to have them
cramped when they sleep, as well as indelicate to crowd oppo
site sexes together. Besides, the degree of heat generated by
contact, will be certain to make them uncomfortable; they will
throw off the bed-clothes, and thus expose each other to colds.
we are

—

'
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363. Children should

never

have

bed-clothes

more

spread over

them than is sufficient to maintain a proper degree of warmth
if more be put upon them, they become oppressed, or perspire
both of which should be avoided

: or

they

:

;

become too warm, and

throw the bed-clothes off them, and thus when the skin is pouring
out perspiration, the discharge is suddenly checked, to the mani
fest

We have often known whole

of the child.

injury

nights

spent without covering ; for if children become cold, from re
moving the clothes, they are very rarely sensible of it; they sleep
too soundly, for the most part, to restore the
covering again.
364. Should

not,

we

however, succeed in establishing

jections against feather beds in winter, wre
body will agree in the use of mattresses

our

ob

persuaded every
during hot weather.
Should these not be at command, the sacking-bottom, or even
the floor should be substituted for almost any thing is prefera
are

—

ble to feathers.
365. It is in the nursery, in

of

early
importance;
or

late

rising

is

great

a

measure,

generated— this is

a

that the habit

matter

of much

and the greatest regularity should be observed, that
a
be formed. Children should, therefore, retire at a
one
proper
and
regular,
sufficiently early hour, to ensure their early getting

up; for

beyond

however, be
this

a

subject,

they

as

some

than others.

sleep
more

certain time

a

sleep

injurious. It would,
positive rule upon
adults, will require more

sleep

is

little difficult to establish

children, like

Children

who

a

exercise much, will need

than those who exercise but little

should not be confined to

precisely

the

;

consequently,

same

number of

hours.

disposed to be early risers; this propen
be
cultivated, by permitting them to re
sity should, therefore,
tire sufficiently early to bed ; and after they are in bed, they
366. All children

should

not

are

be allowed to

keep

each other awake

themselves of

thus

depriving
noisy employment
children need

not

should be

sleep ;
permitted

be disturbed.

for the

by playing, and

same

reason, no

in the nursery, that the
Indeed, it would be best, when

children have attained their third year, or even before, that they
should not be allowed even light in their rooms, that they need

unnecessarily be kept from sleep, as well
apprehension from being left in the dark.

not

367. When

early

children first awake in the

this may be,

provided

it be

as

to

prevent any

morning, however
day-light, they should be al-
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get up, and be dressed ; for if this be not done, and
forced to lie longer than is pleasant to themselves, they

will become fretful and dissatisfied,
either case,

a

or

real evil is induced: in the

sleep in
first, the disposition of
habit of lying too long

again

fall to

—

injured; and, in the second, a
generated.
368. It should be carefully guarded against, that no unneces
sary habits are indulged in during the period set aside for sleep;
such as drinking water several times in the night, or rising too
often to discharge the contents of the bladder. If the first be in
dulged in, an artificial thirst will be created ; if the second, the
bladder acquires a preternatural degree of irritability, which is
almost sure to terminate in the disgusting and inconvenient habit
of wetting the bed.
369. After children have risen from their beds, they should
be dressed as quickly as possible ; they should be carefully
washed and combed, and then be permitted to inhale the fresh
the child is

is

air, either in doors
of

or

without, with

as

much freedom

as

the

na

will

things
permit. For the first purpose, the nursery
should be well, but carefully ventilated ; or, what is still better,
the children should be allowed to retire to another room, when
ture

practicable, and, especially, during the time the nursery is clean
ing ; hence, the propriety of two rooms being devoted to this
purpose ; and, for the second, when the weather is proper, they
may be allowed to go out of doors.
370. So soon as the above necessary

operations are performed,

children should have their breakfasts; so that the stomach need
not suffer, either from too long fasting, or from the indulgence
of too great an appetite, excited by long abstinence.
371. A cradle for young children is a very important appen
dage to a nursery, notwithstanding the objections which have
been made

against it, by ingenious speculators upon the subject
physical education of children. The advantages of the
cradle are, 1st, it can be placed in any situation of the room,
without disturbing the child, for the advantage of either warmth
or coolness; for
light or darkness, or for air ; 2dly, it supplies the
most gentle and certain anodyne, if we may so term it; since it
will amuse by its motion, when the child is placed in it awake;
lull by its sameness, when disposed for sleep; and perpetuate it,
when desirable, by a familiarity with its action ; for it must be
of the

recollected, that, for

nine months

previously

to

birth, the child
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has been

indulged in the gentlest motion, in the
constantly swims, consequently, the motion of
to

seem

be but

a

continuation of

an

fluid in which it
cradle would

a

exercise, to which it had been

used.

long

372. The

objections to the

use

of the cradle

are

easily

obviated.

It is said it may produce fatuity, by constantly shaking the brain ;
this could not possibly happen, unless the cradle were violently

agitated ;

in which

should be

objected

follow its proper

case, it

would be the abuse of the cradle that

to ; since

use :

such consequence can possibly
gentle agitation do mischief to the

no

for, did

or functions of the brain,
why are not all children
fatuitous, since that organ is subjected to it from its earliest

organization
born

formation?
ated

:

Another

objection

it is said the child

is

urged,

much risk

runs

which is

by

its

as
easily obvi
liability to overset

now, it must be by the employment of extreme violence, or care
lessness, that this can be looked upon as an objection to the cra
dle; for, certain it is, that a proper use of this machine can never

—

be attended

by such a consequence.
using the cradle, however, we
precautions, that it may not be converted
373. In

would suggest certain
into an improper ma

We would forbid all violent motions of it, since it would
only defeat the objects for which it is employed, but might

chine.
not

be attended with the risk of
dle should be made

an

oversetting.

efficient

The motion of the

cra

procure rest ; and should,
to lose its efficacy, by too

means to

therefore, not be so constantly used as
frequently employing it ; nor should its influence ever be taken
advantage of, to procure more than the necessary degree of sleep,
as it may tend to the
disadvantage of the child; nor should we
think the cradle necessary to children much beyond the second
year, as, at this time, their exercise will dispose them to sleep
soundly, without its agency.
374. The means by which the nursery is warmed, is not a
Two important objects should always be
matter of indifference.
kept in view, in constructing it namely : first, security from acci
dent to the children ; and, secondly, affording sufficient warmth.
375. These may be secured, by an open fire of wood, or of
coal, protected by a high and substantial fender of wire, that the
children may not approach it too nearly ; or by a stove placed
near the hearth, and defended by an iron railing.
We, however,
—

should

never

advise the stove, where

of with

open fire can be made
heat ; and we believe that

an

equal advantage regards
Lehigh coal will secure to us this desira
ble end, with less expense and more security than an v other method.

use

the introduction of the
11

as
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376. The

objections

to

a

stove

are

numerous, and deserve a

1st, there is great danger that the children may
get severely burned, as w:e have often witnessed; 2dly, they are
almost always too much heated ; 3dly, the air is rendered too
serious attention

—

dry, by a destruction of its moisture, and becomes impure by the
burning of millions of little particles which are constantly floating
in it ; and though one of these objections may be partially obvi
ated, by placing water upon the stove, yet it will not remove the
second; 4thly, the air is almost constantly injured by substances
thrown upon the stove, as grease, meat, &c; 5thly there is
always a temptation to do some kind of cooking upon or in a
stove, to the destruction of the comfort, or to the injury of the
health of the little inhabitants of the nursery, besides the serious risk
We lately saw an
of scalding them, by heating water upon it.
instance of death from this cause, and have witnessed many times
minor accidents from the same source.
377. We have

ber of
—

we

place

already

forbidden the

performance

of

a num

operations in the nursery we need not repeat them here
shall merely reiterate, that the nursery should be the purest
in the house, as well as the one in which the children should
—

It should, therefore, never be made a place of
most delight.
punishment, by banishing children to it for any little delinquency,
or inadvertence, they may have been
guilty of; but, on the contra
ry, a temptation should constantly present itself in the nursery, by
making it the seat of their amusement; children will then bear
being placed there, without considering it a place of confinement,
or one in which they are to
experience privations.
378. Among the proper provisions of a
nursery, we would
reckon a small backgammon table, with men, but without dice.
Children, as soon as they are capable of comprehending the sub
ject, should be taught draughts, or checkers. This game is not
only highly amusing, but it also is very instructive, as it calls forth
the resources of the mind in the most gentle, as well as in the
most

successful

ment,

as

it

manner.

never

It becomes

a source

of endless

amuse

tires, and always instructs.

379„ Battledore or shuttlecock, is also a
proper game for the
nursery ; this gives great agility, as well as great vigour, to every
muscle in the body. It exercises with but little
fatigue; it gives
great practical accuracy to the eye and to the hand ; while the mind
is agreeably amused.
A large cup and ball should be added to the

above articles, as it affords great opportunities for
acquiring
well as excites an agreeable emulation to excel.

as

skill,
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380. A
to

rocking-horse,

of a

good size, should also be an append

age
nursery this article, however, should be considered as
a
luxury, or, it will become abused by becoming too familiar; it
a

—

should, therefore, only
reward for

good

be introduced

occasionally,

and

that,

as a

This will teach children to find their

conduct.

upon a saddle, much easier than they would otherwise do,
when they are placed upon the back of a living horse.
381. Slates and pencils, afford much
employment, as well as

seat

amusement to

and

figures

children— it

gives
well

them the habit of

making

letters

calls forth their imitative pow
ers in rude
attempts to copy any of the objects of nature, or of
art, which may present themselves.
For the same reason, we
would indulge children in the use of
paper and lead pencils.
382. To children of
dissected
proper age,
maps, and Chinese

very

early,

as

as

puzzles, or tangrams, are very acceptable, and highly useful ;
they exercise the memory, elicit ingenuity, excite a laudable
emulation, and give the habit of patience and perseverance, in
their various attempts to correctly dispose of the one, or discover
the various combinations of the other.
383. A quantity of
regularly shaped

pieces of wood, of various
sizes, should be given to them ; these they will arrange, and that
sometimes with great ingenuity, into houses, temples, churches,
&c, and thus become sincere admirers of each other's skill,
in forming these mimic, but evanescent buildings, the destruction
of which they ardently wish for, the instant they are formed ; and
whose sudden demolition, by a stroke of the hand, affords the

highest gratification, because they
most as much celerity.
384. A set of nine

pleasure

to

children

;

pins
and

them; for both of these

can

construct

another with al

and balls of proper size, afford great
to divert, as well as to exercise

serve

are

highly important,

when the weather

prevents their

being taken into the open air. By affording them
to exercise their skill, they forget they are confined ;

opportunities
and thus is prevented that peevish discontent, called ennui, by
which they are sure to be assailed, when they have nothing to
exercise their muscles, or to employ their minds.
385. We

might enumerate

a

number of other

sources

of

amuse

children, but almost every parent will supply the defi
ciency, as the necessity for variety may present itself. We do
not, however, approve of sharp-edged or pointed instruments for
ment to

serve no possible Use, and may be
productive
We have known the loss of two eyes from point
ed instruments, and a number of severe wounds from sharp ones.

children

—

they

can

serious mischief.
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'386. The nursery should be

crevices, that the children may
of air

and that the air of the

;

as

as
possible from holes or
exposed to partial draughts
may be preserved in winter

free

not be
room

pretty uniform temperature. Attention to this, will enable
the children to play in every part of the room, without injury;
and it also will prevent the desire to crowd round the hearth,
which will serve to diminish the risk of their clothes taking fire,
of

a

doing

or

themselves other

387. Too much

care

injury.

cannot

cident of the clothes

this, when
the

ing

an

fire

be taken to

;
taking
fire-place is the
namely, by dressing

means

open

room ;

guard against

there is but

the

ac

security against
employed for warm
one

the children in worsted gar

ments, or, at least, the outer ones ; that is, the frocks and aprons.
It is but too common to disregard this important precaution ; and

the accidents

are numerous

in the habit of

are

regards

their

dressing

in consequence of the neglect.
Many
their children in proper materials, as

body clothes, but
by a muslin

these be covered

seem

altogether

to

forget, that,

if

linen apron, it may take fire,
and do serious mischief; it is, therefore, not sufficient, that the
under garments be made of woollen materials, if these be sur
mounted by an inflammable substance.
388. Children that

almost

are

for

can

just

or

run

about,

in the habit of

constantly
and nothing

as

having

older ones,
sharp-pointed sticks

well

as

than to put an end
of these sticks in their mouth, and run with it when it is
in this situation, at the risk of doing great mischief to the mouth
and throat, by its being violently driven into them by the force
of

of

playthings;

is

more common

one

a

fall.

My

friend Dr.

Physick,

related

jaw, and death, from this cause ; and
many less severe accidents from the
called,
much

ning
it

not

long since,

anxiety, though

across

It

to me

a case

of lock

ourselves have witnessed

same

source; and

we were

accident of this kind, that created
it did well eventually.
A child was run

to an

the floor with

pointed stick of cedar in its mouth ;
through the palate, which it nearly
produced much suffering, from an almost total

fell, and the point

separated.
inability to

we

was

a

forced

swallow from the inflammation that was excited.
389. It is also wrong to permit children to run about the nur

sery barefooted, or in their stocking feet, especially if the floor be
covered by either carpet or mat ; as it every now and then hap
pens that they run into their feet, needles, pins, nails, glass, or
other sharp substances, that
may be concealed in the substance
of the floor covering.
390. The

introduction of glass into the nursery should be
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avoided
is

as

much

as

possible;

liability

constant

as a

incurred, by its being broken, and strewed
the children

by

treading

over

to accident

the floor, and

handling the pieces.
earnestly the frequent ven
best possible method to purify the

upon,

or

391. We cannot recommend too

tilation of the nursery.

The

air, is by the admission of fresh air from without ; this should be
done

daily, by opening the windows and doors for a short
During the process of ventilation, however, the chidren
be removed from the nursery, or protected by a screen,

at

time.

should

least

from the immediate

plan,

as

children

current

are

not

of air ; but the former is the better

always

obedient to the wishes of their

improperly. This ventila
performed, if the weather be wet; as the damp
air might prove more injurious, than the air intended to be removed.
nurses, and may expose themselves very

tion should not be

392. No sand should be strewed upon the floor of the nursery ;

always inconvenient to walk upon, as well as furnishing
great quantity of very fine sharp dust, which is very injurious
it is

as
a

the eyes, when the floor is swept,

to

or

is otherwise disturbed.

of vinegar, and
purifying the air ; this is neither necessary
nor
availing, especially as we can always command a much bet
ter article, namely, the fresh external air.
393. Some have recommended

fumigations

other substances for

394. The air of a nursery should be maintained at a pretty
for this purpose, a thermometer should- be
uniform temperature
a
part of the furniture of every well appointed nursery. It should
be placed remotely from the fire, and not to face it ; as it may, if
—

false

result,

so

situated, give

by

the radiant heat of the fire.

a

as

it will be

It should

necessarily

never

affected

exceed 66

of Fahrenheit. The thermometer should be

or

67°

of the reach

placed
quickly be destroyed.
fully persuaded that the excessive heat of nurse
ries has occasioned a great mortality, especially among very
young children. In the first place it over-stimulates them ; and,
in the second, renders them so extremely susceptible of cold, and
every draught of cool air endangers their lives. They are main
tained in a constant state of perspiration, which is frequently
checked, by an exposure to even an atmosphere of moderate tem
of the children,
395. We are

or

out

it will

perature.
396. Children should

tion

requires

should

never

never

constant care,

be left

to

be left alone

especially

themselves while

—

their

helpless

when very young.

They

may choke
should they be

feeding, as they

for want of proper and timely assistance; nor
placed upon a chair or table, unless they be well watched.
11*

condi

The

,
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children of the poor very often meet with serious accidents, from
the necessity the mothers are frequently under, to leave them for
a

time to take

a

fatal accident,

as a

warning

care

of themselves.

A friend

lately

related

to me

this cause, which may perhaps, serve
to those who are in the habit of leaving children

arising from

necessity to do so. A poor wo
man, who had been spinning upon a large wheel, was obliged to
leave the room for a short time. Before she went, she placed
her child, (an infant who could not walk,) upon the floor, some
distance from the wheel. She presently heard something fall, and
her child to screem violently she ran instantly into the room,
and found the poor infant transfixed to the floor, by the spindle of
She supposed the
the wheel passing entirely through its body.
child had pulled at the thread she had been spinning, which was
sufficiently strong to overset the wheel.
alone, when there is

no

absolute

—

•

397. Animals should not be left with children when

alone, for

dogs and cats may be provoked to do mischief, if too rudely
assailed by them. Cats, by common consent, are driven from
the sleeping places of children, under an apprehension that they
will
suck the children's breath."
If this phrase mean any
that
can produce suffocation,
it
is
the
animal
thing,
by arresting
either the ingress or egress of the air a thing altogether impossi
ble, unless the animal should have sagacity enough to stop both the
both

"

—

mouth and nostrils at the

same time; for, should the mouth be
closed, respiration can be carried on through the nostrils; should
the nostrils be obstructed, it will go on through the mouth.
398. When a night lamp is burned, it should
always be placed

in the

chimney-place, or immediately before the door of a stove,
that the smoke may be carried off.
If this be not done, the air
of the room becomes loaded with lamp-black, to the
great
injury

of the

lungs^

399. It is not

a matter of indifference, in which direction the
falls upon the child ; young children
eagerly seek it with
their eyes ; and if it do not fall directly upon the face, the
eyes
will be strained to the direction in which it is
In con

light

strongest.

sequence of this, the muscles will contract the habit of moving
the eyes in an oblique direction, which
may terminate in squint
ing. On this account, ali objects capable of attracting the atten
tion of the child from the
vivacity of their colours, should never
be presented to them sideways, or
over their heads.

immediately
already forbidden washing or ironing, or any
other operation
being carried on in the nursery, which shall load
the air with vapour ; as it will
necessarily expose the children to
colds, coughs, or other severe affections of the lungs.
400. We have

PART

OF

TREATMENT

PHYSICAL

ON THE

II.
NEW-BORN,

AND OLDER CHILDREN, &c.

as of
perspicuity,
physical treatment of
children into the different and marked periods of their lives ; that
is, from the moment of birth, to the period of puberty. These
divisions will comprise, 1st, the period from birth to that of
weaning; 2dly, from that period, to second dentition; 3dly, from
second dentition, to the period of puberty.

401. For the sake of

we

convenience,

as

well

shall divide the consideration of the

CHAPTER I.
FIRST PERIOD.

402.

Every

as soon as

This

the

child born alive, and at, or near the full time, cries
surrounding air gains free admission into its lungs.

grateful sound repays, in an instant,
pain, her anxiety, and her peril ; or,

for her

temporary oblivion of them.
and

having

the

suffering mother,
least, it produces a
But, unaccustomed to the sound,
at

all her life attached the idea- of

pain

to the exercise

she becomes alarmed, should this effort
be continued any time, and most anxiously inquires "why the
child cries so violently?"

of the functions of

crying,

403. We will endeavour to

explain,

for her sake, this interest

ing question. The child, while in the womb, is surrounded by
water, and is enclosed within walls, if we may so term them, of
limited extent. In the first, it floats securely, as it has no use
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for its

lungs

imprisoned ; and against the second, it
strength of its limbs, with much advantage to

while thus

oftentimes tries the

As the medium
with comfort to its mother.
of its mother's
as
that
same
in which it floats is of the
temperature
in
a warm bath.
as
considered
be
constantly living
body, it may
as much as
the
to
child,
bath
of
this
The uses
are, 1st,
preserve

itself, if

not

always

from external accidents

possible,

all its movements

;

3dly,

temperature ; and 4thly,

to

;

2dly,

to

maintain it in

to

preserve the

give entire
a

freedom to

medium of uniform

suppleness

and

sensibility

of its skin.
404. When the little

stranger is ushered into the world, how

all its relations, and all its necessities ! It now be
changed
comes almost an independent, though a most helpless being ; for
its immediate connexion With its mother is at once cutoff; instead
are

grateful temperature, it is plunged into an
atmosphere almost always a little lower than the one it has been
in the habit of revelling in; and sometimes into one, very much
below it: and instead of the confined surface against which it was
of

a

bath of the

most

wont to exercise

its

sense

of touch, it is

now

thrown compara

tively into illimitable space. The first of the changes we have
mentioned, makes a powerful, and doubtless, sometimes, a pain
impression upon its extensive surface of skin. Its little mus
are
necessarily thrown into action ; and, as a consequence,
the chest becomes expanded, and the air by which it is now sur
rounded, enters its collapsed lungs, and the action of crying" is
ful

cles

"

instituted.

-

Sect. I.

—

Of Crying.

Crying" should be looked upon as an exercise of much
importance, both to the immediate, and mediate advantage of the
being. Immediately it is useful, by facilitating the passage of
blood through the lungs, where, until this moment, it had been
unaccustomed to travel ; but which is now a sine quel non to the
existence of the being; 2dly, it serves more effectually to the ex
pansion of the air cells of the lungs ; thereby presenting a larger
surface for the action of the atmospheric air, from which the most
important consequences are to flow ; such as the due oxygenation
of the blood, on which depends, to a greater or less extent, every
healthy function of the system ; of the unloading of the system of
certain materials, the retention of which would be highly inju
405.

rious

;

"

and thus

contributing

either to the direct

or

indirect pro-
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duction of animal heat. The mediate advantage of " crying" con
sists in its giving strength and a proper tone to the organs em

ployed in the act, by thoroughly expanding the air cells of the
lungs ; thus early and constantly accustoming them to be stretched,
at a period the most favourable for this extension ; and, at the
same time,
freeing the lungs from mucus that is constantly pour
ing into these cells ; and thus preventing injurious accumulations.
406. It may farther be observed, on the subject of crying,"
that this act is not always an expression of pain ; it is intended
very often as an appeal to the tenderness of the mother, when the
child is impelled to make its necessities known hunger and thirst,
"

—

much

important occasions to itself,
change of posture : for a con
strained situation, renders the child not only uncomfortable, but
is really injurious to it, if too long continued. The poor infant is
too often condemned to one position, provided it express no ob
jection to it by its cries ; the consequences are, 1st, that the circu
lation is much impeded on the side on which it lies, from the com
pression the parts must suffer from the weight of the child itself;
and 2dly, its limbs are unequally exercised, especially when the
mother, or nurse, has a favourite side for the child to rest upon
sometimes, upon
namely, uneasiness, from

or

more

want

of

—

this election should
need mention.

be suffered, for reasons too obvious to
We may, however, observe en passant, that the
never

child should not be

permitted

to

continue

longer

than

an

hour

two, at farthest, in one position ; the fear of awaking it
should never prevent an attention so important to its health. Be
or

sides,

we

know from

ample experience,
operation

becomes accustomed to the
its

position,

and will be almost

to express the relief this alter
all its little limbs upon the full

sure

ation

affords, by instantly putting
stretch, and again addressing itself
"

407.

We would

particularly

that the child very soon
of turning, or changing

warn

to

sleep."

mothers and

nurses

against

placing the child upon its back ; as this position may be followed
by very serious consequences, if it chance to throw up the con
tents of its stomach

—

we once

408. In very young

knew suffocation from this

children, there is

a

rapid

cause.

accumulation

of the excitability of the system, arising from their passive condi
tion, which requires the employment of the muscles, to keep it
down to the

healthy point ; and crying" is the waste gate" to
an excess
excitability. This act, therefore, is more easily pro
voked in children, that the equilibrium of excitement and excita
Crying" is most useful in many in
bility may be preserved.
"

"

of

"

stances, for the

same

reason,

even to

the adult

—

who has

not wit-
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nessed the relief afforded

by

gush

a

of tears, to

an

oppressed

and, in our practice, we take advantage frequently of the
circumstance, by permitting, nay, sometimes soliciting cries"

heart !

—

"

the

at

trying

and

moment

important

of

a

woman

becoming

a

mother.
409. To
a

show, farther, the importance of this act, by creating

diversion of the

relate to

us

lina, who

thought

was

and excitement, Dr. Rush used to
of a gentleman in South Caro

excitability

in his lectures the

case

This

about to be cut for the stone.

it beneath the

dignity

of

occasion; he, therefore, refused

a

to

gentleman

express pain upon any
submit to the usual precaution

man, to

by bandages, declaring to his sur
geon, he had nothing to fear from his being untied, as he would
not move a muscle of his body
and he truly kept his word ; but
he died instantly after the operation, from apoplexy. In this case
the excitability and excitement were too much accumulated in
the brain ; and it yielded to their influence from the want of some
of

securing

the hands and feet

—

outlet for the one,
other

or

diversion for the other.

important things

of which

connected with

Besides, there

crying, by

a

careful

are

study

may learn much ; I cannot do better than transcribe
He says,
M. Billard's remarks upon this important point.
"
When we give but a slight attention to the cry of a child, we
we

hear

nothing but a uniform noise; the vagitus, or cry of a new
born child, is always easily distinguished from the other noises
which constantly strike the ear ; but if we listen more attentively,
we

the

shall discern that the cry is composed of two distinct parts,
one sonorous and prolonged, only heard during expiration,

commencing with it, and caused by the air passing
lungs through the glottis. This is the proper cry. The
other part is produced by inspiration; the air in passing through
the glottis, in order to reach the lungs, is compressed by a kind
of spasmodic contraction of the vocal muscles, giving a shorter
ceasing

and

from the

and

tible

just

than the proper cry, and often less percep
;
interval, a sort of effort at renewal between the cry
finished of that about being commenced. Often the cry ex
more

it is

acute sound
an

alone, and the sound of the interval, or reprise, is not heard
all; or the reprise is heard, while the cry is stifled. The cry

ists
at

and the reprise often have very important modifications with
which it is necessary to be acquainted, and which we will here
after point out. The younger the infant, the less the reprise is

heard; it very sensibly increases
the sound varies from the

of the shrill voice of

a

as

whistling

young cock.

the child advances in age;
blowing of wind to that

of the

It appears to augment in in-
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tensity in an inverse ratio to that of the cry. When the child
after having cried a great deal, becomes exhausted by fatigue,
want of sleep, or pain, the reprise then predominates ; this is the
sound which is heard from time to time in the sobs of

a

child,

the recollection

elicited

in

finally terminating
profound sighs
by
of recent pain.
The peculiar tone of the cry varies as much as the voice in
adults, it exhibits in each infant particular modifications, which
it is difficult to describe, but which are easily discerned by the
The heart of a mother responds not to the cries of strange
ear.
children, but her own cherished one is immediately recognised
"

among all others.
"
From what we have seen, the cry is really nothing more than
The infant might, there
a sonorous inspiration and expiration.

fore, be expected

to

exhibit, while crying, the effect of painful and

respiration in the muscles of the face and trunk, p. 37-38.
Pain is a frequent cause of crying. The cry caused by pain

forced
"

is remarkable for its

strength, frequency, and obstinacy, and may
by the particular expression of the face with which it
is accompanied, very difficult indeed to describe, but which may
be easily recognised by the general condition of the child, such
as pallidness, wasting, and an aversion to the breast.
It may also
be known by the assemblage of such symptoms as designate the
existence of disease in some part of the body.
The sound and
form of the cry excited by pain, are likewise influenced by the
organs affected; these modifications will be pointed out below, p. 43.
be known

The cry exhibits varieties in the form, tone and duration, the
form may be incomplete, laborious, and smothered, the tone
"

—

—

the duration may
may be acute, grave, husky, and tremulous,
be short or frequent and interrupted," p. 44. Dr. Stewards Trans
—

—

lation, p. 38.
410. But, in attaching
not to be

so

much consequence to
crying," we
advise either the provoking of it, or
"

supposed
perpetuating it, by artificial means; nor to consider this act as
always expressive of either pain, or uneasiness; or to require the
are

to

interference of the mother or nurse ; for, on the contrary, we are
fully aware how readily a habit of crying is generated, by a too
prompt attention to the demands of the child; and, also, that the
most clamorous children are those you are the most solicitous to

Crying may, however, be indicative of disease; it will,
be
considered again under this head.
therefore,

appease.
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Sect. II.— 0/ Steep.
411. New-born children may be said to

furnish but

sleep constantly ;

to

the rule.

their

This is

a
exceptions
waking
a renewal of the ex
it
since
of
nature,
permits
regulation
citability, as fast as it is expended. In this early stage of life,
the gastric, the arterial, and the absorbent powers, are much em
ployed for the purposes of digestion, of secretion, of deposition, or
growth ; and, consequently, much excitability is required for the
various contingencies now mentioned. And, it would seem, in
genera], more is generated, if we may so express ourselves, than
is absolutely necessary, as it has to be carried off, as just noticed,
by occasional crying, &c. This passive condition of new-born
children is highly favourable to the healthy expansion of the body,
for, where this is interrupted by some derangement of the ner
vous system, which declares itself by too frequent crying, and

moments

wise

watchfulness, the child
412. It is

affected

by

some

sound

ceases

to

thrive.

time before the

hence,

;

we

of hearing appear to be
children almost insensible to

nerves

see

weeks after their birth.
This appears to be an
of Providence, that the important state of sleep
This sense, however, after
should not be too easily interrupted.

loud noises,

especial
a

even

care

time, becomes exquisitely sensible; and, if it

much

not

indulged, by
as
early

it, and that

as

were

to

be too

the child to become familiar to

permitting
possible, much

mischief would arise.

413. We have often been consulted upon this occasion:

over-

careful mothers think, that

sleep should never be abridged, nor
interrupted ; they, therefore, keep their nurseries so extremely
silent during the sleep of the child, that it is constantly awakened
in much alarm, whenever any sudden or unexpected noise assails
its ear; we have known children many times rendered so sensi
ble to noise during sleep, as to be roused by even a light tread
upon the floor ; and when a louder noise had been made, to awake
almost in convulsions, and always in extreme fright, and loud

guard against these evils, and they are evils of much
greater magnitude than might at first sight appear, since, in many
instances, they have been perpetuated through life, we therefore,
constantly recommend, as a practice in all nurseries, to let the
child fall asleep in the midst of noise, and never to consign the
room to strict silence, as a
precaution, during the whole of its nap.
If children be habituated to fall asleep while surrounded by noise
in the nursery, and not have that noise interrupted by design du
ring the continuance of sleep, they will soon support any common
degree of it, without the least agitation, or other inconvenience.
crying.

To
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414. Much

advantage

is derived from this

plan 1st, a mor
generated ; conse
—

bid sensibility of the
organs of hearing is not
quently, the child will be exempt from all the evils, and incon
veniences, this condition would inflict ; 2dly, the functions of
the body will be better performed, since they will not be inter
rupted by the repeated wakings of the child; 3dly, the child
will derive all the advantages which an undisturbed sleep will
give ; 4thly, we can better calculate on the duration of its sleep ;
5thly, it will save its mother or nurse much unnecessary anxiety,
as

well

as

trouble.

415. If the habit of stillness

in the nursery, the
perly attended to,

quicker

during sleep

have been established

it be broken the

be done in

better; this, if pro

short

period; 1st, by ob
liging the child to fall asleep during a moderate noise, by not ab
stracting the noise from it itwill contend, for some little time,
but not long; 2ndly, by continuing the noise during the period
of sleep : by this plan, it will soon become familiar to it, and af
ter a while
may even sleep better than before.
can

a

—

Sect. III.

—

Of the

Necessities

416. The necessities of the

changed
it dies

of its

;

than its relations.

it must

own

must now

it

perishes.

moment ;

now

stomach,
be

protected against
In

a

be

child,

are

must now

no

Child.
less

breathe

remarkably

a

pure air,

or

receive and prepare food by the operation
for the purposes of its system, or it sinks ; it

word,

a new

the variations of temperature, or
commences from this

kind of life

and, that this may be preserved in the best possible

manner, is the end and
now

It

of the

object

of

Physical

Education.

It will

easily understood, why this species of education should

commence at

the

obvious, that the

period we have assigned to it ; since it will be
perfect the health of the individuals who

more

marry is, the better the foetal life has been conducted, the more
successful will physical agents be, in properly developing, and

perfecting

the animal life, which is to follow.
seen that the body is now to be

417. It will be

subjected

to

agents and these may be considered
under several distinct heads, as follow
1st, Air; 2dly, Food;
the influence of entirely

new

;

—

Exercise

3dly, Clothing ; 4thly,
we have just enumerated
12

exert

;

Cleanliness.

5thly,
prodigious

a

The agents

influence upon the
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welfare of the
commence

being,

whom

on

they

are to

act:

their

operations
they are

with the first moments of animal life: and

or another, to the last pe
We shall, therefore, take up the con
sideration of each of these powers, in the order we have placed

perpetuated,

under

one

modification

riod of human existence.
them

—

and, first, of Air.

CHAPTER II.
OF THE AIR.

418.

By

the air,

we mean

that immense

mass

of

permanently

This sub
elastic fluid, which surrounds the globe we inhabit.
stance is absolutely essential to the continuance of life in every

species of animal; and its effects upon the human system are
healthy, or otherwise, in proportion to its purity. But this con
dition must be constantly varying, as it may lose one of its
principles, or as it may receive an excess of another; or be
loaded with noxious exhalations, from vegetable, animal, or
mineral substances, especially in great cites.
419. Modern chemistry has done much to illustrate the con
dition of our atmosphere, by pointing out the means by which it
retains its vital purity, as well as by informing us in what this
vital purity consists, and the manner in which it becomes dete
riorated. Until the discovery of oxygen as a component part
of our atmosphere, it was altogether conjecture, as to what it
lost or gained, by combustion, respiration, or vegetation. The
phenomena, of combustion and of respiration, were well marked
and described by the ancients; but their reasoning upon the
causes of the changes which the air underwent by these pro
cesses, was altogether founded upon assumed principles; and
the world was not much enlightened upon this subject, until
oxygen was simultaneously discovered, by Scheele in Sweden,
and Priestley in England, to be a constituent of the atmosphere ;*
*

It

was soon

found, after the discovery of oxygen, that this substance is es
and, very quickly after, that it is equally so to respiration.

sential to combustion ;
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though Mayo, two hundred years before,
the same discovery and conclusion.

had

nearly

arrived

at

420. For the

discovery of the chief means by which the at
purity, we are indebted to the experi
ments of the
ingenious Dr. Ingenhouz. He found, that plants of
every kind, while growing, and acted upon by the sun, yielded
this salubrious air the deadly nightshade, and the most innocent
plant, alike gave out this gas.
maintains its

mosphere

—

421. There

is, therefore, every

reason

to

believe, that the

at

mosphere in its extended sense, is as pure now as in the days of
the patriarchs.
If, then, life be shorter now than it was at that
period, (a circumstance, perhaps, wanting proof *) it is certainly
not owing to a defect of
purity in the general atmosphere. It
made many decisive

upon this point
of synonyma.
*
HufHand says," It is commonly believed, that during the
world the lives of its inhabitants were more youthful and

Priestly

of vital air

these

given

was

primitive

men

had

duration of life.

ing

to

"

it,

a

experiments

—

and, since the

term

as one

gigantic size,

incredible

Some have not hesitated

early periods
more

of the

perfect; that

strength, and a most astonish
seriously to ascribe to our fore

height of nine hundred yards, and the age of almost a thousand
But the rational and accurate investigation of modern philosophy has
years.
converted the supposed size of giants, found in different parts of the world, into
father Adam, the

those of the

elephant,

and

rhinoceros, (and,

we

may

now

add, the mammoth,)

have shown, that the

chronology of the early ages was not
the same as that used at present.
Some, particularly Hensler, have proved, with
the highest probability, that the year, till the time of Abraham, consisted of only
three months; that it was afterwards extended to eight; and that it was not till
the time of Joseph, that it was made to consist of twelve. These assertions are,
in a certain degree, confirmed by some of the Eastern nations, who still reckon
only three months to the year." But, however much calculators may differ in
and acute

the

theologists

supposed

sons

lor

ages to which antediluvians may have attained, we have strong rea
that in the time of Moses, the chronology was, perhaps, abso.

believing,

lutely the same as at the present moment. Thi3 opinion, however, we must confess, is deduced rather from circumstances, than absolute facts; and relies for its
support, almost altogether, upon analogy.
of

our

score

years

;ire

years, yet is their

fly away,"

Ps.

xc.

when Barzillai

am

this

by

reason

of

informs us, "The

strength, they

days

be four

sorrow ; for it is soon cut off, and we
David, five hundred years after Moses,
visiting the royal palace at Jerusalem, he

labour and

in the time of

himself for not

king:
day fourscore
—

years old, and

thy servant taste what I
singing men, and singing

Can
of

strength

Again,

excuses

observed to the
"I

Thu3, Moses

threescore and ten; and if.

<

at,

or

can

I discern between

good

and evil?

what I drink ?

women?

Can I hear any more the voice
Wherefore, then, should thy servant be

my lord the king ?" American Quart. Rev. No. 16, p. 364.
From this it would seem, that at that time the age of fourscore was an excuse
for the neglect of ceremonious duties; since it appears to have been attended

yet

a

burden

unto

—
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circumstances,

must have its foundation in

general atmospheric impurity.
422. These circumstances,

in the habits and

the time

we

have

just

we are

of

of mankind

manners

alluded

to.

independently of any

opinion, are
at

the

changes

present, from those in

Formerly,

man was

simple

life, and laborious in his habits; his occupations
confined very much to those of the hunter, the shepherd,

in his mode of
were

the tiller of the earth.

or

423. From this it would

be ascertained, that air may
less deteriorated, as it may be

seem to

be either pure, or be more or
of altering its
subjected to such causes, as may be capable
of
chemical, or sensible properties. The chemical properties
combustion, and by respira
affected
the air are

by

principally

tion

;

and the

the extent

to

changes which it
or
degree of the

may

undergo,

one, or

are

in

proportion

the continuance of the

other.
424. But. to make this better

understood

by

those who have

devoted any time to the subject, it may be necessary to
the " atmospheric air" is principally composed of two
that
state,
to each
or
substances
distinct
gases, in certain proportions
It
other. One of these is called oxygen, the other nitrogen.
never

^

is the former which maintains combustion and supports respira
tion ; for these processes can be continued as long as this exists

in the combination, and the perfection of either will depend upon
the due proportion of oxygen. It must, however, be remem
bered, that an excess of oxygen does not do any material injury
Besides these we may mention a small quantity of
to either.
carbonic acid gas.
with all the

perception;
It

in

defects,

or

to

the age "of fourscore :"— impaired moral
loss of sight; and hardness of hearing.

appetite;

than that
would, therefore, be safe to conclude, that longevity was not greater
our own times.
Indeed, we might even plead improvement, agreeably to the

following
affords

us

statements:— "The census, established from time to time in

information of

population

was

of

an

unquestionable

kind.

England,

The first actual enumeration

It gave to England and Wales,
m;ide in the year 1801.
The second
or 1 in 48.
of
and
a
204,434,
9,168,000,
mortality

of the inhabitants,
a

now common

diminished taste,

made in 1811.

was

The

population

was

ihen

10,50:2,900, and the mortality 1 in

place in 1821, gave an enumeration, ac
state for the
cording to Mr. Rickman, (who was appointed by the secretary of
home department, to digest and reduce into order the population returns, and by

50.

And the third and last, which took

a
privy council to arrange the parish register returns,) of 12,218,500, and
Amer.
mortality of 1 in 58."— And this might be extended to other countries.—
quart. Rev. No. 16, p. 388.

the
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425.

Now,

as

combustion and

respiration

always going

are

in the habitable world, it follows, there must be a constant
loss of oxygen ; and if there were no sources or means, by which

on

it could be

supplied,

the

suffering deterioration,
principle. But a kind

"

atmospheric

even

until it

air" would be

were

Providence has

constantly

exhausted of its vital

permitted

a

supply

of

oxygen in as great proportion as it is taken from the atmos
phere; and by new processes, its qualities in a general sense are
maintained at all times, in pretty nearly the same degree of

purity.
426. The

means
by which the lost oxygen is supplied, are
less certain than extensive ; thus, all the living vegetable world
emit it, as long as they are operated upon by sun-shine ; and the
no

decomposition
pty-

of water furnishes another extensive

source

of sup-

427. From what has been

said, it will readily appear, that
which
is, in fact, a kind of combus
respiration,
diminish this vital property of the air ; and in pro

combustion and

tion, tend

to

portion that loss, it is unfit to maintain either : it must be, there
fore, evident, that the air which has been once breathed, is less
to

fit for another

operation,

in the

exact

proportion

to

the diminu

tion of the oxygen it may have contained ; and, if this process be
sufficiently long continued, it will be entirely exhausted, and in
its

will be found

a
quantity of carbonic acid gas, equal to
of
quantity
oxygen, combined with the usual or ori
bulk of nitrogen ; neither of which is respirable alone.

place

the removed

ginal

Hence, the air of great cities is necessarily less pure than that
surrounding country 1st, by having more causes con
stantly operating to destroy its chemical, and to alter its sensi
ble qualities ; and, 2dly, by having fewer means to restore the ex
of the

pended
428.

—

oxygen, and

to

abstract from it its carbonic acid gas, &c.
of the greater consumption of vital air,

Independently
inadequate means in great cities to supply it, there are
other causes contsantly operating to render it still more impure,
than respiration alone. Combustion, fermentation, and exhala
tions from putrid and other bodies, all tend to deteriorate the
already too much impaired air; and, consequently, will render
cities less healthy than the surrounding country, and, perhaps,
pretty constantly in the proportion we have mentioned.
429. Therefore, it is no way surprising, that the
mortality
and the

among children should be excessive in cities, since their stamina
12*
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incapable

of

either the loss of

supporting

the influence of the various miasmata

tsantly surrounded

—

agreeably

hence,

to

by

much oxygen,

so

which

they are

calculation,

con-

than

more

born, die before the third year. It is
one-half of those who
true we must not attribute this excessive mortality exclusively
are

to

the

rating

causes

to

bad

as

veighs
"

says
but to

others

especially among
perhaps worse feeding.

and

Rousseau, with

constantly

ope
the poor; such

mixture of truth and

a

prejudice,

in

bitterly against men shutting themselves up in cities he
Mankind were not formed to be heaped together in shoals,
—

spread

The

it.

are

this effect,

produce

nursing,

430.

there

just mentioned ;

themselves

more

they

over

the face of the earth, to cultivate

assemble

together,

the

more

they corrupt

Man is, of all animals, the least adapted to live in
Flocks of men, like flocks of sheep, would all perish in

each other.
herds.
a

Their breath is destructive

short time.

tures ;

nor

these few

is it less

so

sentences

of

impossibility

in

a

literal, than in

we see

reducing it

at once
to

his

a

plan

practice ;

to

their fellow

crea

figurative sense."

In

of education, and the

for all could

not

become

cultivators of the soil, any more than they could be all shoema
kers or tailors. And, though we admit that cities are less healthy
than the country, yet all men could not live in the country ; and
cities ever have, and always will be built from the very nature
of

things.
genius

the

Nor is it difficult
of

tempt him

man

to
to

foresee the consequences, should
spread himself widely over the

face of the earth, and all become cultivators of the soil; other
evils would necessarily arise, which would be equally destruc
tive of human life.
431. Look

at

man

found, and what is it

in this condition, wherever he may be
see? Neither a more rapid increase of

we

population, more brotherly love, greater longevity, nor greater
improvement of the soil ! And, though we admit there may be
a
greater exemption of disease in the country, it does not se
cure a
greater share of either happiness or population. Indeed,
we
may credit what is found in books upon the relative con
ditions of man in a savage and in a civilized state, it would ap

if

pear, that cultivation of the mind is even favourable to longevi
ty; and though there may be more general health in a savage
The instances of longevity
state, there is less length of life.

among

our

aboriginals

are

fewer, than in refined life;

so

that
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what

gains by

one

quires by
for

a

greater freedom from disease, the other
Rosseau's scheme of

increase of years.

an

ac

happiness

is, therefore, altogether Eutopian.
432. In this country, the evils of cities are more limited than
in those of Europe: they are, first, less populous; 2dly, they are
better ventilated, by the breadth and regularity of their streets ;
3dly, there are much fewer manufactories carried on in them;
man,

4thly,

there is less poverty,

or

in other

words, there

are

greater

facilities of life.

During the summer, our cities become unfriendly to our
young population, and much benefit is derived by carrying

433.

very
them into the country, when health has failed in the city. But
this favourable change is not owing altogether to the purity of
the country air; much depends upon taking children from the
That this is the case
remote causes which produce the disease.
in many instances, we are entirely convinced by the fact, that
children attacked with disease in the country, are very often
benefited by their being brought to the city this is familiar to
—

practitioner,
physicians.

every

434. We

best

as

to

very many others who

are

not

use

warm

weather commence, than

they leave

the

city;

and

health.

In consequence of
perfect
become accustomed to the air of the country, as well

this when the children

this, they

well

also certain that the country air is not made the
of, by those who inhabit cities ; for no sooner

are

possible

does the

as

are

in

epidemic, or local influence that may exist there.
object
leaving the city is now defeated ; since it cannot
health
to those who fly to it for refuge ; and it is found
preserve
ccsteris paribus, as difficult to cure a disease originating in the
country, as in the city nay, as we have observed above, the
patients are sometimes obliged to return to the city to get well.
435. We are persuaded, those who profit most by the change
of air, are those who repair to it as a remedy : children who have
as

liable

to any

of

The

—

suffered,

or are

rive immediate,

about
as

well

to
as

suffer from the heat of

permanent advantage

cities, de

our

from the

change;

but when taken to the country early in the season, they appear
to us to be as liable, or nearly as liable to disease, as if they had

Nor is this

remained in the

city.

surrounded

the remote

by

to

causes

be wondered

which

at:

produce

they

are

disease in

the country; (for no one will deny that the country is not ob
noxious to diseases as well as the city,) besides being liable to
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exposure to dews, both in the morning and evening, under the
pretence, that a walk early in the morning, as well as in the

evening, is wholesome ; as if wet feet and draggled skirts, would
not destroy all the advantages of these early and late walks.

They are surrounded by the temptation of fruit in all stages of
immaturity, which we well know they do not resist; but, on the
contrary, they literally cram themselves to surfeit, more than
once in the
twenty-four hours. Need we wonder at their being
attacked by disease ?
436. We have every reason to believe, that were proper at
tention bestowed upon children during the period of teething; if
proper regard were paid to their food; if due pains were taken

with their

clothing

;

and if

a

well-regulated system

of exercise

; there would be much less occasion for country
the
We shall attempt to ex
for
benefit of health.
excursions,
these
various
and
plain
important topics in the course of our
were

established

present work, and in such
of them in

a

as

manner,

will make the

putting

easy to every understanding.
437. Rousseau, in his ardour to recommend a country life, be
comes, like most speculators upon human conduct, inconsistent

practice

with himself.

oblige every mother
own child;
send their
yet he says, they must
children to regenerate themselves in the country." Is it prac
ticable for every mother to retire to the country during the first
His first great

object is,

to

suckle her

to

"

three years of their children's lives?
or to desert their
home and families, as her children may present themselves? If

two or

—

do this, they must, agreeably to this scheme, com
charge of their children to hirelings ; the very thing he
loudly deprecates. Of the same nature is his advice to preg

they

cannot

mit the
so

when he recommends them to lie-in in the

nant women ;

try, instead of returning
could do this without

tended

438. The
are as

are

?

to cure

the

to

creating

But to

return.

proportions of these gases

follows

:

in

one

coun

for this purpose.
How few
greater evils, than it is even in

city

in

forming the atmosphere,
atmospheric air, there

hundred parts of

of

Oxygen,
Nitrogen,

20
or

Azote,

parts,

80 do.
100*

*

This mixture of air is

ferent

—

but

they

are

not

sufficiently

rigidly
so

for

correct
our

—

the

purpose.

proportion being

a

little dif
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proportions, we are aware, are not rigidly exact ; but
they
nearly so, as to render a mention of their fractions
unnecessary, when treating this subject in a general manner.
439. It must, however, be recollected, when we speak of an
impure air or atmosphere, we are not to be supposed to mean,
strictly, a mere diminution of oxygen ; for the air may be so
filled with impurities as to render it highly dangerous to be
breathed without its oxygen being diminished in the smallest
degree. Thus, marsh miasmata, the contagious principle of
small-pox, measles, &c, may be floating in an atmosphere
which may have its oxygen in full proportion. And it must be
farther observed, that a full proportion of oxygen does not, by
any means, prevent the influence of these noxious qualities upon
These

are so

the human constitution.

between

guish
giving

an

impure

It is, therefore, necessary
air, and an irrespirable one

rise to disease, the other

to
;

distin
the

one

preventing respiration.

It may be asked, if this be true, of what advantage is the
oxygen of the atmosphere to the human constitution, if it have

power? The answer is as easy as it is sa
tisfactory. Experiment has clearly proved 1st, that this sub
stance is absolutely necessary to respiration ; and respiration is
essential to life; 2dly, that this gas performs also important
offices within the system ; for, should the blood not be duly
supplied with this fluid, it would be rendered unfit for the pur
poses of the circulation ; consequently, all the functions depen
dent upon this process must be imperfectly performed, and life
not

a

conservative

—

itself would

soon cease.

440. But it would be

an error

to

suppose that the

more

there

This is by no means
is of oxygen, the better for animal life.
true : since this gas is so ethereal and stimulating, as, if too freely

indulged in, to make us live too fast. We can give abundant
proof of this in the air of the Glaciers, which is of the greatest
purity, but is rather prejudicial to health. In.it we consume too
fast, if we may be allowed to retain the figure, that respiration
temperature is also too variable.
Besides, Switzerland, the highest land in Europe, fur
instances of longevity than Scotland; and the
fewer
nishes
is

a

combustion

:

and the

441.

causes

heights,

of this
is

too

are

obvious

—

1st, the

atmosphere,

dry; consequently,
body; as its capacity

tracted from the

too

much
to

at

all great

moisture is de

receive

our

fluids,
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and hold them in solution, is in proportion as it may be free from
; 2dly, the variableness of the temperature, which always

them

obtains in

high situations, is extremely prejudicial

to

the duration

of life.
442. On this account, islands and

peninsulas are more favour
long life than continents. For the temperature of the
atmosphere is much more certainly preserved in the former than
on the latter ; and the sensible
qualities of it have a very decided
influence upon animal life.. The weight and temperature of the
air, and especially the uniformity of these, have a great effect
Wherever these are the most uniform,
upon the human body.
it will be found, (cceteris paribus,) most favourable to old age
hence, we are told that men live longer in the islands of the
Archipelago, than in the neighbouring countries of Asia ; in Cy
prus, than in Syria ; in Formosa, than in Japan and China ; and
in England and Denmark, than in Germany.
able

to

—

From what

443.

healthfulness of

we

have said, it would appear, that the
by the purity of

is not to be determined

place
by the quantity of oxygen which may enter
into its composition; therefore, something else is required, as
we have
already attempted to show : such as location, soil, cul
tivation, &c. And, farther, that oxygen, as before suggested,
cannot interrupt the action of various poisons, especially such
the air

; or

a

rather

may be considered the remote causes of fever.
fluid is indispensable as a constituent of the air; and

as

cannot

Yet, this

though

protect against disease, yet its absence is

presence
tain death to the animal that is

obliged

to

breathe

an

its

cer

atmosphere

from which this has been withdrawn, or is already consumed.
444. Hence, great cities are so unfavourable to the extension,
or even

the continuance of human life.

It is calculated that in

London, Paris, Vienna, and Berlin, between the twentieth and

twenty-third part of the population die annually ; while in the
surrounding countries, the mortality does not exceed a thirtyfifth or fortieth part. This difference in the mortality of the re
spective places just mentioned, is, however, in a great measure,
owing to the destruction of too large a portion of oxygen. If
the population become still more dense, the mortality is still
greater ; and when many are crowded together, as in ships, and
prisons, the destruction is yet greater ; and if the quantity of air
be still

more

limited, the effects

are

awful

; as was

witnessed in
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the Black Hole of Calcutta, where a hundred and
forty-six men
were confined in a narrow
for
twelve
hours, out of which
space
number a hundred and
died.

twenty-three

445. It

is, therefore, evident, that

offered the human

lungs,

than the

which

constantly

no

greater mischief can be

of a due supply of oxy
gen ; consequently, the cruel and absurd practice of
covering the
head of a new-born child, or
children
under
the bed
very young
clothes, cannot be too severely reprehended. The
consequences
of this practice can be
readily anticipated, from what has already
been said ; though it
may carry conviction more
to ex

the

plain
is

so

changes

circumstanced.

In

want

readily,

placing a

take

place,

child under

when the child

cover

in the

man

just mentioned, it must, necessarily, be placed in a space
with a limited
quantity of air. Of this quantity, a certain portion
is drawn into its
lungs by every inspiration, and returns it again
with a loss of a part of the
oxygen ; the place of the oxygen is
supplied by an equal quantity of that noxious, or irrespirable
gas, called carbonic acid gas." Another, and another
qantity
is taken in, with
precisely similar results, until by the repetition
of this process, every
particle of oxygen is abstracted, and its
place as constantly supplied by carbonic acid gas ; and this not
being respirable, the child dies, unless it be timeously exposed
ner

"

to

the fresh air.

446. An

objection as serious may be made to the habit of
many women, of keeping the child at the bosom all night, with
its head closely covered with the bed-clothes : the
objections
just urged, will operate with equal force in this as in the former
instance;
every

as

there is

living body,

a

constantly emanating

from the surface of

sensible and insensible

perspiration, as well
extrication of carbonic acid
If
the
gas.
body be covered
closely, and the escape of this gas prevented, the air surround
ing the body, thus covered, is very soon found unfit for the pur
poses of respiration.* Therefore the child is sometimes plunged
into an atmosphere
already rendered impure by the body of the
mother or nurse, and,
consequently, in a short time, has less oxy
gen than is necessary for the purposes of respiration; and it peas an

*

been

If

a

candle be

closely

placed

covered all

of carbonic acid gas.

beneath the bed clothes

night,

it will be

alongside of a
quickly extinguished,

person that has

from the

excesa
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rishes

even at

We have witnessed four

its mother's bosom.

instances of death from this cause.*

easily deduced, that every deterioration of
injurious to the child, precisely in the proportion
to the degree ; consequently, the utmost care is required, that
no unnecessary process by which the air can be injured, should
be carried on in the room or nursery, in which the child is kept.
Hence, the decided impropriety of too crowded a room;
of washing, drying, and ironing the things intended for the child
or children's use; permitting the wet or soiled articles taken
from the child to remain long in the room; burning of charcoal
or other combustible substances outside the chimney
place;
cooking of the various articles for meals; the too frequent
wetting of the floor; smoking of tobacco; burning of oil, with too
long a wick, &c. In a word, the nursery should be, if possible,
the purest place in the house. We have had occasion already
to advert to this subject, when treating on the nursery,
(350,
&c.)
448. We cannot well condemn, too severely, the filthy prac
tice, in too many nurseries, of drying the wet and soiled articles
447.

the air

It will be

must

be

—

in the

room

time after

with the child.

having

been

If

once

an

article

must

be used

wetted, it should,

at

a

second

least, be

re

moved from the nursery for the purpose of drying.
But a much
practice would be to consider a well wetted diaper as

better

unfit for

reapplication,

until it has been washed.

may be said of every other article
has been wetted by its discharges ;

The

same

belonging to the child, that
as its
petticoats, sheets, bed,

mattress, &c.
449. The value of a pure atmosphere, does not cease at any
period of the child's life; it is highly important at all times;
though, perhaps, not so immediately essential, as during the first
few days of its existence, as it is then less able to bear an im

pure air, than when it becomes older.
If the directions we have just given be attended to, many
sources of
impurity will be removed, yet it will not amount to
*

We cannot better illustrate the

injurious

consequences

arising

from this prac

tice, than by stating, that in Great Britain alone, there perished forty thousand
children, by the practice of nurses permitting the children to sleep near them
from the year 1686 to 1800.— Friedlander's Education

Physique.
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security. Therefore, frequent ventilation is of much
consequence ; by this the great mass of the air is removed, and
its place supplied by that of a better quality. In doing this,
absolute

however,

some

is necessary,

care

the child may receive in

or

jury, by either partial streams of air passing over it,
having one of too low a temperature applied to it.
Sect. I.

—

jected
from

a

great changes

higher

dren born in

ly

be

placed

to

of

we

cannot

certainty

same

reverse

therefore, chil

;

cold climate, and in cold weather, cannot safe
suddenly in a very cold atmosphere, without great
It is true,

the influence of cold

the

the

or

suddenly sub
change be

be

whether the

a

and immediate risk.

against
jury; but

never

temperature,*

lower one,

a

by

Of Temperature.

450. Children of tender age, should
to

or

—

so

we

may

effectually

their bodies

guard
as

to receive no

in

protect much more important parts, with
for their lungs must receive the cold air

within them; and hence, the danger.
451. But the danger just alluded to, does not arise

so

much

from the immediate effects of cold air upon these organs, as from
the subsequent action of the warm air, in which they must ne

cessarily

lungs ;

later be

sooner or

placed.

Violent reaction

soon

fol

of torpor, which the cold air imposed upon the
and inflammation, catarrh, or cough, will almost certainly

lows the

state

be the result.
452. A sudden

attempt

to

"

harden

a

child,"

as

it is

called,

in cold weather, is but another determination to see how much
a child can bear, without
dying under the experiment. This

scheme, a scheme founded neither
has had, to our certain knowledge,
to caution

parents

against

on

too

reason,

nor

experience,

many victims, for

the preposterous and

us

not

dangerous prac

tice.
453. We would ask, what has given rise to so decided a pre
ference in favour of the system of exposure? This question
would be difficult to answer, upon rational principles, or correct

observation.
mon

fact

power of
*

It has

relating
a

to

proceeded,

without

the effects of cold

;

doubt, from
as

the

some com

general bracing

pretty low temperature upon the body

;

but without

Nor should their eyes be exposed to sudden and strong light. We havefreseen severe inflammation of these parts follow such incautious conduct.

quently

13
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into view the various circumstances which were essential
its favourable operation ; for instance, with the mercury down
10° of Fahrenheit, let two men, (every circumstance being

taking
to
to

clothing,) engaged in such an atmosphere, at
of hours;
any kind of active employment for a certain number
at
when
rest, any very
the one to be ffisuciently clad to prevent,

equal,

but that of

great inconvenience from the cold ; and the other, not so well
protected ; the latter, in this case, would require additional ex

expiration of the assigned
period, what would be the respective situations of these men ?
The one would be found to have performed his task without
difficulty, or much fatigue ; the other would be seen to have
performed either less work, or be more exhausted ; for, in order
to do the same quantity of work as his companion, he would
have to labour much harder, to keep up the same degree of ani
mal heat ; or he will have performed less, and have suffered
This is found to be the
more from the benumbing effects of cold.
case also with animals, especially horses.
Where, then, is the
advantage of this sudden attempt at bracing by cold ? Besides,
as
regards the human constitution, and especially that of chil
dren, it is agreeable to the observations of all medical men, that
those children who are properly and sufficiently clad, are freer
from disease, than those injudiciously exposed for the purpose
of hardening them.*
454. But it is, also, undoubtedly true, that those who may
ercise,

At the

prevent suffering.

to

have survived the ordeal of ill-conducted winter exposures, are
generally best confirmed in their after health ; but this only proves
the

strength

of

original constitution, since
exposed ; but we

which it had been

tests to

it stood the
are

not

severe

informed of

fifty-fold failures of the experiment. Let us apply this rea
soning to the effects of extreme heat upon the constitution, and
see how ill the analogy, though correct, will support the prac
tice of hardening," or how few would be willing to have re

the

"

course

to

the trial.

emigrants
*

to

It is a matter, notorious to every one, that the
the West India islands, or other hot climates who

It is here recommended not to mistake the
the

contrary side

do not

meaning

of this

caution, and

direct contrary course ; for
we are aware that
many have fallen into this error, loading their children with
unnecessary clothing and absolutely keeping them sweating upon the least exer
err on

cise, by
exposed

an over

: we

cautious mode of

to all the effects of cold

to advise

mean

sending

air,

on a

a

them abroad.

moist skin.

The children

are

then
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seasoning," enjoy, for the most part, the best pos
sible health; and perhaps, these places will furnish as many in
stances of longevity, as almost any other parts of the world ; but
would any one give these instances as proofs of the healthiness
of an exposure to a tropical sun, or as a means to acquire long

survive the

life?

"

Would

not

any one,

whom such

to

a

proposition

made, directly declare, that the great number of victims,
few instances of

were

to

the

concealed?

entirely
point acknowledged by all writers
that extensive and deadly effects
of
the
treatment
children,
upon
are constantly witnessed, from the variability of climate, and
455. It would

success,
seem

to

are

be

a

from unnecessary, or from unavoidable exposure in cold weather.
The great, increase of acute, as well as of chronic affections
during the winter, would seem to confirm this impression. In
mutable climate, the consequences of unavoidable exposure
of the children of the poor to its inclemencies, are familiar to
the observation of every one who may have felt an interest in
the claims of
; and so far as we can collect from these
our

humanity

observations, the opinion appears to be concurrent, that much
suffering, great increase of disease, and an augmented mortality,
of the argu
of
people, support the unsta
the children of the poor is a
of
health
ble hypothesis, that the
of
of the advantage
exposure to harden the body against
us

then hear

ments derived from this class of

in

the constant results.

are

Let

no more

proof

confirm the system against disease.
456. We are aware, that instances of the entire success of
that Mrs. A, B, C,
this
may be quoted against us: thus,

cold,

or

to

plan,

&c, accustomed their children

triumphantly asked,
children?"

But

"

we

Where

to

can

such exposure; and it will be
you find finer or more healthy

would ask, in

our

turn, do

they

at

the

same time furnish us with an equally faithful list of those, who
have died from the experiment? If they could, the argument

would

be

not

urged

a

second time.

457. The occasional

success

of

a

hazardous

productive of the most serious evils ;
example, when it should have been regarded but

very often
an

experiment,

it is followed

tion

; nor

is the

of many lives.

error

corrected, but

at

Thus, for the supposed

is
as

as an

excep
the expense oftentimes
cure of an obstinate dis

ignorant quack, the patient, grateful for his recovery,
by
attributes to the skill of his attendant, and the virtue of his re
medies, what
belongs to the strength of his own consti-

ease

an

justly
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they fail a
disappointments are con
cealed ; for each is ashamed to declare, he had reposed confi
dence in the remedies therefore the supposed success is alone
tution,

or

the favourable efforts of

nature ;

and if

hundred times in other instances, the

—

heard of.

Sect. II.
458. Fashion

best

feelings

Of

has also exerted

Fashion.
a

baneful influence

of the mother, for she has become

fice the health and
The

—

well-being

of her

offspring

willing

over

to

the

sacri

to its shrine.

preposterous, and unsightly exposure of the

arms

of chil

loudly reprehended, since it has neither con
venience nor beauty to recommend it: yet it is attended by the
This practice
most serious, and manifest injury to the child.
tenden
its
from
an
of
be
dangerous
perpetuated,
ignorance
may
to the body an increase of power,
a desire to
and
from
give
cy,
to resist cold.
We have in several places condemned the sys
tem of hardening; rather from the manner in which it is at
tempted, than from its want of utility, if properly conducted. In
order, however, to render any plan effective, a knowledge of
certain anatomical and physiological facts is essential ; and we
shall accordingly expose them as opportunity may present itself,
But upon no occasion, perhaps,
in the best manner we can.
shall we so satisfactorily have it in our power to show the inju
rious effects of cold upon the chest and lungs, as in the custom
we are now
attempting to destroy. The cautions suggested by
the exposition we shall give, will be the more valuable, as they
will strike the common sense of every body; and they will be
the better appreciated, as the facts are the result of anatomical
investigation, and not deductions of preconceived theory.
dren cannot be too

Portal, in a memoir inserted in La Medicine Eclaree,"
p. 335, shows, with much clearness, the connexion between the
lungs and the superior extremities, by means of a great quantity
of spongy cellular membrane, which proceeds from the upper
parts of these organs ; which, after passing under the clavicles,*
459.

"

and

accompanying the axillary vessels and nerves,f penetrates
glands of the arm-pits. The spaces between the scapulaj
and the upper ribs are occupied by this tissue; so, also, is the
space between the great pectoral and dorsal muscles,^ under
the

*

Collar bones.

X Shoulder blades and neck.

t Vessels and

nerves

§ Muscles of the

of the

arm-pits.

breast and back.
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which it passes

;

and extends itself to other muscles of the back

and those of the breast.

The free and prompt communication

lungs and upper extremities, is proved, M. Portal
informs us, by injections. And nature may, in part, be imitated
by the anatomist; for if he inject water into the cellular tissue

between the

it will be found to pass from air cell to air cell,
until it arrive at the external part of the breast, and under the

of the

lungs,

from whence it

arm-pit ;

spreads

itself to the

arms

and lateral

parts of the chest, by means of the tissue just spoken of. M.
Portal declares, he has reversed this experiment, by making
water,

the

or

air, pass from the

arms, or

arm-pits,

From these facts the deductions

lungs.

to

are

the air cells of

clear

—

namely,

that whatever does injury to the upper parts of the arms, or arm
pits, will be felt by the lungs, &c. ; hence the injury which must
arise from the exposure of these parts to cold, &c. ;
in a practical point of view, the importance of reme

necessarily
and

hence,

dial

means to

hence,

these parts, in cases of disease of the lungs: and
in children born of consumptive parents, the necessity

and

importance of having
by suitable covering.
Sect. III.
460. In

riety

our

—

them

sufficiently protected

Of Exposure

variable climate,

and

we

from cold

"Hardening."

oftentimes have every va
portion of it ; thus, in the

of the year, in any one given
our winter, we have sometimes the

middle of

mutability

of

April,

If the latter be the case, or the tem
perature even lower, it would be folly to deny the enjoyment,
and advantages of fresh air, (the body being properly guarded,)
the mildness of

or

because

our

May.

almanack declares the month

to

be

January.

The

rule, then, for taking children into the open air, either in sum
mer or in winter, must be founded in some measure upon our
sensations, and the thermometer ; for in
ment may indicate too high a temperature
too

low, for the purposes of exercise

461. But

why

should it be

or

summer, this instru
;

and, in winter,

one

of exposure.

thought impossible to have fresh
be exposed to the inclemency of

air in winter, unless the child
out-door atmosphere ? At that

season of the
year, is not the
well-constructed house, of equal purity with that abroad ?
Cannot the temperature of a room be so regulated as to do away

an

air, in

a
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all risk in the

of the air?

enjoyment

And is that air not suffi

ciently pure and elastic for all the purposes of health ? If these
questions be answered in the affirmative, and we are sure every
rational person will
safe and certain

answer

means

to

them

give

so, we are

in

possession

of

a

the child fresh air, without the

serious risk of exposure.
462. Let us, however, admit to the sticklers for exposure,
there might be an advantage in "giving the child fresh air in

cold weather,"

agreeably

to

their

opinions

of fresh air, will it

be conceded, on the other hand, that it will require much
care? Will it not require that the child's body, or other parts,
not

should not be

exposed,

but

carefully,

and

sufficiently protected?

admitted, that if attention be not paid to these
circumstances, much risk, if not positive danger, will be in
curred ? If these points be yielded, we will ask, if one mother
Will it

in

a

child

not

also be

hundred be
"

so

fortunate

as

to

have

a

person

to

take the

abroad," in which this essential confidence should be

placed ?

We

Yes ! because
traverses our

are sure

they
city,

that many,

believe

perhaps,

very many, will say,

yet any one of observation who
may contradict them; for they may con
so :

stantly witness the limbs of the little sufferers exposed until pur
ple with cold, while the nurse is attentive alone to her own plea
sures or amusements, or
holding a long gossiping colloquy with
a dear
friend, whom she has not seen for the :iage of a week"
or in
examining in detail all the attractions of a print-shop, or
feasting her imagination with the delightful articles of a pastry
cook's window. After this, the child is brought home, benumbed
with cold

;

the mother receives it with rapture, and because her

darling has been breathing an air but little above Zero for se
veral long hours, anticipates future health for her child; at the
moment, perhaps, it has received its death-wound.
463. It may, perhaps, be urged in opposition to these opinions,
that the children of poor people are constantly
exposed," and
have, in consequence, the best possible health. But upon this
point, let the whole truth be told: we admit that "the children
of poor people are exposed ;" and also agree, that the number
which remain of a family may even have
the best possible
health;" but we would ask at what expense has this best possi
ble health" been procured ? Look at our bills of mortality, and
see how large a proportion of the deaths is made up of young chil"

"

"
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dren; and then examine the

returns at

the Health Office, and

you will find how many of these exposed" little sufferers have
died by the experiment, or, rather, perhaps, from the unavoida
"

ble

"

exposure."

especially those in large manufac
people, in crowded situations, and
supply of provisions, are born with
a
strong predisposition to diseases. In severe weather, they are
exposed to the debilitating effects of cold, besides the evils just
mentioned, by which the latent dispositions are converted into
464.

Many children,

and

towns; those of poor
those who have but a scanty

turing

active diseases; and these victims swell very much the bills of

mortality.
465.

Cold, when combined with poverty,

exerts

almost

an

irresistible influence upon the human constitution ; they destroy
and spare no\: the helpless infant exposed to their violence; they
desolate without stint

any

one

or

measure, and have

disease in the whole

466. Adam Smith confirms
common, I

have

me,

two

that,

been able

more

victims than

of human maladies.

this, when he says," It is

been informed, in the

not un

highlands

of

mother who has borne twenty children, not to
alive. Several officers of great experience have told

Scotland, for
have

frequently

catalogue

a

so

far from

to

supply

children that

were

recruiting

their

it with drums and

regiment, they

have

never

fifes, from all the soldiers'

born in it."*

467. In thus

attempting to point out the impropriety and dan
ger of ill-regulated, or indiscriminate "exposure," let us not be
supposed to favour the opposite extreme than which nothing
can be farther from our views.
We as earnestly deprecate an
overweening caution, as we condemn unnecessary exposure ;
the mean is the golden rule; and the degree of temperature, re
gulated by the force of constitution. It would be no less pre
posterous than injurious, to subject every child to an equal de
gree of exposure. The strength of constitution varies in almost
every individual cold air is, unquestionably, a cold bath with
—

—

certain modifications; now, no one would declare that the cold
bath, and, especially, one of the same temperature, would be pro
per to every constitution, or at all times to the same constitution.
468. We agree that children may be

brought up too tenderly ;

Wealth of Nations, vol. I. p. 105.
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and

we

declare this mode to be

as

as

wrong

the other

—

because,

like it, it has its victims. Extremes, therefore, are never right.
Upon a subject like the present, it would be impossible to lay
down precise rules for every variety of case
we, therefore, can
—

only give general directions upon this subject ; the deviations
which particular instances may require must be left very much
We must re
to the good sense and discretion of the parent.
mark, however, 1st, that the lungs of young children cannot bear
low a temperature, with safety, as children of more advanced
age, nor those of even a more advanced age, so low a tempe
rature as an adult; 2dly, that the injury which young children
as

exposed to a very low temperature, is through the
lungs, and is not of a direct kind ; for it generally
the
sudden
requires
application of warmth to call into action the
effects
of
the
injurious
previous cold therefore, this important
receive when

medium of the

—

caution

management of children who have
necessarily exposed to a low temperature

suggests itself,

been

in the

unavoidably
bring them
temperature ; 3dly, as
viz.

—

not to

suddenly

too

it

into

an

atmosphere

of

high

is, the lungs, which especially suffer

low temperature, no precaution of covering the body
protect them with certainty against the consequences of such

from
can

or

a

exposure ; yet, if the body be well
diminish the chance of injury to the

protected, it will very much
lungs, by tending to maintain
and equalize excitement ; 4thly, but if both lungs and body be
exposed, the system has then to contend against the depression
consequent upon the exposure of a large surface of skin, as well
as that of the
lungs; therefore, the risk of injury is increased
from this circumstance.
469. We

once

indiscriminate

"

urged

the above and similar

exposure,"

to a

lady

who

objections against

was a

great stickler

for it, when we were told, with an air of triumph, that the plan
she had adopted in sending out her children, would at once be
an answer

to

all

our

shall be told in her

objections to
own

the

words,

practice.

was as

The

follows:

—

plan, which
"When the

weather is cold, and that is the time you principally object to
a child
being carried out, I take care not only to clothe the child
very well, but, also, before the nurse sets out, to cover its little
head completely with a good warm cloak, so that the cold air
cannot

up,

as

get

to

its mouth

soundly

as

if it

;

and it will

were

sleep, when

it is thus covered

in its cradle in the nursery.

So you
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see

that

not

made

possible injury

no

to

can

happen

to

the child, since it is

breathe the cold air, which you appear

so

much

to

dread."
470. We admitted this completely prevented the child from
breathing the cold air; but it unfortunately created an objection
nearly, if not altogether as strong, as the one it was intended to
remove
namely, that it obliged the child to breathe a heated
—

and impure air, generated by its own lungs; consequently, the
pretext for sending the child abroad, was entirely done away.

We asked this

how she would like the

plan of placing a
carefully wrapping

lady,

on a
very cold day, in the yard, after
it up in its "crib," that it might enjoy a nap in the open air?
This she declared would be highly dangerous, and she could

child,

never

risk.

We then asked her in

differed from her own?

She became much puz
defend it, by saying, that

think of

what this
zled for

plan

such

answer, and

an

according

running

to

a

could

only

her method, the child had the

advantage

of

exer

cise, which the other had not. We then appealed to her can
dour, and asked if the child were more passive in the crib, than
while

sleeping

in the nurse's arms?

471. At another

had lost three
she

was

time,

we

were

convinced from absolute

like exposure

to

speaking

with

a

lady

who

croup," who informed us,
experiment, there was nothing

four children with

or

"

all kinds of weather,

to

protect and harden the

By her first plan of managing her children, which was
by keeping them very warmly clad, she lost several by the
croup," but since she had adopted the opposite scheme, her
children had been perfectly healthy, and never had betrayed the
slightest disposition to the terrible disease which had robbed her
system.

"

of her other children.
472. "Perhaps, madam," we observed, "you did not, in
making your first experiments, attend to a number of details,
which might be thought essential to the plan you probably did
not take the proper precautions when you sent them into the
cold air, or observed what was important when they returned
Oh ! yes, I took every possible care : when they
from it."
I always made them wear a very warm great
were
out,
going
coat, well lined with baize, and a fur cap, or collar; I always
—

"

made them

wear

round their necks

a

;

'

comfortable,' made of soft woollen yarn,

and their feet

were

always protected by
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sock

be

or over-

473.

degree

shoes, lined with fur

wool,

or

the weather

as

might

dry."

wet or

Do you believe, madam, they were kept at a proper
of warmth by these means ?" Oh ! certainly : indeed,

"

rather too

warm ;

for

they

would often be in

a

of

state

perspi

they told me, when in the open air, especially when they
"
slid
or skaited."
And what was done when they were
ran,
thus heated ?" " Oh ! they got cool
before they would
ration,

get home."
this

state

And would

of

perspiration
happened, I always

this
or

"

they

to

enough
no
injury in passing

receive

that of chill ?

made them take

wine and water, and made them

the fire."*

'

"

Not at all
little

a

toast

'

from

for when

;

brandy,
by

warm

their feet well

In a
they sleep in a cold or warm room ?"
good fire was always made in the stove before
they went to bed, which kept them quite warm all night."
"Would they never complain of being cold towards morning,
when the stove had become cold ?"
Yes, certainly ; but then
there were always additional bed-clothes at hand, with which
And did they always do so ?"
they could cover themselves."
"

warm room :

Did

"

a

"

"

"

Oh ! I suppose so."
"

Well, madam, how do you carry your second plan into
execution, which you say was attended with such happy re
474.

sults ?"

"

I

began by

not

but when the weather

covering,

and did not

letting

was so

permit

fur, round their necks.

them put

cold
them

as

to

on

their great, coats,
this additional

require

to wear

a

'

comfortable

I took away their over-shoes

their feet chanced to get wet, (for they were always
with good sound shoes,) the shoes were
immediately

they

were at

home.

If the weather

was

wet,

or

;

'

or

and if

provided

changed, if
unusually cold,

they were permitted to wear their great coats ; but not without.
If they came home very cold, they were not allowed to
approach
the fire too soon. I gave them no warm,
heating drinks, and
accustomed them to sleep in rooms without fire.
475. Who does not
recognise in this second plan for the en
joyment of air and exercise," as judicious a plan of physical
education," so far as it goes, as can be well pointed out ? one
we have been
endeavouring to recommend, instead of the one it
"

"

—

*

This absurd custom is

superior

and inferior

a

fruitful

source

of that

distressing

extremities, in winter, called "chilblains."

condition of the
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purported

to

be, "the happy results of indiscriminate exposure,
to harden the system ; and in the first, a

in all kinds of weather,

preposterous routine of mischievous observances; observances

entirely calculated to defeat the object for which they were so
anxiously instituted. We were so successful as to convince this
lady, in a very short time, that our moderate plan of ex
posing the body, was precisely the one she had pursued with so
"

"

much

success.

476. We also

inquired

of this

lady,

what

plan

she

pursued

with her children, when too young to be subjected to the rules
just mentioned? She informed us, it was the same system

throughout, only

the details varied,

accordingly

as

the circum

of age, &c, made it necessary
that is, she sent her
children into the open air at very early periods of their lives,
provided in summer it was neither too wet, nor too warm ; in
stances

—

winter, when the air

was

mild, dry, and clear; but always

care

up, that their little extremities
That she never suffered them to

fully wrapped

might not suffer
from cold.
sleep in the open
air, if it could be avoided ; to prevent which, as much as possi
ble, she constantly charged the nurse to bring the children home,
as soon as she found them
disposed to sleep, unless it was when
the children were very young, at which time it was impossible
to guard against it.
477. And, when her children were
sufficiently old to walks
she took care to provide them properly for it, whether it
might
be in warm,

cold,

or

moderate weather.

That she

never

sent

them abroad for

pleasure, at the risk of encountering a storm of
any kind; nor permitted them to walk, at the hazard of getting
Were the constitutions of your
wet, or very muddy feet.
children pretty much the same ?" we demanded of this lady.
No : one of my boys was extremely feeble, from his very
birth."
Did you treat him after the same manner precisely as
Yes, as far as regarded principles
you did the others?"
that is, I permitted him to bear as much of cold, heat, or wet,
as his constitution would support without pain or
injury ; but
the degrees were very different from those his brothers bore,
had they been determined by the measurement of the thermo
meter, but precisely the same in effect, as far as could be ascer
tained by consequences
thus, if he were exposed to the same
as his brothers, he experienced no more inconvetemperature
"

"

"

"

—

—
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low, than they, because he had
&c."
him,
covering
protect
478. Let us not, however, be considered as advocates for a
warm and
enervating plan of education, because we condemn
niences from it when it
additional

was

very

to

opposite; for we believe nothing contributes with more cer
tainty to impair stamina, than too great a delicacy of treatment,
especially in the early part of childhood : and much as we de
precate ill-judged exposure, we are inclined to believe it is
scarcely more injurious, than over-stimulating the tender sys
tems of infants, by means of injudiciously applied heat.
Heat,
a
certain
even
in an
or
when
too
continued
beyond
degree,
long
inferior degree, acts like any other stimulus upon the vibritile
its

system of very young children.

goads

to excessive action

the

It over-stimulates the nervous,

circulatory,

and relaxes the

mus

cular systems.
In consequence of this, the different parts of the
do
not
body
develope themselves in their most healthy order, or
in their natural
cocious

proportions
expansion.

—

the whole

body

is

urged

to a

pre

479. The cuticular

system also suffers from this ill-managed
the external surface, the sensible perspi
application
ration is greatly increased, and too long maintained ; by which
means the
sensibility of the skin becomes too much exalted, and
cannot bear without immediate inconvenience, a lower
tempera
ture than that, to which it has been for a
long time accustomed ;
hence, as soon as this part is exposed, there is an immediate
of heat

check

given

the surface

; on

perspiration, by the capillaries terminating on
contracting themselves disease is, of course, the
to

—

consequence.
480. It is not the external membranous
system alone that suf
fers the whole external arrangement of it is more or less af
—

fected

;

for

they

of the bowels,
invite disease,
certain

either act

or

by
important

lungs;

or

inordinately, and produce affections
they become torpid; and in this way,

the destruction,
secretions.

or

too

great

a

diminution, of

481. Children

over-tenderly brought up, either by heaping
upon them too much clothing, or prohibiting a sufficient exercise
in the open air, become liable to catarrhal affections, the instant
"

the winds of heaven

a little too
rudely visit them ;" and this
instantly quoted, against a proposal for a more in
vigorating plan of treatment. Thus, the effects of an improper

misfortune is
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system of education, are mistaken for a natural weakness of
constitution; in consequence of which, the error is perpetuated,
and the poor child becomes an
ease, or is made to drag out a

there is neither comfort
482. Such

a

plan

nor

early

victim to

ferocious dis

a

in which

protracted existence,

enjoyment.

of education is

sure to entail
imbecility of
debility of body upon its followers; for every
part is put not only too extensively, but too early upon the
stretch; in consequence of which no organ is duly prepared for
its offices ; and of course must
perform its functions imperfectly.
This hot-house plan of rearing children, has ever had more vic
tims than triumphs. It should, therefore, never be
adopted, as

mind,

as

well

as

it is contrary to the dictates of reason, as well as to the results
of experience— and truly, like the hot-house
so
plant,

properly

called, is forced beyond its powers, and prematurely dies.
483. One of the most remarkable instances of

is that related of Louis II.

turity,
born

so

much before his time

as

to

King
have

of

no

precocious
He

Hungary.

skin.*

ma
was

At two years

old, he was crowned ; in his tenth, he succeeded ; in his four
teenth, he had a complete beard ; he married in his fifteenth ;
he had gray hairs in his
484.

cation

But, though

eighteenth,

and in his

unhesitatingly
just spoken of, yet are we at a

it should be considered

twentieth, died.

condemn the

we

so

loss to

plan

of edu

understand, why

desirable to inure the

body

to ex

cold, in a climate like ours ; since the attempt must, in
part, be defeated, by every returning summer; and more espe
treme

cially,

the

is often of great price, from the manner
often conducted, by those who call themselves
the exact followers of nature. In climates where cold is in the
as

in which it is

experiment
too

extreme, nature attempts to guard against its evils,
blished laws, and not by occasional or
desultory

by esta
experiment.

In the very high latitudes, the inhabitants are enabled
are
port the low temperature to which

they

exposed, by

sical conformation

peculiar to such climates— thus,
short
of stature, fat, and enormous
invariably
the most stimulating food.
almost

to

sup

a

phy.

they
eaters

are

of

485. Their short stature enables the heart to drive the blood
*

This only
sively delicate,
month.

14

means,
as we

we

presume, that this

always

covering

to the

body

was

exces.

witness when the fcetus has not reached the seventh
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with

more

force and

certainty

to

the extremities; and these

are

the parts most likely to suffer ; for it is almost invariably found,
even in our comparatively warm climate, that tall people suffer
more than short, from cold.
And, hence it is, that the face col
is enabled to support cold better than the hands, or
nearer the source of circulation ; and not because

lectively,
feet,

it is

as

more accustomed to cold from exposure : for certain parts
of it, (if we may so unite them,) as the ears, and the extremity
of the nose, in which the circulation is more languid, suffer

it is

equally with the more
people of high latitudes

remote

parts of the body.

also tends to the

same

The fat of

advantage;

it is

bad conductor of heat, and thus serves to prevent its escape
when generated within the system; while their rapid digestion
a

of the

stimulating substances,

most

favours the extrication of

caloric.
486. Both

reason

experience, then, seem to caution us
rigour, a system which is by
for
useful or healthful applica
principles,

and

with too much

against adopting
far too general in its
tion ; but they at the same time direct us to conform to one,
which shall permit departures, whenever such departures shall
be warranted by a change of circumstance, or rational expe
diency. And, hence, we may conclude, that there can be no
thing more dangerous, than the random application of princi
ples that are, in themselves, doubtful.

CHAPTER III.
OF FOOD.
487. The

hours of

by

necessity

of food

child's birth ;
the mother's breasts.

some

which

a

and

length,
do

hence,

commences

early provision that is made
have already spoken at
some
important general rules,

Of this

laid down

after the first few

the

we

think necessary to repeat here. When we were
this
upon
subject, we considered the mother as the only proper
for
the child ; and we decided that it was her
provider
duty, and
we

not

hers alone, to

provide

it nourishment from her

own

bosom

;

and,
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the

more

we

recommend the

effectually

to ensure this

under the best circumstances,

early application

of the child to the breast,

and gave our reasons for these directions.
In addition, how
ever, to what we then said, we shall give some other important

for such advice.

reasons

488. In the last

declared it

ner

alone,

to

bosom

rule;

—

provide
this is

paragraph, we have in a very positive man
duty of the mother, and of the mother

be the

sustenance

our

; one

for the child, and that from her

own

decided and unalterable

rule, that should

a

broken

to

not

that should not be

opinion, as a general
be heedlessly, or unnecessarily
infringed, but from an imperious

necessity. No plea of inconvenience or trouble ; nor the subter
fuge of imagined ill health, either immediate or remote, should
beheld valid. The incapacity, or incompatibility should be po
sitive, ere the exception to the rule should be admitted; never
theless, disqualifications may, and really do exist sometimes, as
we

shall

Sect. I.

now

—

attempt

to

show.

Causes which may render it
to

489. The 1st

is, where there is

of the child;

improper for

the mother

nurse.

no

where this is

provision
not

made for

nou

in sufficient

quantity,
derangement of the
breasts, or the imperfect performance of their duty.
490. 2dly, Where the supply may be sufficiently abundant in
the commencement, but where it habitually fails in a short pe
riod after, owing to some constitutional or accidental defect,
which, perhaps, is neither evident, nor remediable.
491. 3dly, Where, upon former occasions, it was unquestion
ably found to disagree with the child.*
492. 4thly, Where there is a strong venereal or scrofulous

rishing
either

owing

to a

or

natural,

or

accidental

taint in the constitution of the mother.
493.
ease

*

5thly,

Where

in the mother,

We must not,

as

however,

suckling produces an
cough, colic, &c.
take this rule without

active

exception

—

or

we

painful

have

seen

dis

two

instances within the last few years, where the mothers upon former occasions
were obliged at an early period to abandon suckling, owing to the bad qualities
of their milk; but upon the occasions now spoken of, it was not only very abundant, but of most excellent quality. The children, in both these instances, were

of

uncommon

health and

vigour.
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6thly, Dr. Struve says, Those mothers who are so un
fortunately situated that they cannot avoid provocation, grief,
"

494.

others, who possess an irascible and bi
subject to great nervous debility, ac
a
companied by great susceptibility of every stimulus, will confer
no benefits on their children by
presenting them with a corrupt
ed milk, which cannot fail to injure their health, and lay the
or sorrow

;

well

as

lious temperament,

as

or are

foundation for

consumptive and fatal maladies."* It must not,
be
however,
imagined, that we intend to convey the idea by this
the milk itself contains the rudiments, or seeds
that
quotation,
of the diseases

just mentioned,

bouring under such infirmities,
that of a sufficiently nutritive

but

ihat constitutions la

merely,

furnish

cannot

healthy

milk

; or

and in consequence of
its constitution yields to

quality;

the child

being imperfectly nourished,
predispositions, and active disease is produced.
495. Parents labouring under certain chronic affections, may
transmit to their offspring predispositions to such diseases; and
the body so predisposed, if it be not properly nourished in its
very eariy infancy, whereby it may become strong and well de
veloped, the constitutional tendency may be called into action,
and the child die early, or have a protracted disease as its con
These cases are daily presenting themselves to the
sequence.
physician, for his contemplation ; and they have long and anx
iously engaged his most serious consideration ; the result of
which, so far as experience has yet determined, is, that nothing
gives so effectual a check to this tendency, as bringing up the
child upon a healthy breast of milk.
its

496. Therefore, when either of these conditions of the parent
obtain, either in the shape of infirmity of temper, or of actual
disease, it is certainly proper to provide the child with some

other
mined

means

by

for support, but the precise mode must be deter
; the best for such cases as the fourth,

circumstances

(492) and the sixth, (494)
the country.
*

Treatise

on

is

a

healthy

wet

Physical Education,

nurse,

p. 215.

especially

in
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CHAPTER IV.

OF THE MECONIUM, AND ITS MANAGEMENT.

During pregnancy, there is an accumulation of a dark
"
me
in the bowels of the child, which is called
substance
green
conium," from its supposed resemblance to the sirup of poppies.
This substance contains some bile ;* it is in various quantities ; it
497.

is of different tones of colour, and of

when

degrees

of

tenacity ;

and

remain undisturbed in the bowels of the child,

permitted
productive oftentimes of much mischief, especially in hot cli
This being the fact, it now seems to be admitted by all
mates.
who are conversant with this subject, that it should be purged
off as early as circumstances will permit. It is only wonderful
that there should have been two opinions upon this subject ;
since nature, if properly followed, performs this office by her own
She effects this impor
means, without the interposition of art.
tant end by means of a substance found in the mother's breasts,
upon the first application of the child to them, called colostrum.
498. But to derive advantage from this natural purgative, the
child, as we have before remarked, must be applied early to the
breast ; if this be neglected until the secretion of milk, properly
so called, takes
place, it becomes too much diluted to serve this
and
we are then under the necessity of having
end,
important
recourse to artificial purgatives, which never remove this sub
Hence in consequence of
stance so kindly as the colostrum.-f
to

is

*

evidently excrementitious, as it only occupies the colon
generally contains bile is every way certain; but not necessa-

The meconium is

and rectum ; that it

as, in some instances, bile has not been found in the duodenum of still-born
children, that had arrived at full time, though meconium was present.
t It may be remarked, that those children who have been kept from the breast
for several of the first days after birth, because, as the ignorant nurse declares,

rily,

"

there is

nothing

for them to draw,"

are

uniformly

more

than those who have received into their stomachs the

of.

This substance, however, may ba aided

and water.

14*

by

"

difficult to

"

cleanse,"

colostrum," just spoken

the exhibition of a little molasses
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neglect, the child is often
remedy which may

the harsh

tortured

spasm, from
for this pur

by colic or
employed

have been

pose.

Purging off the meconium, is a matter of more impor
generally supposed, as well as the manner of do
ing it. The propriety of this measure is so universally acknow
ledged in this country, that it has become a practice of routine
in the management of new-born children ; and in becoming so,
it is made a matter of too much indifference by what agent this is
produced hence, the improper employment of stimulating and
drastic purgatives upon such occasions, to the decided incon
venience, if not to the manifest injury of the child. This dis
regard of the means by which the meconium is carried off, has
arisen sometimes from an over-importance being attached to
499.

tance

than is

—

the consequences, should it be suffered
difficult to remove.
500. Should this

to

remain,

substance have been but

or

be found

imperfectly

dis

charged from the bowels, all the evils which may chance to as
sail the child are attributed to this neglect
nurses, accordingly,
—

dreading

such

attach to them

accident, take care that no such blame shall
they, therefore, become indifferent to the means

an

;

for its removal,

harsh and

provided the end be answered. In consequence,
ill-judged remedies areemploved; and, sometimes, to

the almost immediate destruction of the child.

suaded, from
severe

our own

We

are

per

observations, that many instances of the

and sometimes fatal bowel

complaints of very young chil
other source; and it, therefore, be
part of our duty to inveigh against this

dren, have arisen from
comes an

important

no

dangerous practice.
501. The evil

from

we are now

two sources

—

1st,

as

speaking
already

has

of has

principally

arisen

been remarked, from an
the retention of the meco

importance being attached to
2dly, from too unlimited a confidence being placed
As regards the first, we hold it
in the judgment of the nurse.
that the meconium be
essential,
highly proper, nay, perhaps,
carried off; because nature herself declares its propriety; but it
by now means follows,'that this must be effected, coute quicoute,
the means should be properly adapted to the end ; and of these
we have a sufficient choice.
For the purpose just suggested, a
undue

nium; and,

—

solution of molasses,

or

of manna, in

a

little

warm

water ; a tea-
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of sweet oil: the

spoonful

same

quantity

rhubarb; or, in more obstinate cases,
castor oil, is almost
always sufficient.

a

of the

simple sirup of
tea-spoonful of warm

502. It is true, that we
occasionally meet with instances of
such tardiness of bowel, or so large a quantity of meconium,

that

repetition of the above named remedies may be neces
sary ; but they should never be persevered in after the object
for which they were given has been answered; and this is as
certained with almost absolute certainty, by making ourselves
acquainted with the appearance of the evacuations if they are
no
longer tenacious, and of a dark green colour, the bowels
have been sufficiently purged, or, in other words, if the evacua
tions have become yellow.
503. 2dly, Much mischief has been done by reposing too
much confidence in the judgment of the nurse. This always
convenient, and oftentimes highly valuable appendage to the
lying-in room, is too frequently self-willed, and will too often
run counter to the advice of the
physician. This arises from
her attaching too much consequence to her own experience, or
by having "the pride of office," in her opinion too much humbled,
by an appeal from her decisions. To prevent her self-love being
wounded by interference in her management, she very often con
ceals from the physician in attendance, any casualty that may
befall the child : and thus important time is sometimes lost, for
the complaint may be serious, when the physician is first made
acquainted with it: whereas, had it been attended to with suf
ficient promptitude, it might have been of little moment : here,
by her wrant of knowledge of what was proper to be done, and
the application of improper remedies, the disease has been per
mitted to acquire a force, that may bid defiance to all future at
a

—

tempts

control.

at

504. We trust

of

and

we

people
charges against
:

false
our

have

we are

minds their

them

exact

a

just

and due respect for this class
incapable of bringing any

sure we are

;

but

value.

a

long experience

The estimate

we

has settled in
have made of

their worth, makes us declare that some are invaluable for their
patient endurance of fatigue ; for their occasionally successful ex
ercise of judgment ; and for

an

amiable

display

of social virtues

;

the very reverse of what we have just declared.
but others
505. During the attendance of the physician, the duty of a
are

nurse,

as

regards

the medical treatment of both mother and

child,
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is reduced to

implicitly,

great simplicity

—

for she should but

She should

his directions.

never

obey,

and that

violate his orders

knowingly suffer others to do so ; but every thing
belongs to medical treatment, whether it be merely pro
phylactic; the absolute administration of medicine; or the ob
servance of
regimen, she should never interfere with ; on the
she
should most scrupulously see them duly and rigo
contrary,
enforced
; for it is her bounden duty.
rously
During the period
of convalescence, she should constantly make her directions and
management conform to the general principles, inculcated by
herself,

nor

which

the medical attendant.

When she does

more or

less than this,

she does wrong, and ought to be made accountable for any mis
chief that may happen. But we have, perhaps, no right to ex

pect any thing but the exercise of the blindest temerity, from
those whose

opportunities do not afford intellectual culture.
Unfortunately, the custom of society is, in this particu
almost
in direct opposition to what we esteem its best inte
lar,
rests.
The opinion of a nurse is oftentimes taken before that of
an
experienced practitioner ! In this the world departs from all
its other habits. If advice be wanted on a question of law, will
it prefer the opinion of the constable to that of the experienced
advocate? If a text of scripture is wished to be expounded,
will it apply to the church clerk, rather than to the learned di
vine? Or, should even a coat, or hat, or a pair of shoes be
wanted, will it prefer the efforts of the apprentice to those of
506.

the master.
507.

If this

had not a decided influence upon the
the future welfare of the child, we should
mentioning; but when we have witnessed so

practice

immediate health,
not think it worth

or

many serious errors committed at this period of the child's life,
think it an imperious duty to try to correct them. In

we

making these charges against this class of highly necessary
people, we disclaim all intention to criminate we urge but an
error of
judgment. But from the number of victims, as we
most conscientiously believe, this confidence in nurses has had,
—

it is full time

were
put to their ravages : for, were we to
in round numbers, the instances of death of
very young children, which we believe we have witnessed our
selves, in consequence of the errors we are speaking of, we

declare

a

stop

honestly,

should be afraid

should be

our

suspected

of

truth

might be questioned,
indulging in hyperbole.

and that

we
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508. Nor will this statement excite much
surprise, when the
facts connected with it shall be
investigated by rational and

dispassionate inquiry.

Let it be remembered by what a tender
new-born babe holds its ill-established life ; let it be
recollected, how many causes may suddenly act, to weaken
that life, which is now so frail; let it be taken into view, that
if these causes be not
successfully removed, they, for the most
part, will produce death; then let it be admitted, how much

tenure,

a

judgment

and

experience

cause; how much

suiting

of the

and let it be

care

required,

are

to

and

strength of the
acknowledged

knowledge
remedy to the

to

are

particular

essential to the

force of the disease;

that if these do not unite in the

person of the nurse, who now usurps the
that much danger must be incurred, and

der, that their efforts,

detect the

say the least,

place
we

are

of the

shall

not

physician,

cease

to won

crowned

by

suc

cess.

509. It is

firm conviction, that the mortality among chil
unnecessarily great; and that this excess originates, in

dren is

our

very many instances, in the mal-administration of the means of
life, rather than to the operation of natural or inevitable causes.
Some are nursed to death, while many die because, they are not
nursed at all ; some are fed to death, while others die from inani
tion ; some are physicked to death, while others die from the
want of

a

experience

single dose of it— all of which go to prove how much
and judgment are required to administer with suc

cess, to the many wants and

infirmities of children.

510. It must appear reasonable to
every

reflecting mind, that
the great mortality among children must have for its cause a
variety of circumstances, not absolutely essential ; and that it is
than probable, that many of the contingencies to which
the poorer classes of children may be
subjected, are of a na
ture to be improved, if not to be removed
altogether. It justly
more

merits the consideration of every friend to
humanity, to
tain the causes which may produce this uncommon

ascer

mortality,

with all the
511.

precision

To

of which the

may be susceptible.
mortals, it would seem to be no part

subject

us
short-sighted
providence, to create so many children that they may
perish at so early a period of their existence. And we are firmly
persuaded, that the following are the principal metins by which
this immense mortality of children maybe diminished:
1st,

of God's

—

Let

none

but

a

mother, when she is able, have the immediate
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charge

of her child

;

for she alone should

it with food

supply

is she alone who should administer its medicine.

;

it

Let

2dly,

every mother make herself well acquainted with the best opinions
let her
upon the physical management of children ; but never

aspire to their medical treatment, except from dire necessity.
3dly, Let no mother trust another to count out doses of laudanum,
while she herself retains the faculty to do so, unless the per
son thus chosen has as
deep or nearly as deep an interest in
the child as the mother herself* 4thly, in case of indisposition,
let the mother confide in no judgment for her child's disease,
but that of her physician, if his advice can be commanded and,
above all, let not his prescription be interfered with, by the obtru
sive advice of a nurse, or still more ignorant old woman. 5thly,
,

prescriptions of
that her experience must be valu
nurse,
able, when the advice of an experienced physician can be ob
tained ; for let it be recollected, that if experience is to be the
Let

place no undue
under the persuasion

We have italicized this direction, because of its

*

we

confidence in the

mother

a

a

wish it to be

this

important

impressive

:

office to others,

have fallen under

our

and because

importance,

have every reason to believe that the trusting
has been fatal in several interesting cases, which

for

we

immediate

observation, and, in several,

we

have had

proof,

while in others, strong suspicions were entertained, that the deaths were owing
to the improper exhibition of laudanum.
This drug has now become so familiar
as

to

be ranked with the

dread,

nor

"

domestic remedies ;" its presence

its exhibition terror.

But let it be remembered,

horror of the rattlesnake may be diminished

by familiarity,

excites

longer

no

that, however the
its

sting

is

no

less

deadly.
We have every reason to believe, that thousands of children are sacrificed
over-doses of this medicine.
Its use is so common, and its virtues so

yearly, by

often witnessed, that caution sleeps for even children are trusted with its ex.
hibition. A fatal instance of this kind has happened within our knowledge, not
—

the tooth-ach
vial of the

girl of nine years of age, complained to her mother of
the mother told her to put some laudanum in it, and gave her a

A fine little

since,

long

—

liquid

for this purpose.

The child took

and held it there ; but at the

same

hours after.

heard

some

five

And

we

once

hours, desire her daughter,
of laudanum, should it

drops

strated with her upon this
was used to it !"

time swallowed

a

a

a

mother, who

girl

quantity

enough
was

of it into her mouth,

destroy

carelessness, but

her in

a

few

about to leave home for

of eleven years of age, to

be "cross" while she

extreme

to

was
we

give

gone !
were

the

We

baby

remon

answered, her

"daughter

recollection, when our prescriptions for laudanum
opposition; and if the counting of it were trusted to
the nurse," she would, perhaps, diminish the dose-^but now ! she gives it not
only with a free, but oftentimes with a daring hand. A laudanum bottle is now
a sine
qua non to the furniture of a nurse's pocket.
It is still fresh within

would
"

frequently

our

meet with
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guide, the latter sees a hundred patients, to one of the former.
If these simple rules be well
observed, we are persuaded, they
will tend to
abridge the mortality among children.
512. Let

lieve

us

also call

to our

recollection

a

truth, which

we

be

will

dispute— that, in general, children are born
with
and,
healthy,
good stamina ; and with the exception of
off
the
meconium, they require no medicine. If this
purging
become necessary, it is no
infringement of the rule— it is but
the

none

exception

drugging

to

young

it; therefore, the vile and hurtful practice of

children,

cannot

be too much

reprehended.

CHAPTER V.

OF THE PROPER NOURISHMENT FOR THE CHILD.
513. Nourishment, and this derived, if
possible, from the
ther, is all that a new-born child requires ; and it does not

pen

once

in

a

hundred times, that the mother is not in
every
to this end ;
especially if she have

respect competent

discharged

mo

hap

the duties of one,

previously

by paying

proper attention to
her health.
It rarely happens that the child does not find
more
than is absolutely
necessary to its sustenance! therefore, it were
preposterous to furnish it with more.
514. The reasons which are
assigned, for giving the child
other nourishment than the mother's milk,
may be divided into
the relative and the absolute.
The relative are—
the fear

of

a

the mother; and,
2dly, convenience.
lute is, the mother not furnishing a
sufficient

weakening

1st,
The abso

quantity,

or

that

of

proper quality. It is, therefore, said, first, that the child should
be fed to spare the mother. How
spare the mother ? If she
furnish more than the child can consume, or
as much, how
is the mother
means

?

spared, by satisfying

The milk is secreted in the

material from the

general

mass

only
appetite by other
breasts, by taking so much

the child's

of blood ; and all the

conse-
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ex
quences, which can happen, by that deduction, are already
more
no
is
the
woman
in
its
formation.
Therefore,
perienced
weakened by the child's taking it from the breasts, than if it re

mained in them
the woman will

be absorbed from them ; or, in other words,
be strengthened by permitting it to remain

to

not

undisturbed in them.
515.

2dly,

Convenience.

It is said, the child should be fed

early, that it may become accustomed to it, in case the mother
should be sick, or should wish to go out, or to leave it upon any
occasion. But we say, " Sufficient for the day is the evil there
of"

—

evil,

and that the child should

guard against

to

be ill, and suffer

taught

to

feed,

as

a

never

contingent

be

one ;

subjected

to a

certain

for should the mother

diminution of milk, the child can then be
certainly when feeding may be useful, as when
a

required. Therefore, there is nothing gained by the
anticipation; but there may, be something lost. And, consi

it is not
dered

as a

convenience, when the mother may wish to leave
a cruel, and
unnecessary one cruel, be

her child, it is both
cause it will tempt a

—

gossiping

mother to

and unnecessary, because
well regulated system of nursing,

child

;

period

a

her dependent
governed by a
suffer by any proper

neglect

child that is

can never

of absence of the mother.

516. It

should, however, be observed, that the child should

not

any laws of nursing, until it is six months old ;
for up to this period, it will be rarely necessary to establish a
system, as it will seldom make unnecessary demands for nou
be

subjected

to

a bad one have been
pursued from the com
by indulging, or rather attempting to quiet the child
by the breast, or by the still more improper plan of giving it pap,
because it cries. If this system be pursued, much inconvenience
will result ; for one of two things must happen : 1st, If the child
do not cry from absolute pain, a bad habit will be generated ;
for the child will cry for the mere gratification of being nursed :
this will not only create a great deal of trouble, but will be high
ly injurious to the stomach itself, by occasioning it to be over
loaded, and thus producing vomiting, purging, or colic ; or, 2dly,

rishment, unless
mencement,

If the child cry from actual suffering, the food may not do any
possible good, or it may much increase the evil, by its being
given at an improper or unnecessary time. Therefore, before
this kind of indulgence is established, let the mother believe the
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child may cry from other causes than hunger, espicially if the
breast, or food have not appeased it let her examine whether
—

deranged,
ill-adjusted pin, may not create the pain : or
that its bowels may not be tormented by flatulency : in the one
case, it is evident that the feeding can do no good ; and in the
a

or

other, it may be mischievous.

easily the stomach may be made to
absolutely required 1st, by the fre
aliment, or 2dly, by its variety ; therefore,

517, We all know how

demand

more

food than is

quent repetition

of

—

both of these

causes must be avoided.
The stomach, like every
other part, can, and unfortunately does, acquire habits, highly
injurious to itself and that of demanding an unnecessary quan
—

tity of aliment, is not one of the least. It should, therefore, be
constantly borne in mind, that it is not the quantity of food taken
into the

system

;

stomach, that is available
but the

quantity

into nourishment, fit

to

which

be

to

applied

the proper purposes of the
digested, and converted

be

can

to

such purposes.

518. After the child has attained the sixth

should

tem

nursing,

or

cise; and
routine of

shoujd

be

be observed in all

its little

receiving of food, of
as life
really consists

habits, it is
established,

matter

a

as

will

month,

supplies,

some sys
whether of

rest, of cleaning, or of exer
but in the performance of a

of much moment, that only such
effectually serve the general

most

and best purposes of the system
therefore, all unnecessary, as
well as every improper one, should be avoided ; consequently,
—

the

sooner we

begin,

and the

proper, the better.
519. On this account,

more

regularly

we

adopt

such

as

are

as

little

variety in

the food of the child

possible ; for when many substances are
permitted
the
stomach
will
receive more than it can master; pre
offered,
like
adult
at
a
the
cisely
plentiful table, each new article be
should be

coming
also,
or

a

as

fresh

a

appetite ; and for this reason,
given to the periods of sleeping
distinctly perceive an advantage in

provocative

to

little latitude should be

feeding

;

for

though

we

established order for these, yet this order should not be
rigidly established, to the moment ; for when it is strictly obisome

served, the child will require both the one and the other from
habit, rather than from necessity. Therefore, this extreme
regularity must be avoided, as much inconvenience may other
wise result, to both mother and child*
15
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CHAPTER VI.
OF PARTIAL, ARTIFICIAL NURSING.
520. The absolute

furnishing
only one which should be

however, present

considered

choice of

namely, the
healthy supply, is the
obligatory. Such cases,

feeding

sufficient,

a

a

for

reason

mother not

as

means

the child,

a

or

—

1st, where the mother

aided by artificial means ;
may continue to suckle her child,
recourse to artificial means
have
to
she
is
where
obliged
2dly,

entirely; 3dly,
Sect. I.

—

wet

a

First

nurse.

or

means ;

where the Mother may continue to
her Child.

nurse

521. We have

always

considered it best, when there is such a
as but imperfectly to nourish the

reduction of the mother's milk,

supply with
already noticed, (248,) consisting of
child,

to

aid this scanty

the

preparation

cow's

milk,

we

have
and

water

sugar. This may be administered to the child, in one of two
1st, by the spoon ; and, 2dly, by the bottle. We should,
ways
however, never recommend the first, if the second can be en
>

—

forced; and for the following

cleanly,

as

reasons:

the child's breast is almost

1st, it is always less
always wetted in the

attempt; 2dly, the child is always fed lying down, and, conse
quently, there is some risk of strangulation ; 3dly, the tempera
ture of the fluid about to be administered, may be so high as to
do injury to the child's mouth and throat, by burning ; 4thly,
there is a constant temptation to improve the victuals, by the
addition of flour, &c. ; 5thly, by the food being previously made

through the mouth of the nurse, before the child receives
it ; 6thly, by this method, the child loses the advantage of the ad
mixture of its saliva with the food it is receiving. Therefore, we
consider the second plan to be the best, when it can be adopted.
to

pass

522. It may be asked, would we confine the child which is
in part artificially nourished, to the diet just mentioned, until
the period of weaning ? We would say, No
we would
permit
—

the addition of

barley

water, of gum Arabic water, of rice
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water, or a small portion of arrow root, after the fifth month,*
in cool weather, should there be a
predilection in their favour ;
but, up to this period, and in hot weather, we believe the sim

ple diet,

above mentioned, to be the most proper ; especially as
the stomach gets a habit, if we
may so term it, of digesting
articles with ease by becoming familiar with them ; hence, the
and

of

confining the child to the mother's
practicable.
523. Dr. Clark very
justly observes, that nothing is more
absurd than the notion, that in early life children require a va
riety of food : only one food is prepared by nature for them, and
propriety

importance

milk, whenever this

is

"

it is

too

presumptuous

the Creator of the world

to assume, that

acted in error; and that the

ignorance

of

man

is

capable

make any improvement in his works. "f
524. The articles of food administered to the child

correct

it,

to

or

artificial

should be

little varied

by

for the

the

plan,
possible,
just stated, and, also, because each article has its period for
digestion ; it will, therefore, follow, that some may be of such
difficult solution, as to be productive of much mischief. Much
care is also
required to preserve the artificial articles in a per
fect state, as we have already noticed ; and the directions given
at that time, should be strictly adhered to, that the stomach may
receive nothing in an altered or partially decomposed state.
Besides, is it not folly to change that substance which agrees
perfectly well with the child ?
525. Indeed, nature has very emphatically declared, by the
organization of the infant, that her laws respecting food cannot
be transgressed without marked injury.
The want of teeth, or
as

as

rea

son

the

means to

masticate, and the feebleness of the powers of di

early infancy, strongly indicate the necessity of an
gestion,
especial regard being paid to the food of the child, to preserve it
even in common health, and to prevent the development of se
veral painful and fatal diseases. Therefore, it has always been
found decidedly injurious, if not immediately fatal, to anticipate
the powers of the stomach, by offering food to it, which was be
yond its capacity to digest hence, the frequent development of
in

—

*

We

good

are

health

always supposed,
:

in

our

directions,

the medical treatment of them is

t Commentaries, p. 58.

a

to have

reference to children in

distinct consideration.
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and rickets, at an early period of life in
the children of the poor, because food suitable to the ages of
children could not be procured; or, in others, from the disre

consumption, scrofula,

obvious as, that a child of a few days, or even
months old, cannot digest the food that may be proper for chil
dren of a much more advanced period.

gard

of

a

truth

so

history, the impor
Hippocrates himself
inculcated its necessity, and stsongly insisted upon its impor
tance, and devoted a considerable part of his works to the subject
of diet ; nor have his cautions, or instructions, upon this point,
ever been disputed.
Therefore, a deviation from the rule
the nature of the food to the age and
accommodate
to
namely,
should
of
the
child,
only be infringed from necessity.
powers
527. Nature has ever been attentive to this subject, through
out animal existence; she has governed the general system almost
exclusively by the powers of the stomach ; and we may trace
the influence of this law, from the simple hydatid to the most
perfect animal. She has so arranged the powers of the stomach,
that a departure from the general law which governs it, cannot
be made without evident injury, and perhaps death itself.
Thus,
the cow cannot be made to live upon animal food, nor the tiger
upon vegetable, &c. The same general rule holds good with
regard to man, in the early and after part of his existence. It
will be agreed upon by all, that the infant could not be made to
526. From the earliest

tance

period

of medical

of this rule has been insisted

on :

for

—

thrive upon the gross food necessary to adult age ; and that adult
age would be but ill sustained by the food of early infancy,

however abundant it

ciple

holds

class, milk

might

good
is always

quantity.

And the

same

prin

For in this

the first article

of the young of every
versally, until fitted by

profit by

be in

in the whole class' of mammalia.

prepared for the sustenance
species;
they are confined to it uni
a new
arrangement of organization, to
and

other food.

528. This law is

more remarkable with man,
perhaps, than
with any other animal ; for the state of probation, if we may so*
term it, is longer with him, than any other.
The early parts of
his life are marked by most important and distinct periods ; and

each

has its

appropriate state of mouth, and powers of
before
the appearance of teeth, nothing can be
stomacb,: thus,
milk
but
the
of
the mother ; after the appearance of some;
proper

period
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farinaceous substance may be per
and after their completion, or even a little earlier, ani

teeth, the addition of
mitted

;

some

mal substance may be added.
529. It is often asked, at what age will it be proper to make
a
change in the diet of the child, by giving it a proportion of
This question must be answered by referring to
principle, and not to a period of the child's life, marked by a
lapse of any number of months. Nature has declared by the
formation of the teeth, and by the organization of the stomach,
that man is a promiscuous feeder; and that a due mixture of ve
getable and animal matter, is essential to his best and most per
fect well being. The question now narrows itself, by asking,
by what sign it shall be known, when a change of food can ad
vantageously be introduced into the human stomach? This is
fully answered, we trust, above. If the cutting of teeth shall
mark the proper period for changes, (as we believe it does,) it
will at once be seen, it cannot be fixed by dates; since the cut
ting employs from the third to the eighteenth month, or some
times even longer.* And it would seem to follow, from these
premises, that animal food cannot be given with propriety, even
in small portions, to a child, before the system has protruded the
grinding teeth ; therefore, we would say, as a general rule, it
would be improper, before that event has taken place.
530. After a child has got its grinding teeth, its food may be

animal food?
a

varied, as well as more substantial ; yet it must con
principally of milk, in which grated- cracker may be stirred ;
well baked stale bread ; rice flour, or arrow root ; and, occasion
little

a

more

sist

ally, a little animal
be previously well

food in substance may be given, provided it
divided ; or, it may be used in the form of

tea.
After the eye and stomach teeth have come
the child may be indulged daily, but only once a day,
with solid animal food, which has been either boiled or roasted ;

broth,

or

through,

cooking it is exceptionable.
constantly committed, in the early exhibition
of animal food it is imagined, that all kinds are equally proper,
and these either salted or fresh. And farther if the child hap
that the more frepen to be reduced by any cause, they supposeas

any other mode of

531. An

error

is

—

—

*

We

have,

old, who has

at this

not cut

moment,
a

(May, 1825,)

tooth.

15*

a

little

patient,

seventeen

months
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meat be

quently

given,

the

more

the child will be benefited.

should be made to understand, that it is only
that part which is digested that can be useful, and that this will
depend exclusively upon the powers of the stomach, and, more

But such

people

that these powers can be easily overstrained. And, in
corroboration of what we have just stated, it is agreeable to all

over,

observation, that the healthiest children

are

those that

eat

the

least animal food.
532.

the occasional and moderate

Though

employment

of

animal food, may be sometimes necessary from peculiar circum
stances after some teeth may have made their appearance, yet

quality, are not matters of indifference. It
given in such quantity, in a solid form, as to
make it a meal, as the stomach, most propably, will be unable
to manage so great a bulk ; and, certain it is, the exigencies of
the system cannot require it. The most proper mode to exhibit
the

quantity,

should

never

and

be

such as beef, mutton, or chicken tea, with
any mixture of vegetable juices. Theseteas should be given
such intervals, and in such quantities, as the deficiency of the

it, is in

a

fluid form

—

out
at

mother's milk,,
sary

; or as a

or

the situation of the

child, may render neces
may be judged important, from the
when the advancement of the age of the

change of food

number of teeth;

or

child may seem to require this additional
a failure on the
part of the mother.
533. It is not

a

matter

choice of for its flesh

Beef, mutton, fowl,

—

are

stimulus, without such

of indifference, what animal is made

some

are

much

to

decidedly

better than others.

be preferred

to

veal, lamb,

or

pork. Oysters
very unexceptionable articles of diet, when
made into a thin soup.
In using, however, any of these articles,
are

especially
fresh

in

warm

weather,

care

should be taken

to

have them

any progress towards decomposition would be highly
improper, if not really dangerous. Therefore, but small quan
; as

tities should be

prepared at a time, and used as quickly as may
The lean parts of either of the first named meats,
should be used in making a tea, or, if it be difficult to
separate
the fat before boiling it, it is not so afterwards ; for if the
be, after.

product
permitted to cool, the greasy portion can easily be separated.
The red juice which flows upon the
cutting of under-done beef,
or mutton, can.
be
very advantageously
employed, by adding an

be
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equal measure of
always be a little

water, and suffering it to boil there should
salt added, and a blade of mace is a pleasant
—

and proper addition, especially in hot weather. Veal, or lamb,
may be used, provided the beef, mutton, fowl, or oysters,* can
not be

procured : they

inferior

as

to

must, however,

Pork is

the others.

be looked upon

always

never

admissible.

Regular periods, or nearly so, should be observed in
exhibiting the animal juice, that they need not interfere with
the digestion of the milk the child receives from the mother;
therefore, it will always be best to give them at stated times,
taking care to let it be received upon an empty, or nearly an
empty stomach ; especially when this change is commencing.
The reason for this is, to ensure to the newly introduced sub
534.

stance

the full powers, of the stomach.

535. On this account, it is also

right, that the mother observe,
regulations as regards the periods for
we have elsewhere fixed the
suckling
period at about the sixth
month. (516) Before thistime, but little injury can be sustained
by a frequent indulgence at the breast; but afler this, it becomes
highly important, both as regards the mother and the child.
after

a

certain time,

some

—

On the part of the mother, it prevents an over-stimulation, and
consequent weakness of the glands of the breast : it permits a

gradual

accumulation of milk in the milk-vessels, and gives
nipples to recover their tone, and thus prevents their

time to the

becoming

sore.

On the part of the child, it prevents over-dis-

tention of the stomach ; it prevents fretfulness, or clamorous
demands for the breast ; and at night, especially, it permits it

sleep,

to

and

thereby gives ample opportunity for the digestion
previously received. On this account, it is

of the food it had

good rule that the mother
thing before she goes to bed.
a

*

Mr. Friedlander condemns

thing, it

should suckle her child the last

oysters,

as

being

too

heating.

If this

mean

any

be, that they are too stimulating. Now, this is very far from being
•confirmed, by our own observation, or, we believe, that of any other physician in
this country. We have ever found them to be nutritious, and void of all stimu
must

lating qualities;
with,

on

so

much

so,

that

they

their return to convalescence.

are

the first article

we

indulge

our

patients

He has ranked

them, very unjustly, with
disagree very ofteji, especially

muscles, lobsters, crabs, &c, which are known to
in warm weather; whereas the oyster is very nutritious and bland, and rarely
offends, like the others, by any peculiar quality.
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536. It is

the child

to

a

practice

common

to

go

sleep

at

with many mothers, to permit
This should always be

the breast.

avoided, when possible; for the fear in which this practice ori

ginates, is purely chimerical namely, that the child may suffer
during the night for want of nourishment. The frequent taking
of the breast, is entirely a habit; and one that is calculated to
do mischief; as both the rest and digestion of the child are inter
rupted, to say nothing of the unnecessary fatigue to the mother.
537. Occasionally, we have known the stomach reject these
animal solutions. In such case, where the change of diet is
—

desirable,

we

have found the substance itself, when divested

of its fat,

answer very well; it should, however, always
entirely
chopped up very fine, and given in very small quantities at a
time. By this plan of feeding, several advantages arise: 1st,

be

the child has the meat well divided by the knife, which could not
always be done by the teeth; 2dly, if given in very small quan
tities, the child permits them to tarry in its mouth, until they
become saturated with saliva
to

consequence
risk of temporary

circumstance of very great
digestion ; 3dly, it prevents the

—

the process of

strangulation,

a

as

the bulk is not

sufficiently

great, when thus divided and given in small quantities,. for this
accident to take place ; consequently, a disgust to the food is
not

excited*

538. At this

period,, also, that is, after a number of teeth are
profitably be indulged in the use of
good stale bread and butter may be
several
times
the butter should, however, always
a-day;
given
be of the best quality : and unless this can be ensured, it is de
cidedly best it should not be given. Some young children will
not take it when spread upon bread ; it may then be given alone,
in small quantities at a time*.
539. Strong prejudices are entertained by some
against the
cut, the child may very
butter. Small pieces of

use

of the last-named article;

much

so,

with

perpetuated by absurd deductions. It is said,
mate, especially in warm weather, our diseases
is

of a bilious character

this

a

—

few, that it is

and sometimes

young children,
The fear of butter originated in unfounded

entirely prohibited
older.

so

to

butter is bilious

dangerous tendency

of the

;

body.

even

premises,

to

and

that in this cli
are

almost all

therefore, butter favours
This absurd

logic

ap-
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pears to be the sum of evidence
ful, and highly useful substance.
540. For
many years

have led

past,

the

against

our

habits

as

use

of this

well

delight

as our

duties,

to make

observations upon the use of butter, as an
article of diet, and especially for young children ; and, from all
that we can collect upon this subject, we are decidedly of opi
us

nion, that it is
ful

to

not

only innocent,

almost all children

where

an

provided

indulgence

;

yet

in it

was

the butter be

good.

but

we

useful.

highly

do hot recollect

followed
And

as

by
a

the

It is
an

grate
instance,

slightest injury,

medicine, in certain

affections of the bowels, it constitutes in some instances an in
remedy, as we shall have occasion to notice in its

valuable
proper

place.

541. Most

in the habit of

giving the potato to
noticing. The propriety of this,
questionable ; and we think its use should
not only be very limited, but
given with great caution. We
have oftentimes witnessed very distressing results from the too
free use of this vegetable ; and especially when it has been given,
as it too
frequently is, mixed with the gravy of meat. We have
seen
many instances of indigestion, cholera, colic, and some
times even convulsions, succeed a too free indulgence in this
article.
If the potato be used, it should always be well mashed,
with a little hot milk, a small piece of fresh butter, and a little
salt.
This is the most unexceptionable mode of using it; and
even this should be
given in small quantities at a time, and only
to children beyond the ninth month.*
542. To some stomachs, the potato is uniformly exception
people

are

children of the age we
in our opinion, is very

able

;

nor

does

a

are now

perseverance in its

use,

as

has been often

*
It must, however, be confessed, that the introduction of this highly valuable
root, has been attended with much good, even to young children, in countries
where the means of life are scarce, and, of course difficult to procure among the

poorer classes of people. To these it has afforded a large supply of food, at a
very moderate expense, besides, its quality being absolutely better, than much of
that which they were obliged to employ before its introduction^-therefore, com

paratively,

it is much better than many other roots before in

common use.

Thus,

(Friedlander, l'Education Physique de l'Homme,) informs us,
that the comparison of deaths in his parish, before, and since the introduction of
the potato, is much in favour of this article. But all this only declares in favour
of this root, where it is put in comparison with certain others ; it does not. prove
it to be the best, or even equal to many other articles; for instance, as good
wheat flour, rice, arrow root, sago, or tapioca.
Professor Lentin,
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attempted,

This root does not contain

to reconcile it.

serve

much nourishment

is

as

generally supposed and what there is,
is very difficult of extraction to even a slightly enfeebled sto
mach. Who has not seen it pass through the bowels, in the
precise

as

;

condition it entered the stomach ?

known this

friendly warning disregarded,

has arisen from

And who has not

until serious

injury

perseverance in its use?
543. Many of the solid articles of diet, have been employed
merely because they were solid ; and this preference for solids
a

has arisen from the

vulgar belief,

that

they

are

necessarily. more

nutritious than
can

fluids; than which, in many instances, nothing
be farther from the truth. Besides, it should be recollected,

that before

a

solid

can

be converted into

nourishment, it

must

be first reduced to the fluid state.

Sect. II.

—

Second Means;
use

544. When the

child

or

artificial

woman

is

where the Mother is

Means

obliged

obliged

to

entirely.
to

up suckling her
to the third mode

give

and

altogether,
prefers the second (520)
nourishing it, she is under the necessity of conveying food to
it, as we have already observed, (521) in one of two ways
namely, by the spoon, or by the bottle ; and we at that time
gave our reason for preferring the latter. We will now, how
ever, say something farther on the subject of nourishing the
child by the bottle.
545. We consider the use of the sucking bottle, as a great
improvement in the rearing of children. Unquestionably, it is
of

—

one

that is attended with the

instances, though

panied

we

at

the

most
same

entire success in very many
time admit it to be accom

with considerable trouble, although it be administered
manner ; and must
always be regarded, but as a

in the best

substitute for the breast.

But where the choice lies between it,

hireling nurse, we should without hesitation give it the
preference, unless our choice could be very securely made in
regard to the latter; or there are existing some particular cir
cumstances, which render the bottle improper.
and

a

546.

much

There

prefer

are

cases,

however,

the breast; and this

in which

even

we

should very

at the hazard which must
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always attach,
duty of a

tant

in

making

and feeble child : and
its

from

immaturity ;

the

previous illness

choice of

These

nurse.

cases

natural

person to fulfil the

are, 1st, for

impor

a

very young,
where this weakness arises from

especially
a

a

delicacy of constitution ; or from
; 2dly, where the mother has

of the mother

tainted constitution

; and which taint has been in other in
may again be perpetuated to the offspring; 3dly,
where the mother's milk has decidedly so far
disagreed with the
a

stances,

or

child

to

produce either bowel complaints or great wasting ;
4thly,
recovering from illness, particularly
from complaints of the stomach, and bowels;
5thly, and above
all, where the experiment of the bottle has been fairly tried, and
as

where the child is

it has not been found

to answer.

547. When the bottle is used much
serve

it sweet, and free from all

care

impurities,

is

required

or

to pre
the remains of

the former food, by which the present may be rendered
impure,
or sour : for this
purpose, the following cautions must be ob
served :*
548.

—

1st. Never

the remains of

elapsed,

and

put a second supply of milk, or food, upon
former, unless a very short interval, only, has

a

they

549. 2d. As

are

of the

soon as

same

making.

the child has taken

as

much

as

disposed,

may be judged proper for it, let the bottle be emptied, if
any food remain, and immediately cleansed by hot water.
550. 3d. When well cleansed
by the hot water, let it be
or as

thrown into, and kept in
a little soda dissolved.

a

basin of cold water, in which there

is

551. 4th. Before

using it, let

it be well rinsed writh clean cold

extremity,

from which the child is to suck,

water.

552. 5th. Let the

be covered with

and, with
observed

a
:

a

heifer's teat, in

view to its

preference to any thing else,
preservation, the following rules must be

—

553. 1st. Let this teat be one, that has been

preserved in the
possible manner, by those who understand this art.
554. 2dly, Let not the teat be of too large a size; nor one

best

*

It is not the bottle alone which

requires

this strict attention to cleanliness ;

it is every utensil that is employed, either in the preparing, or receiving the nou.
rishment of the child for they may become either sour or impure, by some of
—

the victuals

adhering

made of copper,

or

to

them; crthey may be chemically acted upon ;

glazed

earthenware.

as

vessels
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that will

permit

too

rapid

a

flow of the food,

especially

for

a

very young child. If it be found to pass too freely, let the
piece of sponge which is, or always should be at its extremity,
be either

enlarged, or more strongly compressed.
3dly. Immediately after the bottle has been used,

555.
move

re

; and let it and the sponge be well
little whisky and water, until again

the teat from its mouth

washed and
wanted.

thread,

kept in a
reapplied, let it
the former piece will

When
as

556. From what

be attached
be

by

a

piece of clean

sour.

have said, it will appear, that we prefer
the flat oblong bottle, with a teat to the bottle and tube and
we do this for the following reasons :
we

—

—

1st. The

557.

extremity of the

tube is

never so

well received

the child, as the teat ; nor is it so comfortable to its mouth.
558. 2d. The tube frequently becomes obstructed by the curd

by

of the milk; and it is oftentimes difficult
not removed, its objects will be defeated.
559. 3d. It is much less

to remove

convenient; requiring much

address in the management of it, than the bottle.
560. 4th. It is much more difficult to keep clean

consequently,
5th.

must

be

it; and if

improper

in

Besides, the flat bottle and

proportion
teat

need

or

more

sweet;

to that
no

difficulty.
re-heating of

during the night, as it can be taken into the bed, and
kept sufficiently warm by the heat of the body ; whereas, the
tube and bottle require that the food must be warmed by a fire,
which is found to be extremely troublesome, or the child must
the food

receive its nourishment cold.

nursing, is the
already recommended, (248,) when only par
tially nursed by the bottle; namely, the cow's milk, water, and
sugar.* It should be frequently renewed, for the reasons we
have already given; and it should never be made too tenacious
by the addition of other substances than those already recom
mended, as it will not pass through the pores of the teat, or
through the tube with sufficient facility.
561. The food for the child in this artificial

same as we

*

have

It is sometimes

sweet; in such case,

extremely
an

difficult to get

"

cow's milk

"

that is

excellent substitute will be found in the

good

and

"goat's milk,"

In some of our southern states milk bears
can almost always be procured.
high price, and is excessively bad, the scarcity tempts people to adulterate it
most plentifully with water, &c.
The price of milk in Mobile is one dollar per
gallon; this offers a strong temptation to this fraud. It turns sour very soon : I
which
a

have known it to be unfit for

use

in less than five hours.
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brought up by artificial means in this country,
altogether upon cow's milk, reduced, as
The European writers speak highly of the

have subsisted almost
directed before.

milk of other animals
had

no

mare, the ass,

and other

;

to

qualities, by

563. Dr.
to be

qualities of these, we have
Thus, the milk of the goat, the
&c, have been much praised for their nutritious,

opportunities

but of the

judge.

different writers.

Clarke,* of London, declares,

"

the milk of the

the best substitute for that of the mother.

ass

Cow's milk is

too rich, containing too much oil any cheesy matter."
We will,
however, give the results, which the analyses of the milk of se
veral animals have afforded, agreeably to MM. Parmentier,

Deyeux,

and

Vauquelin.
pounds

564. One hundred

Cow
Woman
Goat

Butter.

*h
814
m

*iif

91

nA

R15

Sugar.

3x5«
7fV

°T8
1

3

91

4TV

4|

4|

*U

3f*
15|

4M

1 3

Mare

—

Cheese.

1

^16

Sheep
565.

Cream.

O 1 5

Ass

ass

of milk, gave of

4-2
^1 0
3
6

q

1;

T6"

1

yiff

From this statement it would appear, that the milk of the
mare, approach nearer to that of the human, than

and the

The milk of the mare is remarkable
any other yet analyzed.
for its containing so little cream, and so large a proportion of

sugar.
566. But the

nearer we

can

approach

the

qualities

of the

breast milk, the better will be our compound ; for nature has
declared this to be the best possible pabulum for the child; and
there
dition

cannot

well be

a

greater

error,

We will

than

not

suppose every ad
that
the substance
say
to

improvement.
just recommended is not susceptible of improvement :
only to declare, the simple mixture just mentioned
best we know for the child, up to a certain period
an

we mean

to

be the

say, until
it be
should
may,
its nutriiive qualities, by the addi
—

it has cut several teeth.

After this time,

we

deemed necessary, improve
We think
tion of gum Arabic water ; barley, or rice water.
from
these
result
we have seen decided advantages
additions,

particularly

from the gum Arabic
*

16

water.

Commentaries, p. 56.

Or, small quantities of
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some

animal

juice

may be

in

given

conjunction

with the other

preparation.
567. But let it be

from

recollected, much mischief sometimes arises

fastidious desire of

a

The

improvement.

necessity

for

always be ascertained, before the change is
for
it
would
be more than idle, to insist upon a change
made;
of diet, while the child is rapidly, or even perceptibly improving ;
alteration should

especially as the quantity of its food can readily be increased,
in the precise ratio to the necessity for such increase. There
fore, when it becomes desirable from any cause, (as in certain
stages of bowel complaints, &c.) that the quantity of food
should not be increased, we may, with much advantage, some
times increase its nutritive qualities, by the addition of the
above named substances.
568. It would be very

with sufficient

desirable, could it be always regulated

certainty, to permit

the child

to

take

no more

into

time, than this organ can assimilate in due
time; for it has always been found better, that the stomach
The quan
crave food, than to be oppressed by an excess of it.
tity given at a time must be regulated by the age of the child,
its stomach at

and

by

a

the force of its

its exhibition must in

digestive

some

powers ; and the periods for
be governed by the same

measure

laws.

general rule, such an interval should be allowed
feeding, as will ensure the digestion of the pre
vious quantity ; and this may be fixed at about every three or
The quantity to be given at each period may
four hours.
pretty successfully be determined, by the avidity with which
the child receives it ; for it will rarely demand more than it
569. As

a

between each

feels comfortable

to receive

—

therefore,

a

little

experience

will

enable any body to determine this point. When this matter is set
tled by repeated observation, it is proper that no more than has
been generally sufficient, should be urged upon the child at
that time,

especially

making

the

crease

at

same

of size.

if it

be

taken

rather

reluctantly;
advancing

time due allowances for its

There will also be constitutional differences,

quantity, which may be required ; but this, to a
of observation and care, will offer no embarrassment
to

the

should, nevertheless, be attended to, that
need

not

be

ficient one,

urged upon the child
be given at another.

570. There is

one

in

one

an

undue

instance,

but
in
as

woman

;

but it

quantity

nor an

insuf

rule, which should constantly be attended
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to,

especially

observance
the

;

bottle,* and

not,

it be restored to it, and it refuse to take it, let it
urged to swallow more than nature

any account, be
to demand.f
We

on

seems

from

happen,
child

it is certain in its indication, and useful in its
when the child ceases to extract milk from

as

namely,

a

just before
just laid

the rule

are aware

bad

previous

that this will

regulation

it is offered the bottle.

down

must

be

—

occasionally
namely, feeding the

But, be this

as

it may,

observed.

strictly

With children who

571.

are nourished
by the breast, this bu
altogether with the feelings of the child ; nor
is this rule, in general, attended with
any serious consequences.
Should it take more than is really required, or than is
agreeable
to the stomach, it is soon
regurgitated, and the uneasiness re
moved. But it is not exactly so, in the artificial mode of rear
ing children ; for the stomach does not so readily yield its con
tents, when it shall have become oppressed by quantity, as it
does when it obtains its supplies from the breast ; and, on this

siness is left almost

very account, the artificial mode is less proper than the natural.
It would seem, that the milk of the mother has some inherent
quality which provokes the action of the stomach to cast it off,
as soon as

it becomes offensive ; but this is not

with the artificial food intended

so

much the

its

case

This, how

supply
place.
being drawn immediately from the
breast, while the other has been exposed to the atmosphere, and
suffered a change.
The cow's milk contains more cheesy mat
ever, may arise from the

ter ;

and is,

it is

frequently

on

572. The

to

one

this account, of more difficult assimilation
thrown up in the form of hard curd.

stomach, therefore, will be

inconveniences when confined
receive its natural

supplies;

the

to

but

a

more

liable

to

—

hence

these little

bottle, than when it shall

little careful observation

on

the part of the nurse, will prevent any serious
injury from this
cause, as she will soon become familiar with the proper

quantity

be administered

other words, how much the stomach
will bear, without suffering from repletion. The quality of the
to

;

or, in

be pretty much subjected to rule, by
having regular
proportions of the respective ingredients; and habit will soon

food

can

enable
*

observing woman

This observation will hold

child is

■j-

careful and

a

A

at

the breast

good

rule is

good,
altogether.

never

meal that is about to be

to

put

given,

more

to

and should be

determine the

quantity.

carefully observed,

when the

in the bottle than appears necessary for the
no discretion
but it can take

for the child knows

—
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already, upon several occasions, adverted to
required in preparing, and preserving in a pro

573. We have

the

care

that is

per condition the milk intended for the use of the child ; we shall,
therefore, only observe, in addition, that, upon no occasion,
when the child is in health, will the milk require boiling. Boil

ing takes from the
dily be detected by

milk

of its best

some

qualities,

as

may

the smell, when this fluid has been
It should, therefore, never suffer this change,
be necessary while the child is in health.

to it.
never

574. In hot

is diminished

rea

subjected
it

as

can

weather, it is true, the tendency to decomposition
by boiling the milk; but, as all the advantages

which may result from this process can be procured without its
being absolutely boiled, it should never be had recourse to. It
is every way sufficient for the purposes of preservation, that the
milk be put, closely covered, over a hot fire,, and brought quick

perceived, it. should be
possible.* By this plan, you
speedily
the
of that strong pellicle,
formation
a
in
great degree,
prevent,
which is always observed upon the top of boiled milk, and by
which the milk is deprived of a portion of one of its most va
ly

to

the

boiling point

removed and cooled

: as soon as

this is

as

as

luable parts.
575. The child should not receive its nourishment while
—

it should be raised, which will not

position,

but it also diminishes the risk of

lying
pleasanter
strangulation. After
become

a

quantity of nourishment, which it
slowly, by stopping from time to time ; it should
always
kept perfectly quiet for at least half an hour after each repast ;

it has received

and if

a

sufficient

do

should
be

only

an

attempt be made

to

use

the

common

nursery promoter

it should be

of

immediately prohibited
digestion, namely, jolting,
This preposterous and
in the most decided and positive terms.
so familiar as to be over
has
become
highly injurious practice
looked

as a cause

hension than

of

might

mischief; yet it merits

at

first

sight

be

more severe

repre

imagined.

576. As the future welfare of the child must

necessarily,

in

part, depend upon the proper administration of its nourishment
in the early part of its infancy, it must follow, if the due exhino more

will be

than is within the bottle ;

sure

not

therefore, if

the proper

quantity

be

put in, it

overload its stomach.

* An
excellent method to warm milk, is by a sand bath; which any body may
command, by partly filling an iron pot with dry sand. If the milk be placed in
a proper vessel in this bath, it
may he heated by setting it over coals, or it may

be

placed

upon

a

stove until it

acquires

a

proper warmth.
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regards quality and quantity be neglected, all the
attach to deranged stomach and bowels, must
follow; and if, on the other hand, there be no complaint to be
made as to these two points, but, on the contrary, they are regu
larly and judiciously ordered, but all their advantages destroyed
by digestion being interrupted, it must follow, that the practice
which shall do this, cannot be too severely condemned
there
fore, the barbarous practice of jolting the child immediately af
ter each meal, or, perhaps, after each portion of it, should be
strictly forbidden.
577. For a certain period after each meal, rest is as essential
to digestion, as exercise is important at other times to the gene
ral promotion of health
therefore, whatever interrupts or inter
bition of it

evils which

as

can

—

—

feres with this repose, at once defeats the kindest intentions of
nature, towards this passive and interesting part of creation.

Analogous to jolting, is the absurd, and oftentimes dangerous
practice of tossing the child high, in such quick succession, that
respiration is oftentimes suspended. Some seem to know no
other mode of nursing a young child, than that of rudely tossing
it about ; and we have oftentimes been gratified by the disturbed
stomach, indignantly pouring out its contents, to the dreadful
annoyance of the holiday clothes of the boisterous, and thought
less pro tempore

thing

can

speak

nurse,

in

who forced it to this retaliation.

plainer language

No

than the insulted stomach,

upon such occasions ; as it at once declares the evils which
must ensue, whenever its functions are thus cruelly interfered

with.
578. We have often observed the bottle to become the

thing

of the child.

mother

or nurse

not

This has arisen, most

having

as

much leisure

as

duties

to

play

from the

probably,

the child

given
appease its immediate
might require
suffered
to
and
remain
with it, that they
afterwards
clamours,
—

the bottle is then

to

may not be renewed. A This is decidedly very injudicious, if any
thing more than quieting the child be considered of any conse

quence.
579.

By

this

plan,

the child receives

a

fresh

supply

of food

for the previous quanti
every few minutes, without giving time
of.
the
ty to be disposed of;
process
digestion is, therefore, never
In consequence of this,
into the bowels,
the
stomach
from
great part of the food passes

completed, or
a

is

constantly interrupted.
16*
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nearly

in the condition it

similated

and it is there

;

received,

was

subjected

to a

but

imperfectly as
sufficiently long delay,
or

colic, or diarrhoea, or both, are
Besides, the child is deprived, by this plan, of a con
siderable portion of its nourishment; for not only that which
ferment,

to

or

to become sour;

the result.

has undergone a change, but also that which has not, escapes
from the stomach, and passes through the bowels, without con
tributing- to the nourishment of the body. Hence, children who
are

always eating,

fat.

are never

580. There is also another evil

arising from this mode of ad
ministering
namely, the food becomes
sour, or nearly so, before it is taken into the stomach, by its be
ing kept constantly heated by the child's hands and body the
impropriety of this, will at once strike every body.
nourishment

to

the child

—

—

581. Rousseau has advanced some

the
live

subject
chiefly

of milk.
on

He says,
is

vegetables

of carnivorous females/'

"

strange sentiments upon

The milk of those

more

sweet

and

women

salutary

who

than that

More

salutary to whom, or to what ?
imply
imperfection, and a contradiction, in the
works of nature?
The milk produced by a mixed diet would
certainly be most proper for such animals as naturally live upon
mixed food ; but would this be as sweet and as
salutary to the
Does

this

not

an

young of the animal which feeds upon animal substances alone?
We believe not for.there is every reason to
suppose the milk
to be suited exactly to the powers of their
digestive organs. If
he mean, that the milk of animals strictly carnivorous would be
less sweet and salutary to those who are destined to be
support
—

ed

by

milk from

with him

is

not in

;

a

mixed

diet,

but this would be

would

we

begging

the

civilized

most

readily

agree

question. Now, as there
thousand, who lives upon

life, one woman in ten
alone, it must follow, that children deriving nou
rishment from the breast, must receive milk of a mixed charac

animal food

ter ;

and that appears

to

be

as

much

as

we

have

a

right to

ex

pect.
582. If there be any truth

the nature of
is intended

man as

to eat

therefore,

to

posterous,

as to

force

regards

his

opinion

food,

exclusively

to

of naturalists upon
found, that he

it will be

of both animal and

confine him

vegetables

in the

vegetable

substances

either, w^ould be

as

urge animal substances upon the cow,
on the
tiger.

;

pre

or

to
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583. Rousseau farther

declaring

that

increase the

"

every

quantity

to

attempts

body

of blood

support his position, by

knows that
more

and

pulse

vegetables

Now, this is

than meat."

known to every body, nor to any body, and, consequently,
question, Why, therefore, not milk ?" which immediately
follows, and is intended as a deduction, answers itself.
584. He admits, that vegetable aliment
may possibly, make
not

his

"

the milk

more

apt

to turn

sour;

but he says, "1

am

very far

from

regarding sour milk as an unwholesome nutriment. There
are
people in some countries who have no other, and yet are in
good health." This is novel to us and we regret he has not
left us some indication of the country where the cows
give no
thing but sour milk. He most probably means, there are peo
ple who prefer milk in this condition, to sweet this may be ;
but we do not believe there is a nation subsisting upon sour milk
alone, and in good health, as this passage would seem to imply.
585. This observation is not confirmed
by any other writer ;
it is certainly contrary to our own experience, and we believe
to that of
every body else, who has not a theory to support.
—

—

But Rousseau appears to be determined upon this point, since
he enlists in his favour the circumstance, that milk must be

coagulated*
ment.

in the stomach, before it is converted into nourish

But he

was an

indifferent

physiologist, or

he would have

known, that the change produced upon the milk, by the proper
action of the stomach, is very different from that
curdling which
is the effect of spontaneous decomposition ; the
its due elaboration ; the other, if not

to

one

is necessary

positively injurious,

the powers of the stomach pretty
highly to subdue it to
proper chyme.f
586. It will also readily occur, to
any one who will give this
important matter a due consideration, that the bottle with mo
taxes

thers, or nurses who are too much limited for time to bestow
the necessary attentions on the child, will not succeed so well as
it does in the hands of those who have more leisure; for their
restricted time prevents such attention to the state of the bottle
that is so essential to its success. If due care be not
paid to its
*

But the coagulation alluded to by Rousseau, and which takes
place sponta
neously in the stomach of healthy children, is not the coagulation produced by
acidity ; it is similar to that which takes place out of the body by rennet."
t Chyme is the imperfectly digested mass, that is subjected to the influence
of the bile and pancreatic juice in the duodenum, that it
may be converted into
chyle after it leaves the stomach.
"
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and very often cleansed, it must fail of
being as
as it should be.
Cleanliness must, therefore,
it is in many other instances, be considered as a sine

being properly,
useful
in this

qua

to

the child

as

non

to

the

587. We

success

of the bottle

mentioned, in

our

plan,

account

of

raising children.

of the

manner

of pre

paring the cow's milk for the use of the child, (248,) that a small
portion of loaf sugar should be added ; but did not, at that time,
lay much stress upon this ingredient. We shall, therefore, take
this opportunity to observe, that this direction should
always be
strictly complied with ; for the substitution of brown sugar, or
molasses, may often be attended with much inconvenience,
especially with very young children, by becoming acid much
sooner than
good loaf sugar; and for a purpose like this, the
difference of

price

Sect. III.

—

cannot

Third

be considered

Meems;

or

an

abject.

employing

a

wet Nurse.

588. We have

already stated, that, under some circumstances,
a
wet nurse," with all the penalties that may attend the choice,
is to be preferred to the greater, or worse risk, of the child pe
rishing without one. But as this is a matter of necessity, and
"

not
as

of election,
may be in

judgment as
as
possible.

we must

endeavour to diminish the evil

as

much

power by selecting with as much care and
circumstances will permit, one with as few faults
our

There is, oftentimes,

a

great difference in those

who may offer for this purpose; so much so, indeed, as to render
it highly important to be acquainted with a few general rules,
to

aid in the selection.

justly be a question in morals, how far one part
right to be benefited, by the injury of another.
The avowed object in employing a wet nurse, is to benefit the
child for whom she is employed. To do this, she must gene
rally abandon her own child, either to a mercenary as selfish as
herself, or allow it to be brought up by ill-conducted, or worse
adopted means ; for the mother who abandons her own child to
suckle that of another, must do it from the expectation of gain:
this she cannot realize, but by procuring a place for her own, at
a
price lower than that which she herself is receiving; and,
unfortunately for the poor child, this kind of calculation is but too
well understood by that class of people, to whom these remarks
589. It may

of

society

has

a
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will

apply ;
quo,by

for

they

will most

scrupulously regulate

the

the sine qua non.
590. On this
subject, Dr. Clarke makes the following
but just remarks:
If the child live for whom the wet

pro

pointed,

"

invited
the

nurse

is

the prospect of gain to forsake her own, the child of
nurse often dies, or it becomes diseased, or crippled.

by

wet

Her other children

her

quid

society,

are

neglected,

becomes drunken and

and her husband, for want of

profligate;

she

rarely

returns

home contented with her former situation, but compares her
present privations with the indulgences which she has left; the
whole comfort of the

society

labouring man's fire-side is broken
only exchanged the life of one child for that
all the disadvantages above enumerated."

has

ther, with

591. "On the

ter,

whole," continues the Dr., "it would be bet

that trie children of the

perhaps,
artificially,

up, and
of ano

wealthy

should be

brought
they

where the mother does not suckle, because

up
would have every advantage of good nursing, cleanliness, air,
and medical treatment; and would therefore have a better

living, than the child of the wet nurse, who will want
advantages."*
592. In our opinion there is but one method to remove the
objections so strongly and truly urged against the system of wet
nursing here described, and this is very far from being free from
objections ; which is, by employing none, but those unfortunate
females, who have been by love betrayed," and such only of
these as may have lost their children. This plan would conside
rably reduce the number of hireling nurses ; but, from this very
circumstance, we see that several serious disadvaniages might
arise : 1st, it would lead, in many instances, perhaps, to the ne
glect, and ultimate death, of their own children ; 2dly, it would
increase very much the price of their services, which would
operate as a bounty on their want of chastity. This view of the
subject, should, therefore, become an additional reason to the
mother to suckle her own child, wherever practicable.
593. It is true, Dr. Clarke proposes another plan, which in
our opinion is as liable to objections : but we will give his scheme
With every attention which can be paid to
in his own words.
children
them,
brought up by hand will often die. Perhaps, the
chance of
all these

"

"

*

Commentaries, p. 52.
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most

desirable

thing would be,

that

a

strong

should,

wet nurse

as

and the foster child; and that
the deficiency of both, should be supplied by artificial means."*
594. The objection to this plan, is at once obvious, by refer

far

as

she is able suckle her

principle in human nature, and on which
passed a remark, (615,) that the child of

to a

ring

own

elsewhere

we

have

the

nurse

would be nourished, to the exclusion of the foster child.

But,

to return.

595. Did

sists,

"

we

describing
nor

full

we

undertake

to

declare in what

and

good

nurse con
"

before she is twenty, she has not arrived at her
development ; and, after thirty-five, she is upon the decline.
too

old;

as,

She should be well constituted
too

a

should be considered," says Mr. Friedlander,f as
an ideal being.
For she should neither be too young

lean

;

she should neither be

she should be fresh-coloured

;

sweet

breath

;

;

too

fat

have fine teeth, red

her hair should not be too black,

nor

too

nor

lips,
deep

a red, nor should she be
subject to any violent passion. Her
breast should be of moderate size, with a nipple sufficiently pro
jecting and irritable, and yielding milk upon the slightest force;
her milk should be neither too thick nor too transparent, and of

an

agreeable,

taste.

sweet

Added

to

these, she should have

Nor
proper moral feelings, to second such useful qualities.
should these good qualities be debased by bad passions, or other

defect of character.

entirely

subservient

She should
to

the

so

regulate

her diet,

advantage
more
elegantly expressed by
as translated
by Dr. Tytler:

Or, as this has been
Marthe, in his Paedotrophia,
596.

"Choose
Nor

of middle age, nor old nor young,
nor slim her make, but firm and

one

plump,

Upon

her cheek, let health

In vivid

Long

colours,!

that

to

be

good

finely turned,

Let the twin hills be white

Saint

strong;

refulgent glow,
humour show.

be her arms, and broad her

Her neck be

as

of the child."

ample chest,

and full her breast:
as

mountain snow,

Their

swelling veins, with circling juices flow ;
Each in a well projecting nipp'e end,
And milk in copious streams from these descend.

*

Commentaries,

t L' Education

p. 54.

Physique

de

l'Homme,

p. 60.

This rule however, in this country, at least is liable to many
since the very best nurses we have ever seen, have been pale.

I

exceptions,
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Remember, too,
Of grateful
Is

always best;

The air,

597. To this

the above

We

some

judicious authors,)

would consider this

general opinion is
of investigation.
that

and if it

strongly

ill, the

latent

would add,

we

however, by

are,

the whitest milk you meet,
and sweet,

flavour, pleusing4aste,

an

(what appears to have escaped
exemption from her catamenia.

sure, that he, and many beside,
defect in the character of a nurse, as

no means
a

in its favour:*
It is

a

on

there is

a

this account, it is worthy
belief among females,

common

very
each return of the catamenial

at

scent

vessels vent."

renewal of "the milk."

discharge during

lactation

We have very often had
ear
by some good old wo

this circumstance

whispered in our
might
recommending a young friend for the office
in question, with an emphasis, that bespoke at least the firm
ness of her belief, if not the soundness of her
philosophy. Indeed,
so common is this
opinion among nurses," that it has even
been
similated," to enhance the value of the applicant, and to
man, who

be

"

"

her

ensure

success.

But, unfortunately for such as may attempt to take ad
vantage of such a circumstance, or impose by a mere declara
tion of it, it must, by all who will duly weigh the subject, be
598.

considered

may be

as

operating against

situated.

so

For

the fitness of the individual who

nature

neither

acts

idly,

nor

capri

ciously and, though there may be occasional deviations from
her usual scheme, they must be regarded but as exceptions to
:

the

general

rule.

599. The laws of nature

invariably
is

as

follows

:

—

on

the

1st, As

subject

soon as

in

question, are almost

the catamenial

discharge

arrested, in consequence of pregnancy, the breasts almost im

mediately undergo a change; a change which is important, be
cause preparative of the great office they are to perform subse
quently. 2dly, as soon almost as delivery has taken place, the
breasts plentifully secrete nourishment for the child, and during
a
long period, faithfully discharge this important duty ; but in
the

mean

time, the catamenial evacuation is arrested, and

tinues to be so, in most
*

the milk

upon this

should either stop

might

soon

to

any

con

period almost, that
"

subject, (p. 233,)
entirely, or take place only
disappear."

Struve observes,

charges

instances,

A nurse's
in

a

the

monthly dis
degree, lest

moderate
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child may continue at the breast. 3dly, At the time appointed,
as a
general law of nature, for the reappearance of the catame
nia, (which is from the twelfth to the fourteenth month,) and

again established, the milk is found invariably
quantity, and, also, to deteriorate in quality; and
the child to be but imperfectly nourished. The truth of these
positions, we are sure, will not be challenged.
this evacuation is

to

diminish in

Now, if this be true, is it

600.

that the

exception

not worse

which nature makes

should be better calculated for the
rule itself?

If this

discharge

good

were so

than idle to declare,
her

to

general rule,
being, than the
in the production

of the

efficient

of milk for the benefit of the child, why would not nature have
chosen this for the general law, and the suppression of it, for the

Or, why is the milk

exception?

renewed and

not

upon the natural return of this evacuation?
we have invariably objected to such nurses.
"

says,*

noticed, that the

return

of the catamenial pe

by a tumid state of the mammae. It is
therefore, surprising, that a diseased state of the uterine func

riod is
not,

It has been

improved,

For these reasons,
Dr. Marshall Hall

usually

attended

tions should induce

Such

a

traced

a

morbid condition of the latter organ.
uterus may, indeed, be frequently

morbid condition of the
as

the

some cases

cause

of

morbid affection of the

a

mammae:

it has excited tumours in the substance of the

in

mam

in other instances, it has disordered their secretion, and

mas;

ultimately proved the cause of derangement of the health
of the infant. A familiar example of this occurs in those
mothers who have

from

suckling:

begun

as

it is

taken into consideration. This is
its value is well known to
since

have ceased

they

of the

catamenia the child is, in
disordered in health."

many instances, distinctly
601. The age of the milk,

quiry,

before

to menstruate

at each return

they

will

called, should constantly be

always

those, who

always

an

are

declare it to

important point; and
be subjected to in
be of an early age,

to

should this be necessary.
We have no certain marks to direct
us upon this point : we have, therefore, almost
exclusively to rely
upon the testimony of those whose interest it is to deceive, should
the truth make against them. When truth can be elicited, ei

ther

by testimony,

or

On

circumstance,

some

we

should

always prefer

of the Diseases of Females, p. 142.

the
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"

can be had, even for an older child, pro
the
vided,
disparity be not too great ; and for this plain reason :
it will, (all things being equal) last longer, and in better condi

young milk," when it

—

tion.
602. It is

a

received

opinion, and generally

it is

well-founded,

that the substituted milk should be, as nearly as possible, of the
same
age as the child who is to receive it. In many instances,
there

cannot be any disadvantage in the observance of this rule,
but there need be no absolute conformity to it ; since there is no

necessary and progressive correspondence in the age of the child
and the quality of the milk, after the third or fourth month. Up
this

to

period,

afterward

as a

general

rule, the milk is

not

so

nutritious

as

but this defect, if it be so, is almost constantly com
for, by its greater abundance; and this excess can be
;

pensated
profitably employed by
milk for
tion.

an

older child

But the

should it

ever

an

older child,

cannot

converse

so

that

be considered

even

as a

this young

serious

of this rule will not hold

objec
good ; nor

be acted upon, but as a dernier resource, since,
or thirteenth month, the milk almost
always

after the twelfth
diminishes in

quantity,

603. Yet it must be

as

well

as

deteriorates in

confessed, there is

no

quality.

fact, perhaps, bet

ascertained, than that the milk undergoes changes as the
the time of delivery, but not always ad
is less nutritious in the first few months,
than it becomes afterwards, in obedience to the law we have
ter

period increases from
vantageously ; that is,

elsewhere

recognised ; namely, that the nutritive quality of the
generally governed by the capacity of the stomach to
digest it, and, by the greater or less necessities of the system.
This rule, however, has its limits, agreeably to another law
that, as the teeth begin to show themselves, the milk may be
aided by the administration of other substances, as the increasing
demand of the system may require such aid; hence, as has just
milk is

—

been observed, the deterioration of the milk after the twelfth

or

thirteenth month.
604. A

nurse

should be able to suckle with both breasts ; not
from the apprehension, that one may not be

altogether, perhaps,

to furnish a sufficient supply; but because, when the child
constantly nursed from one, it sometimes contracts a crooked
And we may also urge, collaterally, there will
ness of form.
be, most probably, not only a more abundant supply, but also a

able

is

17
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greater security for its continuance from
may befall the one, and thus
nourishment.

deprive

two ; since

the child at

an

accident

once

of its

605. We may also urge another observance upon women who
suckle from both breasts, and which should not be neglected,

and it may be considered as an additional argument in favour
twx> breasts
namely, that the child may be nourished alter
nately from them, to prevent the constant direction of its eyes

of

—

towards

one

point,

and thus

produce

the

ugly habit of squinting.

This direction should be acted upon from the beginning, that
the child may not have a favourite breast established ; which is
very apt to be done, by a little carelessness on the part of the
nurse, or from some cause in the breast itself.
606. On the

part of the

nurse, this habit may be produced,
manage the child more adroitly on one side
than the other; and, on the part of the breast itself, it may be
owing to the nipple being better on the one breast than on the

by

her

to

or

to

the milk

; or

its

being

other:
other

being able

coming

freer from

too free from

one

one

breast than the

of the breasts.

This

ca

price of the child, however, should not be indulged, if it can
possibly be prevented, and for reasons that may be collected
from what has just been said.
607. It is far from being uncommon for the milk to flow too
rapidly for the feeble powers of deglutition of the child ; thus
threatening it with strangulation. When a nipple is thus situ
ated the mother should try to prevent it, by gently compressing
it while the child is sucking.
We have known nurses obviate
this inconvenience, by making a ligature of white yarn, to press
gently around the nipple.
608. Much reliance is placed upon the appearance of the milk;
more, perhaps, than it really deserves ; since there is, most pro*
bably, a slight difference in appearance in each individual, as
well as from the age of the milk itself, without necessarily af
fecting its properties ; at least, we know this to be the case with
Farmers who are in the habit of attending
the milk of cows.
much to cattle, will, from the colour and form of the cow, very
nearly determine her capacity to produce milk either as regards its
quantity, or its power to yield cream. Yet, in neither of these in
stances, would one milk be said to be more wholesome than the
other. It is, therefore, possible that complexion in the human
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female may have a certain quality of milk attached to it ; and
hence, perhaps, arise the objections to the very black, or very
red-haired woman, who may present themselves as nurses : in
either of which, the milk may not be found equal in quality, to
that yielded by women who have hair of the intermediate shades
of colour.
woman, there may be
that
unfit
them for the office of
qualities,
may
are
of
a
certainly
sanguine temperament, and this

But, perhaps, in the red-haired

609.

certain moral
nurses :

they

temperament has attached
one

of its characteristics

—

to it great irritability of temper, as
hence, in a moral point of view, their

protectors of young children. Among the ancients,
especially among the Romans, the moral qualities were consi

unfitness

as

dered of

more

and

nurse ;

consequence than the physical capacities of a
them consequences of such moment and extent

by

attributed to them, as, at the present day, at least, we
should not expect to find realized. The habit of intoxication,

were

to

which Nero
to

so

immoderately yielded himself,

the influence of

owing
disposition

of

a

Caligula was

drunken

attributed

to

powerful

mother
every
care,

to

the

body

is

never

delightful duty
aware

therefore,

blood-thirstynipple being smeared
more certainty, by his

ourselves looked upon those stories, but
ingenious fables, to rouse the sympathies of the

610. We have

and

said to be

the

with blood, to invite him to take it with
savage foster parent.
as

was

and the

nurse ;

of

nursing

her

of the influence of

own

example

child.
—

too

But
much

be taken, that the nurse exhibit mo im
precaution will be observed on her part to

cannot

proper ones. Every
conceal her frailties, however watchful the mother may be to
detect them; for this reason, the child should be as little as may
be from under the mother's eye, that the evil may thereby be

Let the nurse be considered
as much as possible.
the organ of supply, but not as the object of example; com
mit to her charge as few duties as possible, and let the mother
assume to herself every other but that of suckling, and a few of

diminished
as

the meaner, mechanical parts, which should, and must
be considered, as belonging to the nurse.
611. If this

were

more

constantly done,

properly

it would tend much

to diminish the inconvenience, and at the same time remove
"
wet nurse ;" for by, it many
to the
many of the objections,
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evils would be removed.
child would be
and that most

of

our

painful
this

By
by

the affections of the

plan,
as

the foster mother;
seeing the affections

to

plan,

another, would

the

manners

in

of the

great

a

plastic

measure

be

child could

the will of its proper guardian, instead of being
that of a hireling. And, though last, perhaps not

be moulded

subjected

this

the real,

to

of all sensations, of

child transferred to

avoided.

By

much due

as

to

least, the affections, of the parent would not be estranged from
that child, which necessity had obliged her to rear by an alien
We

breast.
a

child that

it, and it
confess

well

are

was

acquainted

nursed abroad

returned to them

was

;

with the father and mother of

and
at

though they frequently saw
eighteen months old, they both

have less affection for this little unfortunate, than

they

It is

for the rest of their children.

a source

of constant

misery

stranger to the
and
has
in
of
its
affection
diminished
every respect the
parents,
bestowed
same
love
and
the
same attention,
upon it,
apparent
and, consequently, by these means suffers no real injury, still, to
to

the

them

;

and

though

parents, it is the

mav

be

a

the child is

cause

perfectly

of endless regret.

a

We confess there

little too much refinement in this kind of

since with

them,

or

the

reproach, though
imperious :

but

a

rather with the mother, it

sensibility

amounts to

;

self-

necessity of sending the child away was
constantly presenting itself to her over

fear is

sensitive mind, that she may fail in her duties towards it, though
she is constantly watching herself, to prevent the slightest neglect.
612. With feelings like these, there can be little risk that the
child will suffer from

neglect,

but if such

apprehensions

arise in

the mind of a conscientious mother, what may not actually hap
which to con
pen with those who have no such scruples against
as
well
as
a
an
makes
additional,
tend? It, at least,
strong ob

jection against wet nursing ; and especially against that still more
exceptionable form of it, putting the child out of the house for
the purpose. By this practice, all the evils which can possibly
befall an infant repudiated from its mother's bosom, will exist in
a
higher degree, than when it may be nourished in the house;
because it is

now

removed from the surveillance of

parent ; the only security it

can

of every kind,

watchful

have, that proper attention shall

be bestowed upon it.
613. Here, it will be doomed to all the

neglect

a

penalties,

by the absence of

the

that await

only feeling.
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that

bear up against the exercise of it namely, a mother's
Ask any mother, how much love it requires to fulfil,
the duties of one ! Then ask, can these duties, duties
so essential to the
so
nay, al
—

can

love.

justly,

varied,

so

most

happiness,

multiplied,

the existence of the

absence of such affection ?
true

—

No !
to

We will not go so far as to say, that there is no
this rule we believe, there may have been, and
: but the chance is like the high prize of every lot

exception
may be again
tery

;

—

and, like all dealers in this species of gambling, each

trusts he

is thus
614.
a

little one, be performed in the
The answer is no less easy, than

helpless

ticket ; and the evil
may be the holder of the fortunate

perpetuated.
Nothing will

so

certainly

want of affection for it

—

ensure

neglect

to

the child,

whether this want of love be

on

as

the

on the
part of
part of the mother or the nurse. It is unnatural
that
it
lamented
be
it
must
and
the mother,
happens ;
sorely
the
of
of
one
she
is
of
the
want
from
it,
purest
since,
deprived
pleasures on this earth ; and at the same time, loses the strong
On the part of the
est incentive to the discharge of her duties.

be so much wondered at, or so severely con
either lost her own child, and cannot sud
has
she
for
demned;
to another; or it is put from her by
affections
her
denly transfer

nurse, it is not to

that she may foster the child of a stranger: she
dwells upon her privation ; her mind teems with a thousand ap
she
; and, in spite of her best wishes to the contrary,
—

necessity,

prehensions

look upon her little charge as a usurper of the rights of
her own. During this period of conflict, the child is often the
sufferer, from a want of that attention, which a proper affection
must

would have ensured, and dies, perhaps, before this necessary love
is generated, because it had been too long, withheld.
moment, look more closely at the
considering, that its enormities may the more

615. Let us, for
are now

A

exposed.

a

woman consents

that

a

case we

easily be

child shall share her bosom

the motive, doubtless, is, the reward it will bring,
this, at once, declares, that poverty or avarice is the cause of
She is
that motive; it is, therefore, a mercenary transaction.

with her

own ;

—

remote from the watchful

comitted her child

to her

superintendence of a mother who has
care ; she is, consequently, under no

the child is, therefore, treated as circum
If a deficiency of milk occur, an
stances or caprice may direct.
event common to all nurses, and an allowance is to be awarded,

restraint

as

to

conduct

:

17*

1
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give the larger share ? Her own
child ! Or, perhaps,
yield the whole; making the other
the
conform to
necessity, by giving it an improper substitute,
of
her
breast.
for the milk
Again : if the child be not deprived
it
of its proper nourishment,
may be sadly abridged of the time
to

which is it natural she should

she may

filth and all
necessary to its comfort, or essential to its health
kinds of uncleanliness, and even disease, dependent upon ne
glect, will be heaped upon the passive child thus committed to
—

of

the

care

not

watch,

of

an

mother's eye can
mother's vengeance overtake, the horrid breach

unprincipled

or a

nurse,

because

a

trust.

616. Besides, other evils may arise, of a still more serious
kind, by this mode of nursing. Dr. Struve, (p. 235,) quotes an

for an
anonymous German author of a work on "Matrimony,"
anecdote of a young Count, whose features bear so exact a re
those of his foster mother, that a strong presump
the justice of his claims, to the paternal title

semblance

to

tion arises

against

and estate

—

dreadful substitution !

necessity obliges a parent to put away her child,
home for it in the country ; and, if possible, place
who may have had the misfortune to lose her own ;

617. When

let her seek
it with

one

a

and whose situation in life would

place

her above

a

mere mer

So placed, the child would have the best pos
cenary hireling.
sible chance for health, care and proper nourishment conse
quently, the great ends of nursing would be entirely answered.
—

It

can never

be safe to trust

a

child for this purpose in

a

city,

sufficiently obvious, it cannot receive the benefit
of fresh air, especially in the summer; it cannot have that at
tention paid to cleanliness, that is so important to its health ; nor
receive a sufficient quantity of nourishment, if it divide the
quantity with another ; since the person who would undertake
the charge, cannot live in a proper situation to afford the first,
for

reasons

nor

ings

—

will she have leisure
for her

own

to

child, will,

attend
most

to

the second

probably,

;

and her feel

tempt her to

an un

fair division of the third.
618. It must, however, be acknowledged, that a wet nurse
has in many instances a hard duty to perform. She is narrowly
watched in every movement and in every act ; she is sometimes
the revilings, and censures of a
forced to endure the

caprice,

and over-fastidious parent forced to swallow food
she loathes; deprived of that to which she has been accustomed,

wayward

—
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which she had

always found to agree with her but should the
owing to her neglect ; if in pain, to the impro
And when the time of her pro
per indulgence of her appetite.
bation has nearly expired, pains are taken to alienate the affec
tions of her charge from her, that the self-love of the mother
need not be too severely wounded she is, perhaps, for a time,
—

child be ill, it is

—

even

forbidden

cause

we

a

of the evils
to

see

sincere

a

regret, be
And,

strong love for the child she fostered.
consider the child's exclusive love of the nurse

she bore

though

house she has left with

a

as one

their

attending
employment, yetw7e should be sorry
the faithful discharge of duties rewarded in this way.

619. Did the evil

stop here, it would

not

be

so

great; but

this conduct, as Rousseau justly observes, instead of making an
affectionate son of an unnatural nurse child, she only excites his
"

ingratitude, and teaches him one day to despise her who gave him
life, as he already despises her who nursed him with her milk."
620. Hitherto, we have said nothing upon the subject of
drinks for the child during the period we have been conducting
our inquiries ; having reserved its consideration until now, as a
very few words will be sufficient upon this head, though much
error
prevails on it. It is a practice with many, and especially
with people in the lower walks of life, to commence at a very
early period of the child's life, to give it a variety of drinks,
composed of ardent or fermented liquors; urging, in defence of
children should become accustomed to eat
the practice, that
and drink every thing."
"

621.

giving

We have witnessed, very often, with sorrow, parents
their young children wine, or other stimulating liquors :

to

nature never

intended any thing stronger than water, to be the
this they enjoy greatly : and much advan

drink for children

tage is

—

occasionally experienced

children have commenced the

from its

use

use

;

especially

after

of animal food.

622. In the western parts of our state, where ardent spirit has
become almost the substitute for water, whisky is given daily

in
so

large quantities, from the youngest to the oldest child ; and,
quickly do they become accustomed to this pernicious liquor,

that

we

have

seen a

child of six

or

seven

years old, drink

a

draught. The consequence of such a prac
wine-glassfull
tice can but too easily be foreseen. The directions for the use
of drinks, then, can be summed up in a very few words namely,
at

a

—
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nothing but pure water should be given to healthy chil
If they be diseased, they come under the direction of the
physician; and his province should never be usurped.
623. We have often noticed with how much pleasure even
to time small quantities of
very young children take from time
cold water ; and we believe there can be no good reason as
signed for withholding its occasional use, though we confess we
are at a loss to account for its great success in curing belly
ache, as many good old ladies tell us it does. We think we
have seen it very frequently interrupt hiccough ; and we have
and grateful to the
every reason to believe it to be both innocent
little creatures, especially during the painful and feverish pro
cess of teething.
that

dren.

CHAPTER VII.
SECOND PERIOD -OF WEANING.
certain age, it is, generally,
separation is called weaning."

624. When the child arrives at

taken from the breast

This,

to

of

;

a

"

and that

affectionate mother, is

an

and it is consented

to

a

with

period

as

full of

solicitude,

reluctance, that declares

pain
pleasure the act of suckling had procured, as well as betrays
anticipations of dangers, which may too certainly await the
change. When weaning is determined upon, from the mere
that maternal solici
age of the child, it is not at all surprising,
tude should be. powerfully awakened ; since this rule, if impli
citly followed, must necessarily have its victims. The pro
priety, therefore, of this separation, must depend upon several
circumstances, that it may not prove destructive or injurious to
as

;

a

the

the

long

individuals concerned.
—

1st, to the mother;

These

2dly,

circumstances

to the child ;

3dly,

to

may be
the season

of the year.

Sect. I.
625. There

are

—

On the part

of the

various circumstances

Mother.

on

the

part of the

mo-
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ther, which may render it ineligible,

or even

improper,

she should

1st, she may be attacked with some
constitutional affection, which may so reduce her, as to make it
highly improper she should keep the child longer at the breast;
she may be seized with some acute disease, which may require
continue to suckle her child

repeated,

and extensive

—

depletion :
furnishing

so

much

so,

indeed,

as

to

the proper quantity of food
necessary to nourish the child, yet sufficient to increase the de
bility of the mother, and retard her convalescence. It may,

prevent the system from

also, become necessary to keep the child from the breast, during
the very acute stages of fever; as the fatigue of suckling may
do much injury, by increasing the activity of the blood vessels.
626. In febrile affections of the mother, it may be proper,
however, to observe, that the child is never to be withheld from
the breast, under the apprehension that it may receive injury;

prevent, in such cases, the mother suffering from
regards the child, we feel the fullest confidence in
the truth of our observations, when we say, we have never wit
it is

only
fatigue.

to

As

nessed the smallest

from

injury

permitting

under the most violent forms of fever.
we

have

a

emption

from

injury, during

self,
and

even,

the

child,

we

yellow fever it
perfect ex

number of times witnessed its most

indeed,

from these

it to take the breast

In the

to

the entire progress of this disease,
its fatal termination. Therefore, as regards

repeat, its safety, we believe, is never menaced
Yet, under such circumstances, it may be

causes.

the mother's

highly important to

safety,

fort, that the child be kept from her.

or

necessary

to

her

com

And, should the child be

a proper age, or in a proper condition for weaning, as we
shall indicate presently, it may be proper to do it at this time.

of

627.

2dly,

The mother may be attacked with

some

local af

fection that may render suckling extremely inconvenient, as well
as
improper; as milk abscess. In such case, the breasts may
be

so

inflamed, and the milk-vessels

so

impacted,

that much in

be done

by the attempt to suckle. Under such cir
jury might
cumstances, all things being equal, it would be best to separate
the child.
628.

3dly,

The

supply

of milk may be so diminished, even
to render it altogether insufficient

evident cause, as
for the support of the child ;
without

by

a

an

perseverance.

If this

consequently, both may be injured
happen, it will be best, under proper
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circumstances,

to

wean

the child.

In a word, whenever any
the mother's health, is increased by
be considered as a sufficient reason

thing decidedly injurious
suckling, it should always
for separating the child; or
to

whenever any

thing occurs on the
quality of the milk, or so
improper or insufficient
be regarded as a legitimate
breast ; and if every thing
render weaning proper, it

part of the mother, which so alters the
diminishes the quantity, as to render it
for the support of the child, it should
reason for
taking the child from the
concur

the part of the child to

on

should be done
629.

ling ;

immediately.

The

4thly,

may become

woman

and this condition has

pregnant while suck

been considered

ever

as a

conclusive

reason for
weaning, be the age of the child what it may. We
are, however,' of opinion, that this notion has been too hastily

assumed
can

least, has been too generally acted upon. There
why a pregnant woman should not suckle
1st, an alteration in the quality of the milk; and,

; or, at

be but two

her child

2dly,

a

—

reasons

great diminution of its quantity.

But these

reasons

would be valid upon any other occasion : therefore, the inquiry
should be, whether either, or both of these, necessarily take
place from pregnancy? We know of no absolute reason why
pregnancy, abstractedly considered, should render the milk of
the woman, who is giving suck, unfit for the purposes of the
child ; and, for this reason, we should be unwilling to test this

subject by argument, simply because the question should be de
termined by facts alone. Now, these, so far as we have ob
served, do not declare positively either one way or the other ;
for

we

with

have

seen

impunity,

several instances where children

until others

numerous, where children

the mother

were

were

suckled

and other cases, more
weaned at the usual time, though

were

born

;

distance advanced in her pregnancy, with
out the smallest injury having been done to the children so cir
was some

cumstanced

the breast
ous

;

while others,

at a

again, were obliged to be taken from
early period, in consequence of the injuri

very
effects of deteriorated milk.

The rule, therefore, which

we

have for many years observed, is, if the milk disagree, let the
child be separated; but, if it do not, let it be continued at the

breast, until the proper time of separation

injurious

; or at

least, until

some

effect manifests itself.
;

for the

mother who may be thus circumstanced, will be upon

an anx-

630. No

possible injury

can

arise from this

plan
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ious

watch, for the moment of injury ; and, therefore, will, the
instant it is perceived, make other
provision for her child.
The symptoms which
may denote this state, are, on the part
of the mother, the diminution of the
quantity of the milk ; and
on the
part of the child, its altered quality ; the latter will declare
itself, by being almost immediately rejected,
of hard curd

; or

in

thin

a

peculiarly disagreeable
Sect. II.

and that in

semi-transparent condition,

a

state

with

a

smell.

—

On the part

of the

Child.

631. When the child has arrived at the eleventh or twelfth
month of its age, it is generally thought td be
sufficiently ad
vanced to be taken from the breast.
But it will

immediately

strike any one of reflection, that the rule formed
upon the age
of the child, must be liable to many
We

important exceptions.

shall, therefore, consider this subject under two distinct heads;
and these, subject to those variations which the season of the
year shall impose upon them. We shall, therefore, regard, 1st,
the state of the teeth ; and, 2dly, the state of the health of the
child.

a—

632. Nature

should have

evidently

some

Of the

Teeth.

intended that the

meaning

as

well

as use ;

cutting
and in

of the teeth
our

minds,

that

meaning cannot well be mistaken, though she assumes
much variety in the period at which this
That
may happen.
the period of cutting the teeth is uncertain, is familiar to the
observation of every body ; yet, at whatever time this
may
take place, the circumstance marks the condition of the stomach
or of the
digestive powers, in most cases, with much certainty.
Thus, if a healthy child* cut teeth at four months, it is more
than probable that its digestive powers would be as
great as
those of a child that might not protrude them, until
eight, or
even a mpre advanced
period ; therefore, if it be proper from
the circumstance of teeth appearing, to alter the nature of the
*
We say, " if a healthy child cut teeth at four months," &c, for we have seen
several instances of precocious dentition, in extremely debilitated constitutions

such, therefore, then,

must be

regarded

as

exceptions

to the rule.
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food of the child, it must be so at the early, as certainly as at
That nature intended that these little instru
the later period.
should be

they make their appear
probable, by their coming almost
the
lower
always through
jaw first. In this situation, they can
be called into immediate requisition, when necessary, which is
not the case, when they appear first in the upper jaw.
633. It would seem, then, that a child is capable of preparing
its more solid food, in proportion to the number of teeth it may
have cut; and that, precisely at the period at which they make
ments

employed

rendered

ance, is

more

as soon

as

than

their appearance.

Therefore, the number of the teeth

certainly points

the powers of the stomach, than the period
which they may show themselves. In con

out

of the child's life

at

more

firmation of this last remark, we may observe, that we have
almost constantly noticed, that children who are late in cutting
their teeth, neither seem to crave solid food more, nor, digest
it better, than those who were much younger, but who were

with an equal number of teeth. And, again, we may
that
the force of constitution is very well declared, by
remark,
the periods at which the teeth may be made to protrude through

supplied

the gums.
634. From these observations it will be

evident, that the rule

founded

exclusively upon the age of the child must be of very
doubtful application, if not injurious in its observance, since it
might
was

child from the breast at

sever a

ill

qualified

to

provide

for the

a

time when its stomach

contingencies

of the system.

We should, therefore, say that the presence of teeth is absolute
ly necessary to the success of weaning, let the age of the child
be what it may; and, consequently, that this should never be
undertaken until several

are

cut.

635. Dr. Struve recommends that such children

suckled

by

a

wet nurse,

should be weaned

as

as

early

may be
at six

as

months, lest their future affections be transferred from the mo
ther to the nurse.
We cannot see the propriety of this advice,
if
the
mother
since,
pursue the plan we have already laid down,
to make the nurse the mere
organ of nourish
there
is
but
little danger of any permanent transfer of the
ment,
child's affections. Besides, it is unquestionably much too young,

(610,) namely,

least in this country, for such a privation ; for the child at this
period, has not a sufficient number of teeth to masticate its food,
at
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least, sufficient to declare the stomach capable of digesting
this period may arrive at such time of the
year, as we have
already observed would be inconvenient, or improper. Again ;

or, at

it ;

or

he urges, as an additional reason for this
early
the trouble attendant on
weaning them is

separation, that,
generally much
greater after six months, when their mental powers begin to ex
pand, and the power of recollection daily increases, so that they
cannot, without great struggles, forget the foster mother, and her
breast." P. 229. This apprehension is
altogether chimerical;
at least, as far as
regards any evil happening to the child. We
have often witnessed such separations ; yet we have never known
any injury happen to the child, though they have not been taken
from the breast, until a much later period. But be this as it
may, the benefit of the child's bodily health should be consulted,
"

rather than this temporary affection of its mind.
636. Indeed, Dr. Struve, himself, furnishes a most conclusive
argument against his own plan, by declaring, that if the teeth
"

should appear while these arrangements are taking place with
respect to a new system of diet, the child must, without hesita
tion, be returned to the breast, till the first cutting of the teeth is

effected

by nature." P. 230.
erogation ? How seldom can

Is this
it

not

happen,

truly

a

work of super

that the child

must not

be restored to the breast, if the period of six months be the
age
for weaning, and the appearance of the teeth the contra-indication to this process ? Does not this decidedly declare, that na
did not intend this separation, until the child was in some de
gree prepared for it by the appearance of these little instruments ?
We cannot hesitate a moment to believe this to be the case.
ture

b— The State

of the

Child's Health.

637. It will, at first sight, be evident that thd situation of the
child's health, must have a decided bearing on the propriety of
weaning, at the moment it may be proposed to be carried into
effect; for the child may be much reduced by previous illness,

labouring under
highly injudicious.
or

at

the moment,

or so

certainly

can

and

actual

so as to

render this

privation

freely conveyed, as by the mother's breast;
all-important to the recovery of the

and when nourishment is
18

disease,

If in the former condition, no nourishment
be so proper, perhaps, as the mother's milk ;
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as it very often is, it would be highly cruel, if not criminal,
withhold the breast from it therefore, weaning, as a matter

child,
to

—

of choice,

must not

be

thought of,

at

this time.

For in the lat

condition, breast milk may be the only nourishment proper
If so, it should be retained for this useful purpose.
to give.
the
Besides,
experiment of taking away the breast while the
ter

child is

actually ill,

has

been attended

always

by bad conse
spontaneously weaned
attempted at that time, as a

such times, it has

where,
quences,
itself; therefore, it should
at

even

never

be

matter of choice.

Sect. III.

—

Of

the Season

of

the Year.

638. It is a fact so well known, that it scarcely requires men
tion, that the period of the year will much influence a decision,
on

the

question

der this

of

weaning.

The

season

convenient, inconvenient,

of the year may

ren

improper. 1st, The
convenient season of the year, will be all that period, when its
temperature is moderate; as the months of March, April, May,
June, October, or even early in November ; when the nights are
neither excessive in length, nor the atmosphere severe in tempe
rature.
2dly, It may be inconvenient from both these last
named causes ; in the months of December, January, and Febru
3dly, It may be improper, in case of diseases arising from,
ary.
or incident to a certain part of the year ;
being always aggra
vated in newly weaned children; as in the months of July, Au
gust, and September. Therefore, wreaning should be in part
regulated by these considerations.
639. When weaning has been determined on, and rendered
proper by the condition of the child, it will in a great measure
be prepared for this process beforehand, if it have been properly
attended to, by having occasionally received other nutriment
than the mother's milk. The task is then, in part, performed ;
and the whole of the trial may be rendered less severe, by the
act

observance of the

following

rules

:

or

—

640. 1st, Accustom the child, from time to time, to take other
food than its mother's milk, by feeding it on bread and butter,

bread and milk, rice and milk, &c,
mutton, chicken,

or

oyster

tea ; or,

occasionally on beef,
by giving small quantities of eior
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ther of these

substances, in

a

solid form,

has

as

already been

di

rected.
641.

and

2dly, Let the mother give
gradually prevent its being

the breast at
the

longer intervals,

principal support

of the

child.

3dly, Let the child, after

642.

breast

as

643.

seldom

4thly,

as

a

little

longer time, receive

the

possible.

Endeavour to excite aversion

to

the breast, and

thus induce the child to withdraw itself from it, rather than
permit it to feel the want of it a privation.

5thly, This aversion may be excited in one of two ways
by touching the nipples with some bitter or disgusting
substance, as aloes, garlic, assafoetida, &c, or covering them
with a forbidding one, as black wool, ink, court-plaster, &c.
645. 6thly, When you commence this severe process, be firm,
and let no importunity of the little pleader overcome your reso
644.

—

either

lution,

or

your work will

646. The process of

toming

the child for

never

be finished.

weaning

some

is much

time to the

use

facilitated, by

accus

of vessels from which

nourishing fluid, or even water at first. When
cup
glass presented to them, their curiosity is immedi
ately excited, and they at once express their eagerness to pos
sess it, by stretching out their arms, and seizing it with avidity ;
and no sooner are they in possession of it, than they carry it to
their mouths.
By taking advantage of this early propensity,
children may soon be taught to receive food from almost any
This plan, however, re
vessel that may be offered to them.
have
teeth both above and
the
child
should
one caution
quires
trust
them
with
to
vessels of either
be
it
below7,
dangerous
may
some metallic utensil will be much better.
or china
glass
647. A great error is generally committed, immediately after
weaning, by giving the child not only too much food, but that
of too gross and too solid a quality. This injurious practice has
arisen from the supposition that the child not only requires it, but
that it is certainly capable of digesting it. This plan of treating
children at this time is replete with mischief; and this mischief
it may drink any
a

is

or

—

—

is commensurate with the tenderness of the child's age, and the
soliditv and grossness of the food exhibited. It injures the tone

by overloading it; and its digestive powers are
destroyed by the severity of the duty imposed upon them : in
of the stomach,
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before they are protruded through the gums ; we
of
which, the child falls away, and becomes weak
consequence
If there be any latent
in proportion as the plan is insisted on.
teeth

undergo,

tendencies

scrofula, rickets,

to

or

consumption, they

and the child falls

actually developed,
ing desire of the mother,

or

a

victim to the

its friends to

are

now

overwean-

promote its welfare.

Where milk will agree, there is no food so proper after
the child is taken from the breast. It may be employed in any
648.

wheaten bread, rice, sago, &c,
when either of these articles is found to

of its combinations, with

only remembering,

good

agree, it should be continued perseveringly, until it may become
offensive ; in this, case, some other combination may be required.

Or, should the child be pretty well supplied with teeth, it may
be occasionally aided by small quantities of either of the animal
juices already mentioned; but subject to the restrictions then
suggested. Struve recommends, on the authority of Hildebrandt, a soup made of the yelk of eggs and well-fermented

strong beer. As well as we can understand his limited direc
tion, it is made in the following manner: two or three yelks of
eggs are well beaten together, and gradually added to a quart
of beer by briskly stirring it, to prevent curdling; it is then to
be well boiled, and sweetened to the taste.
Of this, the child
may take small portions several times in the day.
649. It now and then occurs, that neither cow's milk, nor any
other, in its unaltered form, will sit upon the stomach of a child

when attempts have been made to rear it by artificial means.
When this happens, we have substituted with great advantage,

gum Arabic, in solution, in the proportion of an ounce to the
of water: to this must be added a little sugar, and as much
milk as will colour it, if the child be old enough to observe it.

pint
Or,

we

have

to rennet

recourse

whey,

a

little sweetened, and

if necessary, as just stated. When neither of these
succeeded, we have substituted the weak animal juice, as before

disguised,

recommended.
650. Dr.
some

Clarke* recommends, under such circumstances,
a little cream.
Of this

farinaceous decoction, mixed with

say nothing from our own experience nor are wre aware
to what farinaceous substance he alludes, but suppose that either
sago, tapioca, or arrow root, might produce the desired effect.
we can

—

*

Commentaries,

p, 57.
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651. In the midst of

our care for the child, weshould not for
get that which may be necessary for the mother, or the nurse ;
for if proper
management be not made use of at this time, she
may suffer much from the swelling of her breasts. To prevent
this, it may be well, especially with one who has an abundance
of milk, that she begin to moderate it, as soon as she commences

with the

preparative steps of weaning, by eating and drinking
having the child so frequently placed to the breast.
652. If these directions be
duly attended to, the nurse will
not experience much inconvenience from accumulated milk.
But with a healthy woman, at whatever period almost she
may
remove the child, there will be a
painful distention of the breasts ;
for the relief of which, let her observe the following precautions :
1st. After the child is separated, she should abstain as much as
possible from all fluid nourishment; eating nothing but the driest
food ; as crackers, boiled rice, potatoes, boiled meats, or poultrv.
2dly. Let her avoid all salted articles, as they will increase
thirst, and oblige her to drink. 3dly. Let her drink nothing
but pure water, and that in small quantities.
4thly. Let her
take a brisk dose of salts, if the pain in the breast be consider
able; and avoid exercise as much as possible. 5thly. If the
breasts be very much distended, and painful, rub- them with a
little warm sweet oil, or fresh hog's lard. 6thly. Let the breasts
remain without drawing, as long as it maybe supportable; and
when drawn, let it be 6nly in such quantity as shall remove the
distention. 7thly. Let the intervals of drawing be each time?
less

;

and not

longer.

CHAPTER VIII,

OF TEETHING.

treating

enter into minute

the

this

subject, we do not think it necessary to
descriptions of the first formation,
progressive development, and successive changes which the

653. In

anatomical

18*
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shall, therefore, confine ourselves

to

a

brief

description

of the

arrangement and order that nature pursues, in accomplishing
this important, and oftentimes hazardous process.
654. The teeth

formed, in part, in the fcetus

are

;

especially

confined in distinct apartments,
They
or sockets ; the first being placed ab6ve the second, or perma
The first set consists of four incisors in each jaw ;
nent set.

the deciduous teeth.

two

canini,

altogether
8

4
8

or

—

are

dog's teeth,

Incisors, or cutters ;
Canini, or dog teeth,
Molars, or grinders.

grinders ; making twenty

or

stomach,

or

eye teeth

;

and

passing through the gums, that creates the
teething, by stretching their investing

655. It is the teeth

pain

and four

that is,

and disorders of

membranes;

in other words, the tooth augments in size,

or,

faster than the parts which enclose it are removed or absorbed.
The cutting of the first set generally commences about the

seventh month, and ends between the second and third
These teeth are always smaller than the permanent set,
years.
with the exception of the bicuspids, or small grinders. This is
sixth

a

or

wise

of nature,

provision

the

as

jaw enlarges,

even

to

near

the adult age ; consequently, as the jaws should have both their
circular portions filled, the teeth must be proportionally larger
as

age advances.
656. The order of

cutting, is, generally, as follows : first,
jaw ; then, after an interval
—

the two middle incisors of the lower

four weeks, the corresponding upper incisors follow ;
but, frequently, the whole four appear in the upper jaw, before
the two lower ones are protruded. The two lower canine, one

of three

on

by

or

each side, now declare themselves ; and these are followed
their corresponding teeth in the upper jaw.
Soon after this,

the first

grinders,

two

the lower

jaw ;

657. After
ers are

a

one on

each side, succeed the canine in

those above then follow.

lapse

of from four to six years, four more grind
jaw; these are permanent. At the age

added to each

of twenty-one, four more teeth
sapiential, or wisdom teeth.
658. It must,

markable,
lated

as

; some

are

given,

and

are

called dentes

however, be recollected, there

well

as

are
many
curious deviations from the order just

of which it may be

interesting

to

mention.

re
re
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659. 1. Sometimes children

but this

precocity

is

proof

no

are

of

born with teeth

vigour

ready

cut ;

of constitution.*

660. 2. Sometimes the lateral incisors cut themselves before

the middle ones; at other times, the canine may be
the incisors. f
661. 3. It is

tardy

in

and then observed, that the teeth
We have several times

now

showing

seen

before

are

themselves.

very
the

seen

first tooth make its appearance after the fourteenth month; and
Van Swieten mentions an instance, where this did not happen

until the

eighteenth month, though

healthy ;J

and

cut

a

now

tooth, though rather

662. '4.

did

child is

a

not

more

mentions

Rayer

a

the

was

perfectly

case,

our

where the four canine teeth

show themselves until the child
attended

child

care, who has not yet
than seventeen months old.

under

was

thirteen years old.
eyes, and con

headach,
by
vulsions, for eight days previously to their appearance. §
663. 5. Fouchard relates an instance, where, at six years old
This

case was

the child had

none

664. 6. Brouzet

sore

severe

but the fore teeth. ||

gives

an

instance, where only one-half of the

proper number of teeth were present at the twelfth year of the
child's life; and whose gums had acquired the hardness of an
old

*

person's.TI
We have witnessed but two instances of children

We had the first

this case, there

opportunity

was

but

one

There

were

born with teeth.

This tooth appears to have all the characters of a milk
instance, and, being the middle incisors

fixed, and is still solitary.
tooth.

being

1798, and the second in July, 1829. In
tooth; but which, to this time, (July, 1830,) remains
in the year

two teeth in the first

jaw, were very troublesome to the mother from their sharpness ; and
very painful to the child, from their not being firmly set in the jaw ; they could
be easily moved backward and forward, in consequence of which the gum be
of the lower

came
as

irritated and inflamed.

they had

placed

in the

no

roots,

ridge

nor

We cut them both out without the smallest

did

of the gum.

difficulty,

appear ever to have had they were loosely
We do not believe these teeth were ever placed

they

—

jaw they seem to be the product of the gum itself.
Louis XIV. of France,
several instances upon record of this kind.
and Richard III. of England, are said to have been born with teeth. They do
in the alveoli of the

There

—

are

not appear to be of the smallest
mischievous. Children of this

than those who cut their teeth

use

to the

child; but

are,

description are said to
at the regular period

the third year. In one of the cases
month : the other is quite yqung.

we

on

the contrary,

—

they generally

§ Ibid.

die before

witnessed, the child died in its fourteenth

t Diet. Scien. and Med. art. Dentition.
t Ibid.

perhaps,

be less firm in constitution

II Ibid.

H

Ibid.
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665. 7. Professor Baumes

gives

the

had any teeth to appear.*
666. At the time of birth, the teeth

history of a

man

who

ne

ver

are

lodged,

as

mentioned

above, in separate compartments; the deciduous and permanent

bone, and

jaw
but

their

respective stations within the cavity of the
placed over one another. Each tooth is, at first,
pulpy substance, and acquires hardness as the fcetus be

having

ones

a

older; the crown hardens first, the root then becomes os
sified,
hollow, that it.Jmay have transmitted into its sub
blood
vessels, and a filament of nerve.f
stance,
667. The whole tooth is surrounded by a delicate, sensible,
and vascular membrane, which may be considered as its perios

comes

and is

if not regular
This membrane is put upon the stretch
absorbed as the tooth increases ; (655) hence, the pain and

teum.

ly

—

accompany dentition ; and
upon the division of this membrane depends the relief,, so often
experienced, by incising the gums.
inflammation which

Sect. I.
668.
cut

a

so

—

frequently

Phenomena

1st, One of the first

signs

of Dentition.

observed in

a

child about

to

tooth, is heat in its mouth, which is distinctly perceived

by the delicate and sensible nipple of the mother. This heat
produces thirst, and makes the child demand the breast more
frequently than before. An itching, most probably, accompa
nies this condition of the gum ; as the child, with a view to re
lieve it, seizes the nipple, and strips it frequently, by pressing its

jaws close upon it : it also rubs its mouth with its fingers,
and presses upon every substance offered to its gums, however
hard that substance may be. In proportion as the child acquires
little

age before it cuts a tooth, is this disposition to press upon any
thing placed between its jaws; hence, the mother is very often

made to suffer

by severe pressure upon the nipple.
2dly,
slavering, or a slight salivation, almost constant
this
condition of the gums, and seems intended
ly accompanies
for four distinct purposes first, to diminish by this discharge
the inflammation and irritation of the gums ; secondly, to mode669.

A

—

*

Diet. Scien. and Med. art. Dentition.

t Mr. John Hunter, however, says, he
even

to the

beginning

of the

cavity.

The

never

could

from the second and third branches of the fifth

trace

supplying
pair.

nerves

the

nerve

the teeth

distinctly,

are

derived.
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the thirst consequent upon this local inflammation, as the
child is observed to demand the breast less frequently after this

rate

supply an additional quantity of saliva,
with a view to assist digestion, as the stomach and ^bowels are
apt to become disordered by too much food, or by its remaining
too long undigested: hence, children who slaver much are more
rarely affected with bowel complaints, than those who do not run
at the mouth ; fourthly, it serves as an evacuant, thereby abating
the general vigour of the arterial system, which too frequently
is roused into inordinate action, by the process of teething.
670. 3dly, After these symptoms have continued a longer or

takes

place

;

thirdly,

to

shorter time, the gum is observed to become redder, a little
swelled, and immediately over the points at which the teeth
a

are

frequently observe in
be semi-transparent ; these points are

about to issue,

the parts
very often contain
to

we

a

may

little effused

serum

the lower

jaw,

small cells, and

between the

edges

of

the teeth and the external

covering of the gum. At these points,
also
observe
the
little thread-like ridge to be effaced,
we may
which mounts the centres of the gums, before any swelling takes
place,
671.
comes

and the teeth

4thly,
sympathetically

the nose,

after

soon

The membrane

even

to

pierce the
lining the

affected

;

gum.
nostrils very often be
the
hence,
frequent rubbing of

abrasion, sneezing, &c.

672. 5thly, Fever of a slight kind is very often provoked.
This shows itself, by heated palms ; highly coloured, and often
times offensive urine ; flushing of the cheeks, frequently, how
ever, but

one

at

a

time

;

great dryness of the lips, and heaviness

of the eyes.

6lhly, If several teeth are about to appear together; if
absorption of the gums do not proceed regularly ; and if the
system be naturally irritable, we find the salivation either ex
cessive, or nearly arrested; the gums, too, become much swol
len, very red, somewhat spongy, and extremely sensible; fever,
even excessive at times ; the kidneys furnishing much urine,*
leucorrhcea in females; impatience, fretfulness, frightful dreams,
startings in sleep ; laughing, or whimpering while dozing ; diar673.

the

*

Sometimes this secretion is

when this

entirely

arrested much to the risk of the child

—

paid; the child should be
bath and a few drops of sweet spirit of nitre be given, and re
Ten drops or more or less
or two until the child is relieved.

happens,

placed in a warm
peated every hour
according to the age

immediate attention should be

of the child, will be sufficient.
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rhoea, more or less violent ; swelling of the sub-maxillary glands;
sore, or tender eyes,* and convulsions.
674. Though these symptoms but too frequently accompany
the act of
times

see

teething, they

them much

are

more

by

no means

We

constant.

moderate than above described

some

; some

only of these symptoms appearing together, and they
alarming ; and, again, the whole of the teeth may make their
appearance so regularly, and silently, as not even to attract
two

one or

not

notice.

by which the teeth appear above the gums,
commonly called, cutting of the teeth," is not gene
well
understood,
rally
especially by mothers. It is looked upon,
as a mechanical
altogether,
process ; whereas, it is only partially
675. The process

"

it is

as

or,

We shall, therefore, describe the manner in which this
place, as it is important that this process should be well
understood.

so.

takes

676. The

sockets.

upward,

teeth

within their

gradually enlarge

respective

This increase is in three different directions
the

to

—

first,

membrane and in

press against
investing
cumbent gum, and thus induce their absorption
secondly, cir
so as to
the
of
the
sockets : this
cularly,
impinge upon
edges
so as

—

pressure, when it becomes very strong, destroys the circulation
in the ruembrane which is fastened to the neck of the tooth, so
kill it, and thus occasion its

to

as

ward

;

but the

depth

to

absorption

—

thirdly,

which the root sinks, is limited

under part of the jaw.
677. From these facts, it will be

perceived,

down

by

the

that the act of

cutting teeth is but in part mechanical ; but that part is of great
consequence, since it gives rise to that important physiological
function called

It is

absorption.

that the

generally thought

teeth force their way through the resisting gum, but this is not
the case, in the strict meaning of the word forcing for the
—

pressure of the tooth below, stimulates the absorbents to take
away the interposing membrane, and gum, that a passage may

thus be effected for it

as

it

approaches

the surface.

678. The

through

belief, that the teeth force themselves mechanicallythe gums, gave rise to the practice of employing coral,

and other hard

has been
*

substances,

praised

as

The two last-named affections

lary glands,

to

rational

aid the

by

are

This

operation.

some, and condemned

easily accounted for,

and eyes, in part, derive their

nerves

as

from the fifth

the

practice
as inju-

teeth, maxil-

pair.
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by others. Those who have praised it, have done so
wrong principle ; while those who have condemned it,
done so with no better information.
679. Nature herself seems to call for this
practice.
seems to be
proved by the disposition all children have to

nous
a

upon
have
This
press
their

upon every thing hard or resisting that is presented to
mouths, from the moment dentition begins, to its final accom
plishment. It is but complying with an instinct, from which

they appear to derive both comfort and benefit; and it is as con
stantly obeyed, as the necessity is created. Is this desire to
press the gums upon every thing hard, a proof of the mechani
cal nature of cutting teeth, as insisted
upon by the advocates of
the coral, by presenting the part to be pierced between two re
sisting substances? We think not: though we are advocates
for the employment of certain substances for the
purpose of
pressure.
680.

We

of

opinion, that the following advantages are
indulging this instinct in children : 1st, it relieves
the pain or anguish of the tender gums,
by pressing upon them,
as
squeezing an inflamed finger, as in felons or whitloes, and in
many other instances; 2dly, by gently stimulating the gums,
absorption is unquestionably promoted, and the teeth, in conse
quence, more quickly appear; 3dly, it seems constantly to pro
mote the salivation,
by which the engorged vessels of the mouth
are

derived from

relieve themselves.
681. The nature of the substance

well

its

shape, are
generally supposed.
as

not matters

of

presented to the gums, as
perfect indifference, as it is

For instance, the coral, which is
always
round and very hard, is
improper, because the surface presented
to the gums, in
consequence of this roundness, is
and

very small,

is thus calculated to do
its extreme

injury, by its partial

pressure ; and, from
We do not object to

hardness,

to bruise the
gum.
other very hard substances,
upon the
those
who
condemn
their
urged by
use;

the coral,

or

principle ge
nerally
namely, "that
they harden the gums, and thus prevent the tooth from coming
through, or, at least, that it increases the difficulty of its pas
sage;" for we do not believe they harden the gums," as it is
called ; but that they are calculated to bruise these parts, increase
"

their inflammation, and thus retard the process of
*

absorption.*

The process of dentition is one sometimes of difficulty among
savage na
tions ; as we are informed that among the Dacotas< " the children suffer much.
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682. The substance offered to the gums for the purpose of

upon, may be of inferior hardness to the coral, ivory,
&c; such as a piece of orris root, or scraped liquorice root; but
what is safer, a fat ivory ring, or a piece of India rubber. The

biting

rubbing of the gums with the finger, affords great relief when
they are much irritated; and we constantly recommend this
pleasant application. But we decidedly disapprove of any such
substance as honey, powdered sugar-candy," &c, to be em
ployed for this purpose, as they only serve to irritate the gums,
without farthering the object for which they are employed.
The shape of the substance on which the child is to bite, should
be nearly flat, and sufficiently broad, that it may present a large
surface to the gums: it should, also, be of the proper thickness.
683. There exists a diversity of opinion on the propriety of

aiding

the

protrusion

of the teeth,

by cutting through the

swollen

gums. We are, however, of opinion, there should be but one,
and that should be in favour of the operation. We shall again
consider this

accompany

subject,
teething.

when

treating

of the diseases which may
Teething, Book II.

See Diseases of

Sect. II.

—

Second Dentition.

684. At about the seventh year, the

deciduous,

or

milk-teeth,

permanent kind.
larger,
always very perishable, and rarely
last in a perfect state, until the jaws are supplied by the second
crop. They are very apt to decay, particularly with children
of feeble constitution, or who have been much afflicted by sick
The incisors are particularly liable to caries, especially
ness.
those in the upper jaw
they frequently turn black, and break
off close to the gum. The larger teeth are also disposed to ca
ries, and often create much suffering by their decay. We have,
are

replaced by

The first teeth

others of

are

a

and

more

almost

—

however,

never

observed these inconveniences to influence the
of teeth.*

second

Indeed, sometimes, it would seem to
cutting
growth, by offering less resistance to their passage.
685. Parents very frequently neglect their children's mouths,
at this period of life, to the serious disadvantage of their future

favour their

In such cases, the gum is never cut, but the children are allowed smooth stones,
and other hard substances, to rub against their gums." Long's Second Exdepi.
—

Hon, Vol. I. p. 312.
*

This will be

readily understood,

tained in separate apartments.

when it is recollected, that each set is

con.
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comfort, especially when the front upper teeth

are labouring
decay. Against this inattention we would wish to warn
them, by recommending the removal of the stumps of teeth,
whenever they ache, or the gum becomes inflamed, or the tooth
becomes loose. If the early stage of this inflammation be ne
glected, the coverings of the teeth are almost sure to inflame,
and run on to suppuration.
Gum-boils are formed, and the
roots of the teeth find their
way through the gum, by the sockets
being absorbed in which they were confined in consequence of
this, the teeth, which are to fellow, receive an injury, for the

under

—

of due

protection from the plate of bone in front of them,
suddenly removed. It is, therefore, every way
desirable and proper, that they should be removed in good time
by a skilful denti&i.. The same observations will apply with
equal propriety to any other of the teeth that may be painful, or
want

which

was

too

that may have the gum surrounding them threatened by abscess
When the teeth are much decayed, and the time is approaching
for the appearance of the permanent ones, the child's mouth
should be examined, or, rather, submitted to the judgment of the
dentist.
686.

Before, however, the time for the second cutting arrives,

the child

undergoes very considerable changes in its person.
change happens generally after the second year; that is,
very soon after it has completed its first dentition. The jaws
are now observed to
spread themselves, and to acquire an in
crease of
strength, since at this time they can break down with
This

the teeth pretty hard substances.
687. The fontanelles are generally closed, or, rather, the soft
cartilage with which they were before covered, is now con
verted into bone of greater or less hardness.
The limbs acquire
an increase of
power, and the child walks with more firmness

and

The abdomen loses its

assurance.

roundness, and becomes

flattened.

more

face becomes more expressive, the eyes acquire
intelligence, and the whole features of the child are better
developed; this is particularly the case with the nose, which
688. The

more

now assumes

and
cera

gives

its permanent form.
The chin becomes rounder,
freedom to the teeth within. The internal vis

more

augment with the other portions of the body

senses

become

more accurate

The tongue gradually
19

;

and the

in their several discriminations!

gives utterance to words ;

and

they quickly
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acquire the power of expressing their little wants. They thus
obviously improve until the seventh year; at this time, the first
teeth gradually drop out, to give place to another set this ope
ration is called shedding the teeth.
689. We have already observed, that the first teeth are but
twenty in number ; these are now replaced by twenty-four. At
—

about the twelfth or fourteenth year, four more are added ; and
the teeth of wisdom follow, at from the eighteenth to the thir
tieth year.
690. We have also

first set of teeth

the

observed,

pushed

commonly supposed the
mechanically, by the second
the case, for the following rea

that it is

out

under them; but this is not
1st, because the first and second

rising
sons

are

—

cavities

set are not

contained in

sockets,
they immediately opposed
by situation ; 2dly, because the first set does not
rise in proportion to the advance of the second, which would be
the case were they lifted from their position by the second set ;
3dly, because there is a destruction of the sockets of the first
teeth, while those of the second remain perfect, and increase in
size ; 4thly, because some of the first set fall out, when there are
no second ones under them ;
5thly, because the roots of the first
set are almost always observed to be removed by absorption,
so that the teeth are now
only fixed by their necks to the gum, and
can be
easily moved in any direction; or have become loose.
691. The reason for shedding the teeth, must be obvious to
any
In the infant,
one, who will give the subject due consideration.
the jaw is so small when compared even with that of a child of
seven
years, that much inconvenience would be experienced, did
not larger, and a greater number of new teeth
supply the place
of the first; h fortiori, the inconvenience would be
greater in the
adult, did not these useful little instruments occupy a larger
For, were the grinders of the child to be the last to be
space.
provided, they would, by the growth of the jaw in adult age, be
thrown so much in advance as to be almost useless,
by being

to

same

or

nor are

each other

removed from the centre of motion.
692. From what has been

said, it will be evident, that the

first and second sets of teeth

are
pretty independent of each
other; that is, the condition of the first set has little or no con
trol over the second, and the reverse.

693. The order in which the second set appears, is

pretty

OF THE FOOD PROPER FOR

nearly the same
selves,

and

are

as

CHILDREN,

&C
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that of the first— the incisors first show them

oftentimes much

larger than those of the first set,
but the first permanent
grinders do not usually appear until
about the twelfth
the
second about the eighteenth, and the
year,
teeth of wisdom from the twentieth to the thirtieth
year, as has
been already noticed. So that the
and the
incisors,

require

about six

cuspidati,

years from their first appearance, to
arrive at perfection ; the
bicuspids, about seven or eight; and
the molars, about twelve.
or seven

694. The increase of size, and the
augmented number of the
second teeth, sometimes do not find sufficient room in the

arrange themselves in
some of the teeth are
to

regular

obliged

to

order.

When this

jaws,
happens,

be extracted— but this is the

business of the dentist.

CHAPTER IX.

OF THE FOOD PROPER FOR CHILDREN, AFTER
THE FIRST DENTITION, AND WEANING.
695. It must not be
imagined, that every kind of food is pro
per, after the child has completed its first dentition. For, though
this important change has been

successfully accomplished, still,

the

digestive

organs require that only such substances shall be
offered, as can be completely and readily subdued by the still
feeble teeth.
It would, on this account, be
highly injurious to

feed the child upon such food as would
require great powers of
mastication, as it would neither have strength nor patience to
reduce it to sufficiently small particles'; it would, therefore, be
at the risk of choking,
swallowing it whole, or having it con
the
into
stomach,
veyed
very imperfectly chewed.
696. The stomach would thus receive food not

powers, and, of

course, would suffer

its

adapted to its
being improperly

by
quality of the food, alone, that is to be
attended to when a change is contemplated we should be par
ticularly careful that this change be not made too suddenly..
taxed.

But it is not the

—
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CHILDREN,

The stomach, during almost every period of life, seems to ac
quire, from habit, a power over substances of even an indigesti
ble kind

generally,
food,

at

capable of converting them into prorer nourish
perhaps, it might fail in subduing some other, which,

and is

;

ment, when,

is of

more

least, that

with much

was

propriety

697. It must,

easy solution.

Therefore,

given during suckling,
weaning.

a

part of the

may be continued

after

however, be recollected, that

an

additional quan

part of its for
required,
mother's
milk. This
the
of
the
abstraction
sustenance, by
: first,
two
be
in
one
of
by increasing
ways
accomplished
may
the number of meals; or, secondly, by augmenting the quantity
at a meal.
The last method is preferable, since it permits a
interval
for the digestion of the quantity previously taken ;
longer
as
we
have
for,
already observed, the process of assimilation
should not be interrupted^ when it can, be avoided, by additional
quantities of food being poured into the stomach.
698. On this account, it is always important to establish regu
larity in meals ; but, for the child newly weaned, the periods,
which were formerly observed in suckling, may, for awhile, be
retained; taking care to prolong the intervals gradually, that
they may, after a time, be reduced to an orderly series. We
would not wish, however, to lay down absolute rules for this

tity

since the child

will be

now

loses

a

mer

purpose, since the intervals must in a great measure be contin
gent upon the powers of the stomach itself; and these must ne

cessarily vary in different children : some digesting much more
rapidly than others, owing to the original healthiness of this or
gan, or to circumstances connected with air and exercise. Thus,
children running about in the pure air of the country, will di
gest their food more rapidly than those confined within the walls
of the nursery, and who breathe the less pure air of the city.
699. There is, perhaps, no period of the child's life, in which

overtaxing the powers of the
particularly, that the foundation of a
weak stomach is laid, by giving too much food, even of a good
quality; but, more frequently, by indulging children in such arti
cles as their little stomachs cannot master. Many parents are of
opinion, that children should be indulged in whatever they fancy
believing, most erroneously, that this organ never craves that
which would be hurtful to it. Hence, the preposterous and injuso

much

care

stomach. It is

is

at

required,

to

avoid

this time,

—
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rious

farrago

with which children

are

sometimes crammed

;

and

indigestion, with all its terrible consequences.
700. The food of children cannot well, at this period, be too

hence

simple. A great mixture is bad, in every stage of life; but is
particularly injurious in infancy, and in childhood* The various
jellies from vegetable substances, at this time, are very proper
such as the jellies of tapioca, rice, sago, or arrow root; these
the most decided propriety
may be taken with fresh milk, with
and advantage, since they are void of all stimulus, and are of
The quantity of these, however, must be re
easy assimilation.
the
good sense and discretion of the parent, rather
gulated by
than by the appetite of the child ; for this may be naturally in
ordinate; or artificially so, by ill-judged indulgence.
701. During the period of dentition, the system is almost al
and is but too readily roused
ways in a highly excitable state,
can
be more decidedly preposte
into fever ; therefore, nothing
than
and
rous
destructive,
allowing children to live upon stimu
Parents
food
articles
of
; yet nothing is more common.
lating
their
of
the
resist
children,
cannot always
though
importunities
their better sense at the moment condemns the indulgence; and
thus a habit of importunity is created, and in a short period they.
permit themselves to be governed ; and the children in conse
with their arti
quence are rendered miserable, by a compliance
—

ficial wants.
702. It requires only a little firmness in the beginning, and
that not of very long continuance, to make children conform to
the dictates of their parents, and to render them entirely obe
dient to their wills ; for it is only necessary to commence suffi

ciently early, to make- the child know it is not to think for itself.
Neither its palate, nor its caprice is to be consulted the parent
—

it, for its meals, such articles of food as are
for
best
it; and it is to be made to understand, that it
judged
or
must eat them,
nothing. If this plan be followed for a short
must set before

time, all trouble will
wish

will

respecting

cease;

its food

since,

gratified

as

the child has

at the expense of

had

a

propriety,

it

never

have any; or rather, it will never have any to
the
But if
parent be weak enough to consult the child's
soon demand a portion of every dish, nor
will
table, it

soon cease to

arise.
taste at

be satisfied until it obtain it. We need not say, how subversive
this conduct would be of all order, and propriety; or how seri19*
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ously,
by it.

oftentimes, how irreparably the child may be injured

nay,

703. We must not,

dulgence

CHILDREN,

to

a

however, be understood

child at table

the contrary,

; on

all in

would wish to

doing them
favour, by occasionally departing
general rule;
taking care at the same time, however, that we give nothing
injurious to the stomach. By this plan, they will perceive their
dependence ; and also make them grateful for the occasional in
dulgences they experience.
704. This mode of treating children, has many decided ad
vantages over that of a compliance with the indiscriminate, and
oftentimes injurious demands they make at table. Their moral,
as well as
physical powers are benefited by not yielding to their
importunities ; for if these be once complied with, there is an
make them feel every

now

and then, that

prohibit

to
we

we were

from

a

end to all future subordination

—

our

all control ceases, and health

indulgence. How often does it
become essential to confine children to a specific diet ! But how
can this be effected, if they have been permitted to select their
suffers almost in

proportion

articles of food?

children to

eat

to

Let any parents who have allowed their
of any or every article at table,

indiscriminately

answer, whether it does not constitute

tasks,

to

withhold from them the

become sick ?

Our

experience

one

of their

most

prohibited articles,

declares it to be

difficult

w'hen

they

a common ac

knowledgment, that it is next to an impossibility to do so, how
ever imperious the necessity for such denial
Yet all
may be.
this trouble might have been, spared, if a proper system had
been in due time adopted.
705. It is not necessary to confine children always to the same
form of food; this may be occasionally varied with advantage;
especially if it be perceived that their appetites flag a little
from the long continuance of one kind. Thus, milk, which
should constitute the chief article of diet of children until after
may be given in a variety of very acceptable
milk and bread boiled or unboiled ; rice and milk,

complete teething,
forms

;

such

as

sago and milk,

arrow-root and milk, &c.
Plain rice pudding is
acceptable dish to almost all children, and may be occa
sionally introduced as a "bonne bouche," with great advantage.
706. We do not hesitate, also, to indulge children, now and
then, with small quantities of animal food, especially after they
a

very
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But animal food should not

have their first teeth

complete.
principal support

constitute their
overtax

the stomach, and

too

fore this time, it should be

altogether

not

at this time, since it may
much excite the system; and be
even

sparingly indulged in, though
assigned above.

most

withheld, for the

707. The drink of children

reasons

should be pure water, or occa
can be no possible
propriety

There

milk and water.*

sionally,
in giving them liquors of any sort whatever ; for unless as a
remedy in disease, the system never requires them ; and when
indulged in without a necessity, are sure to do mischief. But
children should not be permitted to acquire a habit of drinking
very often ; for it will certainly be mischievous, by over-distend
ing the stomach, too much diluting the gastric juices, and im
pairing the appetite. During their meals, a moderate quantity
should be given to them, as it will then be useful, by forming a
more complete pulp of the food taken in, and thus subserve
the purposes of digestion. The water given to children should
not be of too low a temperature, lest it give pain, and do injury
to the

injury

powers of the stomach.
result from the too free

708. It will

be

readily

We think
use

we

have

seen

serious

of iced water.

perceived,

that after the child has

com

pleted his first dentition, he may be permitted, by a gradual
change, to eat foodof a more nutritive kind or, in other words,
—

more

But in

animal food.

should be

paid, first,
preparing

to

the mode of

which it is taken

;

permitting this, a proper regard
the kinds of animal food; secondly, to
it; thirdly, to the period of the day at

and, fourthly,,

to

the

709. 1. Of the kinds of Animal Food.

It must not be assumed

quantity of any
kind of animal
longer a, matter
proper.
of conjecture, but one of very often repeated experiment, that
there is much difference in the degree of solubility, if we may so
term it, of animal foods ; and that, which from long observation
has proved to be the most easy of digestion, should be the one
with too much

that

quantity employed.
—

facility,
food is equally

•

but

a

moderate
It is

On this account,

We have found weak molasses and water not
a

no

beef, mutton, lamb, veni
fowls, turkeys, pheasants, partridges, &c, are to be pre-

generally preferred.
son,

even

valuable

one

to

such

as

have

a

only a very acceptable drink,
constipation ; children, therefore,
pleasant beverage, as well as a very

tendency

may be occasionally indulged with it
mild and certain laxative.

as a

to
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ferred to veal, pork, pig, geese, and ducks ; since it has been
proved by almost universal experience, that the stomach assimi
lates the former
the

more

easily.

but the

We

are

that this is not

aware

prove the rule.
Therefore, when a child is at the age proper for indulgence in
a
portion of animal food, one of the first class enumerated should

universally

be

case ;

exceptions only

employed.

unfriendly to the young
and should, therefore, never be se
lected for the diet of such children. We have known numerous
710. Veal and

pork

particularly

are

and unconfirmed stomach

;

instances of both these substances

remaining undigested

in the

stomach for four and twenty hours, and sometimes, even longer,
and then thrown up, after having tortured the poor child with

pain, fever, or colic, for several hours. The flesh of ducks and
geese is nearly as bad as veal or pork, but not altogether so ;
especially if care be taken to separate the skin from the flesh.
711. Fresh fish, boiled, of almost every kind, sits well upon
the stomachs of children, when taken in moderate quantities,
and at proper periods of the day; and even salt fish,. in very

proportions, is sometimes very acceptable.
Eggs, when not boiled hard, are easily assimilated by
most stomachs : they rarely disagree when fresh ; and when
given in moderate proportions, especially in the morning, are
highly nutritious. Nay, they sometimes form a valuable arti
small

712.

cle of

food, when beaten up with sweetened water, or milk and

water

during

convalescence.

713. Salted meats of every

kind,

are

of much

more

difficult

digestion than fresh, if we except pork. Ham is less injurious
than the fresh pork ; but salted beef, salted venison, and dried
mutton,

are

714. 2.

of

more

The mode

difficult solution than when fresh.

of preparing

it.

—

It is

a

matter of great im

portance, that meats of every kind, should be properly prepared
or cooked ; for if this be not attended to, the most wholesome
may be converted into a temporary poison, by being rendered
For young children, plainly boiled and
the best; and these should be sufficiently done; or,
in other words, not too rare. Poultry, and fish, should always

literally indigestible.

roasted

are

well roasted,

be

thoroughly

not

be carried to the

or

boiled; but the roasting should

dissipation of all moisture
falling
pieces of the article.
715. Game and poultry may be treated after

to the

—

nor

the

boiling

to

the

same man-
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or boiled, in a due degree..
Some, however,
cannot well
or
that
venison,
lamb,
mutton,
beef,
opinion,
be too little done hence many have these articles brought raw
to the table, sometimes to undergo a second process; while

ner
are

—

either roasted

of

—

others go to the opposite extreme. We think the proper degree
lies between these extremes. It is pretty generally agreed,
that poultry, and certain game, as the pheasant and partridge,
should be well done
ducks

—

the latter

;

are

if from among the

poultry,

generally preferred

under-done.

we

except
This,

unquestionably, improves their flavour; but we are not certain
advantage to the stomach. The skin of any meat
indulged in it should therefore be carefully taken
The skin of the meat or of fowls
off before given to the child.
furnish too much azote, agreeably to modern chemistry.
716. Fried, stewed, or highly seasoned meats, are always
improper for children ; veal-cutlets, stewed veal, fricasees, or
ragouts, are always injurious, and should ever be avoided. The
same
may be said of every kind of meat pies. Broiled meats
are less injurious than fried ; especially beef, mutton or venison.
Poultry, treated after the same manner, is less healthful, and
should not be as freely given as when roasted or boiled.
It is very far from being a
717. 3. The Period of the Day.
matter of indifference, at what period of the day ihe child re

that it is any
should not be

—

—

Of so much consequence is this, sometimes,
article may be either proper or injurious, as it may
one time or another.
Therefore, as a general rule, a

ceives animal food.
that the

be

same

given

at

rule, indeed, admitting of but few exceptions, animal food should
be taken only in the morning, or at noon ; and, as another gene
ral rule, we should much prefer the latter, for the following rea
sons : 1st. The child, in the
morning, from the previous night's
rest, has its system rendered very excitable at that time; there
fore, it should be confined to bread and milk, weak tea or coffee,*
and bread and butter, mush, boiled rice, or any other mild food.
2dly, From the appetite at this time being rendered very keen,
there is a risk that it will take too much,, if animal food be
added.

At noon, the

excitability

of the system is

a

little

worn

In our large
or coffee from necessity, and not choice.
always easy to command the more suitable article, milk. But any
injurious qualities appertaining to either tea or coffee, may easily be counteracted ; or, rather, they may be so diluted, by the liberal addition of milk or water,
*

We mention weak tea

cities, it is

as

not

not to be hurtful.
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by exercise, &c. ; and at this time, the stimulus of a mode
quantity of animal matter, may not only safely, but profita
be
bly indulged in. In the evening we would forbid it; as digestion
will not be completed before the child goes to bed, and it may
have its sleep much disturbed in consequence ; or, it may sleep
too soundly, from the stomach being oppressed by an over quan
tity of food, or by the blood vessels becoming too much filled.
718. 4. The Quantity employed.
Children should never
make animal substances a principal part of their food, until after
the age of puberty.
Before this period, there should be a pre
dominance of either vegetables or milk. The vegetables, how
ever, should be properly selected, and but one kind should be
used at a time ; as mixtures of them are always less manageable
by the stomach, than when they are presented singly. The best
vegetables are rice, potato, spinach, asparagus, turnip, and
squash the less proper are, beans of every kind ; cabbage, beets
cooked with vinegar, peas, sorrel, and cucumbers. Animal
substances must be used but in moderate quantities, especially
with children who go to school ; for if it be made the principal
part of the diet of such children, they are sure to be over-stimuJated ; they become sluggish and drowsy, and thus incapacitated
for study. Those children who make milk the principal part of
their diet, are always found to be the best students.
The fatigue
of study is much diminished by employing a mild, nutritious diet ;
since by this regimen, the faculties become more acute, and the
memory is strengthened. Children should never be fed to satiety ;
this should be carefully watched, and the instant you perceive
them beginning to play with their food, it should be removed.
719. We may then consider it proper to employ a moderate
quantity of animal food after teething, and the quantity may be
gradually increased until the age of puberty. Of the period
subsequent to this, we have at present nothing to say.
720. In regulating the diet of children, care should be taken
not to force any particular substance upon them, after it has been
found by fair and repeated trials to disagree. There is both
cruelty and bad judgment in doing so. It is cruel, because the
poor child is forced to swallow that which is disagreeable to it;
and bad judgment, because it is perpetuating a disgust, which,
most probably, would have subsided, had it been let alone
for
the stomach- will oftentimes forget injuries, if not reminded of
them by repetition.
down

rate

—

—

—
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721. Great care, however, must be taken at this
period of life
that permanent dislikes are not formed
against certain articles
of food.
Temporary disgusts are frequently experienced ; and if
not counteracted,
may degenerate into inveterate aversion, to
the great discomfort of the individual. The
management of this
case is
frequently a point of great nicety ; for it requires a

good

deal of close observation, and discernment, to
distinguish be
tween a wayward prejudice, and an actual
disgust. The for
mer, if indulged in too long, may be converted into the latter,
and the latter may oftentimes, by judicious and well
adapted
means, be entirely removed.

722.
a

is

Waywardness,

or

prejudice,

should not be

little well-directed firmness is almost

sure

yielded

to

to overcome it.

—

It

best

always

managed by reasoning ; by representing the in
conveniences, and sometimes disagreeable consequences, which
may arise from indulging in such feelings ; and by persuading
them, they would soon become reconciled to the article, if they
were

to

make proper trials to become

723. Real aversion arises from

stomach itself, and which is

however

not

so.

particular feeling of the
always under the control of
a

exerted.

This condition may arise
natural and inherent dislike to certain articles of food,
the origin of which cannot be traced ; nor can its cause be as
reason,

from

a

certained.
ton.

strongly

One of the most

Or, it may arise from

frequent

of this kind is that to

mut

accidental circumstance, as
taking too much of any certain article ; to this not being in a
perfect state ; or from its being imperfectly cooked nausea and
some

—

vomiting

excited, and the stomach becomes irreconcilable

are

to its presence, ever

724. The

cure

after.

of either of these conditions of the

stomach,
requires much perseverance and determination it should al
ways, however, be attempted. The best plan, we believe, (at
least it proved so in our own case,) is, first to make the
object
—

endurable to the eye, by viewing it steadily and
frequently, for
some time : if this be persevered in, with a determination to con^
quer, it will be found that the object will gradually lose its an
force. Afterwards, the eye becomes familiarized to its

noying

presence,

look upon it with indifference
The next step is to accustom the

or can

point gained.

effluvium without repugnance, when it is

—

near

this is

nose

to

a
great
bear its

you, at table : when
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can

is much
to

supported, the cure is near at hand
influenced by the eye and the nose.
be

be reconciled

—

this is best done
Small

urged by hunger.

should the stomach not

impunity.
sion is

quantities

now

This must be

revolt,

at

a

;

for the stomach

The taste is next

time when

strongly

may be given at a time:
it may be swallowed w'ith

occasionally repeated,

until the

aver

overcome.

CHAPTER X.

ARE THERE SUBSTANCES IN COMMON USE, ABSO
LUTELY HURTFUL TO CHILDREN?

725. This

is very often asked, and is almost as vari
This arises frequently from the fondness or dis

question

answered.

ously
like people may have for certain subbtances, rather than from
absolute experience ; believing the substance of which they
themselves are fond, to be always innocent, and that to which
they have aversion, or which may have accidentally disagreed,
To those who are able to judge for
to be always injurious.
themselves

we

shall offer

no

observations upon the various

ticles of diet

constantly presented
by their own experience ; for,
judicious in their choice, they must
tached to voluntary error.

to

lated

them

—

they

if this will

ar

be regu
render them

must

not

submit to the

penalties

at

726. Not so, however, is our determination with respect to
children, for whose health we profess to be sincerely anxious,

and

are

desirous to promote by every means in our power. We
a few observations
upon various substances

shall, therefore, offer
in

common

made

use,

and of which children

are

almost

constantly

partakers.

727. There cannot be

a more

absurd

question, than,

"

Is such

thing wholesome?" since, to be answered safely, requires so
many considerations, and so many exceptions, that no one should
venture to answer it either
affirmatively or negatively, before
a

duly weighing them. Whenever the late Dr. Cullen
this question, he inquired of the speaker, Does it
"

was

asked

agree with
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you ?"
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If answered in the affirmative, he would declare it to be
This, for a person who has experienced the effects
article, is a most judicious answer; but to the child who

wholesome.
of

an

has

such

no

experience,

such

cannot

answer

apply.

With

a

view, therefore, to aid the choice, we shall consider the subject
a little in detail, and endeavour to fix some
general principles,
founded upon the influence of various substances
upon the ten
der and unconfirmed stomachs of children.
We shall, there

fore, lay down certain data, and
become necessary.
728. 1. That nature

reason

from them

as

this may

intended that children who have

never

teeth should be nourished

by precisely the same aliment, as
those who have, and the reverse. Therefore, the food that
may
be proper for one, might be decidedly injurious to the other;
no

consequently, animal food, pastry, fruit, confectionary, &c,
would be positively injurious to the child without teeth. Yet
neither of these substances, under proper circumstances, and in
proper quantities, should be considered as positively hurtful,
since they are only so quo ad hoc.
729. 2. The food which may be proper after dentition is

com

pleted, may be highly injurious while this process is going on;
hence, animal food, or any other stimulating article of diet, may
be looked upon as positively injurious though it be only for a
—

limited

period.

730. 3. The food for adult age, if

employed before puberty,
highly injurious though the general expe
would deny their being positively hurtful in

would often be found
rience of the world

;

themselves.
731. 4. The food which universal

experience may declare to
when
taken in proper quanti
only
ties, at proper periods, and under proper circumstances; there
fore, any substance, in undue quantity, and at an improper sea
be "wholesome,"

can

be

may become hurtful ; but
jurious, in a general sense.
son,

so,

must not

be declared

Consequently,

when

positively in
speak of

we

food, on which thousands have lived and did well, or from which
others have suffered, being either wholesome, or unwholesome,
mean it is either the one or the other,
according to the
to the particular circumstances under
and
constitution;
age
which the body may be placed, as climate, sickness or health ;
we

or

must

to

the

quantity, or particular quality of the articles

20

in

question.
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732. It must not,

however, be inferred from what has been

consider every article of diet equally proper far
from this : for though we do not admit that any of the usual ar
ticles of food are positively hurtful in themselves ; yet we de

said, that

we

—

clare, it will always be proper

to

make

a

choice from them

;

that choice will very much depend the proper health of
the individual who may employ them.
Thus, we have already
and

on

declared, that the

meat of one animal

is better than that of

of many other substances.
Yet, the best of
either of these articles may be highly pernicious, when inju

another

and

;

so

and the

diciously administered;

of them may be useful,

worst

under certain conditions of the

body.
Having made these preliminary remarks, we shall now
proceed to our proposed inquiry Are there substances in com
mon use as food, which generally disagree with, or are impro
per for children before the first dentition is completed ? If there
be, what are they ? This question is, perhaps, fully answered
already in various parts of this work ; but, as indulgence in cer
tain articles at the period designated may be too often granted,
and thus tend to either the immediate, or remote injury to the
733.

—

child,

we

shall consider them in detail

Sect. I.
734. Fruit may be

namely,

—

Of Fruit

;

and, first,

in General.

considered, generally, of

two

kinds

—

fresh, and dried.

Of Fresh

Fruit.

735. The fresh may consist of

apples,

pears,

peaches,

cher

ries," raspberries, strawberries, melons, dewberries, blackberries,
whortleberries, grapes, oranges, pine-apples, &c.
736. Various

we

opinions

are

entertained of the

respective whole

of the articles above enumerated, when ripe; but
believe there is only one, namely, that they are highly inju

some

qualities

rious when

they are not so. We shall, therefore, always be
considered, when speaking of fruit, to mean ripe or mature
fruit, unless it be expressly stated otherwise.
737.
We limit ourselves, when speaking of the effects of these
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articles,

to the

years of

a

period before the first dentition, or the first two
child's life; and it may be asked, Is fruit of any kind
proper for children of that age?
738. This question must mean one of two
things is fruit a
proper article of diet for children, at the period spoken of: or,
—

—

will the occasional
As to the first,

we

indulgence of a small quantity be improper?
decidedly condemn any article enume
almost uniformly mischievous. When fruit
would

rated, since it is
children, it is asked, how

is forbidden to

they are
dantly ?

so

fond of it

As

;

regards

can

it be

bad, since

and since nature has furnished it

so

abun

the first

question, we would ask, are not
children as fond of wine, ardent spirits and many other
impro
per things, as of fruit? Yet you would not give them either of
these because they might take a fancy to it.
They would eat
the fruit of the Jerusalem

cherry,

the berries of the laurel,

or

the seed of the stramonium, with, perhaps, equal
avidity, though
death would be the immediate consequence of the
indulgence.
as
regards the second, nature has spread her poisons with
profuse a hand, as she has her more salutary fruits ; conse
quently, the abundance of the substance cannot prove its useful

And,
as

ness as

739.

food.

We, therefore,

are of
opinion, that whenever such a
quantity of fruit is given to a child, as shall, either by its quan
tity or quality, materially change the nature of the digested pro
duct, it is always bad ; consequently, such a proportion should
not be permitted to enter the stomach.
Nor do we think it al
ways safe, even in smaller quantities. If, on the other hand, so
small a quantity be given, as not to influence the digested
product,
it may be given without injury, but, we believe, never with ad

vantage.
740. Fruit, by most people is not only considered innocent, but
positively useful; therefore, a free indulgence is generally per
mitted in its use, without attending either to the age, peculiari
or condition of the
person who may make use of it : yet we

ty,

hesitate not to say, that unless due regard be paid to each of
these circumstances, fruit cannot be useful, and very often not
innocent.

even

that
ther

one
—

table.

It is familiar

to

class of substances is of

the

of every body,
easy digestion than ano
easy conversion than vege

experience

more

thus, animal food is of more
This, as a general rule, is strictly true; and of animal
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food,

already remarked, some

have

as we

more ease

than others.

The

same

is

digested with much
applicable to the

remark is

class, fruit may be considered, with
of
more
difficult
solution than almost any of
young stomachs,
the farinaceous substances in common use ; consequently, must

vegetable class

—

and of this

be less proper.
741. The insolubility of most fruits is well known to every
body, either from their own experience, or from their observa
tions upon the confirmed adult stomach of others; and with re
spect to children, the fact is notorious to all who may have charge

of them.

Who does not

constantly witness these substances
unchanged, and especially at the
passing rapidly through
we are now
of
which
speaking? Can it, then, be for a
age
them

moment

insisted

on,

that that substance which ihe stomach

master, is

innocent?

Let

useful,
ceived, by mistaking the agreeable for the useful.

not

or even

us

not

can

then be de

742. At the age in question, the indulgence in fruit of any
kind should be very limited indeed; and especially where the
stomach and bowels are not in the most perfect health. After

it may be given in moderate quantities, without much
but if there be even a small excess, the child is sure to suf

this

period,

risk

;

fer from

a

derangement

of the stomach

or

bowels,

or

both;

or,

if it escape from these evils, the stomach will be found less dis
posed for its ordinary meals, and the articles will be seen to pass

unchanged.
743. There is

correction

;

as

a

vulgar error on

it has

no

this last

point

which deserves

inconsiderable influence upon the

con

duct of many, in administering fruit to children.
The passing
of fruit unchanged through the bowels, has frequently been urged
to

us as a

proof of

child have taken

a

its innocent nature;

little too much,

or

for, it is said, that

"

if the

if the stomach cannot assi

milate it, it always comes away. Now, this coming away unal
tered, is a direct proof that the stomach cannot digest it ; and, of
course,

the child has been

and

labouring

under the effects of

indiges

instances, it has not produced any vio
lent symptoms, it must, nevertheless, be admitted, that the child
runs a
great risk. We should, therefore, lay it down as a posi
tive rule, that whenever this is observed with regard to any sub
stance, no matter what, the stomach itself is out of order, or that
tion

the

;

though, in

particular

some

substance is not suited to its powers,

or

condition,
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and must not

again be urged upon it. It is owing to inattention
these first revolts of the stomach, that dyspepsia is produced ;
and farther heedlessness too certainly confirms it.
to

744. There is another

fruits, which is

even

tioned

that

vulgar

more

error

with respect to certain

mischievous than the

one

just men
positive

innocent, but

they
namely,
merely
ly wholesome. This opinion is especially entertained of the
dewberry, and the blackberry ; hence, they have but too often
been administered to children, who were labouring under acute
or chronic diarrhoea, to the imminent
danger of their lives. We
have witnessed, this season, (August, 1825,) three instances of
dangerous cholera, brought on by means of these fruits ; and
one which had
nearly proved fatal, from the use of the sirup of
the blackberry. These instances are far from being rare ; we
;

have observed

engaged

in

745. We

established
very often

are not

more or

practice.
are
fully
error;

less of them,

aware

ever

how difficult it is

and that the dictum of

to
an

we

have been

eradicate
old

a

long

woman

will

of the

the

We do

experience
physician.
too largely upon the force or influence
of our opinion upon this important point. We feel it, however,
a
duty to state, that which has been sufficiently confirmed to us
with respect to these fruits, when exhibited as a remedy
namely, that we have never known them to be useful; but we
have very often known them to be injurious.
746. Another vulgar error is deserving of notice
namely,
not,

outweigh

since

therefore, calculate

—

—

that
to

"

when cherries

are

promote digestion."

eaten, the stones should be swallowed,
This is one of the most absurd, as well

dangerous errors, that popular opinion continues to cherish ; it
replete with mischief, and has neither reason nor experi
ence to countenance it. This mischievous practice, most proba
bly, took its origin from the mechanical theory of digestion, or
from some ill-selected analogy. It was formerly taught, that the
human stomach subdued the substances presented to it for diges
tion, by a mechanical action ; and that, consequently, the cher^
ry-stones performed the same duty in it, as the gravel in the giz>
zards of fowls. This opinion has been long disproved, by the
most satisfactory experiments ; but the errors to which it led,
still, unfortunately, continue to prevail; and this with a class of
as

is

one

20*
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from whom

one

would

rationally expect

better formed

notions.
747. The

disposition to theorize, has
digestion, in eating the skin

found

same

the purpose of

peach. They say,
object: or why

this

that

nature

they

were

intended the skin

formed ?

a

of the

The

utility for
apple and

to

same

promote

reasoning

would render it proper to swallow the shell of the walnut, and
the rind of the pine-apple ; but did not the opinion lead to prac

injury, it
absurdity.

tical
its

would not have been worth the trouble

748. From what has been

think, may be established

:

to

expose

said, the following principles,

we

—

749. 1. That before the child has attained its second year,

fruit in any quantity cannot be considered useful;
small quantities, properly administered, may do no
750. 2. That after the second year, small

may be given with less risk ;
circumstances which should
751. 3. That it

should

diet; since, in such

product,

if

especially
always regulate

never

though
injury.

very

quantities of fruit
duly attend to the

we

its exhibition.

constitute the chief article of

proportion, it would so alter the digested
might seriously injure the functions of the stomach.
That fruit, of almost every kind, is less digestible than
a

as

752. 4.

any of the farinaceous substances in common use.
753. 5. That when the stomach is incapable of

assimilating

it, much disturbance in the stomach and bowels is excited,

ter

minating oftentimes in cholera; or
754. 6. If it do not produce this evil, it passes from the bow
els in an unaltered state; and when this is the case, it is a cer
tain evidence that it is

injurious.
general rule, the older the child, the less the
liability to injury from fruit, provided it be taken at proper times,
and in moderate quantity.
756. 8. That it is an error to suppose, that
any fruit is posi
tively useful, as a nourishment, or as a medicine, to young chil
755. 7. That

as a

dren.
757. 9. That it is also

swallow the stones

gestion.

or

an

error, and

one

skin of fruit, with

a

of

a

serious

view

to

kind,

to

promote di
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Sect. II.

—

758. The dried fruits are,

Of Dried Fruits.
raisins, cherries, apples, peaches,

prunes, &c. Of these it may be said with safety, that they
still more exceptionable than the fresh, but not all in an equal

figs,
are

degree. The most injurious are the first four named. Raisins are
extremely indigestible, unless deprived of their skin ; and should
never be eaten, without
attending to this precaution there is
—

stomach, unless it be that of the ostrich, of whose powers of
digestion we hear so much, that can master the skin of a raisin
no

we know from observation, that a
hog cannot overcome this
insoluble substance; yet they are given by indulgent parents, in
large quantities, to children of every age, and of every power
of stomach, to either their immediate or remote
We
—

injury.

have known three instances of convulsions and
excessive

use

of this fruit.

759. Of the dried

that

they

death, from the

cherries, apples, and peaches, it may be said

altogether unfit to be received into the stomachs of
and
children,
especially young children.* They are rendered
fitter for the purposes of food, by
having them well stewed ; but
even then,
they should be taken in very moderate quantities
are

—

particularly
prune,

are

the cherries and dried

less

exceptionable than

apples.

the articles

The

fig, and the
just named: but
safety, by young

be freely indulged in, with entire
The adult stomach, when sound, bears them with
advantage when taken in moderation; especially where the
bowels are tardy but they never should be given for the same

they

cannot

children.

—

purpose
*

We

to

young children.

saw an

instance of

long

continued and

four years old, from eating a
quantity of dried
stealth; his recovery was doubtful for a

severe

apples,

longtime,

of the

offending

cause,

by

an

and

convulsions in

which he had

nothing

active emetic, saved his life.

but

a

child of

procured by

being

relieved
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CHAPTER XI.

OF EXERCISE.

Of such importance do we consider a well
perly organized system of exercise, that we
system of education imperfect, that does not

directed and pro
must hold every
include it among

its essentials.

For, without this, we can declare, from exten
sive personal observation, much mischief is sure to follows
while, on the other hand, we can safely say, where it has been

well

systematized, it has uniformly tended to the successful de
velopment of the body, as well as contributed largely to the invigoration of the mind. With these objects in view, we were
mainly instrumental in establishing the gymnasium, that is now
dispensing so much benefit to youth and others, in our city; and
to the practices of which we cannot too
pointedly recommend
the attention of parents and guardians, who may be solicitous
about the welfare of youth under their care.
760. Under the head

exercise

the

to

or

motion useful

period

of their

of exercise, we shall include, 1st, the
or proper for
very young children, up

beginning to walk; 2dly, walking; 3dly,
A, riding in a carriage ; B, riding on

other modes of exercise

—

horseback; C, games of various kinds; D, dumb-bells, and the
various exercises of the

Sect. I.

gymnasium.

—

Carrying

in the Arms.

761. Under this title, we may comprehend almost the whole
of the motion, or exercise, which can be usefully employed for
very young children ; and this may commence with advantage,
a

few

by

after birth. An error is very frequently committed
and mothers, in confining the child constantly to the
cradle, covered with clothes, or buried in feathers, in

days

nurses

bed,

or

carrying it about the room several times a day, carefully
placed upon a pillow, that it may enjoy a renewed atmosphere,
and have an opportunity of exercising its little limbs, to which
stead of
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this

important indulgence so strongly invites them, even before
they are a fortnight old. The custom of confining a child at
this early period of its life, arose from the absurd aphorism,
that
the more a child sleeps, the faster it grows."
762. It should be ever kept in view, that children, with re
spect to exercise, are precisely on a footing with adults, making
the proper allowances for degree. The muscular system of the
child, like that of the adult, can be strengthened only by exer
cising it; and the circulatory, nervous, and absorbent systems,
can
only be kept healthy, by the due and proper play of the
muscular; therefore, for the purposes of health, it must acquire
tone, by a well regulated plan for this purpose, or all the sys
tems just mentioned will become
deranged, or even diseased.
763. If this be true, it will be readily admitted, that the sooner
we commence with this
important part of physical treatment, by
a well
the
sooner will the muscular
adjusted plan,
system acquire
the tone, so important to the many other functions of the body.
764. To begin, then, with this useful practice sufficiently early,
the child should be taken several times every day, after its
wakings, from its nest of feathers, (even at ten days old,) and
placed upon a plain, and sufficiently soft surface; freed from all
restraint, and left to the enjoyment of its own sensations. In
"

obedience to these, it will soon be found to exert its feeble limbs
; and manifest, by its repeated efforts, the de-

in every direction
lightfulness of its

feelings. It will discover, after a few trials,
enjoys this freedom from restraint, and the advan
it
is
tage
deriving from it, by an increased motion, and force of
its limbs.
In the position we recommend, namely, upon its
back, it has a full opportunity of exercising all the larger mus
cles of the body ; and it is surprising, when permitted, how ra
pidly the child acquires strength.
765. All seem to be aware of the necessity of exercise to
strengthen the muscles; but there are very few who institute a
regular and proper series of experiments for this purpose. In
deed, the exertions the poor infant is obliged to make in the
hands of its nurse, are calculated to do it more injury than good.
The pride of the nurse, and too often that of ihe parent, becomes
highly interested in the display the child is forced to make, in
keeping itself erect; and when from long and often repeated
trials, the little creature is able to straighten its spine, it is
how much it
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praised

for its forwardness,

or

quoted

as

a

prodigy.

But this

kind of management is decidedly wrong ; since all this apparent
vigour is oftentimes procured at the expense of some permanent

derangement

of the

spine.

766. It will be evident to every

reflecting mind, that the in
completely ossified spinal column is but ill calculated, at the
period now supposed, to sustain the weight of the whole body,
and the head beside, and, when forced to do so by this injudi
cious management, it must yield, in a greater or less degree;
hence, crooked spines. We would, therefore, peremptorily for
bid all such displays. We are well acquainted with a nurse,
who from a perseverance, worthy of a more noble and useful
object, teaches the children she has charge of, to sit perfectly
upright, within the period of the month: it is truly ludicrous, as
well as unnatural, to see the little creatures sitting as straight
as if
they were stiffened by a back-board. What may ulti
mately, be the result of such a plan, remains to be proved rea
soning upon the subject, leads to nothing but gloomy anticipa
—

tions.
767. From what has been

said, it will appear, that, however,
the
muscles
important exercising
may be, it, nevertheless, must
be done, without obliging the spine to support the weight of the
it

do, when the child is placed in an erect posi
employment of the muscles, must be the result of
the voluntary act of the child; and it will most certainly and
successfully exercise its volitions, when placed in a position
which frees it from restraint ; as on its back, with its head a
When thus situated, with all its limbs at
very little elevated.
it
a
in
will,
liberty,
very short time, become so familiar, and so
pleased with its exertions, that it will every day more and
more
employ the muscles of these parts; and, in a little time

body ;

as

tion.

The

must

more, it will

the manifest
*

those upon the posterior part of the
advantage of the yet feeble spine.*
use

body,

to

The universal and preposterous practice of bracing children, as it is called,
back. boards, corsets, &c., has ever given rise to the disease they were

by straps,
intended

to prevent or to cure
namely, obliquities of the spine. This affection
first shows itself, by one shoulder
becoming lower than the other, and by a projection of the portions of the shoulder blades next to the spine. These bones
are so

—

elevated, sometimes, as to appear detached, or separated from their proper
We would, therefore, advise a mother, when she observes this change

location.

in the child's

shape,

to

of attempting

to cure

it

apply immediately to an experienced physician, instead
by the several contrivances just enumeraetd.
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768. Another

error

is

usually

committed

management of the head of the child,
tempts to make the child sit straight.

;

namely,

the mis

all the various

at
during
the
this
discipline,
During
head of the poor little infant is permitted to hang on one side
constantly, or it is suffered to roll about as if it were but loosely
attached to the body. The injuries arising from this inattention,
are
1st, the child acquires a habit of holding its head upon one
—

side, which is difficult to overcome; it also does mischief to the
for, 2dly, if permitted to roll about, injury may be

neck itself;

done to that part of the spinal marrow which passes through the
vertebrae of the neck, by the head making, from some cause or
other, too large a sweep; or, in other words, describing too

large

a

portion

of

a

769. To

circle.

prevent these evils, we would recommend, first, that
the child should never be placed in an erect position for any
length of time, before the spine is sufficiently confirmed to sup
—

port the superincumbent weight, and the muscles have acquired
strength to support the body in that position, without too much
fatigue ; and, secondly, if the child must be placed in an erect

position, for any necessary purpose, the head should always be
steadily sustained by the hand of the nurse being placed under
it.
The cautions now suggested are particularly important in
respect to feeble, or very heavy children, or those disposed to
rickets

or

scrofula.

770. The child's

body may be placed so as to make an angle
the horizon ; but when this is done, it
with
degrees
should always be by the hand of the nurse sustaining the back
of

a

few

head, by placing it against the shoulders and head. The child
may be carried about in this position, and gently exercised, by
and

a movement

for

up and down ; this may be repeated several times
minute at a time. But we must earnestly deprecate

day,
rapid motion, even in the direction prescribed ; but, espe
cially, a whirling motion. If the movement prescribed (770) be
gently and properly managed, it not only tends to give strength
and vigour to the child, but becomes a certain source of amuse
ment to it, as is clearly demonstrated by its joyful expressions,
and strong attachment after awhile, to those who perform it.
771. We have said, this motion should be gently performed:
we would rather wish to be considered as insisting upon this as
an essential condition ; for if it be rudely done, mischief may
a
a

too

a
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follow from the sudden shock the
The child, when this
its

nervous

system

mav

receive.

is carried to excess, expresses
by the sudden starts of its body ;

movement

dislike, and apprehensions,

by its wild and affrighted looks ; and by its convulsive sighs, and
crying. We have strong reason to believe, in one instance, that
death followed, from this movement being too
suddenly and vio
lently performed. When properly conducted, it has all the ad
vantages of swinging. The same censure must be passed upon
running violently with the child in the arms, hastily descending
the stairs, jumping, &c.
772. After the child has
acquired sufficient strength to sit up
without much support, it may
advantageously be indulged in it,
if properly managed ; that is, not too long at a time, nor too
often repeated. The spine of the child will
rarely acquire such
firmness,

as

this time, it

render this proper, before the third month
will, all things being equal, gain strength
to

—

after

and
may now be occasionally carried on the arm of the nurse, pro
vided she handle it properly
for on this much depends. We

daily;

—

shall, therefore, lay down the following rules, for carrying chil
dren

on

773.

the

arm :

1. It

—

should

never be so
placed upon the arm, as either
it to support itself, or fall backward.
To prevent this,
the hand of the arm on which the child does not
rest, should be
so
a certain
placed over its body and chest, as to

to

oblige

to

the whole

give

support

body.

774. 2. It should never be carried
upon the arm, without ad
ditional support, until the muscles of the neck have
acquired
sufficient strength to carry the head
straight, for reasons already

suggested.

775. 3. It should not

it

always be confined to one arm ; for
maintaining one position too long, contract

be, it will, from

habit of
arms

leaning

to

one

should often be

776. 4. It should

nurse's

do

side,

or

a

become crooked— therefore, the

changed.

be made to put an arm around the
on the arm for
carrying; as it will
to the side and back,
out the shoulderby
not

neck, while placed

injury

forcing

blade.
777. 5.

Neither should it be too

arm, lest it bend

legs ;

if

and

on

or

firmly grasped by

distort the bones of the

the nurse's

pelvis, thighs, and
this account, the child should not be often trusted to
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those who

are unskilled in
carrying one ; as they always em
brace the child very firmly, from an apprehension they may let
it fall
an
experienced nurse can carry a child without much
—

This rule is of

pressure.
as

may be

disposed

to

especial

Sect. II.
778. Before
so

term

a

it, it has

child
to

consequence to such children

rickets.

can

—

Of Walking.

learn this

acquire

important

several powers

art, if

we

may

1st, that of

using
its limbs in all directions ; 2dly,
crawling, 3dly, standing, or
balancing ; 4thly, the moving without falling, of one leg before
the other; which in its perfection is
walking.
779. We have
already directed the best method of ensuring
the first, which, if properly pursued, will
quickly lead to the
second, in which the child should be most freely indulged, with
out regard to the
soiling of clothes, or the destruction of such
perishable articles as it may be able to lay its hands upon. Most
parents have an aversion to this necessary acquirement, and too
frequently endeavour to interrupt it, to the decided injury of
their offspring. We have
constantly observed, that those chil
dren who learn to crawl, are always more robust, and better
confirmed in their walk, (though they sometimes do not
begin
so
early,) than those who have been taught to walk without this
useful intermediate step.
The act of crawling exercises
every
muscle of the body : and this, without much
fatigue since it is
a
voluntary act of the child; besides, it is highly pleased by the
employment of this power, for it always has an object for its
exertions
consequently, is sure to be' amused. This exercise,
therefore, not only gives vigour to the body, but also agreeably
—

—

—

stimulates the mind.

780. Children permitted to crawl, will soon wish to do more
;
hence, they will endeavour to lift themselves upon their feet by
the aid of a chair; and though they
may fail in many attempts,

feel it to be a point proper to
gain, and will perse
they accomplish it; by this they learn— 1st, to raise
themselves from the floor ; and, 2dly, to stand,
by holding the
on which
have
seized.
object
they
Presently, they can balance
themselves without holding ; and will proudly show
you, they
can stand alone.
But fearful of yet trusting themselves to move

they

seem

vere

until

21

to
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their limbs, without support, they do not
before the other ; but by seizing a chair,

they

will venture to advance

as

far

as

venture to

put

one

foot

other support,
the limits of their sup
or some

port will permit. This little adventure is repeated again and
again, with increased exultation ; when, after numerous trials,

they

feel confident of their powers to balance themselves, and,
inexpressible joy of the parents, they run alone. When

the

to

children learn
found that

to

walk

by

this

important gradation,

it is

always
legs,

injury is done to the proper form of the
which but too frequently happens by the other plan.
no

781. It may,

therefore, be useful

the unnatural

to caution

parents and

nurses

forcing very young children to
find their feet ;" since curved legs are almost sure to result
from the practice.* Children disposed to rickets should be par
ticularly preserved from this mischievous exercise. For it,
against

practice

of

"

the intention of the Creator, that children should
not walk before a given period ; therefore, to prevent an abuse

doubtless,

was

of this law, he annexed a penalty to its
782. We grant that children may be

infringement.
taught to walk,

without

previously crawling; but, at the same time, we must insist that
there is no advantage in this plan nay, there is often positive
injury, the limbs are almost sure to be curved, and the walk of
the child is marked by an uncertainty which does not obtain by
the other plan. By crawling, the bones of the legs and arms
strengthen with the muscles; and this, without curvatures of the
legs, since they are not forced to support a weight beyond the
—

power of resistance.
783.

Many plans

have been devised

to

teach

children

to

without ceremony condemn the whole, since they all
consist in obliging the child to make exertions injurious to the

walk

—

we

form of their limbs— of this kind

are

the go-carts, the

leading-

The go-cart and leading-strings are banished from
the nursery, in almost every part of this country ; and we sin
"
cerely hope that no false theory, or an attempt at a royal road

strings,

&c.

"

point out the fact, that very early walking is not one of her
by developing the lower extremities while in utero, more slowly than
It would
the upper ? which disparity continues for even months after birth.
of the legs, as
seem to say, there is no necessity for a more ample development
their use will not be required for some time. Whereas the use of the arms is
immediately required after birth, for the purpose of aiding itself in the acquire*

Does not nature

intentions

;

ment of its food.
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to

walking, may ever

cause

them

tried, abound in

most

of their mischievous
784.

hands,
is

—

—

walk

to

by taking hold

fairly

evidence

of

one

of their

dislocation, by the violent and sudden attempt
a dislocation, the arm suffers a

a

or, should it escape

violent extension of its muscles and
sometimes

indisputable

an

a

the risk of
it

legs

In this case the arm
very exceptionable mode.
extended ; and, should the child make a false step, it

is also

to save

have been most

means

tendency.

children

Teaching

severely

runs

ill-formed

Those

to be introduced.

again

countries in which these artificial

a

long

ligaments,

time before it recovers,

as

from which it is

well

as

subjecting

the poor child to a great deal of pain. Both hands being held
at the same time, is less exceptionable, but not entirely free from

objections.

The best way is to let the child depend pretty much
care to break a fall,
by gently seizing it

upon itself taking
round the waist.
—

Sect. III.
785. After
ness,

Of other

modes

child has learned

a

it is eager

to

of Exercise.

walk with tolerable steadi

employ its locomotive powers, by moving al
from place to place, either to relieve ennui, or

to

constantly
gratify curiosity,
most

—

or

both

hence the desire of motion

;

universal, that it may be considered
gratification they should be liberally

instinct.

an

being

so

This kind of

indulged in, since it keeps
profitably employs the muscular system
there
can be no exercise so
unexceptionable as that
consequently,
But it may happen,
circumstances.
under
of walking
proper
the
state
of
the
that from
weather, indisposition, or the distance
the mind amused, and

to

—

which it is desirable

portation

must

to

remove

be resorted

to ;

them, other modes of

and the choice of such

trans

as

present
themselves, must depend upon the age of the child, distance, &c.
We shall, therefore, consider
—

A— Riding in
786. Our remarks upon

the conclusion, that it is
them

;

therefore,

oftentimes

riage."
must

be

we

gained by

Carriage.

carrying children on the arm, lead to
always the best mode of exercising
of opinion, that much advantage is

not

are

the well

This, however,

a

to

be

regulated
as

useful

use

as

of the

it is

"

baby-car
capable of being,

governed by the following considerations: 1st, the ve
2dly, the mode of using it; and 3dly, the child.

hicle itself;

—
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The

1.

787.

Carriage.

render it difficult

to

—

It should be

be overset

;

so constructed, as
therefore, the wheels must

to

be

made low, and revolve easily, and equally ; the axle should be
wide, that the carriage may have even an over proportion of

body should be sufficiently long to permit the child
length, when necessary ; and of such breadth, as
shall prevent its being cramped, when placed in it. It should
be of such depth, as will prevent the child from falling out; and
its height should be so arranged, that the child may be protected
The

base.

to

lie at full

from the

when this may be necessary. The wheels should
against running off, when the carriage is in motion.

sun,

be secured

body should be placed upon low springs, of sufficient elas
ticity and strength.
788. 2. The Mode of using the Carriage
is highly important,
To be
since an error in this point may defeat its bests uses.
at a
it
should
be
drawn
and
useful, therefore,
always
steadily,
moderate
it
should
never be
very
pace;
violently jerked, nor
in
motion.
The
for
its
rapidly put
employment should al
place
be
and
free
from
smooth,
obstructions; as its passing
ways
over
the
child, since it may overset, or
rough places endangers
do injury by the severity of its motions.
789. 3. As regards the Child.
That this kind of exercise may
the
child
must
be
so
prove beneficial,
disposed in the vehicle, as
to be perfectly at ease.
The most suitable position for this
purpose, will depend very much upon the age of the child ; we
may, therefore, divide this into three periods the first period is
that, before the child can securely sit alone ; the second is, where
The

—

—

—

it is able to sit
child

can run

790. The

period,

alone, but

position

should be

a

from

a

sudden

elastic mattress

rolling

vent too

the third, is after the

;

for the child in the

;

and

sitting;

carriage,

at

the first

one, and, for the reasons suggested,
It should be secured against
receiving

it upon
its sides,

jolt, by laying
so

when in motion.

be that of

walk

horizontal

with its head elevated.

injury

cannot

alone.

confined
The

one

at

a

as

for the second

but the child must be

so

pillow,
to

or

period,

secured,

an

prevent its
as

may

to pre

much motion of its

body, when the carriage is moving.
period, the same position will be proper; but there
necessity for the confinement just spoken of, as the

For the third
will be less

child

can now

balance and support itself.

Yet it may be pro-
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to

per

observe, that the greatest

period,
791.

to

guard against

care

the child's

should be taken at every

falling

out.

Children, when placed in the carriage, should

kept standing

in the

sun,

if it be

warm ; nor

should

never

they

be

be

kept

motionless, when the weather is very cold. Indeed, it would
always be best, not to expose to either extreme ; since the risk
of

injury is oftentimes greater than the benefit. When in the
carriage, in cold weather, they should be amply covered, since,
from the passiveness of their situation, they will require addi
tional clothing.
Nor should the ride ever exceed half an hour
at a time, especially if the child be observed to become sleepy
and this for two reasons : first, because it is always injurious to
children to sleep in the open air ; and, secondly, because, after
a few trials, they will much prefer this mode of going to sleep;

—

and thus

destroy

venience of the

a

well established habit, to the serious incon

parent
B

792.

Perhaps

or nurse.

—

Riding

there is

no

on

Horseback.

mode of exercise,

beneficial

equally

except walking it is one which employs all the
and that in the most agreeable way. There
the
of
rider,
energies
is scarcely a muscle unemployed, and, at the same time, the mind
with this, if

is

highly

we

—

We must, however, be understood to

amused.

of those who feel

a

confidence in their

horsemanship;

speak

for such

derive benefit from it. Therefore, a child, either male or
female, should be early instructed in this important art. We say,

only

early period to take lessons, when prac
so, they become more confident, and
better confirmed in their seal. When placed on horseback at an
early age, they quickly acquire intrepidity ; first, because they
have a natural attachment to a horse, which they suppose will
not do them harm ; and, secondly, because they cannot well an
ticipate all the risk they might run, either from the mismanage
they

should

begin

at an

ticable; since, by doing

On
ment of the reins, or the viciousness of the animal itself.
this account, children are fearless on horseback, almost as soon
as thev are placed there ; and their enjoyment keeps pace with
their trials; and for these reasons, the sooner they begin, the bet
ter
•

for every purpose of health, or future usefulness.
advise, under circumstances which

793. We would

mand this

indulgence,

that children commence,
21*

soon

can com

after their
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sixth year, to receive instructions under a careful and experi
enced master ; and, as soon as they have acquired " a good seat,"

they may accompany their father, a friend, or a careful servant,
for farther improvement and exercise.
A timid child should not
be forced

suddenly to mount a horse, for any purpose ; he ought
placed under the immediate care of a judicious person,
who, by address and management, will remove his apprehen
sions, and cause him eventually to acquire a confidence in him
self. On this account, a riding school is
deserving of patronage.
be

to

C

—

Of Games,

and Exercises

of various

kinds.

794. In

large cities, there is a great variety of games and ex
presented for the amusement of children ; some of which
are
It would oc
very useful, and others extremely injurious.
too
much
room
to
the
varieties, and reason
cupy
particularize
We shall, therefore, merely point out the
upon them in detail.
ercises

tendencies of them all, and allow parents to choose such as will
best conform to the general scheme of
physical education.
795. All the active
games and

kinds

considering,
health, exercise,) employ

we are

aitl to

now

less

the

exercises, (and these

since

they

afford that

all the muscles of the

are

the

important
body with

tendencies of which, are to
severity ;
and
the
skill of such as sufficiently
strength,
improve
them.
But
these
employ
advantages are not always gained
more

or

remote

confirm the

without risk

either from the

nature of the game or exercise it
with
wnich it may be pursued ; there
severity
fore, such as really may be attended with danger had better be
avoided at once; and only such followed as are not
necessarily

self,

or

;

from the

accompanied by risk. Of the former kind may be considered
skaiting; going into the water unprotected, before they can swim ;
descending from the tops of houses by a running rope, or wind
lass

;

diving

Of the latter,

flying

or

jumping

we

into the water from

may reckon

playing

at

a

great

height, &c.
a
hoop,

marbles, beating

of kites,

playing at ball, or fives, shinny, &c. These last
necessarily dangerous, but may be so accidentally we
would, therefore, lay down the following general rules upon
are

not

—

games and exercises
796.

Not

1.

:

—

themselves

child to engage in such as
those above enumerated ; and

allow the

and C,

to

permit

dangerous, as
plea, that A, B,

a

daily

are

in

not to

engage in them without

•
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accident,

to

outweigh

the force of

positive examples

to the con

trary.
797. 2. To allow

a

necessarily injurious;
deration,

child to engage only in such as are not
even such within the bounds of mo

and

in order that evil may not follow the indulgence
body, nor check perspiration too

—

that is, not to overheat the

suddenly.
798. To choose such of the

latter, as may prove least inju
for, by associating with vulgar cha
racters, in the performance of certain games and exercises,
much risk is incurred.
On this account, a child is seldom safe,
rious to the child's morals ;

either

morally or physically, who is permitted to choose its com
panions, the nature of its game, or amusement, from under the
parent's inspection and control.
799. Girls, from necessity, can have fewer games or amuse
ments than boys; but there is a sufficient choice of these, for
such are, shut
all the purposes of health, if properly pursued
tlecock, and battledore : skipping the rope, dancing, &c. Where
circumstances will permit, a well arranged swing is one of the
best, as well as one of the most delightful modes of exercise, to
those who can enjoy it.
Riding on horseback, we are sorry to
observe, is too little practised among our young females. Un
fortunately, this, like many other points essential to health, re
quires the powerful influence of "fashion," to bring it into use.
There is, perhaps, no city in the world, where females enjoy
this most salutary exercise so little as in this ; and, perhaps,
there is none that offers stronger inducements to employ it.
There are always masters to teach the art, where encourage
ment is given; but of the number who have offered their ser
On
vices to the public, not one, we believe, has succeeded.
what does this supineness rest?
—

-

D— Dumb-Bells.
800. The

"

dumb-bells" have been

strongly

recommended

as

exercise for young people, especially when the weather will
These machines may be
not permit it to be taken out of doors.
we have no doubt, where the weight of
employed,
an

profitably

them, and the
The

manner

of

idea is, that

general
strength of the

person

using vthem, are properly regulated.
they should be made as heavy as the

can

wrield, than which, there

can

be

no
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for all the

advantage of weight

be

gained, by
quickened ; and
this need not be done, but as the person acquires strength. But
such as have the opportunity of attending the exercises of the
Gymnasium," will have the use of these instruments, as well
as
many other modes of exercise, properly pointed out, and
their employment judiciously regulated.
greater

error

using light

—

ones,

if the motions of the

can

be

arms

"

CHAPTER XII.
OF BATHING, AND CLEANLINESS.
a
popular belief, and one founded upon correct ob
that
the proper and healthy condition of the perspira
servation,
tory organ, namely, the skin, is highly important to health.

801. It is

—

—

Whenever this apparatus becomes deranged, either directly or
indirectly, it is always found, that the body is less in the enjoy
ment

of health and comfort, than when this is in the full exer
It will, therefore, follow, that whatever

cise of its functions.

tends to maintain the sensible and insensible

perspiration

in their

proper proportions, will essentially serve the purposes of health.
It has ever been acknowledged, that cleanliness is highly con
ducive

to

disease is

will

sooner or

follow

to

attentive

were

from the skin;

ing

so

they to
entirely

penalties.
acquainted

well

w7ere

from it, that baths

their cities,

—

later have its

802. The ancients
so

; for, wherever this is neglected,
therefore, the impure state of the skin

this desirable end
sure

convinced of the

were

expense

respective cities had
they pleased. These

valuable

not

well be

too

much

a

impurities
advantages result

erected and

public

at

with this fact; and

the removal of all casual

;

right

praised,

maintained, in many of
of which the inhabitants of the

to

take

advantage, at any time
public munificence, can
admired, and could they have

gifts
or

of

to the

present moment, in all such climates
where heat makes them desirable, incalculable advantages
would have arisen, to reward the liberal spirit by which they
been

perpetuated

were

maintained.

803.

Although

there

pense, in this country,

are no
we

are,

baths maintained

at

the

public

ex

nevertheless, in possession ofsuf-
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ficient facilities for

bathing in almost every part of the United
States, either by means of running water, or the late general in
troduction of baths, in almost every well built modern house in
our cities.
Therefore, when this important auxiliary to health
is

attended to, it

not

be attributed to

must

reprehensible

ne

glect.
804. Parents who

inattentive to the

are

their children well

having

important duty

of

cleansed, by the frequent application

of water to their skins, disregard one of the most valuable pre
cepts which Hygeia can give, or that they can obey ; and for
the neglect of which, no adequate excuse can be
urged, espe

cially

as

the

heat and cold
its most

one we
are

much

seasons, too

healthy

the command of every body.
In a
subject to, where the extremes of

at

means are

climate like the

are

alternately experienced
care

in their

respective

be taken to preserve the skin in
especially during the summer months,

cannot

condition

;

that disease may not result.

Therefore, the useful discipline of

young member, at least, of the family,) should
be omitted. If this were done daily, during the warmer

washing, (every
never

parts of our seasons, it would be but complying with a necessity,
constantly created, by the action of heat upon the skin ; it should

beyond every other day, unless some circum
might render it improper.
805. The object of all bathing, is to remove impurities arising
from dust, perspiration, &c, from the surface, that the skin may
not be obstructed in the performance of its proper offices.
But
it requires to be cautiously conducted, that the subject may not
be exposed to the risk of taking cold it should, also, be so ma
naged, that too much reaction shall not be excited. To ensure
these important ends, the bath should be of tepid warmth, at
least for several of the first years of the child's life ; for by having
the water very moderately warm, we remove with more facility
and certainty the impurities from the skin ; we prevent taking
not

be omitted

stance

of health

—

cold, and do

conducting
806. We

not excite too

the
are

bathing,
aware,

much reaction.

we

shall

we are

Of the best mode of
and

by. (827, &c.)
speak by
advancing opinions not in con

public prejudice ; but we declare them without he
are certain they are sanctioned
sitation,
by both reason
and experience. The cold, is the favourite bath of people in
general ; but why it should be so, we are utterly at a loss to un
derstand. This popular feeling originated in some unaccount-

formity

with

as we
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able
But

prejudice,
as

or

from

imposing, but limited experience.
possession of the public mind, it may be
due candour, our objections to its employ

it has taken

well to urge with all

an

ment.
807.

are many latent
predispositions to disease, or
obscure form, to which the cold bath would be

1. There

disease in

an

the dormant affection,

highly injurious, by calling into action
by exalting the one already present.

2. There

stitutions, wherein the powers of reaction

body

is left in

action is

a state

in

tardy

of exhaustion for

taking place;

a

are

many

or

con

feeble, that the
long time, because re
are so

and wherever this

happens,

the

system is sure to be weakened, instead of being invigorated.
3. There are many, who have strong dispositions to local deter
minations of blood ;

as

cases, the cold bath is
or

producing
injurious

lungs, liver, &c. ; in which
decidedly mischievous, by encouraging,

to

the head,

these determinations.

most

4. It

has, sometimes, the

effect upon the nervous system, producing a kind
catalepsy. We know a lady who was nearly de

of syncope, or
stroyed in this way, by a single plunge in the cold bath, although
of moderate temperature the warm, or tepid bath, she much
—

reaction, after cold bathing, is sometimes ex
cessive, amounting, in some instances, to temporary fever; and
when this subsides, the muscular system is found weakened.,

enjoys.

6. It

5. The

never

tepid,

answers

or warm

for which it

bath

was

the purposes of cleanliness so well as the
therefore, one of the principal advantages

—

resorted to, is defeated.

menced with

7. It is

always

com

the part of the subject of it,
or a child of more advanced

strong repugnance
a
very young child,
the
manifests its aversion, by crying during the con
first,
age
tinuance of the discipline; the second, by strong opposition,
cry
ing, &c. 8. In very young children, it sometimes produces se
vere pain in the bowels, which can
only be allayed by laudanum,
as the
following case, among others, will show :
on

whether it be
—

—

808. We

were

requested

old, who, from the

moment

to

it

for

prescribe
was
stripped

a

child of six weeks

for

dressing, began

cry, and would not cease, until it took laudanum, for the pur
pose of quieting it ; and this was uniformly the case, from the

to

first

dressing after its birth. We inquired into the mode of
washing and dressing it, and were informed that the nurse had
begun by washing it with cold water, and the practice had been
continued ever since ; and that as soon as the water was applied

to

it, it would begin

washed from head
with cold
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to

scream

that after it had been well

;

foot with the water, it was again washed
and then dried and dressed ; that it remained
to

whisky,
shivering for a long time after the washing; and that
continued unceasingly to cry, until quieted by laudanum, or

cold and
it

We recommended that it should be washed with

carminative.

instead of cold, and to lay aside the use of the
whisky. On the repetition of our visit, a few days after, we
were informed, that the child had been nearly quiet
during the
warm water

dressings, and only cried while that was carrying on, and ceased
altogether to do so, as soon as this duty was performed; and
that it had not required laudanum, since the warm water had
been substituted for the cold.

just related, it is evident, that the use of the
injurious ; it produced a painful condition of the
which
could only be relieved by anodyne medicines.
bowels,
The child, therefore, was not only made to suffer much pain by
its use, but was acquiring a habit of taking laudanum, which
could not fail to be ultimately injurious.
809. In the

cold water

case

was

however, be understood, that

810. It must,

demning
regard it

the cold bath, without
as a

highly important remedy,

we

not

are

con

the contrary we
where the condition of

reserve ;

on

the system indicates it ; but we are decidedly of opinion, that
the constant use of it should be reserved almost exclusively for

this purpose.

The occasional

health, may safely

be

of the cold bath, to
in; but it should be

use

people in
sparingly

indulged
employed as a remedy. We shall not
here treat of the cold bath as a remedy our present object is
limited to the question, whether it, or the tepid bath, as a con
stant, daily application, be most conducive to the objects of

had

recourse

to, unless

—

health, and cleanliness.
811. We are,

however, by

no

sanguine,

means

that

we

shall

make many converts to the opinions we are advocating, as the
prejudice in favour of the cold bath is inveterately fixed in the
minds of most
"

people.

and the

bracing,"
nothing

which

can

It is almost

warm

be

or

more

those

tepid

unfounded

the cold bath in many
enumerated, as well as some

instances, such
already
other, ceases to be bracing; while the
as

stances, would

decidedly

universally said to be
to be relaxing ; than

bath
:

warm, in those very in

have this effect.
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scarcely any thing more vague than the re
of hot and cold, applied to the sensation created
body, by media of various temperatures. It will

812. But there is

lative

terms

the

on

living

be proper, therefore, to signify
be understood by the cold and
813.

By

the cold bath

by

some

warm

we are

to

definite

sign,

what is to

baths.

understand,

water

to the human

in temperature, that when applied
produce that sensation of coldness, called

a

shock.

so

reduced

body,

it shall

Now, there

body, which will necessary pre
from producing this effect, unless we run

various conditions of the

are

any fixed

vent

degree

extreme; we can, therefore, only assume some general
positions ; but we must always be understood to mean the effect
It will be
of such application upon the body when in health.
into

an

readily

seen, that

we

can

fix with

certainty

the lower

extreme

of temperature; since water will not bear a greater reduction
than 32° of Fahrenheit with out freezing.
The other is not so
since it may vary from 62° to 82°, as we are in
formed that the Buxton water is at that temperature, and a

easily fixed,

slight

shock is

experienced

therefore, be 72°.
the

body ;

and

in summer, if
is called

at

Water,

upon immersion ; the medium would,
at this temperature, will feel cold to

62°, it will be found pretty severe, especially
in the form of the shower-bath, though it

applied

temperate heat.

814. The warm,

or
tepid bath, may consist then, of a tem
perature, under some circumstances, above 82°, or from this to
98°, the usual heat of the human body beyond this, it becomes
a
hot bath," and should, like the cold bath, be employed but
—

"

as a
prescription of the physician ; but we are not now consi
dering this important auxiliary, except as a means to ensure
cleanliness. Of this important part of physical education, too
much cannot be said in commendation it may
truly be said to
—

be

a

virtue.

815. No mother should confide this

duty

to

a

servant

—

she

should herself
no

part of it

daily inspect the skin of her children, and see that
has been neglected. It is not sufficient for the
pur

poses of health, or cleanliness, that the hands and face are
washed there are many other parts of the child's body which
—

require

rigid attention, and which because out of sight,
neglected. Nothing, perhaps, in after life, so ef
fectually administers to comfort, as thepractice of habitual clean-

are

too

a more

often
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liness ; it is also

one of the most efficient means of preserving
But this habit, (or we had like to have said, this
virtuous feeling,) is rarely generated, if it have been neglected
in early life.

health.

816. An attention to cleanliness costs neither time

nor mo

make
ney beyond its worth ; ,for the cleanly man or woman,
their toilet with as much despatch as the sloven, or the slattern ;
can

and
ence

they gain by it, that which the others
a
feeling of inexpressible comfort.

can

never

experi

—

817. As

of

a

preventive

of disease, it stands foremost

;

for the

of the most loathsome diseases, may be traced
origin
to a neglect of this virtue ; it should, therefore, be
practised, and
inculcated, from the earliest infancy, to that period of life, at
which the child is able to judge for itself; when, if it have been
brought up with proper habits, it will spontaneously decide in
favour of bathing. Let any one inspect the nurseries of chil
dren who are slovenly, and of those carefully brought up, and
the very first glance will convince him of the advantage of the
latter, and the mischievous tendency of the other.
some

trained to cleanliness, that, at a very
early period of their lives, they will avoid soiling themselves.
A friend informed us, that the little patient of eight months old,
818. Children may be

for which
was a

we were

month old

either

so

prescribing,

; nor

during the day
would by signs make

had it in

or

the

had not
a

night.

worn

a

diaper

since it

single instance soiled itself,
When it felt a necessity, it

it known in such

good

time

as

accident. This, we admit, to be a rare instance of
but it is not the less worthy of imitation.

to

prevent

discipline,

always be attained, one of nearly
as much consequence certainly can
namely, teaching the
to
feel
uncomfortable when
child, by frequently changing it,
almost
cries
wet or soiled; and it will by its
immediately make
relief.
The above case,
for
its condition known, and plead
done
shows us how successfully this has been
; and we believe
we may safely add, how easily it may be done, if properly com
menced, and duly persevered in. For such is the effect of cus
tom and good management, that children will very early de
clare their wants as regards their evacuations, if they be fre
quently placed upon the chairs, whenever they seem to manifest
819. If this

practice

cannot

—

a

desire to relieve themselves.
22
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example of other children, when

there

are

such, will

establish this habit; if the older be placed
the
the
chair,
younger will soon be willing to follow their
upon
example and thus regularity will certainly be produced. This
much contribute

to

—

practice may be subjected to

certain

periods, by placing the

child

upon the chair at certain hours ; for instance, soon after they
But in
rise in the morning, towards noon, and in the evening.

doing this, the child must not be neglected at the intermediate
periods, if it discover any marks indicative of its wants.
821. Nothing, perhaps, will so decidedly prevent that dis
gusting and indomitable habit of wetting the bed ;" since no
thing so certainly tends to produce it, as permitting children to
remain long wet ; as evacuation will follow evacuation, until
the habit is confirmed, by all sense of inconvenience being lost.
"

822. It may be proper to say, en passant, that we do not con
fine the observance of cleanliness to the healthy condition of the

alone

body

;

for if the child be ill,

the

frequent changes become
popular opinion be against it.

necessary, though
We have already declared ourselves

even more

823.

tepid

water

least

two

for

to

be in favour of

washing children, from birth until they
If

years old.

at

this

period

a

change

be

are

thought

at

desi

may be used a little colder; but it must be re
collected that if a change be made, it should be done gradually,

rable, the

water

as we

have

jected

to too

that the constitution may not be sub
trial, by a great difference in temperature.

just stated;
sudden

a

so

Extremes of every kind, we again repeat, are dangerous ; there
fore, the gradation should be from tepid to cool, and from cool
to

cold, if this last should

ever

become necessary,

even

as a

remedy.
824. We
to mistake

the rules

would, however, caution the over*timid mother, not
hot, for warm, and thus defeat every advantage which

inculcating are intended to confer. This error
as the other, for
injury would certainly follow.
So much does theory sway the actions of
every one, that man
kind frequently pursue opposite plans, to
accomplish the same
end. A delicate, frail constitution will be treated
by contrary
means
agreeably to the particular notions entertained by the per
son who has
charge of the patient, respecting the cause of disease,
or the effects of remedies. Thus, for the removal of
debility, which

would be

we are
as

bad
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suppose to be the sole cause of disease, the cold bath is pre
scribed by some, with a view, as they say, to brace the system ;

they

while others will

employ

the hot, that the feeble

825. In this case, either of the

each is

strength

of the

be fostered.

patient may

plans might
neither

be wrong, since

be

ultimately pro
few
and
in
should
no
instance
instances,
very
we commence with either extreme.
In all cases, the tempera
ture of the water, should be regulated by the
degree of vital en
an

extreme;

per, except in

consequently,

can

a

ergy ; for, though children of enfeebled constitutions are invigo
rated by a moderate bath where there is no contra-indication to
its use, yet

they would be as certainly injured by the sudden
application of the cold bath. So, on the other hand, a similar
state of body may be cherished and
improved by the tepid, yet
might be severely injured by the hot bath.
826.

But,

as

neither the hot

without the advice of

nor

the cold bath should be used

physician, they should always be consi
dered as remedies of great power, and only to be used as such,
and for the diseases for which they are proper. The indiscri
minate use of both, has done more injury, we fear, than can be
compensated for by the good derived from their proper applica
a

tion.
827. Dr. Struve

lays

down the

rules for

following

bathing

"
During the first three months of its life, an
young children :
infant ought to be bathed in moderately warm water ;* the
—

*

moderately warm, implies that degree of heat, when the hand,
sufficiently sensible, the foot, may remain in it for some time,
without experiencing the least disagreeable sensation. The lukewarm bath, is
about the temperature of warm milk. The cool bath signifies a temperature
equal to that of water which has been kept in a room for a considerable time, so
that its chilliness is taken off. And the cold bath ought to correspond with river
water, in the height of summer," (p. 353.)
It will readily be perceived, that Dr. Struve's definitions of temperatures are
extremely vague, since he does not measure them by the thermometer. Willich,
his translator, has succeeded in being explicit, by saying, Immediateiy after the
birth of a child, the water in which it is bathed, ought never to exceed the 98th
degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer. By progressively reducing the warmth one
degree every month, it will stand at 86° when the child is a year old, which, I
presume, will produce the sensation of what Dr. Struve calls luke-warm: if this
or

•'

The term

if this be not

"

—

temperature be still farther reduced in the next twelve months, so that the mer
the second year of
cury in the glass falls to 74°, when the child has completed
its life, it may then with propriety be termed a "cool bath," (p. 354.)
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nine

months, the

water

should be

only lukewarm ;

after the

first year, its temperature may be still more reduced ; and after
the second, the bath should be cool. From the third year of its
age, we may venture to bathe a child in cold water ; but it

should

always

828. There

be remembered, I do
be

not mean as

cold

as

ice."*

injurious,
preposterous,
nothing
empirical use of the hot, or cold bath, since they are
confessedly powerful agents; but warm, tepid, or cool water,
for the purposes of cleanliness, may be daily used, under proper
restrictions, not only with safety, but advantage.
829. We say, under proper restrictions; by this, we mean
1st, that the child, when about to be washed, should be exposed
no
longer than is absolutely necessary for the operation ; 2dly,
when the cleansing is done, it should immediately be well dried,
and its clothes restored as quickly as possible; 3dly, in cold
can

or

more

than the

—

weather, the

water

should be rather

warmer

than in hot

wea

little fine soap should always be used, by pre
; 4thly,
viously dissolving a small portion in the water, before it is em

ther

a

for the lower half of the

ployed, especially
head, particularly

body ; 5thly,

the

if the child be very young, should be first
and
its cap put on, before the other portions of
washed, dried,
the body are wetted ; 6thly, children should never be dressed in
a

current of air ;

7thly, they

should

never

be roused from their

sleep for this purpose, nor washed immediately after walking;
but they may safely be permitted to sleep, after the fatigue of
dressing.
830. When the conveniences

present themselves, children of

regulations of de
permitted,
of
running streams, ponds pure water, or rivers,
cency,
But this should always
the
warm weather of summer.
during
be done under the superintendence of adults qualified to protect
them against accident. They may thus be instructed in that
most useful exercise, and art, swimming, of which no boy, (and
why may we not add, girl ?) should be ignorant after their ninth
year. It is an important part of education, that youth be taught to
both

sexes

to

under proper

should be

bathe in

we
regret, that hitherto, no proper establishment of
has
arisen
this kind
among us. The one purporting to be for this
purpose, has too many serious objections against it, to receive

swim ; and

general patronage.

In the first
*

place,

Treatise, p. 353.

it is not conducted with
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decency ; secondly, it is badly situated for the pur
pose; and, thirdly, it is much too expensive.
831. We have employed the words bathing, and washing sy
sufficient

nonymously in our present chapter. We think it necessary to
explain this ; as in no instance have we wished to be under
stood submersion, by the term bathing, and when we have spoken
of washing, it always had reference to the whole body undergo
ing this discipline, in distinction to the partial cleansing of the
hands and face.

CHAPTER XIII.
OF DRESS.
832. We have

dren of the first

already spoken
period that is,
—

of dress, when
from birth to

applied

to

weaning.

chil

We

few words upon this important point, from that
shall now say
time to the age of puberty.
833. The object of all dress should be, first, to cover the body
in such a manner that decency shall not be violated ; and sea

body against the vicissitudes of the seasons.
object may be easily obtained ; and this by the
to accomplish which, it is only necessary to
most simple means
cover the body with a loose garment, of sufficient length and
width. But this simple plan is rarely adopted ; as caprice and
fashion, pride and ostentation, are constantly interfering with it;
hence, the immense variety of dress observed in the different
portions of the globe, as well as in contiguous places. Where a
departure from the simplicity just spoken of, does not injure by
imposing restraint upon either the limbs or body, it is not a legi
timate object for animadversion; since causes beyond our con
trol will constantly be operating, to produce great variety in the
condly.to protect

the

834. The first

—

—

form of dress.
835. The mischievous and

preposterous custom of swaddling
nearly abolished, in almost every part of the world : the child,
from its birth, being now permitted more freedom for its limbs,
which it exercises, accordingly, with much advantage to itself.
is

22*
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fulfilling

the second

the weather, many
the garments, and,

errors

object, namely,
are

committed

a

—

secondly, in the quantity

Sect. I.

—

The Form

of the

protection against

first, in the form of
and

quality of them.

Garments.

a certain period, say until the fourth or fifth year, it
habit both the male and female child pretty much af
ter the same manner; and, luckily, when this plan was adopted,
the dress of the male was made to conform to that of the female
we say luckily, for so truly it was ; since the dress of the lat
ter, in modern days, is much better calculated for both health and
comfort, than that of the former. The loose style of dress now

836. To

is usual

to

—

for children, if persevered in, will certainly be of much
no restraint
consequence to the rising generation, since it imposes

adopted

either upon the extremities or the abdomen. The stiff stays for
female, and the tight waistbands of breeches for male children,

formerly in use, have now yielded to the unconfined frock, and
petticoats in the one, and the modern invention of trousers and
suspenders in the other. By these changes a greater security
is afforded for the preservation of health, since neither the chest
nor abdomen in girls, nor the abdomen and lower extremities
in boys, suffer from compression.
837. We have already adverted to the evils w7hich may arise
from too great a pressure upon the abdomen, when speaking of
the belly-band of infants ; and it may now be proper to observe,
that our observations upon this point are not confined to that pe
riod of life they extend, properly speaking, to every period ;
and will apply with much force to the stage of life we are now
considering. Indeed, we might say, with more force, since,
joined to the pressure so earnestly deprecated, we must add, the
almost incessant muscular exertion to which children yield them
selves at this particular time, by which the liability to rupture
must be increased; and especially, at this time, the parts give
way with proportionable facility.
—

838. We, therefore, consider the loose dress
males, and the almost universal recourse to

penders,

for

boys,

besides very much

as

contributing

diminishing the

much

to

now

in

use

trousers

their

for fe

and

sus

general health,

risk of the accident, at which
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we

just

hinted.

mend it to every
vent

every

On these accounts, we would earnestly recom
mother, so to dress her children, as shall pre

possible

risk of too strong

a

pressure upon the parts

designated.
Sect. II.
839. The

frequent

—

The

errors

Quantity,

committed

than obvious

;

they

and

on

Quality of Clothing.

both these

consist

chiefly

points,

in

not

are

extremes

:

less

theory

in most instances directs both ; and too often in direct violation

of

reason

vocated
covered

and

by

a

too

constitution

;

experience.

One

extreme

class, who suppose that the
thinly, for the purposes of

here alluded to, is ad

body can scarcely be
giving strength to the

hence, let the inclemency of the weather be what

it may, they banish nearly all the warmer articles of clothing,
with the view of inuring the body to any temperature to which
it may be exposed. The other class consists of those who ap

prehend cold to be the most destructive agent that the human
body has to contend against; hence, whenever their pupils are
exposed to an out-door atmosphere of reduced temperature, care
is taken to protect them against the mischievous tendencies
which their apprehensions have conjured up, by every adven
titious means that wool and fur can supply. Both these plans,
must, necessarily, have their victims ; and it is, perhaps, a moot
point, which of the two is the most destructive. We have al
ready dwelt upon this subject, on another occasion : and what
we have said there, will strictly apply here.
840. Our mutable
one season

climate,

has the heat of the

or

rather

tropics,

our

climate, which

at

and in the other the cold

changes in clothing,
feelings oblige us to
all
in
winter, they make us
superfluous covering ; and,
reject
there is but little risk, in general,
covet the warmest garments
in obeying the first impulse ; but the second may be carried to
an extreme, especially in the early part of life.
841. Exercise, which is so much desired by youth, and which
is generally so advantageous, will render less warm clothing,
even during our coldest periods, sufficient ; hence, those who are
habitually exposed to the weather, but at the same time sufficient
ly well protected, will require either fewer garments, or of less
of the frozen north, requires corresponding
In summer, our
at those different periods.
—
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materials, than those who are almost constantly confined
house, either from necessity or choice : nor will the for
be so liable to injuries from the vicissitudes of the weather*,

warm

to the
mer

842. This fact is notorious to the observation of every
vet

so

unnecessarily apprehensive

their children

to

clothe themselves

as

some,

that

their various sports or avoca
about to perform a journey in a slow-mo

the full exercise of their limbs

tions,

body;
they oblige
warmly, when they are in

are

if

at

they were
stage-coach or wagon. The consequence of this overclothing, under such circumstances, are, croup, pleurisy, or ca
tarrhal fever, from a suddenly checked perspiration, which had
most unnecessarily been excited by a superfluous quantity of
clothes. We have already remarked upon the other extreme.
843. Too strictly guarding the neck and throat of boys, should
be particularly avoided ; for, from the proximity to the seat of
circulation, they very quickly have their heat unduly increased
by an over quantity of covering; to relieve which, the articles
surrounding them, are suddenly removed, perspiration becomes
as

tioned

checked, and disease, of course, follows. Therefore, those parts
should be but moderately clothed, that the consequences just

spoken
844.

any

of may not follow.

Custom, among females, has almost deprived them of
to these parts, or even to their chests.
This ex

protection

posure to an inclement atmosphere is decidedly wrong; and but
too often lays the foundation of consumption, or other affections

of the chest,

advising

(459.)

We are, however,

covering;
exposed

any unnecessary

suggest, that when they

protection

are

should be afforded

to

not to

we

be understood

would

to the

only

weather,

these parts, than if

as

wish to
a

greater

they

were

within doors.
845. The head should not be too
or

girl, especially

those who

are

warmly clad, of either
exercising

in the habit of

a

boy

much

in the open air nature intended that the hair should serve for
its protection, particularly within doors. Therefore, children
—

should not be

permitted

there the hair is

house,

as

treme

cold of winter, the

wind

frequently

suffer

to
an

wear

their hats

or

bonnets in the

all-sufficient

ears

severely

covering. In the ex
are
exposed to the
prevent this, a small piece

of such
—

to

as

of fur may be adjusted to the hat, so as to cover these parts ;
or a fur
cap may be indulged in, but let it be forbidden to be
worn

in the house.
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846. But in

no one

particular

are

the sticklers for the hard

in error, than when they reject stockings in
ening system
cold weather, and even in winter. We cannot refrain from ex
more

pressing
ever

our

surprise,

are no

suffer than the feet and

to

cle of

practice could
body more liable
have a larger cir

that this absurd and cruel

obtain, since there

legs,

portions

of the

and few that

connected with them.

We, therefore, con
that
these
should
be kept covered by
recommend,
stantly
parts

sympathies

sufficient

protection by stockings and shoes. We say that a
sufficient protection should be given to these parts ; for we are
aware, that, like the coverings for other parts of the body, it
may be overdone. In winter, the shoes can scarcely be too
stout ; not by their thickness to increase warmth, but to
protect
the feet against wet. The stocking may be of worsted ; but
these should not be too thick. If the stockings be too thick,
they excite too much perspiration, and the consequence is, cold,
a

feet.
847. We have

already remarked upon the propriety of keep
children
ing young
sufficiently warm in every respect ; and of
the necessity of accommodating their clothing to the vicissitudes
of the weather; but we do not wish to be understood, that this
system should be extended in all its details to children of greater

that is, to children of the period of which we are now
treating; for, after the fifth year, it is well to inure them to the
age

—

of

an external
atmosphere, by often repeated, but not
continued exposures. A person of but common obser
vation, who has an interest in the child, will easily perceive
when the cold becomes severe, by its complainings, as well as

changes
long

too

by its appearance when this happens, the child should be im
mediately removed to a milder, but not suddenly to a heated at
mosphere. In these little, but important trials, the child should
never remain passive for
any length of time if not of itself dis
it
should
be
induced
posed,
by various little stratagems, which
nurse
is
every good
acquainted with, to put its little body in
motion, that the circulation may be equally maintained ; but if
it cannot be excited to activity, let it be taken into the house.
—

—

PART

III.

CHAPTER I.

OBSERVANCES, FROM SECOND DENTITION TO
PUBERTY.
848. It is

impossible

to treat

this part of our subject with
which have already

out constant reference to certain directions

been

given, for the promotion of the general well being of the
Up to the period, therefore, now about to be considered,
are
supposed to have directed the best physical treatment in

child.
we
our

the

power; that is, we have endeavoured to avail ourselves of
experience of others, as well as of our own, to give the best

possible chance of a healthy, regular development of the system,
by urging such observances and directions, as have been found
best calculated for this important purpose.
849. We shall not,

therefore, repeat in detail, the directions

for

eating, drinking, sleeping, exercise, &c. ; but merely state,
as the
body is still in a state of gradual development, as
much care is necessary at this period, for the continuance of
the system already commenced, as was in the earlier parts of
life. Indeed, it may be said with much propriety, that as the
individual is now left more to his own guidance from his in
crease of
years, it behooves him, by cautious conduct, that he
defeat not the good already received from the government of
watchful parents, and thus irretrievably destroy his health.
Boys, at this period of life, are necessarily less under the eye
of the parent than girls ; consequently, more vigilance is required
with regard to them. To render, therefore, any directions ef
that,

ficient, such

previous

a

moral

habit of obedience

discipline,
the parent availipg ; or all

as

must

have been created

will render the will

or

by

commands of

that has been before done, will be lost.
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850. Should children, from heedlessness,

or

at

perverseness

period of life, fail to continue the plan previously adopted
for their benefit, they will be sure either to call into action some
if such exist, or lay the foundation for fu
latent
this

predisposition,

period like that of dentition, is marked
by peculiar susceptibilities, and is thus rendered more obnox

ture

ill health;

this

as

We shall, therefore, say a few words upon the
physical education, that we may not be mis
leading points
understood in respect to that we would wish to enforce ; and,

ious

to

disease.

of

Of Eating. If the physical treatment have been pre
begun, it will be found at this time, that the appe
viously
tite and digestion, will be in just proportion; for the body has
now acquired more vigour; and the play of the muscular sys
tem is more confirmed, and better balanced ; consequently, the
stomach will have an increase of power, and will perform its
offices with as much facility as success, provided it be not over
taxed by the quantity of food, or that this be not of an impro
per quality. But, unfortunately for this period of life, children,
as we have already observed, are less under the eye of the pa
851. 1.

—

well

rent, and are but
tain craving for

too

apt

to abuse

this organ, either from
or a recklessness of

improper articles,

a cer

conse*

quences, however affectionately forewarned hence, but too
often, a foundation is now laid for future disease of the stomach.
—

Sometimes, indeed, parents themselves are not sufficiently upon
guard ; they permit but too often, the full indulgence of

their

the

appetite,

pothesis,

from

that

852. This

"

a

persuasion, or

children

never

unqualified

rather from

eat more

than is

an

unfounded

good

hy

for them."

assertion is contradicted

by daily

ex

perience; and, therefore, deserves the serious consideration of
parents. They should learn to distinguish between the demand
of

a

natural and

healthy appetite,

and the

cravings

of

habit;

or

they will discover, too late, that the powers of the long-suffer
ing stomach are destroyed, never again to be restored. There
is no point of treatment more easily complied with than this,
provided the parent, or a judicious and faithful servant, take
charge of the child during its meals, and beccume the judge of
both quantity and .quality. We shall, therefore, lay down the
following rules for eating :
853. {a) Children should never be suffered to eat alone, un»
less the proper quantity of food be apportioned to them.
—
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more than is judged proper for it,
importunities with firmness, or you will but
too certainly make a glutton.
855. (c) As every extraordinary particle becomes a new in
centive to appetite, as little variety as possible should be set be

(b)

854.

resist,

If

a

at once,

child demand

its

fore children.
856.

{d)

Children should

never

be

indulged

with

second

a

will gene

since, if they sit down with an appetite, they
rally satisfy it, by eating freely of the first article presented to
them ; consequently, all the rest is superfluous, and, therefore,
injurious. If the appetite be small, the less they eat at that
moment the better ; as, by taking but little, the appetite will be
course ;

sure to

return at

the

next

meal.

But, should this instinct of

na

be

at
neglected,
all
its
evils,
tempted to be overcome by variety, repletion, with
will follow ; therefore, instead of a renewed and healthy appe
tite following, as it would necessarily have done, had the instinct
been obeyed, it will be found diminished ; and most probably at
tended with headach, oppression, or even vomiting.
857. (e) The food for children at this period, should be of the
The breakfast should be of
most simple, and digestive kind.
ture

for

observance of moderation be

an

or

mush, rice, &c; or, of very weak tea, with
much milk, bread and butter, and a soft-boiled egg. The din
ner may consist of plain boiled or roasted beef, mutton, chicken,
&c, or the soup of either, divested of fat. The vegetable, (for
milk with bread,

never be more than one at a time,) may be the
Irish potato, rice, hommony, Lima beans, or beets. This plain
more
food will be every way sufficient for all useful purposes :

there should

—

than this will be excess, and should, therefore, be
The supper should be similar to the breakfast.
858.

(/)

any kind
fruit of a

Children should

never

be

indulged

take

prohibited.

with pastry of

little of the cooked

they may, occasionally,
pie, but even this should be used moderately,
859. (g) Children should not be indulged with bread, bread
and butter, &c, between meals, however hungry they may seem
to be: for this will either destroy the regular appetite at dinner,
or
they will eat too much. In the first case, the stomach will
be interrupted in the regular routine of its functions ; consequent
ly the appetite will become either irregular or whimsical ; both of
,

—

a
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Which must be avoided ; in the second case, all the evils
quent upon an over-distended stomach must follow.

conse

(h) Children should never be permitted to exercise vio
lently immediately after dinner ; therefore, this meal should be
presented to them soon after school hours ; and they should be
made to remain passive ; or, at least, all severe exercise should
be forbidden, until they return to their school.
861. (i) Children should be taught the importance of eating
slowly, and chewing their food well on this account a habit
of resting after eating should be early established, that they
need not swallow their meals hastily to return to plav ; or, in
other words, this should never be permitted.
862. (A) Children of the age of which we are speaking, may
occasionally be indulged in small quantities of almost any of our
fruits, provided they be perfectly ripe.* The most proper time
for this, is when the stomach is in full possession of its powers,
860.

—

or an

the

The

hour before dinner.

time, is obvious

or
nearly so, and
quantity ; for we have already
easily assimilated.

observed, that fruit is

(/)

now

empty

is in considerable

gastric juice

863.

for the selection of this

reason

the stomach is

:

not very
Children should not be suffered

to

carry food in their

during school hours; as the
bad habit of requiring food at improper times is produced, and the
digestion of the previous meal is interfered with, by a fresh
quantity being thrust into the stomach, before it has properly
digested that which had before been received.
*

between meals,

to eat

pockets,

Children at the

period

of life

injured by eating unripe fruit,
stomach,

just named, are more frequently and seriously
generally imagined. There is, to a child's
fruit of every description; and they will but too
Having no guide but their inclination, they will

than is

irresistible charm in

an

or

often procure it, coute qui coule.
eat of it even to surfeit, if able to procure iti
much on this important point, were it enforced

by example

;

but, unfortunately,
think it

their children eat,

or

is in vain,

rely

then,

to

too many

right they

"

Parental admonition would effect

by command,

parents

are

or even

strengthened

either indifferent to what

should be able to eat of any thing." It
remedy this evil; we must look

upon parental authority to
to the civil power, for its cure; and it is truly an

rious

deliberation,

unripe trash,

to remove,

which

so

by

a

abundantly

law
fills

object worthy of their most se
and severely enforced, all the
market. Every kind of fruit offered

regularly
our

sale, should be rigidly inspected; and if it be found immature, it should not
only be forfeited, but the vendor severely fined this would effect much more
for

—

good

than the seizure of

standard

weight.
23

a

pound

of butter,

because

it lacks half

an ounce

of the
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(m) Children should get their breakfast as soon after
properly washed, and combed themselves, as may
they
be as their stomachs are now empty, and plentifully supplied
If left too long without food, the cravings
with gastric liquor.
become either too importunate, or the appetite fails either of
which would be injurious.
865. 2. Drinking.
There is but one drink really proper for
children ; namely, water. In this they may be as freely indulged
as the necessities of the stomach
may require ; but they ought
not to be permitted, upon every pretence, to drink between
meals, least a disagreeable and mischievous habit be generated,
and the stomach made to suffer. During meals, or soon after,
they may drink water to advantage ; but to encourage the habit
of drinking between every mouthful they swallow, is bad. The
stomach becomes unnecessarily distended by quantity, and dis
tressed by weight; and the digestive menstrum impaired in
power, by over dilution ; consequently, the process of assimila
tion will be imperfectly performed.
866. 3. Sleeping.
This all-important restorative, should be
with
the
utmost
care.
Its periods should be disturbed
regulated
as seldom as
and
the
child
should be permitted to en
possible ;
its
full
and
this
without
joy
proportion,
interruption, if possible.
Some children require more sleep than others ; it is, therefore, a
useful study to ascertain the proper quantity each individual
should employ. To determine this, we must be attentive to the
habits of every child ; and that one, which expends, by
any
means whatever, the
most strength
during the day, requires
most sleep during the night to restore the lost
quantity. We
may, therefore, lay down the following rules for sleeping.
167. (a) Every child should go early to bed, that the due
quantity of sleep may be certainly procured by early we mean
immediately after candle light in summer, and not later than
eight or nine in winter ; for a child not exceeding seven ; and a
864.

have

—

—

—

—

—

little later for
*

one more

advanced.*

It would be difficult to fix,

by hours, the precise time a child should sleep,
depend upon constitution, as well as upon exercise
and mental exertion. In general, we may say, that a child of seven years old
might safely indulge in nine hours of sleep ; and from that period to manhood
eight hours may be safely allowed.
as

it must, in

some

measure,
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868.

should be

(b) Sleep

much with the hours after

so
regulated as not
daylight therefore,
—

to

interfere too

the old

saw

of

early to bed, and early to rise," &c, is one of great moral
meaning, and of great practical usefulness.*
869. (c) Children should not, however, be put to bed immedi
ately after a full meal it would be proper, if any thing has pre
vented its taking supper at the regular and proper time, that the
sleeping hour be a little retarded.
870. (d) Children should never be unnecessarily or suddenly
awakened, lest their nervous system be thrown into disorder by
"

—

the alarm.
871.

(e)

Children should not be accustomed to

dark, both from
not

a

fear the dark

presence of
872.

(/)

long

after

lead

to

moral and

; nor

should

sleep in the
physical propriety they should
their sleep be interrupted by the
—

light.
Children should not be

permitted

to

indulge

in bed

its warmth, the accumulation of urine
daylight;
and faeces, and the exercise of the imagination, but too often
as

the

precocious development of the sexual instinct.
Sleep is not only useful in restoring lost energy ; it is,
also highly important to growth. It is a well established fact,
that there is a considerable difference in the stature, especially
of young people, between the morning and evening. This arises
from the superincumbent weight producing an approximation of
the vertebrae; consequently, an opportunity should be given to
them to expand agai.i, which they will do by their own elasti
city, as soon as they have the opportunity, by the weight of the
body being taken off by a recumbent posture.
874. 4, Exercise.
In proportion as the child advances in age,
will be his desire for employment; hence, the multiplication of
his amusements. Every proper opportunity, therefore, should
be given, for the due exercise of both body and mind ; but nei
ther should be too much fatigued. Care should be taken, at this
period, to provide such employment or amusement, as shall ex
873.

—

ercise the
*

arms as

well

as

the limbs ; of this kind is battledore and

played with after they are in bed ; sleep, like every
periods : should this be incautiously interrupt.
ed, the child may remain wakeful during the whole night, and be thus unfitted
to rise in proper time in the morning.
Children should not be

other function of the

body,

has its
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shuttlecock, playing

at

ball, pitching of quoits, &c, for the pe

advancing for the completion of the human
body; and its proper development very wuch depends upon uni
form exercise. Therefore, all such employments as but par
tially employ the muscular system, should be changed, for those
which will call in requisition every part of the frame.
875. After selecting proper games and exercises for children
constant care should be taken, that none are indulged in to ex
cess ; for, the most innocent and amusing, if carried too far,
riod is

now

fast

amuse
may become a source of extensive mischief; therefore,
But let us
ments of every kind may be converted into evils.

not deny ourselves the advantage of such employments, because
they may be abused. Let us only be judicious in choice, and
set proper bounds to indulgence, and there is little to fear from
the exercises of youth.
876. Again, in choosing amusements, let them be well adapted
to the individual for whose benefit they are intended
thus, every
boy cannot become a good fencer, a good dancer, a good run
ner, and a good leaper ; yet he may excel in some of these amuse
ments.
His disposition, and skill for any particular species of
amusement should be studied ; and he should only be kept at
such, as will give him a chance of not falling below mediocrity.
If this be not attended to, he may become listless, and supine ;
and receive injury from that, which was well calculated for his
benefit, by his self-love being mortified, by the superior skill and
address of his companions.
877. All hazardous experiments of skill, or strength, should
be peremptorily forbidden all attempts at posture-making, are
highly dangerous, and should not be reckoned among the proper
exercises of youth. Every violent exertion must necessarily,
be attended by a proportional strain upon some one part or other
of the body ; therefore, it should be instantly discountenanced ;
such as jumping from great heights, leaping over elevations ;
lifting great weights, &c. ; for, in every exertion of this kind, the
the most serious risks are run, of producing a disability for life.
It is by these hazardous experiments, that ruptures" are so fre
quently produced.
—

—

"

878. We

duce

should, nevertheless, be careful,
the too indiscriminate

that

we

do not pro

reprehension of amuse
ments, which may be abused; children should be permitted to leap,

timidity by
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climb, or run, to a certain extent ; but only where, under ordi
nary circumstances, no danger can arise. At the same time,

they should be made acquainted with the mischief which may
follow any of these amusements, when carried to excess, or when
improperly performed. They should be early made sensible,
that lifting weights beyond their strength,
the

throwing
body
violently, and extensively backward, leaping over high places,
or
jumping down very low ones, &c, may in a moment pro
duce a rupture," and disqualify them through life for any ac
tive employment.
On this account, the exercises of a well re
gulated gymnasium become so valuable, as the performances
are
graduated; beginning with the most easy, and progressively
arriving at the most difficult.
879. Very often at this period of life, strong
dispositions are
discovered for mechanical employments: whenever these are of
a decisive character,
they should be encouraged ; for, though
the individual may never follow the art his early predilection
led him to select, yet the dexterity acquired in his early years,
may essentially serve him in some future business of life; thus,
a
surgeon has been often benefited, by his knowledge of the
mode of handling tools, &c.
Therefore, a boy may often safely
and profitably be indulged in the use of sharp tools, though it
may occasion an anxious mother many heart-aches, during his
initiation into the mode of employing them.
880. One general, and we
might say essential rule, should
ever govern youth in their
sports and amusements; which is,.
"

engage in such as shall require much exertion, after a
full meal, as the worst consequences may result from the ne
glect of this caution.
never to

881. It will be perceived, that the
great object of all physical
education is, the regular and healthy development of every part
of the body, in its proper order and proportion. When this suc

ceeds, the period of puberty advances in regular and unembar
rassed order

;

disturbance,

or

mark this

and the intentions of nature

disease.

The

are

fulfilled without

changes in both sexes, intended
take place in regular succession;

important period,
accomplished, mark a new era in human life. And
most happy should that individual be, who arrives at this period
without accident, and proves the changes to be complete.
882. Much care is required, at this all-important time, that
to

and when

23*
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neither accident nor design shall interrupt the regular march of
changes, which precede and announce the completion of the hu
man

fabric to be

at

difficulties

physical

period replete with moral and
prudence, and good sense are
parents and guardians, that they may

hand.
;

It is

a

and much

the part of
surmounted.

required

on

be both

successfully

It does not

enter

into

our

anatomically, by tracing the
alterations of structure in the parts mediately or immediately
concerned ; or medically, by pointing out the diseases and their
cure, to which they may be liable.
883. Though it does not enter into our scheme to treat of the
moral discipline of youth, yet we may be permitted to observe,
that much injury is done to them, especially in the very early
period of their existence, by attempts at precocious development
of the mental powers, by overtaxing the brain, by presenting to
This injurious exercise of
it tasks, fitted only for riper years.
the mental powers, originates in either a mistaken theory, or in
a
vanity on the part of the parent, that cannot be too severely
reprehended.
884. We once saw a child of twenty months old, completely
master of the alphabet -it was a female, and began to talk very
early; its mother, by a perseverance and industry worthy of a
better object, commenced her task of teaching as soon as the
child could speak ; and, before it was twenty months old, it
knew every letter of the alphabet so well, as not to be puzzled
by any stratagem instituted to mislead it. She died a prodigy,
at three years old, of hydrocephalus internus, or dropsy of the
brain. This victim of maternal pride, was constantly exhibited
to every visiter, and made to give proof of its prococious attain
ments, until its little brain could- no longer resist the repeated
shocks it was forced to bear, for the gratification of the mis
taken mother's vanity, or to give evidence of its intellectual

scheme,

to treat

this

subject

either

—

powers.
885. To

this, we may add another error into which parents
their children to indulge at a very early period of life,
and which, with certainty, lays the foundation of many gastric

permit
as

well

some

as

way

cerebral
or

copy Dr.

tation

to

gse of

cigars.

886.

"

other.

affections^-namely, the use of tobacco in
On this subject, we cannot resist the temp
Palmer's eloquent denunciation against the

The young man, who

unjustified by

the

plea

of ill
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health,

or

unsanctioned

by

the

prescription of his physician, has

acquired the habit of smoking a pipe or cigar, may assuredly
congratulate himself on having reached the second stage of his
progress, from temperance to dissipation from elasticity of spi
rit and vigour of frame, to premature imbecility and decay. As
the reckless poacher is led gradually on, from his work of mid
night depredation in the woods, to more daring acts of violence
and rapine ; so will the youthful smoker be too often insensibly
allured from a wanton indulgence in the cigar to the sins of in
—

toxication, and the ultimate sacrifice of his health, his charac
Let parents, then, as they appreciate the
ter, and prospects.
responsibility which devolves upon them, solemnly protest

against,

and resist the first encroachment of this

bit of their
as

family.

beneficent

noxious

as

pernicious

females, whose influence

Let

irresistible,
and

commonly
decrying the

their powers in
from those in whose

exert

ha

is

averting
reputation
deeply interested, the moral pestilence.
If the leaders of fashion in the land are resolutely bent on de
stroying the little remnant of energy and character which they
still possess, let them pursue their ignoble propensities, and
achieve the work of moral ruin, as they are wont to dissipate
their fortunes, in private. Society will be disposed to contem
plate with singular philosophy and forgiveness, any act of mo
ral suicide which these Spoilers of the human hive,' may be
tempted to commit. But let them not contaminate with noxious
exhalations, the public atmosphere; nor the minds of the thought
less and inexperienced, who are, too frequently, by the vulgar
ambition of aping fashionable follies, with their yet more pesti
lent example." Illustrations of Medicine,, p. 145.
practice,
they

and welfare

are so

'

—
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PREFACE.

The diseases of childhood have not, until lately, sufficiently
engaged the attention of physicians, though they have strongly
claimed it.

It would be difficult to

of this indifference

explain satisfactorily,

the

it may, however, we believe, chiefly
be ascribed to the following facts: 1st, To the practice of mid
causes

;

wifery being confined almost exclusively to women, until within
the last fifty or sixty years; by which the physician was
thus prevented from seeing many of the diseases of children.
2dly, In Great Britain, especially, to a by-law of the Royal Col
lege of Physicians, by which its fellows are compelled to ex
clude themselves from practising midwifery," thereby operating
like the first cause. 3dly, To a belief that the diseases of child
hood are obscure, or even unintelligible. 4thly, To parents
supposing that nurses and old women are more conversant with
these diseases than the most enlightened physician ; by which
they are deprived of the opportunity of studying them with as
much diligence and accuracy as they deserve*
But, fortunately for this class of sufferers* an almost entire
change has been effected within the years just stated, by the
practice of midwifery becoming almost entirely confided to the
physician; by the public mind inclining to the belief that the
diseases of infancy may be understood, by due attention and
study ; and, also, that there is rather more safety in the pre
scriptions of the physician, than in those of the nurse.
In consequence of this alteration in public sentiment, the
"

care

of the diseases of childhood has been committed

to

the

physician; who now has the opportunity of watching them
through all their changes, from the moment of birth, to the pe
riod of puberty.
Hence, we have, within the last few years,
some valuable treatises upon this subject; so many, indeed, that

ii
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it may appear to some, to lead to the conclusion that the sub-1
ject is exhausted. Under this impression, the present under

taking may be thought

to

be unnecessary, or,

at

least,

to

require

apology.
In

our

defence, therefore,

science of medicine must
that its advancement must

merely observe, that the
necessarily be progressive ; and
mainly depend upon the improve^
we

shall

respective followers may make, in the exercise of its
departments ; consequently, each one is bound to contri
mite towards the general benefit. But, as the improve

ments its

various

bute his

of any individual in the treatment of one or
complaints of childhood, would scarcely justify the
ments

them

announce
;
they
through the journals of the day

volume to
fused

the office of

some

as

more

of the

writing

of

a

are> for the most part, difr
; it follows, it must become

one, to collect and

imbody them,

that

they

sustain an injury.
may not be lost, and, by such loss, society
but
with what success
us
undertaken
been
This office has
by ;

by others. We hope we are not indulging
an overweaning vanity, when we say, we feel ourselves, to a
certain extent, qualified for this duty; since more than fifty
the contemplation of dis
years of our life have been spent in
a
have
claimed
of
childhood
those
eases ; and
large share of
that
our attention during
period.
We may urge another inducement to this undertaking; namely,
that, hitherto, no one on this side the Atlantic has thought pro
per to give to the public at one view the American practice in
the diseases of children. This supineness of our physicians is
no less surprising than reprehensible; especially as many are
so well qualified by their talents and experience for the task ;
and, moreover, such strong inducement is constantly held out,
by the peculiar character of our diseases ; and, in many in
stances, by the novelty and boldness of the mode of treatment.
Hitherto, we have almost exclusively depended upon Euro
pean publications for information upon almost every subject
connected with medical science ; and we acknowledge we have
received much advantage from them ; especially from their
elementary wrorks : but it must not be disguised, that the same
advantage has not been derived from all their practical works.
This has not arisen from a deficiency of either opportunity or
must

be determined

of talent; for we confess both, in many instances to have been
great ; but to the want of proper adaptation of their remedies to
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the state, force, and peculiarity of our diseases. For it cannot
escape the observation of any intelligent practitioner who may
have visited both countries, how essentially our diseases are
modified by climate, soil, manners, and habits ; and that these
modifications

require corresponding changes

of treatment.

Most of the diseases of this country have a peculiarity of cha
racter, an intensity of force, and a rapidity of march, altogether
unknown

to

European

climates

;

and, were reliance

to

be

placed

upon the feeble practice of that portion of the globe, however
well suited to the state of its diseases, we would but too often

have the mortification to

see our

patients

hurried to

an

untimely

tomb.
The diseases of childhood in this country, like those of adult
require to be met with promptitude, and with adequate

age,

means : a

adopted

temporizing

is almost

treatment suits not

sure to

their character, and if

end in defeat.*

Besides, the catalogue of diseases of children by European
writers, has, in our opinion, been too much extended ; at least
for this country.
Many of the diseases enumerated by Under
wood, who is certainly one of the best writers upon this sub"
ject, are entirely unknown here ; the study of them, therefore,
becomes unnecessary, if not mischievous ; since, from the enu
meration of some general symptoms, one disease may be mis
taken for another ; or, from an overweening desire of accuracy,
and classification, confusion may be produced ; or distinctions
without differences may be made. This is particularly the case

with the diseases of the skin.
In

our

of the diseases of childhood, we have en
separate the accidental from the characteristic, or

account

deavoured

to

permanent symptoms ; and have only detailed such, as are known
This determination
to accompany the disease in this country.

necessarily confined us to the history and treat
such diseases only as exist in this country; and espe

has almost
ment

of

those in this part of our continent. Therefore, the his
tory of the diseases to which children in Philadelphia and its
neighbourhood are liable, will be, we are of opinion, a pretty

cially

to

faithful account of almost all in this country
*

This declaration

eases

eal

applies

rather to the

necessity

;

since the heat

of early attention

of our climate, than to any great difference in the nature of the

means.

24

to

the dis-

therapeuti
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IV

of

will have

our summers

their constitutions,
the cold of

those of

as

the

winters will

our

decided

an

of the Carolinas

or

nearly

as

influence upon

Georgia ; while
produce consequences analogous to

sun

northern latitudes.

more

At all events, very little mischief can arise from this mode of
treating our subject ; and none, which cannot be immediately
any well instructed practitioner ; for it will entirely
consist in the proper adaptation of the remedy, to the force of
the disease, taking it for granted he understand its character;

repaired by

and in this country this is
to much error.

generally

so

uniform,

as

make

not to

him liable

Indeed, we may safely add, that the general simplicity of the
diseases of children, renders their management more easy, as
well as more certain than those of adults; their complaints are
almost

sity

acute, and of the sthenic kind ; hence the
of evacuations, in almost all of them.

always

and

neces

success

fully aware, that the opinion just advanced, is not the
belief;
particularly in Europe ; and especially since the
popular
We

are

promulgation
He

Brown.

their diseases

of the doctrines of the

taught,

almost

were

ingenious, but ill-fated
generally believed, that

and it is but too

always asthenic, and,

of course, bore

There is, perhaps, no one error in medical
to it must be
science greater, or more mischievous than this;
attributed, mainly, the general want of success in the com

evacuations ill.

—

plaints
has

of childhood

to encounter

;

and the

frequent

in his treatment of

of such parents and friends,

as

difficulties the

physician

them, from the interposition

may have imbibed the

same

pre

judices.
The

experience

of every

day

would prove, how well children

support long-continued evacuations, did
from the useful lesson.

Who has

not

we

not turn our

witnessed the

eyes

long

con

tinuance of diarrhoea, without

producing even weakness, much
less death ? And who has not seen a profuse salivation, of even
months' continuance, during the agony of teething, without even
robbing the little sufferer's cheeks of their bloom 1 Would this
obtain with the adult? No! He would, perhaps, die by the first;
and certainly emaciate by the second.
We

are

well

of

aware

of the

importance

of the views

now

under

; we

shall, therefore, advance nothing in support

them, that does

not appear corroborated by our own expe
there are no positions in medicine more clear,

consideration

rience.

For to

us
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than that there

are

few of the diseases of childhood which will

yield to well directed evacuations : and, that when not thus
treated, they become not only obstinate, but often formidable.
We are also equally persuaded, that could this view of the cha
racter of the diseases of children gain the
ascendency in the minds
of parents, much less difficulty would be experienced in the
treatment of them, and, consequently, fewer would be called to
an
untimely grave.
It is well known to almost every parent, that danger may
await the sudden stoppage of a diarrhoea, or incipient dysentery
by the use of astringents ; and many have had reason to remem
ber, with much sadness of heart, the improper drying up of the
discharge from excoriated ears, especially during dentition; yet
in each of these instances, did we yield to the popular belief,
that nearly all the diseases of childhood are of the asthenic kind,
the early exhibition of laudanum, or some other astringent, would
be proper in the first, and some drying application necessary in
not

the second.

Besides, it has been but

generally

too

believed that the disor

ders of the internal organs of children have no distinctive signs,
by which we can determine, or fix, either the particular part

attacked,
must

the

or

dissent

;

for

nature

precise

of

we are

of the affection.

opinion,

that

From this

we

by a careful ex
seat of the complaint; and
we can

amination of symptoms determine the
by the particular state of the pulse, at least determine its gene
ral character ; that is, whether it be a disease of too much, or
little action; and this is the main point of investigation; for
once enables us to
adapt the remedies to the general state

too

it at

of the diathesis.

For it

little difference in the
the
or

must

general

be recollected, that there is

treatment

so

of the inflammations of

liver, lungs, stomach, bowels, windpipe, brain, &c, that little
embarrassment can be created, should any uncertainty

no

exist

as

to

And it

of the

the

viscera that may be affected.
also be recollected, that every important viscus
in a state of disease, has its corresponding marks

particular

must

body
sympathies, by

which a careful observer may certainly de
We grant that much expe
the organ to which it belongs.
rience, and careful observation are required to determine this ; as
and

tect

well

as

to

prescribe

become familiar with the diseases of children, and to

for them with

facility

and

certainty ;

but this is attain-
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able

by well disciplined
thinking.

bed-side

observation, and

a

correct ha

bit of

The belief that the diseases of children almost

constantly pre
nothing but perplexing obscurity or embarrassing uncer
tainty, has much retarded the progress of inquiry, by engender
ing doubts of their susceptibility of successful investigation,
lucid explanation, or useful arrangement,and of course, that every
prescribed remedy has but an uncertain aim ; and, consequently,
a
contingent, or doubtful effect. We are far from entertaining
such opinions ; and we are most anxious, so far as our feeble
efforts may have power, to banish them from the minds ; not only
of the medical practitioner, but from all who may entertain
them for they are unworthy of the one, and painful to the
sent

—

other.

skepticism of which we are now speaking, has almost be
popular belief; to the serious injury of the class of suffer
ers about whom we are so
deeply interested it has made many
a
resort
to
the
parent
prescriptions of an old woman, rather than
to the advice of the regular practitioner, from a persuasion, her
remedies are the safer because apparently the more simple ; thus
losing precious time or submitting to improper treatment.
Loss of time is often of the greatest possible consequence ;
since it permits a disease of a dangerous character, to take an in
sidious, and but too often, a fatal hold, before the danger is sus
pected, or the proper remedy applied this loss of time may
consist in a reliance upon an inefficient, or, perhaps, an improper
remedy, or in the total neglect of any remedy whatever. We
need only mention the overlooking of hoarseness in the early
stage of croup, or the neglect of the proper remedy in dysentery.
(See Chapter on Croup.)
How many parents have had reason to repent of the neglect
of a slight hoarseness, of perhaps even several days' continuance,
which terminated in a few hours after it had fully developed its
character, in death ; and how many, who, perhaps, in some mea
sure aware of its tendency, had relied upon a feeble administra
tion of antimonial wine, or a little of the expressed juice of the
onion, when nothing but the prompt application of active reme
The

come a

—

—

dies, could,

even

in its commencement, have subdued the dis

ease.

We have divested

our

language

of

as

much

technicality

as

VII
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would be consistent with

attempted
are
capable,

without

We have also

given

to treat

a

work

a

strictly medical :

in

subjects
descending

our

as

familiar

to

a

translation of

our

"

a

and

we

have

manner as we

Domestic Medicine."

prescriptions,

and added

; that those who cannot procure
glossary
medical advice, may derive some advantage from them. But
let us be clearly understood to discountenance, if not absolutely

of the medical terms

a

forbid, any interference with the province of the physician,
where his services can be commanded ; for we declare it as our

to

deliberate

opinion,

that much

danger

may arise from the

neglect

of it.
"

is

an

and

adage

we

Ni Sutor ultra

of much

trust

we

pith,

as

well

crepidam,"
as

have not violated it.
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BOOK II.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
883. Children may be diseased, and

while in utero

but

;

over

such affections

that

even

we

be

have

no

near

death,

control.

should find them

It

is, therefore,
way surprising
sionally emaciated, feeble, nearly, and sometimes quite exhaust
no

ed at the moment of birth.
with much

though
that

no

event

884. In

we

occa

The diseases of children then may,
to commence, even before birth ;

be said

propriety,
remedy can be employed
has taken place.
treating, therefore, of the

for their relief, until after

diseases of children, it is

with the affections which may
after they are presented to the

to commence our account

proper
declare themselves
world

;

immediately

and these will consist in either the entire absence of

piration,

or

its

imperfect

res

establishment.

CHAPTER I.
OF THE ABSENCE OF RESPIRATION, &c.
885. We

opinion with Mr. White, Dr. Denman, Baudelocque,
tying of the cord, prematurely, is very often,
if not always injurious to the child therefore, it is laid down as
a rule, and which, we believe, can never with entire safety be
departed from, namely, that the cord is not to be tied until the
pulsations in the umbilical arteries have ceased." Mr. White,
vv? be!'eve, first drew the attention of accoucheurs to this
point;
are

of

&c., that

—

"
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and he has almost

universally established an acquiescence in
: so
general has it become at present,
that if it were not recommended by any late writer, it would
be looked upon as an important omission. His opinion on this
subject, is founded upon the most correct physiological views;
and he must be considered as having contributed much to the
benefit of society, by the promulgation of a little essay On the
Management of Children at the time of Birth."
886. In favour of the practice here recommended there is so
much concurrent testimony, that we have viewed with regret
He tells us,* that
the skepticism of Mr. Burns upon this point.
when the child is vigorous, and cries lustily, there is no occa
nor
sion of delaying, (the tying of the cord,) so long ;" and adds,
have I ever known any bad effects result from this practice."
If it cry, or breathe vigo
And before, in his text, he declares,
then
it
be
rously,
may
safely separated from its mother."
These observations go certainly to call in question the propriety
or
necessity of the rule, so well established by the experience
and reasoning of Mr. White, as well as almost every other prac
the

importance

of the rule

"

"

"

—

"

titioner.
887. It is true that Mr. Burns almost in the

clares,

when the cord

"

be rash in

to

pulsates

It is of importance to

dividing it.

circulation, till the

ought not to
pulsation stop."f
we

new

mode of

divide the cord

acting
completely
can

Now, both of these directions

888.

same

the time of birth,

at

keep

be

breath, de

we are never

up the foetal

established, and

in such cases, till

be

right : on which
propriety of Mr. White's
rule, we think, should never have been questioned for until it
be proved an error, it is surely acting on the right side to adopt
shall the young

practitioner rely 1

cannot

The

—

it

;

he

for it is not sufficient, to prove it one, that Mr. Burns declares,
knew any bad effect to result from the practice of ap

never

plying the ligature while the arteries were yet pulsating. The
evils arising from the practice of applying the ligature too early
are not always so immediate, as to make us
challenge it for their
cause; and the subsequent ones maybe too remote, however
certain,

to

be considered

as cause

and effect.

889. The author of the little tract alluded to

and tells

*

us we

think

Principles,

truly,

that

"

the

Vol. II. p. 9, James's ed.

pulsation

above, tells

us,

of the arteries of

+ Ibid, Vol. II. p. 11.
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the cord proves the existence of the foetal life.* The existence
of the foetal life proves the imperfection of the animal life.
While the animal life is imperfect, the foetal life ought not to be
The navel string, therefore, should never be divided
there is any pulsation in its arteries."
where
tied,
890. Mr. Burns denies the validity of this reasoning, by say
"
ing, It has been supposed, that as long as pulsation continued,
was imperfect; but it is not so; the
the function of

destroyed.
or

respiration
pulsation depends more on the continuance of the vitality or ac
This can
tion of the placenta, than on the state of the lungs."
not be : the pulsation of the arteries of the cord, must neces
sarily depend upon those of the heart of the child. This is suffi
ciently proved by observing the mode in which pulsation stops
in the cord. The cessation commences next to the placenta
itself, and gradually proceeds to the umbilicus of the child this
is invariable : now, we would ask, what agency can the placenta
have in perpetuating the pulsations in the cord, since they are
always found first to cease next to this mass 1 We grant the
the foetal circulation
agency of the placenta in maintaining
but this ceases to be a complete operation, before the pulsations
in the cord cease ; for these are maintained by the heart alone,
and they would continue this action, did we prevent the return
of blood to the child by opening the umbilical vein, or putting
a
ligature on it, until its system would be drained of almost
every drop.f But we must not be understood as maintaining,
that the pulsation of the cord depends upon the lungs for we
know, that when they become perfectly pervious to the blood
by the new circulation being established, that they have a con
—

—

—

trary effect
to

—

beat from

lungs

or

a

rather, that the umbilical arteries

necessity imposed, by

this

new

must

cease

condition of the

We must, therefore, hold it important,
tied until the pulsation of its arteries ceases.

and circulation.

that the cord be

not

891. We have
stances

reason

believe

to

of death, and this of

a

painful

we

and

have

seen

several in

protracted kind,

from

the premature application of the ligature. And that this is pro
bably one of the causes of the many deaths, in the hands of ig
norant midwives and practitioners, we have too much reason
*

The author calls the life of a child in utero, the foetal life; and the life

con.

sequent upon respiration, animal life.
t We suppose, in these cases, that the placenta preserves its attachment with
the uterus, and that the circulation is going on, as before delivery.
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practice

of such

pretenders is,

to ap

to the cord the instant the child is born ; and this

ligature
regard to its pulsation, or state of the respiration.
892. Beyond all doubt, the first great object after the deli
very of the child, is the establishment of its respiration ; for the
most part, this takes place the instant it is in the world ; and,
indeed, it very often cries, and even forcibly, as soon as the
head is protruded through the external parts. But should it fail
to do this, every attention should be immediately paid that res
piration be established. Indeed, we have heard cries, though
feebly expressed, before the head has been delivered, and while
the face was lying on the perineum.
The child may be born in one of the following conditions : 1.
Feeble ; but not exhausted, by either delay in its delivery, the
compression of the cord, or from a delicate stamina : these se
veral conditions may be attended by a pulsating cord ; or one
in which pulsation has ceased.
893. The cases in which the cord still pulsates, there is but lit
tle risk, as long as this action continues ; and, for the most part,
all that is necessary, is, to remove all impediments from the
mouth which interrupt the passage of air to the lungs, and by
dashing upon its body some cold spirits or brandy : this almost
instantly makes it send forth cries. But, should there be no
pulsation in the cord, the child's body flaccid, and especially, if
upon dividing the funis only a drop or two of black blood issues
from the cut, the case is desperate, but not absolutely hopeless.
894. We should, in this case, 1st, carefully remove any mucus
that may be in the mouth, fauces, or trachea, by wiping them
carefully as far as we can reach with the little finger armed with
a
piece of fine dry rag ; 2dly, by inflating the lungs, by holding
its nostrils, and applying our mouth to that of the child, and forci
bly expanding its lungs, and then expelling the air from them by
a
gentle, but pretty firm pressure upon the thorax ;* 3dly, by

ply

a

without

*

Mr. Burns recommends, "the

cartilages of the trachea to be pressed gently
oesophagus." (Vol. II. p. 11.) But this is never necessary if
the head of the child be made to rest upon the right hand, and thrown a little
backward ; for in this position the skin on the fore part of the neck is put a little
upon the stretch, and made to press against these cartilages, and carries them
back sufficiently the fingers of the left hand close the nostrils, while the mouth
of the operator is applied to that of the child. In this case, the feet of the child

back,

to obstruct the

—

should be towards the

right

hand.
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placing the
hips higher

child's mouth downwards, and holding the body and
than the head, at the same time gently shaking the
child, that it may disengage any mucus that may be lodged in
the trachea, and permitting it to flow out of the mouth,
by

making it the depending part then cautiously wiping the mouth,
as
just directed, renew the inflations and the suspensions alter
nately, until the mucus is discharged from the mouth : by pro
ceeding in this manner, we have often had the satisfaction of
seeing the child restored. It is a circumstance worthy of re
mark, that, sometimes, owing to t{ie tenacity of the fluid within
the windpipe, we cannot, at first, force air into the
lungs ; but
by a little perseverance, we overcome this obstacle, and the
mucus sometimes becomes so thinned, as to flow
readily from
—

the mouth, and at
never

be

once

neglected ;

relieve the child.

nor

This

should it be too

soon

operation should
given up ; espe

if

we can excite a few
pulsations in the heart, or in the
these parts should be carefully examined, after each in
flation : the pulsation of the heart, when
very feeble, is best de
tected by placing the ear immediately over its
region that of
the cord, by pressing it between the thumb and
close to

cially

cord

:

—

the umbilicus.

4thly, By

the

application

of

finger,
dry warmth, by

of heated cloths, frequently renewed: this
precaution
immediately had recourse to, and should be perse
vered in until the last moment.
We much prefer dry warmth
as an
application to the child's body, to the warm bath, which
means

should be

is

much relied

so

on

in such

cases

—

we

think

we

have

seen

the

latter

decidedly injurious, though we do not pretend to explain
the reason.* Might not a properly constructed
syringe be
highly useful in moving the obstructing mucus.
895.- When the child shows signs of
returning life, it is gene
rally by a deep short sob, which may be repeated at longer, or
shorter intervals ; but, when we think the interval too
long, we
should renew the inflations, &c. Should
be
but im
respiration
perfectly restored, we must carefully guard against fatiguing
the child

;

therefore it should not, on any consideration, be dis
it ; on the contrary, it should be

turbed

by dressing

placed

in such

*

Does the

the

situation,

carefully

as

to

permit

the

frequent

renewal of

warm bath invite too much blood to the
capillaries of
deprive the more general circulation of a portion, that may
proper performance of this office ?

and thus
to

a

the

surface,

be essential
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warm

which

applications,

We have

more

than

once

are of primary consequence to it.
had the mortification to find all our

by an inattention to our directions upon
this point, though given impressively.
896. 2. The child may be born healthy and strong, the funis
ob
pulsating briskly, yet may not cry ; because a mechanical
the
air
into
of
the
lungs.
struction from mucus prevents
ingress
This mucus may be in the mouth or posterior fauces, or, it may
be in the trachea— if the first, we may entirely remove it by a
piece of fine rag upon the little finger, as just suggested ; (894)
if in the second, by suspending the child, as already directed,
which will seldom fail to give relief, by the mucus being disan
chargedioy running from the mouth. We do not recollect

endeavours frustrated,

necessary to have recourse to inflation,
while the pulsation of the cord continued ; but, when it stops be
fore respiration is established, recourse must be had to it. When
to cry, we may often succeed in
the child has made

instance, where it

was

attempts

by dashing spirits or brandy upon its body.
897. 3. The child, from long delay in the passage, or having
its neck tightly begirt with the cord, may be born, still— m this

giving

full force

case, its

to

it

face is livid,

black, and swollen

or even

;

the arteries

In
may beat pretty vigorously.
the child from immediate death,

may have ceased to beat,
such cases, nothing can save

or

instantly abstracting blood, by cutting the cord. Should the
pulsation have ceased, we may sometimes still succeed in drawing
and then
some blood, by forcing it from the cord with the fingers;
abstract
we
must
If
&c.
pulsation continue,
employing inflations,
be
drawn
to
The
must
the
cord.
blood by also cutting
quantity
When
the
effect.
much
be regulated pretty
respiration is
by
some signs
see
we
until
but
more
no
draw
;
established, we need
abstract
we
of this about to take place,
pretty freely, as
may
is
this process, most probably,
interrupted by the congestive
can
state of the brain, which
only be removed by ample deple
but

tion.
898. This

practice

of

bleeding

from the funis, in

our

hands,

valuable purpose, in the congestive state
has always answered
of the brain ; and to such cases it should always be confined.
bear witness,
Baudelocque recommends this plan ; and we can
a

—

in many cases, to its entire
seen

success ;

respiration established by

this

for

we

remedy,

have

and

by

repeatedly

this alone.
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899. Mr. White informs us,

however, that he has

"

repeat

tried this method, and the almost uniform consequence has
been the death of the child." We believe the cases which

edly

proved

unfortunate in the hands of Mr. W., to have been illor of so
desperate a kind, that no remedy could have

selected,

saved them

—

for it does

not

follow, because the child has been

born still, after " a very hard and tedious labour," that it is a
case for
depletion. And we have farther reason to believe his
cases to have been ill-selected, by his confession that
bleeding did not always fail. The livid and swollen condition
of the face, must be present, to authorize the use of this remedy-^if they be not, we would not feel ourselves justified in abstract
ing blood. Mr. Burns, with a view to get blood, recommends
cutting one of the umbilical arteries with a lancet or scissors
but we believe, dividing the cord to be the better plan.
900. It will be always proper before the cord is divided, to
pass a ligature loosely around it, that it may be tied the moment
we have abstracted a sufficient
quantity of bloodi We should
be provided with a diaper, or a white cloth of any kind, to re

unfortunate

—

ceive the blood

have

as

it flows from the divided

vessels, that we may

determining the quantity abstracted.
901. When respiration has been but feebly, or imperfectly
performed, we think we have seen good derived from a few
drops of warm wine whey, if at hand, or wine and water. This
may be repeated every half hour, until it shall be no longer
necessary, either by the child breathing freely, or by its death.
some means

902. Mr. Burns

of

thinks, with Dr. Underwood, that, if electri

employed, it might be useful. Of this we can say
experience ; yet it would seem to bid fair to
be beneficial, if time was sufficiently ample to apply it, or if
we had sufficient address to employ it.
But unfortunately, a
minute
seal
the
lost
to
fate
of the child. The
is
single
enough
case stated by Dr. Underwood, of the
recovery of a child ap
dead
for
two
hours,
parently
by electricity, should awaken at
tention to this subject.
903. We have rather dwelt upon this subject, because we feel
it to be one of much interest for every one is not in possession
of the best method of treating still-born, or nearly exhausted
children, yet its importance will be obvious, upon a moment's
reflection. How often does the life of the child depend upon
the prompt application of the proper remedies ! Yet how few
could be

city
nothing

from

our

—

25
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of the profession are qualified to give it, though the know
ledge of what is proper upon such occasions is so easily attained !
Every mother of a family should be acquainted with the proper
method of treating children upon such emergencies, since she

out

may be so situated as
in that of a friend.

to

direct them, either in her

own

case,

or

We will illustrate this,

904.

der

prised
despatched

with all

attended to

by

the child
it

was

our

by relating

was

imaginable

her sister.
born before

found to be

endeavours

to

haste for

us

arrived

;

suddenly

was

Her husband
;

un

sur
was

while the

The labour advanced
we

which fell

a case

notice in the year 1798. Mrs.
by labour in the middle of the night.

our

so

and when

lady was
rapidly, that

we

handled it,

We, nevertheless, used all
perfectly
We found,
restore it ; but they were in vain.
dead.

was altogether accidental ; and its
upon inquiry,
life might have been saved, had its relation but suspended it by
the heels, and well cleared its mouth of the mucus which ob

that its death

structed the passage of air to the

lungs.

CHAPTER II.

OF SYNCOPE, OR FAINTING.
906. Under this

new-born children
cope,

properly

days

after this

so

may class the condition of some
immediately after birth, as well as the syn

head,

we

called, which sometimes supervenes several

period.

906. In the first case, the child

seems

exhausted

altogether

of

muscular power; is pale, motionless, and flaccid; it gives no other
evidence of life than feeble pulsation of the heart and the um
bilical arteries

;

respiration is retarded,

and

perhaps,

would

never

be established, were the child left to itself.
907. This condition may arise from the imperfect development

of the child itself;

though

within the

its full time ;

uterus

maturely.

In both these

since the want of

yet it is not

it may be considered

cases

as

having

tarried

it may have been cast off pre
the chance of recovery is small ;

or

development is
altogether hopeless.

a

serious obstacle to recovery,
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908. The first

object to be attempted in such cases, is the
lungs this must be tried by dashing cold
brandy upon the body; maintaining warmth by means of heated
cloths ; and preserving the funis entire, so
long as pulsation
continues. If we succeed in producing respiration, the child
should be so placed, that it may derive
advantage from the re
of
it
must
be neither washed nor
heat;
peated application
dry
dressed; and its feeble powers must be sustained by the most
unremitting application of warmth externally, and by the admi
nistration of a few drops of wine and water, or wine
whey, from
time to time internally.
If it cannot swallow, its lips and nos
of the

expansion

—

trils may be every now and then moistened with
or
brandy and water.

little wine,

a

909. However

unpromising appearances may be in the com
of this case, we are justified in saying, that we have
been rewarded with success, by following, the plan

mencement

frequently
just laid down ; it, therefore, always
this

case

be mistaken for

ed state, and treated

one

deserves

a

trial.

in which the brain is in

Should

congest

prove fatal ;
and some of the instances, in which the author of the little tract
just named tried this remedy, and where the children died, were

probably

of this

by blood-letting,

it will

a

surely

description.

910.

Children, -who

cceteris

stand

paribus,
prematurely; but

arrive at their full
a

period, will,

of qourse,
are born

better chance than those who

the latter should

never

be abandoned, because

the powers of life are feeble ; especially if they have attained
their seventh month.
We have witnessed two instances of
recovery, where, from all the data we could collect,
the children had but just exceeded the sixth month.
These were

complete

neither washed
served in

a

of cotton.

nor dressed for
many days; but they were pre
uniform temperature by means of a stove, and a bed
A few drops of warm whey, from time to time, was

all the food
throve

they received
surprisingly.

for three weeks; but

on

which

they

911. One of these children was
carefully weighed when it had
attained its sixth week; its clothing, diaper, &c, and its little
self weighed one pound and three quarters. The other was
not

weighed,

from

a

lived but three months

upon the
occasioned by

superstitious feeling
—

its death

was

fever, contracted from improper exposure.
this moment, and is
still small.

at

now a

subject;
a

it

catarrhal

The former is

mother of two children.

living
She is
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question but the two children just men
preserved, by not subjecting them to the fatigue of

912. There

tioned

were

can

be

no

washing and dressing. They were more than
fore they were exposed to these ordeals.

a

month old, be

undergone their full uterine deve
possessed good stamina, had no
their lives accompanied the labour, may,

913. Children who have

lopment,

and who would have

accident

unfriendly

from the

nature

haustion.
blood

circulating

weakness

birth
sed

—

the

;

by

to

of such accidents, be liable to this state of ex
Thus, whatever diminishes the proper quantity of
as a

in their systems, will produce this state of
separation of a portion of the placenta before
too

placenta being

long,

the tonic contraction of the

and

too

uterus

powerfully

compres

itself; by the cord being

slightly compressed, when prolapsed, or when it interposes itself
between the pelvis and the presenting part, &c, hence, the fre
quency of this state, when the causes just named are known to
exist.

will very often terminate
be avoided, and all purgative
We have never ventured, under such

914. These cases, if well

favourably.

All

fatigue

medicine be withheld.

circumstances,

to

managed,

must

purge off the meconium, until the child ap

gain sufficient strength to bear the operation without
risk, even though this required a number of days ; for we believe
that this substance may occasionally be serviceable in such oases,
by keeping up the stimulus of distention. We may at least
peared

to

declare, we have seen the child exhausted in a few
hours, when several loose stools have followed each other in

venture to

quick

succession.

915. A child

so

circumstanced, should

not even

be put to the

breast until its system has become more confirmed, by rest, and
judiciously administered nourishment. The milk of the mother
should be

given it by the spoon, and this without removing the
place of rest ; or, should the mother have no milk,
a little rennet
whey may be substituted; or, if something a little
more cordial be
thought expedient, weak white wine whey
be
may
given.
child from its

916. It now and then
happens, that a child may be rather
feeble when first born, but recovers its powers by proper atten
tion, and every thing giving promise of doing well when it
—

suddenly

becomes

pale,

flaccid, cold, with

a

long

interval be-
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tweerr each

breathing, and at last respiration appears to stop ;
and hands become blue, or black ; the lips livid, and
the eyes fixed, and but half closed; the
pulse extinct in a word,
"
looking the image of death." After remaining in this condi
the

fingers

—

tion for

play

short time,

a

slight convulsive motion will appear to
imperfect inspiration will be taken,
expiration, attended by a peculiar noise ; the lips
a

about the mouth,

followed

by

an

become less livid;
languidly, and the

an

do the hands and

as

nails; the eyes

move

pulse may now, by close attention, be per
ceived, like a vibrating thread, at the wrist; an attempt to cry
is made, but the sound is so feeble, that it can be heard
only at
very short distance— and this finishes the paroxysm.
917. After the "fit," as it is called, has
terminated, the child
will appear languid, and uneasy, for some time ; it will
a

generally

swallow if any fluid be presented to it,
provided it be not too
soon after the
paroxysm. A discharge from the bowels almost
always takes place during the fit," of a small quantity of a very
green fluid. These spells are repeated at longer or shorter in
tervals, unless the disease be arrested by the influence of reme
"

dies,

or

death close the

918. A

scene.

of this kind occurred to us, which we will
pro
ceed to relate ; and the mode of treatment will at the same time
be made known.
case

919. Mrs. F. was delivered, on the 13th of
March, 1825,. of a
small, but apparently healthy child; she supposed she had not
arrived, by two weeks, at her full period. The child cried dis

tinctly,
and

but

not

very

It

forcibly.

was at

dressed, and took without difficulty

and water.

The

it

next

the usual time washed
a

little

warm

molasses

day, appeared
doing very well ;
its bowels were, opened
and
it
sucked
when put to the
freely,
breast. It continued to do as well as children in
general, for se
veral days, (until the tenth,) when it seemed more
than
to

be

languid

usual, and did

take its nourishment so freely,
the breast ; but as it had had several
not

firmly at
during the night,
the

medicine.

day,

its

languor

discharges

so

was

were

was

attributed to this

but little
not

so

regarded
frequent, as

; as

cause.

the

to

nurse

require

The
sup
any

In this situation

when the

things remained until the following
child, after having repeatedly during the morning

refused nourishment,
was

draw

watery green stools

condition of the bowels

posed

nor

immediately

sent

"

fainted,"

for.
25*

as

the

nurse

called it, and I
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arrived, the child

was

in

state of

a

faint,

or

syn

completely, however, did it resemble one dead, that I
thought it was actually so, and expressed a fear to that effect.
The nurse said, No it was not dead ; it had only fainted, as it
had done several times before. I placed my ear over the region
of the heart, but could hear no pulsation.
921. I caused flannels to be wrung out of quite warm whisky,
and applied all over its little body ; small sinapisms were placed
upon the temples ; a drop of brandy was insinuated into its mouth,
and its nostrils were wetted with a little sharp vinegar.
After
these applications were made, which must certainly, I think, have
occupied five minutes, the little creature began to discover signs
of returning animation; contrary, I confess, to my calculation.
cope

—

so

—

The return,
stated above

as

it were, to

life,

pretty much in the order

was

the child, however, was found very much exhaust
ed, and it was some time before it could swallow.
922. The bowel complaint was now increased greatly, and the
;

poor child nearly exhausted. It had no return of syncope while
I stayed, which was about an hour; yet it could hardly be said to

be alive.

I directed the

whisky stoups

weak chalk mixture with

to

be continued

;

and

a

little laudanum, was ordered to be
until the condition of the bowels should be
a

given every hour, or
improved. A little wine whey, with
namon tea, were directed to be
given

equal quantity

an
as

often

as

of cin

the child could

swallow them.
923. I

repeated my visit in the evening. The child had had
"
my absence one fainting fit," but it did not last so long
the former; its bowels were still much disturbed, and the

during
as

child looked
all the
visit

previous

was

several
more

like a corpse than a living being.
remedies to be punctually continued.

more

not

until

slight

"

favourable

bowels

were

the

early
faintings

next

morning.

I desired

My next

The child had had

;" its general appearance I

thought

it swallowed with considerable freedom ; its
much improved ; it could cry
audibly, and looked
;

about with

some
vivacity. During the whole of this period, its
little eyes swam in a yellowish fluid, of considerable
tenacity
and quantity
as to flow
indeed, the quantity was so
—

down its cheeks

great,

;

and

so

tenacious

as

to

be traced

through

whole course, by the coat which it left
upon the skin.
924. I desired a,
the
in
perseverance
plan mentioned..

its

From
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this time, it began to recover, and mended
rapidly, without any
return of the faintings.
It is now alive, and doing well.
925. Dr. Underwood
more

such

recommends, upon similar occasions, a
upon the authority of Mr. Hey, of Leeds ;
the volatile tincture of Valerian ; and upon his own, the

stimulating plan,
as

fumes of

lighted tobacco forced into the child's mouth. I can
say nothing as regards the efficacy of either of these plans, from
any trials of my own. It cortainly comes recommended by high
authority, and should, therefore, be deserving of confidence. I,
however, confess, that I entertain some apprehensions of the
tobacco fumes, from its known narcotic powers but I will not
oppose speculation to experience. During the severe part of
the above child's illness, I did not permit it to be dressed on
—

—

the contrary, it was
the warm whisky.

kept naked,

for the better

employment

of

CHAPTER III.

OF THE MECONIUM.

926. We

have, in the first part of this work, (Book I. p. 153,)
already spoken of the substance called meconium, and of the
of purging it off. We shall not
repeat
said upon this subject ; but we
may add
what we did not urge at that time. Since
writing what is here
referred to, a case has occurred, which most
decidedly proves
the necessity, if farther argument were
wanting, of carefully and
completely carrying off this offensive recrement.
927. A child born
healthy, had its bowels

propriety,
what

we

or

necessity

have

already

liberally purged
ordinary remedies. It remained
perfectly well for several days, and had taken the breast freely.
At about the eighth day, the eyes and skin
appeared rather yel
low, though its urine was not altered in colour. Its bowels
were a little affected, and had
frequent, but very sparing watery
stools; it hiccoughed often; its skin was dry and. hot ; it became
as

it

was

supposed, by

the
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very restless, and refused the breast, though evidently very
thirsty, as it would receive with greediness, water, or any other
It would often start, and at such times
thin fluid, from a spoon.
would

move

its limbs

violently

for half

a

minute

Its

together.

very white, and loaded with a substance resembling
tongue
It did not vomit, though evident
a stratum of coagulated milk.
was

distressed

ly

at

stomach,

as

it would

frequently

gag, but could

get nothing up.
928.

Believing

its distress to arise from

some

irritating

cause

of warmed castor

in the first passage, we ordered a tea-spoonful
oil ; and this to be repeated in two hours, if the first did not

ceed.

A second, and

bowels.

a

Magnesia, in

third,

five

were

given,

grain doses,

without

followed

suc

moving

the

by a tea-spoon

It took a scruple of
of lemonade, were then given.
this medicine, with no better effect. Its stomach now began to

ful

or

two

at every thing that could be offered it; and the purgative
The abdomen be
medicines were in consequence suspended.

revolt

gan to swell, and became very tense and shining. It could lie
but on its back, with its little legs drawn close up to the belly,
and

was

piteous
a

evidently

in

a

state

of great

suffering.

Its cries

were

and incessant; and its whole. skin became bedewed with

cold sweat.

Injections of various kinds were thrown up the rectum ;
was
placed in the warm bath; but no stools were pro
cured, for the little tinged mucus which came away every now
We
and then, by severe straining, did not amount to a stool.
929.

the child

had upon several late occasions with children, found a solution
of the carbonate of soda, very useful in aiding the operation of

medicine, in
warm

of constipation ; we, accordingly, determined
grain of this article in a tea-spoonful of luke
every fifteen minutes, until ten grains should be

cases

administer

to

water,

a

taken.
930. At the

expiration

of two hours and

to move; and in the

of three

a

half, the bowels

four hours, there
began
were ten evacuations, each of which evidently contained a quan
tity of the meconium, with the exception of the first two. The
purging was now kept up by an additional tea-spoonful of cas
course

or

was
permitted to go on, until the meconium was no
the
visible
in
evacuations. Dr. Underwood gives a simi
longer
lar history ; but one in which a much larger quantity of medi

tor

oil, and

cine

was

exhibited-
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931. We have related this

case with several views:
1st, to
show
to
the
meconium
of
the
off
; 2dly,
prove
necessity
purging
that this substance, when not completely carried off, will most
—

probably create a good deal of distress, or even severe disease;
3dly, that though the meconium may disappear from the early
evacuations of the child, it is no proof that there is none re
maining; 4thly, that while it has possession of the bowels, it
prevents, by its tenacity, the usual action of purgative medi
cines; 5thly, that by the exhibition of the soda, some change
was effected in the bowels, favourable to the
operation of the
remedies previously exhibited.

CHAPTER IV.

OF JAUNDICE.
932. The skins of

low colour

newly born

children

are

frequently of a yel

but this does not constitute the disease in

question.
yellowness here spoken of, is not of a deep tone, though
This appearance may continue for se
very generally diffused.
veral days, and then disappear without the aid of remedy, or
without leaving any evil behind. It is difficult to say to what this
yellow tinge may be owing; certain it is, it is not attributable
;

The

the presence of bile ; since neither the urine, nor the whites
of the eyes, assume the yellow hue.
933. We know that changes from a white to a yellow skin

to

take

place upon certain occasions, and this sometimes with sur
prising rapidity, by some occult change in the cellular mem
brane or rete mucosum, without our being able to declare the
This is remarkably the case in yellow fever; where the
cause.
presence of bile cannot be detected in the circulating fluids.
The same thing takes place with certain people, from strong
affections of the mind, peculiar derangement of the stomach, or
from the bite of certain reptiles, without the aid of bile ; it also
occurs, occasionally, with the new-born child.
934. Therefore, every yellowness of skin must not be mis
taken for jaundice, as it would lead to great errors in practice.
Our attention is

frequently

drawn to this appearance

by nurses ;
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and when it is observed, we make it a rule to investigate the
condition of the child, lest a real jaundice be present.
935. We direct

our

and the secretion of
we

have

to

reason

attention, 1st,

tears ;

to the whites of

if neither of these be

believe there is

no

the eyes,

tinged yellow,
they be,

but if

jaundice ;

inquire, 2dly, into the appearances of the urine and faeces.
If the first be yellow, we suppose it a still stronger ground of be
lief that there is jaundice; and if the fasces be paler than they
we

should be, or of
nuine jaundice.*

a

clay colour,

we

are sure

the child has

a

ge

have, however, known all the marks or signs of
exist, (with the exception of the pale or clay co
jaundice
loured stools,) without the child appearing to suffer in the least.
936. We
to

They
of

have all

disappeared spontaneously, or by the exhibition
being followed by the

single dose of castor oil, without
slightest inconvenience. As long, then,
a

green,
yellow,
the yellowness.
or

937. But

if,

we

on

need not

give

as

are

dark

anxiety

about

the stools

ourselves any

the contrary, the above marks be attended

by deficiency of colour in the stools; if the bowels be costive or
irritated to frequent efforts ; if the abdomen swell, and become
tense; if the child be uneasy, fretful, and inclined to vomit; if
it really vomit a white glairy mucus ; if it refuse the breast, and

frequently moan, as if in pain ; if it hiccough, and emaciate ra
pidly ; if its eyelids become glued together by a yellow tena
cious serum, jaundice, in its most formidable form, is present.
938. In

cases

of this kind, the liver itself has sometimes been
as in the case related
by Mr. Pearson,

found much diseased,

(Underwood, p. 14 ;) in other instances, the common duct has
been obstructed, as in the jaundice of adults.
"
939. Dr. Underwood, (p. 13,)
I have found
says,

suckling
state,'(with jaundice,) is capable of communicating the
true jaundice to a great degree, and that it will not be cured, but
by the recovery of the suckling mother or nurse, or the nurse
changed, or the infant being weaned, as well as properly treat
in that

ed."

We think the Doctor must labour under

statement.

We have

of the child's blood may
*

no
—

Dr. Stokes informs us, that
obstruction in

Stokes'

biliary ducts,

Clinical Lectures^

an

error

in this

difficulty in believing, that the serum
become tinged with bile, since the milk

no

genuine jaundice

has occurred where there

and that the stools had their due

quantity

was

of bile-
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it sucks is coloured*

coloured

by

it— consequently, the

chyle

also will be

hence, some of the common marks of jaundice will be
present— that is, the whites of the eyes, the skin, and the urine,
;

will

partake of the same general hue with the serum of the blood,
but the essential mark of jaundice, we are sure, will be
;
the

namely,
in them.

or

It would

milk of the

tinged
liver,

light

or

wanting
clay-coloured stools, or the absence of bile
be extremely difficult to conceive how the
mother should either
materially injure the

obstruct the

have

happened,
duced.!

we

common

believe

duct: and, unless

one or

genuine jaundice

a

the other

cannot

be pro

940. Nor is there any

difficulty in accounting for the yellow
of
the
or that it shall not
child,
appearances
get well, (that is,
lose its yellow appearances,) until the mother or nurse is
cured,
and the child is weaned, since it is
the same
constantly receiving

coloured milk.
941. When a genuine
jaundice attacks a new-born child, it is
but too often fatal, with whatever
propriety or energy we may
to
relieve
it.
It
is
attempt
generally recommended to com
mence the cure
of
by an emetic : for this we have the

authority
Armstrong, Underwood, Burns, &c. : to oppose our single expe
rience against them,
might appear ill-judged, if not rash. Yet
we dare not run counter to our own
observations ; especially as
we have
fair
our
own
trials,
given
(in
estimation,) to the reme
dy, and the result is decidedly against the practice.
942. Emetics have not
only failed in our hands to remove the
disease, but have rendered the

stomach

so

irritable,

as

not to

receive any other remedy
willingly. We have, therefore, aban
doned them for some years, and find we can succeed better

another

by

of treatment.

plan

943. When

we

eyes, and urine,
*

This is very

find symptoms of jaundice, that is,
yellow skin,
begin by giving small doses of castor oil ; that

we

questionable;

served in the milk

agreeably

since Dr. Stokes informs

to recent and extensive

us

it has

never

been ob

observations.— Stokes' Cli.

nical Lectures.

f The
dice.

scrum

I have

of the blood does not

lately

had

a

patient,

always

who

was

become

suckling

affected,

even

in true

jaun.

the whole time of the dis

yet there was not the least evidence of the milk becoming tinged with the
colouring matter of the bile, though 1 carefully examined it, from time to time,
through the whole course of the complaint. Nor did the child in any one respect
ease,

appear to suffer.
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is, a small tea-spoonful every two hours, until it purges freely.
If, upon the inspection of the evacuations, we do not find bile in
them, we follow up the purging the next day, by giving calomel
This
in very small doses, until a cathartic effect be produced.
and
does
two
or three
sometimes,
require,
days'
may,
perseve
rance in the calomel, aided by small doses of soda, supersatu
rated

by

carbonic acid gas, before the bowels

it must be recollected

We have said

ing

is

our

give

we

formula

:

they

moved

are

;

for

most

commonly very torpid.
calomel in very small doses; the follow
are

—

R. Calom.

ppt. gr. iij.

Sacch. alb.

gr.

M. bene, div. in

xij.

vj.

9 14. One of these to be

given every two hours, until they ope
best
exhibited
in a small drop of thin molasses,
They
washed down by the solution of soda, in the proportion of two
rate.

are

scruples

to

945. A

eight ounces of the carbonated water.
tea-spoonful of the solution of soda may

be

given

fre

Should the calomel, at any time after ex
quently
hibition, procure bilious evacuations, it should be desisted from,
or
given less frequently. But, should it not, it must be perse
vered in, unless the bowels become too much irritated ; in this
as a

case,

they

every two

this

drink.

must

be

appeased by laudanum, in quarter drop doses,

three hours, until the effect be produced. During
however, the solution of soda should be continued.

or

period,
thought

We have

that

the abdomen with

warm

advantage has been derived, by bathing
brandy, especially if this part be prehot
or cold.
In doing this, however, a caution
ternaturally
must be suggested that the parts be not
unduly pressed, or rudely
under
the
that
this
is
essential to its efficacy.
handled,
impression
946. Should

diarrhoea, with bilious-looking

or

watery stools,

supervene, the calomel must be stopped, and laudanum must be
given, as directed above. During the whole of this time, the
child should receive its mother's milk

sucking, if able ;
ously milked out.
947. We have

of the

or

by

as

often

the spoon, the milk

thought, also,

it well can, by

that the occasional

bath has been useful,

especially
disposition to spasm, or frequent hiccough.
948. But, notwithstanding the employment
warm

as

having

been

previ

employment

when there is

of the above

a

re^
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medies, if the stools do not become bilious ; if the tone of yellow
increased, or rather looking black ; if the skin

in the skin be

become mottled
and very
and nails

the eyes blood shotten ; the urine very scanty,
high-coloured ; or if entirely suppressed ; the hands
;

looking

convulsions, the

though

not

livid

if the child vomit, or be threatened with
be considered as extremely desperate

;

must

case

absolutely fatal,

all these symptoms
949. In the case

as we once

witnessed

a

case,

where

combined, yet the child recovered.
alluded
to, we used, not knowing what
just
else to do, but almost solely with a view to relieve the
anxiety
of the parents, a warm bath every two hours, for five minutes
at

time, in which

were

of the sweet

spirit of nitre was mixed.
application,
appeared revived ; and each
one
was
followed
subsequent
by improvement bilious evacua
tions took place there was a liberal secretion of urine, and the
child mended from that moment with astonishing
rapidity we
a

an ounce

After its first

the child

—

,

—

do not, however, wish to attach much consequence to this first
trial it was perhaps, mere coincidence. It may, however,
—

deserve farther trial

nity

to

:

—

we

have not ourselves had

an

opportu

repeat it since.

CHAPTER V.
OF ERYSIPELAS.
950. Children in the month

tion of the skin of the
It is not,

are

sometimes liable to inflamma

erysipelatous kind,

however,

which locates itself

variously.
very
affection, espe
cially among the higher classes of society. It is a disease of
more frequent occurrence, it would seem, in
Europe, and espe
cially in the lying-in hospitals, than in this country.
951. When this complaint is a system of some
prevailing
endemic of crowded hospitals, it is considered by both the French
and English writers, as one of great danger. Dr. Underwood
says he has not met with this disease often, except in lying-in
hospitals. Its ordinary time of attack, is a few days after birth ;
and was thought, by some, never to appear later than the month
but he says this is not the
observations.

—

26

a

case ;

common

and this agrees with

our own
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052. We have

and in

child

one

beyond
body is exempt

of the

have

we

In the instance
"

certainly
of

one

the sixth month.

was

least,

this

seen

instance, and that

seen

just

from

later than the third month ;
a

ferocious kind, the

most

It would

seem

that

part

no

attack of this inflammation; at
it commence upon various portions of it.
an

alluded to, it

local habitation ;" for

the face, or the body,
953. Its translations

might

be said

to

have had

no

it occupy a leg, a thigh, an arm,
in the course of twenty-four hours.
we saw

rapid, beyond belief; and the part
in another, be left free from dis
would,
occupied
of
the
a
new
while
ease;
body, uncertain which, would
portion
be obliged to sustain its attack; in its turn, in the course of two
or three hours, might be left with equal capriciousness to fix
were

at one moment

upon some new part, without the one just left having received
The inflammation, in this instance, did
any material injury.
until it had fixed permanently upon the head and
it
which
did, after having pursued this erratic course for
face;
After the head and face became affected, the disease
five days.
not vesicate

seemed

to

forget

its

fugitive

course

The face and head became

ter.

face attacked became

purple,

;

but not its

immensely

and vesicated

deadly

swollen

over

;

charac
the

sur

its whole

ex

tent; delirium followed, and death soon closed the scene.
954. The places most commonly selected for this inflamma

tion, agreeably to our experience, are the nates, the neck, the
small of the back,* and face. It usually begins by a spot of un
certain size, and ill-defined extent.

and the child to

Fever is almost

sure

;f
betray great marks of suffering.
extent of the inflammation may be very limited for several

tend

to at

The

hours,

days, unless it vesicate early : when this happens, the
disease spreads with much greater rapidity, and the child sud
denly becomes dangerous. The stages of this inflammation are
sometimes passed with great rapidity; a bloody
ill-looking pus,
is quickly formed, which very soon extends itself
or ichor,
or even

*

I have had

lately

in which this

affection, the third day after delivery,
portion of the back— that is, from the occipital
bone, to a little below the points of the scapula. There was much hardness, red
it was relieved by the mercurial ointment altoness, and swelling of this part
gether; no other application having been made. It required four weeks to con.
a case

attacked the whole of the upper

—

firm the

tit

cure.

very certain that this disease is both idiopathic, and symptomatic
fever may follow the appearance of this inflammation, or this inflammay be subservient to fever,

seems

therefore,
mation,

—
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the meshes of the cellular membrane, to

through

an

undefined

distance.
955. Whenever this inflammation extends to the cellular tis
sue, it is

scesses,

to destroy it, by forcing it to a rapid suppuration,
divesting the parts of this important membrane. Ab

sure

and thus

or

rather collections of matter, are, therefore, formed of
its course; and when the subjacent

unequal size, throughout
parts are exposed by the
vered them, the muscles
cellular

covering,

as

if

removal of the skin which before

they

co

completely

denuded of all their

had been most

carefully dissected.
a
depending one,

are as

956. Should the

part attacked in this way be
the ill-formed pus, or sanies, insinuates itself to

an

uncertain

ex

tent; for, it has no bounds set to its ravages, by a protecting ef
fusion of coagulable lymph, as in a genuine phlegmonic inflam
mation.

the left
957.

Hence,

we once saw

it

run

from the lower

scapula, to the base of the sacrum.
Notwithstanding the apparent irregularity

point

of this

of

species

of inflammation, it has four distinct stages: 1st, inflammation
without vesications; 2dly, with vesications; 3dly, with vesica

suppuration ; 4thly, gangrene. There is something
peculiar, if not sui generis, in this inflammation; and on this
peculiarity does its danger very much depend; but our limits
do not permit us to describe them but in very general terms.
1. Its erratic disposition
as it
may in an instant almost leave
the part it occupied to seize upon another, however remote or
important that part may be. 2. Its disposition to vesicate. 3.
The rapidity with which it runs on to its own peculiar suppura
tion ; for it is without any provision, by the effusion of coagu
lating lymph, to limit its extent. 4. To its strong tendency to
gangrene, seeming at once to kill the skin and cellular mem
brane, by the force of its previous inflammation.
958. Much difficulty has ever been experienced in the manage
ment of this disease, especially in children, with whom its pro
gress is almost always more rapid and subduing than with adults;
and not less diversity of opinion than difficulty has existed, as to
the proper plan to be pursued. In almost every part of Europe,
this disease is considered one of great danger; and, in this coun
tions and
very

—

try, it has had but

necessarily

one

of

too
so

many victims. Whether this disease be
much danger, is much to be doubted ; un

less difference of climate has

treatment; for it has

more

certainly,

influence than the mode of

within the last few years, been
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less fatal than

formerly; and this melioration,
to the plan of cure.

we

believe, is

attributable

justly

959. Dr. Underwood thinks the bark the best constitutional

remedy

;

and saturnine and

camporated applications

to

be the

Mr. Burns approves of cold watery appli
the
heat
where
of the part is considerable ; but thinks,
cations,
with Dr. Gartshore, that the camphorated spirit of wine is the
best local remedies.

best application from first to last.
He seems doubtful as to the
efficacy of the bark ; but recommends from five to ten grains of

ammonia,* every three hours

but says, he has derived more
benefit from calomel purges than from any other medicine.
960. We shall say a few words upon each of these plans, be
—

we detail the one usually pursued by ourselves, and other
practitioners in this city. 1, As the system evidently labours
under high arterial action in the commencement of almost every
case of
erysipelas that requires medical treatment, the bark must
not be thought of, either in the first or second stages of this dis

fore

in either of the last two, it may often be proper, if the

ease :

suppuration, or sloughing be extensive. 2. As regards the to
pical applications recommended by these gentlemen, the cold
saturnine have always appeared to us, if not of hurtful tendency,
at least of doubtful efficacy.
In the early, or first stage of ery
sipelas, the camphorated spirit we have thought occasionally
useful but never efficacious. 3. The propriety of using am
monia in such immense doses to a child, perhaps, within a
month old, is extremely doubtful, even if it were possible to give
it, (which, by the by, in our opinion, is extremely problemati
cal;) but its usefulness in any quantity may be justly doubted,
especially as the disease, in its commencement, at least, accord
ing to Mr. Burns himself, is attended with fever. Of the good
effects of calomel purges, we entertain no doubt; but must
saywith it, or any other cathartic medicine, seems to be

purging
much

at variance

961. It is

interrupt

to

*

the

;

erysipelas

may have

a

number of

are

the progress of this

We take it for

simple

that

but there

very few, we believe, yet
In the time of Ambrose Pare, blisters were

counter-agents
tained.

with bark and volatile alkali.

probable,

inflammation, both

granted, that Mr. Burns

word ammonia.

means

the carbonate of

ascer

employed
regards

as

ammonia, by
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the extent of surface

wrell

as

which it

over

the terminations of

as

two

tion

might

be

supposed

to

travel;

of its stages in either suppura
however, was either forgotten

or
gangrene. This remedy,
laid aside, for nearly two centuries, because the modus ope
randi of the application could not be explained. To the late

or

Dr.

Physick we owe its revival, the importance of which can
only be appreciated with those who have witnessed the almost
wonder-working operation of this agent. We have frequently
succeeded with it, both in the adult and in the child
most

safely

recommend its

application,

;

and

can

when the inflammation

attacks such parts as can readily be covered with a blister.
962. The plaster should be of such a size as will rest with

certainty upon the sound skin if this precaution be not taken,
its application will avail but little.
When the sound skin is well
the
is
to
be
vesicated,
removed, and the part to be treat
plaster
—

ed

if

blister had been used for any other purpose.
It, however, frequently happens, that a blister will be in
expedient,, from the peculiar location of the disease ; in such case,
as

a

963.

the

strong mercurial ointment, (without turpentine,) by
as well as the sound skin, with a coat of
covering
it; and when it is removed, or becomes dry, it is renewed by a
fresh application.
We use this ointment differently, however,
in the several stages of this inflammation ; we shall, therefore,
describe our method ; and,
964. 1. Where the part is inflapied, but not yet vesicated.
we

use

the inflamed,

When

we see

the inflammation in this stage,

we cause

the whole

of the reddened part, as well as a portion of the sound skin, to
be covered with the ointment; which is to be renewed, when
the part is deprived of any portion of it.
965. 2. Where

opened.
opened,

the part is vesicated, but the vesicles not
we cause the vesicles to be
carefully

In this case,

and the ointment

applied

as

just

directed for the first

condition.
966. 3. Where the vesicles have

opened spontaneously,

and

the part has become incrusted, and the inflammation spread to
a considerable, or to a more limited extent.
In this case, we
direct the ointment to be

applied only to the surrounding in
margin,
portion of the sound skin.
967. 4. Where portions have proceeded to suppurate, yet a
part of the surrounding skin is inflamed. Under such circumflamed

and

on a

26*
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we

stances,

and

apply

as
possible ;
open the collections of matter as early
as above directed. (966.)
margin,

the ointment to the

968. Such is the

efficacy of the

mercurial

application,

that it

the farther progress of the disease ;
almost immediately
therefore, when practicable, it should be had recourse to early.
arrests

969. We know but

agent

—

seldom

the

one

objection

to

this

powerful

counter-

patient sometimes becomes salivated. This, however,
happens with young children, who are most

or never

obnoxious to the disease for which it is
this account,

sometimes

prescribed.,

In adults,

the blister.*

prefer
already noticed, that the suppuration in the
erysipelatous inflammation, is not of a genuine pus ; it is always
this may also
more or less bloody, and generally very offensive
on

we

970. We have

—

said, when the part becomes gangrenous. The charcoal
poultice, in such cases, is of great value ; or the diluted pyroligneous acid may be most advantageously used ; or a poultice
be

strong decoction of bark, or even of its substance.
Hitherto, we have dwelt upon the external treatment of

made of
971.

a

erysipelas
we

; we

shall

now

speak

of the internal remedies which

have found best suited to this disease.

972. In the

early stages

of this affection, when

accompanied

constitutional symptoms, as fever, headach, delirium, &c,
the patient should be confined exclusively to the mother's milk,

by

and that

given

but seldom.

The bowels should be

kept freely

open, but not severely purged, by small, but repeated doses of
calomel. Should fever run high, with strongly marked cerebral

affection, the child should lose blood from the
temples, by leeches.
*

arm ; or

from the

It would seem, that the

origin of the mercurial treatment is peculiar to this
discovery is claimed by Drs. Little and Dean.
Their claims are urged with such equality, that there would be a risk of
doing
injustice to one, by admitting the claims of the other.
It appears, that this is not the only mercurial preparation that has been useful
in this complaint. A solution of the corrosive sublimate, in the
proportion of one
grain to the ounce of water, Dr. Schott of this city informs us, has been found
equally efficacious. And it may justly be questioned, whether this practice may
country

; and the honour of the

not be of old

date, but, like many other substances, have fallen into disuse, from
occasional failures ; certain it is, we saw it used
very extensively about the year
1785 or 6, in an erysipelatous condition of the
leg from phlegmasia dolens. The
precise effect of this application is not at this time recollected, as it was

supposed

U the

time by

me

to be

a

part of the routine of practice in such

cases.
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Fresh, cool air, should

973.

and the

the

freely admitted to the body of
always be well ventilated.
prejudice against this plan; they

be

should

patient;
Among many people there is a
are fearful of
adopting it, lest the inflammation "strike in."
But of this, they should be assured there is no danger ; and the
plan must be insisted on.
974. When this inflammation runs on to suppuration, or ter
room

minates in gangrene, the system will become enfeebled, either
by the extent of the discharge, or the peculiar character of the

especially when it has a tendency to become epidemic.
persuaded, that bark, in some form or other, be
comes absolutely necessary ; and as far as one case will justify
the recommendation, in the form of a sulphate, is the most easy
disease

Here,

;

we are

of exhibition, and is as efficacious as in substance or in decoc
The bowels at this time are very apt to become too loose
this must not be permitted to go on,, or the little sufferer will

tion.
—

speedily

sink.

bowels, the chalk
mixture, with minute doses of laudanum, should be given in the
975. To arrest the too free motion of the

form

following :

—

R. Creta

3ij.

ppt.

Tinct. Thebaic.

01. Carui.

gut. x.
gut. j.

Sacch. alb.

3ij.

font.

Aq.

5iss. M.

Of this a child of ten days old may take half a tea-spoonful
every two hours, until better; one of a month, to that of two
months a tea-spoonful, as often, until the bowels are checked.
Should it appear to be in pain,
must be given ; say, from

num

976. The child may
extent

of its

appetite;

now

be

an
one

additional

quantity
drops.

to two

of lauda

indulged with the breast, to the
strength must be husbanded

and its little

with every possible care. It may, with this view, from time to
time, take two or three tea-spoonsful of wine whey, carefully

made, and

not

977. The

of

new

milk, and bring

silver vessel

—

wine-glassful
it two

of too great strength.
should be made as follows: take half

whey

or

it to the

boiling point,

at that moment throw into it

of Madeira,

Sherry,

or

good

three times round, and. then

set

in
a

an

a

pint
or

common-sized

Teneriffe wine

it in

a

earthen

cool

—

place

stir
to
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When

pour off the whey from the curd,
with loaf sugar.
978. Of that form of erysipelas, which attacks the genital

separate.

separated,

and sweeten it to the

taste

parts of new-born children, we have seen but one instance ; and
this, not until nearly the whole of the parts were destroyed, and
when

art

could do

nothing for its

relief.

CHAPTER VI.
OF THE RETENTION OF URINE.
979. It very frequently happens with newly born children,
they do not pass their urine for many hours after birth, or
so
sparingly, as to afford little or no relief; this creates a great

that

deal of distress, and if

relieved by proper means, will some
A very remarkable instance of this kind
fell under the notice of my friend Dr. Parrish, and
myself,
not

times occasion death.

which

given

in detail,

trust, will

we

delivered of

was

require

healthy child,

a

no

on

apology.

Mrs.

the 15th of June,

On the 20th, in the evening, the child showed uneasi
ness; and on the 21st, it cried violently, and continued to be
much pained until the 25th. A variety of
simple remedies
were used for the relief of the urine, which had been either
1822.

sparingly passed

very

from the 20th
at ten

entirely suppressed, most probably
On the morning of the 25th,

oil

we

scrobiculus cordis

perficial
very sparing
castor

or

but without relief.

found the abdomen very much distended,
; the skin was shining, and the su
veins were very much
enlarged. The child had several

o'clock,

to the

even

—

stools of

were

given

a

dark green colour: two
spoonsful of
course of the
morning. At half

in the

past one o'clock, P. M., Dr. Parrish introduced a small flexible
catheter, and drew off at one time eighteen ounces and a-half of
straw-coloured urine.*

At

o'clock the same day, the
appeared perfectly relieved; it slept soundly, and took
nourishment freely. Two more
tea-spoonsful of castor oil had

a

seven

child

*

"The introduction of the

days

old.

We have

age,, and fear that its

never

catheter, spoken of
employ

had occasion to

employment

is

more

easily

in the

case

of

a

child of ten

the instrumental

described

on

so

early

an

paper than carried
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been

given

bowels

nor

;

since the visit at noon, but without
did any water pass. As the child

permitted

was

easy, it

without disturbance.

to rest

980. From this

the

moving
was

time, the

water was

regularly

drawn off

by

the catheter until the child's death, which happened on the 28th.
It had gradually declined from the time of our first visit, and its
mouth had become very sore. Permission was not obtained to.
examine it.
981. We have recorded this

tical

importance, though

case on

account

of its great prac
We have seen

unfortunate in its issue.

general appearances to the one
like
in
death : we have strong rea
related, and,
it, ending
to believe they may have died of retention of urine, though

several instances similar in their

just
son

we were

assured that

they

had

passed

water

—

the

same was

insisted on, for awhile, in the case just mentioned, and,
there may have been a small discharge, as always
when the bladder becomes
that this often takes

We

ever

make it

place
a

excessively

distended.

perhaps,
happens

We know

adult, from the same cause.
inquire into the state of the blad

in the

rule to

der, in all the little

complaints of very young children ; but
too easily satisfied with the reports of
the nurse upon this subject we now make it our business,
whenever we have any suspicion that the urine is not freely
evacuated, to examine the abdomen of the child, especially if
it be reported as swelled
we
carefully examine the region of
we

fear

we

have been

—

—

the bladder, with a view, to detect any distention of it, if it
exist, that we may take our measures accordingly. We are

sincerely of opinion, that, had the catheter been introduced
twenty-four hours sooner, nay, perhaps twelve, the poor infant,
whose case is related above, might in all probability have been
saved ; but, as there was a constant, assurance that water passed,
into execution in

practice, particularly in the male."

Journ.

149.

August, p.

—

Lond. Med. and

Phys.

In a case similar to the one which gave rise to the above observation, it may be
asked, what other resource does our art afford? I have not declared, nor even
insinuated, that the catheter should be used upon slight occasions; but where the
retention is confirmed, and where every usual expedient was resorted to, and had

failed, should

we

suffer the

is considered difficult?

performed
In

facts,

the

relating

operation,

I

patient to die,
truly say,

can

found

no

because the introduction of
in the above case, the

difficulty

attempted

to

catheter
who

whatever.

the. above case, I have confined

I have not

a

gentleman

myself

describe the mode of

to the

detail of the main

introducing

the catheter.
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suspicion

no

was

all the mischief

entertained of the state of the bladder, until
done, that could well happen from its ful

was

We

always inquire into the state of the bladder, and did
particularly in this case, and were constantly assured by the
nurse, that water had been freely passed.
982. We suggest, as a matter of probability, that the cases

ness.
so

have witnessed of death in very young children, where the
abdomen has been much swollen, and the superficial veins pass
ing over it much distended, and very conspicuous, were similar
we

affections of the bladder, though no such suspicion was enter
tained at the time.
How far a distended belly, (indeed, almost

transparency,) with greatly enlarged veins, may

to

this

serve

to

of the

distinguish
urinary organs in very young chil
must
be
left
to
future
We have felt it a duty
observation.
dren,
state

to express this impression, with a
hope that it may awaken at
tention in those whose province it is to witness numerous cases

of sickness, especially in very young children.
The ease just
related is an extreme one ; many occur where the retention is

absolute, yet it is every way important to offer some re
For the most part, these slight retentions
are
easily removed, by a few drops of the sweet spirit of nitre,
once an hour, in a little sweetened water
; or, if obstinate, it may
be aided by the warm bath, and a tea-spoonful of castor oih.

not

so

lief to the bladder.

A little

parsley

root

tea, also, succeeds

remarkably

well.

CHAPTER VII.
OF APHTHA.
983. This

it consists of

complaint
a

greater

inside of the mouth.
of the lower
a

is

generally called

or

the

baby's

sore

less number of white vesicles

mouth
on

:

the

It very generally begins on the inner part
of the mouth, and much resembles

lip,
coagulum of milk. From this point, it sometimes spreads
very rapidly over the inside of the cheeks, tongue, and
or corners

small

itself

gums ; and, at others, it will appear in the same form, and at
the same time, on several portions of the mouth ; as inner por-
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tions of the cheeks, &c. The French, especially, Mr. Billard,
a different disease from what
they term " Muguet."'
But from a careful examination of the two diseases, I belies

make it

them

to

have

not

be the same, differing only in intensity.
the disease which he terms " Muguet,"

—

I think

or

we

I do not

understand his

description ; as far as I have been able to com
The difference may consist in
pare them, they are identical.
the modification which a hospital may give it; if there be a dif
ference, I think it must be owing to this cause. When this
efflorescence is extensive, the child slavers
very much, and is
frequently embarrassed in its sucking ; it cries, and

evidently

betrays

that it is in

it evinces

as

by

its

be continued at the
is very
were

white,

spread

pain ; it is very restless
frequent stirrings, and
breast. The eruption in

and looks

over

as

if

the mouth.

a

stratum

and very thirsty,
its disposition to
its mildest form

of

milky coagulum

It sometimes confines itself to

the centre of the cheeks, at others to the lower
lip, or one
side of the tongue. In its severer forms, the
appearance of
the eruption is of a dark brownish colour, or
red ;

extremely
owing, most probably, to minute portions of blood ; but both are
evidently grades of the same affection, changed either by mis
management, constitution,

or

the force of the remote

cause.

984. This affection is

thought to be altogether of a sympto
matic kind— or very rarely idiopathic.
It is almost
uniformly
a
condition
of
the
stomach and alimentary
preceded by deranged
canal, and always, we believe, by some disturbance of the sto
mach itself. The brain always shows signs of
participating in
this complaint, as there is almost always an unusual inclination
to sleep, though the child is
frequently disturbed in its nap by
some internal irritation,
perhaps of the bowels themselves. This
to
is
so
well known to nurses, that they will fre
disposition
sleep
tell
the
child
is sleeping for a sore mouth."
The
quently
you,
bowels are often teased by watery, acrid stools, of a
greenish
colour; their discharge is frequently attended with the eruption
of much wind, and, to judge from the noise, it would be
supposed
there was a very large discharge of fasces, though upon exami
nation, it is found to be very sparing.
985. The alvine discharges are
frequently very acrid, so much
"

so,

sometimes,

very

severely ;

excoriate the verge of the anus and nates
especially when due attention is not paid to clean
as

to

liness, or to the frequent

changing of the diapers.

But this

never
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until the disease is pretty well advanced, and has
made some progress ; it is generally pretty well spread over the
mouth and always shows a violent disease. The stomach is also
takes

place

sometimes much deranged ; vomiting the milk very soon after it is
received into the stomach, in the form of a dense curd, mixed
with a porraceous mucous substance. If the milk be not voided
a

gas with

sour

a

very
becomes

soon

severe,

harassed

constantly

rhoea

its stomach will

and the

oesophagus

tha3, that it
is

can

reluctantly

no

The

smell.

child, when the disease is

debilitated, and

almost
;

constantly discharges, by eructations,

the stomach

by vomiting,

by
scarcely

rapidly

emaciates

colics, and
retain the little it

severe

sometimes becomes

longer

so

;

it is
diar

swallow

loaded with

transmit the small

admitted into the mouth

profuse
can

;

quantity

;

aph-

which

and the child dies, either

from the exhaustion consequent upon the profuseness of the dis
from its bowels, or from inanition.

charges

986. It is

popular belief, that this aphthous efflorescence,
the mouth through the whole tract of the alimentary
a

passes from
canal, to the very termination of the rectum ; and the excoria
Whether
tion at this part is offered as evidence of the fact.
this be

true or not we

do not

know, for

we are

not in

possession

of any facts from dissection which decide the point. We once
examined a body which certainly died from aphthae, the exami
nation of which would
mon

belief.

A child,

by

on

no means

the tenth

tend to confirm this

day

after birth,

was

com

observed

number of white spots upon several different portions
of its mouth, which rapidly spread over its whole surface. It
had the usual premonitory and accompanying symptoms, which
to

have

a

severity, in spite of every effort to oppose
them. It
weakly child, of a consumptive feeble
were
mother. Its sufferings
very great, though under some con^so
trol from laudanum,
long as it could be taken by the mouthj
coat after coat of aphthae were thrown
or retained by injections
off, and each new crop appeared to be more abundant, and less
increased

daily

in

was a

feeble

—

amenable

to

remedies, until,

at

last,

at

the end of

two

weeks of

suffering, the poor infant could not swallow a drop of the
thinnest fluid. Injections of bark and mutton tea, in conformity
with popular opinion, were resorted to, but all in vain ; the child,
in a few days more, died from absolute starvation, or, at least,
the catastrophe was certainly hurried by the impossibility of re
ceiving nourishment.
severe
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body after death we found the whole
oesophagus literally blocked up with an aphthous in
crustation, to the cardia, and there it suddenly stopped. The
987. We examined the

tract

of the

inner

coat

—

of the stomach bore

did several

portions

could be discovered below the

marks of inflammation,

some

of the intestines

;

but not

place just

a

trace

mentioned.

of

as

aphthae

This

case

doubt, wmether this affection besieges
other
of
the
any
parts
body than those just stated, namely, the
mouth, posterior fauces, and the oesophagus to the cardia, since,

would, therefore,

create a

perhaps, none could have been of greater severity ; but it is with
us a
solitary case, and should not be received for too much.
The aphthae are supposed not only to
Dr. Heberden says,
infest the mouth and -fauces, but to be continued down through
the whole intestinal canal. In two who died of lingering fever,
and whose mouths were covered with aphthae, which hung in
"

rags all over it, there was not the least trace of them that could
be found in dissection beyond the fauces."*f The excoriations
about the

certainly be accounted for, without the
aphthae produce them ; in bad cases the stools are
always extremely acrid, and the parts over which they constantly
pass and spread, are, at such a tender age, very delicate, and
very readily excited to inflammation.
anus

can

presence of

to

988. Dr. Good

mission of aphthae
out reserve,

thence

"

seems

to

through

admit, without hesitation, the

the intestinal canal

The fauces become
the

trans

for he says, with
affected, and it descends

next

;

into the

stomach, and travels in
oesophagus
the
entire
course of the intestines to
through
the rectum, the faeces being often loaded with aphthous sloughs.J
989. We are afraid there is too much taken for granted in
a

through

continuous line

this

alluded
the

to was

aphthous

know of

decided evidence of the fact, nor
any authority for the statement. The case
certainly one of death from aphthae ; but, in it,

account ; we

does Dr. Good

no

name

efflorescence

stopped

at the cardia.

Is it

probable

that any child could survive this affection, did it travel the
whole course of the intestinal canal ? We think not yet aphthae
is rarely a dangerous disease in infancy. Dr. Good's description
—

*

t

Commentaries, p. 31.
It is well known, too, that in small-pox,

"

no

pustules

are

traced

beyond the

pharynx and larynx, even in the most severe cases, when the mouth and tongue
Tweedie's Illustrations, p. 65.
are thickly covered with the eruption.
X Study of Medicine, Vol. II. p. 391.
—

27
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of this affection would

certainly

lead to the conclusion, that it is

disease to pass through the bowels,
and manifest itself at the verge of the anus. This point is far

the

ordinary march of the

from
are

being

having ascertained

Billard says he has

testines,

as

Pathologists, even the French
certainty it is true Mr.
of it in the large and small in

settled in the minds of

far from

well

seen

as

it with

evidences

the stomach

—

but there is

;

no

mention of it

lower than the ilium.

Now, this

990.

be

cannot

so

since it is in violent and

;

alone, that the

long-

discovers any signs of
protracted
irritation from this cause, which would not be the case, were
cases,

anus

Dr. Good's account correct.
991. Dr. Good and others suppose that

aphthae communicates
specific contagion :* and give, as evidence, the excoria
tions of the, nurse's nipples. We do not hesitate to believe, there is
a
discharge from these little pustules which may be highly acri
monious to the denuded skin, but we think this is perfectly in
noxious to a sound one.
For we have never seen sore nipples
where
the skin of these organs was per
produced by aphthae,
sound.
That
fectly
they aggravate the tenderness and inflam
itself by

a

mation, when these parts

are tender and abraded, we admit, and
would any other acrid substance, without having recourse to
the belief of a specific contagion.
If this were the case,

so

why

do

the

not

of children

lips

labouring

under this

affection, betray

its influence 1
992. That this

every
others

(of

to

to

complaint
believe

is

occasionally epidemic,

there is

and this

circumstance, among some
be mentioned, render the opinion so commonly credited,

reason

;

its

have

being a sympathetic affection,) very questionable. We
always considered aphthae as arising from some peculiar

condition of the stomach
mature

reflection,

for doubt

we

;

but, from

some

late cases, and

think it may be otherwise.

Our

more

reasons

are,

993. 1. We have

recently

seen

where the stomach and bowels

this affection in two cases,
in the most perfect order

were

before the

eruption ; but became disturbed a little during the
the disease.
of
progress
994. 2. That this complaint has been
very often removed bv
the
where
efflorescence
has been
alone,
topical applications
*

Mr. Billard declares it

not to

be

contagious.

-
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very considerable, and where there was
to the stomach and bowels.

no

remedy

of any kind

addressed

995. 3. That

we

do

uniformly

not

see

this

complaint

where

there has existed great disorder of both stomach and bowels,
and these of a permanent kind.

That, however the stomach and bowels may be dis

996. 4.

turbed

by acidity or

other inconvenience ; or, however

long

these

may continue, if the child have had this complaint, it is not re
newed, though the individual is not exempt from a second at
tack, like measles or small-pox ; for, in certain chronic affec
tions, they may be again visited by aphthae.
997. 5. That this affection is sometimes

epidemic, as stated
only all the children
of the same family, however cautiously separated from one
another, but many of those of the same neighbourhood have been
known, at times, to suffer from it simultaneously." (Vol. II. p.
above

for Dr. Good informs

;

us,

that

not

391.)
998. 6. That this disease is almost

cerebral affection
first is

by

:

as

far the most

always

great drowsiness,

or

ushered in

by

watchfulness

some
—

the

common.

999. 7. That other

portions of mucous membranes are liable
eruption, without the condition of stomach
or bowels
instrumental
in its production ; for we have
being
seen it most
within
the
labia pudendi, as well as on the
plentiful,
to

the

kind of

same

internal face of the prepuce.
1000. These facts have made
thetic

of

origin

conclusive in

aphthae; yet

our own

mind

we

but

;

gest the possibility of its being
cous

us

lately question

admit, they

the sympa

altogether
thought it proper to sug
idiopathic disease of the mu
are

not

we

an

membrane.

1001. This affection is not confined to

itself in the
to any

more

period

advanced

periods

of human life

—

it is

early infancy;

of childhood
sure to

;

it shows

and from that,

attend the last stages

of almost every long-protracted disease; especially those which
may have wasting discharges ; such as phthisis pulmonalis,

dysentery,
sure to

be

or
a

diarrhoea

fatal

;

and when it does appear, it is almost

harbinger.

1002. This disease is not

essentially accompanied

with fever

;

if it accompany any chance affection, which is attended with
fever, we do not find it to heighten the existing one.
1003.

Weakly children,

and

especially those

born before their
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period, are

more

to

robust
to this complaint than the
their full time in the uterus— the

or

from its not

obnoxious

and those who have tarried
women, and
nurses

from

scarcity

of milk,

who make bad

particularly those

children of weakly

to

being

of

a

sufficiently

this affection than the
of nourishment of good

nutritious quality,
disposed
children of hale women, who have plenty
farinaceous substances,
quality. The children fed much upon
attack of this disease,
the
to
are
more

are

especially exposed

(535, 536,)

particularly

when their food is sweetened with brown sugar

or

molasses.
1004. The treatment of this disease must

menced

lieve,
the

a

to

be

com

by a regard
superabundance

If there be

of absorbents.

use

always

the stomach and bowels: there is, we be
of acid, which should be destroyed by
no

diarrhoea present,

we are

almost certain of finding whatever evacuations there may be,
of mag
of a green colour ; and when this is the case, small doses
this
and
are
bowels
the
;
may
nesia should be given, until
purged
be
bowels
the
however,
urged
be repeated pro re nata. Should,
to frequent dejections of a sparing watery kind, and especially

if attended with
have

pain

long adopted
R.

straining,

or

with entire

the

success :

Ust. gr.

Alb.

Magnes

following formula
xij.

Tinct. Thebaic.

gtt. iij.

Sacch. Alb.

q.

Aq.

we

—

s.

|j.

Font.

M.

tea-spoonful is to be given every two hours, until the
bowels are more tranquil. Or, if green stools be frequently eva
cuated, we may substitute a dram of prepared chalk for the mag

Of this

nesia

;

a

or,

if there be

no

fear of the diarrhoea

weakening

too

a scruple of the prepared chalk may be added to the
grains of the magnesia : by this combination, we ensure
the destruction of the acid, and prevent the lax from being too
We have found, very often, great advantage
soon checked.

much,

twelve

equal parts of lime wrater and milk, where green stools
continued; but without diarrhoea a tea-spoonful of this mixture

from

—

may be

given

four

five times

a
day.
proved obstinate, and the bowels
by frequent, small discharges, and especially
or

1005. When the disease has

are much irritated
if there be any streaks of blood, we have found the most decided
advantages from a tea-spoonful of the oil of butter given three

or

four times

a

day.

The oil of butter is

prepared by putting

a
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lump of perfectly sweet butter into a tea-cup, and pouring on it
a
quantity of boiling water, and agitating it well with a tea-spoon,
that it may be deprived of its salt the oil is then skimmed off
as it is wanted ; should it not be sufficiently fluid, pour off the
—

cold

each time, and add fresh

water

warm

water.

Arabic water, made of an ounce of the gum and
a most valuable remedy.

a

The gum
pint of wa

ter, is

During the continuance of this complaint, the child,
when practicable, should be confined to its mother's milk, if
this be of a healthy quality, otherwise the sooner a fresh breast
is acquired the better ; and the mother, or nurse, should at this
1006.

time avoid such diet
most

of the

as

would become

acescent on

the stomach

—

vegetables should be avoided, though she may
in boiled rice with her meats at dinner she should

common

indulge freely

—

abstain from all kinds of

liquors, especially

the fermented.

She

may drink freely of rice water, toast water, or milk and water.
1007. We have constantly found in this complaint, that local
when

applications,

properly managed,

are

of the utmost

direct their immediate use.*

quence ; we, therefore,
we have ever tried, is,

conse

The best

of borax,

certainly, equal parts

(borat

soda,) and loaf sugar, rubbed together until very fine ; a
small quantity of this in its dry state is to be thrown into the

of

mouth, and repeated every
is

dissolved

quickly

ried

over

by

two

or

This mixture

three hours.

the saliva of the

the whole of the fauces.

child, and is soon car
We should be very positive

the mouth of the child to be rubbed with any thing
under
the pretence of cleansing it.
The cruel and
whatever,
mischievous practice of scouring the mouth with a piece of flan
in

forbidding

nel,

be too

strongly reprobated. We have seen a poor
in agony, after it had undergone this rude disci
from the heavy hand of an unmerciful nurse ; nay, we have

cannot

little

creature

pline
seen

it

bleed,

persuaded,
*

freely, from the barbarous treatment it re
specious pretence of doing it good. We are
many years' experience, that the mouth re-

even

ceived under the
from

Dr. Underwood differs with

tion to say that

upon this
is much in

us

general experience

head, though
our

applications to the part, it is necessary to observe, as
curing of the complaint, it will be improper to have recourse
a

copious
noon

little farther on, he confesses that he has
thrush

and at

disappearing after clearing
night, on the fourth day of the
27*

"

have

no

hesita-

He says, " In regard
they have little to do in

to

Yet,

we

favour.

met with

to
an

them very early."
instance of a very

the mouth with borax and

disease."

honey,

at
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quires

washing or cleansing, than what may be pro
application of the borax, and the frequent draughts

other

no

cured from the

of the mother's milk.
1008. We do not, however, continue the borax, should the
efflorescence become discoloured ; we then generally employ the
with loaf sugar, and use it as we
should this fail to give pretty
but
;
the
mouth be very red, livid,
if
and
particularly
speedy relief,
or ulcerated, we have recourse to a weak decoction of the bark.

Armenian bole in fine

powder

have directed for the borax

We order half

an ounce

of

powdered

bark to be stewed in half

pint of water for twenty or five and twenty minutes over a
slow fire, and then permit it to settle ; about the third of a teaa

of this is put into the child's mouth, every hour or two
agreeble to the child, it will not be much disposed

spoonful
—

to

it is not

as

swallow it

mouth

—

we

;

by

which

have often

advantage.
1009. During the
scrupulous attention

means

seen

it will be diffused

over

the whole

this attended with the most marked

continuance of this

should be

paid

to

the

complaint,

cleanliness

—

most

the child's

tea after every evacua
be
; and the excoriated parts should
constantly defended by
coat of fine hog's lard, or the best quality of soft pomatum.

nates

should be washed with flaxseed

tion
a

The

same

diaper

should not be used twice without

washing.

CHAPTER VIII.
OF COLIC.
1010. Owing to improper feeding, or the peculiar
quality of
the mother's milk, or, perhaps, in some instances to the particu
lar constitution of the child, it becomes liable to severe attacks
of pain in the bowels, which continue for several hours, with
to the poor infant.
These colics are of two
those
which
attack
the
child
at any time of
1st,
day,

great suffering
kinds

—

without evident cause; and,

2dly,

those that observe

a

periodi

cal movement.
1011. In the

day

without

source.

first, the child may be seized

our

being

This kind

tions, and

though

able

generally

to trace

the

at

cause

any time of the
to any evident

attacks children of feeble constitu
plenty of milk, and the

the mother may have
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child may suck it very freely, yet it does not thrive ; or it may
attack children situated the very reverse of the one just de
scribed

—

here the child has not sufficient nourishment from the

supply the first defect, the sto
mach is overloaded with crude or improper diet, which not only
fails to afford it a healthy nourishment, but quickly turns acid,
to the decided injury of the child.
Perhaps diarrhoea, with green
stools, is produced; or it may not have too many evacuations,
but they are evidently the remains of ill-digested food. When
pain arises from the use of improper food, the child almost al
mother,

or

it is of bad

quality :

ways becomes uneasy as
from ill-elaborated milk, it

to

soon as

it swallows it; and if it arise

complains as

soon as

it is done

sucking.

Its little abdomen becomes swollen and tense, and it writhes
It sometimes becomes sud
its body as if in the utmost agony.

denly relieved, by eructating a considerable quantity of wind ;
it passes downwards, carrying with it a very small portion

or

of faeces.
1012. It is

obvious, that we

must

change

the diet of the child,

alter the mother's milk, if we expect to relieve this complaint.
We have already said enough on the subject of diet for young
or

children, and need

not

repeat it here.

When

we are

satisfied it

is from the

quality of the food that this complaint proceeds, it
would always be advisable, if it were always practicable, to con
fine the child altogether to the milk of the mother; to destroy
acidity by small doses of magnesia, especially if there be costiveA small tea-spoonful of warm
ness, as is sometimes the case.
sweet oil, three or four times a day, is a remedy very often of
great value. Should it depend upon the mother's milk, an at
tempt should be made to alter its quality, by an almost total
change of diet, and well regulated exercise. If this do not suc
ceed, we are obliged to have recourse to temporary remedies,
rather than witness hourly the sufferings of the afflicted infant.
This complaint most frequently commences in the month, but
when it may cease it would be difficult to say.
1013. We have sometimes been so fortunate

as to

succeed

completely in curing this complaint, by the plan just suggested ;
but it requires the strictest attention to attain success, and this
continued for some time most perseveringly. Care should be
taken that the child do not remain wet for a long time after its
evacuations, from an unfounded opinion that it makes them
hardy to use them to cold. By this management, the feet and

legs

become chilled ; and the bowels, in consequence,

are

made
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double

to

suffer

of

changing

a

portion

the food,

of

must

we

diate relief to the sufferer
the habit of employing the

effecting

an

R.

for this purpose,

:

we

have been in

mixture, with the most de
instant relief, and some

following
rarely failing to give

cided advantage; it

times,

During, however, the trial
temporize, and administer imme

torture.

entire

cure:

Magnes.

—

Alb. Ust.

9j.
gut. lx.
gut. xx.

Tinct. Foetid.
Theb.

Aq. Font.

M.

gj.

Of this twenty drops are to be given in a little sweetened water,
when the child is in pain; and, if not relieved in half an hour,
ten

drops

for

a

more are

to

This dose is calculated

be administered.

child from two weeks

to

a

If it be older,

month old.

a

few

the child advances in age, or
becomes accustomed to its use, the proportions of the ingredients

drops
must
a

too

ry
a

;

more

be

a

must

be

and

given;

We must, however, caution against
as this is by no means necessa

little increased.

rapid

increase of the

and it would be

as

dose;

wantonly subjecting

the child

to

the

use

of

medicine, which should only be given when pain demands its

exhibition.
1014. The other form under which

complaint, is,

where it becomes

often, however,

commences

are

we

to

consider this

distinctly periodical.

with the erratic

It very

form, and after

con

tinuing in this state for some time, it settles down to a certain
period of the day; this is usually from four to six o'clock in the
afternoon. Generally speaking, this form does not appear to be
so
injurious to the health of the child as the other; indeed, it
seems that the child even thrives with it, so that one
might al
cry and be fat." Certain it is, that some of the
children are troubled with it. We
found the diet of either the mother or child to have

most say, it is

fattest and

"

healthiest-looking

have never
much effect upon this form of the

materially

from the first.

constitutional
control

; as

it

complaint,

It would

and in this it differs

to

depend upon some
peculiarity, over which we have but a temporary
very frequently will stop of itself, as soon as the
seem

child reaches the age of three months : hence the old
say, the child has "the three months' belly-ache."*
»

This disease must not be confounded with,

or

women

mistaken for inflammation of

the bowels, enteritis or any other disease of the abdomen. We think the follow
ing marks will sufficiently distinguish it; the tone of voice, when the child cries

-
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1015. The child who is

subject

this

to

complaint,

is

usually

think, derived any
habitually
: indeed,
from
the
exhibition
medicines
of
advantage
purgative
costive

think this in

we

tion is

more

but

;

have

we

never, we

general to be a bad plan.
usually protracted, we

than

medicine, of

a

mild kind, such

as sweet

When the
order

oil,

a

or

constipa
opening

little

the castor oil,

in the

food, when
sweetening
of
molasses
and water,
injection
or the introduction of a
of
suppository
soap.
1016. For the immediate relief of the child, we give it the
mixture, as just prescribed: only observing, it should be admi
of rhubarb

sirup

the child feeds

or

;

manna,

direct

; or we

as

an

nistered the instant the paroxysm is about
sidering this as a true periodical disease,

to commence.
we

have

given

Con

de

a

coction of the bark for it, with the happiest effect, in several in
This complaint
stances ; but it has not always succeeded.*

should excite but very little apprehension, as we believe it is
dangerous, and is almost sure to wear itself out after a

never

certain

period.

1017. We will relate

curious instance of the influence of an

a

aching tooth upon the secretion of milk, and its indirect agency
was
in producing the belly-ache" of the first form. Mrs.
"

delivered of

perfectly

a

fine

which

healthy-looking boy,

appeared

well for the first two weeks after birth.

to

do

At this time

the usual domestic re
it became uneasy, and frequently cried
medies were from time to time employed for its relief, without
—

The

the smallest benefit.

day
is

;

the

a more

pain

became

acute sound ; not

so

complaint

more

severe,

with violence

longer continued,

permanent, having intervals of shorter

continuance; the drasving up of the legs

rubbing

seemed to increase every

and

to relax

longer

the abdominal

parietes ; the
of all fever, the

leg against the other. The absence
pulse quiet, but more febrile, the bowels generally

one

natural feel of the skin ;

or

fined, and sometimes irregular,

or

the

green and watery, at other times very

con
cos

tive.
*

We have

lately succeeded, in two instances, in arresting this distressing com
of the sulphate of quinine. The paroxysms occurred in the
afternoon about four or five o'clock; and they would continue several hours with
great violence. The following prescription was employed:
R. Sulph. Quinine,
gr. iss.
Sacch. Alb.
giss.
Aq. Font.
3;j. fo. sol.
plaint by,

the

use

—

A

tea-spoonful every hour, in the absence of pain.
treating "colic," as several of my

this mode of

succeeded with the

same

medicine exhibited in the

I

am

the

more

friends tell

me

same manner.

satisfied with

they

have also
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stomach and bowels

were

affected; the

one

with

sour

vomitings,

the other by frequently discharging green stools. The child
could obtain no relief but from laudanum, and this we were
and constantly increasing doses. The
to
in

large

give

obliged

emaciation

great,

was so

.

as

to

render the child

lighter

at

In this situation did

months old, than when first born.
continue, without much aggravation
child

was

five months old.

figure,) nothing
1018. At

one

By

or

three

things

amendment, until the

this time it was,

(without

a

but skin and bones.
of

our

visits

we

observed the mother

apply

her

hand very suddenly to her face, and press it forcibly, as if in
pain from a tooth we inquired of her what she ailed ; she in
—

formed us, she was very much tormented, both by day and by
night, with toothach, and had been for some time before the
child

was

opinion,

born, and

that this

the constant

pain

ever

was

the

she

was

since.
cause

We

immediately

declared

our

of the affliction of her child

enduring,

and the

—

great loss of sleep,

affected her stomach, and indirectly the breasts, that they
could not yield a healthy nourishment.
We advised her to send
so

immediately for a dentist, and have the tooth extracted this
was
accordingly done ; and from that day the child began to re
cover, and in a short time was perfectly restored to health.
—

CHAPTER IX.
ON OPHTHALMIA.
1019. From about the fourth to the seventh

or

eighth day,

or

after

sometimes longer,
delivery, the eyes of the child are found,
are
first
observed to glue up in the morning,
inflame
to
; they
and quickly after the whole of the lids become swelled, and,
become

in the

early part
enclosed, and given

especially,

of the

day,

issue to

or

some

until the

eyelids have
purulent matter, the

eyes themselves are soon found to partake of the inflammation
of the lids, and have a peculiarly fiery appearance ; the child
now

of

keeps its

even

a

eyes entirely closed, or closes them at the approach
weak light. After a plentiful secretion of pus has

which

generally happens after the third or fourth
during the night become pretty firmly attached to
day,
each other, in consequence of the discharge from them becoming

taken

place,

the lids
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inspissated, and thus gluing them firmly together : this permits a
considerable accumulation of pus behind them, which distends the
upper eyelids, especially, very considerably, and swells them
sometimes even with the socket.
Upon moistening the eyes
with warm water, the lids are enabled to
separate, which permits
a considerable
of
to
now
quantity pus
discharge itself, the
—

eyes
swim in pus, and the dark
parts of them can no longer
be seen. The whole of the internal
linings of the eyes, which
seem to

become

exposed

red, manifesting

upon separating the lids, is of a bright scarlet
intense degree of inflammation, which, if not

an

interrupted by very active remedies,
and total blindness.
1020. The remote
matter

they acquire

norrhoea,

cause

"

complaint

disorganization
is

some

foreign

leucorrhcea.

or

the

to

in transitu—this may be the matter of
go

1021. This disease
may,

called

of this

runs on

therefore, with much propriety, be

purulent ophthalmia."

It would seem, that it could

only arise, at the age at which it appears, from the application
of some foreign matter, as of leucorrhcea, or
gonorrhoea. We
are
firmly persuaded, that one or other of these matters is the
cause

ing

of the affection under consideration

reasons :

1022.

;

and for the follow

—

Because it always makes its appearance within ten
days after birth—a period in which such a cause
supposed to act.

1.

twelve

or

might

be

1023. 2. Because in
every instance in which

we have met
with this affection, we have learnt,
upon inquiry, that the mo
ther was subject to leucorrhcea ; and in some few
instances, in
loose characters, to gonorrhoea.

1024. 3. The

suddenness,

extent, and

severity

of the inflam

mation, together with the profuseness of the suppuration, would
seem to

denote the

tender and

application
susceptible organ.

of

some

violent irritant to this

1025. On this account, at the first
nurse,

when

we

washing, we direct the
this
condition
of the mother,
suspect
in applying plenty of water to the
eyes.

know

or

be very particular
We have taught this doctrine of the
to

for

than

ophthalmia,
the plan of freely washing
we

it

have

remote causes

of

purulent

thirty years, and have recommended
the eyes, for the same period; and

to believe we have in some instances
prevented
and in others have rendered it much
lighter. In

reason

altogether,

more
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where

one case,

we

knew

gonorrhoea

to

be

this affection almost

present in

a

violent

altogether, by

very
prevented
degree,
warm water for fifteen
with
washed
the
eyes
carefully having
in a full stream.
or twenty minutes, and pouring it upon the eyes
The eyes suffered, however, a little; a slight inflammation su
the mucilage
pervened, but was relieved in two or three days by
of sassafras alone. We are of opinion, however, that the in
convenience the eyes suffered, may be pretty justly attributed
to the discipline they underwent in washing.
1026. The mode of treatment is, perhaps, precisely the same
we

in both instances

—

or, at

least,

we

know of

no

substance that

than
certainly
in desperate cases of the
unless
leucorrhcea
from
;
arising
former, we might apply some mercurial preparation for in
an ounce
stance, three or four grains of calomel suspended in
of gum Arabic solution,' and applied three or four times a day,

will

control the inflammation of

more

gonorrhoea

that

—

in addition to the remedies

we

shall

presently

mention.

But

altogether hypothetical.
Nothing can be more unsatisfactory, than Dr. Under
wood's description of ophthalmia purulenta, nor any thing more
deserve that name. In
vague than his plan of cure, if it even
this is

1027.

ordering his remedies to the different stages of the com
pointing out the time, and the signs by which the
plaint,
time might be known at which it would be proper to change
them, he confounds, under one general direction, opposite and
incompatible remedies.
1028. After vaguely describing the disease as just stated, he
recommends in one breath, purging, leeching, and blistering, to
stead of

and

the back, neck, and behind the ears ; the last to be renewed every
"
The edges of the eyelids should be greased
or four days.

three

throughout

the

day;

at

night,

a

lead- water

poultice ;

but if the

eye be affected by the weight of the poultice, it must be re
moved, for rags dipped in cold brandy and water, or some other
more

astringent lotion." He then adds,
Throughout the complaint, astringent and stimulating

1029.

"

applications are to be made use of,
usually slight, or sensibly give way
the lids,

as

it sometimes will."

unless the

complaint

be

un

very soon to mere greasing
And then gravely declares,
and merely cooling collyria

should emollient poultices,
be depended upon, the event were likely to be fatal."
1030. I would ask any experienced practitioner, if he could

that

"
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possibly attempt to
direction just given 1

this formidable inflammation

cure

At

one

moment the eyes

extracted from them; then they
lating remedies applied to them

to have

to

by

the

have blood

astringent

and stimu

"

For if you depend," says the
collyria and emollient poultices, the

"

Dr.,

are

are

:

upon merely cooling
Yet he directed, just before, that the eye
may be fatal."
lids should be greased at night, " which will very often cure the
event

disease alone."

We

are

of

opinion, that no greater error can
early use of astringent or stimu
persuaded we have seen several eyes

well be committed, than the too

lating collyria. We are
destroyed by their ill-timed

use.

1031. Mr. Burns also

disease,

"

some

duty to say,

recommends, in the beginning of this
astringent solution ;" than which, we feel it our

there cannot well be

a more

hurtful

application.

We

have been called in consultation several times, where the plan of
Dr. Underwood and Mr. Burns had been employed ; and, from
the

state

of the eyes when

we

first

convinced, that the stimulating

saw

them,

we are

altogether

astringent collyrium had done
irreparable mischief. We are, therefore, persuaded, they never
can be
successfully employed, but after considerable abatement
of the inflammation. Even blisters, when used too early, are
oftentimes mischievous, though highly important in the progress
of the

cure.

1032. This

good

or

case

must

be

actively pursued by remedies, if any

is to be derived from them ; there is

and the

no

time to

temporize:

vigilant attention must be paid to the eyes, or they
quickly perish. We should commence our plan by leeching
about three common-sized ones should be applied to each eye, or
rather to the temples (if both be affected ;) the bleeding from the
leeches should be encouraged for some time by the application
of a soft bread and milk poultice, confined between the folds of
fine linen. After the weeping from the leech wound ceases, the
most

—

eyes should be exposed to the air in a very dark room, and
should be kept cool by a very weak solution of the acetate of
lead in rose water, in the proportion of two grains of the former
This is best employed by
to an ounce of the latter.
the

washing

surface of the eyes frequently, with a fine piece of linen rag, wet
with the solution. The eyes should not be bandaged up, as heat
Should the eyes betray a disposition to
glue up, notwithstanding the frequent moistening, care should be
taken to prevent it, by washing them carefully with the mucilage
does much mischief.

28
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of the

the bowels
we

of sassafras, every hour

pith

freely opened,

have found the

or

or

following

We should

keep

purged and for this purpose,
answer extremely well :
;

—

Calom. ppt.
Magnes. Alb. Ust.

R.

two.

rather

gr. iv.

viij.
viij.
One of these powders to be given morning and evening, mixed
in a drop of any common sirup. Should this quantity not purge
sufficiently, let another powder be given should this operate
too freely, give but one.
1033. If the inflammation be not abated by these means in the
course of forty-eight hours, the leeching should be repeated, and
the other treatment recommended strictly followed. As soon as
the violence of the inflammation is overcome, we should apply
a blister to each temple, which should be encouraged to dis
charge by dressing with basilicon or weak savin ointment. Dr.
James* says, that blisters have occasionally been applied over
the closed eyelids, with the best effect." We can say nothing
of this from our own practice, but it can be safely relied upon,
coming from such authority.
1034. After the disease is so much weakened as to permit the
child to open its eyes in a dark room, we may safely begin to
use some weak, mild collyrium with
advantage ; the best that
has presented itself to us, is a very weak solution of the acetate
gr.

M. div. in

—

"

of zinc,

as

R.

follows

:

—

Acetas Zinci.

Aq.

gr.

Rosar.

The eyes to be washed with this four
*

Burn's

Midwifery,

Vol. II. p. 32.

ij.

gij.
or

five times

a

ft. sol.

day. j

Note.

t The stage of the inflammation, constitutes

an essential
point in the treatment
ophthalmia: and when this is lost sight of, much mischief is oftentimes done.
Thus, the experiments of Wilson, Philip, Hastings, Gendrin, and Broussais, have
ascertained that immediately after the application of
any irritatino- substance to a
susceptible surface, the circulation in the vicinity of the stimulated part becomes
much more rapid, while the calibers of the vessels become
considerably dimi
nished. But at a certain period after the irritation has caused an
increased flow
of blood to the part, other phenomena present themselves. The
capillaries be.
come gradually enlarged; the circulation becomes
retarded, and if the congestion

of

continue the blood becomes stagnant. But should the
congestion be diminished,
the blood gradually recovers its mobility, and the dilated vessels recover their
natural size, and the circulation resumes its wonted
It

activity.
was, however,
stimulus, to the congested part, served to dissipate the ac
cumulation of blood, caused by the first stimulus. Hence, the
utility of this mo
derately stimulating collyrium in the stage of the inflammation at which it is re-

found, that

a

second

d!9
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1035. It is found to be
very useful to wash the matter from
the eyes by injecting warm soft water between the lids three
or four times a
The mother's
day, by means of a small

syringe.
thought to be very useful in preventing the eye
sticking together, by being frequently milked upon

milk is also

lids from
them.

The nitrate of silver has almost

the

superseded

em

of any other application.
Six grains to the ounce
of water, and introduced into the
eye by means of a quill,
being cut at both ends, and one of the ends being placed

ployment

in

the solution, and

it act

while there, stopped so
This is to be conveyed

tube.

capillary
being previously opened ;
as a

extremity

of the

as

to

to

make

the eye, it
at the cut

upon removing the finger
drop will issue from the other extremity,

quill,
dropped within the lids, the eye is then to be closed,
and the child placed in a dark room. This may be repeated
daily, or through the day as the necessity seems to require.
This remedy seems never to require any auxiliary.
1036. The child is sometimes afflicted with
pain in the bowels,
which occasions it to cry very much, this should be prevented
"by giving it a little mild anodyne of almost any kind, half a drop,
to a drop of laudanum in a little sweetened water ; or a little of
Dalby's carminative from time to time, will be found a very
good substitute for the laudanum, or the mixture prescribed
above (1013) which will not produce constipation.
a

this to be

CHAPTER X.
OF THE ULCERATION OF THE MOUTH.
1037. Children

mouth

;

are

frequently troubled with

ulcerations of the

it oftentimes confines its attack to the inferior

portion
by a small
along the infe
loose cellular portions

of the fraenum of the tongue.
It usually commences
inflamed point, and pretty rapidly extends itself
rior

margins

of the tongue,

or

rather the

of the skin to which the tongue is united it seldom attacks the
tongue itself, and for the most part confines its ravages to the
gums, but especially to the cheeks, and the frasnum and its
—

dependencies, where it most commonly
commended.

the

ounce

The nitrate of silver in

of distilled water, is

commences.

The

edges

solution, in the proportion of one grain

highly spoken

to

of in this state of the inflammation.
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and
generally pretty high, and much inflamed,
deep in proportion to its surface, and very painful.

sores are

the ulceration

1038. The child is first noticed to slaver very much, and to
become fretful and
especially when it is about to take

uneasy,

frequently seizes, and then lets it go with a
whining cry, as if in pain. Fever almost always is present at
the beginning of the complaint, but pretty soon subsides after
the ulceration has taken place, and the drivelling has become
pretty considerable. The bowels are almost always confined,
and the palms of the hands usually warm.
1039. The complaint is generally of pretty easy management,
the

nipple,

which it

if it be attended
extensive.

plaint,

and

at

to

Before

a

proper time,

or

before the ulceration is

any topical application for this com
if the febrile state be not passed, we

we use

particularly

should purge the child freely by magnesia, or small doses of
calomel, and this plan should be continued until the system be
After the bowels are well emptied, or there is
longer fever, we may use topical applications with great
profit. The following has, so far, never failed us :
H.
gr. x.
Sulph. Cupri.
Pulv. C. Peruv. opU
3ijG. Arab.
3j.
free from fever.
no

—

-

-

-

Mel. Commun.

Aq.
The ulcerations

-

3U-

-

Font.

are

-

-

-

^iij.

-

et

a
day, with the point of a camel's hair pencil.
always speedily put a stop to the disease.

tion twice

has

m.

f. sol.

to be touched with this mixture and solu

This

mouth, and espe
the gums, which takes place in children who are cutting
their teeth, and particularly the back teeth, when a number are
1040. There is another ulceration of the

cially

about to make their appearance

together ;

state of the mouth from the

just

one

the gums become swollen, very
they bleed from the slightest force

this is

noticed.

a
very different
In this complaint

dark-coloured, and spongy;

the child drivels constantly ;
extremely offensive ; and there is always more or
less difficulty in swallowing.
The teeth that are cut at the time,
soon decay ; and those which were
through before the ulceration
commenced, become injured. We have rarely found any other
treatment necessary, than
cutting the gums, and having the
mouth frequently washed with a pretty
strong decoction of bark.
1041. Dr. Underwood calls this affection of the mouth
aphtha
gangrenosa, and has given a very good general description of
the breath is

;

INFLAMMATION AND SWELLING,

it

and

;

why

it should be classed with

to understand.

Underwood,
seen

real

For the
have

we

aphthae

aphtha,

we are

at

loss

a

appearance spoken of by Dr.
witnessed that is, we have never

never

—

attend this

complaint.
sores

he

bear the

gums

321

aphthous

observed the little dark-coloured
not

&C

slightest analogy to aphthae.
arising from cutting the last of the

We have

speaks of,
It is

a

frequently
they do

but

disease of the

first set of teeth

—

it,

therefore, never attacks after this process is completed ; or, at
least, not until the teeth of second dentition are about to appear.
The gums first swell violently, and become of a very dark red;
they are so extremely tender, as to make the child refuse its
food, or sometimes even the mildest drinks. After the inflam
mation has continued several

mediately

over

ulceration to

a

days, the parts of the gums im
the teeth, about to be protruded, give way by
greater or less extent. Other portions of the

gums wll now be subject to the same process,
the whole mouth will be in a state of ulceration.
1042. This

disease, Dr. Underwood says, is

wre

have

never seen a

we

have

seen

it

so

that

nearly

dangerous ;
; though
great length of time, especially
never

fatal termination of it ourselves

protracted

to

a

with children who have had bad teeth.

CHAPTER XI.
INFLAMMATION AND SWELLING OF THE BREASTS
OF NEW-BORN CHILDREN.
1043. It

occasionally happens,

that children

newly-born

are

found to have their breasts swollen, and evidently inflamed.
This exists in various degrees, from a slight tumefaction, to one
that threatens suppuration.
1044. There is

vulgar opinion, that these enlargements pro
quantity of milk within these little bodies, which
be
must
squeezed or milked out, that mischief may not follow.
absurd
This
opinion has, unfortunately, led to the preposterous
and mischievous practice just alluded to ; in consequence of
ceed from

a

a

which, the parts have become

so

irritated,

and increase of inflammation.

as

to

occasion much

The little tumour has been

pain,
violently pressed with the view to force out impacted milk ; but
being disappointed by its not appearing, the pressure is renewed
28*
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&C.

again and again, and each effort with an increase of force ; since,
agreeably to them, if the cause be not removed, serious conse
in females, for ever
quences will follow to the parts, and, perhaps,
a bad theory, by a
thus
In
their
usefulness.
pursuing
destroy
worse practice, the consequences which they so much dreaded,
have absolutely taken place; suppuration has sometimes followed
these rude manoeuvres, and has forever destroyed the organiza
tion of these most useful parts.
1045. Or, should the inflammation be controlled

by the

use

of

suitable remedies, and thus prevented from running on to suppu
ration, still so much mischief has been done these parts, by rough
handling, as to destroy their organization ; or so much to injure
it that

they

never can

serve

the purposes for which

they

were

intended.
1046. It cannot, therefore, be too peremptorily forbidden, that
these parts should not be meddled with; for all that is necessary
to their restoration, is a little time ; or the application of a .piece

of linen, moistened with a little sweet oil, unless the tumours be
unusually large, and the inflammation very considerable. In
this case,

a

bread and milk

four hours, will be almost
few days.

poultice,

sure

renewed every three or
them to health in a

to restore

1047. We have never seen any other treatment
necessary;
where the parts had not been ill-managed by an ignorant and
over-officious nurse ; but we have, in two instances, after misma

nagement, been obliged

ticing

for

some

to

time after.

leech the parts, and continue poul
It would be difficult to say, how

these

swellings are formed, especially as they are almost always
congenital, or rather connate. I will add the following inte
resting case. I was called to a child of two weeks old, who
was
extremely ill, crying most bitterly. Upon inquiry, I was
told the "child was in so much pain from its breasts ;
they were
so much inflamed and swelled from the milk not
having been
able to be squeezed out." Upon looking at them J was
truly as

tonished at the ravages disease had made in
consequence of the
rude treatment the poor child had been
subjected to. The
breasts were enlarged to the size of a
large walnut with the
shell off, and filled with pus ; all parts
were in a state

adjacent
extremely tender. I was obliged to
open them both immediately to discharge the pus, lest they
should open themselves unfavourably, and had a
poultice ap
plied to the breast. They got w^ell after much trouble, but the
of

high

inflammation and
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parenchymas of the breast suppurated out, and en
tirely destroyed the usefulness of the breasts, as breasts. The
wretched creature who was the cause of this, was made duly sen
sible of her improper treatment, and was discharged forthwith,
with a severe reprimand.
whole of the

CHAPTER XII.
OF DENTITION.
1048. We have

already spoken (page 204)

of this

operation,

among the important acts of the system; therefore, we
shall not repeat here the order of the appearance of the teeth,

as one

the process by which this change in the condition of the
mouth is effected.
We shall now confine ourselves to the mor
nor

bid

phenomena of this process,
they occur.

and the best modes of

relieving

them when

1049. One of the most remarkable circumstances

teething,
so

is the variety of

sympathetic

attending
gives rise to;
their severity, this

affections it

that from the number, and oftentimes from
of the system is one of great suffering, as well

act

as

oftentimes

of great danger.
1050. The calculations of the

one

riod, have

always

to

us

mortality of children at this pe
appeared to be excessive; some, as Dr.

Arbuthnot, making it

one in
every ten, others, one in every six.
That many children die at this time, must be acknowledged ;
but it should be recollected, that, at this period of life, children

subject to many other complaints, besides teething, to which
they may fall sacrifices. Yet we are willing to admit, that the
act of teething, abstractly considered, has sometimes severe
penalties attached to it ; and but too frequently disturbs the sys
tem, and calls into action many latent dispositions to disease,
which otherwise might have slumbered to a more remote pe
riod, or have been finally overcome therefore, in most instances,
teething is but indirectly concerned in producing the formida
ble mortality of children at this age.
1051. Teething is instrumental, sometimes, in producing death,
by the condition in which the act itself places the system ; by
exciting fever, or by disturbing the natural functions of the ali
are

—

; therefore, when the child is attacked by any
disease, that disease is almost certain to be aggravated.

mentary canal
acute
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existing condition of the system. Hence the mortality
small-pox, measles, hooping-cough, &c, at this period.
Yet it cannot be truly said, that many diseases are necessarily
connected with the acquisition of teeth.

by

the

of the

same may be said of certain chronic affections;
scrofula, glandular swellings, consumption, rickets, &c. If

-1052. The
as

developed before this period, they are now
aggravated, and the child but too frequently suc
if they have not been previously developed, they

either have been
sure

to be

cumbs;

or,

but too often called into action.

are now

1053. The
as

well

system at the period of teething is more irritable,
feeble, than in the after periods of life hence,

as more

—

when several teeth
once, it will

and if the
vulsions

suffer

body
or

;

their way through the gums at
than when this process proceeds slower ;
this moment be attacked by fever, or con

making

are

more

at

if there be

a

disposition

to

either, they may be ag

gravated, if present, or called into action, if
condition of the gums.
1054. But the

contingencies
as

much

so as

teething

the

should not be

since it is itself

;

predisposed by

chargeable with these
altogether a functional process,

the formation of the bones in other parts of the

of any other parts belonging to the human body.
1055. There are 4 wo states of the constitution, which
may

system,

or

render this

period

one

of greater

suffering, or even
namely, where

than where neither of these obtain

—

of

danger,

there is

a

decided and marked feebleness; and where there is evidence of
a preternatural susceptibility to stimuli, though there
may be the
appearance of great vigour, and firmness of constitution. Now,
should these states not be relieved, as they may be, by proper
physical treatment, the act of teething may create much mischief
by its operation upon both the nervous and sanguiferous systems.
1056. We have, in the first part of this work, directed the
best mode of management for these two different temperaments
the first should enjoy a pure and temperate
atmosphere, both
at home and abroad ; strict attention to cleanliness ;
proper diet
—

or

nourishment, and especially that of

regulated clothing ;
the winter's cold;

heat ; and

by

so

nor

a mother or
nurse; well
shall not suffer too much
by
be too much oppressed by the summer's

that

they

well-directed exercise.

1057. The other must have its

by withdrawing

formly

warm a

excess

thing capable
temperature ; by the
every

of

of

irritability diminished
fostering it ; as too uni

abstraction of all

unneces-
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sary stimuli, from within; as that of animal food, spices, and li
quors of every kind ; by not sleeping too warm at night, or too
long indulgence of bed in the morning ; by a regular and efficient
exercise

well

as

especially such as will agreeably occupy the mind, as
employ all the muscles of the body, &c. (See Chap.

;

Exercise, p. 228.)
however, not

on

1058. We are,

to be understood as underrating
dangers attendant upon teething ; and though wre are not
disposed to consider teething in itself a disease, we are, never

the

theless, well

aware it invites such as
may not be present, and
aggravates those absolutely existing ; consequently, it must be
considered as a period of great moment to the poor child. On

this account it is every way important to point out both the ex
tent of the influence of this act, and the numerous morbid sym

which it may

give rise.
already described the order in which the teeth
make their appearance, (Book I. Chap. VIII. p. 202,) and pointed
out the principal local phenomena which accompany this func

pathies

to

1059. We have

tion

; we

shall

now

advert

to some

of the most

common

morbid

sympathies by which it is attended. These are, 1st, eruptions
on theskin;
especially on the face and scalp; 2ndly, tormina of
the bowels, accompanied by a diarrhoea with various-coloured
stools ; as green, very pale yellow, clay-coloured or a peculiar
dark brown, which leaves

a

very permanent stain of a black colour

diaper; 3dly, spasms in various parts of the body, espe
cially when passing from the waking to the sleeping state, or
starting when asleep; 4thly, an increased or diminished quantity
of urine, of various complexions, attended with great pain in
making it, and sometimes a discharge resembling pus from the
urethra ; 5thly, partial palsy of the arms or legs ; 6thly, cough
and difficulty of breathing; 7thly, convulsions; 8thly, fever, &c.
We once saw a case where violent crouping symptoms would
upon the

appear whenever a tooth was about to be cut; and these would
when the gums were scarified, or when a tooth would

vcease

come

through.

a
general remark, it may be observed, that the chil
dren of the firmest constitutions cut their teeth the earliest and

1060. As

the easiest

have
cut

a

we must,
had under

—

lately

however, admit exceptions
our care a

number of teeth before she

already

noticed the

departures

child with
was

a

to

this rule. We

diseased

four months old.

from this rule,

as

well

spine,

who

We have
as

the

one

•
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which governs the order in which the teeth make their appear
ance.
(See Book I. Chap. VIII. p. 202.)
1061. We have never distinctly perceived the advantage of
more vigour of consti
very early dentition ; for if it be a sign of
tution, it nevertheless has, from this very cause, its penalties
hence, the frequency of fever, and other diseases of irritation.
—

1062. Much of the

difficulty

that attends

painful dentition,

may be removed, as already suggested in various parts of our
first book, by a proper attention being paid to air, exercise, food,

bowels, &c; for if these be duly regulated, the system will be
less disposed to morbid action ; though the local symptoms, such
as
swelling, redness, and inflammation of the gums, be consider
able : and if proper care be bestowed upon the mouth, the force
of the latter symptoms may be very much abated.
1063. Indeed, this important part of parental and medical
the mother should

duty
carefully in

spect the situation of the child's mouth, from time

to time ; and

should

never

be lost

should she discover

sight of;

swollen gum, she should immediately
have it attended to, and not wait for constitutional symptoms
to appear, before she employs proper aid for her child.
1064. Should she not be familiar with the appearance of the
gums under distention and inflammation, she will, at least, be
a

aware, that this condition is

accompanied by slavering, heat of
the mouth, &c; which should give rise to the suspicion that the
eruption of teeth is about to take place, if the age of the child
will justify the supposition ; or, if it have some teeth, that others
are

about to appear.

1065. However

truly the slavering of children may denote
cutting
general, the rule is not infallible. We
have seen children drivel largely at three months old, and con
tinue to do so for months, without a
single tooth making its ap

the

of teeth in

From this circumstance

we are led to believe this
affection may denote the formation and
hardening
of the tooth, as well as its being about to
pierce the gum ; for

pearance.

sympathetic
when the

membrane of the tooth is
put upon the
size, and hardening of this body, it may
possess an unusual degree of irritability, or sensibility, and thus
give rise to several of the premonitory symptoms of this opera
tion, before the gums are at all acted upon by its presence—
hence the slavering, the frequent
of the
into

stretch

by

investigating

the increased

thrusting

fingers

the mouth, &c.
1066. We have

thought

it proper to state this

fact, because
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we

the

have

seen

it

be

a

subject

produce

much

first child

;

anxiety

in parents ;

and it sometimes

especially

leads,

at

this

if

mo

ment, to the unnecessary expedient of having the gums of the
child cut, before the lancet can well reach the crown of the tooth,
however deep the incision may be made. We would, therefore,
wish to spare the poor infant this unprofitable
pain, since it is
both unnecessary and unavailing ; for we have seen the whole

of the symptoms for which the operation was performed, con
tinue with as much pertinacity, after this has been done, as be
fore the gums were incised : therefore, this
not be had recourse to without the advice of
1067. One of the most

operation should
a

physician.

indications to be fulfilled

important

during teething is to diminish the local irritation arising from the
protruding tooth or teeth ; and this should be attended to as ear
ly as may be, that as few constitutional symptoms may be pro
voked as possible.
1068. For this purpose the gums should be
carefully inspect
ed ; and the portions of them in which teeth are due, or even
supposed to be due, should be well examined, that any change
in their colour or size may be detected, in order that the
only
appropriate remedy may be applied in proper time. We have
laid down (Book I. p. 193) the order which nature
usually pur
sues in the
performance of this process: therefore, a person ac
quainted with this, will rarely fail to detect the point from which
the irritation proceeds.
1069. It must,

servations

however, be observed, that as far as our ob
extend, the lower teeth, when they are the first,

(as they should be,) that make their appearance, rarely require
to

be

cut ;

come at

1070.
,

whereas, the upper frequently do, whether they have

their

regular period,

or

have

anticipated

the lower

ones.

If, upon the examination of the mouth, the gums

found to be swollen and inflamed
should be

;

the

imprisoned

tooth

or

are

teeth

set at

liberty by cutting through them until the tooth
operation becomes the more necessary, when the
local irritation has not been relieved by the natural means,
namely, by a salivation, or slavering, or by a diarrhoea ; and
especially so, when, instead of a copious discharge of saliva,
the mouth is found hot, dry, or clammy, and the bowels
tardy.
is felt.

This

Under such circumstances, no time should be lost: the
gums
should be amply incised, and the child liberally
purged, or we
may expect some severe constitutional affection
if the child have been habituated to liberal

to

feeding,

follow

;

and

and that of
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with

animal, or other stimulating food, it must be immediately
it be not
held, and be confined to the breast milk alone, if
weaned; and, if weaned, it should be allowed nothing but milk,
or

milk and

water

sweetened.

proper attention paid to the
child at this time, many of the evils arising from dentition would
be avoided ; but unfortunately, the friendly admonitions of na
ture are either neglected, or overlooked by the greater number
1071. We

are

persuaded,

were

of parents. The efforts which nature makes at this time are all
calculated to prevent fever, or unnecessary local inflammation;
accordingly, a great quantity of saliva is poured from the mouth

salivary glands, that the vessels of the part may
appetite of the child is diminished, that less
food may be taken ; and the general system is reduced by a
copious spontaneous diarrhoea. Thus, nature declares, in plain,
but emphatic language, what she requires to aid her; nor ought
she to speak in vain.

by

the irritated

be unloaded

1072. To

;

the

co-operate, then, with this beneficial intention, let

the child be put upon a mild and moderate diet, as just directed ;
and on no account be permitted, either to eat or drink any thing
a
tendency to stimulate the system. Let its bowels
carefully watched, that they may not become confined, or, if
they be so let this condition be removed, by an appropriate diet,
or by gentle laxatives.

which has

be

1073. We have found

a

liberal

use

of molasses, when there

tendency to constipation, of great service : this may be
employed in several ways, as may best suit the particular habits
of the child. If it be confined to the breast altogether, it will,
nevertheless, drink freely of this substance when mixed with
was a

If it feed in part, its milk or its milk and water may
; or, if weaned, it may eat it on bread, or

water.

be sweetened with it

take it in any other practicable manner.
1074. Should the molasses not be
sufficiently
ounce

of flake

manna

may be

aperient, half an

in any victuals which
may
and, should this prove insufficient, a like

require sweetening ;
quantity may be given
symptoms of irritation

in
not

a

given

few hours more,.

be relieved

by

this

But should the

plan,

mel may become necessary.
1075. But it must be evident, that little relief

can

a

little calo

be afforded

any general applications, so long as the membranous expan
sion over the tooth remains entire therefore, nothing but a free

by

—

incision

ta the crown of

the tooth

can

relieve the little sufferer.
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And it is often not less wonderful than

complete

relief it affords.

delightful,

to

witness the

We have often observed excessive

threatening irritation subside almost instantane
cutting the gums.
1076. Notwithstanding the decided advantages resulting from
cutting the gums, many are prejudiced against it ; and will not,
but with great reluctance, permit their children to undergo the
operation, though they cqn cite no instance in which it has been
attended with any mischievous consequence. The objections to
cutting the gums, are, 1. That it is painful. Every body who
has performed this operation with a proper instrument, and that
in proper order, knows the contrary to this.
In the first place,
the gum is not at any time a part of exquisite sensibility ; and,
secondly, the speed with which the instrument passes through,
and the decided relief it almost invariably affords, at once pre
vent any complaint on the part of the patient.
This, however,
may be considered but negative proof: if so, we have sometimes
the most positive evidence that the operation cannot be painful,
in the children themselves asking for it to be performed.
Our
own children have
repeatedly solicited this kind office at our

fever, and

ously,

a

after

hands.
1077. 2. It is said, it requires much judgment to perform this
operation ; for if it be done too soon, it will afford no relief, be
side making the tooth cut with more difficulty, by its leaving a
hard scar. As regards the degree of judgment necessary in this
case, we should think it very limited indeed, if, upon inspecting

the

mouth, the person could

were,

or were

were, it is at

not

discover whether the gums
; if they

not, altered from their natural condition

once

evident that the tooth is

producing

irritation

inflammation, by its pressure against its coverings, and, there
fore, they should be cut through. And though the tooth cut
or

upon may be yet remote from the surface, still the operation
may be of the greatest possible advantage, by dividing the mem
brane, now severely put upon the stretch, and from which the
whole irritation

divided, it

proceeds. When this membrane has been once
unites again ; and though the crown of the tooth
itself for a long time, yet the irritation ceases,

never

may not show
and the disturbance of the system is
the gum is divided.

quieted from the

moment

1078. It is true, the gum will heal if the tooth be not very
near

—

but this is of
29

no

consequence

;

as

its

healing

offers

no

in*
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crease

of

difficulty

to the

that the second teeth

are

passing

always

Every body knows
easily cut than the first;

tooth.

more

through denser cicatrices than the
first ;
falling out of the first teeth, much
drawing
by
are made in the gums, consequently, larger scars
wounds
larger
are left after their healing.
1079. And, if the gums be not changed, still the operation of
cutting may be highly advantageous, and should always be tried
in severe cases, as the irritation sometimes begins as soon as the
tooth itself begins to swell. We have many times had occasion
to prove the truth of this ; therefore, the objection to cutting the
yet these teeth have

to

the

as

pass
or

may do mischief, is without foundation.
Lancing the gums has been objected to, from a fear
that cutting on them may do injury to the teeth, by producing
gums, lest the

scars

1080. 3.

caries, and thus be injurious

to

the set below.

But this cannot

1. Because if the lancet do touch the

happen:
it no injury,
—

as

tooth, it can do
enamel, which it possesses before the
be cut, will entirely protect it against such a

its hard

tooth is about to

consequence. 2. If it really did dispose the tooth so touched to
become carious, it would do no injury to the teeth which are to

succeed them, because they are not in contact with each other.
1081. The gums of such children as have not been lanced
are more

disposed

to

be ulcerated, than those gums which have

been cut.
1082. It may be

well, however,

to

remark, that when this

it should be done w7ith

a bold hand
performed,
operation
and a sharp instrument; for if the tooth producing the irritation
be not cut down to, so as to be distinctly felt by the lancet, the
operation will be of little avail. The mere bleeding of the gum
answers little or no purpose ; and failing in the intention for
which it was proposed, only brings the operation into discredit,
besides prolonging the sufferings of the little patient.
1083. When the double teeth are about to be cut,
they fre
show
one
the
themselves,
over
by
point
quently
piercing
gum
the other portions of the tooth the gum remains, and is very

is to be

—

: so much so is this the case
sometimes, that the child
will refuse every kind of food which may require chewing. In
such case the gum should be freely cut across, and thus liberate
the crown of the tooth.

tender

1084. When

the surface,

or

a

tooth which has been cut upon is remote from
absorption of the gum goes on tardily, it will

the
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sometimes swell, and become very tender. When this is per
ceived, it should again be cut ; and this, repeatedly, as often as
new necessities
may arise.
1085. The best mode of
performing this operation, is by having
the child held horizontally, with its head
resting on the opera

tor's knee

—

the hands of the child

must

be secured

by

the

as

sistant, and the lower jaw depressed and held firmly; while the
lancet is introduced to that part of the mouth where the pained
gum is; the edge of the instrument is then made to traverse the
tooth, by an incision sufficiently deep to reach the tooth, which
must be so
distinctly felt by the operator, as to satisfy him that
nothing is left interposing between his lancet and the tooth. If
the operation be properly performed, it gives no pain to the
child on the contrary, we have known them to cease crying,
the instant the instrument penetrated the gum.
—

CHAPTER XIII.
OF THE DISEASES ARISING FROM DENTITION.
1086.

Though

we

have

with Drs. Cullen,

perfectly agreed

Struve, and others, that teething in itself is

no

that many affections of childhood
this operation, either for their existence or

are

are aware

would be

as

well

as

to

shut

our

disease, yet

we

dependent upon
augmentation. It

injurious to the interests of so
ciety,
attempt
eyes against truths no less im
portant than palpable. We, therefore, fearlessly entitle certain
affections of the body at this period,
diseases of dentition."
We shall place the various complaints promiscuously, since they
observe no regular order; nor is the same child liable to the
whole ; though we have occasionally seen two, three, or even
As eruptions of various kinds are very frequent,
more united.

unavailing,

did

we

"

we

shall

commence our

histories with

Sect. I.
1087. It is notorious to

—

an

account

of them.

Of Eruptions.

common

observation, that

a

child, for

the first two years of its life, is especially liable to affections of
the skin. It is not our design to notice them all, or to enter

into any

nosological arrangement of them

—

we

merely intend,

in
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to

place,

some

way

speak
or

of such

as

appear

evidently to be connected,

other, with dentition. We shall, therefore, first,

notice,
A— The Crusta Lactea,

or

the

Milky

Scall.

1088. Dr. Good* supposes that this disease has

acquired

its

name from the
milky, or rather the creamy appearance and
consistency of the discharge." But as we have never witnessed
"

creamy appearance," to justify the name, we should rather
suppose it has been given to it, from the circumstance of its ge
nerally appearing during lactation. At all events, it is a disease,

this

we

"

believe, exclusively belonging

to infancy. f
complaint begins sometimes sooner, and at other
later, as the disposition of the system to protrude the teeth

1089. This

times

may exist ; for we never remember to have seen it before den
tition had commenced, nor after it was completed.
1090. It

upon the cheek,
it first shows itself by an

usually begins

or near

the centre of

assemblage of small
whitish pustules upon a very red surface; these gradually change
to yellow, and brown, which presently break, and form a scab
of greater or less density, from which proceeds an ichorous dis
charge. New pustules soon appear, which, after having under
gone the change just spoken of, unite, as it were, with the for
mer, and thus gradually travel to various parts of the body; but
the face, scalp, and neck, are particularly liable to it. We
have seen it cover nearly every part of the cuticular system.
When it is even very general over the face, it is a little remark
able, that it never attacks either the nose, or the eyelids.
1091. There is a considerable variety in the intensity of this

the forehead

;

-

disease; it sometimes confines itself to very narrow limits; at
others, it will be very extensive. We have seen it occupy the
cheeks alone; at other times the forehead ; but more
frequently
both. Sometimes the

discharge is very acrid and
the surface of the skin both red and excoriated
the quantity discharged is small and mild,

profuse, leaving
; at

leaving

covered with

a

brownish

1092. When the scab

dry scab.
drops off,

other times,
the surface

and does not reappear, the

Study of Medicine, Vol. IV. p. 422.
+ We are well acquainted with a family of five children, who have all, in sue
cession, had this complaint. It sometimes begins as early as the sixth month,
and continues for twelve months, or even longer. We believe no
was
*

attempt

made to relieve this formidable

eruption

in these

cases.
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cuticle is found tender, red, a little elevated, and marked by fis
sures
this pellicle exfoliates, perhaps, several times. It is said,
the skin never cracks into deep fissures, as after some other
—

eruptions.

complaint is generally considered more trouble
than dangerous ; yet we have seen two instances of death,
evidently from this disease. In these cases, the itching was un
ceasing, during the day and night ; the children were worn down
1093. This

some

from the want of rest,
The

discharge.

as

eruption

well

as

exhausted from the

covered the whole

body,

excess

of

and conti

nued without amendment for many months, until the children
were
destroyed by the pertinacity of fever, and the profuseness
of diarrhoea.

Some, indeed, believe it only dangerous when its pro
duration, is interfered with ; and, therefore, deprecate
gress,
every attempt at cure. We are, however, very far from this
1094.

or

opinion, because we believe it to be founded in error. They
ask,
Why should we meddle with a complaint which is evi
More
an effort of nature to get clear of a greater evil 1
dently
a
disease
nor
does
it
ever
leave
un
it
is
never
;
over,
dangerous
marks
and
if
to
be
dried
will
;
attempted
certainly
seemly
up,
prove injurious to the child."
1095. We shall take the liberty of making a few remarks
upon each of these positions. What evidence is there of this
being a critical eruption, any more than convulsions are criti
"

cal spasms, or that fever is
Yet
some noxious agent?

convulsions, will

see a

child

an

effort of nature

who, without

expire,

an

because

to

get clear of

effort

they

to

are

control

produced

who will look on, and see it consumed by fe
ver, without attempting to afford relief, because it arises from
the irritation of protruding teeth ?

by teething1?

—

or

1096. As to its

stated that

we

never

have

being a dangerous disease,

seen

two

we

have

just

instances of death from crusta

: but, suppose it were not
dangerous are we to suffer a
to bear with a loathsome and troublesome disease,
child
poor
without any attempt to remove it, because the disease will not,

lactea

—

terminate in death I

Why should any of the non-fatal
be
meddled
with, since they will not kill,
infancy
however troublesome they may be, or however interminable
perhaps,

diseases of

may be their duration 1
1097. And because it takes its
29*

departure

from the

body after
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troublesome visitation of many months, and leaves no unseem
ly scars, the poor infant is to be left to contend with affliction,
a

and bear with its ravages, the whole of that
it will not leave its mark behind !

be

period, merely

cause

1098. It is

asserted, when

an

attempt is made

complaint, and we succeed in drying it
proved decidedly injurious to the child.

to

cure

up, that it has

this

always

a broad assertion, and one that is confidently
by many, it will be well to examine into its truth, when
a cure is attempted under proper circumstances.
1100. We will first inquire into the nature of the eruption.
The skin, like every other organ of the body, has predisposi
These predisposi
tions to disease, peculiar to its structure.
tions may, however, lay dormant for many years, or for ever,
if. the appropriate exciting cause be not applied, to call them
Before they are awakened into
into a state of actual disease.
a
palpable form, the system suffers neither inconvenience nor
injury from this mere disposition to disease; but as soon as any
circumstance shall convert this disposition into morbid action,.
the part thus acted upon will suffer, in a degree, proportionate
to the extent and nature of this provoked disease.
Therefore,
in the case under consideration, the cutting of the teeth rouses
the latent disposition into action ; and the skin is now made to

1099. As this is

believed

suffer under

an

active disease.

1101. This

being certain, we must now inquire, is the erup
tion in question a consequence of a critical effort of the system
to relieve some other portion of the body of an
existing dis
ease? or, is it a mere consequence of some specific irritation?
—

If the first part of this

question be answered

it must then be shown that it has

ever

in the

affirmative,

fulfilled the intention for

was instituted.
Can this be shown ? We believe it
for the local irritation in the mouth continues without
abatement, however copious this eruption may be; it would,

which it
cannot ;

therefore, appear it

was not intended to
remove, or even to di
minish the consequences arising from the protrusion of the teeth
through the gums, or, if it were, it fails in the
; therefore,

object

it must be

contingent

and not critical.

1102. But it may be said

this relation

they

must

they

are

be considered.

their connexion will then stand thus

the skin

to crusta

lactea, but this

cause

and effect, and in

Let this be admitted

there is

—

disposition in
disposition requires some ex:

a
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citing

to

cause

the irritation of

infancy,

and

bring it into aetion : and this exciting cause is
teething ; hence, this disease only appears during

even

then

rarely.

extraordinary, that so loathsome
in question, should be insti
tuted to relieve one of infinitely a milder grade ? If this disease
were a constant attendant upon teething, and teething were
found to be less severe, and less hazardous, by its appearance,
there might be some reason for inviting its presence, or fostering
its continuance on the surface of the body ; we, therefore, con
clude, that, however intimately some affections, at the period of
teething, may be connected with this process, the one we are
now considering must not be ranked among the number.
1104. The next question is, will the child suffer by the de
struction of the crusta lactea? We unhesitatingly say, No
provided this be attempted in proper time, and in a proper man
at least, this is the conclusion to which our own experience
ner
1103. But would it not

and obstinate

a

disease

seem

as

the

one

—

would lead

us.

If children have suffered from attempts to

cure

this loathsome
kind

;

and

eruption, the injury was altogether of an artificial
made to arise from employing remedies for suddenly
the disease, after the system had become habitu
In attempts of this kind, we

extinguishing
ated
can

to

the waste from its surface.

readily

believe

injury might

be sustained

;

but this does not

prove the critical nature of the disease in question ; it only goes
to show, that when a drain of this, or any other kind is esta
blished, it must not be suddenly suppressed.
1105. We

which

are

this well illustrated in ulcers of every kind,
long standing ; but is there any one who would

see

of

have hesitated to heal the fresh

We think

wounds, from which these

sores

of real

yet
experience,
they had become confirmed drains, without
first establishing some compensating change in another part of
the body ; or so gradually have encroached upon the daily waste,
This is precisely the case
as not to be perceived by the system.

originated?

not

—

no

one

would do this after

with crusta lactea.
do not hesitate to attempt the re
especially when we see it early, (that is,
the cheeks and forehead of the child,) and

1106. For these reasons,

lief of crusta lactea;
when it is confined

to

we

that by the most prompt remedies. We direct the diminution of
nourishment of every kind, and never permit any in which ani
mal food enters. If the child be still at the breast, we request
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the

frequently; and, sometimes, even confine
mother,
strictly milk and vegetable diet. If it be
a reduc
forbid
we
weaned,
every stimulating article, and direct
tion of its milk ; confining it to thin arrow-root, with very little
milk, or to the rennet whey.
1107. At the same time, we order small doses of sulphur, or
sulphur and magnesia, to be given so frequently, and in such
quantities, as shall keep the bowels loose, but not severely
purged. After persevering in this plan for a week, we almost
always find an abatement of redness at the margins of the scabs,
and diminution of the itching.
1108. After having purged the bowels with sulphur, or sul
phur and magnesia for a few days, as above directed, we then
it to be nursed less

or nurse, to a

with small doses of calomel;

commence

R.

Calom.

pp. gr.

Creta.

pp.

1109. One of these

powders
in

and

bowels

sufficiently,

to
an

a

additional

plan

—

M. div. in.

xx.

par.

is directed to be

for

Should

powder
least

at

given every
sirup of any kind.
a
drop to a drop of
they not move the

or

from half

each dose.

1110. We pursue this

follows

x.

little molasses

evening
morning
Should they prove too purgative,
laudanum is added

9j.

as

is ordered.
a

fortnight,

before

we

make any local application ; and, indeed, we do not apply them
then, unless there be an abatement of the inflammation, and itch

ing

as

above remarked.

But should both these have

happened,

with the calomel ointment ;* but confine its ap
some one
spot of diseased surface. When this be

we commence

plication
comes

lieved.

to

relieved,

we

select

a

second, and

so on

until all

But let it be remembered that the calomel

continued

through

the whole

course

of the

are re

powders

disease, and

even

are

for

time after, if the disease has been extensive and obstinate.
1111. When this plan is duly persevered in, it
rarely fails to

some

succeed ; nor have we ever seen a single instance in which any
untoward symptoms have arisen. We have sometimes substi
tuted the citron ointment, reduced one-half, for the calomel oint
ment, when the latter seemed to have lost its effect. When the
*

R.

Calom. ppt.
Cerate

Simp.

Ess. Lemon.

gij.
gj.
gut.

xx.

M.
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discharge is considerably diminished, and nothing appears to re
main but the dry scabs, we almost always employ the tar oint
ment

instead of either of those

plied

twice

a

1112. The

to,
sufficient.
course

with the

—

this may be ap

day.
citron,

as

well

as

the tar ointment, must be had

re

above directed, should that of the calomel not prove
Indeed, we believe it would always be best to finish

as

tar

removing
by, is one

just mentioned

ointment

; as

it

seems

have

to

peculiar facility in

a

the scabs, and allaying the itching, whieh last, by the
of the most troublesome attendants upon the disease.

1113. Where the

warm

bath*

convenience, it should be used

be had

can

two or

recourse

three times

a

to

week,

with
as

it

greatly promotes the efficacy of the other remedies ; and, during
the whole period of the attempt at cure, and, especially, in the
beginning, when the discharge is both copious and acrid, the
surrounding parts should be washed with a mild solution of fine
soap,'even three or four times a day. We have thought we have
derived advantage, where the discharge is free, from rubbing,
or
smearing the sound skin immediately surrounding the sores,
after washing, with a little fresh hog's lard and bees'-wax melt
ed together, to defend these parts against excoriation.
1114. This complaint is sometimes treacherous; after giving
promise of a speedy departure, it will suddenly return, with re
newed force. Dr. Strackf has recommended the decoction of
the viola tricoler, Lin., or heart's ease, as a specific in this dis
ease ; but of this we can say
nothing from our own experience.
It might, however, in obstinate cases, be tried in conjunction with
the remedies, recommended above.
He directs a handful of the
fresh plant, or half a dram of the dried leaves, to be boiled in

half

pint of cow's milk, and this quantity given morning and
evening. He affirms that for the first week, it greatly aggra
vates the complaint ; but at the same time the urine
acquires the
odour of the urine of cats ; and at the end of a fortnight the
crusts begin to fall off, and the skin underneath appears clean.
a

But when the usual smell of urine remains, the disease will ge
nerally be of long continuance. Prof. Selle,.however, has af

firmed that this plant is either noxious
*

We think that much

advantage

has been

strong infusion of flaxseed, for the plain
t Bateman's

t Bateman's

Synopsis,
Synopsis.

p. 153.

Ibid.

warm

or

inert.J

We have

derived, by substituting
water.

a

pretty
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It may,
of by Dr. Strack.
to re
that
in
all
our
endeavours
however, be proper to observe,
witnessed
we
have
never
directed
as
above,
lieve this complaint,
never

any

the smell

perceived

injury

spoken

from the

to arise

B.

—

attempt.*

Tooth Rashes.

Nothing declares the intimate connexion, or play of
sympathies between the gums and skin during dentition, more
than the number of eruptions to which it becomes liable at that
period. Authors, (Underwood, Bateman, &c.) have described,
1115.

and

have

we

five

seen

or

six different affections of the skin

during
cutting of the teeth, all of which appear perfectly
harmless, unless improperly treated. But as there are diseases
of the system of a dangerous kind, which are accompanied with
the

pimples, much alarm is excited when any
eruptions
analogous appearance show themselves upon the
surface. On this account, it may be well to give a short account
of them. For this purpose, we shall employ the descriptions of
Dr. Willan, as they appear to us to be perfectly well marked.
efflorescences,

or

of

1.
1116. "Is

Strophulus Confertus,
eruption

an

size, and appears
•

We have had

eight

of

a

a
very severe and interesting case of
child of sixteen months old. It commenced when the child

months old in the

constantly scratching,
of

we saw

sulphur

both

way, and spread gradually over the whole
The child was feverish, restless, and almost

common

day

and

night.

it, without the slightest benefit.

and

papillae, varying in their
body in infants, during

different parts of the

face, scalp, neck, body, and limbs.
fore

numerous

Tooth Rash.

lately, (January, 1828,)

the crusta lactea in
was

on

or

magnesia;

A

variety

of remedies

We commenced the

confined the child to

a

diet of

were

tried be

by purges
vegetable mucilages, as
cure

gum Arabic, tapioca, sago, rice jelly, &c. Ordered a warm flaxseed tea bath
eyery other day. After a fortnight's use of the sulphur and magnesia, the calorael

as

directed above,

dulcamara.
verance

The

in this

was

sores

plan

given together

were

for two months,

nature and extent of the

with

washed with the
an

a

pretty strong infusion of the

same

infusion.

evident amendment

was

After

a

perceived

perse
in the

eruption. At this time we vaccinated the child: and
and satisfactory course. After the vaccine scab dropped
off, the sores healed very rapidly, by the use of the tar ointment. In the course of
another month, the child was perfectly well, and remains so to this time,
(May,
1831.)
this disease

ran a

regular
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dentition, and has thence been denominated the tooth rash.
is also termed, sometimes, the rank red
"

1117.

About the fourth

It

gums."

fifth month after birth,

an erup
on the cheeks and
in
most
infants,
place,
sides of the nose, extending sometimes to the forehead and arms ;
at other times, though less frequently, to the trunk of the body."
or

tion of this kind takes

1118. This affection differs a little from the red gum, by being
less vivid in their appearance, the pimples smaller, and more
crowded together. We have repeatedly known this species ap

pear much later than is fixed by Dr. Willan ; and their produc
seems
evidently connected with the process of dentition ; for

tion

when the process is retarded, this appearance is retarded : there
at which they show themselves may be better

fore, the time

by saying, that when dentition begins, they commence.
Every child, however, is not subject to it. It is rarely attended
by constitutional symptoms, and consequently, requires but little
medical care. This complaint is usually of about a fortnight's
fixed

continuance.
1119.

We, however, almost always think it best, should there

be any disturbance in the bowels, to give a pretty full dose of
magnesia ; to keep the skin clean and soft by washing with warm
water, and to remove any irritating substance from the surface
that is covered with the eruption, such as flannel or muslin, and

substitute linen.

When this is attended to, we think the course
; for the pimples soon after are ob

of the disease is shortened
served

to

fade, and
A decided

appear.
the part with

a

off their little shells, and,
advantage is obtained, we think,

little

cast

dry

flour after

washing,

finally dis
by rubbing

when it becomes

perfectly dry.
2.

Strophulus lntertinctus,

or

Red Gum.

1120. This complaint is confined to early infancy, and espe
cially to the mouth," as it is called. Very few children escape
this complaint ; and most nurses are fond of seeing it so much
so, indeed, and so inevitable and useful do they consider its pre
sence, that should any indisposition befall the child, and this
eruption not have possession of the skin, it is at once attributed
"

—

the absence of the gum. With a view, then, to invite its ap
pearance, the child is kept unusually warm, and some stimulating
to
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tea is

given it, such as
after having been

of sweet

and

thus

period, the poor child is but
"
crop of Red Gum."

marjoram, saffron, catmint, &c,

disciplined for a longer or a shorter*
too frequently loaded with a heavy

eruption, however, seems connected, in some way
This
a derangement of the stomach and bowels.
not having
the
meconium
from
1st,
derangement may proceed,
been well purged off, or its being of an unusually acrid quality;
2dly, it may proceed from an acid state of the stomach, owing
to feeding the child with improper food ; or to its being made to
receive too great a quantity of it ; to some ill quality in the mo
1121. This

or

other, with

ther's milk,

or a

constitutional feebleness of stomach.
ushered in

is

Hence,

by
vomiting, or
complaint commonly
too
the
child
to
; 3dly,
warmly clad, or too
being kept
which
means it is
its
obliged
warmly covered, especially head, by
to breathe over and over again the same air ; and is also thrown
We have elsewhere noticed this in
into a profuse perspiration.
I.
jurious practice. (Book p. 135, par. 445.)
1122. This disease, for the most part, is rather provoked, than
spontaneous ; for children who are kept in a moderate tempera
ture and who are dependent upon the breast for support, rarely
have this disease, especially if the bowels have been well purged
of the meconium, and the child naturally of a good constitution.
The red gum or gown, occurs chiefly within the first
1123.
two months after birth, and is characterized by papulae of a vivid
red colour, situated most commonly on the cheeks, fore-arms, and
backs of the hands, but sometimes universally diffused. They
are usually distinct from each other ; but are mixed with red dots,
or
stigmata, and often with larger red patches, which have no
elevation. Occasionally, a few small vesicles appear on the
hands and feet ; but these soon desiccate without breaking."*
1124. This disease, under ordinary circumstances,
requires
this

nausea,

diarrhoea

"

little

or no

medical treatment.

due attention be

paid

to

It is, nevertheless, proper that
cleanliness, by daily washing with warm

and, also, if errors have been committed in either of the
ways mentioned above, they should be immediately rectified.
The bowels should be gently opened by small doses of calcined
water ;

magnesia ; and, if pain attend, ahalf or whole drop of laudanum
given. The cold bath improperly used, or even a strong

may be

current

of cold air, may do mischief
Bateman.

at

this time.

And, should
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this eruption be repelled from the skin, alarming symptoms may
immediately ensue; such as great oppression and difficulty of
breathing, drowsiness, or incessant crying, and spasmodic twitchings. The whole surface of the body is now pale; the pimples
have all disappeared the child becomes blue around the mouth ;
it refuses the breast ; and stretches itself out stiff its whole length,
and then becomes suddenly relaxed ; cold skin, &c.
:

remedy, under such circumstances, is the warm
immediately placed, and kept
acquire warmth; it should then be well dried, and

1 1 25. The best

bath, in which the child should be
until its skin

up in

wrapped
strong

sweet

three

monia, and
seen

or

a

—

at

the

should be

same

time

some

pretty

any other mild
Dr. Underwood recommends two or three

marjoram

stimulant of the kind.

drops,

flannel

warm

tea

four times

a

day,

given,

of the

or

compound spirit

blister between the shoulders.

of

We have

am

never

either of these necessary.

3.

1126.
whitish

This

"

eruption

A I bidus,

consists

or

White Gum.

of numerous,

minute, hard

little elevated, and surrounded by
These specks, or papulae, when their tops

specks,

redness.

Strophulus

a

a

very

slight

removed,
the face, neck,
are

not discharge any fluid ; they appear chiefly on
and breast, and continue a long time."
1127. This affection rarely requires
any medical treatment,
unless it have been driven from the suface by a current of cold

do

or the
application of cold water. It is rarely ever attended
with any constitutional irritation, and therefore, while it
pre
serves its mild form, deserves but little notice.
But should mis
from
management, or any other cause, have driven it

air,

suddenly

the

surface, it may like the red gum, (Strophulus intertinctus,
which see,) be productive of inconvenience, or even of danger,
and must when this
it has been

repelled.

happens,
It is,

be treated like that affection when

however,

proper in the
der consideration, that due attention should be paid

skin free from all

species
to

keep

un

the

impurities, by washing with warm water.
1128. Dr. Willan describes a variety of this
complaint, which
sometimes become very troublesome, though never dangerous.
He declares it to be both painful and obstinate, yet requires no
particular treatment, except that which is proper in all these
30
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affections; namely, cleanliness. We do not remember ever to
have seen this variety as described by both him and Bateman.
4.

This

"

1129.

Strophulus

Volaticus.

variety is characterized by small

circular

patches

clusters, of papulae, which appear successively on different
parts of the body. The number of papulae in each cluster is from
or

three

to

twelve; both the papulae and their interstices are of a
These patches continue red, with a little heat

high

red colour.

and

itching

gin

for about four

exfoliate.

to

The

days, when they turn brown, and be
eruption is, in many cases, limited to two

patches on the arms or cheeks. In some instances, how
ever,
patch declines, another appears at a small distance
from it, and in this manner the complaint spreads gradually over
the face, body, and limbs, not terminating in less than three or
four weeks. During this time the child has usually a quick
pulse, and a white tongue, and is uneasy and fretful.

or

three

one

1130. We have several times

always,

far

so

described,

or

little molars.

as we can

not

seen

this

complaint;

but it has

recollect, appeared later than is usually

until the child be about to

cut

the

jaw teeth,

or

We have found it

occasionally very troublesome ;
and sometimes to require a treatment similar to crusta lactea, of
which, in this situation, it has been considered, by some, as a
variety.
1131. As this
ment

be

complaint is usually attended by some derange*
particularly the bowels, attention should
them. They must be treated
agreeably to the state

of the system, and

paid

to

of the system; if fever attend, the diet should be diminished, if it
be only milk— no animal food should be permitted in
any form.
The bowels should be purged with
; and the calomel and

magnesia

ointments used, as directed for crusta lactea.
(1107.) Should di
arrhoea attend, it must be managed as directed for that

complaint.

5.

1132.

in the

"

Strophulus Candidus.

In this form of strophulus, the

foregoing species.

They

have

papulae

no

are

larger

than

inflammation around

their base, and their surface is
very smooth and
they appear to be of a lighter colour than the

shining, so that
adjoining cuticle.
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They

diffused at

are

a

considerable distance from each other,
arms : I have not

the loins, shoulders, and upper part ef the
observed them in any other situation."
over

1133. "This

latter

periods

eruption

affects infants above

of dentition: it likewise

occurs

year old, in the
during the state of
a

convalescence after fevers, and inflammation of the bowels and
lungs. The papulae continue hard and elevated for about a week
then

gradually

subside and

1 1 34. This affection

attention must be

paid

disappear."

requires no

medical treatment

—

the whole

the state of the gums.

to

So7'e Ears.
1135.

pustules

Children, during dentition, very frequently have slight
form behind the

ears,

which

soon

become ulcerous :

or

look, oftentimes, like a superficial excoriation.

This condition of

the

of teeth

ears

also takes

place,

before any

suspicion

being the

entertained, especially in very lusty children.
1136. There are few eruptions which attack an infant more

cause can

be

decidedly cherished

than that

producing

sore ears ;

hence, what

but in appearance a very slight excoriation in the beginning,
and which might readily have been healed by proper and fre
was

quent
ter, is

washing with warm milk and water, or fine soap and wa
permitted to degenerate into a painful, tedious, and often
its first appearance was welcomed, so is
perpetuated, by various stimulating things, under

times offensive ulcer:
its continuance

the

specious pretext

as

of its

being

an

important

drain for the

nox

ious humours of the

body.
being thus encouraged, eventually discharge
large quantity of both pus and serum : in a word, they are con
1137. The

a

verted into
do to

"

sores

issues," which it is declared,

on

all hands, it will

This

popular prejudice perpetuates an evil,
permitted to have existed for a
sore is an evil, be it placed where it may, unless it be distinctly
critical, which we deny this to be. The reasoning we em
ployed when speaking of the crusta lactea, will strictly apply
not

dry

which should

here

;

have been

and the motives which led

complaint,
a

up.

never

—

us

would influence in this

moment to set

about

so

to

—

the

use

of remedies in that

therefore, we never hesitate
an end, nor have we ever

desirable

witnessed, when properly managed, the slightest inconvenience
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to follow the

peculiarly

offensive ;"

continue for
a

practice.
a

"

"
The discharge is often
Dr. Good says,
it cannot be checked too soon ; for if it

few weeks, or,

perhaps,

ducing

even

suppression of which may
some worse disease than itself, as

habit, the

run

less, it may acquire
the risk of superin

dyspepsia, diarrhoea,

or

convulsions."*
1138. We

commence

the treatment of this affection

by regu

lating the diet of the child, if this be necessary that is, if it be
in the habit of using animal food in any form, we forbid its far
—

ther

employment,

and confine it to

vegetables

either of which

and milk

; as

rice,

be taken with milk,

arrow-root,
sago
with a little sugar without the milk.
1 139. The bowels must also be purged with small doses of
or

:

can

or

ca

lomel; that is, a grain or half a grain every morning and evening,
as the child may be older or younger, or it may affect the bowels.
The

sores

themselves must be

kept perfectly

clean

washing with soap and water, or milk and water.
time it would be well for the child to do without

by frequent
During this

a
cap, as it
the
as
too
as
well
sticks
to
the
sores
when in
warm,
keeps
parts
Should the child be in the habit of scratch
contact with them.

ing the parts,' mufflers should be put upon its hands. A piece of
fine rag spread with simple cerate ; that is, a cerate composed of
a little bees'-wax and sweet oil melted
together; or, what is bet
ter, fresh

hog's lard, instead of the sweet oil. When
sleep, let it lie as much as possible upon
placed
that the sore need not be kept too warm.
for

is

1140. Should the

table,

a

soft

poultice

the child
its

back,

be very much inflamed, and
very irri
of bread and milk should be
applied, con

sores

fined in fine linen rags, every four or five hours, until these
symptoms be abated. The poulticing should not be continued
longer than to subdue the inflammation; for, if it be, it invites a

great many little pustular bodies, even on the margin of the
sound skin, which break, and increase the sore surface. There
fore the instant this is observed, the poultice should be laid aside.

preparing the body, as well as the parts in this
which
manner,
may occupy a week, or even more, according to
the extent of surface involved, the length of time the disease has
continued, and the degree of inflammation present, we may corn1141. After

Study

of Med. Am. Ed. Vol. 2d. p. 211.
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with the calomel ointment, (1 1 10.) This must be smeared
the
external margins of the sores, as well as upon the sound
upon
skin itself, twice a day, taking care to wash the parts, as before

mence

of the ointment, and

directed, before each application

gradually

encroaching upon the sores every day, by a more extensive ap
plication of the ointment. This remedy will rarely fail to de
stroy the farther disposition to ulceration, and pretty quickly al
ter the action of the

parts,

so as

to

make them

discharge a healthy
they have been so

pus, instead of the ichor and sanies to which

long

accustomed.

When the parts have become healed, but covered with
scab, and especially if this be attended with itching, the tar
1142.

a

ointment should be

substituted.

immediately

CHAPTER XIV.

OF TONGUE-TIE.
1143. So far

as we

who has

we have not met with any writer
between the accidental fetter which is oc

recollect,

distinguished
casionally imposed upon the fraenum of the tongue, and the ori
ginal conformation of the fraenum, which renders the tongue too
short ; but this difference should be carefully noted, as very se
rious consequences may result from mistaking one for the other.
We

shall, therefore, notice both these conditions of the fraenum

of the tongue.

1.

1144.

Of the

tying of the Tongue.

adventitious

Very frequently

there is attached to the fraenum of the

tongues of new-born children, a nearly transparent, whitish mem
brane, which pursues the natural frasnum through its whole
course,

continues

terminates

near

beyond the point where the fraenum stops, and
extremity of the tongue itself; so that the

the

tongue is tied down,

as

it were,

1145. In consequence of this

child cannot elevate the tongue

to

its proper bed.
of the

disposition
or

30*

protrude

it

fraenum, the

beyond

the

lips;
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apply it with sufficient force
complete exhaustion; there
this is accompanied by a
and
imperfectly;

and in its attempts to suck, it cannot
or certainty to the nipple, to make a
fore it

can

clucking

suck but

Whenever this is observed, the mouth

kind of noise.

always be found in the
necessarily, as there may be

should be examined, and it will almost
described

but not

situation

just

clucking

without this membrane; but this membrane

;

we

believe,

without the

clucking.
easily discovered by provoking
child to cry, or by elevating the point of the tongue by the
tremity of the little finger. In making the attempt to raise

is

never

1146. This membrane is

the
ex

the

tongue the child is almost sure to cry; and then this membrane
is readily discovered, as it is now fully upon the stretch.
1147. This defect is

the

following

easily

It should be done in

remedied.

Let the child be laid

manner:

across

the

lap

of

the nurse, with its face towards a proper light, and the operator
stand behind the head, so that he does not intercept the light.
The chin of the child must be

gently depressed by the forefin
depressed, the little

When the chin is thus

ger of the nurse.
finger of the left hand of the operator, must be insinuated be
tween the side of the tongue near its tip, and the inner cor

responding portion
of the tongue;

jaw until it
being done, the

of the

which

lift up the point
membrane is imme

can

diately brought into view, and upon the stretch ; or, should the
child now begin to cry, as it almost always does, the operator
can easily place his finger under the tongue, and keep this false
fraenum tense, while, by a single stroke directly across it by a
sharp gum lancet, he divides it to the true fraenum : the opera
tion is then finished.

repeat

this

never

yields

can

2.

ensue,

We have

operation^
as

more

than

a

small

known it necessary to
through the membrane,

never

The incision

drop of blood ; no hemorrhage
slightly vascular.

this tissue is but very

Original Conformation of the Frcenum, rendering the Tongue
too Short.

1148. In this

species of tongue-tie," the difficulty to the
child's sucking, accompanied by the clucking noise just men
tioned, arises from the fraenum proper, being unusually fleshy,
and carried too far towards the extremity of the tongue; so that
"

OF SWALLOWING THE

there is but

fraenum,

portion, or distance from the insertion
extremity, or tip of this organ.

small

a

and the
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of the

outer

1149. In this case, the inconveniences to the child

of the

cisely

same

kind

as

are
pre
as we
so
far
but
not,
other;
extent : indeed, we have occasionally

in the

have observed, to the same
seen both combined.
When the fraenum proper is thus con
we
never
venture
to do any thing ; 1st, because we have
formed,
never

with

found it

sucking

necessary; as it never so far interferes
prevent it the clucking noise, and the dis

absolutely

as

to

—

little temper on the part of the child, in not receiving
play
nourishment
as fast as it desires, are the
its
only inconveniences
of

a

attending it; 2dly, because, it is extremely doubtful whether the
operation has ever been useful ; but it is certain, that it has often
been troublesome, sometimes dangerous, and occasionally fatal.
Bleeding to a fatal extent, swallowing the tongue, and convul
sions, have followed the operation ; we, therefore, with our pre
views,

sent

3.

can never

recommend it.

Sioallowing of

the

1150. We have often heard

of either
it.

swallowing

Dr. Underwood

says,

"

The occasion

the

and

Tongue,
of, but

Hemorrhage.

we never

have

of

seen a case

from

hemorrhage,
tongue,
cutting
speaks doubtfully upon this subject : he
of this accident, it has been said, is cutting
or

dividing the fraenum. I have here to notice its
remedy. The former are those usually attend
symptoms,
ing strangulation, and come on suddenly, and without any pro
bable cause, but that of the tongue being cut; but to which they
are seldom attributed
by those who are strangers to the com
The
infant
appears greatly agitated; the face turns
plaint.
black; and, unless these symptoms soon disappear, the child
goes off in a convulsion. But if they are presently removed,
the infant is as suddenly well ; though they generally return again,
and have, in several instances, proved fatal.
1151. "Mons. Petit, (Mem. de-1'Acad. des Sciences,) has^erhaps, the credit of discovering the true cause of the complaint.
The remedy consists in nothing more than bringing the tongue
into its proper place, and if the infant be suckled, putting it im
mediately to the breast, will give the tongue its natural direction.
Should the child be brought up by hand, the tongue should be
too

deep

in

and

watched for

some

time,

at

least until the

bleeding

be

stopped ;
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in consequence of that

complaint taking place only

the

considerable,
"

1152.

danger,
that

we

at

sucking

continue

the

When the

being

inducement to the infant to

to become an

so as

part."

sublingual

veins

are

actually wounded, the

it has been said, is considerable ; and it is to M. Petit,
are again indebted for the best contrivance for sup

pressing this hemorrhage. The means consist only of a piece
of ivory, in the form of a short fork ; the prongs of which should
be so placed as to press against the apertures in the veins, and
the other end against the inside of the lower jaw, and should,
therefore, be broad, and somewhat convex, that it may keep its
place."
1153. We are sorry we cannot give any thing more satisfac
tory upon this subject, than what wre have just detailed. If it
be true, as Dr. Underwood asserts, that swallowing the tongue
arises only from too much blood flowing after cutting it, it must
be of very rare occurrence. In this country, we have never
heard of an accident from cutting the tongue; and we are sure

that

tion,

none can

or,

follow, if the

if it be

case

be

a

one

proper

for this opera

properly performed.

1154. It strikes us, there must be

something very reprehensi
any extent occurs, either in the mode
in selecting the case for it.
It is generally re

ble, when hemorrhage
of

operating,

or

commended to

to

employ

scissors for this purpose; to these we
We never employed them but

objected for many years.
once, and then found them so
have

determined

to use

them

extremely inconvenient,
We substituted the

no more.

that

we

common

gum lancet, as directed above; and we have every reason to
be satisfied with it for this purpose. We have already pointed
out the

kind of

such

no

accident

ness

accompany the

cases
can

we

judge

proper for this

occur, unless the most

operation ; in
perfect mal-adroit-

operation.

1155. We have

the tongue ;
phenomena such

ing

said, we have never seen a case of swallow
that is, we were never
present to observe the

accident would present but we were called
in the habit of
doing this ; it was, how
The nurse informed us, the
ever, relieved before we arrived.
child in question would swallow it several times a
if not
to see

a

an

child who

—

was

day,
by the handle of.a teaspoon
pressed against the tongue, and drawing it forward. This child,
we know, never had had
any thing done to its tongue.
watched.

She

always

relieved it
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hemorrhage, we believe filling the part be
neath the tongue with dry lint, and holding it there some time,
would answer better than Mons. Petit's contrivances, provided
it be not an artery. We have seen, within a few days, a bleed
ing from the fraenum, occasioned by a cut with a piece of tin
with which the child had been playing : the artery, in this case,
was taken
up, by Dr. J. R. Barton, with great skill, and as much
1156. In

case

of

success.

CHAPTER XV.

OF BLEEDING FROM THE NAVEL-STRING.
1157. This accident cannot

properly be called

a

disease

;

yet

importance understand its management when it occurs,
that it may not prove injurious or fatal to the child. Whatever
it is of

to

may employ, to prove that a ligature upon
new-born child is unnecessary, experience shows,

reasoning ingenuity
the cord of

a

highly useful ; consequently, since if properly ap
do harm, it should always be employed.
plied
1158. Those who are well acquainted with midwifery, know,
that sometimes a bleeding from this part takes place, hours
after it has been carefully secured ; therefore, this part should
occasionally be watched, lest a bleeding ensue, and weaken the
it is sometimes
it

can never

We have never known an instance of death
child very much.
from this cause, though we have seen children very much ex

hausted

by

it.

haemorrhage arises from the substance and vessels
navel-string contracting so as to be no longer compressed
the
ligature : this, however, only happens, so far as our ob
by
servations go, from two causes ; namely, 1st, where the cord has
been carelessly tied, or tied with improper substances ; in neither
of which, sufficient compression is made upon the vessels, though
at the moment of cutting the cord they did not bleed ; 2dly,
where the cord is unusually large ; in this case, it is oftentimes
1159. This

of the

very difficult to make sufficient pressure upon the vessels, how-
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or however
proper the materials of the ligature may be,
well it may have been applied ; for the cord shrinks in such
cases so much, as almost to leave the ligature without pressure.

ever

a
bleeding from the cord, which
the vessels under the ligature
where
fatal,
nearly proved
were completely compressed ; therefore, there was no blame to

1160. We

witnessed

once

had

be attached to the mode of

the

ligature

was

will relate it

:

1161. We

sent

were

said to be

cord.
more

The

days old
gentleman

at

arrived

we

after

the
had

singular,

we

by
;

to

child who

a

see

arrived,

we

bleeding

a

it had been

found

from the

bleeding

who had delivered the
he

was

sent

for, but

got the cord
not

a

exposed.
drop of blood

was

it, but a stream was observed to flow over the
The whole cord was now unwrapped, and the

issue from

child's

belly.

was seen

below the

little

a

we

moment

immediately
Upon examining its extremity,

seen to

blood

exhausted

three

was

hour.

an

When

death.

child could not be found
1162.

the substance of which

for, in great haste,
to

The child
than

or to

case was

—

bleeding
extremely pale, and nearly

was

it

tying,

As this

made.

from the side of the cord, about an inch
Upon examining this part carefully, it was

to issue

tying.

found that the vein

was

varicose, and had ulcerated

ulceration the blood flowed.

A

new

ligature

was

—

from this

applied

below

the ulceration, the bleeding stopped instantly, and the child re
covered. We will not pretend to account for the blood of the

child

forcing

been cut

; we

its way into the umbilical vein after the cord had
only relate the fact, which suggests the following

practical cautions : never to apply a ligature above a varicose
portion of the cord, if it be possible to apply one below, lest a
similar accident may occur.
1163. When bleeding takes

cord, 1st, let

a

second

taking great

care

place from the extremity of the
ligature
applied below the original one,
be

that the second

cord when drawn very

one

shall

through the
ligature be drawn

not cut

that the

tightly 2dly,
sufficiently tight to compress the vessels. To prevent the first
accident happening, do not let the ligature be of thread, hard
twisted together, especially the homespun thread ; and, to en
sure the second, let it be a
portion of a skein of fine linen
thread; for neither tape,
relied

on

for this purpose.

;

bobbing,

nor

cotton

thread,

can

be
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CHAPTER XVI.

OF

ULCERATION,

OR IMPERFECT HEALING OF

THE NAVEL.
1164. The umbilical cord separates from the umbilicus, from
day ; and though this is a process altogether
of the system of the child, yet we are
to
occasionally
the fifth to the tenth

interfere, that the separation may be entire,

or

obliged
healing per

the

fect.
1165. The cord sometimes remains attached

for several

days

after the usual time of

separation

by
:

a

filament,

when this is

observed, it should be separated by dividing the connexion by
a

pair

of scissors.

This is the

simplest impediment

to

healing:

this process may fail by the part shooting up a kind of
fungus,
which discharges a purulent matter, and is sometimes offensive.
This condition of the navel always excites alarm,
though there
is no positive danger ; the only
is, that the
will not

spontaneously heal,

nor

disadvantage
discharge stop.

part

the

1166. This excrescence will be found in one of three condi
tions: 1st, the navel may exhibit an elevated ulceration of its
whole surface; 2dly, it may form a kind of button with narrow
base or pedicle; 3dly, this button
may have a broad base, each
of which will require a little difference in
management.

Treatment in the First Situation.
1167. This condition of the navel will be

sprinkling
or

it with white

calomel.

either is

lead,

or

readily healed by
finely powdered Aleppo galls,

All these substances

applied,

the surface

act as

immediately

escharotics; when

below becomes killed

;

therefore, time must be given for the sloughs to come off. When
it separates itself, a fresh portion must be
applied, and so on
until the part is entirely healed;
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Treatment in the Second Situation.
1168. A dark red round tumour may be

cavity,

formed

by

the

retiring

discovered within the

of the navel

;

this, when pressed

footstalk, and much resembles a cherry attached
All that is necessary here, is to pass a ligature
to its stem.
round it, and sufficiently tightened. It will soon drop off, and
out, will have

a

It sometimes may not immediately heal after
occasion no pain.
the removal of the top, as the remaining portion may again shoot
up a new product if this happen, the remedies named for the
—

first condition will

quickly

relieve it.

Treatment in the Third Situation.

condition, a ligature cannot be applied, as its
are, therefore, obliged to depend upon escha
the first case. It, however, will not always yield to

1169. For this

base is broad

rotics,

as

in

—

we

the

already suggested remedies : when this is the case, we have
a few times
obliged to have recourse to a pretty strong so
lution of the nitrate of silver ; this must be applied by means of
been

a

camel hair

never

pencil, and repeated until the part heals. We have
application give pain ; unless it were too libe

known this

rally used,

and made

to act

upon the sound skin.

CHAPTER XVII.

OF HYDROCELE.
1170. This affection of the scrotum resembles that of

adults;

probably, in many cases, the child is born with it; it is,
however, not generally noticed until four or five
days, and some
times even longer after birth.
It always excites a
good deal of
alarm ; and it is proper it should, as it
always deserves attention ;
most

much for itself, since it is of
easy management, as because
at the part resembles it.
1171. It may be
distinguished from hernia, by its equal dis-

not so
a

rupture
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tention; by its transparency; by

not being increased by the
crying of the infant ; its want of sensibility on handling of it, and
by not retiring by pressure. So far as we have seen, the water

is confined to

casionally
large as a
nate ;

side of the

one

scrotum ; it may, however, be oc
We have several times seen the tumour as

in both.

small hen's egg. This complaint is not always con
seen it occur several months after birth ; and, in

have

we

It is never productive of inconvenience
case, several years.
the child, yet it demands attention.
1172. It has always yielded to the application of cold wTater,

one

to

though we have occasionally found it obstinate. This is espe
cially the case, perhaps, when it does not take place for a long
time after birth

—

at

least, it

was

so

in

an

instance, in which

this disease did not appear until after the child was three years
old. In this case, the water was steadily applied morning and
for several weeks, without any apparent amendment.
was now confined to a milk and
vegetable diet; and

evening

The child
took

daily,

or

every other

and six of
a

jalap.
fortnight; the

grains of cream of tartar,
purged pretty freely for
was, however, continued during the
in a fortnight more, the whole tumour
day,

ten

In this way he
water

was

whole of this time, and
disappeared : nor has the child had any return.
1173. The best mode, we believe, to use the water, is to pour
it from a height, pleno rivo upon the part. Two quarts, at least,

of water should thus be let fall,
the spout of

a

morning

and

evening, through

tea-kettle.

CHAPTER XVIII.

OF UMBILICAL HERNIA.
1174. We have adverted to the

places,
band

cause

of hernia, in several

particularly in Book I. p. 80, under the head of Bellywell as at p. 259, under the head of Exercise. When

but

; as

treating of the application of the belly-band,
of this

tight application
opinion,
unfrequent cause of this complaint, when,
that the

31

too

we

gave it

bandage

as our

was

no

from the conformation
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disposition to it. We then suggested
must beg leave to refer.
some cautions,
1175. It may be proper to observe, that the nurse is always
blamed when this accident happens, but not with sufficient rea
son; for we do not believe it to be in her power always, nay,
we may say it is very rarely so, to prevent it ; for, in general,
Yet a prudent care
it is owing to a natural defect of the part.
is essential to the good health of the child. It must be remarked,
of the parts, there
to

was a

which

we

a
great deal, and who have had very
are more
umbilical
cords,
subject to it than others.
large
ll76. It would be well for the nurse to examine this part from

that children who cry

time to time after the

separation

of the

cord, especially while

the child is

crying. Should she discover any pouting out at this
she
should
part,
immediately inform the parents of the circum
stance, and not reprehensibly conceal it, from a fear she may
be blamed for the accident.
1177. Much
ment ;

yet

it is

important time is sometimes lost by this conceal
expecting rather too much moral courage in the

discover it, as she is sure to call the blame upon her
self, by her candour. On this account, it is every way impor
tant to be understood, how seldom, and how little
agency the
nurse

to

nurse

has in

its

production.

It is but

justice

to

that class of

declare the truth upon this point.
people
1178. As soon as this disease is discovered, it would be well
to

to

attempt to remedy it; 1st, because we are persuaded the best
a cure is, when it is taken as
early as possible, that

chance of

the passage for the gut may not be confirmed by the
frequent
appearance of this part in the opening, which will be sure to be
the
to

case

whenever the child cries,

coughs, sneezes, or even goes
protected by a counter pressure :—
early period there is a natural disposition

stool, if the part be

2dly,

because

in the hole

at

this

through

1179. Dr.

not

which the gut is forced

Underwood,

compression by straps

and

to

obliterate itself.

others, recommended

of adhesive

plaster:

this

at

has

first,

al
ways succeeded with us, though it sometimes does. But we
never fail to cure it,
by the application of Dr. Hull's umbilical
truss.
This is simple in its
construction, correct in its

ples,

and

gives but

plan

not

princi

very little trouble in its action.
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CHAPTER XIX.

OF THE INGUINAL HERNIA.

1180. This

complaint
generally speaking, it is

is not
of

so

frequent

as

the umbilical, but,

difficult management, and of
more serious consequence. This
complaint consists of a descent
of a portion of intestine or omentum, into the scrotum ; it may
more

exist before birth, or may take place soon after.
1181. This complaint may be suspected, whenever the
tum,

especially

on

one

side, is

may be detected by the tumour
by the testicle not being discoverable.
ever, take

place

most active

at

any

period

scro

than

usually large; and it
removed
being
by pressure, and

more

This disease may, how
especially during its

of life, but

stages.

1182. Dr. Underwood says, the "bubonocele may be

safely
bandage, especially as the cold bath alone gene
rally cures it, when happening to children before they go alone."
We are always sorry when we- are obliged to differ with this
respectable author; and the complaint under consideration is
one of the instances, in which we are obliged to oppose the ex
perience of the late Dr. Physick, as well as our own, to what he
has advanced in the quotation just mentioned.
1183. The late Dr. Physick advises, without reserve the ap
plication of a properly constructed truss to the part, whenever
the disease may be discovered ; and considers it unsafe to permit
the child to do without one: especially as the disease, if it be
properly managed by a well adjusted truss, is permanently cured;
but if it be permitted to continue without such application, it
to con
may become strangulated, or the disposition of the hole
tract, through which the gut descends, is lost, and thus the child
ever continues to suffer under this complaint.
1184. We would, therefore, advise in conformity with an ex
perience at once so extensive and valuable, as that of Dr. Phy
sick, that recourse be immediately had to the only certain re
medy. In using a truss, however, for this purpose, much care is
required ; 1st, that the machine be properly constructed, for the
left without

a
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proposed ; and, 2dly, that it be properly adjusted to the parts,
that the end may be ensured; 3dly, that the protruded parts be
carefully replaced before it is applied ; 4thly, that it be worn day
end

and

night.

CHAPTER XX.
ABSCESS OF THE HIP JOINT.

1185. The commencement of inflammation in the
not

perceived

early

as

as

would be useful to the

hip joint is
patient; or, if

vigour of a limb be observed,
always
sufficiently early. This complaint
is most frequent with children ; the variety of little injuries which
they must almost necessarily sustain in the exercise of their ju
some

alteration in the health and
attended to

it is not

venile sports, misleads, very often, even anxious and watchful
parents, when any slight complaint is made of pain, uneasiness,

stiffness,

or even

diminished

their turns attributed

to

a

ability to

bruise,

walk

fall,

a

;

or a

they are all in
wrench, which they
since

suppose will quickly pass away by rest.
1186. Even after the disease has progressed some' time, and
an evident weakness is observed in the limb, by its being fa
-

voured

at

the expense of the other

tion, and there is
usual
or

;

and

even

a

to

disposition
points

when the

outward than natural

suspected,

as

there is

;

no

pain

fall, from

is felt from

slighter

of the toes look

the true
fixed

when

;

nature

pain

causes

more

mo

than

inward,

of this disease is not

in the

hip joint,

not even

indeed, the friends of the
upon pretty hard pressure
are
misled
his
constantly
by
declaring he feels no pain,
—

patient
except

in the knee.
1187. If the two limbs be

has

proceeded far,

than the other.

compared,

the diseased

After

one

even

before the disease

will be found rather

longer

while, the natural convexity of the hip
is lost; and when the patient walks, it is found that the greater
part of the weight of the body is sustained by the sound limb,
and

a

a

limping commences. Though

the

patient

locates his incon-
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venience in the knee, because he there alone
very often feels the
pain, yet this part will bear pressure, and motion, without ex
periencing the least inconvenience; but not so always, the hip

joint ;

for if the sensations of the

patient be carefully examined
imposed upon the knee joint, such as bend
and straightening of it, it will be found he
experiences
inconvenience in the joint of the hip.
1188. This is the commencement of inflammation of the
hip
joint; and if it be not controlled in due time, it runs on to sup
puration. An abscess forms, which opens, and gives issue to
an
unhealthy pus ; the bones at the bottom of the abscess but
too
frequently become carious; hectic fever ensues; and, after
suffering, of a longer or shorter duration, the patient dies ex
hausted, by discharges and sufferings.
1189. For remedies to be useful in this disease,
they should
be early applied, regularly persevered in, and the most
perfect
rest enjoined upon the patient; with such treatment, the disease
may frequently be cured ; but if the disease have been neglected
in its early stage, the remedies but
partially administered, and
the patient permitted to use exercise, the disease then becomes
as
painful as hopeless.
1 190. The cure must be attempted,
by bleeding, leeching, cup
ping, purging, low diet and rest. We have seen three instances
of entire restoration where this plan was
completely tried ; and

during
ing it,

the motions

we have witnessed more than twice that number, terminate in
incurable lameness; fistulous openings with ^never-ceasing dis
charges of ill-digested pus, and death from hetic, will follow.

1191. From

always

pain being

mistaken for

seated in the

rheumatism,

knee, this complaint is

other local affection
of this part ; and to it are all the remedial powers addressed
we need not
say how unavailingly.
1192. To Dr. Physick, we are indebted for the
proper mode
or

some

—

of

treating this

under

affection

;

and to this

happy genius

are

hundreds

who have suffered from it, for the preservation
of their limbs, and for the enjoyment of life. It was he who first

obligation,

suggested

and entire rest; and to which, this
often yields, when tried under proper cir
Valuable as this plan is, it must be confessed to be

constant

formidable disease
cumstances.
one

not

purging,

so

of difficult execution

impracticable

be successful.

;

;

but

we

and from the

know, from experience, it is

same

experience,

Who, then, would hesitate
31*

to

we

enforce

know it to
a

plan, that
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might

lovely

save a

favourite

son

from

a

female from an incurable lameness,
lingering death !

or

a

a little more particular, in developing the
child must abstain from all animal
The
plan just spoken
be
laid prostrate upon his bed or mat
must
he
broths
food or
;
without
this
tress, and
exercising the limb, but as little as possi

1193. But let

us

be

of.

freely from the arm, if the pulse be active,
hip, if the bleeding be not indicated : these
proportion to pain, or fever; if either come
must
be purged daily, or every other day, by
bowels
on.
The
of
cream
of tartar and jalap, in doses suited to the
exhibition
the
and
this persevered in until amendment is
the
patient,
age of
the
cure
or
obvious,
completed. Under this apparently weak
ening plan, it is astonishing sometimes, to see how health and
strength improve. Where it is impossible to confine the patient,
much advantage is found from the curved splint, made to fit the
hip and thigh. The ingenious Mr. William Rush, (ship-carver,)
is very successful in adapting the splint to the shape of the
parts concerned. To show now easily and commonly, this case
ble: he

must

be bled

or leeched upon the
must be repeated in

rheumatism, we will relate one case, of several
of similar kind. In June, 1823, we were requested to visit

is mistaken for

Miss

aged

,

there treated for

fourteen
a

other

applications
residing in the city,
We

soon

wrote

;

she

was

she

discovered the

she

;

was

down for farther advice.

was
brought
complaint to

letter of instructions for its

a

from the country

rheumatism in the knee, by stimulating, and
for some time. At the request of a relation
be

a

hip

treatment.

disease

After

;

and

our

we

taking

leave, it was agreed she should remain in town to put the pro
posed plan in execution, and she, accordingly, commenced forth
with, and this with as much perseverance as success. She was
bled and leeched twice, purged every day, or every other day,
at farthest, with jalap and cream of tartar; confined
closely to
her bed

;

and observed the

most

abstemious diet, for two months

at the end of which time, we had the
her anxious parent perfectly restored

pleasure

to return

her

;

to

; and up to this time re
But every case is not so
quickly relieved. Dr.
and myself had a very desperate case
which re

mains well.

Physick
quired six
*

lately,

or

seven

months

to

That is, the inflammation of the

symptoms had ceaeed.

But

as

cure

joint

the limb

was

;* but which

was

was

subdued, and the

in this

threatening

very much contracted, it

required
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time

The

the

it

the

happily effected.
leg, three times, as

splint was modelled
required length during

to the

shape

of

the progress of

cure.

CHAPTER XXI.

ABSCESS WITHIN THE EAR.

Children, after they

1194.

found

are

six months old,

are

sometimes

violently, and' toss their little heads from side to
side, expressing thereby the greatest agony. Not being able to
point out the seat of pain, it is variously located by the parent
or
by the practitioner. It will sometimes stop crying very sud
denly, and fall into a sound sleep, from which it will be roused
by renewed torture. This pain is not generally attended by
to

cry

disturbance of the system : fever seldom attends, but when
does, it is sometimes very high, and even attended by deli
rium.
It is generally mistaken for colic, or
any

it

belly-ache.

1195. It may,

however, readily be distinguished from this af
fection, by its not being accompanied by drawing up of the legs
and thighs; by no flatus
rumbling in the bowels, and by the
hands and feet not being cold, or
by the pain not being relieved

by
to

remedies addressed

suspect this pain

to

to

these parts. We have always reason
an abscess
forming in the ear,

arise from

when the child throws its head backward and forward, and in
deed in all directions,
during the paroxysms of pain ; when it is
found to lie on one side easier than the other; when laudanum
procures but temporary
with the point of the

relief; and when, upon pressing the ear
finger placed against the lower portion of
the external meatus, it
complains ; and above all, when the ab
scess can be discovered
by looking into the ear; this, however,
but seldom happens.
1196. We have witnessed this affection

have been
the constant

so

often alarmed

by it,

that

we

frequently, and
always apply remeso

application of the splint for a number of months more before it
straight. This young lady now walks without much difficulty, though
disease was for a long time a
very serious one.
came

be

the
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dies to the

ears,

the

not in

when

we

bowels, by

have satisfied ourselves the

itself, by
rangement of stomach.
1197. When we suspect the ear
above,

called

nor

pain

is

symptoms noticed
all fever, or de
of
the absence

the absence of the

in the head

be in fault, and have been
the child in the commencement of pain, we almost in

to

to

applied under that ear of
which the child complains, if pressed, as above directed. We
also direct a little laudanum on lint pressed gently into the ear,
Should these fail
and this repeated as occasion may require.
to afford relief, we advise a blister to be applied immediately
under the ear, and purge the child pretty briskly.
1198. This plan sometimes succeeds to admiration, and we
believe it would oftener do so, wrere the remedies applied suffi
ciently early : but unfortunately, the time for useful exertion is
almost always lost, by a trial of temporizing applications; and
we have but too often the mortification to witness only the dis
charge from the ear. When the ear discharges, the little pa
tient is immediately relieved: it falls into a sound sleep, and for
gets all its sufferings; until again it is obliged to go through the
process a second, and even a third time, in the period of two or
variably

order

a

few leeches to be

three months.
1199. Sometimes the abscess heals without the smallest trou

ble, leaving the

days ;
the

ear

ear

free from

discharge

in the

course

of

a

few

other times, the mischief done the inner cavity of
is serious and permanent. The small bones of the ear

but

at

become detached

by suppuration,

and

are

discharged

with the

pus which constantly flows from the external orifice of this or
The discharge generally becomes very offensive; both
gan.
from the matter

being confined, as well as from the caries under
are
labouring. When caries takes place, the
case is almost
hopeless; and must, in a great measure, be aban
doned to nature, only paying attention to cleanliness. It also
happens, that the inflammation of the fibro-mucous merribrane
of the tympanal cavity travels backwards to the mastoid cells,
and even proceeds towards the brain itself, through the fenestra

which the bones

ovalis, and fenestra rotunda in the vestibule, and the cochlea

spectively;
dura mater
bone

—

re

and may thus be transmitted to that portion of the
which covers the petrous portion of the
temporal

and hence

tions and death.

we

may have delirium,

suppuration,

exfolia
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primary importance to keep the parts
clean by frequently washing out the canal of the ear, first with
fine soap and warm water, followed by equal parts of lime-water
and milk, and a small portion of the tincture of myrrh. Our for
1200. It is

v

a

matter

of

mula, for this purpose, is

follows

as

:

Of lime-water and milk, each two tea-spoonsful
Mix.
Tincture of myrrh, twenty drops.
1201. This mixture should be

wanted, and thrown into the

night,

ear

the child should be made

that the

prepared only

four
to

as

five times

or

a

;

it may be
day. At

lie upon the affected side,

matter

may discharge freely.
discharge from the ear is always attended by dulness of
hearing : on this account, it were desirable it should be
relieved as quickly as possible, lest its continuance do irrepara
1202. This

ble mischief to this organ. The mixture of lime-water and milk,
no serious
injury has been done to the bones of the ear,

when

will, if properly persisted in, very often succeed ; and we are in
formed, by a late writer on this affection, that a solution of the
nitrate of silver will be found
1203. We think

wearing
wax,

a

we

have

plaster spread

under the affected

with

an

most valuable

application.
advantage from the little patient
Burgundy pitch, or shoemaker's

And

ear.

years' standing, yield
This was kept discharging
to

a

seen

we once

issue in the

for

a

year

arm

:

it

witnessed

a case

of

of the side affected.

was

then suffered to

heal, which it did without any subsequent disadvantage.

CHAPTER XXII.
OF ADHESION OF THE LABIA PUPENDI OF
CHILDREN.

pupendi of young children are very often
This may be congenite, but we believe it is very
We have seldom seen this condition of the parts in

1204. The libia

found adherent.

rarely

so.

children under six months old
age of

a

year.

;

and still

more

always adventitious,

and

owing principally

rarely,

after the

to

be almost

to a want

of cleanli-

From these facts, it would

seem
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Had the child been born with labia in this condition,
as
it is more than probable it would have been discovered early,
not
if
at
curious,
least,
always
nurses,
speaking, are,
ness.

generally

careful, in their examinations.
1205. When

membrane

we

lining

consider the

and

delicacy

vascularity

the internal face of the labia

;

the

of the

ease

with

which inflammation may be provoked, in parts so organized ;
when we recollect how quickly the secretions of the parts be
not bestowed upon them ;
inflammation
and how easily
may be increased, by the
slight
we
shall
cease
to wonder at the fre
of
urine;
frequent flow
this
complaint, and, perhaps, only be surprised, that it
quency of
come

acrid, where proper attention is
a

does not

more

frequently

1206. We have

had existed

reason

occur.

to

believe, in many instances, this

time before it

parts.

Therefore,

reprehensible piece

com

this may
where
the
and
children,

plaint
especially be the case with fat or lusty
most scrupulous attention is not paid to
some

was

discovered

:

the condition of these

it must be looked upon, in general, as a most
of neglect ; for it is the bounden duty of every

mother, however

averse she
may be from its performance, to
these
from
time to time, particularly un
carefully inspect
parts
til the child is fifteen or eighteen months old, in order that the

inconvenience under consideration may not take place.
1207. Parents should direct, and the performance should be

insisted

on

from nurses, that these parts should be

regularly

cleansed every time the child is w7ashed, by separating the labia
and applying water to them liberally ; they should then be ten

derly dried with a soft linen cloth, and dusted with hair powder,
powdered starch, in which there is no indigo. If this were
regularly done in early infancy, the parts would become so har
dened, as very much to diminish the risk of this accident taking
place.
1208. We have dwelt upon this subject, because we know its
importance ; and because it has not sufficiently attracted the at
or

tention of parents.
Unfortunately for the female, sometimes it
has not been discovered during infancy ; and it is
so,

especially

When it remains concealed until womanhood, when,
perhaps, the
first intimation she may receive of her situation, is at a time,
when of all others she would wish to have been
of it.

The alternative, now,

subjects

her to

an

ignorant
operation which should
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have been

feelings

performed

in

to

early life ; and by which all the
a
severity, that can be better

excruciated with

are

finer
con

ceived than described.
1209. This complaint sometimes becomes relieved spontane
ously, but not always happily ; and this may occur more fre
quently than we are aware of; since the causes which may pro
duce it, are too constantly operating, not to lead us to suppose

this accident to
We had
under

occur in cases where it
may not be detected.
instances of this spontaneous change to happen
own observation.

two

our

1210. In

one

of these

cases,

there

was so

much inflammation

and tenderness in the parts, that we did not think it advisable to
operate, until the existing state of things was changed. We di
rected soft bread and milk

poultices, and a cathartic. On our
complete separation had taken place ; by
the adhering parts having suppurated, and exposing two raw
surfaces, which required much attention to prevent reunion by
their healing.
121 1. The other case was something similar ; suppuration had
commenced, and the connecting medium was nearly destroyed,
It was poulticed, as in the other
when it was first observed.
next

examination,

case ;

a

and when about to heal,

care was

taken

to

prevent

a se

cond coalescence of the parts.
1212. This condition of the labia is

easily detected, by their
separated. When the parts are distended as much
as their condition will permit, a continuous line of adhesion will
be observed through the whole track of the labia, as far as the
meatus urinarius ; of course, the os externum of the vagina is
entirely concealed. The child passes its water without much
difficulty ; and when the complaint has been suffered to run on,
refusing

or

to

be

is not discovered until

womanhood, the

through the
discharged.

been evacuated
the urine

was

1213. There is but

one

menstruous

same, external

remedy,

that

fluid has

aperture, by which

we

know of, for this

This is very easily
bistoury into the orifice

and that is, to divide the parts.

complaint
performed, by passing a probe-pointed
immediately before the meatus urinarius, and cutting downward
—

to

the inferior

junction

of the labia.

A small dossil of lint moist

ened with sweet oil, may be insinuated between the separated
portions. The wounds heal without the smallest difficulty, in
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Dr. Denman recommends, for the removal
of these adhesions, that the labia be forcibly separated, so that
method as much
they may be destroyed. We look upon this
more
efficacious.
not
and
the
than
knife,
more
certainly
two

or

three

days.

painful

See Diseases of Females,

the Author, p. 26.

by

CHAPTER XXIII.
OF THE DIABETES OF CHILDREN.
1214. This
to

complaint

Dr. Underwood

;

was

by Morton, agreeably
altogether a sympathetic

first noticed

he considered it

correctly— at least, the three cases
which we have witnessed, happened to children who were teeth
ing. It should not surprise us, more, that the kidneys hold in
tercommunion with the gums, during teething, than that the
neck of the bladder should ; and of this we see frequent instances.
1215. Morton speaks of this disease as a family complaint;
having proved fatal to all the male children, with the exception
of the last, which was under his care, and appeared to be re
lieved by the plan he adopted namely, confining the child en
tirely to a milk diet ; and to allay the excessive thirst, he al
lowed only milk, mixed with a chalybeate water. The diabetic
affection, and

we

believe

—

symptoms in this

case,

were

wont to return,

with every tooth

that
pierce the gums.
1216. This complaint consists in the immoderate
was

about to

discharge of

urine, attended with great thirst and emaciation. In Morton's
case, the urine was as sweet as that of adults labouring under
In those

we witnessed, we
regret to say, we
to
make
the
urine
could
trial; and, therefore, can
procure
or
not.
was
sweet
All the children we have
it
whether
not tell
under
were
fifteen months old ; and,
this
seen with
complaint,

this

complaint.
not

though
we

teething, yet

could

not in

from

a

careful examination of the

either of these cases, find teeth

the gums.
1217. The quantity of urine

mouth,
immediately

protruding

discharged

was

very great

;

and
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this at very many times ; the children fell away rapidly, and
weakened very fast. We ordered the bowels to be kept freely

turpentine to be kept upon
keep them in a terebinthiplan succeeded completely in every

open ; and a quantity of the spirit of
the clothes of the children, so as to
nate

atmosphere.

This

case.

CHAPTER XIV.

OF INCONTINENCE OF URINE.
1218. This is

frequently a disease of habit, than of any
sphincter of the bladder, or a symptom of
derangement
calculi
or
stone,
; yet it may occasionally proceed from either.
1219. If this complaint arise from the presence of a stone in
the bladder, it is evident that nothing but the removal of it can
effect a cure, if from a lithic disposition in the urine, it may be
sometimes improved by repeated doses of magnesia; soda, su
persaturated with carbonic acid gas ; lime-water and milk ; a
few drops three or four times a day, of the spirit of turpentine,
or of balsam copaiva, &c.
1220. But when it is purely the effect of habit, as it most fre
quently is, nothing but the destruction of the habit can afford
This may be done, 1st, as directed, very properly, by
relief.
Dr. Underwood, by taking the child up from its bed, after it has
been there awhile, and obliging it to remain on the pot until it
discharge its urine; having previously, however, seen that it
had emptied its bladder before it went to bed. Or secondly, by
more

of the

such remedies

as

appear to alter the condition of the neck of

rendering it less susceptible to the irritation of the
urine, and by instituting new associations ; by creating new sen
sations, or susceptibilities in it; as by the tincture of cantharides, in doses of ten or twelve drops, three or four times a day,
in a little sweetened water; gradually increasing the dose two
or three drops at a dose, until heat is perceived in making wa
the bladder

;

ter; it must then be desisted

let it be
water,

from; and, should strangury

quieted by drinking freely
or

32

any other demulcent

ensue,

of flaxseed tea, gum Arabic
if severe, by three or four

—
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of laudanum, or the warm
of the tincture of
introduction
bath. Mr. Lair proposes the
a
of
means
catheter, so as to
cantharides into the urethra by
to its prostatic part.
By this means, he declares, he

grains

of

camphor,

and

few

a

drops

apply

patients of incontinence of urine. Med. Chirur.
Rev. for January, 1827, p. 244.
1221. Blisters applied to the sacrum we have found highly
beneficial; or even plasters of Burgundy pitch, upon the same
part. A most interesting case of this kind fell lately under our
A delicate boy eleven
care which it may be useful to relate.
was severely afflicted with this weakness, from an
of
age,
years
early period of his life. Every precaution likely to interrupt
the habit was unavailingly had recourse to. During the day,
he was constantly running to discharge his bladder, so that he
was obliged to neglect even his education ; and, at night, it
cured three

seemed to pour from him in almost a continuous stream. These
discharges were attended by severe suffering at the neck of the

bladder,

so

much

so,

suspect there might be a
our friend, Dr.
begged
Phy
was
this
done, and no stone was

that it led
and

stone in the bladder ;

sick, might examine him

us

—

to

that

we

The poor boy suffered considerably in the passing of
the sound; the parts became a little inflamed, and his urine sup
By the use of neutral salts, laudanum, and the warm

found.

pressed.

bath, he
it

passed

was

pretty

relieved of the

suppression ; and with
inability to retain his water.
ordered him at night, with the most mani
he continued for a long time.
We were

soon

away almost

The black

entirely

his

drop was
advantage this
unwilling to interrupt the use of this medicine, until
that the irritability of the bladder was destroyedplace in a few months after.
fest

—

convinced

—

this took
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1222.

Tardy bowels may be either accidental, or constitution
always well to inquire into the cause, that

al: if the former, it is
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it may be removed as quickly as possible. The bowels of infants
may become costive, from improper food, or food, which, in it

self, may be proper in some constitutions, yet may produce costiveness in others. Thus, we find rice, in all its preparations,
will, sometimes, make the bowels of
this is found
any pretext.
sionally, and

to

some

children

be the case, it should not

Again,

boiled milk will have

tardy :
be employed
this tendency

when
under
occa

many other substances, all of which -should be
laid aside, the instant they are known to produce this effect.
1223. But there is a cause of accidental costiveness that is
so

generally known, which is much more injurious than that
namely, from laudanum. Nurses are now so
drug, that it is as regularly carried about them
as their scissors or thimble, and is much more indispensable
to their comfort, than either of these emblems of industry. If the
child do not go to sleep, or it be even feared it will not, at the
not

from any other
familiar with this

—

exact moment

which will suit the arrangements of the nurse ;
so as to
give any additional trouble,

if it cry from any cause,
laudanum is given to make
or

"

assurance

doubly

sure."

is, that an accidental is converted
into an habitual, costiveness; or the child may fall a sacrificeto convulsions, or other fatal diseases, before the disposition of
1224. The consequence

the bowels may be

changed.

In all instances of accidental

cos

tiveness, the child should be watched ; and, if the bowels do
not seem inclined to relieve themselves, they should be aided by
artificial

position

means ; and that
very promptly, if the
should manifest itself at this period.

slightest

indis

1225. The most

prompt application for this purpose, is an in
suppository.* The former may consist of a
rich solution of molasses, in a gill, or even less of warm water,
to which may be added a pinch of common salt; the other may
consist of a piece of the common brown. or rosin soap of an inch
in length, and one-fourth of an inch thick, shaped round, and
slightly tapering to a point. This must be dipped first in water,
and then passed into the rectum, and pressed by the point of the
finger beyond the sphincter ani. Either of these means will

jection ;

or even a

* It
may be proper to observe, that in employing a suppository, care should be
taken, that it be removed, either by a second application, or by an injection,.
when it does not speedily produce its effect; and, especially if it excite an unsuc

cessful effort to

discharge

itself.
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always procure the desired evacuation ; and may be
made always most safely, and very often most advantageously,
to anticipate the operation of other medicine.
almost

1226. The most proper cathartic medicine for

children, is

oil,
quantity of either must be propor
magnesia.
from a tea-spoonful
tionate to the age and habit of the child
to a table-spoonful of oil will be a dose for children, from a
caster

The

or

—

Of magnesia, from one to
three years old.
be
doses
for the same ages. The
will
large tea-spoonsful
castor oil should always be given warm and alone; the magne
month to

two

or

two

sia should be most

intimately

mixed with

a

little sweetened milk.

Manna may also be used as sweetening for the child's food
may require from a quarter to half an ounce for a dose.

—

it

1227. When it is desirable to alter the costive situation of the

bowels

as a

medicine.

always better to do it by diet, than by
freely used, is excellent for this purpose;

is

habit, it
Molasses

remedy we have yet met writh, is a mush made by
boiling
quantity at a time, of the unbolted wheat flour,
in water, and straining it through a sieve, while hot.
It will be
this
must
be
made
A
of
must be
thin.
this
perceived,
portion
but the best
a

small

used in the milk the child takes

sweetened,
the

as

we

case

have

two

or

may

three time

a-day,

it may be fed with it
or

oftener,

When this is

require.

never seen

; or

or more

properly

a

little

seldom,

attended to,

it fail.

1228. But should this costiveness appear to have

provoked

fever, induced pain, or excited convulsions, more active medi
cines, as jalap, or calomel and jalap may be used; or the
others, namely, castor oil or magnesia, may be repeated every
hour

or

two, until the effect be

1229. Constitutional

produced.

not attended by any derange
of the system, rarely requires an interference. Dr. Under
wood asserts, that the condition of the child's bowels
keep pace

costiveness,

ment

with those of the mother

; this is certainly very far from beino"
We
have
known the child very costive, while
always
the mother was not so, and the reverse. This slow motion of
the bowels may be from two days to ten, without the child re
ceiving the least injury from this torpor.

the

case.

1230. We
on

were once

consulted for

account of its excessive

once

in

eight

or

ten

days,

a

child of six months old,
an evacuation but

costiveness; it had

but

was

perfectly healthy ; throve

well
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and in every respect might be said to be in excellent health. We
advised that nothing should be done, as long as the child was
free from

What added to the

complaint.

peculiarity of this

was, the relaxed condition of the mother's bowels

ject

;

she

case

sub

was

The

kind of diarrhoea, the whole time of her

suckling.
required any medicine; when it began to
cut its teeth pretty rapidly, its bowels became less confined, but;
was never free in them, until after
weaning.
to a

child in

question

never

CHAPTER XXVI:
OF VOMITING.
1231.

Vomiting, with

young children, is very far from always
This fact should be well remembered by young

disease.

being
and inexperienced mothers,
a

who are apt to become alarmed by
incidents, which sometimes only prove the healthfulness of their
children. Of this kind, very often, is the vomiting about to be
considered, which, if treated as a disease, by an incautious prac
titioner, may really be converted into one ; whereas, if nature

be

permitted

to

have the management, she will

secure

the health

of the child.
1232. But it will be

miting'?
rence

To

—

and, if

we

asked,

are,

are we never to

how shall

we

interfere with

vo

know when this interfe

may be proper, or when it would be best to let it alone ?
these questions, it will be necessary to divide this

answer

act into the

idiopathic,

or

spontaneous, and sympathetic,

or

pro

voked.
1233. By the first, we are to understand, that effort of the sto
mach, which it almost invariably makes to throw off whatever
from its quality,
may be offensive to it, from its bulk rather than

but in which the system at large has no participation. By the
second, we mean, 1st, that the condition which arises from its con
nexion with other parts of the body, which, when in a state of

disease, through the medium of that power called sympathy, be

vomiting ; or, 2dly, by
acrid, deleterious,
undigested substance
comes

irritated

to

or

32*

the presence of some
within its own cavity,
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exciting it to this act ; and, 3dly, when
and consequently, its functions are not

its powers

carried

deranged,

are

on

in

a

healthful

manner.

Sect. I.
1234. Under this

—

Of Idiopathic Vomiting.

distinction,

we

must

consider the

throwing

off the contents of the stomach in young children, and especially
those at the breast, when this organ has been compelled to re
ceive too much

the dentition becomes

;

of irritation,
regurgitation, for it is

a

rather of

and the act of

source

vomiting, (or,
is produced.
Hence, we see
have been liberally supplied at the breast, often
greater part of that it had just before received.
scarcely

must not
one

an

effort,)

be considered

diseased condition of the stomach, or
We, therefore, never interfere

medical attention.

meriting

with such

a

children who
throw up the
But this act

long as the child thrives, or the powers of this
organ
deranged.
1235. When this kind of vomiting takes place, it is almost im
mediately after the child has sucked ; the milk comes up pure
and unchanged ; it is discharged without any seeming effort, or
are

eases so

not

nausea ;

and the moment it is removed from the

midst of

some

breast, is cheer
ful, and, apparently, happy ; nay, it very often happens in the

expression of its healthfulness and happiness, and
altering the expression of cheerfulness.
this vomiting to be looked upon as injurious, and

this sometimes without

Now,

were

treated

ly

as a

disease, the evil intended

be created
1236.

not,

or

or

to

be removed, would real

increased.

Though

we

do not consider this

rather it should

not

be made

an
unhealthy act, it is
necessary one of the sto
from repletion, or from this
a

for it almost always proceeds
being disturbed by some rude handling of the child. To
prevent its taking place from the first cause, the child should
be taken from the breast the moment it begins to dally with it;
or when it ceases to draw, as if it were
really gratifying a neces

mach

;

organ

sary and proper appetite. If this be done, and the child suffered
for awhile perfectly quiet after its removal from the

to remain

breast, this inconvenience, (for such it is,) will certainly
But the too

common

(see Book

I. p.

cease.

practice of jolting and tossing the child,
176, par. 575,) immediately after nursing.
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will be

sure

to

its stomach, and vomiting will ensue
custom should be instantly forbidden.

derange

—

therefore, this barbarous

1237. There is an error very commonly committed with chil
dren who throw up frequently, which is, to apply them to the
breast immediately after they have discharged their little sto

machs, under the pretence of making up for what the poor
little thing has lost;" and thus, this evil is perpetuated; where
"

as, to
to rest

manage this
awhile.

case

Sect. II.

properly,

—

the stomach should be allowed

Of Sympathetic Vomiting.

1238. 1. This act of the

stomach, may take place from af
situated
from
it, as in certain fevers; affections
remotely
of the kidneys, the head, the neck of the bladder, &c, through

fections

the medium of the

nervous

system.

But in all such cases, the

stomach cannot very often be quieted except by the removal of
the original complaint. Dr. Underwood says, it may arise from

suppression of the discharge behind the ears, and, more espe
cially, if consequent upon the use of drying remedies," or, from
the sudden disappearance of some eruption on the skin."
1239. We have never witnessed vomiting from either of the

"

a

"

last two named

causes;

has been taken for

and

we more

than suspect, that too much

unless it be where

"

drying applica
granted,
have improperly been made ; in this case, wTe can readily
tions
believe that injury might follow such imprudent practice ; but
where the discharge from behind the ears, or the disappearance
of an eruption from the skin has suddenly taken place, it would
be right to inquire, what gave rise to the suppression of a dis
charge in the one case, or to the retrocession of an eruption in
the other 1 for the cause capable of producing such effects, mihgt
also produce the vomiting in question.
1240. The management, then, of vomitings of this kind, con
sists almost exclusively, in the treatment of the original disease
which produced it. It is true, we occasionally succeed in miti
gating this affection by remedies exclusively addressed to the sto
mach, but not often; unless it be when the original disease itself
Then a little lime-wa
is yielding to treatment instituted for it.
ter and milk, soda water, or injections with laudanum, will some
"

times succeed.

For young children, that is, under

a

year,

a

tea-
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given once an hour,
of soda water,
wine-glassful
generally
from time to time, may be given at once ; or an injection of a
table-spoonful of warm water, and eight or ten drops of lauda

spoonful

of lime-water and

num

be

as

much milk,

be sufficient; half

will

a

may be administered. If the child be older, the dose must
increased.

proportionably

vomiting proceeds from some acrid or dele
being received into the stomach, this action
should be encouraged by warm water, chamomile, or common
tea, or even cold water, until the offending cause appear to be
removed, which may, generally, be determined by no more of
the offending substance appearing in what is ejected from the
stomach. When this is the case, a brisk injectiou of a gill, (or
more for an older child,) of warm water, and two large teaspoonsful of common salt, should be immediately given: should
this not operate speedily, it must be repeated until an evacua
tion be procured.
1242. If the injection operate freely, it will very frequently
arrest the vomiting at once; but, should it not, it must be fol
lowed by one in which laudanum enters;* the quantity regulated
by the age of the child. Upon this subject there is one general
rule; which it is well should be known; namely, that a child
will always bear by injection, three times the quantity of lauda
The remedies named above
num it will bear by the mouth.
(the lime-water, &c.,) may also be given, to aid the injection.
1243. When the vomiting proceeds only from the child's
having taken more into its stomach, of its common, or even some
1241. 2. Where

terious substance

unusual food, than it

can

well master, its effects will very gene

rally cease after it has thrown up the undigested articles ; and
the disposition to do this, should be encouraged, as just directed,
by the exhibition of warm water, &c. Should the vomiting not
cease, however, when the stomach is freed from the offending
cause, a stimulating injection of salt and water will, almost cer
tainly, put an end to it.
1244. 3. When vomiting proceeds from the
deranged powers
of the stomach, it is almost always owing, in young children,
either to

an

ritability

of this organ

a,nd
*

or

most
In this

two.

excess,

deficiency

or

;

commonly is, by
case

the

quantity

of acid,

or

to the too

great ir

either of these may be occasioned,
the stomach sympathizing with the

(and

of water taken, should not exceed

a

table-spoonful
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gums,
cause,

in

as

teething ;)
which

over

often have it in

proceed

from

we

our

or
can

it may arise from some inscrutable
have no certain control, though we

power to

interrupt

the effect;

or

it may

in the mother's milk.

peculiar property
proceed from an excess of acid, the child will throw
its milk, completely curdled, in a few minutes after receiving
The curd will be of different degrees of density, as the acid
some

1245. If it

up
it.

may be

longer

more or

less abundant,

nied with either looseness
has commenced
loose

by

;

or as

the milk may have been a
This may be accompa

shorter time in the stomach.

or

to cut

or

costiveness.

teeth, the bowels

but if before that

If it be after the child

period,

it is very

for the most part,
frequently attended

of acid

prevails,

it must be relieved

are,

costiveness.
1246. When

an excess

by antacids, in small, but repeated doses. If the bowels of the
child be loose, the best remedies we have found, are magnesia
and soda the former in mixture, as follows : a tea-spoonful of
calcined magnesia, mixed in eight or ten of water or milk, with
—

three

or four
drops of laudanum, and a little sugar. A tea-spoon
ful of this every hour or two, very quickly allays the irritation
of the stomach, and quiets the disturbance of the bowels.

1247. Should the bowels be confined, the laudanum must be
omitted, and the mixture given, until the bowels are opened. Or,
should the bowels need no attention, the supersaturated soda wa
ter, in small doses, will answer admirably well. If the child re
fuse to take the soda water, the lime water and milk, as just di
rected, may be given in repeated doses, until better.
1248. In these cases, the mere destruction of this acid, in most
instances, appears every way sufficient to relieve the stomach.

This circumstance cannot fail
this would

which

we

seem

to

be but

surprise, since,
removing the effect of

do not know that

to

at
a

first
cause,

sight,
over

have any influence ; for one of
in these cases : either the acid is for
we

things must happen,
mally secreted by the stomach in too large a quantity ; or the
secretions of the stomach, by some peculiar disposition of this or
gan, become acid immediately after their formation. It is, there
fore, difficult to understand how, in the first supposition, the de
two

struction of the loose acid shall

it

;

prevent the farther formation of

and in the second, how it shall alter tiie action of the vessels,

so as

to

change

the

tendency

when free in the stomach.

of the secretions to become acid,
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recollected, however, that every instance of
throwing up coagulated milk, must not be considered
evidence of disease, or even of a superabundance of acid ; for

1249. It must be

the child
an

change in the milk must take place before digestion is
accomplished ; therefore, in the most healthy and vigorous sto
machs, if vomiting be provoked some time after the child has
this

sucked, the milk may be thrown up in this condition.
1250. If there be a deficiency of acid in the stomach, and

vomiting

be

produced,

the milk will

come

up

unchanged—

a

nau

always attends this variety; the child may be observed
to become pale, and evidently to struggle against the efforts of
The milk is ejected with great force, in
its revolting stomach.
not
a
column
; and,
unfrequently, a portion passes through
large
sea

almost

the nostrils.
1251. We have

relieved

by

rarely seen

this condition of stomach fail to be

the occasional exhibition of small

quantities of lemo

The acid drink, however, should be stopped, as soon as
the ejected milk shows signs of separation. An injection of a lit
tle salt and water, greatly promotes the recovery of the stomach.
nade.

1252. Should the stomach possess too much irritability, the
milk will be thrown up unchanged, almost as soon as swallowed,
and will not be permitted to tarry sufficiently long to become

coagulated,

however abundant the acid may be.

In this case,

powerfully exerted, and the
milk is discharged from the mouth with less force. The child,
under such circumstances, should be but seldom nursed, and but
for a short period. It should not be suffered to fill its stomach,

the efforts of the stomach

or

it will be

quarter
'

to

sure

half

a

are

not

so

again immediately to discharge itself. From a
drop of laudanum should be given in a little

sweetened water, about fifteen minutes before it is

this three

or

four times

a

day.

A salt and

water

nursed, and

injection will

also be proper. If it proceed from some peculiarity in the mo
ther's milk, her diet must be changed ; should this not answer, a
wet nurse must

be

procured,

or

the child weaned.
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CHAPTER XXVII.
OF DIARRHCEA.
1253.

this

By

we

understand

a

frequent discharge

too

of the

feculent contents of the bowels, without tenesmus. The great
variety of appearance in the matters discharged, has rendered
it proper to divide this disease into several

Sect. I.

The Feculent Diarrhoea.

—

1254. Children under two years,
are

liable to this

especially

der at

or

complaint.

two years

We shall

and

a

half old,

cease to won

recollect the great length, sensibility, and
of the stomach and intestinal canal ; the variety of

this, when

irritability

species ; and, first,

we

parts with which they powerfully and almost constantly sympa
thize, (as the liver, the skin, the lower extremities, the brain,
and the

gums,) during teething; and
be acted upon by acrid or
present
to

the immense surface

they

other offensive substances

received into them.

Therefore, whatever is capable of increasing the peri
or even, perhaps, a
portion of them,
disease
in
occasion
the
the
;
question hence,
may
frequency of
this complaint, especially during infancy; since, at that period,
the bowels are decidedly more irritable, and many of the re
1255.

staltic motion of the bowels,

mote

causes are

constantly acting.

1256. This increased action of the

diarrhoea, may be occasioned both

rectly,

bowels, in this species of

directly and indirectly :

—

di

,

irritating substances being carried
quality ; or too much of that which
in
be
when
taken
may
improper proportions. This affec
good,
tion may be caused by children receiving into their stomachs a
1257. 1.

into them

By improper

; as

vitiated milk

; or

; or

a

food of

or

bad

an

irritating kind,

as

animal substances,

salt, before the stomach is capable of subduing
such as shall undergo a vinous fermentation, as too

either fresh
them

food of

or

sweetening in their victuals, and this permitted to stand
until this change is about to take place, before it be given. We
have repeatedly known stale food occasion the complaint in
much
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question ; or merely receiving proper food, but in excessive quan
tity.
1258. In all the'instances just supposed, the stomach not being
able to digest its contents, the bowels become stimulated by the
ill-subdued food urged into them, and make an effort to dislodge
it as quickly as possible, by increasing their peristaltic motion;
hence, their contents are rapidly and successively transmitted

through them,

occasion what is called the feculent diarrhoea.

and

Or, it may be occasioned by the presence of bile in the duode
num ; this bile may be either in too great quantity ; or it
may
be highly depraved in its quality; and may, in either condition,
so affect the peristaltic motion, as to
produce diarrhoea.
1259. This
some

of looseness is almost

species

nausea, and

little

a

attend the exhibition of
it is about to

commence

form of diarrhoea

profuseness

pain

a

or

;

cathartic of

its

always

such sensations

operation.

a

attended
as

by
generally

stimulating kind,
This is the most

when

simple

and it very often effects its own cure, by the
of its discharge :* but, should it not, a dose of mag
;

nesia, if there be any evidence of acidity, or castor oil, or rhu
barb, if there be none, will almost always be sufficient for this
Should it not, it may be repeated, but followed by an
appropriate dose of laudanum at bed-time, should fever not be

purpose.

considerable.
1260. We may

remark, before

tion is of constant

application,

we
go farther, since the posi
that it is not a matter or indiffe

what substance

we use as a cathartic in
any one species
for
success will
of diarrhoea;
very often depend upon the proper
choice. Thus, neither castor oil nor rhubarb would be so ef

rence

as magnesia, in that diarrhoea in which the faeces had a
predominating acid in them ; nor would magnesia be so success

fectual
ful

either castor oil

rhubarb, where there was an absence
combination, to a greater or less ex
tent, with such a substance, to render it efficient.
It may be proper farther to remark, that
1261.
during the
operation of medicine, very little food should be given the child;
of

as

acidity,

and

never

as

it

or

requires

any of

a

a

solid kind.

The diet should consist of

ran-

*
At other times, we may find the attack to be ferocious;
being preceded by
convulsions, and followed, as soon as sensibility is restored, by considerable pain
in the bowels; fever, and this considerable; convulsive
starlings, &c. This par

ticularly happens
possess

an

with children who have been

unusual

degree

of

irritability,

or

over

or

improperly fed, or who
difficulty.

who teethe with much
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cilaginous

or

farinaceous substances, but especially the former,
or it
may consist of the other, as arrow

gum Arabic water;
root, &c.

as

or many efforts to puke,
cleanse the stomach ; as these symp*

1262. Should there be much nausea,

it will

be best

always

to

toms are almost sure to rise from the presence of a portion of
whatever substance may have been offensive. For this purpose*
we have ever found calomel, in proper doses, the best possible
remedy ; for it is almost as certain to produce vomiting, under

such circumstances,

medicine

absolutely emetic, without
remedy. The calomel, in such
cases, had always better be given in divided doses
say, the
full dose, divided into three parts, and a portion of it given every
as

a

the inconvenience of the latter

—

hour in

suitable vehicle,* until it effects the intended purpose.

a

1263. The doses of calomel proper for the different ages and

habits of children

are

easily

in divided doses;

gested,

ascertained when

as

given, as just sug
always acts
thus given, whether

this medicine almost

more certainty and promptitude, when
operation be intended to be emetic or cathartic; and at the
same time, no possible risk is incurred, as the child cannot take

with
its

in this

manner

tional

doses

timate effect
is

so

dose.

an over

With the adult,

we

know that

given by some; and this without any addi
motive, though, it is said, with a greater certainty of ul

enormous

much

not be

;

are

but this does not obtain in the child, where there

of system and, of course, it must
Therefore, should a full dose be esti

irritability

more

taken for

a

rule.

—

eight grains, or even less, it must be divided
into three or four portions ; one of which should be given every
hour, until this quantity be taken, unless the previously exhi
bited parts have operated. And should this fail to have operated
as an emetic, we may be pretty certain there is nothing offen
sive remaining in the stomach, and the calomel will sooner or
later pass through the bowels.
1264. We have made the above remarks, with the hope they
mated

be six

to

or

may diminish the fears
*

It is

given;
equally

a

its

great weight prevents its being suspended in water, or any other
it must, therefore, be mixed with a drop of sirup, almost of

of it.

—

a
very small portion of loaf sugar, and may be thrown dry
It is also of much use to attend to the quantity as well as the

or, with

into the mouth.

quality

of the vehicle,

The

very often entertained of the violence

matter of consequence, to attend to the vehicle in which calomel is

thin fluid

any kind;

so

quantity

33

as

much

should be

error

is committed

no more

than will

by employing vastly too much
entangle the calomel.
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of this medicine : we can truly say we have never witnessed a
single instance of over-purging or puking, from this drug. We
do not mean, however, to convey the idea, that it cannot hap
are sure it
might take place, with it, as
pen; far from it; for we

well

only

we
with any other medicine, injudiciously exhibited
mean, that too much apprehension is frequently cherished
—

as

Therefore, a grain or two more of calobeyond six or nine months of age is of no moment,
provided this quantity be all the excess. Nor would we say
there are not peculiarities of constitution, which would prohibit
when it is exhibited.

■

mel

to a

the

use

child

of this medicine.

These cases, however,

are

so

very

hardly to amount to an exception. But when they oc
cur, they should be strictly attended to.
1265. This complaint should never be neglected ; especially

rare as

at

such

duction

seasons

;

of the year, as are most favourable for its pro
the excessive heat of summer, or when

namely, during

the weather becomes cool in the fall; for when not attended to,
it is apt to degenerate into a habit, and to be of extremely diffi
cult removal.

Indirectly. Diarrhoea may be induced, by the bow
sympathizing with some other part ; as with the skin, upon
the sudden check of perspiration ; the application of cold to the
surface of the body; or by the improper use of the cold bath.
With the brain, from agitation of mind, particularly that of an
ger or fear; or with the mere sight of a purgative, which the
patient is reluctant to swallow. The latter of these causes, how
ever, cannot be said to operate with children ; and are only men
tioned to prove the extent to which the bowels may sympathize.
1267. When diarrhoea is produced by indirect agency, espe
cially cold, it will frequently continue, even after the cause which
produced it is removed. This kind is rarely accompanied by
pain, unless fever be excited; in which case the bowels suffer
sometimes very much : the skin is often very hot and dry ; con
1266. 2.

els

siderable thirst, white tongue, and great fretfulness.
almost always mucus mixed with the faeces, in such
1268. This

where

pain

case

*

easiest to

tea-spoonful

is

a

in

given

Castor oil should

always

is treated very much like the former
except
attend; then castor oil is the best remedy.

and fever

This should be

is

There is
cases.

always

appropriate doses,*

be made thin

take, when it is not

dose for

a

child from

by warming,

every two

before it is

given ;

mixed with any other substance.

one

to three months old ; a

hours,

dessert

A

and it

large
spoonful
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until it operate freely ; or until the oil is observed to pass through
with the faeces.
If considerable pain continue after the opera
tion of the oil, the
If

perspiration

warm

bath may be used most

be excited, the fever will

advantageously.
quickly pass, though

the tormina of the bowels may remain. Should this be so, an
injection, with a proper quantity of laudanum, may be given.

This

plan

ceases.

regard

of

purging, bathing,

and

giving laudanum,

must

be

the symptoms may indicate, until the disease
During the whole management of diarrhoea, the strictest

continued,

as

should be

paid

to

the diet and drinks of the

The former should consist of either of the diluted

jellies

patient.
of rice,

root; the latter should consist of thin

tapioca, sago,
flaxseed tea, barley water, rice water, gum Arabic water,
an infusion of the
slippery elm bark.
or arrow

or

1269. Should the bowels be
sympathizing with the gums, the
disease will prove more obstinate, and, perhaps, be even con
tinued in a chronic form, especially if the early part of the dis
ease have been
neglected, or improperly treated.

1270. The

mouth, under these circumstances, requires atten
give much irritation, the diarrhoea may con
tinue as long as this lasts, however industriously we may address
remedies to the bowels.
In every case of this disease, where

tion

;

teeth

for if the teeth

be

suspected of having an agency in its production, the
carefully examined ; and, in doing this, the recol
general order in which the teeth are cut, (See
Book I. p. 202, par. 656,) will greatly aid in the detection of the
irritating teeth but this order must not be scrupulously, relied
on ; for the deviations, as
already noticed, are considerable.
1271. Should the gums be swollen, they should be cut down
to the teeth, and that freely
but if there be no swelling, or in
flammation in the gums, it would be as unavailing as cruel, to
lacerate them.
As far as our experience goes, we think we are
in
justified
saying, there is no advantage derived from this ope
can

gum should be
lection of the

—

—

ration, when there is
the

protruding

teeth ;

evidence of irritation in the gums from
though we confess there are many expe-

no

one from three to nine months old; a
table-spoonful for one from nine months
eighteen months old. These are, of course, but very general directions, for
only such can be given. Increasing, repeating, or diminishing the dose, must
be regulated by circumstances ; of which almost any body who has charge of
children will be a competent judge.

for

to
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rienced and

intelligent practitioners

We think

it.

known the
there

was

we are

not

in the habit of

slighest advantage

performing

say we have never
from dividing the gums, when

deceived, when

neither inflammation

nor

we

swelling, though

the teeth

rapidly making their appearance ; for the act of cutting
as we have already said, (674) is not always attended by
a sympathizing system.
1272. We are aware, that many are opposed to the use of
laudanum in the early stages of diarrhoea ; but we think they are
We are our
too indiscriminate in the rejection of this remedy.
were

teeth,

selves

to

averse

its administration, where the bowels have not

liberally purged ; where there is fever ; and where there is
no pain ; but where neither the want of due purging nor fever,
make a contradiction, we almost always give a small quantity
at night, and especially if the child be very restless, or in pain.
We are persuaded we very much abridge this complaint by this
plan, and almost certainly prevent its running into a chronic
been

form, after

citing

have removed,
of the disease.

we

causes

as

far

as

in

our

power, the

ex

the continuance of this disease, we strictly for^
bid animal food or juices, under any form.* If the child be at
1273.

During

We were not a little surprised to find the following observation from Dr.
Cheyne, on the subject of proper diet for children ; namely, that an animal diet
produces less irritation than one which is solely composed of vegetable matter," p.
36. It is certainly contrary to our own experience, and, we had almost said, to
We have ever found reduced milk, rennet whey, gum
that of every body else.
Arabic water, thin sago, tapioca, or arrow root, vastly more proper in all the
complaints of the bowels, where nourishment may safely be permitted, than any
animal juice, however much diluted. But we are persuaded that during the
acute form of the disease, where purging is necessary, where there is pain, and
fever, the less of any thing the child takes into its stomach the better. For at
this time the condition of the system is such, as not to require nourishment; or
to feed a fever," or who ever knew pain arising from irritation, or,
who wants
perhaps, inflammation of the bowels, relieved by cramming the child with food?
The only proper thing, at such times, is a little of the mother's milk, if the child
*

"

"

be not
or

weaned,

and water, if milk be known to agree with it;
of thin gum Arabic water.
would ask, of what possible use can nourishment be at this time;
or

the occasional

Besides,

we

if

weaned, milk

use

since, from the deranged and irritated way, oftentimes, of the inflamed state of
the stomach, and duodenum, healthy or perfect digestion cannot be performed;
and if it cannot, that which has been received, and not properly subdued by the
stomach and duodenum, is an extraneous substance to these parts, and acts like
one,

by keeping

up irritation.
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the breast let it be confined to it, if the mother have
if she have not, let it be in part supported

supply;

milk, and
water,

just

a

a

sufficient

by

reduced

Its drinks may be very thin milk and
rice water, or, simply, water, if it refuse those

little sugar.

barley,

or

No solid food whatever should be

mentioned.

the existence of this
ther fermented

distilled,

or

The child should be

given during

and every kind of liquor, whe
should be peremptorily forbidden.

complaint;

warmly

more

clad than usual, unless the

But its feet should be covered with

weather be very warm.
socks or shoes, both by

day and by night. If the weather be
excessively hot, but especially if it be cool, the legs must be
kept enveloped in woollen stockings, and its body in flannel ;
provided the disease be not in its active state, and accompanied
by fever and a hot skin, and these parts not cold.
1274. The greatest care should betaken, that, through a mis
not

taken kindness, the child do not receive articles every way ag
to the disease
such as fruits, (see Book I. p. 222,)

gravating

—

meats, preserves, raisins, &c. ; and that it be not suffered to
swallow the hundred infallible cures promulgated by newspa
pers, or recommended by officious and visiting gossips.
1275. The child should not be

cold

place;
to

so as

posed

to

as

permitted

to sit

on

a

damp

or

marble steps, pavement, &c. ; nor placed
draught of air, especially if its skin be dis

stone or

receive

a

moisture.

Sect. II.
1276. In these

bright yellow

or

—

Of the Bilious Diarrhoea.

2.

the faeces

species,
green

are

loose, copious, and of

and the bowels

;

are

a

stimulated to in

overcharge of bile, either vitiated or not.
This complaint is very frequent among our children during the
heat of our summers, or as the fall approaches. The influence
ordinate action,

of

a

body
very

by

an

sun
upon the action of the liver, is well known to every
to common observation, that after a spell of
it
is
familiar
;

hot

warm

weather,

give

evidence of its

dant

absorption.

rapid

it is called

the

healthy

summer

evacuations of the adult

formation, and sometimes of its abun

Thus, the faeces

with bile; and the urine
the complaint of which
"

the

even

to
we

are

be

observed

to

be loaded

deeply tinged with it; and when
are
treating, seizes upon children,

complaint."
33*
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system, then,

1277. If the adult

cessive heat,
fer under the

we

need not be

can

surprised

be

so

inflamed

by

ex

that infants should suf

and this, very often, independently
enumerated under the first
causes
the
remote
of
most
the
of
same

power

:

(1257.)

species.

During our summers, the

1278.

action of heat is both uniform

and excessive: the liver feels its influence, and is forced to an
inordinate secretion of bile, which, being suddenly and rapidly

poured into the bowels, stimulates them
either by quantity or quality, or both, and
rhoea is produced.
1279. This action of the

bowels,

as

excessive action,

to

thus the bilious diar

in the

species just

consi

dered, sometimes relieves them of their stimulating contents, and
will thus effect its own cure hence, this species, like the other,
—

may be ephemeral ; and not be more formidable than the fecu
lent species, unless the formation of bile goes on almost indefi
nitely, or fever be provoked.

period of infancy is free from
especially in summer, or early in the

1280. No

and

attacks of this

fall.

extensive bilious evacuations from children of ten

days

from this time

are

to

to

period

every

of childhood,

they

kind;

We have
old

seen

;

and

obnoxious

them.
1281. We believe

teething

very

rarely

occasions this

com

plaint, though it may very much aggravate the general symp
toms by increasing the natural irritability of the system, and
thus

give

becomes

rise to fever.
more

formidable

Should fever take
; not

because the

place, the disease
discharges from the

bowels may be increased, but because fever in itself, under all
modifications, is formidable.
1282. The

plan

of

this form of diarrhoea, will sug
be evacuated of their contents; and
which so decidedly and successfully exerts a

gest

itself; the bowels

that

by

control

the

remedy

treating
must

the actions of the liver;

namely, calomel, in small
from
the
doses,
until,
repeated
change in the appearance of
the evacuations, it is judged the purging has been carried suffi
ciently far; that is, when a little of the mucus of the bowels, or
over

but

coagula of milk show themselves.
night, in the absence of fever, the motion of the
bowels should be tranquillized by a proper dose of laudanum*
small

1283. At

—

*

The proper dose of laudanum for infants and children, may be reckoned at
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practicable ; if not, it must be given
complaint reappear the next day,
the calomel may be repeated, but at longer intervals, and only
sufficient to procure a decided evacuation : this should again be
followed by the anodyne, and so on, until the disease disappear.

preferable by injection,
by the mouth. Should

if

this

1284. The diet and drinks should be the

same as

before

re

commended

; (1273) except that rennet whey answers, both as
nourishment and drink, an admirable purpose in this species of

diarrhoea.
1285. If fever

attend, it will require

more

purging

than if it

be absent; but, after the bowels have been properly evacuated
by the calomel in the beginning, castor oil should be used ; or, if
there be evidence of

acidity,

that is

greenish

or

hard, small coa

gula of milk, magnesia, or magnesia and rhubarb are the prefe
rable laxatives. The occasional use of the warm bath will also
be proper.
Much advantage is found in giving very minute
doses of the tartrite of antimony every two hours in this condi
tion of the

system* it maintains the action of the bowels, and
abates the force of the arterial system.
much
Should the
very
small quantity given, produce puking, give but half the quantity
—

until the stomach will bear

a

fuller dose, unless the bile be thrown

up from the stomach if so, encourage the discharge.
1286. Mr. Burns says, "During the whole course of the dis
ease, it is proper to support the strength with light nourishment,
—

such
&c."

as

beef tea, arrow-root jelly, toasted flour boiled with milk,
The strength should be supported by small quantities

"

of white wine

whey, given frequently."

(Vol.

II. p.

195.)

following rates. Haifa drop for a child under ten days old; a drop for one
period, to the end of the month : a drop and a half, or two drops for
one from that period, to three months ; three drops from this time to nine
months;
four drops from nine months to eighteen ; five or six drops from that time to
three years
then, for every succeeding year, a drop or two may be added.
These doses are prescribed for children who are altogether unused to this druo-the power of bearing more, may be rapidly increased by habit. In
giving direc
tions for the use of laudanum, we should always understand the habit of the
child in this particular, and regulate the prescription accordingly.
When lau
danum, is to be used as an injection, we may safely increase the quantity three
the

from that

—

or

four fold.
*

By small doses of the tartrite of antimony, we mean from the tenth or twelfth
twenty-fourth part of a grain. It should be carefully dissolved in its pro
per or intended quantity of water, which should be accurately measured, the
spoon by which the water was measured should be the one to give it from.
to the
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1287. This advice must be taken with

considerable caution,

Burns
especially using the beef tea, and the wine whey ; as Mr.
himself admits that fever attends this complaint, and, that there
In every disease, almost, there is
is much intestinal irritation.
in

strength of the patient; it
patient and the dis
ease, are a unit; and when you attempt to strengthen the one,
this be
you run the risk of increasing the other; especially if
done with stimulating articles of diet. It should also be recol
lected, that debility is not disease remove the disease, and you
will rarely have trouble with the debility. Besides, where it is
confessed there is much debility, it is never best removed by
too

much

does not

anxiety expressed

seem

to

for the

be recollected, that the

—

stimulants alone, unless every article of diet, however bland,
entirely vegetable, be considered as such.

everything as stimulants;
general classes: viz. the durable,

considers

1288. Brown

divides them into

two

or

and he
as

food

alcohol, in all its varied
modifications, as brandy, wine, porter, &c. Therefore, agree
ably to this scheme, every thing taken as diet, must be stimu
lating: let this be admitted; if it will be conceded at the same
time, that they differ not only in force, but in their modes of ac
of every kind

tion ; that

;

they

and the diffusible,

differ in

as

possessing,

from the smallest to the

greatest power; and that the force or power of the stimulant
should be accurately proportioned to the state of the system.
We will then say, agreeably to this arrangement, that each ar
food, or of drink, must be considered as a stimulant of

ticle of
a

given

durable

power, and come under one of the classes just named;
or diffusible.
But, on the other hand, it must be grant

ed, that the
of stimuli,

true art
to

of

curing

diseases consists in the

the force of disease,

or

rather,

to

the

regulation
susceptibili

ties of the system to be acted upon.
1289. If this be true, and we believe it will not be

disputed,
highly stimulating article, of the durable
kind, and the wine whey, another, though not a very powerful
one, of the diffusible kind, are decidedly improper in affections
of the bowels, where fever and local inflammation exist as
they
do, perhaps, in almost every case of diarrhoea.
the

use

of beef tea,

a

1290. It may be said Mr. Burns does not recommend them,
where there is fever he does not expressly ; but he tells us,
—

that

"

during

the whole

course

of

the

disease, it is proper

to
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support the strength with light nourishment ; such as beef tea,
&c.;" and by small quantities of white wine whey, given fre
quently." (loc. cit.) Now, what are we to understand by the
"

of the disease, but from its commencement to its
termination? and fever, which he admits to accompany this dis

whole

course

ease, at least
one

part,

sometimes,

can

the whole of this

or

and beef tea,

must

be

have existence but

period ; therefore,

during

the wine

some

whey,

when fever is present ; since it is,
to support the strength, during

given

Mr. Burns, proper
the whole course of the disease."

agreeably

1291. If
own

"

to

we can

observations,

place

any reliance upon the accuracy of our
with much safety declare, that beef

we can

or
any other diluted animal extract, has uniformly been at
tended with bad consequences, in the commencement of almost

tea,

all affections of the bowels

;

and this from

a

twofold action

:

1st,

the surface of the irritated

it is too

stimulating when applied to
bowels ; and, 2dly, in affording too much nourishment, for the
febrile condition of the system. The wine whey, though a novel
remedy to us in acute bowel complaints, is still more exception-:
able, from its mode of action, than even the beef tea; therefore
should forbid it; as we make it a first and positive direc
tion, that no animal substance of any kind, or in any form, shall
be given in diarrhoea, even its most simple form, when attended
we

and

positively prohibit liquor of
none of those
every sort.
over-weaning apprehensions
for the strength of our little patients, that would lead us to cram
them with nourishment; consequently, we make very little pro
vision for their support: believing the first object is to free them
from disease, by the most prompt and efficacious means in our
power; and until we do this, in acute diseases, we permit
strength to take care of itself.
with bilious

discharges;

we as

We have

1292. But

we

must not

substances to the child

ticular, both
is

permitted.

as

;

be understood to forbid all nutritious

this

we

do

regards quantity

not

and

do

;

but

quality,

The other articles enumerated

we are very par
when nourishment

by

Mr. B., (arrow

root, boiled flour, &c.) we employ, occasionally, in small quan
tities, as well as rice water, barley water, gum Arabic water,

thin sago, and tapioca; and rennet whey, during the "period of
purging, if the child be weaned ; but if it be not, we confine it
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to the breast for

nourishment,* and

barley,

to

or

rice-water for

drink.

observe, that, in the species of
considering, we have not made, as some

1293. It may be proper to

diarrhoea

we are now

yellowness

have, (Good, &c.)

of the evacuations essential to it

them of various shades of green, from the
to
the bottle, or almost black green ; this is
bright grass green,
sometimes accompanied by a frothy top, or the whole mass
—

very often

we

see

looking spongy, resembling very much the green production on
the top of stagnant water; at of her times, it is of pitchy dark
Where this last is observed, it has always
ness and tenacity.
been

preceded by a pretty obstinate fever,
until these black evacuations

yield

come

which does not

usually

away.

1294. The bile, beside several other purposes, is supposed to
neutralize the acid formed in the stomach ; and when this, as

well

as

the bile, is

evacuations.

of green to the
necessarily be important

abundant, it may give

This

use

of the bile

must

a

tone

infancy, where there is so strong a tendency to generate acid ;
for the ingesta to become so, by tarrying long in the stomach
and bowels. Where, then, the bile is deficient in quantity, or
the acid more than usually abundant, we have not only green
stools, but oftentimes very frequent ones; owing, doubtless, to
the presence of so much loose acid coming in contact with the
mucous coat of the intestines; hence the
utility of absorbents in
in

or

such

cases,

and the almost immediate cessation of diarrhcea after

their exhibition, if

be

they

purely absorbents,!

the

prepared
only be given
with advantage, where there is an excess of acid, they should be
given with much caution, where this is not satisfactorily proved
to exist ; especially where there is febrile irritation
attending
But

chalk, oyster-shells, &c.

*

We

there

absorbents

as

can

limit this sometimes ;

especially where there is much fever, or when
coagula discharged. In such cases, we permit the child to
nursed, and then the above nourishment to be given in but small quan.

even

are

as

many milk

be seldom
tities.

t We say, purely absorbents ; by this, we mean where the union with an alka
line earth will not form a purgative compound
thus, when the carbonate of
—

lime,

as

in

But should
with it

we

with

acid, the tertium quid will not be purgative.
give magnesia, confessedly an absorbent, the union of the acid

chalk,

improves

meets

its cathartic

an

qualities;

certain conditions of the bowels.

and of this

we

often take

advantage,

in

Hence, the risk which is sometimes incurred

by the incautious use of the "cretaceous mixture," as suggested, (1295) by
mediately putting a stop to the motion of the bowels.

im
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the

diarrhcea,

almost always happens when this complaint
teething.
1295. Much
injury has been sustained by mistaking green
bile for acidity, and
administering the cretaceous mixtures: au
as

arises from

thors abound with
from this

arising
that the

one

should

have occasion

of

cholera, convulsions, fever, &c,
It, therefore, becomes very important

cases

cause.

be mistaken for the other.
this subject presently.

not

But

we

shall

to revert to

1296. Where a bilious diarrhcea has continued for some
time,
either from the force of the remote cause,
or ill treat

neglect,
by green and slimy
seeing them speedily

ment, and has been attended pretty
uniformly
stools,* we have often the satisfaction of

change to a bright yellow: this change in the appearance of
discharges, is almost a certain sign that the disease is about
to yield.
This has been effected, by
ordering a proper regimen ;
regulating the heat of the body; covering the limbs with woollen
stockings; applying flannel to the abdomen ; prohibiting improper
drinks; withholding infallible remedies ;" lancing the gums;
by the use of small doses of calomel, and the occasional exhibi
tion of laudanum, either
by the mouth, or by enemata.
1297. In this stage of the
complaint, we are sometimes aided
very much by giving lime-water and milk, in equal portions,!
several times a day; or sometimes
by having their milk diluted
the

"

with it instead of common water, where the child is either
weaned,
or is
obliged to be supported, in part, by artificial means.

Sect. III.

—

Mucous Diarrhoea.

1298. The evacuations

consisting of, or containing, a copious
species is commonly produced by a
sudden check of perspiration, or the sudden
application of cold
to the surface of the
body and the feet, especially in adults. We
have seen it follow, in two instances, in children, the
improper
discharge

*

of

By slime,

white

or

This

mucus.

we

do not

mean

whitish, tinged with

colour, though not, perhaps,

a

so

the

mucous

secretion of the

little blood ; but

intense

as

bowels,

which is

tenacious bile itself of a green
the general substance of the evacua
a

tion.

t The dose of lime-water and milk, may be a tea-spoonful of each, every hour
two for children under six months ; double this
quantity, or even more, for
older children.

or
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of the cold bath. Children have been seized with this com
the atmosphere, where they
plaint from the sudden transitions of
This
have not been
species is, perhaps, the
protected.
use

only
of

one

an

properly
teething of children

in which the

have not been accused

agency*

complaint are not so frequent,
have just been considering*
by any means, as in the species
or
There is sometimes a little forcing
tenesmus, and occasionally
most part, of a light green,
the
for
The faeces are,
a little blood.
and not very abundant, unless procured by medicine; then,
oftentimes, they are very copious, and offensive. A little mucus
always precedes the feculent matter, and is almost sure to be
followed by it. For the first few days, the mucus resembles
that yielded by the nose in catarrh; after this, it becomes thicker,
less transparent, and in a short time more purulent ; and when
purulent in its appearance, it is almost always found to be
streaked with a little blood. This change is generally favoura
ble, and bears a strong analogy to what takes place with catarrh,
when about to get well. It, therefore, rarely requires any thing
more than persisting in the demulcent food and drinks recom
1299. The

discharges

in this

we

Unless the stools

mended above.

now

become numerous, thin,

and very yellow or green; in this case, a little rhubarb tea,*
with very minute doses of laudanum, will be found to answer

admirably well; but the mucilaginous drinks must be constantly
persisted in.
1300. Fever rarely accompanies this complaint in its milder
forms ; and it is of easy management, in general, with children ;
but, in adults,
cause

and

should

removed,

tional

we

not
or

clothing,

have known it very obstinate.
The remote
repeated, if it proceed from cold bathing;

be
its

operation prevented,

if from cold,

by

addi

&c.

1301. The bowels should be

gently purged by castor oil, and
evening by a suitable dose of lau
danum. This plan must be pursued daily, until the bowels be
relieved ; or they may be purged by rhubarb and magnesia du
ring the day, and followed, as before directed, by an anodyne in
the evening. The diet should consist of such articles as have been
its

*

operation

followed in the

Rhubarb tea; take half

ful of boiling water
it.

A lea

spoonful

—

a dram of bruised rhubarb
pour on it a wine glass
let it stand until cool— strain, and add a little loaf
sugar to

every two hours should be

—

given,

until it colours the stools.
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already directed; and the patient
slippery elm bark, or gum Arabic
1302. Dr. Good condemns the

take

freely

of

an

infusion of

water.

use

of

purgatives, in

this

species

of

diarrhcea; but upon no good ground, that we can perceive
our
experience is decidedly in favour of the plan just proposed-

—

that is, mild doses of castor oil, or gentle doses of rhubarb and
magnesia in the beginning of the disease. If, by purgatives, Dr.
G.

mean no more

than

would

certainly give

one or

two

analogy,

laxatives,

we

laxatives in

would agree with him.

dysentery,

so

as

He

to

procure
faecal evacuations per diem,* to which it bears some
as far as
regards effects, and appearances : only in the

diarrhcea, there is, in general, no vascular excitement,
and, therefore, most probably, no inflammation, though certainly
irritation; whereas, in dysentery, more or less inflammation al
mucous

ways attends.
1303. Dr.

in any

"

Good, and others, recommend in this affection,

or

other looseness

produced by a sudden chill upon the
surface, small doses of ipecacuanha, with or without opium."
We have used this prescription at night, and, we think, with
evident advantage; but it should not be given in the
day, unless
there be considerable pain; and then
only after an evacuation of
faeces has been procured.
Sect. IV.

—

Chylous

Diarrhoea.

1304. This form consists of chylous or
milky evacuations. It
would appear that there is a deficiency of bile in this disease, as
the dejections are not tinged with this substance

consequently,
complaint
necessarily accompanied by
some
derangement of the hepatic system, either positively or ac
cidentally. The liver may not be in a condition to secrete this
fluid abundantly, or its flow into the intestines,
may, by some
means or other, be
impeded.
—

this

would

1305. We

are

seem

inclined

the second condition of the
that
*

we

strides

tion is

be

believe in the first, rather than in
liver; since we have never witnessed,
to

recollect, this complaint being attended by jaundice,

This, however, is

rapid

to

pathology

now

is

considered

making,

we

a

very doubtful practice. Owing to the
informed that more or less inflamma

are

present in all these affections of the bowels, and consequently, that

diarrhoea, or (especially) in dysentery, purging 'is not admissible; but we
always keep them open, (that is,) a stool a day may be procured by some
cathartic, as castor oil, or a little rhubarb, or flake manna, &c.
34
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may
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take up the chyle after it
is formed, is very difficult to say, yet we know there is a strong
consent between the liver and the lacteals; as emaciation takes

But

why

place

the lacteals should refuse

rapidly,

very

to

when that viscus is much

deranged

; or,

the

lacteals may, like the intestines themselves, require the presence
of a certain quantity of bile, to be healthfully stimulated.
1306. Do the lacteals

really

refuse this fluid ?

—

or

is it

only

do not absorb any, because they do not take up
the whole? Would this want of absorption really prove an in
capacity to do so ? May not the fluid ejected from the bowels

supposed they

be very far from a well concocted chyle?
consequence of this, lack the appropriate

—

and may it not, in
to stimulate

quality

absorption ?
seen this
complaint make its appearance sud
after
in
children,
weaning ; and we have seen it make its
denly
a
after
pretty long continuance of bilious
approach gradually,
diarrhoea. In both these cases, we have supposed the digestive
organs, particularly the duodenum, to be in fault, rather than
the lacteals, or mesenteric glands. We have believed that the
product of digestion has been ill elaborated, as well as too
speedily passed through the bowels. The appearance of the
dejections would seem to prove the first ; and its quantity and
fluidity, to countenance the second.
1308. In consequence of ill elaboration, the chyme must
pos
sess new or unusual
properties ; possessing new properties, it
would be likely to act upon the susceptible bowels, almost as a
foreign substance ; and they would in consequence, be urged to
an increased peristaltic motion; or become
passive, by not being
stimulated.
And
the
absence
of
bile
duly
may be adduced in
of
the
belief
of
this
absence
of
a
certain
support
quality in the
since
the
its
of
duct
is
not
;
chyme
extremity
properly stimulated
them to the act of
1307. We have

to pour it out.

1309. When

a child is seized with this
complaint, it very ra
becomes
and
emaciates
with
weak,
pidly
surprising suddenness,
and, if not relieved pretty soon, it becomes exhausted for want

of nourishment.
1310. In

duced,

or

this

treating

it follow

a

complaint,

diarrhcea,

we

whether it be

suddenly in
always prescribed for
may safely say, we have

have

the condition of the stomach; and we
generally succeeded. We should withhold almost all food from
the stomach, that its weakened
powers need not be longer over*
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taxed.
We, therefore, confine the child to small quantities at a
time, of rennet whey or gum Arabic water : nothing else is permit
ted.

We endeavour

to restrain

the passages,

by

an

anodyne in

jection of full power, at night; and give, during the day, minute
doses of calomel say, a quarter-grain
every four hours, with the
twentieth of a grain of opium.
We persevere in this treatment
for a few days, unless the calomel
urge the bowels too much in
this case, we diminish the quantity of the calomel, and increase
that of the opium.
We have thought we have derived advan
—

—

tage from the application of
and

keeping

the whole

1311. We have

a

blister

body unusually

seen

the

most

to

the back of the neck,

warm.

decided relief from this

plan;

and

giving the stomach very little to do, it becomes reconciled
to its duties, and fulfils them after a little while,
perfectly.
1312.

form

or

Query:

would small

quantities of bile, exhibited
complaint ?

in

some

other, be useful in this
Sect. V.

—

Lienteric Diarrhcea.

1313. "The

rapid passage of the nearly unchanged aliment
the
bowels, constitutes this species of diarrhoea." With
through
children it sometimes follows the other species of diarrhcea, but,
v

perhaps, oftener, dysentery. It is not accompanied by much
acute pain; though the child
appears uneasy after eating ; and is
relieved
an evacuation
immediately
by
taking place, which is
perceived to consist of the food taken into the stomach a little
while previously.
This complaint rarely comes on suddenly;
and it may exist in different degrees.
When a tendency to this
complaint is first perceived, it should be instantly attended to;
for it is one of those affections, that rarely, if ever, cures itself.
1314. It, generally, commences
during the chronic state of
diarrhcea, by showing, perhaps, that some one article of diet
only, has passed the bowels unchanged, as potato, apple, or other
vegetable substance, or fruit, which has been incautiously given
This is pretty soon followed by other articles, as
to the child.
meat, &c; and, finally, everything, almost, that enters the sto
mach, is speedily conveyed through the intestines, with little or
no
appearance of having been acted upon by the powers of the
The appetite is, sometimes, voracious in this disease,
stomach.
and the thirst is always considerable.
1315. Dr. Good

declares, "the bile, as in the

case

of

chylous
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diarrhoea, is not duly secreted, or is obstructed in its passage ;
for, w7ere there a free flux of bile, the faeces, however crude and
unconcocted, would display their common hue, which they rarely
This is not altogether accordant with our
experience;
rarely if ever failed to see bile in a greater or less de
gree accompanying the lienteric discharges, and, sometimes we
have seen the food imbedded in a
quantity of pure bile. That
the functions of the liver
be
may
impaired or vitiated in this com
plaint, we have no hesitation to believe ; but that the secretion
stops altogether, or that its passage is obstructed, as a common
exhibit."

have

we

event,

dren

we

and

;

cannot
we

1316. If

accede to

; at

confess ourselves
bile

least, when it happens with chil
not to

secreted,

be familiar with it in adults.

could appear in the stools;
confess there is, occasionally, the
pre
sence of bile in them,
though he says, they rarely exhibit" it.
We, on the contrary, say we do not recollect an instance in
no

but Dr. Good

were

seems

none

to

"

which there

was a total absence of this
important fluid in the
It may readily pass unobserved, if it be not looked for;
since the frequency of stools is sometimes so
great, as to attach
but little bile in their course.
There cannot be an obstruction

stools.

to

its flow,

as

1317. This

there

complaint

mach itself, and

signs

are no

owes

of jaundice.

seems to

be seated

altogether in the sto
great irritability of

its existence to the too

this organ ; for no sooner is food
lodged in it, than it makes efforts by an increased peristaltic action to
it; and the

discharge

intestines transmit it with

equal speed

to

their

extremity, there
Dr. Good suggests, that
the gastric juice
may not be secreted in proper quantity or with proper qualities :"
this may be ; but it is not sufficient to account for the
phenome
non ; for this
but
is
happens precisely in

to be

discharged.

"

dyspepsia,

not attended with

dyspepsia

lientery.

1318. We have been in the habit of

treating this disease very
chylous diarrhoea," to which it has
a very strong resemblance, in the
rapidity with which the food is
passed through the tract of the intestinal canal ; and would seem
much after the

to

be but

manner

an excess

certain extent, but
mass

can

of

"

of it; in the one, the stomach

confessedly imperfectly

digests

to

a

the ill-concocted

is hurried from the stomach into the intestines before it

be

properly elaborated.

In the disease in question, it tarries
most part,
passes with little or
treating this complaint will be better

still shorter time ; and, for the
no
change. Our plan of
a

: as
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understood

by relating

one

of

a

number of

cases

which have

fallen under our notice.
1319. The daughter of L. A., aged ten months, had a pretty
serious attack of bilious diarrhcea, in consequence of her teeth
passing with difficulty through the gums. She was, however,
relieved of this,
laudanum, and

by small doses of calomel, the occasional use of
by cutting the gums. Being an only child, and
a
great pet, especially with two or three aunts who were doomed
to
single blessedness," she was too early indulged in improper
articles of food, though she was ordered to be confined to the
milk of her mother.
She was permitted to taste of every thing
she craved, though several of these articles were observed to pass
the bowels unchanged among these were portions of Irish, and
This gave no alarm to the loving
sweet potatoes, and raisins.
or
to
the
aunts,
inexperienced mother; and she was permitted
for awhile longer to gratify her capricious desires, until the
stomach lost control over every thing received in it; and, of
course, its contents were transported through the bowels un
changed. We were now again sent for.
1320. There was neither nausea nor vomiting in this case;
but the thirst was great; the urine small in quantity ; high-co
loured, and of a very strong smell. The child began to fall
away, and its strength to decline rapidly. We ordered that no
kind of food whatever should be given, save that of the milk of
the mother, and that only once in four hours, and then not in
full quantity. Should the thirst require more fluid than the
milk, to satisfy it, by giving from time to time a tea-spoonful of
cold water. To put woollen stockings on its legs; flannel it was
already wearing on its body. To have the abdomen rubbed
three or four times a day, for ten minutes at a time, with the
To not awake the child when asleep, under
bare warm hand.
"

—

To have her taken across the river in
any pretence whatever.
steam-boat
two
or
three
times in the afternoon, when the
the
weather

was

suitable.

1321. In addition to

this, she

was

to

take four

drops

of

chaly

beate wine, and a quarter drop of laudanum every two hours,
in a few drops of sweetened water, when awake. This plan was

pursued
but,

at

for

two or

throe

days

before any

the end of this time, it

mained rather

longer

was

change was perceived;

observed, that the food

in the stomach after
34*

nursing, though

re

the
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milk seemed to pass off unchanged, with
brighter yellow than before.

Thinking advantage might

1322.

some

small

tinges of

be derived from

the external surface of the abdomen

more

stimulating
powerfully than by

the frictions of the hand, we ordered the tartar emetic ointment
in the proportion of a dram of the tartrite, to an ounce of simple

portion of this to be applied once a day over the whole
quantity of laudanum was increased to half a drop,
every two hours; the nursing, drink and exercise, as before.
1323. At the expiration of three more days, the discharges
from the bowels were less frequent; the milk was perceived to
be slightly curdled;* the bile more evident, the urine rather more
cerate ;

a

The

surface.

abundant, and the skin of
The ointment had

dered

be rubbed twice

to

and the

same

a more

produced

uniform and natural warmth.

effect upon the skin; it was or
day no increase of nourishment,

no

a

—

drink.

1324. At the end of three

more
days the stools had become
frequent; they bore evident marks of digestion, and were
assuming a more decided tone of yellow. The skin was be
ginning to show signs of irritation: the ointment continued; the
laudanum increased to three fourths of a drop, the nursing, drink,

less

and exercise,

be continued

to

1325. At the

as

before.

of another

expiration
period of three days, we
much
for
the
better had had but
thing
changed
evacuations for the last twenty-four hours
digestion much

found every
two

—

—

decided; stronger evidences of bile; the urine much freer,
lighter coloured, and less rank in smell. The skin of the abdo
more

men

pretty much irritated.

the

nursing

not

oftener

permitted

was

;

the

water was

the thirst

The laudanum
to

be

a

now

little

was

more

not

in

sweetened with

increased;

quantity,
a

but

little loaf-

considerably abated.
days had passed. One stool
but
it
was
some
diem,
per
only
large;
portions of white curd
mixed with the new yellow faeces faeces pretty offensive ; urine
sufficiently abundant; the abdomen much irritated ; the skin and
pulse natural. It may be well to observe, that the pulse was
little or none affected during the whole time, on which account
sugar,

as

was

1326. Another interval of three

—

we

did not notice it hitherto in

1327.
*

In

through

As the mother's milk

some cases,

our

was

reports.
sufficient in

quantity,

as

well

there appears to be an excess of acid ; and the milk
passes
whey and coaguhim.

in the form of
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as

in

good

we

ordered the child to be

but that it

be nursed rather

quality,

exclusively con
might
frequently,
to permit the vesications on the abdomen to heal
gradually ; to
continue the laudanum, but much less
frequently, say three or
four times a day; and, should the bowels now become rather
fined

it

to

—

confined, of which, of

course,

opened by

of molasses and

an

injection

1328. The child

was now

there

ordered

risk,

was a

to

more

to

have them

water.

the country, from which

it returned, in about three weeks, in perfect health.
1329. We have found this disease,
a

manageable

suffered to

one,

when

run on to

the

generally speaking, to be
sufficiently early attended to ; but when
last stage of debility, little or
nothing

be done.

Or, when it occurs in the adult, it but too gene
rally proves fatal, as it, for the most part, takes place in feeble
and worn out constitutions, from hot climates, after chronic
dy
can

sentery

or

diarrhoea.*

1330. There

which

thing

we

from

have

are

several

more

never seen cases ;

our own

experience ;

varieties of diarrhcea, but of
and, consequently, can say no

has the

nor

discovered any certain method of
to belong exclusively to the adult

experience of others

Besides, they appear
at least, we have never wit
such are diarrhcea serosa, tubularis,
cure.

—

nessed them in children
and gypsata.
1331. In our

account

;

of the several diarrhoeas which

just passed, our histories, and
rence
principally to their acute

we

have

the method of cure, have refe
or

sub-acute

stages.

We shall

occupy a few minutes upon these diseases, when they have
assumed a chronic form. But it may be proper to observe, it is
not necessary to keep up the distinction of species ; as they ap
now

pear
come

to

merge into

one common

form of disease, after

they

be

chronic.

Thus, the feculent, the bilious, and the mucus, may be
chronic; and require but little if any variation of treat
This, especially, happens when these diseases are ne

1332.
come

ment.

glected,

about the

period

of

teething

writers have described this disease,

Hamilton, &c; but

none so

well

as

and

weaning.

Several

De Salle, Cruveilhier,
Dr. Cheyne. Mons. Andral
as

has been very attentive to the chronic form of diarrhcea, and
has made many post mortem examinations; they agree very
*

It will be well

complaints

to

observe that all animal

of the bowels..

substances

are

inadmissible

m
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much with those of Dr. Cheyne, as regards the state of the
cous membrane, and of the intestines themselves.

Sect. VI.— Of the Chronic Form
1333. We have

of the

Diarrhoea

mu

of Infants.

said, that several of the species of diarrhcea,

already treated of, may be made to run into a chronic form, of
very difficult management, as well as of great danger; 1st, by
by the continuance of the remote and exciting

neglect; 2dly,
causes ; or, 3dly, by improper treatment ; thus, those children who
have been too early weaned, improperly fed after weaning, or
separated from the breast at an improper time, are more obnox
ious to it than those who have been more properly managed.
1334. The form of the disease which
occurs

sufficiently

but is of much

more

be

frequent

to

occurrence

in

also,
another; thus,' in Scotland, agreeably
seem,

to

we are

often in this country,

more common

one

about

make it

in

to

describe

formidable;

Europe.

It would

portion of country, than in
to Dr. Cheyne, it is a dis

frequent occurrence ; less so in England ; and in France,
according to De Salle, it was considered an epidemic. There
the disease acquired the name of" Maladie de Cruveilhier," be
cause this physician first described it there, though it is essen
tially the same, as that so well detailed by Dr. Cheyne, under
the name of Atrophia ablactatorum," or
weaning brash."
1335. We have just hinted, that the
Atrophia ablactatorum,"
or
weaning brash," was nothing more than the chronic form
of the several species of diarrhcea, to which infancy is liable.
And though this complaint is confessedly more common, at the
period of weaning, or immediately after the child is separated
from the breast, it may occur at other periods, and from other
causes.
Every diarrhoea, after it has continued from fourteen
to sixteen days, may be considered as chronic ; therefore, the
disease so ably treated of by Dr. Cheyne, must be considered
only as a perseverance of the common diarrhoea of children,
during summer and fall, and not a new or distinct disease. This
is confirmed, we think, by the phenomena, the causes, the mode
ease

of

"

"

"

"

of treatment, and the post mortem examination. For even the
feculent diarrhoea, or the cholera crapuloso of infants, may be
continued to a chronic form ; and when it has assumed this, it

presents like phenomena.
1336.

Dr.

Cheyne, (p. 16,)

describes this disease

as

com-
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mencing

with

tions

of

purging

a

and

in which the

griping pain,

dejec

green colour." So do the diarrhoeas of infancy,
let
the period of attack be when it may ; for
often,
very
though
in the mild forms of this disease,
especially in the very beginning,
are

the stools

cessarily

a

for the

are

—

for

most

have

we

a

part yellow, yet

hundred times

the very first discharge.
1337.
When this purging is
"

for

they

seen

neglected,

are

not so ne

them green from

and after

continuing

time, there is added a retching, with or without vomit
when
ing:
accompanied by vomiting, the matter brought up is
coloured
with bile," (p. 16, and 17.)
Is this not pre
frequently
what
in
all
looseness
?
is
cisely
happens
Nothing more common
some

diarrhcea of some

in

a

or

this appearance of the matter thrown up.
1338.
These increased and painful actions of the

standing than

this affection of the

"

ness,

of

alimentary

of every kind of food, and naturally
attended with emaciation and softness of flesh, with restless

canal, produce
are

stomach,

a

loathing

thirst, and fever," (p. 17.)

neglected,
1339.

blush

on

"

or

After

some

the cheek

disease is

a

Is this

not

the

ordinary

march

ill-treated diarrhoea?

;

constant

pain, expressed by

weeks, I have often observed

but the

most

peevishness,

the whine of the

settled discontent of its features

a

hectic

characteristic symptom of this
the effect of unceasing griping

child, but, especially, by the

; and this

expression

of discon

strengthened towards the conclusion of the disease, when
the countenance has shared in the emaciation of the body,"

tent is

Who has not observed all that is said here, when di

(p. 17.)

arrhoea had become

protracted,

and

was

hastening

towards

a

close ?
In the progress of the disease, the evacuations from
show
belly
very different actions of the intestines, and great
in
the
changes
biliary secretions ; for they are sometimes of a na
1340.

"

the

tural colour,

other times

slimy and ash-coloured, and some
(p. 17.) Every author who has written on the
of
diarrhoea, describes this mutable complexion of the
subject
faeces in this complaint.
at

times lienteric,"

1341.

"

The disease seldom proves fatal, before the sixth or
: I have seen,
though rarely, a child recovered,

seventh week

after the disease had continued three
I have

seen

the disease

cut

short

or

four months

by death,

;

and, again,

in the second, third,
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fourth week, before it had reached its acme ; the sudden ter
mination having been occasioned by an incessant vomiting and
or
convulsions, from the immense irritation of the
or

by

purging,

bowels," (p. 18.) Cannot every practitioner of any experience
declare, he has witnessed the same abrupt, and unexpected ter
mination of
1342.

"

our summer

and autumnal diarrhoeas ?

The disease is

been weaned before the

more

eighth

in children, who have

frequent
or

ninth

month, and, in particu

some accident happening to
abruptly," (p. 18.) These obser
all experience in this complaint; especially

lar, in those, who, in consequence of
the nurse, have been weaned
vations comport with
in this country.
So well

they never
necessity.
1433.

seldom

of

aware

their children

This is

a

at

are

this

mothers of this fact, that
period, but from absolute

disease of the autumnal months.

it, comparatively speaking,

seen

commence

I have

before the

after the end of the year ; and I suspect that it is
This agrees with the periods
in sultry seasons.
This complaint is most
diarrhoeas of children, entirely.

solstice,
most

"

wean

nor

general

our

rife with us, from the beginning of July to the beginning of Oc
tober. It is certainly, too, more frequent, in our damp, hot

We believe that moisture contributes considerably
production of this complaint, since the functions of the
skin are less perfectly performed than in dry summers. Our
present summer, (1825,) is, perhaps, unparalleled in the recol
lection of any body, at least, for the intensity, and the long con
tinuance of its heat, and the dryness of the atmosphere ; and is so
far, (August,) unparalleled for its healthfulness. The bowel
complaints of children are few, and of easy management, when
compared with other seasons.
1344.
At the time when weaning brash comes on, the teeth
are usually
appearing; and from a common notion, that a flux is
wholesome during teething, the disease is sometimes allowed to
make irremediable impression on the constitution, before the
physician is called." In this, there is the most perfect coinci
summer
dence, with our
complaint," both as regards period
summers.

to

the

"

"

and consequences.
1345. The post mortem appearances, detailed
by Dr. Cheyne,
Correspond with those made in this country, as well as those by

Andral and

Cruveilhier, in France,

They

are

every way

so

in-
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teresting and important,
quoting them, especially

that

we

they

as

trust, we shall be excused for
short.

are

In every instance, I observed that the intestinal canal,
from the stomach downward, abounded with
singular contrac
1346.

"

tions, and had, in its
the liver

red

bright

course,

exceedingly

was

colour,

one

more

firm, larger

and that the

dark green bile.
In some
were swelled and inflamed
a

e"r

intus-susceptions ;

that

than natural, and of

enlarged gall-bladder

a

contained

dissections, the mesenteric glands
; in others, however, these were

and had no appearance of inflammation."
These contractions and
intus-susceptions, are entirely

scarcely enlarged,
1347.

of

"

spasmodic kind, as in the latter, the contained part of the
gut
easily disengaged from that which formed its sack ; and
in no part of the entanglement were there adhesions, or even
the marks of inflammation; and the contracted portions of the
intestines were again permanently dilated, by pushing the fin
ger into them," (p. 22, and 23.*)
1348.
These appearances lead me to imagine, that the wean
ing brash, in its confirmed state, is imputable to an increased
a

was

"

secretion of acrid

bile, or rather to the morbid state of the liver,
which occasions this," (p. 23.)
1349. In the chronic form of this disease, we can
readily ima
gine the hepatic system to be deranged ; and the secretions of the
liver, by being either imperfect in their kind,

quality,
*

over

may

stimulate the 'already

or

acrid in their

severely irritated

intes-

Intus-susception is, perhaps, among the most frequent causes of death, when
run on so long.
It has been observed by almost all writers, that
form of diarrhasa terminates sometimes very suddenly, by vioient vomitino-

this disease has

this
or

Now, is it not more than probable, in these cases, that the im
of death may have been the invagination of the intestine 1
This condition of the bowels would seem to exist, much oftener than is sus
convulsions.

mediate

pected
that in

cause

; and to

an

extent that is

fewer than

almost incredible

:

thus, Mr. Bums informs

us,

forty-seven intus-susceptions were found in the
same body ; and that
invagination of the intestines is the most frequent cause of
fatal diarrhoea ; that not less than fifty cases had occurred to his brother, in the
course of his dissections.
(Vol. II. p. 199, James' Ed.)
This condition of the bowels unquestionably occurs, where no
suspicion is entertained of its existence; for we have no certain diagnostic of
intussusception.
In genera], it may, however, be remarked, where there is more than usual
pain;
bloody slimy stools; violent vomiting, sometimes of faeces, and convulsions, this
situation of the bowels -may be suspected.
one

case,

no
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tines, either to profuse secretion, inflammation, inordinate action,
account for the
spasm. The first, or profuse secretion, may
the
others
while
may serve
quantity of the matter discharged ;
their
the
of
the various appearances
great
to
dejections,
or

explain

the state of contractions, and the intus-susceptions of
the intestines.
Thus, while the stomach and bowels preserve

frequency,

their powers, or are but very little impaired,
of a yellow colour and pretty abundant; or

we

see

the faeces

they may be even
seriously implicated ; provided

green, without their being very
the tone of green be not very intense, pretty uniform in consis
tence, and somewhat gelatinous.
1350. When the bowels

are more

severely irritated, as

almost

always happens, after the disease has continued for ten or twelve
days, and more or less inflammation present, there is strong evi
dence of the liver participating in the affection, by the increased
quantity of bile ; this now becomes flocculent, as it were, of a
deeper colour, and not unlike green chopped rue, with copious
watery discharges. When the bowels are still more urged by
lesion, the stools become of a brown
colour, much resembling chocolate, and are extremely fetid.
But, should the liver itself be much affected, the faeces may be
come of a
yellowish white, or pqs-like.

increased

or more

1351. In

what

we

the

extensive

commencement

have termed its

acute

of this
or

complaint,

sub-acute

form,

or

during

we

believe

that the stomach and the smaller intestines, are alone deranged;
and, hence, when this disease is taken early, and properly

treated, it is easily controlled. But, if the exciting cause be
continued, and the complaint injudiciously treated, the liver,
from its strong and constant sympathy with the stomach and
bowels, becomes involved ; and when this happens, the disease
becomes

more severe

its duration

—

in its symptoms, and

more

permanent in

it then constitutes diarrhoea in its chronic form.

1352. The bowels may now be urged to severer duties,
by the
presence of a greater quantity of bile; and the very irritation
arising from this cause, serves both to augment and

perpetuate

by the liver sympathizing with the over stimulated
that they reciprocally injure each other. Or, the same

the secretion,

bowels

; so

effects may follow, and doubtless do sometimes, when the
quan
tity of bile is not augmented, but altered in its quality ; or neither,

perhaps, need

be

required in some instances, provided

the

mucous

OF

coat

of the intestine, be inflamed

cur,

by post

a

circumstance known

asked, how is it, if bile be

that it should

quality,

—

to oc

examinations.

mortem

1353. It may be
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produce

inconvenience

to

not

altered in its

parts

over

which,

in the best health, it constantly flows ? There is a law of the
system which satisfactorily explains this— which is, that secre
tions do not injure parts over which they flow, as
as these

parts remain sound

healthy ;

but if

they

long
injured

in any
then
these
secretions
become
causes
of
and
even
way,
irritation,
of inflammation. Thus it happens with the bowels : in a
or

are

healthy

condition, they receive from the bile a healthy stimulus; but if,
from any cause, they become irritated, as in the chronic form
of diarrhoea, their natural stimulus, the bile, may, from their al
tered condition, become a source of serious mischief.
1354. When this

complaint

has

run on

for

a

long time,

espe

cially in children who have been weaned, and have suffered
directly from the change of diet, the mesenteric glands are some
times found inflamed, and

We have

stant.

mass

enlarged ;

but this is

by no means con
complaint, where, upon
have been sustained by the

death from this

injury was found to
glands. At other times, we have

examination,
mesenteric

seen

no

seen

them

an

entire

of disease.

1355. Dr.

"

Cheyne asks, May not this (the enlargement of
the mesenteric glands) proceed from the acrid nature of the ali
mentary matter, to which their absorbing mouths are exposed 1"
(p. 27.) We believe this to be the fact ; and that their swelling,
or becoming inflamed, was an effort to arrest the farther
pro
gress of this acrid substance, as a bubo does the venereal
1356. Dr. Cheyne, after having stated his
opinion, as

ticed, that

poison.

just

no

morbid condition of the liver and its secretions
may
be the cause of " weaning brash," very modestly declares him
self afraid of attempting an explanation of the phenomena. He,
a

however, proceeds
"

to

do it in the

The breast milk is

following

manner :

—

mild food, adapted to the powers
of the child ; I shall not say, the weak powers of digestion in
the child ; but rather to the peculiar powers, and properties of
1357.

the secretions.
common

upon
intestines.

a

When the child is weaned

food, this becomes

too

abruptly,

violent

a

Between the liver and intestines, there is the most in

timate relation. This excited state of the intestines
35

and put

stimulus to the

causes a

dis-
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charge of bile into them,

which increases the stimulus and assists

purging. Had the original cause been acci
maintaining
dental and transitory, the bile, like the operation of a smart
the

in

matter and cured the
purge, would have thrown off the offensive
crude
unfit
still
but
food, being
poured into the
complaint;

stomach, the disease must proceed. It is probable, therefore,
that, in the first instance, a redundant secretion of the bile, which
may also be an acrid and
ritation of the stomach, is
remove

the

cause

imperfect one, originating from an
a
salutary exertion of the system,

of the irritation from the intestinal canal.

ir
to

But

I think it, likewise, probable that the frequent repetition of this
effort, brings the liver into such a state, that it cannot return to
the performance of its ordinary and natural function, when the
demand for its unusual action ceases; and it is in this manner
that the disease may continue, after the original stimuli have

been removed, by putting the child upon a proper diet."
1358. " The dejections are sometimes ochery, or even

clay-

coloured, which does not seem to favour the idea of a redundant
secretion of bile.
However, they continue pale but a short time,
and soon resume the thin consistence, with their dark colour.
The explanation of this, I presume to be, that during this inter
val, the spasmodic contraction may have seized the duodenum
at

that part where the

common

duct

emulges

the bile into the in

testines. And, farther, I presume the intestines have now become
so irritable, that they are stimulated to inordinate action by the

aliment,

even

at

the time when, from the

the duct, the bile may be deficient
still continues."

;

supposed

stricture of

and, hence, the griping pain

be, and, most probably, is in the ducts,
explanation of this irregularity, in a great measure, is to

1359. "But it may

that the

be looked for.
in such
came

tural

quantity

the

cause

curve

I have upon dissection, found the bile collected
in the gall-bladder, that this accumulation be
of the confinement of the bile ; for then the na
cystic duct takes, becomes so acute, and

which the

the distended bladder presses so much upon it, that the bile is
or flows in
very small quantity. By this
retention, the bile becomes more concentrated, and thence, per
haps, more acrid. And, finally, by some action of the stomach
and duodenum, by which the very enlarged gall-bladder is com

prevented from flowing,

pressed, part of its contents

is forced out; the distended ducts

are

relieved, and the intestinal canal is inundated with bile," (p. 24.)
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1360. Dr.

Cheyne farther observes, notwithstanding my
diligent inquiries, I have seldom been able to deduce any
of the derangements of the infantile
system from teething; and
I have been inclined to think, that those
physicians who have
represented this function as teeming with danger, have not ac
customed themselves to that careful investigation, without which
these diseases cannot be understood. The
weaning brash, I have
the strongest reason to believe, has no connexion with
teething,
farther than they sometimes meet in the same child. I have
"

most

known this disease in many instances, where the gums were
neither swelled, indurated, nor inflamed, and where there was
no salivation, nor the least
I
appearance of pain in the mouth.
have

seen

it where children

were

cutting their

teeth

easily;

and

where many of them came without difficulty before weaning;
still the disease has supervened. But, perhaps, the strongest ar

gument that
I have

can

be

used, would arise from the observation which

frequently made,

three months

teething

that this disease

occurs

in children of

and I have often known it several months before

;

came

on."

1361. We have

already expressed

our

belief, (p. 322,) that

disease ; but that in many instances, it
either calls into action some latent disposition to disease, or ag

teething

in itself is

no

gravates any that might be present during the continuance of
that process. If teething were a disease, strictly speaking, it
would be more uniform in its consequences, or present phenome
na

peculiar

to

itself; but this it does

not

always do;

for we have

many times known teeth to make their appearance, long before
the ordinary period, and when they were not announced by any
We have also known them make
one of the usual phenomena.
their way so silently, and this about the period at which they
might be looked for, that the only knowledge of their approach
was

their presence. All this
observation.

we

say in confirmation of Dr.

Cheyne's
1362.

But,

on

the other hand,

we are

equally certain,

that the

process of teething disturbs the system under particular circum
stances, and that sometimes, very powerfully, by calling into ac
tion certain dispositions, which cannot very well be subdued until
the disturbance in the gums, or the local, or teething irritation, if
Therefore,
you please, has been either moderated or subdued.

when this

subject

is looked at in

be considered almost

a

dispute

a

practical point

of view, it must

about words ; for whether the act
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teething be a disease

itself,

in

or

whether it excite those which

exalt those which may be present, we must re
are latent,
of teething, as one well meriting the at
circumstance
the
gard
or

practitioner : and, farther, if he disregard the prac
operation afford him, we fear he will often pro
sufferings of his little patient, or sometimes even

tention of the

tical hints this
tract the

witness its death.
1363. In the disease in

question,

we are

certain that the most

decided and prompt benefit has arisen from incising the gums;
and when the teeth are really aggravating the complaint, it is in
vain

we

prescribe remedies, unless we remove this source of irri
by aiding nature to push these bo

tation from the constitution,

dies

through the irritated or inflamed gums. We do not mean
literally; for we have before observed, that two processes
were
going on to effect what is called cutting teeth : namely, ab
sorption, and the mechanical enlargement and pressure of the
this

tooth itself: for did

both contribute to this end, the state of the
stationary, at least for a very long time.

not

gum would remain

We must, therefore, very often regard cutting the gums
of the remedies proper in the " weaning brash."
1364. For the

prevention of the

"

as one

weaning brash," Dr. Cheyne

"
as this disease
appears much oftener in the au
than at any other time of the year, that delicate children
should, at that season be kept a month or two longer at the

advises, that,
tumn

breast than

might be thought necessary at any other, rather
exposed to the pains and hazards which never fail to
accompany this distemper," (p. 33.)
1365. This advice is in strict conformity to the usage of this
country : it is so well understood by every body here, that a phy
sician is rarely consulted about its propriety. During the months
of June, July, August, frequently September,
weaning is never
performed as a matter of choice, let the age of the child be ever
so proper, unless it. have
completed the cutting of its first set of
than be

teeth.

The dread of

our

females, in this country, is the

"

second

summer."
1366. No fact appears to

be better ascertained, than that the
second summer," is one of severe suffering, and oftentimes one
of great hazard to our infant population.
Every mother seems
to be aware of the
disposition of the bowels to become diseased
"

at

this period of the child's life ; but she limits the
apprehension,
exclusively, to the consequence of " teething." We have

almost
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already declared our belief in the agency of this act, when un
toward, in the production, or aggravation of the complaints of
the bowels

but this is

;

only one of the sources of evil to the
period the change of diet immedi
place, as has already been observed,

poor weaned child at this
ately after this has taken

—

is another.
1367. In

keeping

the child, then, at the breast

during

the

months of the second year, as above specified, is most decidedly,
but tacitly acknowledging the influence of the long-continued
of

hot

sun
upon the tender system of children, ra
the
direct
proving
agency of teething in producing
their bowel complaints; since they are, during the first summer,

operation

a

ther than

those periods of greatest heat, very liable to diarrhoea, though
this disease may be, and but too often is, aggravated in the se
cond year by the process of teething.
at

"

"

1368. Our

long summer heats, generate disposition to dis
ease, in both the hepatic and intestinal systems; and, of course,
require, at such periods, but slight exciting causes, to arouse
them into action ; and these causes, unfortunately, are so nume
rous, and of such certain application, as to give the child, in its
second summer," but a poor chance to escape with impunity.
Our children are tempted at this period of their lives, and at this
hot season of the year, by the offering of fruit in every stage of
immaturity; or of an over quantity of that which may be per
fect. They are liable to receive from the hands of but too
many inconsiderate people, food of the most improper and indi
gestible kind ; and, at the same time, they are menaced with all
the
penalties of difficult dentition : can it then be a matter of
surprise, that, at this period, they should be assailed by disease,
or that they should succumb under its influence ?
1369. It is confirmed, by multiplied observation, that at no
other periods of the year, is there the same risk in weaning, as in
"

"

"

the termination of

the commencement, and

at

this from the

have

causes we

fore, eschewed with the
the

subject.

Is this

not a

just

utmost care,

farther

our summers ;

mentioned

:

they

when there is

proof,

a

are,

and

there

choice upon
season is

that the effect of

process of dentition ? since, at
the
of
year weaning may take place with impunity,
portions
if the organs of digestion be sufficiently confirmed by age to
bear a change of diet, though teeth may be pretty rapidly pushing
more to

be

dreaded, than the

mere

Again;

it is

other

through

the

gums?

35*

a

fact

perfectly

well known,
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day of the year, consequently,
period of the year; yet, but
they
one part of this time is considered dangerous for this operation;
and the supposed direct consequences of this act, namely, diar
rhoea, is familiarly called the "summer complaint of children!"
It, therefore, only amounts to what we have already attempted
to prove, that teething is but the exciting cause of diarrhoea.
1370. To diminish the risk at this period of life, the remote
must
and the exciting causes of diarrhcea, or weaning brash
causes.
The
be as far as possible avoided.
1st, Of the remote
utmost attention should be paid to the clothing of the child, (see

that children

are

born in every

must cut their teeth at every

"

Book I. p. 83, par.
excess or

"

it may not suffer from either an
2dly, it must be protected against the

226,) that

deficiency

of it

;

atmosphere, by removing it
as in certain locations ; prohibiting its
from it, when
the fogs and dews of
exposure to the dews of the evening, or to
the morning ; to forbid, or rather to prevent, the injudicious use
of the cold bath, &c. ; 3dly, to guard against the direct effects
of heat, by not exposing it to the hot sun, and to the too cool
effects of

damp
practicable,

chilling

a

and cold

shade, after such exposure.

exciting causes. By being vigilant that the
injury from improper food ; as crude fruit,
indigestible meats or vegetables ; 2dly, that the child be not nursed
immediately after the mother or nurse has been overheated, or
recovering from a fit of anger, or any convulsive action of the
1371. 2. Of the

child may

system

not

receive

; nor to

persevere in the

use

of the milk of the breast,
being of bad quality,

after evidence has been exhibited of its

either from its age, its imperfect elaboration, or the return of
the catamenial discharge ; 3dly, to remove the irritation of teeth

ing, when this manifestly arises from the condition of the gums,
by freely, and sometimes repeatedly lancing them ;* 4thly, by
protracting the period of weaning, until some time after the for
bidden months, (638 ;) 5thly, by not weaning at too early a period
of the child's life, though the season of the year be proper;
6thly, by gradually accustoming the child to a change of proper
diet, provided it have a sufficient number of teeth for this pur
(See Book I. par. 695, et seq.) where we have sufficiently
pose.
explained our views upon this point.
*

By

this

than once,

we

do not

provided

mean

cutting of an individual tooth more
by properly done, we mean
by the lancet, by which the resisting

to advise the

it have been

properly

done once;

that the tooth be felt, and cut down

on

rnemhraue is incised, and it then

again

never

unites to annoy.
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firmly believe, that, were these directions strictly
complied with, it would rarely happen that children would be
1372. We

afflicted with diarrhoea, in either its acute
believe this, because we have more than

or

chronic form.

once

witnessed

We

an en

from diseases of this kind, even in large families,
where strict attention has been paid to these points.
tire

exemption

Sect. VII.

—

Of the

Treatment

ing
1373.
a

of Chronic Diarrhoea, or

Every body has experienced

diarrhoea, after it has taken

"

Wean

Brash.'"

a

the

difficulty

chronic form.

of

removing

This arises from

causes : 1st, because the hepatic system is now involved
with the intestinal, (1278 and 1349,) in maintaining this com
plaint ; 2dly, because the stomach and bowels, independently of
the condition of the liver, are seriously affected, by either in

several

flammation, (1346,) ulceration, contractions, or intus-susceptions;
3dly, because, very often, the irritation is maintained by the pre
of worms, which are sometimes difficult to dislodge; 4thly,
because the influence of habit is added to the original disposition
sence

to too

frequent dejections.

1374.

When the first

cause

of

difficulty

alone

prevails,

the

part, is of pretty easy management; the
here may consist of too frequent discharges, of a
or curdled appearance ; with loss of appetite, nau

disease, for the

symptoms

most

green, slimy,
sea, and sometimes

vomiting,

and of

skin, almost always dry, and very

increasing emaciation,

warm

urine scanty, and high-coloured ; the thirst
sition fretful, whimsical, or sluggish.

the

where covered ; the

great ; and the dispo

present themselves: 1st, to alter
of the actions of the stomach, bowels and liver ; 2dly,

1375. Three indications here

the
to

nature

frequency of the discharges; and, 3dly, to restore
strength of the parts immediately concerned, and the

abate the

the lost

system in general.
1376. The first indication must be fulfilled

the bowels

castor

oil, rhubarb

or

by freely emptying

calomel, and then, by

by
to half a
a
giving small doses of calomel ; that is, from quarter
of
three
with
chalk,
and
prepared
grains
evening,
grain, morning
of
a
of
twentieth
a
to
a
tenth
according
from
and
opium,
grain
The second must be attempted, either
to the age of the patient.
the
by rhubarb, or the cretaceous mixture: by rhubarb, during
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taken every three hours, in the dose
tea-spoonful, or half a tea-spoonful, with half a drop or a
of laudanum, according to the age of the child, the degree

in the form of

sirup,

drop
of pain, or as the motion of the bowels may be more or less fre
quent; always proportioning the quantity of the laudanum, and
the frequency of its exhibition, to the exigencies mentioned. At
night, a sufficient quantity of laudanum by the mouth, or by in
jection, should be given, to keep the bowels quiet until the
morning.
1377. By the cretaceous mixture, when there is evidence of
a
prevailing acid in the evacuations. This may be known, 1st,
by the green being light, and the evacuations watery ; 2dly, by
the smell ; 3dly, by the appearance of portions of hard curd
among the faeces ; 4thly, by the discharges becoming greener
by standing; 5thly, by the matter vomited, should vomiting at
tend, smelling sour, and the milk coming up in strong curd ; 6thly,
by a dense white coat upon the tongue, which is a stratum of
milk coagulum.
1378. The best form of giving the mixture, is as follows:
Creta. ppt.
R.
3iij.
—

01. Cinnam.

gut. xx. vel
gut. j.

Sacch. Alb.

3ij.

Tinct. Thebaic.

Aq.

font.

^ijj.

M. f.

xxx.

Julap.

every two, three or four
hours, as it may influence the motions of the bowels. Where
the motions of the bowels are kept up by acidity, the effect of
A

tea-spoonful

of this must be

given

remedy is sometimes so prompt, that two or three doses will
entirely suspend the discharges therefore, wherever this effect
is observed, the medicine should be suspended, until the recur
rence of a fresh
necessity.
this

—

1379

If it do

not

show this decided control

over

the motions

of the bowels, it will, nevertheless, if the greenness of the evacu
ations depend upon an acid, very much abate their frequency,

change their green appearance to yellow ; but should it de
pend upon bile, it will have little or no effect. It may be per
severed in, as necessity may require.
But we always feel it
such
in
to
cases,
important,
tranquillize the bowels, during the
a
suitable
dose
of
laudanum.
night, by
and

1380. Should, however, the motions of the bowels be too
long
arrested, that is, beyond eight or ten hours, an injection of mo-
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lasses and water, or flax-seed

tea

should be

given ; and, if necessa

ry, it may be rendered more stimulating, by the addition of a little
salt.
In this way, the motions may be kept in subjection, or

rendered obedient

to

the wishes of the

whole of the time, the most particular
diet and drinks of the patient.

physician.
care

must

be

During
paid to

the

the

stimulating, should be given, either
and every species of liquor, animal
food or broth, must be prohibited, if there be the slightest evi
dence of fever.
The diet must consist only of such articles as
1381.

as

Nothing heating

nourishment

or as

or

drink

;

the stomach

can best
manage, as milk and water, gum Arabic
and water, very thin arrow-root, sago, or tapioca, rennet whey,
barley water, or rice water. Nothing solid of any kind, should

given. The occasional use of melted butter, is found often
highly advantageous, in every state almost of chronic diar
rhoea; but is especially so, where there is a predominance of acid,
and where there are sparing stools, accompanied by hard curd,
and a whitish mucus from the bowels tinged with blood. It is
made by pouring boiling water upon a lump of perfectly sweet
butter in a tea-cup, and stirring it until it is melted ; a tea-spoon
ful is skimmed from the top, and given several times a day.
1382. It may be well to observe, that during the period in
which too much acid prevails, but a very small quantity of milk
should be used, unless it be reduced by lime-water in this state
of combination, it may be given ; or, if there be but very little
be

times

—

fever,

or

none,

chicken

vegetable jellies

or

beef

tea

above mentioned

;

may be used, instead of the
with the exception, perhaps,

We are in the habit of continuing
of the gum Arabic water.
the
this mucilage throughout
complaint, where it does not dis

agree,

or

where the child does not refuse it.

fulfilled, by the proper use
of
weak
broths, without vegetables
permitting
in
the
boiled
with
them,
exception of rice ; but even this
being
from
them
be
before
strained
must
they are given. A soft-boiled
1383. The third indication may be

of diet

—

the

use

fresh egg, may after awhile be given ; a portion of ham may be
sucked ; or a little well-boiled rice, with sugar, very fresh butter
and a little nutmeg, may be made to follow from time to time.
1384. But if the child be

weaned, nothing will

so

certainly

contribute to its recovery, as its restoration to the breast, when
practicable ; or, if the child be at the breast, and there is room
to

suspect the quality of the milk,

a

fresh

nurse

should be imme-
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Should the teeth be in fault, the gums should
must be instituted ; and, when

diately procured.
be

freely

Suitable exercise

cut.

child should be sent to the country for the bene

practicable, the
fit of

change

a

of air.

1385. Where the second condition

considered

must be

not

only

very far

(1373) obtains,

the disease

advanced, but highly dan

gerous ; for it must not be concealed, that more or less danger
must attend an inflammation of the mucous membrane of the in
Have

testines.

we

tion of the bowels ?

any certain marks, to distinguish this condi
It may be suspected, where the pulse is very

extremely restless; draw
; crying loudly, or
ing
thighs
increased
if
be
by pressure upon the
pain
moaning frequently;
abdomen ; if the skin be hot, and parched ; if the evacuations be
extremely frequent ; a disposition to tenesmus ; if the evacuations
be sparing, slimy, or bloody, though frequent ; if the thirst be
All these symp
excessive ; and the tongue dry, red, and tender.
much accelerated

;

where the child is

towards the abdomen

up its feet and

toms,

or

of the

the greater part of them, may attend
tissue of the intestines.

an

inflammation

mucous

1386. The indications

mation ;

2dly,

here,
the

are,

1st, to abate the local inflam
of the secretions of the liver

change
to allay the irritation of the intestines ; 3dly, to
diminish the frequency of the discharges ; and, 4thly, to restore
lost strength.
1387. The first indication must be attempted to be fulfilled,
by local depletion, by leeches,* by the occasional use of the warm
bath ; by blisters on the abdomen or thighs. The second, by the
exhibition of the calomel in alterative doses : and by small, but
repeated doses of castor oil. The third, by the occasional use
of laudanum enemata, when they can be retained ; or by its ex
hibition in small but repeated doses by the mouth. And the
fourth by proper diet, as above proposed; by exercise; and by
and

to

bowels, and

removal

to

1388. In

the country.
this, and in the

observe, that nothing but

to

water

*

should be

Five

posed

to

solution
are

nature

told

six

given

applied

as

around

subsequent stage, it may be proper
rennet
whey, or weak gum Arabic

nourishment, and
the umbilicus.

even

these in but

Should they seem dis.
quickly as possible by a
of the sulphate of copper, nitrate of silver, or spunk; or if these fail, we
that finely powdered secale cornutum,
spurred rye, is very effectual;
or

continue to

it deserves

a

trial.

or

near

bleed, they ought

to be

stopped

as
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very small quantities.* The thirst is best slaked by a tea-spoon
ful of cold water, given from time to time.
1389. When this disease is still more advanced, and has been
of long continuance, we have a right to suspect, what has been
but

often

too

proved by dissection

happen

to

under such circum

stances, contractions, ulcerations, and intus-susceptions. We
have no diagnostic symptoms for these conditions of the bowels ;

and, if

ledge
our

any valuable practical end with
We fear that, in these

to

present dearth of proper remedies.

cases,

other

no

for it is
the

had, it might be justly doubted whether the know

we

of them would lead

to

plan can be pursued, but a temporizing one ;
presumed, that every effort has been made during

be

previous stages of the disease, to arrest its progress.
we need but rarely flatter ourselves with the
hope

fore,

There
of

a re

covery, where the emaciation and weakness are extreme;
where nothing, or next to nothing, can be retained
upon the
stomach; where the abdomen becomes tympanitic; where there
is almost

a

the stools

are

total stoppage of the secretion of urine; and where
extremely offensive, dark brown, large in quantity,

and mixed with either blood
above all, when these

are

puriform
frequently,

or

very

matter, or both; and
and involuntarily dis

charged.
1390. We have

frequently known the bowels to continue to
purged, and that for a long time, by the presence of worms
We always suspect this cause, when
in the alimentary canal.
the complaint has resisted the usual remedies; where the teeth

be

cannot be in

especially

fault

;

where there is

when the stools

are

of

appearance of bile, and
dark brown colour, very

no
a

The child, also, may have a tumid
thin and very offensive.
belly ; a strong or offensive breath ; a furred tongue; a voracious
or

diminished

appetite; itching of the nose,

and sometimes regu

lar febrile paroxysms.
1391. We, in such cases, treat the disease
either by pink-root, worm-seed oil or calomel.
a

decided

preference

to

the first

get the child to take it. And
doing this, with children who

to

in

remedy,
we

are

as a worm

case;

We

always give

where it is

practicable

may almost

always

succeed
of sufficient age to sit at ta-

persuaded, that one of the most operative causes against the recovery,
complaint, is the too frequent exhibition of food, both proper and
improper ; especially during its active stage. The fear of weakness leads incessanity into error, on this subject; and neither reason nor experience is capable of
*

We

are

in every bowel
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ble, and who

pink-root

are

in the

in the habit of

following

drinking coffee, by using

manner :

the

—

quantity of pink-root,* and pour upon
of
pretty strong boiling coffee, and permit it
pint
off
one-half
into a cup, sweeten it, and put milk
pour
in it, and give it to the child, as if it were pure coffee,

1392. Take the proper

it about half

draw

to

a

—

or cream

(for it is not to be informed it is not :) it will drink this almost
always without the slightest hesitation. It will receive the other
half at tea-time, managed as before. This must be repeated for
three days, consecutively : on the fourth, should the bowels not
be opened, (for it almost always stops the discharge in this pe
riod,) let the child have a dose of castor oil, or a few grains of
calomel.
1393. It must be

rhoea of very

observed,

we

long standing, by

have

seen a

stop put

few doses of

a

to

a

diar

pink-root,

and

this, sometimes, without any ocular proof that worms were the
we have, therefore, for
cause of it
many years past, made it a
rule, to exhibit this remedy, when the complaint has resisted the
—

ordinary

means.

1394. If the

pink-root cannot be given, the worm-seed oil may
substituted,! but it is by no means so certain. If neither can
be given, or if there be too much fever for the worm-seed oil
(for it should never be given at that time ;) the calomel may be

be

used, and sometimes with the

most

prompt and decided advan

tage.
1395. The

following

case, which has

lately

been under

our

A child of C. E. C.
care, will illustrate this practice very well.
was weaned at four months, in
consequence of the illness of the
mother.

It was, however, very well nourished by the bottle ;
it throve well, and had several teeth before it was seven months
old. It was attacked in the month of June with the bowel corn-

destroying this absurd and dangerous practice. Every body would at once acknowledge it to be, not only preposterous, but even cruel, to place an additional
weight upon the shoulders of a man who was staggering under the load already
laid upon them; but they would think it right to do what is
equally absurd and
cruel to the stomach, by forcing upon it a fresh
quantity of food, when it had not
power to dispose of that which it had previously received.
*

The dose of this article may be from a quarter of an ounce to half an
ounce.
quantity will do for children, from ten months to a year ; one-third of an

The first

ounce, from this time to two

years; half an

ounce

from this

period

to seven years

old.

t There

are

printed

directions for its use,

accompanying

each bottle of the oil.
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plaint

of the

from which it

pretty speedily
return of this com
July
plaint, with more violence than formerly; owing, it was sup
posed, to several teeth that were making their appearance.
1396. The gums were considerably swelled, and inflamed;
and the child slavered very freely. Its lax was very profuse, but
the stools were of a good colour. The teeth were liberated by
lancing the gums ; the diarrhcea abated by the use of calomel,
sirup of rhubarb, and a testaceous mixture, and the child sent to
About a fortnight after it had been there,
the country to recruit.
the bowel complaint returned with considerable severity; its eva
cuations were very frequent, bilious and offensive.
The former
remedies were again tried, but not with the former success. The
child began to emaciate; to become sick at the stomach, voiding
green, acrid and watery stools. By the use of absorbents, and
very small doses of calomel, he was again relieved; but this was

ordinary kind,

relieved

by calomel,

but for

short time.

a

&c.

In

it had

was

a

complaint became now very severe; the belly
enlarged; the urine nearly suppressed; the child very
and
fretful ; its food would frequently pass through it
languid
without change ; it would almost every day have a kind of spasm
in all the muscles of the body, which would last sometimes for
many minutes together, and these would be repeated three or
four times a day. A regular paroxysm of fever established itself
at six o'clock, every evening, which would terminate next morn
ing in a profuse perspiration ; the child was incessantly picking
its nose, was very fretful, and whimsical ; appetite sometimes
good, at other times would refuse every thing. When the febrile
paroxysm was off, the pulse was pretty natural ; its tongue was
much loaded, and its mouth studded with many little painful
pimples, and ulcerations, a great quantity of very tenacious trans
parent saliva flowed constantly, even to annoyance. The child
1397. The bowel

was

much

was now

turned of ten months, and had ten teeth ; the gums were
examined, but there was no swelling of them, to lead

carefully
the suspicion that dentition was the cause of the symptoms.
1398. Believing there were worms in the case, knowing the
impossibility of giving the pink-root, and that the system was
to

situation to receive the worm-seed oil, we determined
the use of small but frequently repeated doses of calomel, as

not in
on

in the

a

following formula :
36

—
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1399. One of these

until bed-time,

Creta.

ppt. gr. iij.
ppt. 9j.

Gum.

opii.

Calom.

R.

was

gr. ss.
M. div. in

ordered to be

xij. parts.

every two hours,
of laudanum were to be

which time six

given

drops
morning, we learnt the child had
passed two worms, and was evidently much relieved.* The
bowels were much less frequently moved. The powders were
ordered to be continued. The medicine operated pretty freely
the next day brought away nothing very remarkable, except
dark green slimy bile. The powders were continued, and was
informed the day after, (being indisposed, did not see the child,)
that the child had passed, the previous night, a knot of worms of
On

taken.

at

our

visit the next

—

the size of

a

This

nutmeg.

was

all the information

we

received

very well.
1400. Habit sometimes perpetuates the

but that the child

was

discharges from the
maybe suspected when the evacuations occur
at nearly stated periods of the day ; when they are not continued
through the night, and when the digestion goes on well, and the
stools look natural.
Children, from the long continuance of di

bowels

:

this

cause

arrhcea, and those of sufficient age

to

feel

a sense

of shame, and

those who have been schooled into

especially
good habits in re
to
their
are
sure
to
evacuations,
gard
always
obey the first im
pulse, or warning, the bowels give, that a discharge is about to
take place, and by this means, no doubt, have provoked an eva
cuation, which a little self-command might have checked. By
this means almost all influence over the sphincter is lost, and the
discharge is maintained from habit.
1401. Laudanum we have found the best
remedy for this kind
of diarrhoea, especially when combined with prepared chalk ; it
*

The character of these worms,

tilated state,

was

as

far

as we

could

judge

of them in their

mu

different from any we have seen; and entirely diffeWe regret that sufficient care had not been taken of them,

altogether

rent from each other.

prevent injury. One was about the double length of the other ; it was of a
colour, broader at the tail extremity than at the head. It was seen,
by the aid of a strong glass, that the head was of a triangular form, and evidently

to

dark brown

had two osculi.

The

body

much

injured by compression, that we can say
about four inches in length; of equal
thickness throughout; of a .pale yellowish red, transverse lines
very near each
other through the extent of the
body ; the position of the mouth appeared to be

nothing

certain about it.

was so

The other

was

transverse, and the head obtuse and round.
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should be

given as frequently as the state of the bowels would
require that is, given immediately after each evacua
tion and telling such as can comprehend the instruction, not to
obey the desire as long as they can possibly resist it.
seem to

—

CHAPTER XXVIII.
OF CHOLERA INFANTUM.
1402. This is a disease almost peculiar to the climate of the
United States ; and, indeed, we might say it is limited very much
to the middle and southern states.
Children, in other countries,
to

seem

be'exempt

from

this, but

on

the other hand

are

obnoxious

from other causes, to various affections of
during dentition,
the alimentary canal, all of which differ from our endemic.
or

1403. The

exciting causes are, improprieties in diet and
clothing ; and it is, likewise, very often aggravated by
teething, worms, by premature weaning, and by a variety of

too

thin

adventitious circumstances.
1404. Cholera infantum makes

In

ways.

some

instances,

it

its

comes

approaches in different
as a
simple diarrhcea,

on

the stomach is also very apt to be affected ; and in its
violent forms, there are vomitings and purgings, attended

though
more

spasmodic uneasiness, constituting the cho
In its ordinary forms,
the fever, which soon supervenes, is of an irregular remittent
character ; the exacerbations being highest in the evening. The
pulse is usually small, quick, and feeble, or irritated and corded ;
but rarely full, strong, or voluminous. Determinations to the
brain, or, at least, this organ seems early to be affected sympa
thetically ; as is manifested by a tendency to stupor or delirium,
or sometimes even
phrenzy. The eyes, also, denote this cere
affection:
are
either fierce, or languid in expression; and
bral
they
when the patient sleeps, are half closed.
Thirst Is intense, and
for a time really unquenchable cold water is clamorously de
manded, but if swallowed is instantly rejected.* An unequal
by

no

considerable

lera morbus of farther advanced life.

—

*

were

We are, however, disposed to believe this would not so generally happen
this article more judiciously administered, than it usually is. From the vehe

mence

with which, drink is seized by the little sufferer, it is evident how

severe
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distribution of temperature commonly exists; the head and re
gion of the stomach and bowels being hot, while the extremities
cold.

are

1405. The appearances of the evacuations from the

The natural faeces

various.

are

are

bowels,

mostly retained, though oc

casionally small lumps may be found involved in the other dis
charges. These are sometimes thin and watery ; and at other
times thicker and more tenacious f consisting chiefly of slime, or
mucus
occasionally tinged with blood. The colour may be
or
green,
yellow, or white, or brown ; and may be inodorous, or
exceedingly offensive. Commonly, however, the smell is that
of sourness, or of putridity. The irritability of the alimentary
canal is sometimes so great, that the ingesta rapidly pass off un
altered, as in lientery.
1406. We have few diseases in which emaciation of the pa

tient

so

rapidly

takes

place, or where,

in its later

stages, there is

greater alteration of general condition and aspect. The child,
at first, becomes pallid, and the flesh flabby ; and, so completely
a

is the fat

ultimately absorbed,

1407. The skin

bone

integuments hang in folds ;
body rests, livid spots appear,

that the

and in those parts on which the
followed by ulcerations,

the forehead is

on

tight,

as

if bound to the

the eyes are sunk ; the cheeks fall in ; the nose is sharp ;
and the lips are shrivelled.
Even under such circumstances as
;

this, water is given to it in full draughts, and is some
violently rejected, before the last portion has arrived at the stomach.
The child instantly renews its supplications for drink; and this with a counte
nance so
beseeching, and a manner so earnest, that no resolution, scarcely, can
resist the appeal, though there may be the most perfect conviction of its mischie
vous tendency. Again it is presented, again it is swallowed, and
again it is thrown
and so it would proceed, were the demands constantly supplied, to an inde
up
finite period.
Much resolution is required, for much firmness must be exercised, not to com
ply with these insatiable demands ; or, at least, to the extent that would satisfy
the craving and anxious child. But its vehemence may be amused, if not abso
lutely diminished, by exhibiting the water by tea-spoonsful, and this as warm as
it can well swallow it ; for such is its desire for something fluid, that it will
swallow the hot water as readily as the cold; or, if it like it less, it will somethe thirst must be: to relieve
times

—

limes be less

importunate in

We have several times

its demands.

seen

the most

to the little sufferer very small

grateful
same

as

time

deserves

well

as

useful.

tranquillizes

It

pieces
seems

prompt advantage result from exhibiting
ice, every few minutes. This is most

of

more

certainly

the stomach better than water

to abate
:

on

thirst,

trial with children of sufficient age not to be
injured
ceived in its mouth, at the risk of getting into the windpipe.
a

and at the

this account it

by

its

always
being re
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would

denote immediate dissolution, life will, in some
preserved for weeks, and a recovery finally take place.

seem

cases, be

to

belly becomes tumid, from flatulence ; the feet still more
frequently arecedematous; aphthae appear; the mind, as well as
the senses, which hitherto may not have been impaired, are now
obtuse, or so entirely lost, that the child lies unmoved by ordi
The

nary excitements, and will even allow flies to collect on the face,
without being irritated or disturbed. This form of the disease
six weeks. But as death ap
of
symptoms takes place; and
proaches, gradual aggravation
as
as
we
have
far
is
there
observed, has always
one, which,
fatal ;* it is a crystalline eruption upon the chest, of an

will sometimes continue for five

or

a

proved
immensity

idea

of watery vesicles, of a very minute size. The best
convey of the appearance of this eruption, is to ima

we can

gine a vast collection of vesicles, apparently produced by flirting
an equal number of very minute drops or particles of boiling wa
ter, and each particle producing its vesicle. We first pointed
out this appearance to our friend Dr. Physick, in the year 1794,
in the disease now under consideration ,; and subsequently, under
like circumstances, to Dr. Rush ; both of whom acknowledged
the eruption was new to them.
1408. This symptom may readily escape observation, if not
looked for: it requires that the surface on which it has spread
itself, should be placed between the eye and the light, and viewed
nearly horizontally.
1409. There is another

symptom which attends the last stage

complaint, which is much more common, but not less fatal ;
which is the thrusting of the fingers, nay, almost the hand, into
the back part of the mouth, as if desirous of removing something
from the throat. The popular opinion is, that there is a worm
mention
irritating the back part of the fauces. And we may
of this

another, which

we

is, the escape of

a

do not remember to have
live

worms

worm or

seen

noticed, which

in the chronic

stage of

If the worm come away dead, there is nothing
have
in the circumstance; but if alive, it is a fatal sign. We
remarked the same in dysentery.
this affection.

*

A few months since,

to whom

our

we saw

place, after a very long
fever, with hemorrhage from
took

this

friend, Dr. Hays, called
and

eruption
us

severe

on

the chest in

in consultation.

struggle

the bowels.

36*

; the

a

lad of eighteen,

In this case, recovery

original complaint

was
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1410. In other cases,

puts

on

however,

especially where this epidemic
or
dysentery, its pro

the character of cholera morbus,

and runs, in all respects, the course of these
gress is more rapid,
affections. Death, in the former of these instances, will some
times take place in a few hours; and, the latter, from three to

ten,

or

fifteen

days.

symptoms of this disease are so peculiar, and so
well defined in the genuine forms, that it will always be recog
nised without difficulty; therefore, we need not dwell upon its
diagnostics. And, where it imitates other affections, as cholera
morbus, or dysentery, or diarrhoea, it may be considered as es
sentially such, requiring no difference of treatment. Cases most
resembling it, are some of those brought on by the irritation of
teething. Even here, however, the treatment is analogous, so
1411. The

that

no

nicety

of discrimination is

cholera infantum,
ble us to do it.

required ; though

there

are

of the year ; the wide spreading of
independently of symptoms, which will ena

circumstances in the

season

prognosis is far more difficult; since death some
happens most unexpectedly; and recoveries take place in
a state of
things apparently desperate. In the most violent form
of cholera morbus, it often proves suddenly fatal.
But cholera
infantum, in its ordinary forms, may be considered as doing
well, where the pulse becomes slower, fuller and more natural ;
where temperature is restored to the surface, and
equally
diffused ; where the irritability of the stomach and bowels sub
sides; and, above all, where the alvine discharges, previously
denoting the want of bile, now consist of dark bilious, offensive
1412. The

times

inodorous matter, or exhibit a more healthy aspect. Till this
happen, or, in other words, unless the liver is restored to its na
tural functions, it may be laid down as an invariable rule, that
or

convalescence does

not take

place.
opposite prognostic may be made, or, at least,
imminent danger is to be apprehended where there is an absence
of the favourable signs just enumerated ; and,
particularly, where,
1413. An

with

cold

damp surface,

there is

small thready pulse ; lank,
haggard countenance; incessant puking of whatever is received ;
purging of a pink-coloured fluid, or of greasy fetid water, or of
a

a

dark flocculent matter, attended with extreme nervous sensibi
lity, or an entire extinction of it ; the child lying stupid, with its
eyes half closed and deeply sunk, or with occasional convulsions.
a
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1414. In

protracted cases, the eye-balls become perfectly
; mimicking a genuine inflammation: but it is no
a case of
but
thing
pure error loci ; and must always be regarded
as a bad, but not
necessarily a fatal symptom we have seen
some few instances of
recovery, after it had taken place. One
who is not experienced in this disease, may encourage hopes
which can never be realized. At this period of the complaint,
or rather just before its fatal termination, the
eye sometimes has
its brilliancy and vivacity renewed, after it had been a long time
nearly extinct; the general symptoms seem to abate; the child
receives food, even greedily : and manifests an intelligence that
truly astonishes. But the practised eye sees nothing in these
changes, but the immediate forerunners of death.
1415. Dissections clearly inform us of the seat and nature of
blood-shotten

—

cholera infantum.

The brain presents

no

morbid appearances,

now, except those of congestion ; but in the protracted forms,
effusions are often met with, constituting hydrocephalus.

1416. The viscera of the thorax

the

contents

rarely affected. It is on
mainly expends its force.

are

of the abdomen that it

The effects of

previous inflammation may be traced in some
cases, throughout the whole of the alimentary canal ; though it is
in the mucous membrane that they are principally to be found.
Dark livid spots, are dispersed over this coat of the stomach, and
of the small intestines, particularly the duodenum, near to the
pylorus. Coagulable lymph is also, in some instances, spread on
their surface, or is found in detached pieces. In many parts,
there is an alteration of structure, by the thickening of their
coats; so much so, that the caliber of the tube is considerably
lessened.
1417. The

large intestines are seldom involved in this mis
chief; and, perhaps, never, excepting where the disease has as
sumed the dysenteric form. Indeed, we may say, when the
larger intestines become inflamed, either as an original location,
or inflammation from
continuity, then we have dysentery added
Now and then appearances similar to
to the original disease.
those of the

though

primae viae,

not to

stances, and

enlarged,

especially

so as

the abdomen.
evident

any

extent.

in

may be seen upon the peritoneum,
The liver, under almost all circum
cases

of

long continuance,

is

greatly

sometimes to occupy two-fifths of the cavity of
But, though thus increased there is not any very

derangement of structure. Indeed, it

is rather

functional,,
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than
and

It is

organic.

or swollen, by congestion;
solid, than natural— a state

merely distended

this account, is

on

more

firm and

things, evidently induced by torpor

of

in the

portal

circulation.

with dark
The gall-bladder, in some instances, is found filled
with that which is pale, or nearly
green bile, and at other times,
colourless.* The other viscera of the abdomen are usually healthy.
the bow
It may, however, be proper to add, that the contents of
els, for the most part, consist of a thick, tenacious mucus, involving
of faecal matter, occasionally coloured by bile. When
small

lumps

death, by assuming a chronic form, it very
much resembles the chronic form of diarrhoea, or weaning brash.

this disease

causes

Treatment.
1418. The

disease,

already stated, usually commences with
of the alimentary canal; and it seems to

as

a very disordered state
to the
be admitted, that our earliest endeavours are to be directed
evacuation of the stomach and bowels. As regards, however,
there is
course to be pursued, to effect this purpose,
the

precise

Generally, purgatives are
especially the castor oil.
employed preference
Cases of a mild nature may, undoubtedly, be treated in this way,
there
and, particularly, if laudanum be occasionally added, when
not

the

unanimity

same

of

to

in

opinion.

emetics; and

or no fever.
But, in the more violent forms of the dis
attended
ease,
by vomiting, it will be impossible to get such me
retained. It is, therefore, necessary that we at
be
to
dicines
the irritability of the stomach*
to

is little

allay

tempt

1419. For this purpose, there is

nothing so certain, or so prompt,.

water, in which is dissolved a
gill
injection
common salt : this is for a child of a year old
of
large tea-spoonful
and upward, proportionably less for younger. And, however fre
be per anum, it must not be regarded:
quent the discharges may
be
must
the injection
given. If it operate immediately, and
or
bilious discharge, the stomach becomes
a
faecal
it
bring with
almost immediately quieted, and may then be repeated only pro
that is, whenever the vomiting may be severe. Should
re nata
it not bring any thing off, it must be repeated ; and an attempt
made to force it high into the bowels ; or should the vomiting not
cease, we must again have recourse to it.

of

as an

*

We

nearly

have, in

as

white

two

as

a

or

of

warm

three instances,

seen

serum, and of but little

the

more

gall-bladder

consistency.

filled- with

a

fluid
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1420. This

repetition

of the

will either procure the
salutary irritation of

injection

discharge required, or it will produce a

most

the rectum, on which its chief efficacy depends. We would wish
this fact to be remembered ; for a common injection of molasses,

oil, and water, will do little or no good, though it may procure
a stool, as it lacks the
stimulating ingredient, the salt, on which
its virtue

that

So decided and effective is this

depends.

have

we

a

hundred times

seen

it relieve

simple plan,
entirely, almost

without the aid of any other remedy.
1421. The great desideratum in cholera infantum, is to tran
quillize the stomach : if the disease have been provoked by any

irritating

matter in

deavour

to remove

the stomach itself, it should be

our

first

en

it, by encouraging the puking, by draughts
cold water, where the warm will not be drunk,

of warm, or even
until no foreign substance appears in the matter thrown up
but do not let us administer an emetic ; for, so long as nature

—

continues her efforts to

dislodge the offensive substance, it cannot
certainly succeed, if she be- aided by
warm water ; and it can never be otherwise than
injurious, after
it has cast off the irritating material.
1422. When this complaint attacks very young children,
nearly the same plan should be pursued that is, an injection of
the same materials must be given, of nearly the same strength,
but of less bulk, and this repeated, when necessary or, should
the first not succeed in allaying the irritation of the stomach, it
should be repeated in half an hour. A tea-spoonful of strong
be

required,

as

she will

—

—

coffee, without sugar

or

milk, every fifteen minutes, should be

given, especially to very young children
would profit by it in larger doses. We

;

but

we

have in

believe all ages
number of in

a

stances, since we first tried it, seen it act like a charm.
1423. In the commencement of this disease, we have

never

the alkalies, the absorbents, or
external irritants, of the smallest service ; we, therefore, never
seen

the

employ
ing

temporizing remedies,

them.

At this time,

substances from the

as

also,

room ;

discard all strong smell
especially from the stomach

we

and

belly without; as mint, spices, brandy, gin, &c;
they are extremely offensive to the sto
mach through the medium of the olfactory nerves.
1424. If the stomach have not been tranquillized by the in
jection, or the strong coffee, we immediately commence with
We first prescribed the remedy in
minute doses of calomel.
within,
as

we

or

are

the

convinced
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doses of half, a quarter, or
year 1795; and we were,
this did not deter
from that

eighth

by

some

us

of

a

grain

in cholera, in the

medical friends, se
insufficiency of the dose. But
of

our

supposed
from the practice;

for

have

we

pursued

it

until the present moment, though we could then
be of our opinion : since, however, Mr. Ayre

period

but few

gain

an

for the

verely ridiculed,

INFANTUM.

to

subject, it has got into general use. We
opium with the calomel, in the early stage of
the disease, being convinced it is better to exhibit it alone. The
following is the form and average dose we use :
has written
never

on

the

combine

—

R.

Calom.

ppt. gr. iij.

Sacch. Alb.

gr. vj.
M. div. in par.

1425. One of these

powders

is thrown

dry

xij.

into the child's

mouth, every hour, until the bowels are decidedly operated on
by them : this may be known, by the stools being more copious,
less frequent, and of a dark green colour, with a tenacious slime
of the

same or

nearly the

same

tone

of colour. When this

change

is observed, the powders are given much less frequently; say,
once in two, three, or four hours, as the
symptoms may have
abated, or proved refractory. After the bowels have been well

evacuated, and the child in pain,
order

an

to the age of the

child

1426. Should the
ment

of the

or

pretty much exhausted,

;

evening, with laudanum, proportioned
provided there is not too much fever.

symptoms persevere,

treat

previous day,
injection at night : pretty

the first

acute

or

over

we

the treat

produced ; and
plan do
If much fewer

have found the most de

advantage from bleeding, or the application of leeches
region of the stomach ; or if there be much cerebral

the

determination,

temples by

we

bleed from the arm, or draw blood from the
We never, however, use leeches in the de

leeches.

cline of the disease

employ them
them too freely.
we

renew

much after this

form of the disease.

attend, with great gastric distress,
cided

we

until similar effects be

the laudanum
we

we

in the

injection

;

much caution is

at an

required in their use,
improper period of the disease, or

I believe that four

or

lest
use

five leeches about the

scrobiculis cordis is every way sufficient, for that time, and
should not be used more freely ; we must always make allow
ance

for the after

bleeding,, which

is

very

abundant, nay,
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sometimes

profuse,

to arrest it.

and will

require

our

immediate interference,

(See

note, p. 410.)
1427. Should irritation of stomach continue, and the
legs and
feet become cold, much good is
frequently derived by blistering
the legs, or from
having them rubbed with mustard and warm

vinegar, Cayenne pepper and warm brandy, until the action of
the skin be excited. But from what has been said it will
appear,
that our chief reliance is upon the use of the calomel. We are
aware

giving

that many respectable practitioners are in the habit of
larger doses of this article than we are : be it so— we are

present, however, disposed to change a plan that has for
many years borne us out successfully in this truly fatal dis
ease.
Let every practitioner proportion his doses
to
not at
so

agreeably
remedy is all we
are solicitous about.
If one practitioner have found this
remedy
to succeed best in larger doses, let him
employ them ; we are
satisfied with its efficacy in more minute quantities.
We all
have the same object in view, namely, to quiet the irritation of
stomach and bowels, and to make a decided impression on the
hepatic circulation, to invigorate or calm its actions, and thus
restore the lost equilibrium in the distribution of the blood, which
is essential to the performance of its natural functions.
1428. Having thoroughly evacuated the
primae viae, and re
established healthy secretions, we are to desist from
purges : we
should be content with keeping the bowels in a soluble state
only;
his

own

experience

;

the administration of this

unless we have evidence of re-accumulations of bilious, and fouler
contents, or of hepatic torpor and congestion, when the same
course is to be renewed.
But if irritation be excessive, and, as

usual, productive of frequent and painful
with much

advantage,

discharges,

we

may,

administer

anodyne injections, three or
four times in the course of the twenty-four hours, after
having
applied a few leeches to the region of the stomach. These re
medies will in

most

and

this

cases,

certainly calm the intestinal canal

;

happens, the acrid discharges, together with
the other symptoms very generally cease to be troublesome.
Yet it will be occasionally necessary to administer a mild pur
gative, to remove oppressive accumulations, when they mani
festly exist : for this purpose, castor oil is best.
1429. In addition to what has already been advised, for the
as soon as

management of this disease,
calculated to make

a

direct

we

should be attentive to the

impression

on

the skin.

means

For this
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use of the warm bath is highly impor
purpose, the occasional
more or less
tant.
Every case of cholera, as formerly stated, is
so much so, that
of
marked
temperature—
inequality

by great
portion of the body will be parching hot, while another is
By immersing such a patient in warm water, we
very cold.
equalize temperature, and diffuse a glow over the entire surface,
one

at

the

are

not

while other benefits are,

of the bath, however,
to be

repeated daily, or

even

time, attained. The effects
lasting ; and hence, it is required

same

oftener.

It may be rendered

more

effectual, where there is much cutaneous insensibility, by adding
to it salt, mustard or brandy
and, upon coming out, to employ
frictions, &c.
—

1430. We have

already glanced

at

the

use

of blisters.

They

are serviceable at any stage of the disease if unequal tempera
ture prevail ; and may be applied over the stomach, abdomen,

extremities, according to the state of the case, and the
striking indications, that is, if the extremities be as warm
as the abdomen, we
may apply a blister over the region of the
stomach; but if the legs be cold, blisters had better be applied to
the calves of the legs, first irritating the surface by rubbing them
with a little spirits of turpentine. In addition to their ordinary
effects, they very usually promote perspiration. It is a fact not
sufficiently known, that without vesication, in certain conditions
of the skin, diophoresis will not take place.
1431. This plan, however, proving unsuccessful, it must be
intermitted; and, the bowels continuing highly irritated, with
bloody evacuations, we may try the oleaginous mixture, consist
ing of castor oil, gum Arabic, and laudanum or what, perhaps,
is still better, melted butter, or a union of sugar of lead, ipeca
cuanha, and opium. The lead here is occasionally very effica

or

to the

more

—

cious.
1432. In the course of a few days, in some instances, and in
others, a week or more, the disease passes into the nature of diar
rhoea, which, however, is sometimes attended by a slight degree

of tormina and

tenesmus.

It is also

usual,

at

this time, to find

the stomach

gestion ;

greatly debilitated, with the loss of the power of di
and so irritable, as hardly to retain
any description of

nourishment.

At this time, also, the stools are
apt to become
very watery and green ; manifesting the predominance of acid.
The remedies proper, under such circumstances, consist
chiefly
of the cretaceous and alkaline preparations,
variously combined.
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1433.

may be prescribed

They

Cret.

R.

Prep,

Gum Arab.

as

follows

:—

vel Test. Ostreor.

3iss.

^

aa3J-

Sacch. Alb. 3
Tinct. Theb.

gtt.

Sal. Tart, vel Carb. Sod.

R.

x.

|iij.

font.

Aq.

gr.

M.

xxx.

Gum Arab. ~)

aa3j.

Sacch. Alb. 3
Tinct. Theb.

gtt.

x.

§iij. M.

Font.

Aq.

drop of the oil of cinnamon may be advantageously added
sometimes to either form of the mixtures. Lime-water and
A

milk may be, also, usefully employed.
1434. At this period of the disease,

preparations of rhubarb
advantage. The spiced or sim
ple sirup of rhubarb, may be given, combined with small doses
of laudanum. In the use of these preparations, the dose is to be
small, and repeated at stated intervals, so as to attain rather the
tonic, or astringent, than the purgative effect, of this medicine.
are

sometimes resorted to with

1435. As the disease
or
so

advances, it loses most,

or

all of its

acute

painful symptoms, and becomes a colliquative diarrhoea ; and
profuse as to produce from ten to twenty stools in the twenty*

four hours.
1436. The treatment of this

diarrhcea

;

shall

we

suited to the

cases

here

only

of children.

case

is similar to that of chronic

point out some of the remedies
(See Chapter on Diarrhoea.)

1437. Combinations of chalk, with the tincture of kino,
an

infusion of

galls

and

laudanum,

worthy
reputation.
are

or

with

of confidence.

The columbo in infusion, has much
An infusion of
also been employed. The decoction of the pome-

logwood has
granite bark,

or

of each of these

spoonful

to

flowers, is said

to

be of great service.

preparations, is nearly the same

children above

a

year

—

The dose

about

a

dessert

old, and less for younger.

A

strong infusion of the dew, or blackberry root is said by many
to be useful; it has never done much in our hands.
By some

chalybeates are not a little prescribed the best
of which, agreeably to Dr. Chapman, is the supersaturated Sul
phate of iron, in the following formula :
practitioners,

the

—

—
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Sal. Martis.

R.

Acid.

gr.
dilute.

Sulph.

Sacch. Alb.

1438. Even
are

marks of

x.

y,j.
M.

§j.

Font.

Aq.

ij.

gtt.

The dose

3J.

here, however, calomel is serviceable, when there

hepatic congestion,

or

want

of bilious

discharges,

the presence of vitiated humours. But the chalybeate must
be laid aside, if it be proper to use the calomel ; and the bitter
infusion be given instead.
or

1439.

Exactly

under similar circumstances, and

especially

if

disordered, as is mani
fested by the loaded tongue and slimy stools, the spirit of tur
the

mucous

pentine

tissue of the bowels be much

has been found

highly

hope

The dose is from five

three

to ten

With this

beneficial.

several times succeeded, where all

drops

we

have

had been abandoned.
or

four times

day,

a

dismiss this part of our
observe, the occasional use of lauda

Before

in sweetened cold water.

we

it may be well to
when there is pain, is

subject,

absolutely necessary; a flannel roller
productive of signal benefit.
1440. This brings us to the consideration of regimen. In the
commencement of the disease, the diet should consist
exclusively
of breast milk ; which is of such importance, that a nurse ought
to be procured, where the child has been weaned.
It will of it
num,

around the abdomen, is sometimes

self, sometimes cure the disease. Caution, however, is neces
sary, even here, as the child, from excessive thirst, may demand
the breast too

frequently,

child therefore

must not

and thus overload its stomach

;

the

be

permitted to suck too much or too
often. If thirst be importunate, cold gum Arabic water
may be
given in small quantities frequently, instead of the often nursing.*
But if the child will
sweetened milk,

bic

tea.

or

take the breast, let it be fed
barley, or rice water and milk, or

These will

not

serve

on

diluted

gum Ara
But balm, or marsh

also for drink.

mallows tea, soda water, and burnt bread and water,
may also be
directed for this purpose. In the advanced stages the farinaceous
articles may be employed— as very thin
sago, rice, or boiled flour. Extreme

debility

and bowels

existing,

fish may be allowed.
*

a

and

no

fever present,

Yet the

root, tapioca,
of the stomach

arrow

a

little ham

only remedy which

is

or

salt

sovereign,

For the purpose here signified, an ounce of
gum Arabic will be sufficient for
of water, hay, a quart sometimes, when the
assimilating powers are feeble.

pint
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and

nearly unfailing, is a change of air. As long as the child re
city, and exposed to the operation of the causes of
the disease, we may palliate or
suspend its career, but can hardly
ever make a radical cure
relapse upon relapse takes place,
till the strength is finally extinguished.
mains in the

—

1441. Great benefit is
gained by a removal to the country,
in every stage of the complaint. It is even said
by the late Dr.
Rush, that he never lost but three patients, where this advantage
was
so

commanded; and it

effectual.

air,

may discover

we

be admitted, that there is nothing
almost, as the child gets into the country

As soon,
a

must

Where

change.

we

cannot

have

coun

try residence, entirely, it will be useful to ride out daily, or
twice a-day.
Crossing the river, we have very often found

highly

beneficial.

1442. To
so

prevent

a

disease

destructive of life and

measures

when

which

common

1. Never

1443.

practicable

permit
to

difficult of management, and
happiness, we shall indicate those
so

experience
a

child

prevent it.

natural milk.

disposes

to

As respects this
its attacks.

1444. 2. Direct the

wearing

has found best.

be weaned within the year,
No food is so salutary as the

to

complaint, weaning always pre
of flannel

next to

the skin, and

worsted

stockings. The great benefit of this system, is expe
rienced by grown persons, prone to intestinal complaints, and
we know its
utility to be no less in children.
1445. 3.

Duly regulate

the diet

—

let

an excess

of any fruit be

avoided, and absolutely abstain from unripe or unwholesome
kinds. The proper food of a child is, substantially, milk with
farinaceous matter, such as arrow-root, rice, biscuit, &c. After
a few months,
provided it has teeth, it will be useful to accus

strengthens the powers of di
alimentary canal.
general
gestion,
1446. 4. During dentition, let the gums be frequently ex
amined, and if any appearance of swelling or inflammation exist
in them, they must be lanced. Dentition, during hot weather,
is but too apt to excite cholera ; and if the complaint exist, it
never fails to aggravate it.
(See Chapter on Dentition.)
1447. 5. Let the child, when practicable, be removed to the
country ; but not too early in the season.
tom

it to

a

little animal food.

and the

tone

It

of the
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CHAPTER XXIX.
OF PERTUSSIS, OR HOOPING-COUGH.
1448.
or

Hooping-cough usually begins

fever, and catarrhal defluxions

less

—

cold, with

more

these continue, in

some

like

a

throughout every stage of the complaint
they cease in a few days. The onset of the

instances,

others,

while, in
disease, is,
;

for the most part, abrupt, without any distinct febrile movement,
and is sometimes early attended by the peculiar inspiration,

gives it its common name. At other times, a considerable
period elapses before this takes place; and, in some cases, it does
not happen.
Cullen tells us, he has had instances of a disease
which, though evidently arising from the chin cough contagion,
which

"

never

put

on

any other form than that of

common

catarrh."

1449. The disease

becoming confirmed, the paroxysm con
sists of a number of short expirations, closely following each
other, so as to produce a sense of suffocation : to overcome this,
a violent effort of
coughing is made, which usually ends in
vomiting, or a discharge of phlegm or mucus from the lungs.
In many cases, when the paroxysm is over, there is complete
relief in the interval; so much so, that the individual seems not
at all affected, except, perhaps,
temporarily a little weakened.
1450. This

a

complaint

is

not

accompanied by

a

of

difficulty

necessary attendant, unless in such as may have
chronic affection of the thoracic viscera. If it attend hoop

breathing

as a

ing-cough in such as have
betrays for the most part,

no

pectoral complaint ordinarily,

some

it

latent mischief in either the

bronchial membrane or the substance of the lungs themselves
this may be either inflammation or engorgement.

—

1451. Dr. Watt says, that
hooping-cough is sometimes at
tended with great torpor of the bowels, requiring large and fre
quent doses of medicine before it can be overcome. We have
never witnessed this condition ; and when it does occur, it is,

perhaps, only relative ; the coats of the stomach and bowels
being "varnished," as it were, with mucus; and thus prevent
ing the operation of medicine, by not permitting contact between
the medicine and the intestinal membrane. Also that the
urinary
secretion is influenced, and micturation produced.
1452. In the commencement, expectoration is sometimes
very
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deficient ; the

quently, and
takes place ;

cough is hard and dry ; the paroxysms recur fre
long continued. Congestion of the lungs now
which produces, by the interruption of the circula
are

tion in these organs,

a

correspondent

state

of the head

;

and,

as

consequence, a turgescence and suffusion of face, amounting
sometimes even to lividity, which is
occasionally relieved by
gushes of blood, from the mouth, nose, eyes, or ears. In this
manner, the disease runs an indefinite course, from one month
a

three,

to

the

on

The

; though the average is, per
This, however, very much depends

period.

of the year

season

winter.

twelve months

even

or

the second

haps,

popular

;

it

being always

of

longer

duration in

notion is, and which is not far from the

fact, that it is six weeks in reaching its height, continues for
some time with but little abatement, then declines, and
goes off
in six weeks

more.

writers, especially Webster, consider the hoop
consisting in some cerebral disorder ; and adduce,

1453. Some

ing-cough

as

as evidence, the existence of head-ach, redness of the
eyes and
cheeks, and the relief that a bleeding at the nose affords, toge

ther with the appearance of the brain and its appendages after
death. Dr. Gregory, like Webster, speaks
of a tensive pain
"

of the forehead

;

and, in

severe

cases,

this is

obviously

urgent

an

symptom, and one which demands attention in reference to prac
tice." We have paid considerable attention, ever since we read
Mr. Webster's paper on hooping-cough, to the symptoms which
particularly mark this disease, but we have never satisfied our
selves of the existence of any primary cerebral disorder.
occasionally had confessions from our patients, that

have
had

more

but there is

or

less

"

surely nothing

never

tensive

"

pain

they

headach, especially after violent coughing;
in this

from such efforts of the chest
the

We

as

more

in the forehead

been certain that it existed

than

might

be

expected
And of

this disease demands.

even

we

have

late in the disease.

This

just spoken of,

may have arisen from our patients, at least nineteen out of twen
ty whom we have examined with this view, being too young to

either describe it, or to make them sensible of our meaning;
with the few whom we interrogated that could comprehend what
suppose Mr. Webster intended by the expression, it
tainly wanting. Nor is the relief experienced by a
we

was cer

bleeding

any proof of the existence of the disordered condi
tion of the brain and its appendages ; since this kind of bleeding
from the

nose

37*
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the head, when the mucous
very certainly removes pain from
are
inflamed in catarrh. Be
sinuses
the
frontal
of
membrane
the
of
existence
the
sides,
appearances after death, noticed by

Mr. Webster, does not appear to be confirmed by Laennec. And
Dr. Watt says that this disease is proved by dissection to be
"

essentially
spasmodic :" he says, with several authors, I look
upon the convulsive cough as a nervous disease, produced by a
spasmodic affection of the glottis and diaphragm. But this spasm
is seldom uncombined or idiopathic ; and that in the majority of
Guibert considers

bronchitis.

as

"

nervous or

cases

hooping-cough

other affection of the organs of
bronchitis, pneumonia, pleurisy, and sometimes
word, the hooping-cough is a disease essentially

it is coincident with

some

respiration,
phthisis. In a
nervous or spasmodic,
as

and which may exist alone, and without
but
is generally attended by a disease which
evident
cause,
any
for
most
the
has,
part its seat in the respiratory organs, and

which

necessarily
of the

treatment

modifies the progress, duration and mode of
hooping-cough so decidedly, as to induce the

only existing cause. From this it would fol
idiopathic diseases which may have cough as a
prominent symptom, may also be attended by hooping, which
will then appear to be nothing more than a peculiar modification
of the ordinary cough. My opinion is founded, first, upon the
diversity and contradictory theories of authors upon this subject,
and which start with the assumption, that the disease is situ
ated in this or that organ ; 2dly, in this disease being compli
cated, for the most part, with some other disease; 3dly, from the
uncertainty of any mode of treatment, and the similarity of re
sult from opposite modes of treatment; and,4thly, upon clinical
observation, and the inspection of the bodies of those who have
died of the disease," (pp. 145, 146.)
On this account of M. Guibert, we see nothing but an attempt
at new views, without the slightest
practical advantage; and the
whole of his hypothesis upon this disease, is, in our
opinion,
contradicted by the fact, that, as a general rule, it never occurs
belief that it is the

low', that all the

but

his

The
of the

same

individual, which would

opinion justly

not

be the case,

founded.

may be said of Dr. Alderson's pathology of this
he makes it consist in an. inflammation in the air cells

same

disease

tity

in the

once

were

—

lungs ;

in which he says,." Mucus is secreted in less
quan

than usual,

a

fibrinous exudation takes

place,

and adhesion
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of the

parietes

lar membrane

of the cells is the consequence ; whilst the cellu
separating the individual lobules, retains its natu

ral structure."

(Medico-Chirur. Trans., published by the Me
of London, vol. XVI.
part 1.)
Now, the inflammation spoken of, no doubt, in most instances,
really exists— but bronchitis, for it is nothing more nor less, sim
ply considered, is not sufficient to account for the whole of the
phenomena of the hooping-cough, as we have this moment in
dical

Chirurgical Society

timated of M. Guibert's views.
1454. "With

to the

origin of pertussis, there is consi
supposed to depend on a specific contagion,
which affects persons
only once. To this, however, there may
be exceptions.
While it is pretty generally admitted, that the
disease proceeds from
contagion; there are writers who main
tain, that it occasionally, at least, prevails as an epidemic; and,
hence, must originate in a more common source. Much discus
sion has lately taken
place on this point; but the facts are not
nor well authenticated, to warrant
numerous,
sufficiently
any
respect

derable doubt.

very

It is

positive conclusion.
Yet, we confess, that

1455.

depends
than contagion.

on causes

1456. That it

than

of

a

does, in

more

some

we are

inclined

general

and

to

believe that it

pervading

influence

instances, arise from other causes
Willis, who was the first

certain.

contagion,
quite
accurately, declares it to be an epidemic, occur
ring most commonly in spring and autumn. By Hoffman, it is
said to have spread in Berlin to a great extent, in the same
way.
In the tenth volume of the Medical Repository of New York,
Dr. Willey gives an account of the disease
having suddenly bro
ken out in Block Island, and where it
prevailed widely, with
out the inhabitants of the
place having had any intercourse
with an infected source. It is a rule, with fewr or no
exceptions,
that, where a disease can be traced to atmospherical influence,
it does not prove contagious. Nature, indeed, can hardly em
ploy two such opposite causes to produce the same effect.*
to

*

seems

describe it

It is

a

well known fact, that many become affected, where every precaution
contagion; and that the disease is uniformly relieved, or even

is taken to avoid

by a removal beyond the limits of the supposed distempered atmosphere.
Agreeably to Desruelles, the following writers have described epidemic hooping-cough:
Trai.te de la Coqueluche, p. 100, &c. &c.
cured

—
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Believing that the complaint is generated by specific
to look for
contagion, we have, perhaps, too much neglected
on the whole, in the present
of
its
Yet,
causes
other
production.
to proceed in
state of our knowledge, it will be most prudent
the impression of its contagious nature.
under
practice,
1458. It may be inferred from the history of the disease, that
'the diagnosis is neither difficult nor obscure. But this is not
exactly so; for in its commencement, it so much resembles the
common catarrh, that it is almost always mistaken for it; espe
cially in early spring, and late^autumn: nor can it well be de
1457.

cided which disease it may be, until the permanency and obsti
nacy of the affection declare it to be hooping-cough.
1459. The remote
at

of

cause

may be received
make its appearance; and thus
it may be called into action by

hooping-cough

the moment catarrh is about

to

may be confounded with it; or
the catarrhal affection, and thu§

perpetuate the symptoms of this

disease. Or it may, and we believe it often does, at the periods
just named, assume all the forms of catarrh, and from which, in
the commencement, it would be impossible to decide, whether
the affection under consideration be hooping-cough or catarrh:

for

hooping-cough,

at

its onset in the

much febrile action

catarrh

spring

and fall, is attended
not until this in

and it is

;
by
flammatory stage is about to pass away, that the cough assumes
the paroxysmal form, and declares the disease to be hoopingcough. When the spring is pretty far advanced, and during the
hot weather of summer, hooping-cough is rarely confounded
with catarrh ; for at these periods, there will be less fever, and
the disease will more quickly betray its peculiar character.
But, fortunately, no evil can arise from their being confounded ;
as

Pasquicr speaks
More than

one

of

an

as

epidemic

hundred thousand

of this kind, that broke out in
in

Paris

alone,

were

March, 1411.

attacked with it.

This

account is confirmed

De Thou relates

hooping-cough:

by Mezeray.
another epidemic

the symptoms

were

that
not

besieged Paris in 1510: this was called
related by him, though mentioned by

Sennertus.

Riverius mentions
Baillou

gives

an

one

that

account of

spread
one

over

almost the whole of

Europe

in 1557.

in 1578.

Geller describes

one that took place in 1757, in the
duchy of Mechlenburg.
Aaskow, one that happened at Copenhagen, 1775.
Arand, one that occurred at Mayence in 17G9, &c. &c.

It thus appears that this disease has

from 1411 to 1815.

occasionally appeared

in

an

epidemic form

The last, that is, of 1^15, is said to have occurred at Milan.
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for at this

period

their treatment

must

be

the

precisely

same.

It also resembles the

hooping-cough
eyelids, and

initiatory symptoms of measles; for in
there is sneezing, watery eyes, swelling of

the

an unusual fulness of the face.
But the doubts
which of the diseases these symptoms
belong, is, for the most
soon cleared
the
part,
up, by
eruption taking place in measles on

to

the third

fourth

or

It is,

affection.

day after the commencement of the

however, said,

occurred without any
have

catarrhal

that instances of measles have

eruption having

taken

but this

place,

we

never seen.

1460. This disease is

generally

most severe

with

infants,

as

expectorate with the same freedom as older children,
thus debarred this source of relief. Where it attacks

they

cannot

and

are

with much fever and catarrh, it is also unfavourable

pneumonia,
subjects rarely
or

;

and with

peripneumonia notha, still more so. Consumptive
or never recover.
The favourable circumstances

absence of fever, and oppression ; free expectoration, and
facility of vomiting. The disease terminates sometimes, by the
are

—

gradual wasting of strength, or runs into chronic affections, as
consumption, asthma, hydrothorax and hydrocephalus, or, sud
denly, by apoplexy, or suffocation, from spasm of the glottis.
1461. It is

obvious, that the irritation of the

remote cause,

wherever it may be primarily seated, induces an inflammation of
the mucous membranes of different parts of the organs of respi

ration, occasioning

mulating,
cough for

an

increased secretion of fluid; which accu
substance, and brings on the

acts as an extraneous

its

expulsion. When this natural effort succeeds, there
a
complete interruption of the coughing : but on its
being reproduced, we have a repetition of the paroxysm. By
too long a continuance of this irritation, disorganization takes
place in the lungs, &c; and the system at large, participating in
the morbid affection, a gradual exhaustion of strength, and death
takes place ; or the air-cells being choked up, or the glottis closed
by spasm, or by collections of mucus, or lymph, the patient dies
suddenly from suffocation : or, possibly, in some instances, as is
is for

a

time

represented,
and

the brain may become

so

affected

as

life

to

constitute

a

complicated case, terminating
by coma,
At this period, an inflammatory state of the sys
tem undoubtedly exists ; it, however, exhibits a very peculiar
character, owing, perhaps, to the nature of the cause by which
it is excited ; for it, unquestionably, is far less obedient to the
new

more

vulsions, &c.

con
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usual remedies than

ordinary

inflammation ; and, in many

re

this condi
spects, proves illustrative of the modification which
it.
tion receives, from the agent producing
1462. Dr. Watt

mation of the

regards

mucous

this disease

as

essentially an

membrane of the bronchia

;

inflam

and that when

generally by the production of severe
Laennec
bronchitis.
says, that hooping-cough holds a middle
the
between
mucous catarrh and pituitous catarrh, as far as
place
regards the nature of the expectoration and the bronchial con
gestion ; but that it possesses some characters peculiar to itself.
Such rarely occurs twice in the same person ; the cough taking
place by fits : Each fit," he says, is composed of a quick suc
cession of sonorous coughs, with scarcely any perceptible inspi
ration between ; except that, from time to time, the expirations
of coughing are suddenly interrupted by a very deep, seemingly
convulsive, and noisy inspiration, accompanied by a lengthened
hissing, which constitutes the pathognomonic sign of this variety
of catarrh."
The stethescope exploration of the chest in the
intervals of the fits, supplies only the usual results of catarrh
namely, a feebler respiration than natural, or the complete ab
sence of this in certain
points, which, however, sound well
puerile respiration in other parts, and, occasionally, a slight so
it terminates

fatally,

it is

"

"

"

—

—

norous or

sibilous

mucous

rattle."

1463. Desruelles makes it consist of

an

inflammation of the

bronchia, complicated with cephalic irritation. But that the

"

in

flammation des bronches est

toujours primative, et l'irritation du
cerveau consecutive," p. 77.
We can readily imagine that the
brain, or its appendages, may indirectly become implicated with
hooping-cough, since the very efforts of the thorax, during the
paroxysms, are well calculated to force an unusual quantity of
blood into the brain we, therefore, need not be surprised, that
dissections have revealed water in its ventricles, though we can
not admit, that the inflammation which terminated
by the effu
sion of water, was the cause of the affection of the
lungs.* Des—

*

Dr. Palmer

(Illustrations of Medicine, p. 183) has adopted the following paDuring, the violent paroxysms of the cough, the blood is
quantity and with increased impetus to the brain ; and the ir
ritated and loaded organ reacts with augmented violence on the local
malady.
Numerous facts are illustrated by this view in the
history of chin cough. Of these,
the most striking are
the absence of the convulsive character in the other inflam.
mations of the air passages not complicated with cerebral irritation; the exist.

thology.
propelled

He says,
in undue

"

—

—
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ruelles considers

hooping-cough

as

essentially inflammatory,

"
under all its modifications and
appearances. He says, a quelcauses
etre
attribuees les modifications que
ques
que puissent
presente la coqueluche ; quelles que soient I'activite ou la lenteur

de

sa

marche la violence

promptitude
de complication,
offre toujours les
les differens
verses

son

sa

degres

guerison,

issue heureuse
les

sont

symptomes, la

ses

son etat

de

funeste,

ou

simplicite

ou

affection

cette

d'une maladie inflammatoire dont

caracteres

qu'elle revet,"

la faiblesse de

ou

le retard de

ou

principales

des formes di-

causes

p. 217.

1464.
on

the

Notwithstanding a more correct light has been shed
pathology of hooping-cough, little new is proposed in the

management of it.
1465. As the whole of the

of this disease declare it

phenomena

at

be catarrhal

to

the

commencement

and

as in most in
stances, in the cold part of our seasons, it is attended with fever,
and marks of local irritation and inflammation, there is the most
decided necessity for treating this complaint
by evacuants ; as

;

blood-letting, laxatives, and emetics, and these to be repeated
according to the exigency of the case. These should be perse
vered in until they produce direct evidence that the inflamma
tory stage of the disease is abated,

or

subdued;

or, in

a

word,

let the disease, in the first instance, be considered
than a violent catarrh, and be treated

nothing
accordingly.

ence

of the cerebral symptoms

chin

cough;— the frequency

more

invariably observed even in the mildest form of
hemorrhage, and the marked relief of the
bronchial affection resulting from it;
the notorious tendency of the brain to ac
tive disease in hooping-cough ;from which some writers have been
erroneously led
to infer that the latter is
simply a cerebral affection; and lastly, the maintenance
of
{he convulsive character long after every trace of the original inflammation of
the respiratory membrane has disappeared ;t and the final removal of the
disease,
at that period by spinal irritants,
powerful moral impressions, or other agents
of nasal

—

—

which

can

exert

no

organs, except the

direct influence upon the bronchial membrane,
marrow and the brain."

or

any other

spinal

t This clearly explains one of the sources from which error has arisen in in
vestigations of the morbid anatomy of chin cough. A child is destroyed by an
affection of the brain, connected with the disease in its later
stages ; and,
quently, after every visible trace of the bronchial inflammation has

conse

disappeared.

On dissection, the bronchial membrane is found in
an

apparently correct, although

state of this membrane constitutes

no

a

natural condition ; and hence

inference may be drawn, that a morbid
essential character of
hooping-cough.

erroneous
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persuaded, that this disease oftentimes becomes
inveterate, and sometimes dangerous, from prescriptions being
based upon a mistaken pathology. Thus, both Burton* and
Millarf reject blood-letting altogether, though Millar sometimes
ventured upon the application of leeches. LieutaudJ never em
ployed it but in extreme cases ; that is, when the fever was very
1466. We

are

respiration difficult, &c. We would, therefore,
reader to keep in mind, the opinions of Laennec, Des-

violent and the

wish the

ruelles, Watt, and others, that in hooping, the bronchia or other
portions of the lungs are sure to be in a state of inflammation,

especially in its commencement ; and if proper depletion be ne
glected, a second stage is formed of the disease, and we then
find a disposition, to either metastasis to the brain, or find that it
participates severely with the original complaint hence, con
vulsions, inflammation of the brain, or hydrocephalus, are found
—

to

supervene.

Bleeding is demanded, in many instances, independ
ently of other circumstances, by the interrupted circulation of
the lungs ; and affords, almost always, the most decided relief.§
And this must be repeated as the necessity for it may continue,
or, as this necessity may subsequently return to the progress of
the case. Even in Europe, where the lancet, comparatively, is
so
sparingly employed, this practice is commanded, and gene
rally pursued ; but in this country, its employment for the most
part is indispensable.
1468. This was the practice of Willis, who was the first to
give a regular account of this disease ;|| he chiefly relied, for its
This appears, too,
cure, upon vomiting, purging, and blistering.
to have been the general practice of the
age, and particularly
of Sydenham ; and we have, among many inferior names, those
of Astruc, Huxham, Hoffman, Hillary, Home, Lettsom, &c,
1467.

in favour of this

course

of treatment.

1469. Evacuations of the

brought
*

in aid of

Appendix

bleeding ;

to Treatise

t Observations

on

on

alimentary

canal

must

and these may be made

also be

by

eme-

the Non Naturales.

the Asthma and

Hooping-Cough.

t Med. Prat.

§ By bleeding,

we

wish to be

tern, by means of the lancet.
II This was in 1664.

understood, taking blood from the general

sys-
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tics,

or laxatives ; of the
latter, the best is castor oil, after the
bowels have once been opened
calomel. The former are

by

chiefly applicable

to

children

;

and, where the attack is violent'

and the

oppression great, they may be repeated,
accumulation of phlegm is great and
threatening.
the impression on the stomach, small doses of the

provided the
To keep up
sirup of squills,

ipecacuanha, should be given in the intervals. Or, what has
answered all these intentions with the most decided
efficacy, is
Coxe's hive sirup, given in
proper doses.
1470. We always have recourse to this medicine
immediately
after bleeding, (if this have been
and' after
or

necessary)
having
purged with calomel, hive sirup must be given in such doses as
shall freely promote expectoration ; or should there be
oppress
sion, or evidence of great accumulation of phlegm in the wind
pipe and lungs, in such quantity, as shall freely puke. We, for

the first purpose, order doses suitable to the
age of the child,
every hour or two, as it may show its effects. For a child of
three or four months old, we would order
eight drops every
hour or two, and a proportionally
larger quantity as the age ad
vances ; and, for the second view, we would
give these quanti
ties every fifteen minutes, until an emetic
operation be pro
duced. Let it be, however, remembered, that children of the
same
age will bear very different quantities of this medicine, as
well as of every other; therefore, the doses must be

regulated by the
emetic, it

must

effects.

be

constantly

After this medicine has
operated
as before directed, as an

as an

given,
expectorant.*
But should bleeding not have been
necessary, the case will
rarely require more than demulcent drinks, and a low diet.
1471.
The state of the expectoration is a matter of conse
quence, and should always be attended to; for from it much may
be learnt After the disease, in favourable cases, has arrived at
*

The

following
sirup.

Coxe's hive

is the

recipe

for

making

Seneca snake root, bruised
dried and bruised

Squills,
Water

Boil

together,

the

compound sirup

of

squill's,

or

Take of

over a

)

\

each half a

pound.

eight pounds.
slow

fire, till

and then add of strained

the water, is half consumed ; strain off the

honey four pints.
Boil the honey and strained liquor to six pounds, or to the consistence of a si.
rup ; and, to every pound, of the sirup, add sixteen grains of tartar emetic; that is\,
one grain to every ounce.
liquor,
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height or is upon the decline, the expectoration becomes
as
more profuse, and the sputa lose their mucous character, by
take
sud
if
this
But
place
suming a more purulent appearance.
denly, or in the early part of the disease,*it is, for the most part,
Nor is blood mixed with the expectorated
an unfavourable sign.
matter, a good token, generally speaking.
1472. The most abstemious diet should be observed during
the whole of the catarrhal stage of this complaint, which is from
three to six weeks, according to the season. Children at the
breast should receive nothing but the mother's milk ; those who
are weaned should be confined strictly to a milk and vegetable
diet. All animal food, or broths, must most scrupulously be
avoided. Rennet whey is preferable to whole milk. The drinks
should be barley water, flax-seed tea, gum Arabic water, bran
its

tea,

toast

water,

molasses and water.

or

1473. The milder

do not

answer as

pendently of

its

laxatives, though recommended by many,

well

as

calomel for the first

purgative effects,

purging;

this medicine would

for inde
seem

to

other power. Certain it is, that active evacuations
by calomel, in the commencement of the disease have, in a
greater or less degree, the effect of breaking down the force of
exercise

some

symptoms, and to abridge the career of the disease.
We, therefore, almost always commence the treatment with a
the catarrhal

mercurial purge ; and repeat this for the first two or three days,
if the condition of the bowels require it. Whatever opinion
may be adopted of its mode of action, we are certain of its util
ity; and as there can be no dispute as to the propriety of having
the bowels well

opened

in the

beginning

of the disease, calomel

the best suited to this purpose.
1474. During the general treatment pointed out, we are not
wholly to lose sight of some local remedies in this disease.
seems

to be

Congestion

and inflammation of the

lungs

are

apt

to

take

place;

for the relief of which, blisters are found decidedly advanta
geous after proper evacuations ; or, should it be necessary to
draw more blood, let it be done by leeches or cups, from be
tween the shoulders.

be taken

by

We

are

leeches

decidedly

of

opinion

that blood

cups, with any thing like the
same advantage from any other part, where there is a threatened
congestion of the lungs ; and it sometime becomes important
cannot

to follow this up

by

a

or

blister to the

same

part.
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1475. When there is

remedies

a

strong determination

to

the head, the

Leeches to
general
temples we have found of singular advantage, where much
pain in the head was experienced after each spell of coughing ;
indeed, we now never neglect this last symptom, as we are con
vinced it was the prelude to a fatal issue in two or three cases we
have seen by extravasation within the brain and who has not
witnessed the advantage, or at least the immediate relief, from an
accidental bleeding at the nose!
1476. Though we admit of determination of blood to the head
in this disease, and recommend, as just stated, local depletion for
its relief, we are by no means of opinion, that either this deter
mination, or an inflammation of the brain, or its appendages,
has the least agency in the production, or even the perpetuation
of the cough with which either may be associated. Yet the supervention of inflammation, or even a congestive state of the
brain, will very much increase the danger of the patient there
fore, these conditions require the active means just recommended
same

are

required,

both

and local.

the

—

v

—

for their relief.

Nature sometimes furnishes the

means

of relief

herself, by instituting a bleeding from the nose this, when suf
ficiently extensive, affords more relief than either cupping or
leeching, and should, therefore, always be encouraged to an ex
—

every way compatible with the exigency of the symptoms,
and the strength of the patient, if this be practicable.
tent

1477. But let it be
nose,

remembered, that the bleeding from the

however instrumental and

speedy it

violence of the marks of determination

gestion

in the brain,

these parts, and

not

may be in abating the
the head, or of con

to

only proves the immediate condition
original agency, in the production

an

of

of

hooping-cough.
1478. In the

would wish it

use

to

be

of the remedies recommended above, we
we do not
always prescribe

understood, that

bleeding, or loss of blood in any other way in every case of
hooping-cough, as it very often presents itself without the symp
toms which would justify this, or, perhaps, any other remedy,
except occasionally the use of the sirup, as just directed, to se
cure a free expectoration : or, the adrninistration of a few grainsof calomel ; or, what is better, after the first few days of the dis
ease,

the occasional

1479. If due

use

regard

of castor oil, if the bowels be confined.

have been

paid to

the treatment of the in-
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flammatory or catarrhal stage of hooping-cough ; or if the reme
dies for subduing this state have been successful ; a second pe
riod of this disease will arrive, in which other remedies may be
useful. But it should be carefully ascertained before the cha
racter of the remedies

are

changed,

action shall have ceased ;

matory

carefully examined, and it
before

we commence

must

writh the

that every

vestige of inflam

therefore, the pulse

be found

must

be

sufficiently subdued,

antispasmodic

and tonic remedies.

1480. Desruelles finds much fault with these directions: he
'<
says, comment se fait-il que le Docteur Dewees, qui montre tant
de confiance dans le regime, qui le prescrit avec tant de reserve

de sagesse, ait cru necessaire de donner l'emetique, d'entretenir les nausees par des petites doses d'ipecacuanha, de purger
souvent avec calome'las, et de s'abandonner a Paction incertaine
et

nuissible des

et souvent
meme

des

toniques

?

II

narcotiques, des antispasmodiques, et
preconise la saignee et la diete, et il ad-

ministre des medicamens stimulans: n'est-ce pas d&ruire d'une
main se que l'on a fait de l'autre 1 Par quelle Strange association
d'idees peut-on faire concourir au meme resultat des moyens si
opposes, si contradictories V (p. 242.)
1481. In
to say

answer

that

the above

to

we

differ

sary
of hooping-cough, and
of

our

on

treatment arise.

least, if

not the brain

or

a

questions, it will be only neces
progressive pathology

little in the

this circumstance does the difference

Desruelles considers the bronchia, at
its appendages, to be in a state of phlo-

the whole continuance of the

gosis during
cough ; while we are
of opinion that the stage of inflammation passes away, and that
if the cough continue after the pulse declares the absence of fe
brile action, that it arises from some impression upon the ner
system, or that it may then become the cough of habit.
With this belief in view, we prescribe a rigid diet, order bleed
ing, either general or topical, or both, purging, &c; but, after the
vous

necessity for

this

found it useful to

discipline has ceased,
give antispasmodics,

1482. We do not order

and the

as

will be

we

think

or

tonics.

we

perceived,

have

always

these different

time; for we have just insisted, that
plans
"
before the character of the remedies is
changed, we should
at

one

carefully
ceased."

same

ascertain that every vestige of
inflammatory action has
There is certainly no inconsistency in this practice

nay, it is very often essential ta the

—

cure

of many

affections,

as
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fevers, and especially intermittents, that the system be reduced
are
given. We have just stated, that Desruelles

before tonics

looks upon the hooping-cough to be essentially an inflammatory
disease, under all its modifications, and through the whole of its
career, and that it

antiphlogistic treat
departure, but as we
have never had any reason to be of this opinion ourselves, we
have not adopted the notions of this author upon this point. The
difference of our views of the character of the disease during
its progress, will readily account for the difference of our plans
We might retort his queries with equal pro
of treatment.
when
he insists upon one uniform mode of prac
to
him,
priety
whole
course of the disease ; for to us it
tice through the
appears
as
our
as inconsistent
plan does to him.
1483. In justice, however, to him, we admit that we have
seen a number of cases of hooping-cough subdued, and that
speedily, in some instances, by a perseverance in the antiphlo
gistic plan of treatment; but, on the other hand, in justice to
consequently requires

an

ment from its commencement to its final

we must
say that
the treatment that

ourselves,

we

required

we

seen very many more, that
have laid down.

have

1484. We believe it has been

tion to the
more

state

generally

scribed for

of the

to

pulse,

chiefly owing

to want

of atten

that this disease has not

yielded

for it has been pre-^
than almost any other complaint

the influence of remedies

—

empirically,
long catalogue of human diseases. Should the first stage
have been neglected, or improperly treated, the disease will pur
sue its course in spite of all opposition; and the patient may be
felicitated when it takes its departure, however protracted this
more

in the

may be, and leaves not behind,
experienced by its presence.
1485. We have

will have

a

no

more

confidence in the

determined

course ;

serious evils than

opinion,

and that

we can

were

that this disease

only relieve

the

the immediate symptoms, though
pressure or inconvenience of
himself.
Nor should we inculcate this
it is urged by Sydenham

belief, until it be

a

well ascertained fact,

as

it would but too

cer

and indifference in the treatment of this

tainly foster supineness
Too much has
formidable disease.

already

been taken for

granted upon this subject; and, because we are not yet in pos
session of proper counter agents to. this complaint, it certainly
does not prove it to be indomitable. The intermittent fever,
38*
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and lues venerea,

thought to be equally, if not more
hooping-cough; but the discovery of the

were once

than

unmanageable,

use of mercury, have rendered them compara
harmless
diseases; the proper or appropriate remedy for
tively
hooping-cough may, therefore, be yet discovered.

bark, and the

1486. If the

opinion prevail,

definite duration, all exertion to

hooping-cough will have a
abridge its career will be para

that

lyzed, and the poor suffering infants and children will be de
prived of even the moderate aid it is now in our power to give.
As regards ourselves, we are decidedly of opinion, that its dura
tion may be as certainly shortened, as the march of fever ; nor
do we say this upon slight or inadequate grounds, if our obser
vations have not deceived

be made

run

and at the

its

course

same

We have known this disease to

us.

in

eight

members of the

same

family,

time, in less than six weeks

; and in many other
with equal success. But

riod of

period has been abridged
entirely confirmed us in the persuasion, that the pe
this disease can be shortened, nay, even stopped short

in

instances,

instances, the
what has

some

was

the

success we once

witnessed from the

exhibition of the tincture of artificial musk, in a family of five
children, who were all labouring under confirmed hooping-

cough.
1487. When

of about

within the
mild

;

it

we

period

was

of

All

the catarrhal symptoms

attacked

were

very

they readily yielded to a moderate
inflammatory action was completely

put upon the use of the arti
One, the youngest, (eleven months
cough altogether in less than a week, and neither

ceased to

same

of the others continued
1488.

;

and all the children

ficial musk at the

old,)

week

a

had been

summer, and

antiphlogistic plan.
subdued,

prescribed this remedy, the disease
standing, all the children were

weeks'

two

were

time.

as

long

We, however, confess

as a
we

fortnight.

have not

seen so

instance of the influence of this article since

;

striking

though

we

an
are

every way convinced, it is a valuable remedy in this disease,.
and one that we have long been in the habit of

using.
disadvantage arising from the belief that this
disease cannot be shortened, is the neglect of
early measures to
subdue, or moderate the inflammatory action of the system in its
1489. Another

commencement; in consequence of this, cerebral, and pulmonic
congestions form, of which the patient, perhaps, speedily dies,
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such

or

disorganization

takes

place

as

to

render him miserable

for life.

This doctrine is not understood
for when it is declared we cannot

by people in general
abridge the period of the dis
ease, it is always understood to mean, we can do no
good in
hooping-cough ; of course, the physician is but too rarely em
ployed in this complaint. Yet we are certain, there are few dis
in which

eases

hooping-cough

more

in the

relief is

—

experienced

commencement:

than well treated

of this

opinion also was
experienced Dr. Underwood, who declares, There is no
complaint of children, with which I am acquainted, in which
medicine is at times more
evidently serviceable, than in bad
hooping-cough." Then, why should poor children be aban
doned, in this formidable complaint, for an ill-sustained hypo
thesis, or popular belief?
1490. Narcotics, and
antispasmodics, are also directed at this
period of the disease: among these, opium claims our first notice.
After evacuations have been duly made, and there is a
proper
abatement of fever, or other marks of irritation, its use as a
pal
liative of the more troublesome symptoms, is sanctioned
by the
experience of almost every body. The pleasantest, and we be
the

"

lieve, the best form for its exhibition, is in the brown mixture,
in suitable doses at night.* Dr. Edwin P. Atlee recommends,
with much confidence, the Prussic acid. The
following is his
formula

:

—

Acid

R.

Hydrocyanic,

Syr. Simp.
A

gut. iv.

Jij.

M.

tea-spoonful, morning and evening, for the first day— three
a
day after. American Journ. ofMed. Sciences, for May,
,

times

—

1832.
*

lour

The
:

Elix.

gt.

the formula. for the brown

mixture;

so

Paregor.

§j.

Take

called from its

Paregoric Elixir

Vin. Antimon.

gss.

Antimonial Wine

Sue.

Liquorice

Pulv. G.Arab.

sjiij.
gij.

Aq. Fervent.

^vj. M. ft.

co

Glycrrh.

sol.

1

\

Ball

ounce.
ounce.

3 dram3.

Gum Arabic

2 drams.

Hot water

6

ounces.

Mix.
child from four months to six, may take a small tea-spoonful every two
three hours during the night, should the cough be troublesome. One from six

Of this,
or

following, is

—

a

months to
two years,

and

so

a
a

a large tea-spoonful and repeat, if
necessary
dessert-spoonful, and repeat; one from two to four,

year,

on, as, the age increases.

—

one, from

a

one

to

table-spoonful,
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And Dr. Bland

He advises it in doses
lb.

little honey.

sulphuret of potash in this disease..
of ten grains, morning and evening, in a

gives

the

—

During the prevalence of the pathology, which ascribed
the disease to spasm, antispasmodics were the chief remedies.
Of this class the whole were tried in succession, and particularly
1491.

the castor, artificial musk, and asafcetida.

Of the powers of the

former, we are entirely ignorant, having never prescribed it.
Cullen, however, tells us, that it is of no value.
1492. The second, or artificial musk, has been long in use in

spasmodic
tained.

affections

But it is

;

only

and its powers are, in some degree, ascer
within a few years, that it has been em

we have
already said, we
remedy.
1493. It is also highly estimated by Underwood ; and espe
cially where the spasms are violent : it is given in the dose of
five or six drops on sugar, or highly sweetened milk.
1494. Of the antispasmodics, asafcetida has always borne a
high character ; but our own experience is by no means, calcu
lated to advance the reputation of its powers in the disease in
question; though we have found it occasionally useful, but never
decidedly efficacious.
1495. We are next to consider the proper plan, after the cause

ployed

for the

cure

of

pertussis ;

have found it oftentimes

a

and

valuable

of the disease, whatever it may be, has worn itself out, or is dis
missed, and when the cough is kept up by the force of habit

only;

to

interrupt

the train of morbid associations, all the tonics

have been directed, and especially such as are-supposed to have
the effect of subduing paroxysmal tendencies.
The Peruvian
bark

was,

of course, placed at the head of this class, and is much
Cullen bestows on it unqualified praise, and con

celebrated.

siders it by far the most certain means ; and even says, when
given in sufficient quantity, he has seldom seen it fail of speedily
putting an end to the disease. It is reasonable to suppose, that
the bark might be useful ; though it must be confessed that we
have not witnessed such striking results from it ; and, on account
of the difficulty of getting children to take it with regularity, it
is rarely prescribed in this city.
1496. This objection, however, does not
apply to the sulphate
of

quinine ; and

received.
one

it deserves

We have

a

fairer trial than

employed

of. the most forlorn kind

—

it in

it

we

suspect it has

only one case ; but this was
produced almost resuscitation.
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1497. Mr. Sutcliff combined the bark with cantharides, and
administered it with great success, he says, in hooping cough.
The following is his formula:
R. Tinct. Cort. Peruv.
Takeof the Tinct. of bark 6 ounces.
—

Elix.

Jvj.

^ss.

Paregor.

Tinct. Canthar.

3j.

Paregoric

M.

Elixir

Tinct. of Canthar.

|

ounce.

1 dram.

Mix.
Of this mixture, small doses were given three or four times a
day, gradually increasing until a slight strangury was excited;
and then the dose

was

diminished,

or

taken

at

longer

intervals.

The strangury would generally take place about the third day ;
and the hooping-cough seldom continued above six days from
the first exhibition of the medicine. It, however, succeeded
sometimes without

i

exciting any strangury, though it generally
produced
salutary effects sooner, when that circumstance
came on, whether the bark was
joined by the cantharides or not.
1498. Dr. Lettsom says, that
during twenty years this in
has
almost
constantly continued to use this
genious practitioner
medicine with the most flattering success." Dr. Lettsom being
desirous to know whether Mr. Sutcliff's more mature experience
led him to place the same confidence in this remedy, wrote cer
tain queries to him respecting chin cough.
1499. Mr. S. replied to these several queries, and concluded
by remarking, I never yet saw an unsuccessful event after
using the composition of bark, cantharides, &c, having never
lost a patient in the hooping-cough." Dr. L. declares that si
its

"

"

milar

success

attended his

own

trials of this medicine.

Watt,

p. 282.
1500. But

efficacy

have

we

with the

garlic

in

substance,

habit, after hooping-cough.
we

have

rarely

seen

employed

never

it fail.

any remedy, of equal
relieve the cough of

to

We have very often used it ; and
The objections arising from its

however, very strong in the minds of some; so much
that
so,
they cannot be prevailed upon to use it. But children
of six or seven years of age, or even older, can very often be
smell are,

prevailed

upon

tached to it.

to eat

it, and become after awhile very much

A child of six

third of a common-sized clove,

dually increasing

the dose,

as

at

begin by taking a
morning, noon, and evening ; gra

or

seven, may

the system becomes accustomed

to its action. One, often, may take half a clove three times a day;
increasing it as may be necessary ; and so on for greater ages.
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again condemns us for the employment of
externally and internally. Indeed, he goes so

1501. Desruelles

the

garlic,

both

we have
say,
This affects us not; and

far

"

to

as

a

blind confidence in this substance."

so

long

as we

continue to

experience

shall persevere in recommending it, under
the restrictions suggested above ; namely, in the absence of all
febrile excitement, and where the cough appears to be perpetu

benefit from it,

we

following case is highly deserving of atten
aged twelve years, had the hooping-cough
in great severity, notwithstanding she was subjected to very ac
tive treatment in the early or inflammatory stage of the disease.
It began in March, and the cough continued with great violence
until July, at which time we were requested to prescribe for her.
At our first visit, we had an opportunity of witnessing two fits
of coughing; both of which spells exceeded in severity any
thing we had ever seen. She was literally black in the face,
ated

tion

and

by

habit.

The

Miss M. W.,

:

was

threatened with immediate suffocation.

These par

oxysms w7ere repeated frequently, especially during the
they left her weak and exhausted ; she lost flesh daily, and

day
was

scarcely to be able to walk. She was ordered
garlic three times a day ; in forty-eight
hours these paroxysms left her entirely ; a slight cough remained
for a few days, and then ceased altogether. We cannot but be
lieve it was the garlic which afforded such speedy and happy
relief; particularly as it has frequently proved as certainly, if not
as
extensively, serviceable in other cases of hooping-cough.
1502. Exactly on the same principle, the arsenical solution is
employed ; and we have the strong testimony of Simmons and
so

debilitated,

to eat

a

as

small clove of

Ferriar in support of it. Each of these writers goes so far as to
declare, that it is the only medicine deserving of much confi
dence.
rience

On this
;

as we

point, we can say nothing from our
do not deem the few trials we have

medicine entitled to much
are

not

own

expe

given this
our
of
its
weight,
impressions
efficacy

strong.

1503. We have said

nothing

of the

utility

of

topical remedies,

in the acute stage of the disease ; for they can rarely be useful :
but in the one now'under consideration, external applications

may be

advantageously

resorted

to ;

such

as

liniments of

an

ir

ritating nature, as the volatile, or the camphorated ; the spirit of
turpentine, mixed with olive oil ; or the juice of garlic, rubbed

along

the vertebral column. But, above all,

we

think

we

have ob-
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served more
advantage to result from the use of the tartar
tic ointment,* than from
any other external application
should be applied high up between the shoulders.
1504. It is well understood, how much the action of the

eme

—

this

lungs
dependent on a nervous influence from the spinal marrow ; and
it is probably on this principle the
efficacy of such embrocations
is to be explained. The muscles of the chest,
diaphragm, and
scapulae, receive portions of the cervical, and dorsal nerves ; the

is

accessory nerves of Willis form a part of the par vagum, and
assist in giving rise to the cardiac and
pulmonalic plexus ; hence,
the propriety of applications to the spine; and, hence, the
popu
lar opinion of the utility of a Burgundy
pitch plaster between
the shoulders, is accounted for, from anatomical
arrangement.
1505. Of the

efficacy of a change

of

residence, more particu

the country, and even a frequent
exposure to fresh
air, every one is so fully persuaded, that the remedy is abused,
no means
by its general and indiscriminate adoption. It is

larly

to

by

uncommon

inclement

to see

seasons ;

children

in the coldest and most
and this, sometimes, by the orders of the

exposed,

attending physician. Nothing can be more pernicious, and illjudged.
1506. In the inflammatory catarrh, we
guard against cold, by
keeping the patient in a room duly warmed ; the same should
be observed, in the first stage of the
hooping-cough. The lungs,
in this case, are either inflamed, or peculiarly
susceptible of in
flammation so that the slightest exposure brings on, renews, or
violently exasperates the attack. Catarrh, or active peripneumony, superinduced on pertussis, constitutes a most formidable
case, and most frequently is the way in which the disease proves
obstinate, or fatal. But, the inflammatory stage having passed,
and the weather mild, much advantage may be derived from
gentle exercise in the open air this may be by walking, or
riding in a carriage. But, completely to eradicate the disease,
the child should be removed into the country, provided the sea
son of the year will justify this change.
—

—

*

The

following formula,
g<.

we are

in the habit of using for children

Tartar. Antimon.

:

—

£is9.

01. Lavend. vel Ess. Lem.

gtt.

Cerate

§j.

Simp.

xv.

M.

With this the part indicated must be rubbed three times a day, until it shows
number of small pimples upon it dress with common ceratei
—

a
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CHAPTER XXX.
OF CYNANCHE TONSILLARIS.
1507. This disease

comes

on

with huskiness, and next with

pain and inflammation of the throat, attended by some difficulty
of deglutition, and sometimes with fever. In a short time, these
are increased ; and from the
swelling of one, or both tonsils,
there is a great inability to swallow. If the throat be examined
at this time, we shall find the uvula, the pharynx, and the neigh
bouring parts extremely red, and excessively tender.
1508. It, however, in some instances, and especially where
the individual has had many preceding attacks, shows itself as a
mere local affection, without fever, or any general constitutional
disturbance.
1509. In this form of the disease, we have phlegmonous in
flammation, which terminates, usually, either by resolution, or
suppuration, and sometimes by induration of the glands. But,
in other cases, it puts on the appearance of erysipelas ; and here,
instead of red vivid inflammation, with much swelling, the as
pect is dark or purple ; with superficial vesicles, or ulcers, of a
white or gray colour, resembling ordinary aphthae.
1510.

Commonly,

no

species

of this disease is

dangerous,

whatever may be the degree of the immediate suffering; and it
only becomes so, when the inflammation extends to a more im

portant structure, as the larynx.
1511. The symptoms, however, sometimes run
very high, and
then great suffering is endured. For the tonsils become so en

larged and engorged, that they nearly fill up the posterior fau
ces.
Deglutition is now extremely difficult, and sometimes alto
gether impossible, without a repetition of the greatest and most
painful efforts. Under such circumstances, it is not unusual for
cough to be excited, and drive whatever is attempted to be
swallowed through the nostrils. The faucial extremities of the
Eustachian tubes

are
very apt to be involved in this inflamma
when this is the case, each attempt to swallow is followed
by an acute darting pain through the course of the tubes, which
seems to terminate in the external ear*

tion

;
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1512. One of the most troublesome

symptoms against which

the

patient has to contend, is the free secretion of a very tena
cious mucus ; this quickly accumulates in sufficient
quantity to
force the

patient

comes so

excessive

to

swallow it
as to

;

which attempt, the

on

produce

pain

be

convulsive action of almost

a

every muscle in the body. This secretion is particularly trou
blesome when the patient attempts to
so much so, indeed,

sleep
possibility.
—

sometimes,
this

as

much

depending,
quantity as

almost to

as

as

the

preclude
possible,
patient
the

To obviate

should make his mouth

so

that it may flow out before it accumulates in such
will oblige him to swallow.
The whole of the mus

cles of the fauces and tongue partake so much of the inflamma
tion, that it is impossible sometimes to protrude it ; and the effort
is always attended with pain.
The tongue is quickly incrusted
with a thick, very white coat.
1513. The fever which

accompanies

the

cynanche tonsillaris

is sometimes very high; at others very much less than we
should suppose would attend an inflammation of such extent and

apparent violence. With those who are liable to attacks of sore
throat, the fever for the most partis moderate indeed, in some
instances, it seems to decline in proportion to the frequency of
—

the occurrence,

sympathizing
which leave

if the system had lost some portion of its
We, however, know of but few diseases
powers.

so

as

much

debility

in the

same

time behind it.

may, perhaps, in part, be accounted for, from the entire
bility, sometimes, of taking down nourishment.

This

impossi

occasionally very obstinate ; the inflam
advancing suppuration, nor receding by resolution.
This is especially the case with those who may have cynanche
supervene upon enlarged tonsils ; or in those who have the lym
phatic temperament strongly marked.
1515. Cynanche tonsillaris is almost exclusively produced by
exposure to cold. There are many persons peculiarly liable to
it ; and a predisposition seems to be especially given, by former
attacks; hence, caution is required, in avoiding the exciting
1514. This disease is

mation not

to

cause.

1516. The practice of washing the throat every morning with
cold water, is said to be an excellent preventive, and we know
that much advantage has been derived from gargling the throat
39
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every morning and evening with
purpose.

a

solution of alum, for the

same

1517. The treatment of the disease divides itself into that

which is proper in its

forming

state ; and into

that,

at

the subse

quent stages.

early, and before diseased action
may frequently check the attack,
as an infusion of Cayenne pepper;*
such
a
by stimulating gargle
and by rubefacients, as the spirit of turpentine, mustard and vi
negar, applied to the external surface of the throat, until the
skin becomes inflamed ; or even by warmth when the attack is
very recent and mild, as a piece of flannel, or a worsted stock
ing tied around the neck. But should these fail, we must change
the practice, and endeavour to reduce the inflammation by eva
cuations. An emetic is here exceedingly efficacious, generally
resolving the swelling, and suppressing the fever, if such exist;
this should be succeeded by a mercurial purge, to be worked
off, and the bowels kept open, by the saline laxatives.
1519. If necessary, we must next resort to blood-letting; and
especially leeching the throat; but the state of the pulse must
always govern the use of these remedies. In many cases, it is
not at all demanded ; particularly general bleeding, as it is rarely
productive of as much utility as might be expressed. Yet, where
there is great vascular action, it must be employed and repeated
according to the emergency. The topical bleeding, by cups, or
leeches, is generally more effectual ; and especially where the
1518. If

called very

we are

completely established,

be

we

—

affection is local, or the system is somewhat reduced. In vio
lent cases, or even in cases threatening to be violent, blisters
should be employed ; and this as early after the
as
pos

leeching

sible.
1520.

mental;

Gargles,
as

in this state of the disease,

they aggravate

inverted action which

are

always

detri

the inflammation, by the violent and
induce. As a palliative, a mixture of

they
equal parts of nitre and loaf sugar, finely powdered, occasionally
put
*

for
a

on

the tongue, and,

Take
a

it

melts, allowed

to

trickle

over

the

of Cayenne pepper, pour it on a
gill of boiling water, stir
of minutes, and then let it settle clear— let the throat be
gargled with
of it every four hours.
a

couple

portion

as

tea-spoonful
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inflamed surfaces, is oftentimes highly serviceable
the stream of water, or
vinegar and water, applied

inhaler,

or,

as a

substitute,

a common

;

as

is also

by Mudge's

tea-pot.

1521. But should the disease

obstinately run its course to sup
puration, (which may be known by the surface becoming of a
yellowish hue, and by the throbbings and disposition to rigour,)
they may, in urgent cases, be opened. With this view, emetics
were formerly
employed. But the practice is painful and unne
cessary, as it may be readily done by puncture. Having dis
charged the matter, mild detergent gargles, as sage tea, honey,
and vinegar, should be directed, to cleanse the parts, and dis
pose them to heal kindly.
1522. As regards the erysipelatous species of the disease, the
treatment is somewhat different.
We rely more on topical
bleeding, and the vesicatory applications ; and where aphthae or
sloughs appear, on stimulating gargles; and, in the event of ex
treme debility supervening, the system is to be supported by
bark, wine, the carbonate of ammonia, and whatever else
into the treatment of
1523. If due

putrid

sore

enters

throat.

attention, however, be paid

to

the

forming stage

of this disease, it can very frequently be arrested in limine: for
this purpose, stimulating external applications are, for the most

part, efficient.
ture

The

of ammonia, of

spirit

of the flower of mustard and

turpentine,

vinegar,

are

or a

the best.

mix

They

applied immediately over the throat, and should be
remain, until they produce decided irritation : they
permitted
when this effect disappears.
be
repeated
may
1524. To such children as are subject to this affection, the
above directions are highly important; and subsequent returns
can
gargle, by a perse
may often be prevented in those that
use of alum water, or an infusion of nut galls, in the pro
vering
portion of half an ounce of the powder to a pint of boiling wa
should be

to

ter, and then simmered for

a

have found the

following

This must be strained

few minutes.

off, and used early in the morning, and
better in

on

warm

going

to

bed.

weather than the

We
one

pint of brandy or whisky, and as
just suggested.
much water, upon an ounce of powdered Aleppo galls, and shake
them several times a day for a few days let it then settle, and
With a quantity of this the throat
use.
pour off the infusion for
should be gargled the first thing in the morning, and the last at
night.
Pour half

a

—
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CHAPTER XXXI.

CYNANCHE PAROTIDE, OR MUMPS.

1525. This disease consists in

inflammation of the

parotid
It is often confined to one
glands,
phlegmonous
side; though more generally to both; sometimes the maxillary
glands are also implicated, and hence, the swelling of the jaws.
of the

1526. For the most

especially

if it

an

kind.

occur

part, this is
in the

a

disease of but little moment

warmer

season

of the year.

;

But

other times, there is much constitutional disturbance. Ri
gours, followed by much fever, sometimes happen, especially
at

the variable weather of

during

early spring.

The first

tion of inconvenience, is about the angle of the lower
part presently becomes painful upon moving the head ;

sensa

jaw :
a

this

tumour

perceived at the part, which goes on to increase until the
fifth day; after which it gradually subsides, if not main
tained by fever. It is not unusual for one side to be first af
fected, and after this has nearly run its course, the gland upon
the opposite takes on inflammation, and also runs its course.
When this happens, the disease becomes more protracted and
painful.
1527. We have occasionally seen severe
suffering from this
complaint : this is in consequence of a high degree of inflamma
tion, and an excessive enlargement of the gland. The jaws be
come closed, and
deglutition is performed with much difficulty.
The ears are now and then much pained, as in common ear
ache. The stomach is sometimes annoyed by nausea, or dis
turbed by vomiting : and in some few instances, we have wit
is

now

fourth

or

nessed excessive fever, and even delirium.
1528. When this complaint is unattended

by much fever, its
progress is regular, and its termination favourable in such case,
it is scarcely an object of medical discipline ; at most, it
—

but lenient

purging,

a

low diet, and

some

mild

requires
topical applica-
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oil, or hog's lard, and the pained parts
Care, however, should always be taken,
kept warm, by
even in the mildest forms of this disease, that the patient be not
tions,

sweet

as warm

flannel.

exposed

the risk of

to

attends this
;

especially

in adults.

1529. In the

severer

measures are

siderable

purging,
regimen.

cold

;

as a

remarkable

peculiarity

complaint ; which is, its disposition to metastasis, or
to the testes, in males, and to the breasts, in females;

translation

tive

taking

forms, however, of this complaint,

sometimes

extent we

to

ac

indispensable; bleeding
occasionally found necessary ; brisk
strict observance of an antiphlogistic
a

con

have

and the most

Occasionally, we have been obliged to have recourse to
topical depletion by leeches, and this followed by warm cata
plasms of bread and milk, to promote the farther discharge from
1530.

the bites of these animals.
answer

moted

best in this disease

by

;

The mercurial purges appear to
especially if their operations be pro

either of the neutral salts.

1531. Should

a

place, it maybe accompanied

translation take

we once saw the
distressing symptoms.
was
much
endured, and
testes prodigiously enlarged ;
suffering
Violent
the
fever, and
change.
great hazard was incurred by
the
seat
of
of
disease, and it
delirium accompanied this change
to
subdue them.
remedies
active
required a perseverance in very

by

In the male,

many

1532. In the

sis

:

they

female, the breasts

sometimes

tender and

painful ;

enlarge
but

we

are

the seats of the metasta

very much, and become extremely
believe they never run on to suppu

ration.
1533. In the treatment of this

complaint,

under

a

change

of

paid the parts originally affected.
seat, regard should always
With this view, we have always blistered the parts immediately
over the
and, we think, with decided advantage. If
be

to

parotids,

place in the male, we also exhibit an
to the
emetic, and apply warm vinegar by means of flannel
brisk
A
time.
to
time
from
scrotum, and this to be repeated
the
after
operation of
purging should also be instantly instituted,
and
the
blistering, have
the emetic is entirely over, provided it,
to the original
action
morbid
the
not been successful in recalling
the

change

have taken

seat of the disease.

1534. In

females, besides blistering and purging, (for with
39*
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them it is doubtful whether emetics are useful in this condition,)
warm vinegar by means of flannels, as directed above,
we

apply

to the

We have

inflamed breast.

evil follow these translations

by authors.

;

seen any permanent
several such are recorded

never

though

disease, like several others, affects the system but

1535. This

contagious; but whether this be well
it is almost always epide
founded we are not prepared to say
which
mic, at least, in this country;
may, with much propriety,
call in question its contagious nature.
once; it is

supposed

to

be

—
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OF CYNANCHE TRACHEALIS, OR CROUP.

tively

our purpose to inquire whether
known to the ancients, or is one of compara
modern origin.
It is now sufficiently ascertained, that it

is

of too

1536. It is not essential to

this disease

one

countries

was

frequent

and,

occurrence

also, that it is

in

of

this,

as

well

as

in many

frequent danger.
altogether confined to the pe
riod of childhood ; and is most frequent in infancy, or before the
fifth or sixth year. It is affirmed, particularly by Cullen, that
this disease rarely attacks infants till after they are weaned ;
and that there is no instance of its occurring in children above
twelve years of age. As a general rule, this may be correct ;
;

1537. This

but

our

tions.
at

*

complaint

experience
We have

"

The croup

itself to

observations,

we

us

with

a

number of excep
shape, in children

it in its most formidable

have witnessed death from it in the adult.*

chiefly prevails

puberty, attaching
of these

we

too

is almost

has furnished

seen

the breast ; and

one

in children from

particular families."

have

frequently

a

short period after birth, until
Cheyne, p. 15. To the truth

borne witness.

But

we

have

seen

this

complaint after puberty, and in adult age, though Dr. Cheyne says, I have heard
of no example of this disease after the fifteenth year." He says, farther,
I have
imagined this to depend on the change which happens in the constitution at pu
berty, and, perhaps, in a more peculiar manner, in the change which the upper
"

"
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1538. Children of

health,

and

are more

It is

a

especially

obnoxious

disease of

than in others
are more

;

florid

a

complexion,

those inclined

to it

more

than those of

frequent

and

enjoying high

be fat before two years,

an

opposite temperament.

occurrence

and those which

exposed

to

in

some

situations

of great extent
to it than children in inland situations; in a
are near

waters

word, where a cold and moist air unite ; and especially, when
it suddenly alternates, with a dry, warm, air. Nothing, perhaps,
be more satisfactorily proved, than the
agency of cold, moist
air, in the production of this complaint ; especially in the spring
and fall.
So much so, indeed, is this the case in certain situa
tions, that the mothers of such children as may be disposed to
this disease, dread the prevalence of that wind, which shall bring
with it both. Thus, in this city, a north-east wind in early
spring, or fall, is almost sure to produce, or reproduce, this com
plaint in those who are disposed to it. But, with such, almost
any sudden transition, which shall too suddenly arrest perspira
tion, will be attended by the same consequences.
can

part of the windpipe undergoes,"

owing to
even

at

p. 23.

this circumstance that it is
late

periods

This is

ingenious; and, probably,

it is

disease in adult age; but that it occurs
We have attended a lady within the last

a rare

of life is certain.

six years, who is now upwards of forty, several times, (certainly five,) with threat
ening attacks. M. Guibert is of opinion, that "various anatomical and physiolo
circumstances concur in rendering the croup more frequent in infancy, and
giving it its distinguishing characteristic. The principal of these are, 1st,
The straightness of the windpipe, and particularly of the glottis ; 2dly, The great
sensibility of the mucous system in general, of which sensibility the membrane
lining the respiratory passages has its full share ; 3dly, The extreme difficulty of

gical
in

expectoration, at this age, a circumstance which favours the accumulation of mu
in the windpipe, and consequently the obstruction of the bronchial ramifications ; 4thly, the activity of the circulation, which readily explains the ready oc
currence of inflammations at this period of life, as well as the intensity of their
cus

symptoms and the rapidity of their progress; 5thly, The abundance of matters
furnished by the secretions and exhalations, particularly those of the cutaneous
and pulmonary transpirations, and of the mucous secretions of the air passages ;
6thly, The close sympathy which unites these latter functions, a sympathy which

enables them

mutually

to

support each other, and which occasions the increase

of action in the one, when the activity of the other is diminished ; 7thly, The fine
ness and softness of the skin's texture, the light clothing worn by children, their

imprudence in exposing themselves to cold when they are sweating profusely,
becoming suddenly inactive after severe exercise." (Researches Nouvelles
et Observations Practiques sur le Croup et sur la Cocqueluche, &c. p. 7.)
As a prophylactic, we have been assured by Dr. Dupuy, that ten drops of spirit
of turpentine, morning and evening, have been found by Dr. Mettauer highly
and

serviceable.
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causes have produced a disease having all
Balfour in
of
the characters
croup from other causes; thus,Mr.
"
a disease,
in
a
child
attended
had
he
that
formed Dr. Home,
be croup.
to
him
to
of
voice
the
which from
appeared
similarity
which
the
of
a
shell,
When
died.
The child
piece

1539.

Mechanical

opened,

child had sucked in with its breath, was lying across the trachea,
about an inch below the glottis, and the membrane was inflamed
and
"Here," continues Dr. Home, "was an artificial

dry."

which we may evidently perceive how the
croup raised, from
the
natural disease."*
in
is
altered
voice
1540. This disease attacks in one of two ways: 1st, by a
hoarseness, which is
upon coughing, and which may

perceived

continue without increase, for
the sudden application of

haps,

in the temperature of the air.
or a check of perspiration, is

even

several

days,

some

exciting

cause,

or

until per

as a

change

For exposure to cold and damp,
sure to call forth some of its more

formidable symptoms ; as more or less difficulty of breathing ;
an increase of cough without expectoration, and fever ; this form
is longer running its course, than the one about to be mentioned,
but is less obedient to the powers of medicine.
1541. Or, secondly, it may attack with the most

suddenness, where

no

such onset

suspected.

was

alarming

When it is

thus prompt in its appearance, it menaces life from the moment
of its invasion ; and if its terrible march be not very speedily
arrested, it but too frequently triumphs in death.

insidiously steal upon its victim,
latter
the
threaten
it;
part of the evening, after a
suddenly
about two or three o'clock
and
disturbed
rather
but
short,
sleep,
1542. But whether the croup

or

in the

morning,

are

itself— hence, the

the most certain

frequency

of

our

periods

for it to declare

first attendance,

during

the

night.f
into the Nature and Cure of

Croup, p. 49.
generally comes on in the evening, after the
little patient has been much exposed to the weather during the day, and often
after a slight catarrh of some days' standing." p. 15. The evening is the most
frequent period for an attack of this complaint; but for this purpose, it is not ne
much exposed to the weather;"
the little patient" shall have been
cessary that
for we have often witnessed this disease, from the mere prevalence of a north.
*

Inquiry

t Dr. Cheyne says,

"

east

"

The disease

"

wind, and where, in consequence of this wind, every precaution has been
guard against its influence, by confining the child, and keeping it warm.

taken to

We have elsewhere

this

complaint.

declared, (1544) that catarrh is

not

a

necessary forerunner of
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1543. With the

of hoarseness,

exception

we

have

never

ob

served any premonitory symptoms to this disease ; for we can
not with propriety consider a
slight catarrhal affection, as pro
to
this
perly belonging
complaint, though they may occasionally

precede the croupy symptoms. Cheyne's account is rather to
poetical for ordinary occurrence; or, at least, we cannot acknow
ledge we have ever witnessed, (and our own family has furnished
us unfortunately with but too
many examples,) that the patient
"shuns his play fellows, and sits apart from them, dull, and, as
it were, foreseeing his danger," p. 16. On the contrary, we have
seen
many instances, where this disease has attacked children,
and that with great violence, after their having spent their eve

nings

in

mirth and merriment.

high

however, be confessed, that we have known
indisposed, and dull, from catarrh, previously to the
attack of croup ; but, in these instances, the latter was not anti
1544. It must,

children

cipated from any of the then existing symptoms; consequently,
previous condition did not necessarily belong to, nor, strictly,
precede the latter. We believe it to be familiar to almost every
practitioner, that croup may supervene upon catarrh ; not, per
haps, ever as a consequence, but as a coincidence ; for catarrh
is owing to a peculiar condition of the mucous membrane of the
nose and
windpipe; and that croup may form, or grow out of
this affection, it will at least require an alteration of that con
this

dition, and
catarrhs

not

a mere

increase of its force ; for in the severest

catarrhs, which require not only prompt,
but extremely active treatment, croupy symptoms do not make
we

witness

their appearance,

happy

we are

to

—

as a
necessary consequence. In this opinion,
find ourselves confirmed by an observation of

the celebrated and accurate
eases

of the chest has been
He says, p. 120,

Forbes.

quently

forms

on

"

Laennec, whose work upon the dis

lately

most

the

that

to

attribute this concretion

in certain

bly

to

than

to

cases.

by

Dr.

so

fre

to prove that it
than the nature of the inflammation,

to

are

translated

blisters, is, of itself, sufficient

is much less
we

ably

The false membrane which

degree

Indeed, the

be attributed

to some

cause

or

coagulation

of it is much

peculiar disposition

more

of pus

proba

of the fluids,

any affection of the solids."
this, it would appear, that it is not sufficient for

1545. From

the

production

of croup, that the

mucous

membrane of the wind-
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be

pipe

merely

inflammation

inflamed ; but that it
induce it.

requires

a

modification of

to

1546. It may be farther observed, that during the prevalence
of catarrhal affections croup is more rife than at other periods ;
not that the one produces the other (1544;) but because, during

such periods as the spring and fall, or the very moist and open
weather of winter, there is a stronger disposition created to these
diseases ; and that they have, at one and the same time, the same

exciting

causes.

1547. We have

uniformly observed,

the insidious

approach of

to be

less under the control of remedies, if its
complaint,
first stage be neglected, than when the attack is sudden, how

this

violent that attack may be. This is doubtless owing to
its first symptom, hoarseness, being neglected. For this rea
son, we would wish to put parents upon their guard, whenever
ever

this symptom may take place ; and
experience, that it is one of a most

to assure

them, from long
and

threatening
forewarning in
our own
family, (and we have taught others to be equally vigi
that
this symptom was attended to immediately, and op
lant,)
most
active remedies ; and we have every reason to
posed by
believe, that by the means recommended for this purpose, we
have stopped this formidable complaint in limine, in very many
So attentive have

character.

we

dangerous

been to this

It is true a hoarseness passes off sometimes without
much mischief; but this is not the hoarseness of croup; for this,
we believe, never takes its leave
spontaneously.

instances.

1548. The hoarseness, which disappears
spontaneously is very
distinct from that of croup ; the difference, however, cannot well
be conveyed by words, unfortunately sometimes for those who
may be assailed by it.* This, however, may be observed, that

there is

a

certain clearness and distinctness in the croupy sound,
; the one, (the croupy) seems as if

that does not attend the other
it issued from
*

ject

a

metallic instrument; and the

Dr. Ferriar observes,
to croup,

crease

are

(Med. Hist. Vol. III.

sometimes seized with

p.

137,)

other, from
«'

Children who

one

are

of

sub-

deep barking cough, which will into such a degree as to create much alarm, about the usual time of the danexacerbation ; yet it will decrease again, and at
length go entirely off
a

gerous
without any other remedies than common demulcents. Cases of this kind, I suspect, have been described as genuine paroxysms of croup ; and very trifling me.
thods of cure have been recommended, in
consequence of their apparent efficacy

in the

spurious

croup, which

always

cures

itself."
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less

vibrating

material. The ear, however,
by long-habit, may
distinguish between them ; and when once instructed in
this discrimination, never loses its tact.
Again ; we may observe,
tjiat the evanescent hoarseness is almost
a

learn to

a

always accompanied by

little

is.

soreness

of throat

;

while that of croup,

we

believe, never

the first is

Again;

perceived in common speaking ; whereas,
that of croup is only discernible, in the
commencement, by
coughing. Lastly, some little pain and soreness are observed
about the posterior fauces, after
coughing, in the one; which

happens in that of the other. It may not, however, be
amiss to observe, that a mere loss of voice must not be mistaken
for croupy hoarseness, as we have known it to be on several
never

occasions,
1549. In

is of

the great terror of an anxious
parent.
this, and, perhaps, in every other country where

to

frequent

occurrence, every sudden

difficulty

of

croup

breathing,

accompanied with cough, in children, is mistaken for it. Thus,
the acute pituitous catarrh is mistaken for it. Laennec
says,
This disease is characterized by an extreme
oppression, attend
ed by a copious pituitous expectoration. It sometimes
begins as
"

a common

cold; but after

vere

character is

ness

of the extremities.

a

few

hours,

or

even

minutes, its

se

declared

by the violence of the cough, the
intensity of the dyspnoea and oppression, the lividity of the face,
marks of cerebral congestion, disordered circulation, and cold
soon

In children it is sometimes mistaken for

croup."*
1550. But it may be proper to

takes

place,

of the

ear,

advise, whenever hoarseness

not to trust too much to the

for its

nature ;

discriminating

powers

but

instantly to proceed upon the sup
that
it
be
of
a
position
may
dangerous kind ; especially as the
remedies employed for the one will most
certainly relieve the
other. It would, therefore, be erring on the
right side, were we
to treat

this hoarseness

though

it

pletely

formed stage

might

have

as

if it

were

of

a

mischievous character,

away without such treatment.
1551. It would seem
necessary to the well understanding of
the progress of croup, and its mode of treatment, that it be di
vided into three stages ;f 1st, the forming stage ; 2dly, the com

*

Laennec

t Dr.

on

passed

;

and, 3dly, the congestive stage.

the Chest, Forbes'

Cheyne divides this
or
inflammatory ;" and, 2dly,

translation, p. 80.
disease into but two stages

"

the

complete,

or

:

purulent,"

1st,

"

In the

The

first,

incomplete,
"

the

mem-
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Of the First Stage.

already remarked, (1518) that one of the first
signs of this complaint being about to take
is
a
place,
peculiar sonorous hoarseness, when the patient coughs,
but which at this period does not affect the speaking voice ; this
peculiarity exists for a longer or shorter time, without much
increase, even for several days, in some instances ; while in
1552. We have

and

most

certain

others, the interval

or

stage of formation, is very short, but

This hoarseness may in some instances
preceded by catarrhal symptoms, (1544) but

marked.

very decidedly
be accompanied

or

In this

necessarily.*

not

stage, when

not

attended

find, for the most part, the circulatory system
and the respiratory not confined, nor even hurried.
we

generally, is
powers
disease
exert

as

cheerful

undisturbed.

are

making

was

themselves

common

hurry

an

even

in the

as

usual
In

;

and its

appetite,

by catarrh,
undisturbed,
The child,

and

digestive

number of instances, where the
insidious attack, we have seen children
a

pretty violently without creating any

breathing,

or

occasioning

barrassment in it; yet these very children, in the

the

slightest

course

of

a

un*
em

few

formed, in the second, it is fully formed." This division'does not
comprehend the whole history of the disease; for the forming stage is one of the
greatest importance in the treatment of the complaint; and, therefore, merits, we
conceive, the distinction we have given it. Besides, we cannot regard Dr.
Cheyne's second stage as representing this disease in its complete form: since the
whole of the phenomena of that stage, are but consequences of the previous, or
his
incomplete, or inflammatory." And he himself admits this, in several places
brane is not yet

"

M. Guibert divides the disease into, first, the
of his lucid and excellent essay.
stage of irritation; 2dly, that of albuminous secretion; and, 3dly, that of suffoca
tion

debility.
inflammatory affection of the larynx, is, doubtlesSj sufficient to account
for the alteration which takes place in the sound of the voice and cough."
Cheyne, p. 22. We believe there is, in most instances, an intermediate condi
tion of the larynx, in the commencement of this disease; which is a
degree of ex
citement in the part, accompanied by a little thickening of the mucous mem
*

or

"The

brane, but which do

not

absolutely amount to inflammation: for, could not hoarse
thing short of inflammation, there could not be that
species of croup, which Dr. Ferriar, and Dr. Cheyne himself, admit the existence
of, namely, the spurious croup." (See note to par. 1548.) We are farther dis
posed to believe in this condition of the trachea, or larynx, in consequence of
the very speedy removal, in many instances, of this
symptom, when sufficiently
promptly attended to, by the remedies recommended for the first stage of this
complaint.
ness

be

produced by
"

any
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hours, were reduced to the last
them did not escape with life.
1553. We think we have
observed,
more

extremity ;'
however,

and

in this

stage, especially in the insidious attacks, the hands
than

cold

usually

some

to

of

forming
be

more

the face to be rather

;

unnaturally pale ; and
the
cold stage of an in
degree,
by a sense of cold ; this state of
collapse remains for several hours, in some instances, before the
system is roused to reaction. But where the attack is
the skin to resemble, in a small
termittent, but not attended

sudden,

by no

certain that this condition
always precedes
the febrile state, which so
frequently is awakened, and made to
accompany this complaint.
we are

1554.

the

means

this

During

period, however,

is observed to be affected

nose

;

the mucous membrane of
since the secretion in the

nostrils is either arrested

altogether, or very much diminished;
during the whole course of the disease,
unless it terminate favourably. The
cough is short, dry, and
sonorous ; or, if
any thing be expectorated, it is thin and whitish,
and in very small quantities. If the throat or fauces be
inspect
ed, nothing unusual, (at least, as far as we have observed,) shows
itself. The back part of the tongue, is,
perhaps, rather more
loaded than is natural, but it is far from
being remarkable.*
and continues

to

be

so

1555. After the continuance of the above

symptoms for a
shorter time, a change takes place, by an
aggravation
of all of them ; and, at the same time, others are added ; and
these will constitute the

longer

or

Second

Stage, or

1556. We

that in which the Disease is

now

completely formed.

observe the hoarseness to be increased, and to

speaking voice ;f that is, the tone of hoarseness is evi
dently deeper, more ringing, and betrays itself in every attempt
affect the

*

"

with
when

When in the urgency of the attack, the fauces and neck are examined
view to investigate the cause of the symptoms, (hoarseness, &c.) even

a

a sense

of heat is

complained

of in the throat, the tonsils

are

not

swelled,

and but little inflamed."

Cheyne, p. 18.
remarked, as a general rule,

that where the voice becomes suddenly
t It may be
affected by hoarseness, which discovers itself in speaking, and without being
so

in

coughing,

however,

is

40

that it is not the hoarseness of croup.
to adults, than to children.

more common

This kind of hoarseness,
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speak

the

;

cough

is

frequent, the spells longer, and a d&
by an increase of the difficulty of

more

attended
gree of exhaustion,
effort
each
follows
breathing,

;

the face becomes flushed

during

as the circulation becomes
generally
coughing
more equal, after the exertion, but leaves the cheeks, or, per
haps, only one, redder than natural.* The circulation is now

the

;

subsides

but

much hurried, in most cases; at other times, it is very little dis
turbed : when this latter is the case, the face is seldom flushed,
and the hands and skin of the extremities

The child is

natural standard of heat.

are

rather below the

drowsy,

and falls into

frequent, but disturbed slumbers, from which it is generally
roused by the most heart-rending cough, and an increase of opThe child raises itself up, if sufficiently old to do so ;
if
elevates
its head, with desire to gain air more
or,
not,
freely,

pression.
This

state

of

things does

last

not

long ; for, if the progress
rapid haste

disease be not arrested here, it marches with

Third
1557. At this

toration, of
is

a

Congestive Stage.

in its recurrence, and
much so,

so

as

the child becomes much exhausted
from the

as

the

period, the cough is attended with some expec
or frothy mucus, which affords no relief: it

; sometimes

itself back

to

thin,

frequent

more

duration

or

of the

if in

feeling

despair ;

or

to

more

permanent in its

threaten

strangulation-*-

these efforts, and throws
but from which it instantly springs,

by

dread of instant suffocation.

It cannot

now

lie down; and it either throws its head much in advance, as in
asthma, or bends its head very much backward ; or it finds no
relief but in a supine position, and that, apparently, the most
*

We believe there cannot exist

brane of the trachea
a

at

this time

state of active inflammation.

a

doubt of the condition of the

mucous mem.

every thing would seem to declare it to be in
The formation of a deciduous membrane, which

—

is sometimes thrown up, or after death proved by dissection to exist, and even
the remains of turgid vessels in this part, all announce inflammation of an active
kind to constitute the
The

following

inflammation of the

plastic
Of its
extent.

deep

approximate

is Laenneo's
mucous

cause

of this disease.

Anatomical Characters" of croup J " Croup is an
membrane of the air passages, with exudation of
"

(coaguable lymph,) Which becoming
formation, lines the (inner?) surface of the
pus,

concrete at

When this false membrane is removedythe

vivid red colour,

occasionally livid,

the very moment

membrane to

subjacent

and somewhat

a

greater

or

less

tunic is found of a

thickened," p/ 119.
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unfavourable
and

to

alternately

easy breathing. It is restless in the extreme,
tries every position, without finding relief from

any.
1558. The face is

place,
partake

of this

—

wet

to

lividity

the neck

takes its
;

the

lips

with cold

pale and white,
blackish, as if the blood
The forehead becomes

unfrequently
a
ligature.

and the skin looks

it is

dark

a

and the gums become

change,

while the tongue is not
retained in it by
it

;

spreads itself, even

were

shining,

flushed

longer

no

which sometimes

as

if it

were

perspiration,

as

tightly

is now,

stretched

over

indeed, almost

The pulse is small, frequent, fluttering,
every part of the body.
and contracted. The heart beats with violence, nay, sometimes

audibly. The auxiliary muscles of respiration are now called
into requisition, and this process seems only maintained by
their aid ; a deep hollow is made immediately below the xiphoid
cartilage, most probably by the severe contraction, or efforts of
the diaphragm; and the action of the heart is distinctly seen,
even at a

distance from its seat.

Though the cough is now more frequent, and the op
much
increased, the hoarseness is neither so great, nor
pression
It is now almost a loss of voice, and the child,
so sonorous.
1559.

employ for this purpose a loud whis
coughs, the voice is less harsh ; or rather it
per.
has lost, in a degree, that appalling, brazen, vibratory sound,
with which the first two stages are attended. This change of
tone has but too often misled the inexperienced ear, to a belief
that the disease was yielding ; and thus has given rise to hopes,
when it

speaks,

seems

to

Even when it

that but too

soon are

1560. Thirst

for

ever

blasted.

intolerable, as to render
frequent and clamorous, though

oftentimes, becomes

the demands for drink both

so

at the risk of suffocation.
every attempt to gratify be apparently
The countenance is now anxious beyond expression ; the eyes
become most piercingly brilliant and beseeching they elo
—

quently implore

a

relief, which neither affection

; and the poor sufferer
cation and anguish.*

afford

*

its

We have sometimes seen,

back,

struggle,
a

hope,

apparently resigning
and

a

expires,

with

a

nor

science

look full of

can

suppli

short time before death, the little patient lie on
a fate against which it could no longer

itself to

eventually expire, and that with a complacency, that would create
sufferings had terminated even before death had relieved them.

that its
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1561. This disease

its

runs

course

variously ;

sometimes it

days, while, at others, its career is finished in a few
hours. This variety in termination will depend upon the con
stitution; upon the period at which remedies were applied;

lingers

for

and their power
upon the nature of the remedies,

or

influence

upon the system.

disease, in many instances,
cause; at other times, no
therefore, pathologists declare

1562. Dissection proves that this

kills

such obstruction

spasm

mechanical

be found

—

has been extended

some,

distinct

have

can

a

be the cause, where the mechanical

to

This, by
a

from

by suffocation,

even

one

is not present.

the formation of

to

of croup; namely, the spasmodic; a kind we
witnessed. By others, this has been modified, and

species

never

of croup made to consist in inflammation and
united.
We do not believe in the presence of spasm, in
spasm
either of the first two stages of this complaint; it may take

the

pathology

Dr. Marcus,
place, and probably does, sometimes in the last.
of Bamberg, in Bavaria, looks upon all fevers as inflammation of
"

some one

organ

or

other, and

entirely seated

as

in the arterial

local inflammation alone, utterly in
system, regards croup
neither exists here, nor in fevers of
which
of
dependent
spasm,
kind."*
any
as a

disputed the formation of a membrane with
can only be by those who are not in the
diseases
investigating
by dissection we have seen it,

1563. Some have

in the trachea

habit of

;

but it

—

than once, and of course, we are convinced of its exist
ence.
Others, who will not venture to deny the presence of a
foreign body within the trachea, deny it to be a membrane;
more

—

they

declare it

be

*

Good's

nothing

but

and not

a
inspissated
there
new
can be
day,
nothing
in the declaration, that if lymph be poured out from vessels in
a certain state of action, upon either exposed surfaces or within
cavities, that it will form membrane : the pleura and the perito
neum furnish almost daily examples of this kind.f
This mem-

membranous

to

product.

mucus,

At this

of Medicine, Am. Ed. Vol. 2d, p. 235.
chemically examined, " the secretion appears to con
if not entirely, of the gluten, or coagulable lymph of the blood, di

Study

t When this substance is
sist

chiefly,

luted with its
the

serosity,

and

copiously

blood, which has received the

combined with that

name

of fibrin."

—

peculiar substance of
Study of Medicine,

Good's

Am. ed. fol. 2d, p. 234. Guibert says it consists of albumen.
"
It is a little singular that children should be chiefly subject to its attack, at
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brane extends from below the

tions;

and

1564.

we once saw

larynx

to the

bronchial ramifica

it within them.

Laennec, p. 120, says,

"

The false membrane of croup

with the form of the canals which it

corresponds exactly
Its thickness is usually

covers.

somewhat greater in the larynx and tra
chea than in the bronchia, and varies from less than half a line
line.

Its consistence is that of boiled white of egg, but this
diminishes
towards its extremities, so that it becomes
usually
sometimes, in this situation, scarcely more solid than the thick
to a

phlegm

of catarrh.

shade of

yellow,

It is of

white colour, with sometimes

a

and is almost

a

entirely opaque."

1565. From what has been

said, it will be evident, that

no

of very efficient remedies can arrest the pro
thing
of
this
and for them to be availing, they must be
disease;
gress
employed sufficiently early, to prevent the inflamed lining of
but the

use

the trachea from

happens,

relieving

itself

the case, for the most

effusion.

by

part,

is

hopeless

For when this
;

though

some

few instances have occurred, where recovery took place after its
formation but their rarity only shows the little we have to hope
—

this stage, and the importance of early attention to this disease.
1566. It is now so generally admitted, that this is a local dis
in an active inflammation of a highly
ease, and one
at

consisting
important part, that there is scarcely any dispute as to the ge
neral mode of treating it, though there may be some variety in

the detail, and the agents intended to fulfil the same obvious in
dications.
Therefore, with a view to the better illustrating the
mode of treatment, we shall follow the stages we have

particular

made this disease

of

treating

to

consist of, and shall

begin

with the mode

the
First

1567. If due attention

were

Stage.

paid

to

the

timely application

of

of croup, we have
appropriate remedies in the forming stage
could
be stopped in
this
reason to believe, that
complaint

every

twenty. It is to the ignorance
hoarseness may lead, that this obvious, and almost

limine, in nineteen
of what

a

cases

out of

certain symptom, when it first manifests itself, is

neglected;

and

and whose blood contains comparawhose age fibrin is not peculiarly abundant,
in
fibrin is so large a constituent."—
which
of
azote,
small
portion
tively but a

Ibid.

40*
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to this

neglect

must

be attributed, the too often fatal termination

of croup.
1568. A sufficient

made
the

and the

;

imputation

same

of

experience justifies the declaration just
experience will, we trust, screen us from

becoming alarmists, when we declare
can be
neglected, but at the risk

that

hoarseness in children
We

can

no

of life.

call to mind but too many instances of fatal issue,
friendly warning was unheeded, because its tendency

where this

understood. Our anxiety to abridge the
ravages of this
terrible disease, has led us to dwell upon this
point longer than
would be necessary for the mere medical reader ; but we
hope
he will excuse us for our cautions, which,
not
was not

though

him, may be very important

to

work with

necessary

others, who may honour this

to

perusal.

a

1569. It has been

our misfortune to have witnessed but too
much of this disease; and,
unhappily, too much in our own im
mediate family. We were early instructed in all its
phenomena ;
and but too sorely
Our misfortunes
taught its

deadly tendency.
made us tremblingly apprehensive
to every
thing connected with this disease, especially its forma
tion.* But,
perhaps, we have derived advantage from our losses ;
made

*

us more

The

ear

of

one

than

vigilant

who has lost

a

—

child with this

sensitive, that it instantly giv*s the alarm
and

sometimes

pelled,

under such

assailed

circumstances,

we

will relate

Passing a house, towards evening, in one
by a hoarse cough, which proceeded from

anecdote which befell

an

of

our

streets,

shivering

a

was

evening,

At this

extremely
perceived;

an
interference, that would, perhaps, not be justified upon
To illustrate this, and to show how the
feelings may be im-

three years old, who was at the door, but which
He appeared very cold: it was a
drizzly
ber.

so

hoarseness is

leads to

any other occasion.

selves.

becomes

complaint,

as soon as a

shut

our

little

boy

of about

was

was

Novem-

recent; and

we were

labouring under all the wretchedness such a loss could inflict, and of
were
peculiarly sensitive to every thing which reminded us of a disease,
had created for us so much
misery. We knocked at the door, and
the mother of the child

the person before us
proved to be the
We represented to her the
see.
dangerous situation her little
in, and begged she would immediately send for her

child, advising,
should arrive.

The mother

time, what

we

at our

without any doctor stuff."
our leave; but
feeling interested for the
inquire for him ; and was told by a next door
two,

"

We took

that

morning

of

"

hives :"-our

feelings

can

child,

we

which
to see

wished to

boy appeared

judged proper to be
fears ; and said it was

little cold the child had taken, and declared he would be well
or

one we

family physician,

laughed

course

begge'd

:

at the same

our-

were

against him.

and the month

l.me,ourlossofan only child with croup,

ears

done,

until he

nothing
enough in

went next

neighbour, that he
be better imagined

to be

to visit the

had died

but
a

a

day

day to
early

than described.
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and most
the

happy shall
general good.

we

be, if they

can

be made subservient to

1570. For many
years, nothing could exceed our horror,
when called to attend a case of
croup for our too faithful ears
could not forget the
appalling sound of the breathing; alas ! they
were instructed
by instances of such endearment, that memory
was almost a curse.
—

1571. We

were thus forced to a
knowledge of the rise, pro
would we could add, we were equally
gress, and issue of croup
well instructed in its management
to this, however, we make
—

—

particular pretensions ; though we
certainty in arresting its march.
croupy hoarseness, led us necessarily,
early application of remedies for its
no

think
Our

some

after

we

have arrived at

particular horror

last twenty years, we have never suffered it in our
to exist a single hour without an
attempt to stop it.
1572. As this disease most

(1542)

we

have

ever

commonly

own

family,

attacks in the

hand, the remedies about

at

of

time, to the very
removal— hence, for the
a

to

night,

be

men

tioned, that not a moment may be lost in their application. It
is, therefore, our constant habit, the instant we observe the
croupy sound, to inflame the external throat by the application
of the spirit of turpentine, hartshorn, or mustard and vinegar.
This we repeat, if the first have not subdued the hoarseness, as
the rubefacient effect has subsided

; for it may be pro
do
not
the
stimulation
to blistering.
In
carry
per
aid of those external applications, we administer in doses suita
soon as

to

observe,

we

ble to the age of the child, "the compound sirup of squills," or
Coxe's hive sirup, as an expectorant, or, if necessary, as an emetic.
1573. If the hoarseness do not

expectorant

repeating

doses of the

the dose, to

an

yield

to

the

turpentine,

or

to

sirup,
urge the latter, by quickly
emetic effect ; but this is rarely neces
we

sary, if the complaint have been taken
have been well inflamed. For we can

early, or if the throat
truly declare, we

most

have very often seen this disease subdued in an hour or two.
But should the hoarseness not disappear, though, much dimin
ished, we continue the use of the sirup, until it do. Should the

bowels be confined,
general intention.
1574. With, the

we

same

give

a

dose of

intention,

we

ther make it consist of barley water,

or

castor

oil, in aid of the

regulate the

diet

flax-seed tea

; we

—

or ra

confine
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patient to an atmosphere of moderate temperature, and most
sedulously guard him against exposure, or a draught of air.
The throat must be protected by a piece of flannel, or some
other warm covering, after the turpentine or mustard has been
the

removed.

truly astonishing, with what certainty this plan
disease, in by far the greater number of cases. An
experience of very many instances, fully justifies our commen
dation of it.
We, therefore, earnestly advise every mother, and
those
who may have children subject to this com
especially
to
have
immediately at command the articles just men
plaint,
and
to
tioned,
employ them, as just directed, the instant hoarse
ness
If this be faithfully attended to, we shall
may appear.
have
an
rarely
opportunity to prescribe for
1575. It is

arrests this

The Second

Stage.

1576. It may, however, happen, that the plan just suggested
may not be availing ; that the proper time for their application
has been lost ; or, that we have not seen the patient, until the

second stage has been

completely

formed

:

in either of these

events, we are obliged to prescribe for the case as it presents
itself. We shall find the system in the second stage (1556) in
one of two conditions:
namely, 1st, where the disease is com

pletely

formed

as

regards

the

state

of the trachea; but without

the arterial system being much affected : or, 2dly, where the ac
tion of the arterial system is much exalted, in consequence of
the inflammation of the trachea. These two conditions, in our
some difference in the mode of treatment; and,
first, of that condition, where the blood-vessels, of the system

opinion, require
at

large,

are

not much affected.

1577. In this case, the force of the disease is

mainly spent

upon the organs immediately concerned in respiration ; hence,
the cough is more frequent, nay, sometimes almost incessant;
the hoarseness less

deep,

in

but

more

sonorous, and

vibrating ;

and that of

no

trifling degree,
discharge of which affords no relief. The
face, for the most part, rather pale, or partially flushed ; the nos
trils very dry; the hands and skin generally rather below the
natural standard; the eyes somewhat blood-shotten; the pulse

expectoration,

or

cocted

the

serum,

a

very

uncon-
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frequent; and small, and the respiration laborious, and every
hour becoming more and more so.
1578. In this situation we have thought, the remedy so ex
clusively relied upon by many, namely, blood-letting, always
injurious, or certainly never beneficial we, therefore, cannot,
agreeably to our present impressions, recommend it; since,
under such circumstances, we never now employ it, either gene
rally or topically. We always commence the treatment, by the
stimulating applications (1572) to the throat; and quickly admi
nister a brisk emetic of the tartrite of antimony ; or, should it be
immediately desirable to procure evacuations from the bewels,
we combine with it, liberal doses of calomel,
according to the
a child of two
for
formula,
following
years old, or rather more.
—

R.

Tartrite of

Calomel

antimony
prepared

gr.
gr.

ij.
xij.

intimately mixed, and divided into eight parts one
of these to be given every twenty minutes, or half hour, mixed in
a little thin
sirup, until an emetic and cathartic effect be produced.
Should it prove pretty powerfully emetic, we make the intervals
longer ; that is, once in an hour, and more seldom in proportion
to the effect, until the bowels be freely moved, or even purged.
1579. After the medicine has operated freely, we order the
hive sirup in suitable doses, (1572) every half hour, or hour, or
Should
more seldom, as the effect maybe more or less ample.
the disease not have yielded to this discipline, we give calomel
in pretty large quantities, every two hours, as long as the bowels
will bear it without being too much purged ; always recollect
ing, that the expectorant doses of the hive sirup are not to be
These to be

discontinued, unless there be much

—

nausea.

a suitable impression upon
the disease, an abatement of all the unpleasant symptoms will
take place, and give us some assurance of a favourable issue.

1580. If the above remedies make

In the condition of the system now under consideration, we must
neglect to observe, that we reckon among the favourable

not

signs, a greater warmth of skin, with a slight disposition to per
spiration, and an increase of force, and vigour in the circulating
of its run
system ; for when these take place, there is less risk
on to the congestive stage, or at least this period is delayed.
ning
Besides, this change is an evidence of the disease being now less
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concentrated, and that the system

tion, with

advantage,

should it be

can

now

bear farther

deple

This is so
necessary.
can with much
profit to

judged

decidedly the case sometimes, that we
patient, abstract blood, either from the system generally, or
In a word, the disease is now
from near the parts, by cupping.
our

converted into the second condition

; or

where the arterial

ac

tion is much exalted.
1581. In this second

stage of the disease, the symptoms

in the first, though of the
rarely
appalling
character. The disease is less masked, and we,
so

have

a

as

more

open enemy to deal with.

almost

same

are

general

consequently,

In this condition, we
to make a first, and

exclusively rely upon blood-letting
impression j and there are few, who have not wit
nessed with what promptitude and success this is sometimes ef
fected. The bleeding, to be successful, must be carried to a
sufficient extent; that is, until it make a decided impression
upon the pulse; or until it flutter under the finger, or a disposi
favourable

tion

to

syncope discover itself.

1582. Some have advised

from the

that the blood should be drawn

; there may be an advantage in this, that
jugular
present experience does not recognise: certain it is, we

our

should

vein

not

hesitate

ourselves, since its
the belief that they

to

select this part, were we left entirely to
to the diseased parts would lead to

nearness

certainly and speedily be relieved
as a
by
general rule to
bleed from, we should have to contend with much prejudice;
more, perhaps, than the selection is really worth— but at the

might

more

But to make choice of this vein

it.

time, we would recommend, that this part should not be
sight of, in certain ferocious cases, where life may depend
upon the difference of influence that the bleeding from one part,
rather than from another, may produce.*

same

lost

*

A late

says,

"

writer, Mr.. Goodlad, (North of England, Med. and Surg. Jour. No. 2)
already been said, it is evident that two indications are

From what has

necessary to be attended to, in the cure of croup;, the first is to subdue the inflammation of the windpipe, the other to relieve the oppressed circulation. Unless
the first

object

be

attained,

wait until that

to

can

be

no

means

will avail ;

accomplished,

before

nor
we

will it in every
relieve the

case

system

at

be safe

large.

may be imminent from either of these causes, and we have often to determine whence it is most so, and to regulate our practice
accordingly.

Danger

"The
the

causes

necessity

which

of

produce

blood-letting,

croup, its

and this

symptoms and progress, alike indicate

remedy, in comparison with which all
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1583. The repetition of the
bleeding must be governed by
circumstances ; for bleed we must, in some cases
again and again
if the system react with
force, and the pulse be found of diffi-

,

others sink into

insignificance, should be immediately resorted to. Any quantity
of blood may be drawn
by leeches, and the local complaint, in almost all cases, be
subdued by them; for if one
crop of leeches do not remove it, others must follow,
until the breathing become free, or the child so faint that
farther
be unsafe.

This mode of

flamed, will,
when the

depletion would

taking blood, by emptying

the vessels, which

are

in-

it is

evident, afford relief, with least expense to the constitution ; but
complaint has existed many hours, and the jugular vein becomes alter

nately

distended and

mouth

are

collapsed, during each inspiration ; when the angles of the
downwards, every muscle of the neck brought into action, and
the breathing consists of a series of
gaspings, there will not be time afforded for
leeches, and not a moment must be lost. The external
jugular vein should be
immediately opened with a lancet, though this operation is sometimes exceedingly difficult, requiring a quick eye and a steady hand to catch it between each
inspiration. The struggles of the patient, and the great contraction of the muscles, add to the difficulty } but no consideration should deter Us from
giving instant
relief, and no other method of taking blood seems to afford the same immediate
benefit both to the head and
breathing. The child may be on the brink of effu
sion, and every minute lost is matter of serious reproach; but this urgency of the
case, which, if not attended to, will speedily be followed
by stupor, and that loss
of sensibility over the whole frame, so favourable to
effusion, renders additional
precaution necessary ; for if the depletion be carried too far, or the vessels emptied
very suddenly, that event, so much to be dreaded, will be accelerated.
The finger should therefore be
kept upon the pulse while the blood is flowing, and the farther flow of blood prevented, if the breathing be properly redrawn

"

lieved,
to

case

before faintness is induced.

leeches, which

tent.

It is safer to trust the farther treatment of the

indeed, often necessary

even when the
jugular vein
and the loss of blood carried for the time to the
greatest ex
This will not be matter of surprise, when we consider how little connexion

has been

are,

opened,

there is between the arteries ramified upon the inner surface of the
and the external jugular vein. It is safest, therefore, to unload the

windpipe,
general cir

culation, where that is requisite, from the system at large; and treat the local complaints with leeches, where they can be easily obtained ; but if not, the finger may
be placed upon the orifice for a short time, when the
breathing is relieved; and
another and a smaller quantity of blood be taken from the same orifice, until
faintness deter
"

I have

us

from

proceeding farther.

directed leeches to be put on the lower part of the wind
pipe, below the pomuitl Adami, because they bleed quite as well as on the upper
part of the tube. The blood is drawn from those vessels, which have most re-

generally

cently taken on the diseased action ; the inflammation is thereby prevented from
extending, and the vessels, already weakened by disease, are emptied more gra
dually, and with less danger of their giving way.
In whatever manner the blood be taken, a degree of faintness must be pro.
duced, and kept up for some time, which renders the continuance of inflamma"

of croup.
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But here

cult reduction.

we

would wish to caution the
the

the

only

practitioner, against making
indication for more blood-letting ;

but

one

of the considerations

rienced

in

;

inexpe
difficulty of breathing
this should constitute

for, of itself, it is

not

always

suf

in one, in which the first
neglected, and the commence

rapid
altogether
ment of the second but feebly treated.
1584. To make a second bleeding proper, there must be a
continuation of the same symptoms, though, perhaps, with a less
degree of force, which made us determine upon this operation
in the first instance; that is, the pulse must be firm, the skin
warm, the face flushed, and the oppression considerable.

especially

ficient;

stage of the disease

case, or

a

was

1585. If these conditions
ment to

duce

an

obtain,

bleedings
employed

more

blood

and that

in the exhibition of other remedies ; and among the

already advised, (1572
In this

state

and

a

nauseating influence,
to vomiting.

expectorants,

1578) together

of the disease,

the emetic should be followed
tain

a mo

to an extent

first of these, are, the emetics and the

mel.

should not hesitate

we

that shall pro
;
evident alteration in the force of the pulse : but two
are not to follow each other, without the interval being

draw

as

by

as

in the

with the

as

has been

use

of calo

just considered,
sirup, so as to main
occasionally to provoke
one

the hive

well

as

the stomach

1586. The rubefacient remedies should

now

succeed the ope

; and such a quantity of calomel should be
either with the tartrite of antimony, or alone, as

ration of the emetic

administered,
tion

impossible,

and

more

patient watched most narrowly, lest reaction come on,
necessary."
this long extract, to show fairly this gentleman's pathological

and the

leeches be

We have made

therapeutical views of this disease ; not, however, with the intention of re
commending the practice, for we still maintain our views unimpaired as to the
mode of treatment for in our hands, at least, leeching has been decidedly hurt
ful. If faintness be desirable, we would very much prefer Dr. Chapman's plan
that is, abstracting blood from the arm until a disposition to syncope be perceived,
Or, indeed, this gentleman's suggestion, (though not original with him,) of opening the jugular vein ; but not at the moment he indicates for it is then, we fear,
too late, as the symptoms he details mark the stage of effusion ; or, at least, that
stage of inflammation, at which it is about to take place; a period, if our obser
vations be correct, that effusion is but hastened by bleeding. We could say much
upon the whole of Mr. G's. text quoted ; but we did not see his observations,
until this chapter was almost in type.
and

—

—

—
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already suggested, (1578,)

as

to

procure

free

a

from

discharge

the bowels.
1587. The

greater the disposition the disease has to run a ra
other words, the more sudden and violent the
attack, the greater, as a general rule, will be the chance of sue-'
cess from the use of
proper remedies, and especially that of

pid

course, or, in

for it almost

blood-letting ;
are

attended

that will

profit

by

not

so

by

it.

less

always happens,

that the slower

indolent inflammation, or
well bear the loss of blood,
an

an
or

cases

engorgement,
will

certainly

When the

practitioner may be reluctant to draw more
general system, and yet believes the inflamma
tion cannot be subdued without farther depletion, he generally
has recourse to local bleeding hence the frequency of leeching
and cupping in croup.
1589. This practice is recommended by almost every practi
tioner : and, by some, of very high authority ; it may, therefore,
not only excite surprise, but, perhaps, draw upon us reprehen
sion, when we enter our protest against it ; and especially
against leeching. (See note to par. 1582.)
1590. We are free to admit, it appears every way plausible,
that drawing blood from near the inflamed part, should be at
1588.

blood from the

—

tended with
more
our

more

remote;

success,

than when it is taken from

yet, in the particular instance

a

part

considering,
the hope of be

we are

experience gives a uniform contradiction to
practice; though it does not impair the truth of
general position. But this failure of benefit from local bleed

nefit from the
the

ing

in the

however,

under consideration, mustmot be considered,
as an exception to the general rule just mentioned,

case

even

depending in a great measure, or, perhaps, altogether, on
circumstances inseparable from the operation of leeching itself.
The operation of leeching is attended with several circumstances
but

as

decidedly averse to this disease : for, 1. It employs considerable
an irksome
time; during which the patient is obliged to maintain
his
to
breathing.
position, and this may be extremely unfavourable
blood to be
2. It often becomes important that the quantity of
be done
drawn should be very exactly determined ; this cannot
sometimes
very
in leeching— especially as the after bleeding is
considerable, in spite of every attempt to arrest it, to the mani
the sudden
fest injury of the patient. 3. Their coldness, and
41
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exposure of the throat, after having been warmly covered, is
oftentimes so mischievous, that the bad symptoms can be seen
to increase during the operation ; and are almost sure to follow

immediately after.
a
single instance

in

of cases,

seen

1591. If

We

safely declare we never have
good ; but we have, in a number

most

can

seen

it do

it do harm.

be had

topical bleeding

against these, the objections

are

let it be from between the

ployed,

back of the neck

:

Cups
sufficiently obvious.
1592. Dr. Cheyne says,

never

be

to, let it be

so

strong.
shoulders, or

when drawn from this

should

useful.

recourse

not

applied

by cups :
when
em
And,
rather from the

place,

over

we

have

seen

the throat, for

it

rea

sons

When

"

commencement of the violent

is used upon the
the
relief
is often im
symptoms,
believed that I saw the same child

bleeding

mediate; and I have scarcely
breathing softly, who, ten minutes before, lay gasping and con
vulsed," (p. 17.) We have never had the good fortune to see

good effect from bleeding in a case of genuine croup ;
number of times witnessed very prompt relief from
this remedy, in the spurious, or that kind which is accompanied
this sudden
have

we

with

sore

a

throat, (1548.)

For the vessels of the fauces

feel the influence of venesection, more certainly and
than those of the mucous membrane of the trachea.
1593. Neither in the

ration,

nor

stage of the disease

now

in either of the other two, have

from

we

seem

to

speedily

under conside
ever

witnessed

there is evident

use
purging; though
in
the
Indeed,
freely opened.
congestive
stage, we think we have constantly found it injurious; for it ra
pidly diminishes the strength, without weakening the disease at

any advantage
in having the bowels

the

same

severe

For it would

time.

seem

there is less intercommunion

between the

bowels, and the respiratory viscera, than with
almost any other parts of the body.
1594. Puking in this stage, (the second,) is
manifestly useful,

especially when

considerable

it must, therefore, be
to

be obstructed

trite of
ease.

in

our

nausea

accompanies the operation :

often

as the
repeated
breathing seems
by accumulating phlegm. We believe the tar
as

antimony to be the best emetic, in this stage of the dis
sulphate of copper hasJbeen highly extolled lately ;

The

hands, it has failed.

1595. Blisters

are

highly

recommended

by

some: as

regards
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experience, we are by no means convinced of their uti
unless it may be in the
forming state of this complaint, and
at the termination of the second
; but even then, we are not in
the habit of
on
them.
We
the rubefacients,
our own

lity,

relying

prefer

their powers are more at command, and can be re
newed whenever they have ceased to maintain a
proper degree
of irritation. It has appeared to us, there is a
of the dis

(1572)

as

period

ease, in

which blisters may be useful ; but are not
exclusively to
be relied on, as just stated : we have
occasionally employed
them at this time, and once or twice with marked

advantage.

It is, when the second stage is
merging into the third. At this time,
in some few instances, they seem to act with

peculiar felicity.

1596.

it is

a

"

The

simple

warm

bath is

very unequivocal remedy ; but as
one, it is generally used along with an

and

a

popular
physician is called; and together or separately,
antiphlogistic powers, they in very many instances pre
formation of the disease." (Cheyne, p. 25.)
There are few remedies in this disease so popular, or

emetic, before the
their

by

vent

the

1597.

much abused, as the warm bath
it is one, we feel more diffi
culty in prescribing, than any other of the materia medica, for

so

it

—

be

uncertain, and varied in its effects,
at : since, the tem
perature is never exactly fixed, and each given temperature must
be a new remedy ; or, at least, a remedy with a different
power.
seems

to

us to

than any other.

more

Nor is this to be wondered

Again ; the state of the nervous, and arterial systems, must be
constantly varying ; therefore, the effects of this remedy must
necessarily be governed in a degree by these conditions. The
state of the cutaneous system, must also vary as to
susceptibili
ty; therefore, temperature must have different operations upon
it; these differences must, of course, lead to very different re
sults ; and this, wre have so uniformly found to be the case, that

prescribe this remedy, but with all the uncertainty
necessarily attend applications empirically made.
1598. Nor can we agree with Dr. Cheyne, in calling the
warm bath a
simple remedy," if he mean that it is one with
we

never

which

must

"

out

any decided powers;

we

look upon it

as one

of extensive in

fluence; and may, therefore, be most easily abused, if not judi
ciously directed ; as it has, unfortunately, become a domestic re
medy. Besides, let us call to mind the importance of the sur
face on which this remedy is to act ; either as regards its own
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functions,

or

the functions of
we

sider this

as a

our

remedy

definition of

1599.

the most

"

"

simple
simple remedy.

one; at

powerfully

sympa

good ground

to con

so

no

least,

not

agreeably

to

This, of all the remedies employed in croup, requires
judgment in prescribing it, and certainly, the greatest

caution,

to

with

much

so

a

parts which

shall find there is

thize with it; and

apply

it

properly.

address,

as

We have

not to

never seen

have made

us

it

managed

tremble for the

consequences; nor with so much success, as to tempt us to
brave them.
We can most conscientiously declare, we have

single instance witnessed any decided advantage to
application; but we can most truly say, we have
had the most unequivocal evidence of injury. We, therefore,
never
prescribe it in this disease. In this, we are aware, that
we differ from much
authority, and especially Guibert, who has
written upon croup with much good sense and practical acumen:
of the warm bath he is even extravagant (as we think) in its praise.

never

in

a

arise from its

He says, " A very rational means of the
in frequent and reiterated employment of

of croup consists
warm baths; of which
cure

experience has taught me the good effects." But until subse
quent experience shall lead us to a contrary belief, we shall con
tinue to bear testimony against it.
We shall take the liberty of
Mr.
Goodlad's
observations
joining
upon this remedy, as they
serve to
what
we have
strengthen
just advanced.
Among
"

these," he adds, " the warm bath is one of the most active and
at the same time the most injurious; and I cannot
imagine how
any one, who has once witnessed its effects, can again recom
mend it in croup.
It is, in my opinion, so decidedly hurtful, by
the
circulation, that I should interdict its use in al
quickening

all

inflammatory cases. The warm bath, I think, is never
useful,
prolonged until faintness be produced; and in the
of
early stages inflammatory complaints, it is often impossible to
produce this effect, until the heart beats more than 130 times in
a minute, which is a
degree of excitement I think unwarranta
If resorted to later, effusion is brought on sooner than it
ble.
would otherwise supervene; and many practitioners could, I
think, call to mind cases, where its use has been followed by
unexpected death : the vessels previously emptied, perhaps, by
bleeding, having given way, and apoplexy supervened."
1600. Do not let us be understood to condemn this remedy,
most

unless
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when employed by others, because we do not ourselves under
stand its management ; we
only mean to confess our ignorance
of the proper state, or time, for its
application. We are afraid
that this remedy has become too much a
part of routine in this

complaint ; therefore,

very likely to be abused. There is a po
favour, which we are very certain it does not
pular feeling
deserve ; and in consequence, it becomes
a domestic
remedy,"
and " is employed before the physician sees the
patient," and
in its

"

that,
to

fear,

we

the

to

injury

of the individual who is

subjected

it.

Laudanum,

1601.

mended

by

Dr.

in combination with

Cheyne,
high

we

admit this to be

we

witness

more success

is

antimony,

recom

when the febrile symptoms run high
authority for the practice; but unless

—

from this combination in the hands of

others, than has been experienced by ourselves, we shall not
again be tempted to employ it. Laudanum, as far as our expe
rience goes, has ever been
1602. If the disease do
mation
vessels

injurious in this stage.
not yield pretty early after the for
of the second stage, to the remedies just pointed out, the
of the inflamed surface relieve themselves by effusion,

and thus form
The Third

Stage.

consists in the formation of a deciduous

1603. This

mem
stage
brane, (1587, &c.) which more or less, strictly fills the trachea,
or else, in the
pouring out of a quantity of purulent lymph, which

does not

coagulate ;

but almost

as

certainly obstructs

the air pas

confined, however, in all instances, to
sages.
the trachea ; the bronchial vessels relieve themselves, in the same
manner; and this, sometimes, throughout the lungs; as far, at
least, as the naked eye can trace them.
This effusion is

1604. It is of much

not

importance

to

recollect this

portant pathological truth; since it will have
on

the

of

question

1605. The third

lessness

;

since

we

obstruction;

or,

rarely,
culty by the

the

very

if

an

operation,

highly im
strong bearing

whenever this may be agitated.
necessarily one of great hope

stage (1557)

is

cannot, with

certainty, get rid of

we

could,

disposition

formation of

we

from the

cannot

alter,

the

or, at

existing

least, but

of the parts, to perpetuate the diffi

new

productions.

1606. The indications in this

obstructing lymph

a

stage,

are,

1st,

windpipe; and, 2dly,
41*

to remove

to

the

prevent the
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formation of

more,

the condition of the inflamed

by altering

sur

face of the trachea.
1607. In some few instances, emetics have fulfilled both the
has been thus most
one and the other indication ; and the patient

unexpectedly snatched from the grave.* The membrane has
more frequently removed from the trachea, than its removal
has been attended by success to the patient, after its discharge.
This is a most melancholy truth, and one that should not be
lost sight of; especially as, on the removal of the membrane, re
covery is so confidently expected. Never shall we forget our
feelings when this took place in a beloved child of our own ; nor
ever cease to remember our disappointment, when we found it
to be unavailing.
At what period of the disease this membrane forms is very
uncertain, whether in a few hours or not until several days.
A fine boy of two and a-half years old, was very suddenly at
tacked with croup. His father very promptly applied the re
been

—

medies for it
had liked

—

when it had continued for about two

strangle,

to

but

was

suddenly

relieved.

hours, he

Upon

exa

mining what he had thrown up, the membrane usually formed
in this complaint was found, even to the bifurcation of the
Asperia Arteria. It was in part preserved, and shown to Dr.

pronounced it a genuine membrane. He after
discharged a considerable quantity of plastic lymph. The

Horner, who
wards

child got well.

Michaelis, (Cheyne,

1608.

death after the membrane
is this

do not

this

as

was

case

twice

65,) relates a case of
discharged by emetics ; nor
x.

p.

surprising, since, by the removal of the obstruction, we
the disposition to subsequent effusion ; and as long
continues, there can be no security against new forma

remove

tions.

make

1609. But this is not to

us

abandon

an

enterprise

in

much may be gained, if we succeed in removing the
obstructing membrane ; especially as the same author furnishes
which

so

with

us

an

instance of success, after the membrane had been

thrown up.
*

"

I shall here notice those

Of this kind

beneficial.

evidently

accelerate the

are

(remedies) only,

which have been found

emetics, repented daily,

separation

twice

a

decidedly
day. They

of the adventitious membrane, and favour its

However valuable this treatment may be, and I have myself obtained
which I could attribute to it alone, it is no doubt too true that the greater

expulsion.
cures

or even

number of

cases

still prove fatal."

—

Laennec, p. 126.
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1610. As in the third

nical,

so

far

the obstruction is

stage,

know

as we

;

and

as

that consists of

purely
a

mecha

membranous

production, but feebly attached to the side of the trachea, (1562,)
as fresh
lymph is, most probably, constantly pouring out, to weak
en its adhesion, it would seem that that
remedy which would
the
most
sudden
shock
to
the
give
respiratory organs, would
the
fairest
chance
to
remove
it
give
hence, the utility of pretty
emetics
at
this
powerful
period.
1611. In this, all practitioners seem to
agree; but there is
some
of
on
the
substance
for this pur
variety
opinion
proper
—

In Europe, saline, or antimonial emetics are considered
best; in this country the polygala seneca in very strong decoc
tion is preferred ; and, we believe, with propriety. At least, the

pose.

only

instance

we

have witnessed of the

expulsion

of the

mem

brane, was produced by a very strong decoction of this root.*
We would, therefore, rely on it with more confidence than any
other of the emetic substances.
1612. This medicine

is, however, apt

to

run

off

by the bowels

when exhibited thus strong ; should this be the case, a quantity
of laudanum sufficient merely to restrain its purgative effects,
should be

given

from time to time.

three hours, will

two or

generally

Two or three drops every
be found sufficient for this

purpose.
1613. We have but very little confidence in any other reme
dies in this stage of the disease ; especially any that can fulfil
the second indication unless emetics do.
The sulphate of cop-

rper has been much praised in this disease, and is by some sup
posed to possess much advantage over the antimonial prepara
tions

but in this commendation,

;

justify

a

preference:
that

we

have

our

own

employed

experience

will

not

it several times, and

deemed fair for its use, but without any
have not seen produced by the tartrite of

under circumstances

advantage
antimony.

we
we

calomel, blisters, or warm bath,
period indeed, the painful remedies
good
should now, we think, be withheld, (if we except the more
We have

do the least

at

never seen

this

:

*
Take half an ounce of powdered seneca, pour on it half a pint of boiling
and give a
water, and let it simmer until nearly half reduced; strain it carefully,
This quantity will
tea-spoonful every fifteen or twenty minutes, uutil it puke.

answer

for

spoonsful

at

a
a

child from

one to

time may be

weaker than the above.

for one of greater age,
believe, the decoction should

three years old

given; but,

we

—

two teanever

be
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powerful rubefacients,) since they hold out so little promise of
We thought we saw evident relief in a late case, from
success.
the spirit of turpentine.* Twenty drops were given every
hour: it seemed to relieve much, but the patient died.
1614. As a last resource, tracheotomy has been proposed with
confidence : but it has been but too often performed without
Nor is this to surprise us ; since by the operation no
success.
thing more can be expected, than has resulted from the sponta
neous
discharge of the membrane ; and we have already said,
(1607) that this is but rarely followed by permanent relief.
1615. In our opinion, the operation has been proposed with
more intrepidity than discretion ; for until we can
prevent new
accumulations after the removal of the previous ones, we need
promise ourselves but little success from this scheme. It has
been said, that the failure from this operation has been princi
pally owing to its being performed too late, and hence it has
been advised early in the disease. But who would promise
himself, that he had saved life by this operation, should the pa
tient even live, since if it be performed early, other remedies
might have succeeded as well? And when performed late, who
has witnessed its success ? Therefore, in the early stage of the
disease, the operation is certainly not called for, nor would it
be proper to have recourse to it, since the disease is very often
relieved without it, and in the latter, we believe it has ever

been

unavailing.

1616. We have

seen it
performed twice without success,
operation, simply considered, had every advantage
which sound judgment, and consummate skill could give it
for Dr. Physick was the operator. And we believe we do not

where the

—

venture too

much when

we

say, he has

no

confidence in it.

Dr.

Cheyne employs some most convincing arguments against this
operation; to which, we with much pleasure refer those who
may wish to investigate this subject farther.
1617. But notwithstanding the
unmanageable character of
this disease, when its first stages have been
neglected, or freely
treated, we have the experience of some of the most respecta*

tive

What

might

be the effects of this

stage of croup,

we

medicine,

have yet to learn ;

we

if

boldly pushed,

in the conges-

think, however, it deserves

a

trial,

its influence upon the mucous membrane seems to be
undisputed. We shall
certainly urge it the first fair opportunity we have the misfortune to contend
with.
as
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ble

practitioners,

as

well

as

our

own,

that when

by proper means, there are few diseases
tirely under the control of medicine.

of

equal

early

attacked

violence

so en

CHAPTER XXXIII.
OF WORMS.
1618. There

are few
parts of the human, or even of the brute
which
body,
may not be infested with worms, if any reliance
can be
placed upon the observations of philosophers and phy

But our present purpose is
the stomach and bowels of children.
sicians.

1619. It would

children

deed,

are

seem

to be

seldom without

with such

only

agreeable

to

all

as

infest

observation, that

less of these animals; in
in the human bowels, that Dr. But
more or

they
attempted to sustain a most extraordinary thesis upon
the subject. He declares them to be
nature's remedy for
destroying the superabounding morbid humours; and to stimu
late the first passages, by their crawling motions, and there
by assisting the peristaltic motion of the guts to carry off what
ter

so common are

has

"

remains of the offensive load."

general rule, we believe it entitled to confidence,
altogether confined to their mother's milk, never
have worms. This is, to be sure, contradicted by M. de Lille,
who affirms, that worms were expelled from his daughter, who
was
only eleven months old, and who was altogether confined
to the breast.
As regards our own testimony, we declare, we
1620. As

a

that children

have

only

never seen wTorms

two

weaned

in children under ten months old ; and

instances of that age: both of these children

at

were

four months.

1621. From

this, it would

seem

there is

a

protection against

these animals in the mother's milk, so long as the child is ex
clusively confined to it ; but the moment it leaves it, it becomes
obnoxious to them.

It is

pretty evident then, that these animals

introduced into the stomach and bowels from without, by
means of the various articles of food upon which the child lives.
are

1622.

Hence, children who live much upon crude aliment,
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are more
a

obnoxious to

constant

supply

worms

than those who

are

provided

with

of wholesome and nutritious articles of diet.

And, also, that those whose powers of digestion are strong, are
seldom troubled with these vermin.
In feeble, or dyspeptic sto
machs, these animals are not only much more common, but also,
much

mischievous

more

;

since, from the imperfect condition

of the

gastric powers, the secretions permit them to remain un
injured by its influence; and, also, that in feeble constitutions,
the secretions from the bowels themselves

are

never

so

freely

entirely thrown off, as in robust frames ; and being retained,
offer a nidus at least for the
engendering of these vermin; there
or

fore, the best security against these animals is a healthy condi
tion of the stomach and bowels, and a nutritious and
invigo

rating

diet.

1623. Children who have

who do

restrain their

not

liable

particularly

to

access

appetites

crude

to

from

unripe fruits, and
indulging in them, are

suffer from worms; and this for two

rea

1st, because the ova of many are introduced by the food
itself;* and, 2dly, because the weakened powers of the stomach
permit them to be hatched, from the want of force in the gas
tric liquor ; for we have every reason to believe, that few ani
mals can resist its influence, when in a state of perfect health.
sons:

1624. And upon the

stood, how

they

same

principle,

it

can

be

readily

under

and

thrive, after they once have
possession of the stomach and bowels; especially as it is well
known

can

multiply

reside in the mucous secretion of these parts ; and
the parts themselves they may become irritants, and
force them to a more abundant secretion ; and hence, from a
how

they

to

profuse supply of rich nourishment, they seem to thrive almost
beyond their natures, and can scarcely be recognised as speci
mens of the class to which
they belong.
1625. Almost every writer on the
practice of physic men*

We

stomach

are aware

by fruit,

by others, because,
from the body, and
but

that the idea of the

and hatched

there, is

ova

of

not

believed

being introduced into the
by some, and even ridiculed

worms

say they, there is no similarity between the worms expelled
the worms found in unripe or
injured fruit hut this is taking

limited view of the

—

subject; since,

it is

certain, that very considerable va
rieties have been observed to pass per anum, and
may, doubtless, have escaped
unnoticed. Besides, the difference in nourishment, and even, perhaps, a change
of habits may alter the form of these animals; the leech, it would
seem, undergoes
a

a

great change when introduced into the bowels and permitted
shall notice below.

we

to revel

there,

as
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tions

extraordinary examples of the kind ; and both foreign and
journals furnish like instances. And it would seem to
matter placed now
beyond dispute, that many aquatic ani

domestic
be

a

mals may gain possession of the
stomach, either in the form of
ova, or in a viviparous state.
Thus, the horse-hair worm, though
an
aquatic animal, is frequently found in the stomachs of the pea
santry of Lapland, and introduced there,
to

by drinking

of the half

putrid

water

agreeably
ponds.

Linnaeus,

of their

1626. After the same manner, the leech has been
conveyed
into the stomach when minute and
young, along with the muddy
and stagnant water they are known to inhabit. Of this kind is

the remarkable

related

by Mr. Paisley, in Vol. II. Art. xxvi.
an
Essays.
analogous kind, is tha1
late Dr. Bond, of this city, in the Lond. Med. Obcase

of the Ed. Med.
related

by

and

the

And also of

Vol. I. p. 68. In the first of these instances, a
voided
two animals of the leech kind, each
gentleman
measuring
a foot and a-half in
length, and an inch and a-half in diameter.
serv.

Inq.

In the second, a worm of twenty inches in length, was voided
by
a woman, after
great suffering, and of which she died. On open
ing the body, it was found that the animal had worked its way
into the liver through the common duct, and committed

great

havoc

that organ ; after which it seemed to have travelled
back, and had forced its way again, with much difficulty,
through the same duct into the intestines, whence it was dis
on

charged dead,

and in two

portions.

1627. It is in vain to urge that these animals cannot be in

troduced from without into the human system, as the aliment
must not only be different, but their habits

and mode of life
must

facts

also be

speak

destroyed,

in

a

place

of such confinement

—

the

for themselves.

general

It is true, the cases just mentioned are exceptions to the
inhabitants of the stomach and intestines; yet, perhaps,

there is

nothing

1628.

other; since

we

more

marvellous in the

cannot

admit, with

our

one

instance than in the

present data, that there

varieties of worms, proper to the human stomach and bowels.
If they are extraneous, as we believe them to be, it only follows,
are

that the kind

usually found,

easily introduced,

or

of

much greater in number ;
hardy habits; resisting and

are

more

of their

the

more
over

situation, and eventually
disadvantages
coming
in
the
of
their
and
plenty
revelling
adopted habitation.
thriving
1629. The

worms

commonly

new

found in the human

body,

are
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"
"
divided into the round," and the flat." These are arranged
rise :
according to the disease or symptoms to which they give
the
of
in
alimentary
any portion
1st, those which can be nourished

canal

mity

those which locate themselves at the lower extre

of the canal

are

those which have

3dly,

;

have wandered there

and seem to

tion,"

they

2dly,

;

no

"local habita

erroneously : hence,

species, and called,
1. Alvine worms, or Helminthia Alvi.
2. Anal worms, or Helminthia Podicis.

divided into three

3. Erratic worms,
1.

Species

or

Helminthia Erratica.

Of Alvine

Worms.

existing and finding a proper nidus in the
chiefly of children, and sickly adults;
a swelled hard belly, gnawing or pun
emaciation,
producing
fetid breath, and
gent pain in the stomach, pale countenance,
irritation of the nostrils." (Good, Vol. I. p. 200.)
1631. The worms which give rise to the above symptoms,
and inhabit the regions designated, arranged under the follow
ing varieties :
A— Long round worm, or Ascaris Lumbricoides.*
B Long thread worm, or Tricocephalus.f
C
Long tape worm, or Taenia Solium.J
1630. "Worms

stomach

or

alvine canal,

—

—

—

*

"The head of the

round

long

worm

is

contraction beneath it; mouth triangular ;
faint line down the side;

long;

inhabits

slightly incurvated, with a transverse
body transparent ; light yellow, with a

and vivacious; from six to fifteen inches
ileum, but sometimes ascends into the stomach,

gregarious,

principally

the

and creeps out of the mouth and nostrils; occasionally travels to the rectum, and
Vol. I. p. 200.)
passes away at the anus." (Good,
t"The body of the long threadworm is, above, slightly crenate; beneath,

smooth,

finely

striated

the fore

on

part; the head obtuse, and furnished with

a

proboscis; tail, or thinner part, twice as long as the thicker,
in
a fine hair. like point, about two inches long : in colour, resembles
terminating
the preceding; gregarious, and found chiefly in the intestines of sickly children ;
generally in the cEecum." (Ibid. p. 201.)
t "In the long tape worm, the articulations are long and narrow, with margi
nal pores, by which it attaches itself to the intestines one on each joint, general
ly alternate ; ovaries arborescent; head with a terminal mouth, surrounded with

slender retractile

two rows

of radiate hooks,

four tuberculate orifices

or

or

holders ; and

suckers,

two

a

on

little below,

on

the flattened surface,

each side ; from

thirty

to

forty

feet

Inhabits the intestines of mankind, generally
Is
at the upper part, where it feeds on the chyle and juices already animalized.
sometimes solitary, but commonly in considerable numbers ; and adheres so firmly

long,

to the

and has been found

sixty.

intestines, that it is removed with great difficulty.

It is said to have the

power of reproducing parts which have been broken off; but this assertion wants
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D— Broad tape worm,

or

Taenia

E— Fluke,

or

Fasciola.f

Vulgaris.*

1632. As it is not
necessary to

given
shall

long

a

we

because

our
purpose, we have not
of each of these varieties, nor
We have mentioned them,

technical

description
succeeding ones.
they are more or less frequently
of the

met with in practice.
It may, however, be well to observe, that the first of these is
found much more constantly than either of the other varieties
we would not, however,
pretend to say in what
—

proportion.

II. Anal

Species
"

1633.

Worms,

or

Worms,

or

Helminthia Podicis.

the larves of insects,

and

existing

finding

proper nidus within the verge of the anus, exciting a trouble
some local irritation, sometimes
accompanied by tumour, fre
a

quently preventing sleep,
stomach."

(Good,

1634. Under this

A

,

—

tures
ance

joints.
of gourd seeds

"

faintness in the

.

following varieties :

Tr

.

.

.

.

Ascans Vermicularis.t
+

or

Scarab£eus.§

or

CEstrus.||

discharges its numerous eggs from the aper
joints have, when discharged, the appear
hence denominated gourd worm by many medical
cucurbitinus of Dr. Heberden." (Ibid, p. 201.)

oviparous,

and

The broken off

the

:

and it is

writers; and is the lumbricus
*

or

Beetle Grubs,

The animal is
on

included the
.

)

worm

or

203.)

are

C—Bots,

proof.

producing pain

)
i

,

Maw

B

species

Thread worm,

—

and

Vol. I. p.

The articulations of the broad tape worm are short and broad, with a pore
joint, and stellate ovaries round them; body broader in the

in the centre of each

middle, and tapering towards both ends; head resembling the last; inhabits the
upper part of the intestines, and feeds on the chyle ; from three to fifteen feet
long; usually in families of three or four." (Ibid, p. 202.)
t The body of the fluke is flattish, with an aperture or pore at the head, and
generally another beneath; intestines flexuous: ovaries lateral; hermaphrodite,
and

oviparous."

(Ibid,

p.

202.)

worm is subulate nodose, and divided into three
vesicles, in the middle of which it receives nourishment; skin at the sides of the
body finely crenate or wrinkled, tail finely tapering, and terminating in a point;

t

"

The head of the thread

gregarious; viviparous; about half an inch long; sometimes wanders into the in.
testines, and occasionally as high as the stomach." (Good, Vol. I. p. 203.)
§ "This variety has not been accurately described:" "the following seem to
have six
be the chief: gray larve, with yellowish legs, and ferruginous head ;"
feet; are annulate, hairy, vesicular at the end of the abdomen, and furnished with
a horny head."
(Ibid. p. 204.)
The larves of the oestrus, breeze, or gad-fly, are called bols, and arc of a
||
"

"

42

'
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Species

III. Erratic Worms,

Helminthia Erratica,

or

1635. "Worms, or the larves of insects, introduced
by accn
dent, and without finding a proper habitation in the stomach or
intestines; producing spasmodic colic, with severe gripings; and

occasionally, vomiting,

or

dejection

of blood."

(Good,

Vol. I. p.

205.)
1636. Of these worms,

according

Dr. Good, but little is

to

known, though there is good authority for introducing them
and

have been the

induced

—

readily
particular, as we met with two distinct species, as we are
disposed to believe, in the same child, within a few days, and
altogether different from any we have hitherto seen.
we

more

to

follow him in

this

Of the
1637. We

perhaps,

are

but

will remain

Treatment.

imperfectly instructed
so, until practitioners

upon this point, and,
shall be better able

ascertain the effect of remedies on each individual species of
these animals, and shall learn to distinguish them by the
symp
toms they
give rise to. The whole of the symptoms which
these vermin create, are familiarly said to be produced
to

by
probable, they do not yield the same va
riety in effect, as their diversity of species would lead us to sup
pose. Nor is this, perhaps, much to be wondered at, since the
whole train of symptoms to which they give rise, is
produced
by an irritation imposed on some one portion of the alimentary
canal or stomach ; and it would require greater
power of dis
crimination than is generally possessed, to detect the cause, or
the particular nature of the irritant.
So genera], and so uni
form, for the most part, are the symptoms arising from almost
any irritation of the bowels, that one cause may readily be
"

worms

;" and, it is

mistaken for another: thus, we have
frequently seen all the
attendant
symptoms usually
upon worms, completely similated
by the presence of acrid bile ; and the reverse. Therefore, so
far

from

being able to detect the species of worms, that
with
say
perfect confidence that the symptoms are
the result of even the genus; since, as we have
just observed,
other irritants may produce similar
phenomena.
are we

we cannot

round

green; tail

With two

two recurved black claws

figure; pale
lips, and
p. 904.)

obtusely truncated;
on

head

tapering;

mouth

each side of the mouth."

horny,
(Ibid,
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1638. Yet it is but reasonable to
conjecture, that each species
may have its antipathies and even its poisons; and this would
seem to be
strengthened by what is observed with some other of
the inferior animals, in the selection and
of certain ar

rejection

ticles which may in their turn be food or
poison, as it may be
one species, or another, that
employs them. Thus, the deer eats

with

impunity the deadly laurel;
stroyed by it, &c.
1639. May not this
diversity in

while the

sheep

is

what shall consist

instantly
a

de

wholesome

in what may constitute a poison, help us to account
for the extravagant encomiums bestowed by some
upon an arti

nutriment,

or

cle, as anthelmintic ; and the disparaging accounts of the same
article, for the same purpose, by others? Is it not probable that
the success of the article, when it proved useful, depended upon
its

being

obnoxious

cess, to its not
more

likely

species of worms ;

to one

proving

to

so

others 1

and its want of suc

Is this

not

rendered still

from the fact, that that which shall detach and

expel

from the bowels lumbrici, shall not stir the taenia solium'?
1640. We believe this to be more than conjecture
and it
—

would be well for

practitioners, to record, with each successful
particular species, nay, if possible, the
variety of this animal ; the precise nature of the agent employed,
and the particular situation of the patient at the moment ; to re
cord any auxiliary remedies, if such there were; and to note
down any and every circumstance, that in his opinion may have
given efficacy to the plan which had been adopted.
treatment of worms, the

1641. We have

cies

or

variety

of

observed, (1637,) that the presence of any spe

gives

worm,

the

same

kind of disturbance to

system ; and that at the present moment we cannot detect by
any peculiarity of symptoms, by what species the mischief is
the

by which worms
nothing more) in the follow

created. Dr. Heberden has laid down the marks
may be suspected,
ing order:

(for it amounts

to

—

The evils which hence arise, and which cease upon
expulsion, are headachs, vertigo, torpor, disturbed dreams,

1642.

their

sleep

"

broken off

by fright

and

screaming, convulsions,

feverish-

mouth, offensive breath,.
the
of
nostrils, pain in the sto
difficult
itching
breathing,
cough,
mach, nausea, squeamishness, voracity, leanness, tenesmus, itch
ness,

ing

thirst, pallid hue, bad

at

the

anus

towards

taste in

night,

at

the

length, dejection

of films and
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The broad tape worms produce the severest mischief
the body; while the terrestes and ascarides, (round and thread
sometimes lurk,
suspected, unless there be an

mucus.
on

scarcely
they are traced in the faeces :
1613. Yet, what practitioner with all this long list of formida
ble symptoms combining in one person, would risk his reputation
It must
upon the event, that they were produced by worms?
of
the
to
familiar
medicine,
be
profession
every body exercising
to meet with cases, in which so many of the enumerated sjgns
worms,)

itching

have

of the anus,

combined,

as

—

or

to

leave

no

doubt of the existence of

worms ;

yet the issue of the case has not always verified the conjecture ;
at least not by any direct evidence; such as the expulsion of
these animals.
While, on the other hand, he has seen them
driven off in shoals, where

ly

a

suspicion

of the agency has

scarce

been awakened.

symptom, which
we believe was first noticed by Home ; and which, when it exists,
for it is not always present, is less equivocal than any other we
1644. Dr. Heberden has failed to mention

have

met

with

:

namely,

an

cedematose

and lower part of the nose.
1645. Worms injure the

ways

:

a

swelling

body they inhabit,

of the upper
in

one

lip

of three

—

By irritation.
2dly. By destroying
1st.

the nourishment intended for the sup

port of the child.
3dly. By their bulk from accumulation.
1st. Irritation.
1646. When the stomach and

bowels become irritated

by the

presence of worms, there is scarcely a part of the body which
does not sympathize with it, and manifest its sympathy, by some
marked

derangement

Thus, the lungs have assumed
cough, hemorrhage, &c; the
; the brain to mania, coma,
bleeding; the trachea to croup, &c. &c, if
of the part.

the appearance of consumption, by
uterus has been urged to flooding

delirium

;

the

nose

to

any reliance can be placed upon the observations of authors.
1647. The production of cough is familiar; that of simulated

phthisis

is

more

rare,

believe, involved;

not

yet

met

with.

The uterus is but

because it does not

rarely, we
sympathize largely with
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many parts after puberty, but because the affections under con
sideration are more common to early life, and, consequently, be
fore this organ has received such
development, as to render it a
or
source.
The
aberrations in the functions
sympathizing part
of the brain from this cause, almost
every body has witnessed.
A very remarkable instance of this kind fell under
lately, which it may be interesting to relate.
1648. The

daughter

of T. P. R^

attacked with fever and delirium.

diately,

but

ordered

to

being unwell,

lose six

ounces

a

aged eleven,
We

were

blood, and

to

be

was

sent

friend visited her for

of

our

notice

suddenly

for, imme
She

us.

was

freely purged by

calomel, &c. The following morning the delirium was increased ;
the fever

inflammation.

blood

; to

she had been

equally high, though

and the blood had been drawn
She

was

:

liberally purged,

the blood showed

ordered

take small but

to

lose six

no

ounces

doses of calomel.

marks ofmore

In the

of

repeated
ning, every symptom was aggravated, or, rather, she was per
fectly comatose, from which it was difficult to rouse her even to
take drink; her tongue was very dark and dry, as far as could
be ascertained by looking into the mouth, for she could not be
roused sufficiently to make her put it out; the pulse small, wiery
and frequent; the skin cold, but dry; no urine; the eyes half
closed ; stools of a very dark brown colour, and extremely offen
sive, and passed involuntarily; in the last, while we were there,
a

Jumbricus

was

eve

found.

appeared a forlorn one ; but we did not aban
sinapisms and wine whey, together with
hope:
an infusion of pink root, (the spigelia Marylandica,) were or
On our visit, the next morning, seventeen
dered for the night.
lumbrici were shown us, that had passed a little while before.
The patient, in every respect better; the coma much less; the
skin warm, but not febrile ; the pulse more open, and less fre
her evacuations.
quent ; passed urine freely; had command of
1650. The pink root tea ordered to be continued ; no other
medicine; wine whey to be withheld, and gum Arabic water
substituted. On our visit in the evening, we found seven more
The patient comparatively well she ra
worms had passed.
from this moment.
recovered
pidly
1649. The

don all

case

blisters,

—

1651. In this case, it is evident the whole train of formida

ble symptoms

were

produced by
42*

some

peculiar

irritation in the
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bowels from the presence of worms; whether this irritation arose
from the motion of these animals upon the denuded bowels by a
destruction of their proper mucus ; or whether, from a deficient

supply of nourishment, they inflicted any mechanical injury
but we think it
upon the bowels, may be very difficult to say ;
every way probable, that their brisk motion against the internal
surface of the intestines,

producing great irritation,
mucous

for the
had

or more or

of the latter, may account
of the system ; especially if they

less inflammation of the

coat

extreme derangement
suddenly migrated from one part

of the intestinal canal to

another.
1652. We have

seen a

of abode has been made

performed,

number of instances where this

change

and this, most probably, being suddenly
created prodigious disturbance in the system ; and
:

perhaps, more frequent than is suspected. We
position by the relation of a case. M. M.,
aged between four and five years, was suddenly attacked by in
tense fever; face extremely red ; skin burning hot; great thirst,
with considerable nausea; great delirium; pulse bounding; toge
ther with a strong propensity to bite every thing presented to
him, or even his bed-clothes. The child was one naturally of
great vivacity ; and, for his age, used a great deal of exercise,
and had never, until that moment, shown any signs of indispo
sition, with the exception of fever from inoculated small-pox ;
(this was in 1790:) he had been, until almost the moment of at
tack, as cheerful and playful as usual. Living in the same house
wTith him, and being at home,, we were requested to see him,
and we found him in the situation just described.
1653. From the suddenness of the attack, and the
ferocity of
the symptoms, and especially as this was an indulged child, we
judged that his indisposition could only arise from some impro
these
can

cases

are,

best illustrate this

per article introduced into the stomach, either in the form of
food, or drink— from this view of the disease, we prescribed ten
grains of ipecacuanha, which was instantly administered ; and it
was

equally prompt

from the stomach

large lumbrici.,

in its

one,

effects; the very first effort brought

and the

succeeding discharge, two more
hardly been ejected from
of the unpleasant
symptoms va

These animals had

the stomach, before the whole
nished to return no more until twelve months after, when there
was a
repetition of all those just enumerated. The same

plan
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was

pursued ; and the same result followed. Another year pro
a
repetition in every respect like the former ; and the

duced
same

sudden cessation of
symptoms followed the use of the
Since the above period, we have seen several other

emetic.

cases, in

analogous to the one above described:
give evidence, that the mere crawling of these ani
mals over the surface of the stomach, may
produce symptoms
of the most violent kind, and render it
extremely probable that
these

every respect

cases

the like may arise from
of the intestines.

2.

the Destruction

By

a

similar action

on

the tender surface

of the proper Nourishment of the Child.

1654. From the little

know of the habits of these animals;
by
being
constantly found to inhabit, or nestle in
the mucous secretion of the bowels ; by their never, so far as we
their

we

almost

recollect, being found attached

to

the certain emaciation which is

the coat of the intestines ; from

later, to follow
their presence, it is every way presumable, that they feed in
part, if not altogether, upon the chyle intended for the support
sure, sooner or

of the system. Therefore, the
position, will in general be, in
size of these animals ; hence

from

a

injury to the child, on this sup
proportion to the number and
the extreme attenuation of the body,

number of lumbrici, and from the taenia solium.
be wondered at, when the former may be
very
or the latter, of almost incredible
length.

large

Nor is this
numerous ;

to

They may also contribute to emaciation in an indirect
1st, by stimulating the mucous membrane to excessive
and
action,
oblige it to pour out an unusual quantity of fluid,
1655.

manner:

either for their comfort

rishment

as a

nidus,
the

for their support as a nou
appetite, and thus preventing
or

2dly, by diminishing
quantity of food from being taken; or, if there be
it
is
generally of an inordinate kind; forcing the stomach
appetite,
to receive more than it can master, and consequently impair the
powers of this organ ; so that it will neither digest as much as
ordinary, or properly elaborate that, which it reduces to chyme.
1656. It will be seen, that it will only be the
alvine, or er
ratic" worms, which can produce great emaciation ; the anal,
though creating great inconvenience, rarely produce emacia
tion,; since they do not appear to live upon any other than the
the

;

common

"
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stercal contents of the bowels, therefore, cannot occasion any
great waste of the natural fluids.
3.

By

their Bulk from Accumulation.

1657. Worms may do much

numbers,

frequently happens

as

Of this

may become excessive.

they

of the

remarkable

under

most

the falls of

at

notice,

our own

look at

cases

we

seen

;

for their

lumbricoides,
numerous

in

every practitioner. One
of this kind w;hich have fallen
to

shall relate.

Schuylkill, begged

us,

A poor

when

of her children, which she

one

their bulk

have

we

be familiar

stances, and

must

injury by

with the ascarius

near

woman

represented

almost in the last stage of human misery.
1658. The child, whom we now visited,

was

living

her house, to
as

being

about twenty

months old; it had had
visit to it

during the whole of the summer, (our
in September,) a diarrhcea, for which every known,

was

and almost every unknown remedy, had been tried in vain, as
regarded the relief of the child, though they abated the bowel

complaint.

The child had cut

the breast.

at

teeth, and

was

still

gradually wasted in its limbs and back, but its
increase in a direct ratio to the emaciation of

seemed to

belly

of its

most

It

the other parts ; it was literally nothing but skin and bones, with
the exception of the belly, which was enormously distended
and

semi-transparent.

power
stant

to move

from its

It

lay on
position.

its

It

back, apparently without
appeared in great and con

agony.

Believing this to be a case of worms, we ordered half
of pink root in infusion ; this to be given in small por
tions, as frequently as it would be received. On our visiting
the child the next day, we were presented with a
sight that was
worms
were
shown
us
;
in a vessel ;
truly appalling ninety-six
the shortest of which measured six inches, and the
longest ten.
of
these
came
in
one
the
at
remainder
mass;
Forty-five
away
several different efforts.
The child required no other medicine;
1659.

an ounce

nourishment

soon

1660. Since

have
*

just pointed

We

each in

are

told that

length,

restored its health.*
may do injury in the several ways we
out, it becomes a matter of great consequence

worms

were

one

hundred and

found in the

eighty lumbrici,
jejunum and .kum of a

latina.— Med Chir. Rev. Nov. 15, Decern. 1S23.

from six to ten inches
child that died, of

scar
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to

expel them

as

certainly,

and

as

quickly

as

possible.

For this

purpose, an immense number of substances have been tried ;
some of which, indeed we
may say by far the greater propor
tion, have failed, though ranked under the head of anthelmintics,

by systematic
cles exhibited

writers.

It would seem, from the

long list of arti

by authors, purporting to

possess anthelmintic pro
perties, that many of them must have acquired this distinction,
from the mere contingency of these animals being expelled after

their

exhibition, without their having any direct agency in their

extrusion; for, upon subsequent trials, they were not found to
While, on the other hand, some few
possess any such power.
be justly entitled to the reputation they have acquired
practitioners, of almost every nation. Of this kind we
may mention, the Carolina pink root, (Spigelia Marylandica,)
the Jerusalum oak, (Chenopodium anthelminticum,) the cabbagetree bark, (Geoffroya inermis,) the cowage, (Dolichos pruriens,)
the oil of turpentine, the male fern, (Polypodium filix mas,) ca

appear

to

among

lomel, and

a

few others.

1661. The whole of the anthelmintics may be classed under

three general heads : 1st, those which seem to possess some spe
cific action upon the constitutions of worms, by a narcotic or
other power; 2dly, those which would appear to act upon their

mechanically ; 3dly, those which seem to prevent, either
development of their ova, in the oviparous kind ; or act in
an unfriendly manner upon the young of the viviparous, as soon
as they are expelled from the matrices of the parents; or by
merely restoring to the bowels and stomach their lost tone.
1662. Under the first division, may be reckoned the pink root,
the Jerusalem bark, the cabbage tree bark, the male fern, the oil
of turpentine, and perhaps calomel. Under the second, we may
To the third
enumerate steel filings, tin filings, and the cowage.
belong all the invigorating bitters, as tansy, rue, wormwood,
gentian, &c, the chalybeates, and the muriate of soda, or com
bodies

the

mon

salt.

already observed, (1637) that we are not in
possession of the diagnostics of worms even as a genus, much
less the species, if we except the expulsion of them: we are,
therefore, obliged to prescribe for these vermin, pretty much at
random, both as regards genus and species. In doing this how
ever, no serious mischief can arise; since, if the remedy be not
1663. We have
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exactly suited to the species, it only ends in a failure, without
doing any mischief, unless the anthelmintic plan has been inju
diciously pursued, or too constantly persevered in.
1664. When

we

have

reason

to

suspect

to

worms

be the

cause

of the symptoms for which we are desired to prescribe, it is
recommended by Dr. Good, to commence the course, by brisk

purgative remedies, with
quantity of the mucus in

view

We confess ourselves

row.

and talents of this

ing

a

declare it is

plan

a

to

remove

from the bowels

which these animals
to

have

gentleman,

which has

at

never

nay, it has for many years been

our

the

same

time,

succeeded in
deliberate

a

bur

the learn

high respect for

a

but

want to

are

we

must

our

hands;

opinion

that it

these animals, if

proves mischievous, by making
may
express ourselves, cling more closely to the bowels, by some
power or other, and thus disappoint the expectations of the prac
titioner. We, therefore, never premise a purgative, when about
even

we

so

assail these animals, but at once commence with the remedy
may select for trial, and persevere in it for a given time;

to

we

when this direction has been
we

then

or an

give

cathartic

a

infusion of

long

complied with for a proper period ,
this may be either calomel, castor oil,

senna.

1665. The most

the

:

efficacious

decidedly

round worm, Ascaris

root, ininfusion ; and

remedy, in

our

hands for

lumbricoides, (1631) is the pink

we canmost

safely declare it has rarely failed
This remedy has to

where it has been faithfully administered.
contend

against

much

prejudice

it is declared that the

;

most

violent, nay, deadly symptoms have followed its use; as convul
sions, paralysis, vertigo, loss of sight, permanent headach, &c.
If such symptoms arise, (and there can be no doubt that they

have,) they

can

only

have

medicine :* and if this be

proceeded

from

over

doses of this

what medicine may not be
able with similar evils from similar management?
*

so,

charge

In almost every instance of which we could hear, with any certainty, of mis
following the use of the pink root, it was owing to over doses of this reme

chief

dy

—

therefore,

we,

five,

we

are

very

particular

in

prescribing

the

quantity

to be

given ;

year to two, we give but two drams; for those from two to
order one-third of an ounce ; from five to twelve, we give half an ounce;

for children, from

and, for adults,

one

we never

exceed six drams.

We do not believe it safe to go be.

doses; and we are certain, from often repeated trials, that these quan
sufficient, whenever this plant is the proper remedy..

yond

these

tities

are
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1666. We have
and

declare,

we

prescribed

we

this

remedy

have never, except in

many hundred times,
single instance, wit

a

nessed any

tion,
but

distressing symptoms to arise from it; in
slight squinting, with delirium, followed its

a

even

in this case, the evils

disappeared

in the

course

were

of four

or

this excep
exhibition :

very evanescent, for they
five hours.
The mother of

this child informed us, that this plant had
uniformly produced
the same symptoms in all her children.
We are, therefore, of

opinion,

that there is

cine, upon the
ever it shall be

good ground

no

for

rejecting

of deleterious narcotic

score

this medi

properties, when

given in proper doses, and at proper periods.
objection of another kind, however, may with more
success be
urged against it ; namely, its bulk. Some, with a
view to diminish this, have given it in powder instead of infu
sion.
We have repeatedly tried this medicine in this form, but
find it does not lessen the difficulty.
For a number of years
past, we have succeeded entirely, by exhibiting it in coffee, to
such children as may be in the habit of using this article of diet
but with such as do not, the difficulty still remains. Might
not an extract be made, and still retain the valuable
properties
of the plant ?
1668. Our plan for its use is as follows : pour
upon the proper
quantity of the pink root, from half a pint to three gills of boil
ing coffee, and permit it to stand, closely covered, until it be
sufficiently cool to drink. One half of this must be poured off,
1667. An

—

sweetened, and have milk

pared,

the child is

or cream

drink it

to

at

added to it: when thus pre
as if it were coffee

its breakfast

alone

; it may take it with bread and butter, &c, as in ordinary.
The other half is to be given in the evening in the same manner

after

warming it.
days consecutively;

This

quantity

and

the

on

is to be

fourth, it

repeated

must be

for three

followed

by

a

pretty brisk cathartic of calomel and jalap, castor oil, or senna
tea.
We can say with much confidence, that' this plan rarely
fails, unless the bowels
be

worms

1669.

of the kind

are

just

Should, however,

spontaneously opened,

should there

mentioned.
no worms

appear, and the symptoms

pink root was prescribed continue, we are in the
habit of giving the worm seed oil, (ol. Chenopod.) in appropri*
should fever attend, this
ate doses, provided there be no fever
in such case, small doses of caloof:
be
not
must
thought
remedy
for which the

—
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mel appear to

advantage

answer

;

therefore the

pink

root has

a

decided

the

chenopodium,

since it may be exhibited with

even

when fever is

present.

over

perfect safety

best

1670. With young children who

are

not in

the habit of

using

coffee, the worm-seed oil is of more easy exhibition than the
pink root, and on this account, may merit a preference, where
The seed of the
the condition of the system will permit its use.

places; and, it is said,
with decided advantage of this we cannot speak from our own
experience. The seeds are reduced to' powder, and made into
Of this a child of two or three
an electuary with any sirup.
ab
years old may take a table-spoonful morning and evening,
is in familiar

chenopodium

use

in many

—

staining for several hours from food. These doses must be refor several days, if necessary. The seeds are also given

peated

bread and butter.

on

cabbage-tree bark, we can say nothing from ex
and of the cowage, we can say nothing favourable, as
it failed in each of the few instances in which we tried it, though
1671. Of the

perience;

the

succeeded afterwards.

root

pink

remedies

we

know

nothing:

may deserve a trial : but it would
tape worm, for which it has been
1672. For

seem

highly extolled, and

better calculated for the

principally

recommended.

ascarides, (1634,) the aloetic medicines

the most useful.

tainly

Of the other mechanical

the tin has been

These

worms

produce

more

are cer*

decided

evidence of their presence, perhaps, than any other ; since the
troublesome itching at the anus, rarely arises from any other
cause ; besides, they can often be detected in the folds of the
rectum,

other,
tions

by distending

:

this part

by pressing

open the sphincter ani ;
especially after a costive stool.

so as

to

as

the

well

nates
as

from each

in the

evacua

attempt to dislodge these troublesome intruders, is
always as successful as could be wished, particularly when
they are old inhabitants of the rectum. The plan we have
1673. The

not

hitherto found
and often
the habit

most

tis, in doses suited
*

We

certain, consists in the exhibition of small,

repeated doses of aloes. The preparation we are in
of employing for this purpose, is the elixir proprietato

give twenty drops

the age of the
of this medicine,

patient.*

morning*

After this has

noon, and

evening,

in

a
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been given for some
time, enemata of lime-water,*
or
aloes,J should be had recourse
which often

camphor,f
destroys them

to,

altogether. When the itching is very troublesome, the limewater injections relieve
very decidedly, as does also a little tarointment, forced within the sphincter ani.
1674. We have no certain
marks to

distinguish taenia (1631)
length and peculiar
habits, emaciation takes place more
rapidly and extensively than
in the other
genera and species of worms. A
gnawing sensation
is often felt at the
pit of the stomach, which nothing appeases
but
from other

almost

worms.

From its immense

constant

eating. The abdomen becomes tumid, and
something revolving in one portion of it, is some
times experienced ; more
especially, in one of the sides. The head
is often affected with
pain or vertigo ; and, in females, a train
of most distressing nervous
symptoms are produced : in one, we
saw
repeated attacks of convulsions, resembling epilepsy, assail
the patient, from which she was not
altogether relieved by the
expulsion of the worm, which measured nearly seven yards. The
complexion becomes sallow and wan; the eyes sunken, with
widely dilated pupils. This worm, however, rarely attacks
children ; therefore, its treatment does not
properly belong to us—
but for this we would make no
apology had we any thing new
to offer
The remedies on which
upon the subject of its cure.
sensation

a

the

like

reliance is

most

at

present

placed,

are

the

little sweetened milk, to children from two to four
years old;
five to seven ; and, to adults, a

of turpen-

spirit
thirty,

to those from

tea-spoonful.

*

a

Lime-water may be used, of its

gill

to

a

gill, (a

little

moval of ascarides

composed of warm
the former, to half
up the rectum.
overcome.
same

time,

warmed,)

ordinary strength,

every evening: from half
Dr. Darwall says, for the re-

will be sufficient.

vermiculares,

or thread
worm, "The most useful injection is
and the tincture of the muriate of iron. Haifa
pint of
ounce of the latter ; and the whole of this
thrown at once

water
an

There

are few cases so
obstinate, that this will not suffice to
It will be
necessary to clear out the upper portion of the canal at the
by an active purgative.— Plain Instructions
the

for

Infants, Sfc. p.
t From five

Management of

99.
to ten

of

grains
finely powdered camphor, suspended in a wineof thin starch, may be given twice or thrice a
week, at bed-time; or two
three tea-spoonsful of the camphorated
spirit may be combined with the lime-

glassful
or

water.

I

An

ful of

enema

warm

43

of a

tea-spoonful

milk, may

or

two of

be used two

or

the elixir

three times

proprietatis, in
a

a

wine-glass.

week at bed-time.
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tine,* the male fern, powdered tin, and the cowage.
who became

the

lady
expelled by
drinking every morning,
solution of

common

for

epileptic,
days, a pint

was

seven

The

worm

driven off
of

a

by

saturated

salt.f

1675. Some children
rate

are
very much more disposed to gene
these vermin than others : so much so is this the case, in

many instances, that they may be said to be almost always pre
As the disposition to cherish these animals seems to con

sent.

sist in

a

weakened condition of the stomach and bowels,

we

al

ways make it a rule, with such constitutions, to give tonic me
dicines after these animals have been expelled, either in part, or

altogether. The best with which we are acquainted, consists of
equal parts of the carbonate of iron, and common salt ; from ten
to thirty grains, according to the age of the child, of this com
pound, must be given, for twelve consecutive mornings. It is
best exhibited in molasses ; and should be taken early in the
morning, fasting. A diet of animal food, chiefly, should be ob
served. Milk is also a very popular article of diet, at this time.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
OF SCARLATINA, OR SCARLET FEVER.
1676. This is

so

denominated

on

account

of the

peculiarly

florid appearance of the skin, by which it is accompanied. In
some one of the several forms, which we shall presently see it
*

We have, within a year,
very athletic man, when in
animal. He was ordered an
a

spirit

of

turpentine,

once

prescribed
health,
ounce

for

a

tape-worm, with great

of castor oil, combined with

week, for three consecutive weeks.

a

success, in

but who had become much reduced
as

by

this

much of the

The medicine

acted upon his bowels with great force each lime it was taken ; and, each time,
brought away very large portions of the worm nay, to the amount of many
yards. Since writing the above, this patient called upon us, under the apprehen
—

sion that all the
same

remedy,

to

not discharged.
readily assented.

worm was

which he

He

was

again

directed to

use

the

t It would appear that this worm is much more frequently met with in Eng
land than in this country; as Dr. Darwall, (Plain Instructions for the Manage
ment of Children, &c, p. 102,) says that his cases "exceeded some hundreds."
Louis reports

ten cases ;

and

our

own

proper

experience

would not allow

us

to
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puts on, this complaint has, from an early period, occupied no
inconsiderable share of attention. It is
frequent in its occurrence,
extensive in its prevalence, and at
fatal in its

times, exceedingly
complaint prevails more in winter and spring,
than in summer or autumn ;
attacking children, in preference to
those who are more advanced in
years.* By the nosological
writers it is divided into three forms, which are to be
regarded,
however, as nothing more than the same disease, marked by dif
ferent degrees of violence:— the scarlatina
simplex— scarlatina
anginosa and scarlatina maligna. To many, the latter is more
familiar under the name of the
malignant, or putrid sore throat.
1677. By scarlatina
simplex, is to be understood, the simple
terminations. The

—

constitutional disease, without any morbid affection of the throat.
scarlatina anginosa, a higher degree of the same
complaint
the throat being at the same time inflamed and swollen.

By
—

scarlatina
the throat

By
maligna, the same disease, in still greater violence
being affected, or otherwise, and the symptoms ma
—

lignant.
1678. It is
unnecessary to enter into

establish the

to

identity

an

elaborate discussion,

of the disease.

1G79. Like most other fevers, scarlatina commences with
chilliness, fulness of the head, and lassitude; to which succeed,
prostration of strength, which at times is very great ; and nausea,
or
vomiting. The surface soon becomes florid, and hot, and on
examining the throat, it will sometimes be found inflamed; and

the

same

red appearance extends to the tongue.f There is often
more or less catarrhal affection ; the head suffers

this time,

at

severe

pain, particularly

about the frontal sinuses; and with

which is sometimes associated, a disturbance of the intellectual
faculties. The degree of these symptoms indicates, with suffi
cient exactness, the strength and character of the forming dis

Being very slight, the complaint will be simplex; if more
anginosa; and where they are severe and threatening,
malignant.

ease.

the

so,

the

certainty, that
forty years of practice.

say with

have met with

Sir Gilbert Blane says that he

*

by

we

more

than

never saw a

a

dozen cases, in

person turned of

more

forty,

than

affected

it.

+ This last presents

covered, the
scarlet blue.

a

very

peculiar aspect. Through the fur with which it is
their points, and are of an intensely deep

elongated papillae project
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variety of

1680. In the worst

mencing symptoms

scarlatina

maligna,

the

com

The attack is, for

violent.

alarmingly

are

the most part, sudden ; the patient becomes pale, sick, and faint ;
the head is giddy, heavy, and confused, rather than severely

pained; the oppression about the praecordia, is extreme; the
heart palpitates ; the stomach suffers great uneasiness, though
there may be no vomiting this organ being probably prostrated
below the power of reaction. The face is pale or lived ; the eyes
exhibit a glairy appearance, and are marked by a fatuitous or
—

inebriated

"

expression.

gers sometimes takes

they

soon

disease."

acquire, is
Gregory.

A remarkable tumefaction of the fin

place, which,

with the

often of itself sufficient
This is

1681. On the second

or

also in

seen

third

day

erysipelatous tinge
to

characterize the

some

mild

cases.

from the commencement of

the disease, the febrile symptoms are considerable; the skin be
comes morbidly sensible to the touch, and begins to be covered
florid eruption.* About the same time
swelling appear in the fauces. The skin
becomes excessively hot; and more so, perhaps, than in any other
form of febrile disease. The pulse is also very frequent, rarely
being under one hundred and twenty strokes in a minute.
1682. The reaction of the system being now completely de
veloped, the pulse exhibits the character which belongs to the
existing form of the disease preternaturally frequent, quick,
and active, though still moderate, if the disease be simple
more
frequent, irritated and tense, if it be anginose of greater fre
quency still, buf not so full, resisting, and firm, if it be malig
nant.
The temperature of the body, the thirst, the scurf on the
tongue, are also graduated in the same way; each symptom in
creasing in intensity, according to the augmented violence of

with
a

an

efflorescence,

degree

or

of redness and

—

—

—

the

case.

1683. The

eruption

though generally, that
as

to cover

neck

;

assumes, at

of red

times, the form of red points,
which spread and unite, so

patches,

the whole surface.

and in the

It appears first on the face and
short time, spreads gradually to the
The redness is often considerable about the

course

lower extremities.

of

a

loins, and the bendings of the joints, and
of the

fingers,
*

on

which feel stiff and swollen.

the hands and ends
The

eruption

The tone of colour is said to be that of a boiled lobster.

is not
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very

regular,

either

as

its duration.

to

the time of its appearance, its steadi

usually continues about four days, and
off
with
goes
desquamation of the cuticle. As the disease pro
ceeds, the neck and lower jaw grow stiff, the tonsil's swell and
become marked with specks which
degenerate into ulcers, co
vered with superficial, ash-coloured
sloughs. These sloughs, in
favourable cases, separate and come off, about the
eighth or tenth
when
the
ulcers
underneath
are
fresh
and
day,
florid, and heal
The
at
the
same
fever,
kindly.
time, gradually abates, and a
ness,

or

It

great amendment becomes apparent.
1684. But, in the more
malignant cases, the

course

of the dis

is very different.
The sloughs on the tonsils grow fouler ;
and the discharge from them, and the nostrils becomes exceed
ease

The mouth

ingly acrid.
crusted with
fensive

a

;

a

black

tenacious

or

assumes a

brown fur.

dark colour, and is often in-

The breath is

extremely of

secretion infests the fauces.

mucous

The

eyes and nostrils furnish an acrid serum.
Hemorrhages some
take
from
these
as
from
also
the bowels ; di
times
place
parts,
arrhoea of
or coma.

with
tids

a severe

more or
are

kind is often found present;

also delirium

so

If the throat be examined, it will be found studded
less

sloughs,

with dark

swelled and tender

to

or

The paro
Painful induration of

livid bases.

the touch.

glands of the neck, which sometimes terminate in large sup
purating abscesses ; tenesmus, and diarrhcea ; which sometimes
speedily sink the patient, if not early removed.
On this
1685. This is reputed to be a contagious disease.
the
is
to
least,
equivocal. The
point, however, the evidence, say
facts connected with the spreading of scarlatina, seem to be per
fectly explicable, on the ground of its being epidemic, and not
contagious.* In this country the belief that it is a contagious
disease, is by no means so general as it is in Europe, and espe
cially as it is in Great Britain. I have never seen, so far, any
decided proof that it has communicated itself in any one instance.
On the contrary, I am strongly disposed to doubt its contagious
the

*

The

weight

of

European authority

tice, it will be safest

to act under such

is
a

perhaps against
conviction.

us; and in actual prac

We are,

indeed, told that

for a week
the power of infecting endures for a considerable time— certainly
as long as the desand
the
of
efflorescence,
probably
or two after the cessation
to the contagion,
of the cuticle lasts. Persons who have been exposed

quamation

have the disease, it is

said,

to

break out

on

43*

the fifth

or

sixth

day.
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quality. I attended a child with scarlatina anginosa, in a family
of eight children ; the child that was ill was constantly surrounded
by the well children, yet not one of these sickened afterwards
with this disease. The same thing precisely occurred in my own
family ; besides many less remarkable instances. Gregory says,
"

The slowness of its diffusion is

one

of the most remarkable cir

in its

history." Vol. I. p. 237.
1086. As regards the prognosis, it is unfavourable in propor
tion to the malignant character of the disease. Thus, great pros
tration of strength ; delirium, or coma ; extreme restlessness ; a
distillation of very acrid sanies from the nose ; a purple or livid
appearance of the fauces, without tumefaction, interspersed with
white specks, or dark sloughs, attended by diarrhoea of acrid
matter; and above all, a change of the efflorescence to a maho
gany colour, are mortal, or extremely alarming symptoms. The
termination of this disease is sometimes exceedingly abrupt and
unexpected. We have known death to lake place in several in
stances, and this most suddenly, where every hope was enter

cumstances

tained of

recovery,* but

a

short time before.

The favourable

in scarlet fever are, the patient
surviving the ninth day,
without any decided mortal symptoms; the intensity of the colour

signs

of the skin

abating gradually ; desquamation of the cuticle, and
departure of the swelling from every portion of the body to
which it had extended ; the separation of the
sloughs, with a
healthy appearance of the parts from which they separated ;
pulse becoming slower and less irritated; heat abating; urine
depositing a lateritious sediment, refreshing sleep, and return of
appetite.
1687. In its simple form, scarlet fever calls for
very little me
dical aid. An emetic of ipecacuanha or
antimony ; purging with

the

calomel, and afterwards with some one of the neutral salts ; vene
section, in case of fulness and pain in the head ; the mild diapho
retics, aided by diluting drinks ; and a regulated diet,f are all we
*

or

When the disease is very malignant, death sometimes takes
place
on to the
day ; while, in its milder forms, it will

fourth

third week.

linger

Generally, however,

the

patient

on

the third

second,

is safe alter the ninth

or even

day,

under

either form of the disease.

t By a regulated diet, we mean a strict
antiphlogistic one; that is, an entire
forbearance from animal food; from
every kind of liquor, whether fermented or
distilled; and from spices of every species.
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need

prescribe. But in the anginose state of the disease, more
required— the treatment, here, must be circumspect and vigo
rous ; and much reliance
is to be placed on the
thorough evacua

is

of the
alimentary canal. Unless, as is sometimes the case,
the violence of the
symptoms calls for the immediate use of the
lancet, let the treatment commence by
puking with the ipeca
cuanha. Emetics are of the
highest importance ; and may
sometimes be repeated
during the course of the disease, should
the symptoms be obstinate.
1688. The emetics should be followed
laxatives. Calomel
tion

would
to

by

be the

seem to

prevent, and

most

suitable,

on account

of its

tendency

congestions of the abdominal viscera,
which are much to be dreaded, and
vigilantly guarded against,
in this disease. This is a disease in which
congestions of the
great viscera, are very apt to occur ; and requires mercurial
purging to unload the vessels, and restore the balance, which is
thus

remove

destroyed

in the circulation.

of the disease,

however, provided

In the

more advanced
stages
the bowels have been
already
of the milder purgatives
may be

fully evacuated, some
employed.
The best mode of
exhibiting calomel is in divided doses— say,
six or eight grains divided into six
parts ; one part to be given

every hour, until the whole be taken; unless the previous quan
tity may have answered. Should this quantity, however, fail
to move the bowels, it must be followed
two or three tea-

by

spoonsful

of calcined

milk, and

drinking

1689. In
course

case

magnesia,

after it

the

pulse

some

mixed in

a

little sweetened

lemonade.

be full, tense, or hard, immediate re
The quantity of blood drawn,

is to be had to venesection.

and the

repetitions of the operation, are to be directed, of course,
by
judgment and experience of the practitioner. The relief
felt by the patient, the
appearance of the blood, and the effect
on the
pulse, must determine whether it shall be repeated the
bleeding must be followed by purging. In the early, or inflam
the

—

matory condition of scarlatina, however, when there is conside
rable arterial action, and vast
augmentation of heat on the sur
face, cold ablution, or sponging, gives great relief to the symp
toms, and is a most comfortable process. We
however,

prefer,
sponging to ablutions. Some, however, are afraid of these cold
applications, because the throat is sore; but this forms no ex
ception ; for it is not accompanied by cough or other pneumo-
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symptoms, like measles ; and the sponging,

nic

or even

effusion,

evidently. We would how
ever make an exception to the employment of cold water, &c;
when they produce chilliness : in this case, tepid water may be
has checked the

sore

throat most

substituted.
1690. We

told the

bath is

exceedingly efficacious,
eruption imperfectly
place, owing to general lan
guor; and, especially, when attended by coldness of the sur
face or, having appeared, suddenly recedes, inducing great
gastric distress, and other very unpleasant symptoms to cleanse
are

warm

when the

takes

—

—

the foul ulcers of the throat, emetics are found most effectual
the emetic may be followed by the use of detergent gargles ; the

—

best of which

composed of Peruvian bark, with a portion of
myrrh or, barley water, acidulated with the
sulphuric or muriatic acid, with the addition of honey. An infu
sion of Cayenne pepper, alone or mixed with barley water, or
are

the tincture of

—

the decoction of bark, is much, and
not too
own

much, praised

as a

gargle,*

we

as

have

far

reason

as we can

to

believe,

rely on

our

observations.

169L In the

malignant form of this disease, the general prac
nearly the same as in the preceding or anginose state.
We rely, mainly, on evacuations, of the primae via first, by
emetics, and next with the mercurial purges.f
1692. Whatever may have been the
primary form of the
tice is

—

disease, in the

advanced

stages, when appearances of great de

pression supervene, we have recourse to nearly similar measures.
The object is to support the enfeebled system, which is best ac
complished by the oarbonate of ammonia, camphor, turpentine,
bark, and wine aided by the ordinary external irritant appli
—

cations.
1693.

Long

after the cessation of the active symptoms, there

certain consequences show themselves, to which our atten
tion should be immediately called.
Deafness is one of these:
are

this
*

of

proceeds
We

are

from inflammation

Eustachian

in the habit of

anginose affections,

der

having invaded the

consideration, it

using Cayenne pepper gargle in the incipient stages
with the most decided
advantage; and, in the disease un-

seems

to

us

to be the

ration have not taken place.
t See American Journal of Medical
son's account of the

use

only remedy

that affords relief, if ulce

Sciences, for August, 1833, for Dr. Jack

of ice in this disease.
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tube, and leaving it in
sant affection,
though

a

state

we

of obstruction.

have

never

It is

known any

an

unplea

permanent

mischief to result from it; it
requires no treatment.*
swellings of the lower extremities are common,

tous

(Edema
as

well

as

serious inconveniences.

more

The best treatment is to purge
and afterwards exhibit the
digitalis. It is here that

moderately,
this drug sometimes

But in
proves pre-eminently beneficial.
the removal of the effusion, it
be
and
aided
frictions
may
by
bandages, if the swelling be large, and by exercise duly regu
lated, and persevering in a milk and
diet.
We have

vegetable

known the inflamed

parotids

to extensive suppuration,
require much time for healing. When this takes place
during the continuance of considerable fever, and the parts ex
posed by sloughing look as if they had been carefully and beau
tifully dissected, death has constantly followed, as far as our
run

on

and

observations have extended.
1694.

Dropsical affections frequently succeed to scarlet fever;
place after the mild, as well as after the severer form

this takes

of this disease.

We

are

inclined to believe, that this affection

arises from the

accompanying inflammation not having been
properly subdued by early depleting remedies. In consequence
of this, the inflammation acquires a chronic, or a sub-acute
form, which is only relieved by purging, by blood-letting, and
diuretics of the saline kind ; as nitre, or nitre and squills. For
children under seven years, and above three, we would give
eight grains of nitre, and one-fourth of a grain of squills three
or four times
a-day. For those above seven to fifteen, twelve
grains of nitre, and half a grain of squills may be given ; from
fifteen to adult age, from fifteen to twenty grains of nitre, and a
grain of squills may be administered.
*

left

Dr.

by

Gregory, however,

it."

Vol. I. p. 240.

states, that
Of this,

"

not

however,

unfrequently permanent
we

have

never seen an

deafness is

example.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

OF MEASLES, OR RUBEOLA.
1695. This disease occurs, for the

most

part, in the winter

spring; at least, its appearance is much more frequent at
these periods than at other portions of the year.
It may, how
This disease is evidently
ever, prove epidemic in the summer.
influenced by the state of the weather; it is more moderate in
and in

mild, than in

severe

weather.

opinion of some, that measles is regular in its
recurrence as an
epidemic ; the interval is said to be seven
years. Whether this be rigidly the case, we are not prepared
from present data to decide : it is, however, rendered probable
that there is either a regular return at this period, or, at least,
an
approximation to it.
1697. It is said to be contagious; but this maybe pretty fair
ly disputed, notwithstanding the imposing experiments of Dr.
Home. This physician declared he had propagated this disease
by inoculation. An Italian physician, (Speranza,) declares he
has succeeded in an attempt at inoculation by puncturing a full
measle with a lancet, and inserting the blood that was yielded
by the puncture he declares he was successful in six cases.
On the other hand, Dr. Chapman (MS. lectures,) says upon this
point, that experiments of this nature were instituted in the
practice of our Dispensary in 1801 ; in which the blood, the tears,
the mucus of the nostrils, and bronchia, the eruptive matter in
the cuticle, properly moistened, were all tried, and without suc
1696. It is the

.

—

"

cess

in any

one

instance."

1698. Neither is it

settled, whether the constitution

made to suffer the rubeolous action

a

second time

;

can

be

evidence is

entirely contradictory on this point, that it would not be safe
a
positive conclusion either in favour or against it. One
thing, however, we may safely declare ; that if it be taken a se
cond time, it is contrary to the ordinary character of this disease;*
so

to

draw

*
There is a variety of this disease, however, which affords no protection
against the genuine measles ; this is called the French measles, or the rubeola sine
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or, in

other words, it is but an exception to the general rule,
regards several of the diseases which propagate themselves

specific contagion,
en-pox, &c.
occur

—

we

as

by

cow-pox, hooping-cough, chick
well ascertained, that exceptions do

small-pox,

For it is

now

have ourselves known each of the diseases

merated, repeated seemingly
doubts in

as

unequivocally

so

as

just

enu

leave

to

no

mind upon the subject.
1699. The measles are ushered in like other febrile affections
our

by chilliness, languor, oppression, heat, and thirst, especially the
first day : these terminate in a perfectly well-formed fever, and
sometimes by sickness, and even vomiting.
The fever is pretty
from
its
first
but
not
assault,
high
regularly so; occasionally it
would seem to augment for two or three days together, and be
comes
very considerable at the time the eruption makes its ap
pearance ; which, usually, is not before the fourth day.
1700. Cough, a little hoarseness, slight sore throat, pain in the
chest, and difficulty of breathing, are the usual attendants upon
this disease. The eyes are particularly affected ; they are almost
always slightly inflamed, and the lids a little swelled ; and these
are attended
by a plentiful secretion of scalding tears. Syden
ham looks upon these symptoms as the most certain marks of the
approach of the measles. The discharge from the nostril is also

abundant,

as

well

as

acrid, sometimes.

Sneezing

is almost

a

never-failing attendant upon this complaint.
1701. The eruption almost always occupies the face and neck
before it is observed elsewhere

;

it, however, for the

most

part,

But should this

the whole

body.
successively
spreads
not strictly occur, and the eruption show itself in
large red
be a
it
the
above
nevertheless,
not
surface,"
may,
rising
spots,
and
it
is
florid,
This
measles.*
mostly very
eruption
genuine
retains this colour for the first three or four days, after which
time it becomes brownish, and then gradually vanishes : this is
These red spots
followed by a desquamation of the cuticle.
small red pim
of
same
the
to
are composed," agreeably
author,
a
little
and
each
near
other,
higher than the
rising
ples, seated
itself

over

"

"

"

catarrho.
a

Dr.

"
is a very rare variety, and only interesting in
We have had several opportunities to see this
Dr. Hosack witnessed it in 1813 in New York. It has never

Gregory
pathological point of

form of measles.

required any
*

says this

view."

active treatment

Sydenham,

Vol. I. p. 257.

so

far

as we

have observed.
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surface of the skin, so that they may be felt upon pressing them
lightly with the finger, though they can scarcely be seen.*
1702. The

fever

; at

especially

does not much abate the

eruption

least the heat of the skin remains
that of the head and

severity of the
equally great, and

neck, both of which have

a

look

of greater fulness than is natural. Sometimes, however, an
abatement of fever may be observed after the completion of the
eruption ; but, for the most part, it does not entirely cease until
cast off.
The vomiting which usually accompa
ushers in the disease, always ceases at this period ; but
the fever and cough seem rather to augment, and is very fre
quently accompanied with drowsiness.

the cuticle is

nies,

or

1703. We have said

cough

It is in the commencement
but

the

as

be of

expectoration

com

never-failing
dry, frequent, and sometimes painful;
to

the fever declines, it becomes
is

attendant upon this

was an

plaint; indeed, it may be said

occurrence.

more

open, and oftentimes

great.
symptoms very frequently attend measles ;
and sometimes this disease, when epidemic, is characterized by
even

1704. Pneumonic

tendency. We remember it to have been epidemic, early
spring of 1785 or 1786 ; at which time almost every case
was marked by pneumonic symptoms, of
greater or less violence.
this

in the

—

This disease
unusual

was

rapidity

;

of difficult management; it ran its course with
and not unfrequently terminated in death ; and

in all instances almost, the
duration.

very long
the genial heat of
1705. The

only

cough

was

Indeed, in many

advancing spring,

severe,

obstinate, and of

cases, it

or even

yielded

that of

disease with which measles

can

but

to

summer.

well be

con

founded is scarlatina; yet it is pretty easily distinguished from it
by attending to the characters of each. The sneezing, the wa

tery eyes, the
to

severe

cough,

the

pneumonic tendency, all serve
Besides, in measles,

the measles from scarlatina.

distinguish
swelling

there is less
is the

tone

in the skin ; the redness is not

of colour

the

so

uniform,

For in scarlatina,
precisely
the tone of colour on the skin is much more vivid than in
measles, and seems to lie beneath the cuticle it is truly a scar
let colour.
In measles, the eruption has a mixture of the Monor

same.

—

dena with the scarlet— that is, it has

Sydenham,

a

shade of purple.

Vol. I. p. 257.

Besides,

OF

in measles there is
be

slowly passed

tion

;

a

little

to be

perceived if the hand
occupied by the erup
generally, indeed very rarely, with

roughness

the skin that is

over

which is not the

case

scarlatina.

1706. In measles the
eyes are much

and
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more

sensible

to

light,

very much more tearful, than in scarlatina , nor are the
fauces so much affected in the former, as in the latter, disease.
are

Indeed,

we

the throat

have

being

seen

at

all

many cases of genuine measles without
affected, which rarely happens with scar

In measles, there is less
certainty of
the skin.
In the former, it more resembles a
latina.

desquamation of
branny scurf, than

a

desquamation.
regards the prognosis, it may be observed, that this
disease is dangerous in proportion as the head, the lungs, and
the stomach may be affected. And in habits disposed to con
sumption, it is always bad ; at least, it is always to be feared.
1708. Much fever without a corresponding quantity of
erup
tion ; or the latter making its appearance reluctantly, or of a
pale or livid colour, is always a bad sign, and is usually attri
buted to a want of vigour in the constitution ; but this is not so
without exception ; or perhaps, it is very rarely the case.
We
shall again advert to this condition, presently.
1709. The abrupt disappearance of the eruption, or its be
coming pale, is unfavourable ; especially during the first day or
two of the eruption ; or, if it be attended
by a severe vomiting,
a
great tenderness of the epigastrium, or a diarrhcea. Should
none of these untoward symptoms take place, the case will most
probably terminate propitiously. But we must be upon our
guard not to mistake the ordinary progress of the disease, for a
retrocession of the eruption. For, as the disease usually runs
its course in eight or nine days, the eruption is observed to dis
appear pretty generally at this time, which by the ignorant is
supposed to have taken place much too soon, and with a view
a

true

1707. As

to maintain it upon the

skin, stimulating drinks and medicine

the

patient is covered warm from head to
carefully shut up. In consequence
of such treatment, the patient is thrown suddenly into imminent
danger fever is rekindled ; cough and other pneumonic symp
toms increase; and the eruption assumes a livid or black hue,
and, if not soon relieved by proper treatment, the patient quickly
are

freely

exhibited

foot, and every
—

dies.
44

;

avenue

for air
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1710. Measles seems to be more decidedly attended by that
condition of the system called inflammatory, than almost any
other of the eruptive diseases ; or, in other words, its epidemic
character is more frequently inflammatory, than otherwise.

of course, imposed by constitution, and
but, above all, by the epidemic peculiarity
of the atmosphere: hence, it is sometimes highly inflammatory;
requiring the most active evacuations, and extensive depletion
by blood-letting, &c, to keep it in control ; while, again, it may
have a highly malignant character ; for the relief of which, we

exceptions,

There

are

season

of the year

;

the opposite means. Sydenham, how
bleeding in the beginning, nor even at the
height of this affection, though so fond of this remedy, under
almost every circumstance, at other periods of the disease. This,
in our opinion, shows how discriminating this great man was
for he would not prescribe for the name of a disease : the epi
demic of 1670 does not appear to have been highly inflamma
tory, as a strict antiphlogistic regimen, with demulcents, he in
must have recourse to
ever,

did not order

—

forms us,
1711.

"

seldom failed to

Therefore, regard

cure

the disease."

must be had to the

character the

if fever be
measles assume, and must be treated accordingly
high, cough and oppression severe, blood should be drawn im
—

mediately, though these symptoms occur at rather an uncom
mon
period of the disease, namely, in its forming stage; for
such changes may be imposed upon the character of measles by
some

constitution of the air,

or

other cause,

as

to

render this

operation occasionally

necessary.
1712. From this view of the constitutional differences of

measles, it will

at once

appear, that its treatment must vary ac
or its form
may be so mild as

cording to its specific character;
to require no medical treatment.
cessity of bleeding only once this

We have been under the
season

for this disease,

ne

though

have prescribed for more than one hundred, up to this time ;
(April, 1829,) so mild has the character of measles been.
1713. In attacks of severity, especially where much cough,
oppression, or pain in the chest attend, the first remedy we can
profitably use is blood-letting ; the quantity must be regulated
by the age of the patient, the force of the disease, and the im
mediate effect of the remedy. It must, however, be remarked,
that in measles, though we are obliged to repeat this operation, it
rarely requires large quantities to be drawn at a time ; and the
we
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repetition must be governed by the state of the pulse, and con
tinuance of the violent symptoms.
1714. Much
objection is made to bleeding in the measles by
some : this fear is without foundation in most cases of this com

plaint ; for,

as a

diseases which

general rule,

may declare, that there are few
require this remedy ; as there are

we

decidedly
lungs are so seriously implicated.

more

few in which the

Under the
best management, it is but too
to
leave
a troublesome and
apt
obstinate cough behind ; but this is sure to be
augmented, if blood

letting

has been

most

where the

neglected

safely add, thaf this but

may
this operation is too often
1715. It is true, if

too

required it; and we
frequently happens ; since

case

proscribed.

believe authors, that now and
then, the character of this epidemic is such, as to forbid, in al
we are to

every case, blood-letting ; but this is but the exception to
the rule. And we are disposed to believe, that these exceptions
in many instances have been imaginary; or rather, that the true

most

mode of treatment has been ill understood.
be

Sydenham

appears

for this

belief; for we are of opinion that
few would have bled under the circumstances, which he declares
to us to

authority

he found the maid

servant

of

"

Lady

Anne

Barrington,

who had

the measles, joined with fever, difficulty of breathing, purple
spots over the whole body, and many other dangerous symptoms ;
all of which," says he, " I ascribed to the hot regimen and me
dicines which had been too

freely used. I directed bleeding in
prescribed cooling pectoral ptisan to be taken
often; by means of which, and a more cooling regimen, the
purple spots, and all the other symptoms went off by degrees,"
p. 264, Vol. I. There are few diseases which put on a menacing
appearance, that are worse treated than measles ; especially when
the eruption is about to make its appearance. Should this fail
to be as rapid in its progress, or as extensive in its diffusion, as
meets the views of some old woman, or ignorant nurse, the dis
ease is almost sure to be converted by stimulating applications,
into one of danger, however simple it might have proved, had
With a view to pro
its course and tendency been undisturbed.
mote an eruption, heating teas of various kinds, and even liquors
are given, to the certain injury, if not to the absolute destruction
of the patient this conduct cannot be too strongly reprobated.
the arm, and

a

—

or

too

peremptorily

forbidden.
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is committed almost always, where the
or reluctant in its appearance ; for it is
tardy,
eruption
wrongly imagined, that this can only proceed from a want of
1716. The

same error

seems

force in the system, and that the efforts of nature must be se
conded by heating teas of various kinds, wine whey, milk-punch,

&c, when nothing could have relieved the oppressed system but
blood-letting, and other evacuating remedies ; and, hence, we are
disposed to believe this disease so frequently proves fatal. For
if the pathology of the measles now so generally assumed, be
true, the cause of the eruption not appearing upon the skin may
be owing to the intensity of the gastric irritation or inflamma
tion, as we have already attempted to explain, and which may
require the loss of blood, either from the system at large, or
from over the region of the stomach, by leeching, or cupping.
1717. In aid of the bleeding we should employ calomel, so as
to freely discharge the bowels, without urging them to brisk
purging. And also to prescribe a strict antiphlogistic regimen ;
together with demulcent drinks, as flaxseed tea, barley water,
bran tea, gum Arabic tea, &c. It may also become necessary,
where the pnuemonic symptoms continue after bleeding, to draw
blood from near the seat of the local affection by cupping, and

this

to

be followed

by

a

blister.

system is sufficiently reduced to bear opium
other, it should be administered, so as to ap

1718. When the

in

some

form

pease the

or

which but too often is very

cough,

distressing.*
giving opium, is that of the
This should
tincture of opium.

1719. One of the best forms of
"

black

drop,"

in suitable doses
*

gt.

the acetated

or

be administered

at
—

night,

in combination with antimonial wine,

for instance,

a

child from

two to

four years of

We have found the

following mixture answer admirably well :
3"iss, Take Of Spermaceti
Vitel Ovi.
Yelk of an Egg
JPowdered Gum Arabic
Puh r. G. Arabia B-3'JElix Paregor. jvi.
Paregoric elixir
Sperm.

Ceti.

.

Vin. Antim.
Sacch. Alb.

Aq. Font.

gss,
3liJ3"vj.

a

be relieved.

be

is to be

proportional.

2 drams.
6 drams.

Antimonial Wine

4 drams.

3 drams.

Sugar

Water

6

ounces.

M.

every two
This dose is calculated for an adult

table-spoonful

dram.

1£

One.

White

M.
Of this

—

given

or
—

three hours, until the

for children the

cough
quantity must
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age may take three or four drops of the black drop, with ten of
antimonial wine at bed-time ; and, should this not relieve the
and appease the inquietude, in two hours it
may be re
for children more advanced, we must increase the dose

cough,
peated

—

little.

a

the

to

But

few trials of rather

a

knowledge

of the

an

under dose will

lead

soon

required quantity.

1720. For children under two
years

old,

we

have found the

sirup of poppies to answer admirably. This may not only be
given at night, but also in the day, and may most advantageously
be repeated, as the necessity arises; from a small tea, to a
papspoonful, will be sufficient for a child from six months to two
years old.
1721. Should the character of this disease be
lancet must be

sparingly used,

the

but when there is much

beginning ;

and

typhoid,*

the

all, except in
perhaps,
or
oppression
pain in the
not at

chest, with much cough, cupping will be found both necessary
and advantageous
this must, for the most part, be followed by
—

blistering.
1722. Emetics

are

should be

also useful in this
where there is

species

of measles, and

employed
expectoration
purges are also to be given, even to plentiful purging. It is use
ful also sometimes to employ the warm bath, especially where
the character of the eruption is not sufficiently healthy ; looking
either too pale, or livid, provided the pulse is not so active as to
require bleeding.

phlegm,

great accumulation of
but inconsiderable. Mercurial

and the

a

1723. Should the appearance of exhaustion supervene,
must

have

recourse

the volatile alkali

extremities,

or

:

we

diffusible stimuli; as wine whey, and
and these may be aided by blisters to the
to the

by sinapisms

to

the soles of the feet.

1724. It is of much consequence

throughout

the whole

course

of this disease, that the temperature of the air of the patient's
chamber should be regulated, and not made to exceed sixty-four

five; sixty, perhaps, would be the best standard. This tem
perature would be warmer than would be useful for small-pox
or

—

measles

requires

hot, by either
*

We

are

of

is termed "a

system

:

a

this

;

but it is

heated

opinion

atmosphere

that too much

typhoid condition,"

witness the

case

never

related

care

with

keep
proper
bed-clothes.
to

or

cannot be

taken,

44*

patient

The

con-

not to confound what

existing inflammatory
by Sydenham, p. 489,
an

the

condition of the
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disposition to cough, will readily explain why measles
requires a higher temperature than small-pox. Dr. Gregory ob
it is well ascertained that these, (the symptoms of
serves, that
thoracic inflammation,) are often aggravated by a free exposure
of the body to cold, either during or previously to the eruption;
and some have remarked, that this aggravation of the catarrhal
symptoms is occasionally attended by a recession of the erup
stant

"

tion.

Moderate warmth, therefore, is

on

all accounts advisable

in measles."
1725. Measles but too

frequently

leave

quences behind them, especially cough.
pervening cough, is too often neglected,

disagreeable conse
secondary or su
owing to the belief that
This

necessarily follow this disease. This affection
place
patient has gone through the eruptive stage;
and dissection reveals that it is owing to an inflammation having
attacked the mucous membrane of the bronchia. This complaint
comes on sometimes so
insidiously, that it makes a fatal progress
before danger is apprehended. We should, therefore, never trust
to nature and time, a patient, in whom considerable
difficulty of
a
Nor
must we be
breathing exists, accompanied by wheezing.
because
the
is
not
severe
in
some
of the
deceived,
; for,
cough
worst cases, the cough is not always violent.
The cough, for the
most part, is dry and fatiguing, and comes on
by paroxysms.
The pulse is hard, for the most part, and always frequent; thirst
great ; tongue loaded ; bowels constipated, and a hot skin. This
is a state of great danger ; the bronchia are soon filled with
mucus, and the patient dies from the failure of the due oxyge
nation of the blood.
This complaint must be treated as an
acute bronchitis.
A deranged state of the bowels may also fol
low, particularly if the disease have been ill managed, by over
stimulating, by exposure, or improper diet, too soon after the
fever has passed away. On this account, a patient
recovering
from this disease, should never be exposed to cold or
damp ;
and should be confined for some time to a milk and
vegetable
more or

less must

after the

takes

diet, and made
the skin.

measles
*

to wear, in

cold

or

cool weather, flannel

next to

Sydenham informs us, that the diarrhcea following
has always been best relieved by
blood-letting.*

There is

a

curious circumstance mentioned

cian, which, if proved
treatment of measles.

to be

a

fact,

by Dr. Tourtual, a Dutch physi
highly interesting in the history and
a
period when measles were epidemic,

will be

He states, that at
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
OF URTICARIA, OR NETTLE RASH.
1726. This very

troublesome, and oftentimes obstinate

com

plaint, is wont to attack children who are teething, or who in
dulge much in ascescent food, or fruits, in the summer season
Rash
especially. Dr. Good defines the idiopathic species to be
in florid, itching, nettle-sting wheals ; appearing about the second
day ; irregularly fading and reviving, or wandering from part to
—

"

Vol. II. p. 384.
; fever, a mild remittent."
1727. This definition may be correct in what Dr. Good calls

part
the

idiopathic form

of urticaria

deviations from it.

We have

;

but there

are some

remarkable

many instances of this com
when certain substances have been
seen

plaint come on very suddenly,
taken into the stomach, and which was only relieved by such
substances being again discharged from it.
We know a gentle
man

in whom this

complaint

has been several times

produced by

of very young boiled chicken ; (when roasted or broiled,
would not affect him;) by boiled young cabbage in the spring

eating

they

of the year, and by a draught of cold lemonade when the body
is over-heated. After either of these substances is received into
the stomach

and in
til he

a

a

few minutes, he becomes violently sick ; will vomit,
be covered with wheals, which will remain un-

moment

effectually

cleanses his stomach of the

offending matter.
rarely idiopathic at least, we have never seen
such a state of the skin ; though both Good and Plumbe make
the distinction.
Mr. Plumbe says,
Notwithstanding the very
general origin of urticaria in temporary or accidental disorder of
the system, it often occurs as an idiopathic affection, or, in other
words, as a consequence merely of extraordinary irritability of
the skin ; and hence some persons can produce it with slight fricThis affection is

—

"

all the children who

were

the

same

ture

immunity.

of sulphur and

frictions,

were

this medicine

not
were

sulphur for the itch, escaped the
taking sulphur for the hooping-cough enjoyed

under treatment with

disease ; and that those who

were

Also, he says, that many children who

were

taking

a

mix

camphor, and to whom these medicaments were applied by
attacked by measles, while those who were not subjected to
affected."

Amer,.Jour. of Med. Scien. for May, 1832.

»
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part of their body, even where no suspicion of the
slightest derangement of the function of any organ can be ascer

tion

on

any

tained."

—

Practical Treatise

on

*

of the Skin, p. 272.
cases of eruptions which

the Diseases

1728. Dr. Hewson mentions several

taking of balsam copaiva: some resembled the wheals
of urticaria, others, erythema, or rosceola. Strawberries sometives give rise to urticaria ; we know a lady who never fails to
have it after eating of this fruit.
1729. This is a very troublesome complaint, in consequence of
the excessive itching which always attends it. It is almost al
ways accompanied by sickness of stomach, headach, giddiness,
and great susceptibility to become chilly, upon the slightest ex
The fever which attends
posure of any portion of the body.
may be of greater or less violence, but almost always observing
an
evening exacerbation; at which time, all the symptoms are
increased, and especially the itching. The wheals which ap
pear upon the skin are sometimes very extensively spread over
the body; and at others, confined to certain portions of it, espe
cially upon the inner surface of the fore arms, and inside of the
thighs.
arose

from

1730. From- the surface of the wheals there issues

an

acrid

lymph, which serves to perpetuate, or renew the trou
blesome itching ; and such is the disposition of the skin, while la
bouring under this affection, that you may at pleasure, if the fe
ver be considerable,
produce a continual eruption, by drawing
the nail forcibly over the skin, at almost any portion of it.
1731. This eruption sometimes disappears as suddenly as it
serum,

or

had showed itself ; and when this is the case, serious consequences
have sometimes resulted, though this disease is but very rarely
fatal.

We but

sion of the

ly

once

have witnessed

several attacks of

danger from the retroces
patient had had previous

In this case, the

eruption.

an

intermittent, from which she had been

relieved each time

by the sulphate of quinine. Her health ap
peared to be rapidly mending for some time, and she had nearly
acquired her wonted strength ; when very early one morning
she

was

sionally

attacked with urticaria, to which she had been

occa

liable.

1732. Soon after it had made its appearance, she became
*

by

a

Mr. Plumbe says, that

a

fluid

sharp instrument,, (p. 272.)

readily

escapes, if these wheals be

ex-

punetured
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vomited very freely : she complained of a se
in the head, which was quickly followed by delirium.

tremely sick, and
pain

vere

At this time

we

saw

her

:

symptoms just named,
throwing herself into a variety
quiet for a moment. The face

besides the

found her extremely restless,
of positions, as if unable to keep
we

cadaverous, and evinced much uneasiness ; her intellect

was

was

sufficiently collected to give us any rational answer to our
questions. The extremities were cold, the pulse nearly extinct,
and the breathing very laborious in a word, her situation was
truly alarming.
1733. Hot applications were made to the feet and legs; a
very large sinapism was applied to the region of the stomach ;
and ten grains of the carbonate of ammonia were ordered every
hour, together with a spoonful of hot brandy toddy every few
not

—

minutes.
1734. The parts of the body from which the eruption had
disappeared, exhibited a mottled livid hue ; other portions of the
skin were goose-fleshed," to a great degree. The bowels were
spontaneously opened, at the time the puking took place, and
she passed a large quantity of urine.
1735. We saw our patient after an interval of two hours, and
"

found her in rather
from

being

relieved.

favourable situation, but very far
The legs and feet were a little warmer,

a more

but the mustard had

The volatile

alkali and

the delirium

scarcely acted upon the skin.
brandy toddy sat well on her stomach ;

somewhat abated, and the whole skin looked
were ordered to be continued.

more

natural. The

remedies

1736. At the end of two

patient;

and

now

more

hours,

found her much

we

again

amended

—

visited

that

our

is, the

the delirium,

natural, and

body greater, and more natural ;
; the pulse more open ; the countenance more
less distressed, but no return of the eruption. Re

medies

ordered to be continued.

warmth of the
and

jactitation,
were

less

evening, upon our return, we found a pretty
of the eruptive wheals attended by much itching.

1737. In the

plentiful

crop
The warmth of the skin rather above the natural standard ; the
delirium gone; the inquietude over. The volatile alkali and

brandy

were

suspended

; a

liberal dose of

magnesia

little chicken water, from time to time
1738. On our visit on the following morning,

and

a

was

ordered

;

allowed.
we

found

our
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patient feeble,
fever.

She

but relieved from the

restored

was soon

to

eruption,

and free from

health.*

1739. It would be difficult to say, what may be the

cause

of

idiopathic urticaria : be this what it may, the force of the disease
is chiefly spent upon the cutaneous system ; but with which the
sure to
sympathize; or the stomach may be the seat
of the affection, and the skin sympathize with it. It sometimes
becomes chronic ; and we have known several young people
liable several times in the year to returns of it, without any

stomach is

evident

exciting

cause.

disease, however, is much more frequently a sym
and arising sometimes from difficult dentition,
affection,
pathetic
1740. This

and

other times from

at

of
it

offensive substance taken into the

some

case with children, until the
especially
age
kind
seem capable of
Acids
of
every
producing
puberty.
hence, the frequency of its appearance after crude fruit, cu

stomach

;

the

this is

—

cumbers, young cabbage, lemonade when the body is heated, &c.
1741. The

plan

of

this

treating

the condition of the stomach

;

complaint is

in

conformity

to

for whether this disease be idio

pathic or symptomatic, the stomach is sure to possess great aci
dity to destroy this, is essential both to its alleviation and cure.
Magnesia should, therefore, be freely prescribed ; lime-water
and milk should also be given, particularly when the eruption
has continued several days. A milk diet should be adhered to ;
—

and if

no

indulged

fever be present, chicken water and beef

tea

may be

in.

1742. It is

common in this disease to
give saline purges ; but
decidedly injurious there is no purgative so certain or
proper as magnesia, or magnesia and rhubarb. It is also com
mon to
permit the patient to take lemonade ; but this is still
worse
plain water, or toast water not too cold, are the best
drinks.
Solid food should be avoided, as should damp places,

this is

—

—

or streams

of cold air.

1743. To relieve the excessive

itching,

the

patient

should be

dusted with well toasted rye or wheat flour, and resist
much as possible the desire of scratching; instead of which,

liberally
as

*

case

Though professedly treating of the diseases of children, we thought the
related might not be uninteresting, notwithstanding it occurred in an

just

adult.
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let the part be well rubbed with
relief will be
1744. In

persevering

a

handful of flour, and much

experienced.

the chronic form of this complaint, we have found a
use of small doses of Fowler's mineral
solution, to

have succeeded in every case in which we have hitherto tried it.
1745. A very
interesting case of chronic urticaria is related

by Cazenave.

"

In the

Hospital of St. Louis, in a patient of Mr.
it accompanying a quotidian inter
and
after
fever,
mitting
having lasted for four years, finally in
duce swellings and great distention,
ecchymoses, ruptures, and
ulcerations. In many paroxysms it was
accompanied with a
sometimes
to
such
a
tumefaction,
general
degree that the pa
tient was nearly suffocated ; his respiration was hurried, the move
ment of the thorax very slight, the neck swelled, the face
puffed
up and of a violet colour, the pulsations of the heart intermit
ting, and, at times, scarcely perceptible; and death, which ap
peared imminent, only prevented by large bleedings. This pa
tient, who had passed through several hospitals, and in which
Biett's wards,

we

have

seen

every means of cure had failed, was
by the use of Fowler's solution."*
1746. We believe

solution, for the

we were

at

the first

last restored to health

to

recommend Fowler's

of chronic urticaria.

Children of from
fourteen years old, may take four drops every
morning,
and evening, in sugar and water; or, should this sicken,
cure

seven to
noon

give

but three.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
OF BURNS.

so

1747. Accidents from fire, or hot water, are so frequent and
sudden in their occurrence, and so dangerous, oftentimes, in

their consequences, that it becomes important that almost every
one should have a knowledge of the modes of treating them.
1748. The extent of such accidents must

consequently,
cisely in the same

ous ;

all

cases

manner.

necessarily

be vari

of burns need not be treated pre
A burn may consist simply of in

flammation; or it may be accompanied by vesications ; or the
mischief may be still greater, and the part may be killed.
*

Pract.

Syn.

of Cut. Dis. Trans, p. 65.
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great anxiety

1749. The

happens, is
differ widely

when this accident

applied. Authors
point; and opposite remedies

know what should first be

to

in

in their

opinions upon this
proposed, and had recourse to. We shall not enter into
the disputes upon these points, but shall simply relate what we
ourselves have found to answer best ; and only name some of the
other remedies, of which wre have no experience.
1750. When a part is merely inflamed, we have found the
and even
steady application of cold whisky, brandy, alcohol
to
water, not only relieve the immediate pain, but sometimes
remove the inflammation, especially if it be not exten
quickly
sive. If the inflamed portion of skin be considerable, the same
plan may be pursued ; but the relief will not be so sudden, though
it may, eventually, be as certain. Wrapping the part in cotton
is highly recommended, but we cannot speak of it from expe

their

turn are

rience.

attend, we almost always apply the spirit
little warmed to the part, and protect it from the
as
possible, if the wound be considerable ; and,

1751. If vesications

of
air

turpentine
as quickly

a

also, that the turpentine should not be applied to the sound skin.
Should much pain attend, we give a suitable dose of laudanum.
We almost

always

be

exposed to
dressing

cond

a

allow the first

dressings

to

remain for twelve

re-open the sore, we take care it shall not
Our se
current of air, or a cold atmosphere.

hours; and when

we

consists of the basilicon ointment,

according

to

the recommendation of the late Dr. Physick.
1752. We are in the constant habit of opening the vesications

point of a needle, before we apply the ointment. This
dressing is continued as long as the peculiar inflamma
a
burn continues; or, as the common people express it*
of
tion
until the fire is out. Should the discharge now become too
abundant, (a very common occurrence, especially if the surface
be large,) we use the cerate of Turner, or the simple cerate, in
which a quantity of prepared chalk is incorporated.
1753. Should the burn be deep, and of course the part killed,
the basilicon is the best application until the parts begin to show
signs of separation. But should the parts immediately round the
injured part be much inflamed, we are in the constant habit of
using the bread and milk poultice, until it subside. When the
inflammation is reduced to a healthy degree, we return to the
basilicon, or to the cerate, until the part slough out. After this
by

the

kind of
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has taken

place, we either use Turner's cerate, or the basilicon,
cerate, as the wound may seem to require. We use
the first where the
discharge is too abundant; the second, where

simple

or

it

is

deficient

going

on

;

and the

kindly.*

1754. In extensive

plains

of

third, where the suppurating process is
burns, the patient almost always

sensation of cold.

a

of laudanum should be

When this is the

case,

a

com

free dose

and he should be

given,

placed in an at
mosphere of a moderate temperature. The wound should be
opened only when necessary. Should much reaction take place,
all stimulating substances, as
liquor, animal food, or broths,
should be withheld
and

purging

are

;

and in

some

few instances,

even

bleeding

necessary.

1755. The consequences

be

to

apprehended, or, in other
extremely difficult
to pronounce
for they do not always
endanger in proportion
to their extent,
yet they do so as a general rule.f We once saw
death in a very few hours, follow a scald over the
region of the
words, the prognosis of burns,

are

sometimes

—

stomach.

The wound

was

the whole of the cuticle
The child made
a

sleep

no

was

not more

than four inches square ;
taking off the clothes.

removed in

the contrary, it soon fell into
properly awake, before it died.

complaint ;

on

from which it did not

A remarkable circumstance attended this wound ; it
heal over its whole extent, an hour or two before
1756. Nor is the

the contrary, small

appeared to
death.J
pain in proportion to the injured surface; on
burns sometimes give more pain than large

owing, doubtless, to the more or less destruction of the
principle in the parts affected. My friend, the late Dr. Phy-

ones;

vital
*

raw

The

raw

cotton is

cotton must be

extremely

carded,

useful in burns, when not too extensive ; the

then laid

over

the burnt

surface, and this

is left

on

until it heals up, it requires no renewal.
t " The unqualified statement that constitutional irritation is in

proportion to
destroying agent
has penetrated, would be incorrect: such a statement would apply generally, if
not universally, after the lapse of three or four days from the injury, or, in other
words, to the after stages of the process ; but it is unquestionable, that the situa
burns upon
tion of the injury, is, as regards the first days, of greater importance
the neck, chest and abdomen, exclusively, proving oftener fatal by direct irrita
the extent of surface

destroyed,

or

the

depth

to which the

—

tion."

—

Travers

on

Constitutional Irritation, p. 76.

t "Where the cutis is charred and killed, the constitutional
than where the

cuticle, ravelled

bare; and for similar

reason,

vesications, however lar<je

irritation than the state last mentioned."

45

sympathy

is less

up into folds like wetted paper, leaves the cutis

—

Ibid, p. 7G.

or

numerous, excite less
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sick and

myself,

witnessed

a

remarkable

of this kind, in

case

a

young lad, who had fallen up to his chin into a soap-boiler's cal*
dron. He was quickly taken out, but complained of no pain
whatever. He died in a few hours after the accident.
1757. When burns become
are

inflicted,

we

extremely painful soon after they
nothing affords such immediate relief as
applied by means of a bladder nearly filled

believe

cold.

This may be
with water, and laid upon the part it is sometimes useful to add
ice to it; or ice may be applied over the dressings,
agreeably to
the recommendation of Sir James Earle.*
—

1758. Burns have almost
most

subdue,

even

by

obliged

to

peculiarity

rapidly

There is little

use.

this

always

shoot up fungus ;
active caustics, which we

namely, they

nor

are

in

healing;

is this easy to
almost always

sensibility in this fungus :
applied caustic to such sur

or no

when it is abundant, we have often
faces, without the patient expressing the least uneasiness.
it is

more

moderate in

quantity,

it is

generally

more

When

sensible.

1759. It may be proper to

mention, that we have seen great
error committed in the
application of caustic, by its being spread
over the whole
fungous surface. This, we believe, is never ne
cessary; for the healing proceeds pretty constantly from the
margins of the wound ; consequently, it is only necessary to sup
press its excess immediately at the edges. Dry lint, where com
this su
pression can be easily made, is very useful in

removing

perabundant product.
tating, and most certain
if

we

But the lunar caustic is the least irri
of all the escharotics we have

except the burnt alum.

surface

was

filled with

In

a case

where

a

employed,
large exposed

feeble

jelly-like fungus, we sifted over
daily, with the most
application did not ap
slightest pain though we had anticipated a very
a

its whole extent the burnt alum almost
marked and prompt advantage. This
pear to give the
different result.
1760.

When burns

healing, great pains should be taken
naturally separate, should come in
contact, lest they adhere permanently. On this account, when
the hands or feet are the seats of the accident, the
fingers and
toes should be kept separate,
by well-regulated dressings.
Splints and bandages may also be necessary to prevent coales
that

no

cence,
*

two

or

are

parts that

are

contractions.

See American Journal of Medical

account of the

use

of Chloride of

Soda,

Sciences,
in

for

August 1833,

for Mr. Holt's

burns, scalds, and black eyes.
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OF PROLAPSUS ANI.

1761. This is

very troublesome

complaint, where the habit
long standing. It always excites a great
deal of solicitude for the event,
though the disorder cannot be
considered as dangerous.
1762. As the inner coat of the rectum is looser, and
longer
than the external, it is frequently made to descend, by whatever
will excite a straining, or tenesmus hence, the frequency of
this accident after bowel complaints, especially dysentery. The
of

descending

a

is of

—

called ascarides; (1634) a stone in the bladder; over
purging; long-continued costiveness, &e, will, sometimes, pro
duce this complaint.
1763. It will descend to various lengths; from half an inch
worms

; and will very often, in the recent state of the
of itself, for a time. But this is of but short duration ; for repeated descents for a few days will generally con
firm the complaint, and its falling will soon become habitual.

to

several inches

disease,

return

When it is down, the child suffers considerable pain, especially
if it be not soon returned ; as the sphincter ani acts as a kind of
If thus constricted, it soon
upon the prolapsed gut.
swells, and inflames; and sometimes the stricture is so con
firmed, as to prevent a free return of the venal blood of the

ligature

or even
part ; in consequence of which, it soon becomes livid,
black, and assumes an appearance really menacing.
1764. To prevent this, care should be taken that the gut be
as
quickly after its descent as may be possible ; espe
where it is from time to time threatened with this kind of
To ensure the return of the gut, after it has pro

returned

cially
strangulation.
lapsed, as soon

practicable, the mother should be instructed
in the method of reducing it, that no time may be unnecessarily
lost after its escape. The method of doing this is extremely
but in the chronic af
simple, and equally easy in recent cases ;
fection, it is sometimes very difficult to accomplish.
as
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reducing the prolapsed bowel, the
lap, with its head a little lower than
then be lubricated by sweet oil, or fine

1765. For the purpose of

child

be laid

must

The part

the

hips.
hog's lard

across

; a

piece

the

must

of fine linen may be laid

over

the part

the attempt at restoring it, by making
continued pressure in such direction as shall tend

commence

gut within the
distended part,

;

then

gentle,

but

to return

the

a

sphincter ani. When you have diminished the
by forcing a portion of blood from it by the
by the fingers, the gut must be urged upward,

pressure made
and a little backward, until it retire within the verge of the anus.
1766. Sometimes this operation succeeds best, by placing the

point of the fore-finger against a portion of the prolapsed gut,
and carrying that portion immediately forward, until it pass the
sphincter, or the constricting part. Afier this has passed, ano
ther and another portion is carried in the same manner, until all
is restored.

This method has

never

failed with us, when the

prolapsed part has not been considerable ; but it may not suc
ceed when a large portion is down. In this case, a steady pres
sure, as above directed, (1765) is the only one we know to be
useful, for it requires some patience for the pressure so to re
duce the swollen part, that it may repass the sphincter ani.
1767. Indeed, it sometimes becomes so enlarged by hanging
down, that it would be in vain to attempt the replacement, until
was reduced
by proper applications, and
this
the
For
child should be kept in a
purpose
management.
horizontal position upon its back, with its knees drawn up, and

the bulk of the

tumour

hips raised higher than the head. The part itself should
exposed to the air,* but occasionally moistening it with
lead-Water of a proper strength; for on this much depends.f
1768. Dr. Underwood declares, (Vol. II. p. 54,) that
should
such a case occur in children, as it frequently does in adults, in
which the bowel may not be easily returned on account of su
pervening tumour and inflammation, the stricture will never fail
the

remain

"

*

If the weather be cold, the child should be

protected by a sufficient quantity
though the part itself should be left free.
t The following formula for the lead-water is the one we are in the habit of
employing ;—
Sacch. Saturn.
R.
T)i.
of covering,

Aq.

Font.

^v'ij.
f. Sol.—
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to

yield

to

injection

an

lithargyri acetati,*
hour

two

or

of cold water with

with five

or

after such

to

few

drops of aq.
opii. An

has been thrown up, the pro
as well as swollen, will

injection
lapsed intestine, though perfectly
be found

a

of the tine.

drops

ten

black

retire of itself."

1769. In cases,

however,

of

prolapsus ani, the great object is
dropping for this purpose, the
plan of the late Dr. Physick is highly important, as we have
more than once tested
by experience. He directs, 1st, that the
patient should live altogether upon rye mush sweetened with
molasses, or brown sugar. By this diet the fasces become very
soft, and, of course, can be readily expelled, without much effort
of the child for this purpose ; consequently, the risk of the gut
coming out is diminished. 2dly, That the child should be
made to pass its evacuations while standing ; by this means the
habit of straining is interrupted, and the bowel permitted to re
to

prevent

a recurrence

of its

—

tain its situation.
1770. The child should sit upon
out arms ;

feet

to

hard-bottomed chair with

a

and it should be of such

height,

a

as

not to

allow the

touch the floor.

1771. It will be proper, however, to observe, that as this af
fection may have a number of causes, any attempt for its relief
will be totally useless, until the complaint producing it be re

moved

;

therefore, in all such

cases as

do not

habit, attention should be first directed

to

depend merely

its remote

upon

cause.f

CHAPTER XXXIX.
OF THE WHITLOW.
1772. The extremities of the

fingers

ful inflammation, termed whitlow
•

The

following

to five years old:

;

are

liable

which almost

form may be used for this

prescription, for

to a

very pain
termi-

always
a

child from three

—

fy.

Sacch. Saturn.

gr.

Tinci. Thebaic.

gut.

Aq. font. frig.

gj.

v.

M. f.

t Sec Amer. Jonrn. Med. Scien. for

x.

vel.

encm.

August, 1833,

method of treatment.

45*

xv.

p.

530, for Dupuylren's
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nates in

It is

suppuration.

into four

commonly divided

species,

which, perhaps, merely differ in degree.
1773. The first

side
to

or

is the mildest ; and locates itself at the

In this species, the inflammation seems
deeper than the true skin ; and when it termi
suppuration, the matter is confined immediately below

root

of the nail.

penetrate

nates in

species

no

Should the

the cuticle.

patient has to endure a
in so unyielding a part.

find its way beneath the nail, the
great deal of pain from its confinement
matter

1774. In the second

species, the inflammation penetrates be
It creates
the extremity of the finger.
much pain, especially in very young people; it eventually sup
purates ; but it requires a good deal of time before the matter
discharges itself.
1775. In the third species, the inflammation is seated within
the theca which covers the flexor tendons. When suppuration
takes place in this species, the matter finds great difficulty in
passing to the surface of the skin, in consequence of which, it is
found to pass along the sheaths of tendons, sometimes even to
low the true skin,

near

the wrist.
1776. In the fourth

inflammation

flamed.

;

and

species,

even

periosteum

1777. In both the third

both the hand and
have known

arm.

even

suppuration are

species.

and fourth

treme; and the inflammation sometimes

we

is the seat of the

But in this case, the inflammation and

limited than in the last

more

the

the bone itself sometimes becomes in

species,
runs so

the

high,

pain
as

to

Much fever is sometimes excited

delirium

to

is

ex

swell
;

and

attend.

1778. This disease is

frequently produced by punctures, or
injuries of the like kind we have known it several
produced by the sharp fin of a fish ; and especially the

other

—

times

cat-fish.
1779. The different

the treatment.

rarely

have it in

It

species

rarely

fails

will

require something

different in

suppurate ; and we still more
prevent it. Several plans, how

to

power to
for this purpose ; some of which are
said to have been attended with success
such as holdino- the
ever,

have been

our

proposed

—

in very warm water, vinegar, or lie : poullices of the white
egg and honey ; of lie ; of brown soap, &c.
1780. As this
complaint almost always runs on to suppuration.

finger
of

an
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the

sooner

this is

promoted

the better

especially

;

in the first

species. For this purpose, we believe there is nothing bet
than the good, old fashioned bread and milk poultice. This

two
ter

must be

this

happens,

it becomes evident.

soon as

simple

every few hours, until the matter forms. When
it should be discharged, by opening the abscess as

repeated

The wound may be dressed with

cerate.

1781. In the third and fourth

pain

are

experienced.

seated inflammation
been

Much

rarely.

:

Blisters
we

species,

are

said

to

much

believe this has

patience

must

more

trouble and

have relieved this

happened,

deep-

but it has

be exercised, and

suffering

endured, before the matter in these cases will find its way to the
surface ; and sometimes much mischief is done the parts below
and around it, before this happens. The bone and tendons are
killed, and the usefulness of the hand is sometimes destroyed, by

permitting this complaint to run its course. M. Serre D'Alaishighly extols the application of mercurial ointment in paronychia.
The finger is to be rubbed with it every fifteen minutes, and then
enveloped in it by means of a soft rag. Amer. Jour, of Med.
Sci.for JVov. 1834. We have tried the plan of cure in a very
painful paronychia with decided advantage.
—

1782. On this account, it is considered best to cut down to
the part, in the direction of the finger, before suppuration has
taken place, or as quickly after as possible ; and not to wait for

painful operation of spontaneous opening. By
always experienced; for if suppu
taken place, a wound which will quickly heal is

the tedious and
this

plan

immediate relief is

ration has not

substituted for

an

untoward inflammation, which would eventu
If matter has formed, it will now be dis

terminate in it.

ally
charged,

and the parts will readily heal, by very common atten
the wound may be poulticed for two or three days after
the incision has been made, and then dressed with simple cerate.
tion

—

If the bone

or

tendon has sustained

injury,

the progress of the
or tendon
slough.

will be very slow. Bone may exfoliate,
The portions of the bone should be removed

cure

by forceps,

when

loose, and the protruding tendon cut off, as it may appear. If
proud flesh shoot up through the external opening, it must be
removed

by caustic,

or

the

opening enlarged.
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CHAPTER XL.

OF THE DISCHARGES FROM THE VAGINA.
1783. We

occasionally find, that very young children have a
from
within the labia, of a thin acrid kind, or of a pu
discharge
rulent appearance. When this occurs in very young subjects,
it almost

always proceeds

from

neglect

a

of

cleanly attention

to

these parts ; either by withholding a frequent use of lukewarm
water, or permitting the child to remain too long wet. In either
case the
difficulty is easily removed, by frequent washing, and

the occasional

use

of weak lead-water.

(See

note to

par.

1767.f)

Children, however, more advanced in age, have also
discharges of a purulent character, that seem to arise from a
1784.

morbid action of the

mucous

membrane of the

vagina

or

labia.

This

frequently shows itself about the fifth year, and may con
tinue, if neglected, to almost any period. Parents, therefore,
cannot

be too much upon the alert, when this discharge is dis
on their children; nor too
early in the application of

covered

suitable remedies for its removal.
to

this

neglect,

that fluor albus,

It is in

or

a

great

measure

whites, become

so

owing

common,

and of such difficult management, in adult age.
1785. If not interrupted in the beginning of its career, it is

apt

to continue

until the

period

of

puberty,

over

the

phenomena

of which, it but too often exerts an unfriendly influence.*
1786. The cure of this complaint must be attempted,
strict attention

four times
to be

a

to

cleanliness

day with warm
by another,

followed

by

a

having the parts washed three or
water; and each of these washings
;

of

warm

lead-water.

Should the

parts be inflamed, or excoriated, they should be covered from
time to time with very fresh lard. If the bowels be costive,
small doses of
them

a

magnesia

little free.

should be

Should

they

not

given daily,

so

as

be costive,

or

inclined to

to

keep

lax, the prepared chalk mixed with magnesia,

or alone, accord
of
these
either
be
used.
The diet should
states,
ing
may
be strictly of milk : rice, or Indian mush, may be taken with
the milk, or bread simply, if preferred.

to

»

Treatise

the author.

on

the Disease* of

Females, Chapter on Deranged Menstruation, by
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1787. Should these fail to

have

recourse to some

interrupt

other remedies.

the

discharge,

we

must

The most certain that

have found, is the tincture of cantharides in
proper doses.*
a
prejudice be entertained against it, or if it fail,
small doses of the balsam
copaiva may be given ;f and a plaster
we

But should

of

Burgundy pitch

should be applied to the back,
very low
should be taken, that it is not allowed to re
main long after it excites considerable
itching ; as it may pro
duce too much irritation.
down.

But

care

CHAPTER XLI.
OF SCURFINESS OF THE HEAD.
1788. Children, within the month, contract a dark-coloured
scurf; especially from the top of the forehead to the back part

of the head.

It usually commences near the anterior fontanelle,
of
opening the head, and gradually spreads itself, until it co
vers the whole crown.
It acquires a considerable thickness, and
or

will sometimes be thrown off in

large flakes,

or

be

frequently

removed

by rubbing, in consequence of its itching.
1789. At times this
itching is so severe, as very much to inter
the
comfort
of
the
child. The scurf is occasionally very
rupt
offensive ; its smell resembling that of sour curd. If the part be
it will

frequently be found covered with a vast
pustules, which, after awhile, pour out a thin
acrid lymph ; and this becoming dry, forms a crust. Upon the
removal of the crust by any kind of violence, the skin under

closely viewed,

number of small

neath is often found inflamed.
will

the

be

The removed crust, however,
exposed surface pouring out a

replaced, by
quickly
quantity of fresh lymph, which quickly
*

a new one.

begin with small doses of this medicine, say, five drops, every
evening, in a little sugar and water. After this quantity has
days, the dose may be increased a drop or two; and it may be

It is proper to
noon, and

morning,

been taken
thus

hardens into

a

few

augmented

to ten or

irritation of bladder show

twelve

drops,

itself, it

must

or even

more, if necessary.

be laid aside until it

cease.

But if any
Should it

be required after this by a continuation of the discharge, it may be commenced
again, and proceeded with, as just mentioned.
t From eight to ten drops of this balsam may be given three or four times a
day, dropped on some brown sugar, and washed down by a little warm milk.
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1790. The formation of this crust,

is, for the

most part,

owing
it being sup
neglect
neglect,
posed by many, that it would be wrong to remove it ; and thus
it is permitted to accumulate, in unsightly and injurious quanti
arises from

and this

to

prejudice;

ties.
1791. As this

complaint (if it

may be

so

termed in its

com

mencement) originates from a neglect of cleanliness, it should be
removed after it has occurred, by suitable means ; or be pre
vented by proper precautions. If it be neglected, this now inof
fensive scurf may degenerate into a real disease, and require
time for its removal. The proper plan of management, will con

sist, 1st, in its prevention; and, 2dly, in its
taken

cure

after it has

place.

1st, To prevent this, all that is necessary is to have the
head of the child regularly washed every morning with water,
or with a little fine
soap and water ; to have it well wiped and
1792.

dried with

a

fine cloth

cient stiffness to

of the child of

;

and then brushed with

penetrate

a too

to

the skin

;

a

brush of suffi

and not to have the caps

thick material.

2dly, After the incrustation is formed, it should be
rubbed with sweet oil, or fine lard, at night, and washed off with
1793.

a

of

strong solution of borax and
an ounce

water

for

1795.

pints

of

proportion
boiling water.

a

After the scurf is removed, the part should be washed
few days with the solution of borax, which will

daily
effectually prevent
a

that is, in the

little warmed, before the
repeated daily, until the scurf is

1794. The borax water should be

head is washed with it; and this

removed.

—

of the borax to three half

its re-formation.

Should, however, the skin beneath the scurf be inflamed,

yield purulent discharge, the parts should be rubbed once
day with the tar ointment, having first prepared the parts by
washing, &c, as just directed.
1796. We have seen this scurf attempted to be removed, by
simply washing and combing the head. We do not approve of
this plan; as the fine comb, which is always employed, fre
quently produces so much irritation, as to increase the disease.
A brush is the most proper instrument for this purpose, as just
suggested.
or
a

a

A TRANSLATION

OF

THE

Take,

Take,

PRESCRIPTIONS.

Page 292, par. 943.
Of prepared»calomel,
3 grains.
Loaf sugar,
6 grains.
Mix intimately, and divide into 12 parts*
Page 299,
Prepared chalk,
Laudanum,

par. 975.
2 drams.
20
1

Oil of caraway,
White sugar,

drops.
drop.

2 drams.

Water,

1

ounce.

Mix.

Take,

Calcined

Page 308,
magnesia,

par. 1004.
12

Loaf sugar,

grains.
drops.
enough to make

Water,

1

Laudanum,

3

ounce.

Mix.

Take,

Page 311,
magnesia,

par. 1013.

Calcined
Tincture of asafcetida,

20

60
20
1

Laudanum,
Water,
Take,

Page 313, note
Sulphate of quinine,
Loaf sugar,

to

grains.
drops.
drops.
ounce.

Mix.
par. 1016.

Ingrain.
1 5 dram.
1
ounce.

Water,

Dissolve*

Page 317,
Take,

Prepared calomel,
Calcined magnesia,

par. 1032.
4
8

grains.
grains.

Mix, and divide into

8

parts.

sweet.
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Page 318,
Take,

par. 1034.

Acetate of zinc,
Rose water,

2

grains.

2

ounces.

Dissolve.

Page 319,
Take,

par. 1039.
'

Blue vitriol,

Powdered

10

(best)
y

Peruvian }

^60

bark

Gum

Arabic,

Honey,

grains.

„n

,

,

or

grains,

1 dram.

ditto.
2 drams.

Water,

3

ounces.

Dissolve, and mix.

Page 336,
Take,

par. 1108.

Prepared calomel,

10

chalk,

20

grains.
grains.

Mix, and divide into

Take,

Page 336, note
Prepared calomel,

20

parts.

to par. 1110.

2 drams.

Essence of lemon,
Common cerate,

20
1

drops.
ounce.

Mix.

Page 408,
Take,

par. 1378.

Prepared chalk,

3 drams.

Laudanum,
Oil of cinnamon,

20 to 30
1

drops.

drop.

White sugar,

g drams.

Water,

2

ounces.

Mix.

Page 413,
Take,

par. 1398.

Prepared calomel,

3

grains.
grains.
half a grain.

chalk,

20

°pium>
Mix,

Take,

and divide into 12
parts.

Page 424, par. 1433.
Prepared chalk, or oyster-shells,

1 dram and

Powdered gum Arabic and loaf?

,

,

C eacn 1

sugar,

Laudanum,

10

Water,

a

.

dram.

drops.

3 ounces.

Mix.
Same page and par.

Take,

Salt of tartar, or soda,
Gum Arabic and loaf

Tincture of

Water,

opium,

30

sugar,

or

laudanum,

grains.

each 1 dram.
10
3

drops.
ounces.

Mix.

half.

TRANSLATION OF

THE

Page 425,
Take,
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par. 1437.

Copperas,

2

Oil of vitriol,

10

grains.
drops.

Sugar,

1 dram.

Water,

1

ounce.

Mix.

Page 446,
Tartar emetic,
Oil of lavender,

Take,

Simple

note to

par. 1503.
1 5 dram.

or essence

of lemon, 15

drops.

1

ounce.

cerate,

Mix,

Page 524,
Take,

note to

par. 1767.

of lead,
Water, (soft,)

Sugar

1

scruple.

8

ounces.

Make

Page 525,
Take,

note to

of lead,
Laudanum,

from 10

Cold water,

1

Sugar

5

grains.
to 15

drops.

ounce.

Mix for

46

solution.

a

par. 1768,

an

injection.

GLOSSARY,
EXPLAINING THE TECHNICAL TERMS USED.

Abscess, a collection of pus or matter.
Abdomen, the belly or paunch.
Abdominal viscera, the

contents of the abdomen.

Abortion, miscarriage.
Anthelmintics, medicines against

worms.

Antiphlogistic, such medicines as reduce an inflammatory habit.
Aphtha, baby's sore mouth.
Artery, a strong elastic circular tube, which carries the blood from
the heart.

Axillary, belonging

to

the

arm-pit.

Cardia, the upper, or left orifice of the stomach.
Catamenia, the monthly discharge of women.

Chyle, a white fluid produced by digestion.
Chyme, the first product of digestion, and
separated.

from which the

chyle

Clavicle, the collar

bone.
clot of blood, or of milk.
Colostrum, the first milk after delivery.
Colyrium, a wash for the eyes.

Coagulum,

a

Combustion, burning.

Congenital,

made

or

formed

at

birth.

Connate, born with.
muscle which separates the belly from the chest.
to the back.
Duodenum, the first bowel below the stomach.

Diaphragm,

a

Dorsal, belonging

Dyspepsia, depraved digestion.
plur. Enemata, injection, or injections.
Excitability, the capacity to be acted upon by stimuli.
Excitement, the action produced by the application of stimuli.
Exfoliate, the act of casting off dead bone, or scales.
Enema,

or

Farinaceous, mealy.
Foetal, belonging to a foetus.
Foetus, a young animal before birth

is

°°°

GLOSSARY.

Gangrene,

a

Idiopathic,

an

mortification,

Iliac Passion,

or

nearly

original affection
dry belly-ache.

of

a

the loss of life of a

part.

Leucorrhcea, the whites.
Liquor Jlmnii, the water surrounding
Lumbar, belonging to the loins.
Meconium, the faeces of a fcetus.

the foetus.

Miasm, sing. Miasmata, plur., any fume

ducing

part.

or

effluvia

disease.

capable

of pro

Nausea, sickness

Nitrogen,

one

at stomach.
of the constituents of the

(Esophagus,

the

Ophthalmia,

an

Ovum,

an

atmospheric

air.

gullet.
inflammation of the eyes.

egg.

Oxygen, the basis of vital air.
Oxygenation, acquiring oxygen.
Pabulum, food.
a
very small and accumulated elevation of the cuticle, with an
inflamed base, very seldom containing a fluid, or suppurating,
and commonly terminating in scurf.
Pectoral, belonging to the breast.
Physical, that which relates to natural agents that which is opposed
to moral.
Physiology, the doctrine which teaches the use and actions of living

Papula,

—

parts.

Placenta, the after-birth.
Plethora, fulness of blood.
Pus, the matter found in abscesses,

and other parts after inflamma

tion.

Pustule,

an

elevation of the cuticle, with

an

inflamed base

containing

pus.

Rickets, a disease of the bones.
Rupture, a protrusion of any of
parietes of that cavity.

the contents of the

belly through

the

the blood vessels, both arteries and veins.
hard substance, covering superficial ulcerations, and formed
a concretion of the fluid discharged from them.

Sanguiferous system,
Scab,

a

by

Scirrhus, a tumour affecting glands.
Scrotum, the bag under the penis containing the testicles.

small exfoliations of the cuticle, which occur after slight in
flammation of the skin, a new cuticle being formed underneath
during the exfoliation.
Secretion, the separation of various fluids, and other matters, by
glands, from the blood.

Scurf,
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GLOSSARY.

Stigma,

a

minute red

speck

in the skin, without any elevation of the

skin.

Symptomatic, arising from,

or

indicative of,

some

other affection.

Tenesmus, an ineffectual urging to go to stool.
Tormina, a griping pain.
Tubercle, a small, hard, superficial tumour, circumscribed and perma
nent,

or

suppurating partially.

Umbilicus, the navel.
Umbilical cord, the cord connecting the child with the mother.
Umbilical hernia, a protrusion of a bowel at the navel.

Uterus,

the womb.
the term of pregnancy.

Utero-gestation,

Vesicate, to blister.
Vesication, blistering.
Vesicle, a small orbicular elevation of the cuticle, containing lymph,
which is sometimes clear and colourless, but often opaque, and
whitish or pearl-coloured.

Wheal, a rounded or longitudinal elevation of the cuticle, with a white
summit, but not permanent ; not containing a fluid, nor tending
to

suppuration.

I^'DEX,

The first nuinberg refer to the

paragraph,

and the latter to the page at which the

commences.

A.

Abortion,

cause

of the

cured

with which it may be pro

facility
.

.

.

.

physical evils resulting from
moral obligations to the prevention of
dreadful consequences from repeated
rules to be observed for prevention of
produced by a gossip's story
general rules for the prevention of
Appetite, not to be indulged during pregnancy
Air, of the

.

.

......

418
445

general observations on
importance of pure air to children
Arguments against the opinion that the imagination

has

mark the child in utero
Appeal to the good sense of parturient women
Absurd modes of dressing young children
Accidental and partial application of cold to be avoided
Aphtha?, or sore mouth of children
power

27
28
29
30
33
88
292
42

to

symptoms

.....

whether the aphthae pervade the whole alimentary
canal
.....
whether contagious or epidemic
time of life subject to it
.

treatment

.....

68
118
194
236

983
986
991
1001

1004

B.
cause of early loss of
used without advice of physician
Dr. Struve's opinion on
of great importance under judicious direction
Buchan's errors in relation to children's dress
Belly-band, necessity and utility of
reasons why it should not be too tight
Bathing and cleanliness, general observations on
cold bath, definition of, and objections to
warm and tepid bath
neither warm nor cold bath to be used without the

Beauty in females,
Bleeding not to be

.

.

•

•

advice of a physician
Dr. Struve's rules for bathing young children
Breasts, inflammation and swelling of, in new-born children
erroneous

opinion respecting

.

•

•

•

treatment where the skin is

....

46*

812
814

826
827
1044

•

merely inflamed

where vesications attend
when healing
caution lest adhesion take place

40

201
217
223

1046

treatment of

Burns

7
36
38

1750
1751
1759

1760

subject
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INDEX.
Par.

c.
Cotton, raw, its usefulness in Burns
Consequences of ill-assorted marriages
Constitution, the best, how perpetuated
Constitution, of the
soundness of, to be considered in marriage contract
fallacious appearance relative to soundness of
Conduct to observed before and during delivery
during the month
Child-birth rarely dangerous in this country
Children always to be suckled by their mothers
lives may be endangered by selfish nurses
Child, rules for washing the
general dress, observations on
to be changed whenever circumstances render it ne

1753
9

10

.....

112
132
167

226

245

cessary

Children new-born and older,
Crying of infants
Cause of child crying at birth
to a

12
13
91

physical

treatment

of
405

402
405

degree salutary

of
Cleanliness and bathing of children
Colic of infants
divided into two species
treatment of each

406

causes

1010
1012

Constipation
oftentimes

produced by laudanum

1223
1225

treatment of

Cholera infantum

exciting

1403
1404

causes

symptoms

1412

prognosis
seat

and nature of

1415
1418
1422
1440
1441
1443

.

treatment

in very young children

regimen during
removal

to

country

prevention, modes for the
Cynanche tonsillaris, or sore throat
symptoms of

1507
1517
1524

.

treatment of

prevention of
parotids, or mumps
symptoms of

1526
1528

.

treatment of

tracheal is,

or croup
age subject to its attacks
mode of attack, and time
most dangerous when neglected in forming
stage
Laennec's opinion of its character
its anatomical character, by Laennec, (notef)
divided into three stages
first stage, or incipient
second, or when the disease is formed

third,

or

congestive stage

1551

*

formation of false membrane
treatment of first stage

1563

second stage
third stage
his account of the false membrane

his successful remedies (note*)

1537
1540
1547
1549

.

1564
1607

Page

539

INDEX.
Par.

Page

D.

Disease, predisposition to
dispositions, diseased, do
birth

22
not

appear till

long

after

«...

hereditary, dishonesty of concealing
Diseases produced by repelled milk
how removed

Drinks, stimulating,

....

very

injurious

used with impunity
during the month, general rules for
to
be changed when wet, &c.
Diapers always
Dress of the child ....
how to be regulated to avoid the use of
pins
within the month, general rules for
from weaning until puberty
form of garments
quantity and quality of clothing
Duties, social, best accomplished when the body is healthy
and full grown
of the mother after the month
mother should learn to wash and dress infant
food proper for mother, and rules as to diet
danger of attempting to remedy partial diminution
of milk
failure of milk more frequently from an over than
under quantity of food
remedies contributing to improvement of the milk
Diseases of children. Book 2
never

Diet of mother

.

.

.

.

14
15
144
147
80
83
311
236
193
239
330

11

20

274
277

96
97
97

280

98

281
290

99
101
275
322
323
324
325
326
327
327
328
331
331
331
3:38
338
339
341
342
342
343
364
375
375
381
387
389
391
395

.

Dentition

......

rise to a variety of sympathetic affections
of the system when attended with danger
morbid sympathies connected with
symptoms attendant on
lancing the gums, directions for

gives

states

.

co-operative treatment
advantages arising from cutting the gum, &c.
diseases arising from
eruptions
crusta lactea, or milky scall

1049
1055
1059
1063
1068
1070
1075

....

....

tooth rashes

confertus.
Tooth rash
intertinctus.
Red gum
albidus.
White gum
volaticus
candidus

strophulus

sore ears

Diabetes of children
Diarrhoea of children
feculent
bilious
mucous

chylous
lienteric
other varieties
chronic form
treatment of chronic diar hcea,

1330
or

weaning

brash

22
22
59
60
42
43
104
85
73
86
106
249
250
251

396
407

E.

marriages
Europe, dread of hereditary diseases
Evils of precocious

10

23
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INDEX.
Par.

40
111

food for pregnant women, &c.
Exercise, to the extent of causing fatigue, to be avoided
Exceptions to the rule relative to suckling, very few
Exposure and hardening of children
general observations
danger of exposing infants to cold and damp
anecdotes respecting
danger of too great delicacy of treatment
Exercise for young children
carrying in the arms
Error relative to

walking

extra

136
460
464
469
478

761
778

.....

general observations
in a carriage

on

785
786
792

other modes

riding

on horseback
games of various kinds
dumb-bells

....

Erysipelas

......

time of attack and part of

body

954
957
959

affected

stages of the disease
treatment

Ear, abscess

within the

.

F.
Females may be ineligible for marriage from various causes
Tulness of the head in pregnancy, how to be avoided

Fastus, membranes, and weight of
Food, dictates of nature relative to quantity of
proper for pregnant

Food

23
39
44
45

woman

......

causes

which may render it

to nurse

improper

for the mother

.....

proper for children after first dentition and weaning
to be taken that permanent dislikes to certain
food are not formed
are there substances in common use
absolutely hurt
ful to children?
fruit in general
fresh fruit
dried fruit
Feeding the child in the month
substitute for mother's milk
injurious effects of pap during the month
mode for preparing substitute for mother's milk
general rules as regards
Feelings, distressing, caused to a mother by recollection of
her neglect
Flannel absolutely necessary in winter or in cold weather
error relative to dirty
protection afforded by, in variable weather
may be improper for various reasons
belly-band should be of
care

720

....

.....

.....

......

....

.

...

.

.

fashion

danger
Fire, great
children

734
735
758
247
243
249
252
339

85
208
209
211
213
216

......

of exposure of arms of children
to be taken to prevent accidents from to

458

care

.......

387

G.

Galen's

of the power of the

imagination, &c.
injurious to pregnant women
productive of abortion
Glass not to be introduced into nursery, if possible
opinion

Gossiping

stories

.

.

.

•

.

.

61
87
88

390

541

INDEX.

Par.

H,

Hereditary complaints, tendency

to, to be investigated
Health, immediate state of, defined
why disregarded by parties concerned
Habits, bad, objections to marriage
Hunter, Dr., experiments and conclusions on the power
imagination
singular case related, and left unaccounted for by
Highly injurious effects of stimulating drinks
Hydrocele
diagnosis

14
18
19
21

of

w

.

72
74
80

.....

....

treatment

....

Hernia, umbilical
nurse not

.

.

blamed for this

to be attended to

treatment

.

.

to be

early

as

as

1175
1178
1179

complaint
possible

....

Hernia, inguinal

....

symptoms
Dr. Underwood's opinion

1181
1182
1183

....

Dr.

Hip joint,
not

1171
1172

erroneous

of treatment

Physick's plan
abscess of

perceived

or

attended to

early

1185
1187
1189
1193

.

mode of detection, and symptoms
mode of treatment
.

curved

splint

....

I.

Instances of longevity
Intoxication after marriage, unfortunate frequency of

9

....

.

to child in utero from causes insufficient to produce
......
abortion
Imagination has no influence on the unborn child
origin of the belief in the powers of
prejudices on the subject of, difficult to remove
general opinion among the ancients as to its power
Important duties of a pregnant woman
Indiscriminate use of laudanum and the lancet reprehended
Intention, the test of criminality, in cases of neglect
Is every woman capable of nursing 1
Injuries, physical, caused by deficiency of milk
from bad milk
from want of care, &c.
from selfishness of nurses
from propagation of an occult or active disease

22

Injury

.

Jaundice

.

.

.

34
55
56
59
60
84
114
138
149
155
156
159

161
170

.....

symptoms, &c.

....

whether communicable from milk of mother

treatment

or nurse

»

932
939
942

L.

Longing
singular instances of
disappintment of, not

46,51 32,33

.....

to be

48
52

dreaded

of good medical aid
be interfered with
a first
arguments against despondency during
rules to be qbserved at the period of

Labour, risk

of diminished

commencement

of,

by presence

never to

general

Laudanum, artfully Used by selfish
detection of a

nurse

.

nurses

.

in the clandestine

use

of

108
113
116
317
164

166

32
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INDEX.

Page

Laudanum,

never to

be administered but

trusty person
Labia

by

mother

or some

....

adhesion of, in children
importance of early attention to

pudendi,

.

treatment

....

M.

Marriages, too early, not approved of
judicious, combined with proper physical education
best preventive of hereditary diseases
why not to be long deferred by females
why not to be entered into by very young girls
Modes in which the imagination is supposed to act on the
.

fcetus

......

Marks, certain, may be hereditary
Milk fever, and artificial condition produced by
diet
Moral

errors

in

.......

injuries caused by nurses
Materials of children's dresses to be suited to the season
Milk posset, how to be made
Molasses posset
Mother, general rules for conduct after birth of child
Milk of mother, general rules respecting
Meconium, of the, and management
to derive advantage from it, child must be applied
......

to the breast

early

off the meconium of moment, but drastic
purges not to be used
proper remedies to be used
observations on
case of disease from retention of

purging

...

N.

Notions, ridiculous, relative

imagination

the power of the mother's

to

......

Nature of the connexion existing between mother and child
Nipples, cause of sore
means of preventing soreness of
....

.

injured by compression
how to

bring out

when

imperfect

.

Nurses, their selfisn tricks exposed
too much confidence reposed in their
duties as regards physicians
Nursing, important rules relative to

partial or artificial
only reasons for

judgment

....

.

present a choice of means
1. Means where mother may continue to nurse
substitute for milk, and mode of giving
age proper for change of diet, and rules respect

ing

.....

be permitted to sleep at the breast
use of butter, &c
2. Where artificial means must be used exclusively
feeding from the bottle to be preferred to the
spoon, and rules
analysis of milk of different animals
general rules as to feeding child
mode of preserving milk in a proper condition

child

not to

.

.

.

INDEX.

Rousseau's opinion

3. Means

or

as

employment

regards
of

a

milk

wet nurse

general observations
requisites in a nurse, &c.
mother should assume all duties but that of suck
link
if child be sent away, to be placed in the coun

try

Nursing,
Nursery,

.....

drinks for

a

child

of the
rules for choice of nursery, and plan
should be carpeted
mattresses to be preferred to feather beds
early and late rising, observations on
cradles, advantages of, and observations on
mode of warming
amusements for children in
accidents children are liable to
ventilation to be strictly attended to, and rules
....

.

.

....

specting

re

.....

children never to be left alone, or animals to be left
with them
rules as to lights
Nourishment proper for child
milk of mother to be preferred
child not to be subjected to laws of nursing till six
months of age
rules to be followed after sixth month
Needles not to be employed in place of pins
.....

....

....

.

.

.

.

case of serious
injury from
Necessities of new-born children
Navel-string, bleeding from
should be occasionally watched
.

....

causes

curious

......

of bleeding from
cautions

case

practical

navel-string

....

ulceration, or imperfect healing of
exhibits three different conditions
treatment of each

....

O.
Officiousness of ignorant practitioners and midwives, in
juries caused by
Observances towards the mother during the month
great cleanliness to be observed
importance of free ventilation
how soon a woman may venture abroad with safe
ty after confinement
importance of proper exercise
towards child from second dentition to puberty
...

.

.

eating
drinking
sleeping

.....

.....

.....

exercise

Ophthalmia

.....
•

symptoms and

prevention

causes

....

and treatment

.

Dr. Underwood's description unsatisfactory, &c
astringent lotions not to be used early
treatment

.....
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INDEXPar.

the body is matured
precisely fixed by lapse of time
Pregnancy does not necessarily require the use

Period of life

18
18

at which

not to be

lancet

appetite
during

of the

.....

for food not to be

excessively indulged

.....

which the imagination is supposed to act upon
the fcetus undetermined
"
"
Popular error relative to keeping up the strength
Pins, too many U6ed in dressing infants

Period

Page

41

20

42

30

at

Pertussis, or hooping-cough
symptoms

.....

duration of complaint
pathology of

origin

..

.....

67
115
238

1448
1452
1453
1454

various writers on, note

considered

as

essentially inflammatory, by

Drs

Watt, Desruelles, Laennec, &c
opinion of Desruelles
most severe in infants

treatment

....

.....

bleeding in, opposed by Burton and Millar
absolutely necessary in many instances
the plans of treatment of Willis, Sydenham, &c.
not of opinion it is caused by cerebral inflammation
observations
ease

as to

the determined

course

of the dis
1452

....

danger of opinion

that the disease cannot be short

ened
defence of author's mode of treatment
the attack of Desruelles
use of bark in
Sutcliffe's plan in
change of residence

.....

.

against
.

)

£

.

.

Prolapsus

ani

causes

1462
1463
1460
1465
1466
1467
1468
1476

1485
1481
1501
1495
1497
1505

....

....

symptoms
to prevent constriction

....

mode of reduction
Dr. Underwood's opinion
prevention, Dr. Physick's
.

plan

1762
1763
1764
1765
1768
1769

R.

Reasons why pregnant women should avoid too much ex
ercise
Remedies which contribute most to the improvement of
the milk
Rules to prevent abortion
for conduct during labour
;
after the birth of the child
.....

.....

.

regards nursing
dressing child
observed by nurse after weaning child
as

to be
Room proper for purposes of a nursery
Rocking horse as an appendage to a nursery
Respiration, want of, &c. in new-born children
premature tying the cord often injurious to the
child
Mr. Burns' opinion
.

110
290
292
320
323
326
330
652
351
370

885
886

101
102
105
105
105
106
201
108
115
275

275
276
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Par.

Respiration
first

after

object
delivery of child is establishment
of respiration
rules to be observed if there be no
pulsation of
chord
......
where chord pulsates
strongly, but child
does not cry
where child is born still from
delay in the
.

...

....

passages

....

bleeding child from the funis
rules fordoing this
the want of, an interesting case
.

Retention of urine in children

new-born children often do not pass their urine for
some time after birth
case of retention
of the bladder should always be examined
report of nurses not to be relied on
Rubeola, or measles
most frequent in winter and spring
said to be epidemic every seven years
said to be contagious
whether the constitution be subject to a second attack

interesting
state

....

symptoms

.

prognosis
more generally inflammatory

.....

eases

treatment

sequela?

than other

eruptive

dis

.....

.....

of measles

....

S.

and comfort in pregnancy promoted by cheerfulness
Sore nipples to be avoided by applying the child early
evils resulting from
Suckling considered as a duty

Safety

....
-

.

.

neglect of, accounted criminal
as a
pleasure

.

....

it may affect the mother's health
as it may affect the child
;
if there be a failure in quantity of milk, not to at
tempt to increase it by stimulants
milk of mother fittest nourishment for child
child not to be permitted to sleep at the breast
if wet nurses be employed, mother to attend to all
duties but that of suckling
as

.

Stockings recommended,
Shoes recommended

Sleep

and

.

objections against

....

objections to, considered
of new-born children

not to be permitted to sleep always
Syncope, or fainting of new-born children
immediately after birth
causes

in

a

quiet

room

of

treatment

.....

children at full period more likely to survive the attack
cases of recovery of six months' children
causes which may induce it in nine months' children
mode of treatment
"fits" of new-born children
"
;
;•
Case of " fits
....

.

47

.

Page.
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INDEX*

Par

Syncope,

Dr. Underwood's plan
Scarlatina, or scarlet fever
has been divided into three forms
definitions of these
are identical, but different
stages of the disease
.

925

,

.

,

1676
1677
1677
1679
1682
1683
1685
1686
1687
1691
1693

.

....

symptoms
state

of

.

pulse

in different stages

.

eruption

,

whether it be

contagious

prognosis

„

treatment of simple'form

of other forms
of the disease
Scurfiness of the head
symptoms of the head

sequelae

.

.

,

,

.

.

owing

oftentimes

treatment

to

.

1789
1790

„

.

neglect

1792
1796

.

comb should not be used

Time of life best suited for

Temper,

evils to pregnant

Treatment of the

Temperature,

nipples

of

marriage
women

from

.

.

25
76

of

indulgence

.

,

.....

proper in a nursery
children at an early age not to be

394

,

great changes

danger

Teething

of

exposed

to

.

attempting

"

to

harden

"

children

......

observations on the appearance of the teeth
1. Phenomena of dentition
signs of teeth about to pierce the gums

general

§

654

.

.

symptoms

,

are not constant

the process of

§

450
452

cutting teeth not mechanical
observations on use of the coral, &c.
nature and shape of coral of
importance
2. Second dentition
.....
phenomena of this process
parents too often neglect their children's mouths at
this period
.....
changes that take place in the person at this period
first set of teeth not displaced
mechanically by the
second
......
reasons why the teeth are shed
order in which second set appear
See Dentition.
.

,

.

.

Tongue-tie

,

......

arises from two causes
1. Adventitious tying of the tongue
mode of remedying
2. Original conformation of the frasnum
the tongue too short
danger attendant on dividing fraenum
Tongue, of swallowing and hemorrhage
Dr. Underwood's account of it
Petit's mode of remedying
.

.

.

.

hemorrhage to any extent, ought never
place in dividing the fraenum
plan proposed in ease of hemorrhage
.

684
685
686
690
691
693

4

,

1143

,

1147

rendering

.

.

668
674
675
678
681

...

1149
,

1150
1151
to take

1154
1156

Page*/
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INDEX.

Ventilation

of nursery
importance, of
Ulceration of the mouth

....

treatment

symptoms
of easy

Urine,

.

cure

if taken

early

arising from cutting teeth
Dr. Underwood's opinion
incontinence of
most

frequently

a

disease of habit

mode of curing such

Vomiting

interesting

...

cases

-

case

not always a disease
division into three species

.....

5

1.

Idiopathic vomiting

-

-

definition of
causes of, and treatment

§

2.

-

-

-

.....
-

-

....

Sympathetic vomiting
causes

treatment, when

discharge,

arising

&c.

from

a

suppression

of

......

treatment, when from

some acrid or deleterious
substances in the stomach
treatment, when arising from the deranged powers
of the stomach
from excess of acid
from deficiency of acid
Urticaria, or Nettle Rash
Dr. Good's definition of
-

......

symptoms

danger

from retrocession

-

causes

treatment

....

of the chronic form

from
in very young children
in children of more advanced age
if not checked is detrimental

Vagina, discharges

-

treatment

W.

Weaning
general observations
On the part of the mother
which may render it improper for the mo
ther to suckle
constitutional affection of mother
child never injured by suckling whilst the mother
is labouring under fever
local diseases of mother
from diminished supply of milk
from pregnancy taking place
2. On the part of the child
A. Of the teeth
number of teeth better guide than its age
Dr. Struve's opinion
B. State of the child's health
should not be weaned when sick

\\.

-

causes

....

....

-

-

-

-

\

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

J3.

Of the

season

of the year

-

-

-
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INDEX.

Par.

Weaning

best season to wean in
child should be previously prepared
rules for weaning
mode of facilitating the process
error in giving the child food
most proper diet
Dr. Clark's opinion
mother or nurse not to be neglected
rules to be followed by them

638
639

.

640
646
647

'.

648
650
651
652

.

Worms
Dr. Butter's extraordinary opinion
children under ten months not subject to them
they are introduced with the food
instances of other animals living in the bowels
division into classes
§ 1. Alvine worms
Dr. Good's account of
different species of alvine worms
5 2. Anal worms
Dr. Good's definition of
different varieties of
5 3. Erratic worms
treatment of worms
symptoms as given by Heberden
Worms injure in three ways
1. By irritation
......

1619
1620
1621
1626
1629

1630
1631

....

.

.

....

1633
1634

1642
1645

....

cases

1648

...

destruction of the proper nourishment of the
child the anal worms do not create emaciation
3. By their bulk from accumulation

2.

By

case

.....

division of worm medicines
observations on commencing cure with
best remedy for long round worm
ascarides
taenia
after treatment to be

purgatives

.

1657
1661
1664
1665
1672

1674

.

Whitlow
divided into four species
symptoms of first species

1656

pursued

1676

......

second
third
fourth
causes

cure

....

....
....

....

.....

of first and second
third and fourth

species

.

THE END.

1772
1773
1774

1775
1776
1778
1779
1781

Page.

NEW MEDICAL BOOKS AND NEW

EDITIONS,

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

BY LEA & BLANCHARD, PHILADELPHIA,

A SYSTEM OF HUMAN ANATOMY,
©r, glnstomfet's wutit Jftecum.
BY ERASMUS WILSON, M.D.
Lecturer

on

Anatomy, SfC,

The Illustrations

beautifully
Bagg. It
a complete

are

at the Middlesex

Hospital

about One Hundred and

Medical School.

Seventy

in number, and

by Gilbert, from design expressly prepared for it by
is printed from the second London edition, which has undergone

executed
revision

by

the author.

Extract

from

the

Preface.

"I have endeavoured to make the present edition more perfect than the
preceding, by entering more fully into the description of such parts as were
only scantily treated of in the first. The principal additions will be found on
I
the ligaments, muscles, nervous system, organs of sense, and viscera.
have appended to each muscle a separate paragraph, indicating its relations
to surrounding parts; and have augmented the number of woodcut illus
trations."

In order to make this edition
added

more

valuable,

notes

and additions

are

by
PAUL BECK GODDARD, M.D.,

Demonstrator

of Anatomy

in the

University of Pennsylvania, fyc, Sfc,

and use; thus is

presented a complete sys
practice
adapting
tem of Anatomy in one volume, octavo, beautifully executed with cuts,* and at
a price that should bring it into general use.
it to American

Extract from the Medical Gazette, June 10, 1842.
As a satisfactory proof that the praise we bestowed on the first edition of
this work was not unmerited, we may observe that it has been equally well
States
thought of in foreign countries, having been reprinted in the United
We have carefully looked over this second edition, and
and in Germany.
find it more perfect than its predecessor, in several respects. A fuller de
of in the
scription is given of some parts which were only scantily treated
beautiful and really speaking woodcut illustrations
first edition. The
"

very
also augmented in number. In every respect, this work, as an anato
mical guide for the student who seeks to obtain knowledge which he has
that which
not yet acquired, and for the practitioner who wishes to keep up
he finds fading from his mind, merits our warmest and most decided

are

praise."

LAWRENCE ON THE EYE.

A TREATISE ON DISEASES OF THE
BY

W.

EYE,

LAWRENCE,

SURGEON EXTRAORDINARY TO THE QUEEN;

WITH NUMEROUS

ADDITIONS,

WOODCUTS,

AND ILLUSTRATED BY

MANY OP WHICH

ARE FROM ORIGINAL DRAWINGS.

By Isaac Hays,

M.D., Surgeon

to the

Wills Hospital, &c, &c,

From the last London edition, embracing such
Mackenzie
much

as are

original

Diseases of the

not

matter

Eye,

subjects

from the work of

contained in the Treatise of Lawrence,

by

in

the

one

editor, thus making

a

complete

together

Treatise

with

on

the

octavo volume.

NEARLY

MULLER'S

READY.

PHYSIOLOGY.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGY.— By J. Muller, M.D., Professor of

Anatomy and Physiology, in the University of Berlin, &c, abridged and
arranged, by John Bell, M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Thera
—

peutics,

&c.

In

one

volume 8vo.

making this abridgment, the views of the author and the most impor
by which they are sustained and illustrated will be preserved,
while his speculative disquisitions, refinements bordering on the metaphysi
cal repetitions, and extensions of argument, and pleonastic details, which
would fatigue more than interest the student, will be omitted. Condensation
In

tant facts

and curtailment will not be carried

so

far

as

to

interfere with the connexion

between the several parts of the work, and especially with the elucidation of
function. If some of the vast accumulated stores of the author are with

held, compensation will, it is hoped, be offered to the reader in the greater
clearness of exhibition, and more methodical arrangement of those that are
presented ; and in this way he will be saved an expenditure both of time and
of money, and procure the enjoyment of what is most valuable and available
of the original stock.

NEW WORK ON SURGERY AT A LOW PRICE.

IN ONE VOLUME

OCTAVO,

WITH NUMEROUS WOOD CUTS BEAUTIFULLY EXECUTED.

THE

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
OF

MODERN SURGERY.
BY ROBERT DRUITT.
"

Id

potissimum agens, ut omissis hypothesibus, in praxi nihil ad
multiplici experentia non sit roboratum."— Act. Erud. Lirs,

struat

quod

1722.

FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION.

Kllustratctr toftft tfftg moott ^itflratoutfljg.
WITH NOTES AND COMMENTS BY JOSHUA B.

Lecturer

FLINT, M.D.—MM. SS.

Therapeutic and Operative Surgery in the Louisville Academy of
Medicine, and late Professor of Surgery in the Medical Institute of Louisville.
on

Extract from the Author's
The Author states

"

the arrangement of

I conceive, to be regarded

a

Preface.

work of this kind

ought

not,

as

of mere indifference, or at most of con
venience, but it ought to embody in it something of a principle; and I believe
that the arrangement of this work may be useful to the student,
by showing
him in what order, he may best prosecute his researches into the
principles of
his profession.
"
Of the five parts into which it is divided, the first two are more
especially
devoted to the principles, and the three others to the
practice of surgery.
The first part treats of the disturbances of the constitution at
large, that may
be produced by injury or disease of a part;
beginning with the simple faint
ness or collapse that follows a blow, and
proceeding to consider the varieties
of fever and tetanus.
The second part describes what may be called the elements of local dis
ease; that is to say, those morbid changes of structure or function, which are
produced either immediately by external causes, or secondarily, through some
deviation from health. And this part includes not only the common changes
of structure which may be produced, almost at will, in any constitution ; but
those diseases also, such as cancer and scrofula, which require some pecu
liarity of the system for their development, and which are consequently
termed specific.
"The third part treats of the various kinds of injuries, beginning with the
simplest mechanical injuries; then proceeding to the effects of chemical
agents, and lastly, considering the effects of animal poisons. With regard
to the last mentioned class of morbific agents, I may observe, that without a
knowledge of hospital gangrene, dissection wounds, and glanders, no one can
have very clear ideas on the subjects of infection and contagion, or of the ac
tion of those other morbid poisons, whose effects come within the so-called
domain of physic.
"The fourth part considers the various tissues, organs, and regions of the
body in order, and describes the various accidents they are liable to, and such
of their diseases as are commonly assigned to the care of the surgeon.
"The fifth part describes such of the operations as were not included in
So much for the arrangement of the work: from which I
the former parts.
have never hesitated todeviate in slight particulars, for the purpose of avoid
ing repetition, or of not separating subjects that might be better treated of in
connexion.
"

as a matter

"To the whole is appended a collection of forrrtulae, the number of which
is very much increased in this edition."
From the Editor's

Preface.

'"The Principles and Practice of Modern Surgery,' is certainly a signifi
cant title for a book which, like the present, is a faithful codification of the
opinions and practice of Hunter, Pott> B. Gooch, Abernethey, the Bells, Phy
sick, Dupuytren, Hennen, Macarthy, Larrey, the Coopers, Scarpa, Lawrence,

Liston, Guthrie, Mayo, Brodie, Carmichael, Warren, Wardrop, Key, Travers,
Dudley, Breschet, Tyrrel, Greene, Dieffenbach, Civiale, Leroy, Arnott, Bar
ton, Ricord, Colles, Stanley, and most of the other distinguished surgeons
who have flourished since the commencement of the Hunterian
epoch. With
out any of the adventitious aids to which most
publications of the present day
owe their success
the previous heralding and
subsequent puffing which are
usually in requisition at a literary debut without the prestige of rank or offi
—

—

cial distinction

the part of its
extraordinary popularity in Great
tions of medrcal critics.
on

author, the

'

Vade Mecum" has secured an
most
flattering commenda^

Britain, and the

"
Such testimony to intrinsic merits has
encouraged its re-publication here,
and will bespeak for it a favourable reception
among the practitioners of our

country,

to whom it is

respectfully

recommended."

From Dr. Coleman

Rogers of Louisville.

"I have read both with pleasure and profit "The
Surgeon's Vade Mecum
by Robert Druitt," which you did me the favour to put into my hands. It
embodies a mass of surgical information which can be found in no other work
of similar dimensions within my knowledge. It
presents the whole subject
of surgery-^-rnedical and operative— in a simple but condensed
form, and in
accordance with the best teachings of the present
day. It is such a work as
be
with
the
may always
employed
advantage by
student, and referred to with
equal advantage by the practitioner. It should find a place in the library of
medical
man."
every
Extract

of a

Letter from

Professor Dudley of Lexington, Ky.

"From the examination I have made into the merits of this
publication, I
conclude that it will become a book of reference for
every young surgeon, and
that it

ought

practitioner

to occupy a place in
in our
tlje Library of every
To this end an American edition is called for, and the
publishers
cannot but meet with a
extensive
sale
for
a
very
production at once so clear
and practical."

country.

"
If we know any thing of the wants and tastes of
students, this Vada
Mecum will take.
It gives them what they need, Concise and accurate di
rections. Such a book was a desideratum and, if we are not
mistaken, Mn
Druitt has made a hit." Johnson's Journal.
—

"The author shows himself well acquainted with the most
approved view
both of pathology and practice, and the general
arrangement of the subjects;
and the style in which the information is conveyed is
particularly good.
*
*
*
*
The work is very creditable to the author, and we recommend
it to the advanced pupil and to the young surgeon as a useful index to the
great book of surgical knowledge." Forbes' Review.
—

"It is

tage by

excellent epitome of surgery, and
may be consulted with advan
all ranks of the profession."— Provincial Medical Journal.
an

"This work merits our warmest commendations, and we
strongly recom
mend it to surgeons as an admirable digest of the
principles and practice of
modern surgery." Medical Gazette.
—

"The Surgeon's Vade Mecum is an
exceedingly valuable companion to
the practitioner; it contains a store of valuable information
upon an impor
tant branch of medicine."
Lancet.
—

"An admirable
a

large proportion

Edinburgh

to the

student in surgery; the author has introduced
of sound scien tific information on
surgical pathology"—

guide

Medical Journal.

THE CHEAPEST WORK ON SURGERY YET PUBLISHED

DRUITT'S MODERN SURGERY.
A NEW EDITION NOW

READY,

WITH 153 SPLENDID CUTS.
IN ONE

Lea & Blanchard

beg
a

lo

VOLUME,

OCTAVO.

inform the Profession that

New and much

improved

they

have

now

ready

Edition of

THE

PRINCIPLES

AND PRACTICE

<

OF

MODERN

SURGERY.

BY BOBERT

DBTJITT,

SURGEON.

FROM

ILLUSTRATED

THE

THIRD

LONDON

EDITION.

WITH ONE HUNDRED AND
WOOD ENGRAVINGS.

FIFTY-THREE

WITH NOTES AND COMMENTS
BY

JOSHUA B. FLINT, M.D.-M.M. S.S.,
LATE PROFESSOR OF SURGERY IN THE MEDICAL INSTITUTE OF LOUISVILLE.

It will be seen this work has been materially modified and extended by the
author. He states that
"
In bringing out a Third Edition of the present work, my first impulse is, to
express my great satisfaction at the very favourable reception which this humble
contribution to Surgical Literature has universally met with. The rapid sale of
two large editions in England, and the republication of the work in America,
lead me to believe that I have been successful in attaining the objects which I
set before myself in writing it; those objects being to produce as complete a
system as possible of Surgical Science and Practice, in the smallest practicable
where matters are disputed neither by name, school,
compass ; to be biassed
nor party; but to collect facts and opinions from every attainable source, to com
pare and weigh them carefully, and to state the result with conscientious impar
tiality; and lastly, to lay down no rules for practice which were not amply
tested by experience, or which were without the recommendation of some sound
British authority.
"The present edition is about fifty pages longer than its predecessor. But the
additions are solely confined to the practical .departments, whilst those chapters
which treat of theory, or pathological principles, are rendered somewhat shorter
than before.
"
With respect to the sources from which the materials are gathered, I may
say that I have taken as a foundation those doctrines which the present genera
tion has inherited from John Hunter, Pott, B. Gooch, J. Bell, and the other
great masters of the latter end of the last century. The main body of the work
is supplied by the labours of Astley Cooper, Abernethy, Travers, Law—

—

*

—

DruitCs
rence,

Surgery.

Guthrie, and the other great surgeons of our own times ; nor must the
of Liston, Herbert Mayo, Samuel Cooper, Sir Charles Bell, nor

writings

the admirable course of Lectures delivered at King's College by Joseph Henry
Green be omitted; but most deeply, indeed, am 1 indebted to Sir B. Brodie's
masterly contributions to almost every department of Surgery. My pages will
also be found to contain many references to Professor Fergusson's excellent
•
Practical Surgery,' in which I believe the art of Operative Surgery to be, in
most points, carried to the highest possible pitch of simplicity and refinement."

This edition has been materially improved in its appearance, so as to corre
spond with the edition of Fergusson's Operative Surgery," Wilson's Ana
Churchill's Midwifery," and "Carpenter's Physiology;" and the
tomy,"
number of the cuts have been increased, as will be perceived by the following list.
It has been introduced into many Colleges as a Text Book, in connection with
Fergusson's Surgery.
"

"

"

,

LIST

OF

WOOD

CUTS

IN DRUITT'S SURGERY.

FIQ.

FIG.

1. Fibrine
2. Pus

as seen

globules

under the microscope.
under the microscope.

3. Mucous pus as seen under the microscope.
4. Softening of the brain, showing the granules
mixed with broken

nerve

tubes.

5. Roller
6.

bandage applied to foot and leg.
Miliary tubercle as seen under the micro

Malignant growths, showing

9. Twisted suture.

Syphilitic caries of cranium.
Apparatus for treatment of rupture of tendoachillis.
Ganglion formed by the synovial sheath of
the flexor tendon of a finger.
Chronic inflammation of bone,
Abscess of bone.
Necrosis.
IS. Caries.
Osteosarcoma of femur.
Fractured bone, united.
Bandage for fracture of the lower jaw.
Stellate or figure of 8 bandage for fracture
of clavicle.
Clavicle bandage,
Fracture of neck of scapula.
Fracture of acromion.
Fracture of surgical neck of the humerus.
Fracture of surgical neck of the humerus

14.
15.
16.

17,
19.

20.
21.

22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

38.

suture

united.
28. Fracture of the head of the humerus, with
dislocation forwards, under the pectoral
,

muscle.
29. Fracture of the lower

extremity of the hu

merus.

30. Fracture of the internal

condyle of

the hu

condyle of

the hu

merus.

31. Fracture of the external
merus.

of the hu

pelvis.

39,

Quilled

11.

13.

condyle

capsular ligament.

36. Fracture and dislocation of bones of the

composed.
Interrupted suture.

10.

12.

within the

33. Fracture of the olecranon.
34. Fracture of coronoid process of ulna.
35. Fracture of lower extremity of radius.

the

granules
which they are

and nucleated cells of

8.

merus

37. Descent of the neck of the

scope.
7.

32. Fracture of the external

as seen

41.
42.
43.

thigh-bone in
advanced life,
Changes incident to the neck of the thigh
bone in old age, and which might be mis
taken for united fracture.
40. Fracture of neck of the thigh-bone inter
nal to the capsule.
Fracture of the neck of the thigh-bone ex
ternal to capsule.
Liston's splint for fracture of femur.
Apparatus for fracture of neck of femur

applied.
44, 45. Oblique fracture through the great

tro

chanter.

46. Fracture of the femur

below the tro

just
extreme shortening
projection forwards, which is

chanters, showing the
and hideous

the consequence of ill treatment.
47. Fracture of the shaft of the femur, showing
the influence of the psoas and iliacus in
tilting the upper fragment forwards.
48. Fracture of the condyles of the femur into
the knee-joint.
49. Bandage for fractured patella.
50. Fractured patella, ligamentous union.
51. Tailed bandage for fracture of the leg.
52. Macintyre's leg splint for fractured leg.
53. The same applied.

54.

Dupuytren's splint and bandage for fracture
of internal malleolus.
55. Disease of the hip-joint.
56. Disease of the hip-joint, advanced to a de
struction of the acetabulum and capsular
ligament, and dislocation of the bone up
wards.
57. Dislocation of the jaw.

Wood Cuts in DruiWs

Surgery.

FID.

53.

Dislocation of the

FIG.

sternal

extremity

of the

clavicle, and dislocation forwards of the
shoulder-joint on the leftside; and dislo

59,
61,

cation of the acrominal end of the
clavicle
with dislocation of the shoulder
down
wards on the right side.
60. Dislocation of the humerus into
the ax
illa.
62. Dislocation of the humerus forwards.

63. Dislocation of the humerus
upon the dorsum

scapula?.
64.

do.
do.
do.
do.
65. Partial dislocation of the humerus
upwards.
66. Method of reducing luxation of the humerus
into the

67.
68.
69.

70,

axilla, by pulleys.

do.
do.
do.
do.
by the heel in the axilla.
do.
do.
do.
do.
by the method of Mr. White.
do.
do.
do.
do.
by the knee in the axilla.
71. Dislocation of elbow— both bones of fore
arm backwards.
73. Dislocation of ulna alone backwards.
Dislocation of the radius alone forwards.
Dislocation of the radius backwards.
Dislocation of the first phalanx of the fore
finger ; with a piece of tape fastened with
the clove hitch to effect extension.
Dislocation of the hip-joint upwards on the
dorsum ilii.
Method of reducing the above.
80. Dislocation of the hip-joint backwards,
.

72,
74.

75.
76.

77.

78.

79,

81. Method of reducing the above.
82. Dislocation of hip-joint downwards.
83. Method of reducing the above.

84,

85. Dislocation ef the hip-joint

Operation for strabismus.
106. Nasal polypus.
|
107. Perforation of the antrum with
abscess of that
108.

119.
120.

lis, but its communication with the testicle
closed.

Inguinal hernia.
122, 123. Surgical anatomy
hernia.
124. Obturator

126.
127.
128.

129,

134.
135.

space between the anterior spinous pro
cesses of the ilium.
88. Dislocation of the knee.
89. Dislocation of ankle inwards, with fracture
of the lower end of fibula.
90. Simple dislocation of the tibia forwards.
91. Partial dislocation at the ankle-joint, the
end of the tibia resting in part upon the
astragalus, but a larger portion of its sur
face resting on the os naviculare, (see
Cooper on Dislocations, p. 13, Phila. 1844.)
92. Simple dislocation of the astragalus.
93. Aneurismal varix.
94. Varicose aneurism.
95. Aneurism by anastomosis.

137,

erectile tumours

by

ligature.
97. Twisted suture, for cure of varicose veins.
Angular curvature of the spine from caries

98.

of the bodies of the vertebra?.
Dislocation and fracture of the vertebra?.

99, 1 00.

101 Treatment of fistula lachrymalis by the stile.
102. Healing stage of ulcer of the cornea.
.

103. Nodules of
iritis.

lymph

effused in

symphylitic

crural

—

Paraphymosis.
Talipes equinus.
Talipes varus.
138. Parts concerned in venesection at the
elbow, showing the veins at the bend of
the

143.

or

the whole
substance of the bowel everted and coming
down.
Puncture of bladder by the rectum.
Stricture of the urethra.
Enlarged prostate, catheter in the urethra.
130, 131. Weiss's screw lithotrite.
Lateral operation of lithotomy.
Diagram exhibiting an internal view of the
parts of the neck of the bladder concerned
in lithotomy.

and the relation of the brachial
the basilic vein, and the nerves.

elb, ow,

artery
139.
140.
141.
142.

of femoral

thyroid hernia.
a
prolapsed rectum

or

125. Section of

136.

extirpating

inguinal hernia.
Congenital omental hernia.
Hernia infantilis, showing its two sacs.
Variety of hernia infantilis, in which the
sac is
apparently formed of tunica vagina

121.

the

96. Method of

Hare-lip.

117. Direct
118.

133.

on

trocar for

114. Bronchocele.
115. Dupuytren's forceps for strangulating the
septum in artificial anus.
116. Common oblique inguinal hernia.

and

86. Method of

a

cavity.

109. Fissure of the palate.
110. Forceps for extracting teeth of upper jaw.
111. Forceps for extracting teeth of lower jaw.
112. Key for extracting teeth.
113. Conical curved tube for trachea.

132.

upwards

forwards.
reducing the above.
87. Dislocation of the femur upwards

104. Extraction of cataract.

105.

to

Tourniquet.
Amputation of the thigh,— flap operation,
Amputation of the leg flap operation.
—

Amputation of the arm, circular method.
Amputation of the forearm flap method.
—

144.

Amputation of the wrist.
145. Amputation of the finger at the last joint.
146. Amputation of the finger at the metacarpal
joint.
147. Amputation of the head of a metacarpal
bone.

Amputation through the tarsus,— Chopart's
operation.
149. Ligature of common carotid.
150. Surgical anatomy of the arteries of the fore>
148.

arm

151.
152.

and

palm

of the hand.

Surgical anatomy of the femoral artery.
Surgical anatomy of the posterior tibial

ar»

tery.
153.

Surgical
tery.

anatomy of the anterior tibial ar.

NEW MEDICAL WORKS.
LEA AND BLANCHARD HAVE JUST PUBLISHED,
ALISON'S PATHOLOGY, A NEW WORK.
OUTLINES OF PATHOLOGY AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. By William Pulteney Ali
of Edinburgh, &c, &c. In
son, M. D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the University
three Paris— Part 1. Preliminary Observations.— Part 3. Inflammatory and Febrile Diseases.—
octavo.
Diseases.
In
one
volume
or
Non-Febrile
And Part 3. Chronic

THE SECOND
DICINE.

EDITION OF DUNGLISON'S

PRACTICE OF ME

THE FIFTH EDITION OF DUNGLISON'S HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.

THE FOURTH EDITION OF DUNGLISON'S MEDICAL DICTION
ARY.
SIR ASTLEY COOPER ON

HERNIA, WITH PLATES.

CHAPMAN'S LECTURES ON THE MOST IMPORTANT DISEASES
OF THE THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL VISCERA.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS WILL BE PUBLISHED DURING
THE SEASON.
ASHWELL ON THE DISEASES OF WOMEN.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF WOMEN, Illustrated by cases derived
from Hospital and private practice. By Samuel Ashwell, M. D., Obstetric Physician and Lec
turer to Guy's Hospital, &c &c.
With Notes and Additions by Paul Goddard, M. D., Demon
In one vol. octavo, in three
strator of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, &c. &c.
parts. Parti. Functional Diseases.— Part 2 & 3. Organic Diseases.

CHAPMAN ON ERUPTIVE FEVERS, &c. &o.
By Professor Chapman, embracing SmailPox

A NEW VOLUME OF LECTURES.
Eruptive Diseases.

and other

ANATOMICAL ATLAS.
The third part of SMITH AND HORNER'S ANATOMICAL ATLAS is now at press, and the
fourth and fifth will shortly follow. The whole work will be ready by the first of October, in
The publishers regret the delay in the comple
one splendid volume, or done up in five parts.
tion of this work, but it has arisen from their great desire to exhibit the most perfect work on
Anatomy yet published with Wood Illustrations, in accomplishing which they have spared no
No work has been publi.-hed exhibiting the extensive microscopical views
labour or expense.
See the Prospectus.
lo be presented in this volume,.

CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
By Drs. Forbes, Tweedie, Conolly, and Unnglison. The first eicht parts of this work have
published, and a part is regularly issued every two weeks. The parts now ready embrace
cles from Abdomen to Fevers. Seethe Prospectus for particulars.

been
arti

DUNGLISON ON HUMAN HEALTH.
Human

Health,

or

the influence of

Atmosphere

and

Locality, Change of Dietand Climate, Seasons,

Food, nothing, Bathing, Mineral Springs, Exercise. Sleep, Corporeal and Intellectual Pursuits
on Healthy Man.
By Robley Dunglison. One vol. 8vo., is nearly ready.
A

new

edition of DUNGLISON'S MEDICAL

SIMONS' MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.

In

one

STUDENT,
vol. octavo.

In

revised.

one

vol.

With additions and

12mo., is at press.

numerous

Cuts, is

preparing.
BRODIE'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON SURGERY. Embracing cases from public and private
practice, with additional Cases, Notes, and Illustrations by the American Editor. In one
vol. 8vo., to be published hereafter.
iONES AND TODD ON THE EAR.
with Illustrations, is preparing.

With notes and additions

JT5" Several other valuable Works

are

also

by

preparing

Dr.

Hays. la

one

volume,

for the Profession. ,*/$

TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

LEA AND BLANCHARD present a condensed list of books
published and preparing for publication by them
and would refer to the other pages for a more detailed account
The prices and all other information in rela
tion to them will be given on
application free of postage Beine extensively engaged in the publication of
Medical and Scientific works, it will be their effort to furnish them at
prices lower than formerly, and as tow as
they can be afforded consistent with correct and well executed editions. The latest editions will always be
furnished, and to their present extensive list they will add from lime to lime such other aood works as the wants
of the profession may call for. Their publications
may be found at all of the principal Bookstores throughout
the Union.
Anatomical Atlas, by Smith and

Horner, imperial 8vo.,

nearly ready
Arnott's Elements of

printed

Physics,

in 1

Harris

on

the

Maxillary Sinus,

1 vol. small Svo

,

165

pages.

vol.8vo.,

520

closely Horner's Special Anatomy,

2 vols.

8vo., 6lh edition,

1114 pages

pages.

American Medical Journal, published quarterly at 85 a Hodge on~the Mechanism of Parturition in I vol. 4to.,
year. Fourteen numbers of the new series are now
(preparing) with many plates
published.
Hope on ihe Heart, 1 vol 8vo , 572 pages.
Abercrombie on the Stomach, 1 vol. 8vo., 320 pages.
Harrison on the Nervous System, 1 vol. 8vo., 292 pages.
Abercrombie on the Brain, a new edition. 1 vol. 8vo. Jones and Todd on the Ear, 1 vol ut press.
324 pages.
Kirby on Animals, many plates, 1 vol. 8vo. 519 pages.
Allison's Outlines of Pathology, in 1 vol. 8vo., 420 pages Lawrence on the Eye, 1 vol. 8vo 778 pages.
Ashwell on the Diseases of Females, complete in 1 vol., Lawrence on Ruptures, 1 vol. 8\o., 4c0 pages.
8vo , nearly ready.
Maurj 's Denial Surgery, with plates, a new work, 1 vol.
8vo , 235 pagesAndral on the Blood, 120 pages, 8vo.
Bell on the Teeth, with plates, 1 vol. 8vo, 351 pages.
Muuer s Surgery, 2 vols. 8vo , now in preparation, with
ruts.
Buckland's Geology and Mineralogy, 2 vols. 8vo., with
numerous plates and maps.
Miiller's Phycioloey, 1 vol. Svo., 886 pages.
Berzelius on the Kidneys and Urine, 1 vol. small Svo , Manual of Ophthalmic Medicine and "Surgery, to be
179 pages.
published hereafter.
Biidgewater Treatises, with numerous illustrations, 7 Medical News and Library, published monthly.
Manual of Medical Jurisprudence, in preparation.
vols. 8vo 3287 pages.
Meias' Translaii' n of Colombat D'Lere on the Diseases
Bartlett on Fevers, &c , 1 vol. 8vo , 393 pages.
of Females, in preparation. 1 vol Svo.
Billing's Principles of Medicine, 1 vol 8vo 304 pages
Proulonthe Stomach and Renal Diseases, 1 vol. 8vo.,
Brodie on Urinary Organs, 1 vol. Svo , 214 pages.
with coloured plates, 465 pages.
Brodie on the Joints, 1 vol. Svo ,216 pages.
Chapman on Thoracic and Abdominal Viscera, 1 vol Popular Medicine, by coaies, 1 vol. 8vo , 614 pages.
Philip on Protracted Indigestion, 1 vol 240 pages.
8vo., 384 pages.
Chilty's MedFcal Jurisprudence, 1 vol 8vo , 509 large Principles of Surgery, a new work, in 1 vol., 8vo.
Pereira's Maieria" Medica, 2 vols 8vo., J566 very large
pages.
Carpenter's Human Physiology, 1 vol. 8vo , 618 pages, and closely primed pages.
with cuts.
Rogei's Animal and Vegetable Physiology, with many
cuts, 2 vols 8vo , 871 pages
Carpenter's General and Comparative Physiology, 1 vol.
Rogei e Outlines of I'hysiology, 1 vol. 8vo , 516 pages.
8vo., at press.
Carpenter's Vegetable Physiology, 1 vol. 12mo , with Rigby's System of Midwifery, 1 vol 8vo , 491 pagts.
Ricord on Venereal, I vol 8vo , 256 pages
cuts, 300 pages.
Carpenter's Animal Physiology to be published here Kamsbotham on Parturition, wiih numerous plates, I
vol imperial 8vo 458 pages.
after.
Cooper, Sir Astlev, his work on Hernia, imperial Svo Robertson on the Teeth, 1 vol 8vo„ 229 pages.
with plates, 428 pages.
Squarey'e Agricultural Chemistry, 12mo ,150 pages.
Cooper on Dislocations and Fractures, 1 vol. 8vo with Simons' Medical Chemistry, (preparing.)
Siewarilson ou Fevers, 1 vol 8vo , preparing.
cuts, 499 pages.
Select Medical Essays by Chapman and others, 2 vols.
Condieon Diseases of Children, 1 vol. 8vo., 651 pages.
8vo 1149 pages, double columns
Costello's i yclopaedia of Practical Surgery, to be pub
Tweedie's Library of Practical Medicine, 3 vols. 8vn.,
lished hereafter.
2d edition, revved, 2016 large and closely printed
Churchill on Females, 1 vol 8vo , 595 large pages.
Churchill's Theory and Piactice of Midwifery, 1 vol
pages
Tweed ie on Fevers, Inflammations and Cuta 1 Cg>
8vo., 519 pases, with cuts
■II "^
neous Diseases, 1 vol 8vo
?"g
Cyclopedia of Practical Medicineby Forbes, &c. Edit
ed by Dunglison, in 4 large super royal vols, at Tweed ie ou Diseases of the Nervous System, 1
vol 8vo
press.
Tweeitie on Diseases of the Organs of Respira
Carson's Medical Formulary, in preparation.
tion. I vol 8vo
135
Dewees's System of Midwifery, with plates, 10th edition
Tweedie on the Digestive, Urinary and Uterine
6f>0 pages.
g_»
I jr2,
Organs. 1 vol 8vo
Dewees on Children, 8th edition. 543 pastes
1
Dewees on Females, wiih plaies. l-ih edition, 532 pages Tweedie on Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsy, Scurvy,
g-^
) » a
&c., I vol.8vo
Dewees's Practice of Physio, 1 vol 8vo H9 pages
v ulical
Jurisprudence, 1 vol 8vo , 234 pages.
Dunglison s Physiology, 5th edition, 2 vol*. 8vo 1304 Traill's
with
many cuts,
Trimmer's Geology and Mineralogy,
pages, wiih 340 cms
1 vol 8vo 527 pages
Dunglison's Therapeu'ics and Materia Medica, a new
Todd s Cyclopedia of Anatomy and Physiology, to be
work, 2 vols 8vo 10:14 pages
published hereafter
Dunglison's Medical Dictionary, 4ih edition, 1 vol.8vo. WaiBhe"s
Diagnosis of the Diseases of the Lungs, 1 vol.
771 very large pases
I'2imi , 310 pages
edition. 1843, fil5 pages
Kem<>diPa.5lh
New
Dunglison's
Waismi's
Prm.'ipies and Practice of Physic, 1 vol. 8vo ,
Dun'liBon on Human Health, in I vol 8vo at prees
92(1 veiy large pages
2 vols
Dunglison's Practice of Medicine, 2d edition,
Human Anatomy, with cuts, 1 vol. 8vo , 676
Wilson's
8vo, 1322 paees
pages
Dunglison' Medical Student, 12mo , a new edition, pre
,
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Wilson's Dissector,
with

paring

or

Practical and Surgical
1 vol 12 no, 441

Anatomy,

cute,
pages
by Godoaid
Druitt s Modern Surgery, 1 vol 8vo 534 pages.
262 Wmm.i. on ihe Sum. I v.. I 8vo. 370 pages.
Ellis's Medical Formulary, 7ih edition, I vol 8vo ,
he Horse, by Skinner, with cms, 448 pages,
y,.Uau
pages
1 vol 8vo
Klliotson'B Mesmeric Cases, 8vo o'i pages^
Voii-ii -■■•' 'laier's rattle Doctor, 1 vol. lzmu, wMfc
8v" «29 pages.
Fereuseoi.'* P™cti. *i •-»'*' •' < » *"'
,

■

-

9 i

l.eu.i.s.ry, will, cot.-.

I

Graham
Ovddard'B Dissector's Companion,

v-

m

I 8*.

,

7aO pages.

preparation.

cuts, 282 pages.
Williams tMmoiugy, 1 vol 8vo

Tin y liuvc ciilur works in |>ri'p.tration, not

,

333 pages.

included in this list.

LEA & BLANCHARD'S PUBLICATIONS.

CHAPMAN'S NEW 'WORK.
LECTURES ON THE MORE IMPORTANT DISEASES
OF THE

THORACIC AND ABDOMINAL VISCERA.
DELIVERED IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

By N.
Professor of the

CHAPMAN, M. D.

Theory

In

one

and Practice of

volume,

Medicine, &c.

octavo.

CONTAINING

PHTHISIS

CYNANCHE LARYNGEA,

CONSTIPATIO,
HEPATITIS,

ASTHMA,

CONGESTION OF THE LIVER,

ANGINA

PULMONALIS,

HEPATICULA,

PECTORIS,

GASTRITIS,

ICTERUS.

CHRONIC GASTRITIS,

SPLENITIS,
SPLENITIS,

ORGANIC LESIONS OF THE STOMACH, CHRONIC

ENGORGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN,

DYSPEPSIA,

CHRONIC

ENTERITIS,
DUODENAL

CONGESTION

OF

THE

SPLEEN,

DYSPEPSIA,

CHRONIC FLUXES OF THE BOWELS, &c. &c. &c.

mwdimw*

&> $ w>

FIRST

THE

PART

OF THE

CYCLOPAEDIA OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE,
EDITED BY

DRS. TWEEDIE, FORBES, CONOLLY, AND DUNGLISON.
CONTAINING ARTICLES ON

ACNE,

Dr. Todd.

AMAUROSIS,
AMENORRHEA,
ANJEMIA,
ANASARCA,
ANGINA PECTORIS,
ANODYNES,

ACRODYNIA,
ACUPUNCTURE,
AGE,
AIR (CHANGE OF),

Dr.

ALTHELMINTICS,

ABDOMEN, Exploration
ABORTION,
ABSCESS (INTERNAL),
ABSTINENCE,
ACHOR,

of the,

Dr. Forbes.

Dr. Lee.
Dr. Tweedie.
Dr. Marshall Hall.
Dr. Todd.

Dunglison.

Dr. Jacob.
Dr. Locock.
Dr. Marshall Hail
Dr. Darwall.
Dr. Forbes.

Dr.

Whiting.

Dr. Thomson.

Dr. KUiotson.

ANTHRACION,

Dr.

Dr

ANTIPHLOGISTIC

Dr. Barlow.

Sir James Clark.

REGIMEN,
ANTISPASMODICS,

ALOPECIA,

Dr. Todd.

AORTA,

ALTERATIVES,
APOPLEXY (CEREBRAL)

Dr.

Conolly.

APHONIA,

Dr. Clullerbuck.

APHTHJE,

Roget.

Aneurism

op

the,

Dunglison.

Dr. Thomson.

Dr.

Hope.

Dr. Robertson.

For further details see the Prospectus, terras, &c, annexed, but the
pages are not so well printed there as they are in the work. The pub
lishers are prepared to send a specimen of the work that will exhibit the
mechanical execution as well as its professional character. In presenting
this as one of the cheapest works that has yet been offered to the pro
fession, the publishers beg leave to state that persons remitting five dollars
can have the first ten parts sent them by mail or otherwise, as they may

direct.

CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
LEA

AND

BLANCH A

RD,

PHILADELPHIA,
WILL

PUBLISH

THE CYCLOPEDIA
OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE;
COMPRISING

TREATISES ON THE

NATURE AND TREATMENT OF DISEASES,

MATERIA MEDICA AND
MEDICAL

THERAPEUTICS,

JURISPRUDENCE, &c. &c.
EDITED BY

JOHN
Physician

in

FORBES, M.D.,F.R.S.

Ordinary

ALEXANDER
Physician

to

her

Majesty's Household,

Hospital,

and to the

Lunatic

Lecturer

on

&o.

University,
Asylum, &c.

and

Physician

to

the Hanwell

REVISED, WITH ADDITIONS,

BY ROBLEY
Professor of the Institutes of

Foundling Hospital,

CONOLLY, M.D.

Late Professor of Medicine in the London

THOROUGHLY

&c.

TWEEDIE, M.D.,F.R.S.

the London Fever

JOHN

to

Medicine,

M.D.

DUNGLISON,

&c. in the Jefferson Medical

College, Philadelphia,
Medicine, and Attending Physician at the Philadelphia
Secretary of the American Philosophical Society, &c.

Clinical

Hospital ;

OF

TERMS

PUBLICATION.

THE WORK WILL BE PRINTED WITH A NEW AND CLEAR

TYPE,

AND BE COMPRISED IN

TWENTY-FOUR PARTS, AT FIFTY CENTS EACH,
FORMING,

WHEN

COMPLETE,

FOUR LARGE SUPER-ROYAL OCTAVO VOLUMES,
EMBRACING

THREE

THOUSAND
IN

DOUBLE

Any person forwarding Twenty Dollars,
two

copies.

The whole work will be

OVER

UNUSUALLY

LARGE

PAGES,

COLUMNS.

free of postage, in Current
the year

completed during

Funds, will

be entitled to

NOTICE

PUBLISHERS'
TO

THE

CYCLOPAEDIA OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
important work consists -of a series of Original Essays upon all subjects of Medicine, contri
by no less than SIXTY-SEVEN of the most eminent practical Physicians of Great Britain and
Ireland, and among them many of the Professors and Teachers in London, Edinburgh, Dublin and
Glasgow, whose reputation conveys a high and just authority to their doctrines. Each subject has
been treated by a writer of acknowledged eminence, whose particular studies have eminently fitted him
fliis

buted

; and all the articles are authenticated with the names of vthe authors.
The Editors arc men of elevated attainments, and in the undertaking have spared no personal
pains ; in the hope, by uniformity of plan, simplicity of arrangement, and the harmony and con
sistency of its several portions, to make the Cyclopaedia represent, fully and fairly, the state of
PRACTICAL MEDlClNE at the time of its appearance. From innumerable foreign and domestic
sources, the scattered knowledge, which has so fast accumulated since the commencement of the
present century, has been gathered together and placed at the command of every reader of the
English language ; and whilst the great claims of the older cultivators of Medicine have never been
forgotten, the labours of the moderns, and more particularly of the French, German, and Italian
Pathologists, by which, conjointly with the efforts of British and American Practitioners, the whole
face of Practical Medicine has been changed, have attracted the most diligent and thoughtful attention.
The Editors affirm, that if the reader will take the trouble to inspect the mere titles of the articles

for the task

contained in the

work, comprising nearly

THREE HUNDRED ORIGINAL ESSAYS
distinguished authors, and will bear in mind either the leading physiological divisions of
consider them with reference to the Head, the Chest, the Abdomen, the Surface, or the gene
ral condition of the body, as well as the subjects of OBSTETRICAL MEDICINE, MATERIA
MEDICA, or MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, he will sufficiently appreciate the care bestowed to
make the Cyclopaedia satisfactory to all who refer to its pages, and, at the same time, strictly a book
No subject, it is believed, immediately practical in its nature or application,
of practical reference.
has been omitted; although unnecessary disquisition has been, as much as possible, avoided.
It entered consistently and properly into the plan of the Editors to admit a far wider range of
subjects than appears heretofore to have been considered necessary in works written professedly on
the Practice of Medicine, but a range comprising many new subjects of extreme importance to those
engaged in practice, or preparing for it. Such are the subjects of
of known and

disease,

or
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It will be found, too, that admirable
and those of various general articles on the pathology of organs.
articles from the best sources have been inserted on the important subjects of

DISEASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND OF MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
In order, however, that the nature and value of the work may be fully understood, a list of the
urticles, and the names of the contributors, is appended.
The excellence of this work on every topic connected with Practical Medicine, has been admitted
The hope, indeed, expressed by
Dy all who have had the good fortune of being able to consult it.
"That they have prepared a work required by the present
the Editors, has been amply realized
wants of medical readers, acceptable to the profession in general, and so capable, by its arrangements,
of admitting the progressive improvements of time, as long to continue what the general testimony
of their medical brethren, as far as it has hitherto been expressed, has already pronounced it to be,
—

«A STANDARD WORK ON THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE."

Such

a

work, it is believed, will be most acceptable
as there exists, at this time, no
publication

the Union,
of the one
To

now

adapt

to

the members of the

on

Practical

Medicine,

profession throughout
on the extended
plan

presented.

it to the Practice of this country, and to

thoroughly

revise the various

articles, the

atten

tion of

PROFESSOR DUNGLISON
will be directed ; whose character and established
the work will be carefully executed.

reputation

are a sure

guarantee that his

portion of
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ASTHIMA.
found m the luxurious habits of later
times, which
have carried to a
dangerous excess the comforts
of our dress and habitations. In
is there
a

nothing

greater

contrast between us and our ancestors
the luxurious closeness and
warmth of
our apartments ; and it will
scarcely be denied
that the result of such a mode of
living has been
to render us more
affected
the

than

and

in

easily

changeableness

by

of the climate out of

which, unhappily, appears rather

rigour
doors,

have retro
than improved, while the endless invention
of new modes of defence in our domestic
arrange
ments, has made the contrast still greater. No
author has dwelt so much on the consequences
of these luxurious habits in predisposing to asth
to

graded

ma, as Withers, whose observations are most
pertinent, and well merit the attention of the
reader.
(See his Treatise on Asthma.) It is
frequently by inducing this sensibility to the im
pression of cold, and by thus predisposing to
catarrh, that dyspepsia lays the foundation of
asthma. Many other of the remote causes of

asthma operate in the same manner, and among
these, certain mental states, particularly the de
pressing passions. Sedentariness and seclusion,
the natural consequences of grief and melancholy,
give rise to dyspepsia, and dyspepsia induces the
languid circulation in the skin, extremities, and
mucous membranes, which seems to be the im
mediate cause of the increased sensibility to cold.
II. Exciting causes.
Under this head must
be comprehended all such circumstances as have
been known immediately to induce a paroxysm,
whether in the predisposed or not.
These are
extremely numerous and various. Joseph Frank
alone enumerates upwards of forty, and it is but
justice to this learned and indefatigable writer to
state that he gives his authority in
every case.
(Prax. Med. Univ. Pars ii. vol. vii. p. 386.) Our
countryman Willis, in general and more pithy
terms, conveys nearly the same information when
he informs us that " asthmatics can bear nothing
violent or unusual.
From excess of heat or cold,
from any great bodily exertion or mental emotion,
from change of season or of weather, from errors,
even of a slight kind, in the non-naturals, and
from a thousand things besides, they fall into fits
of dyspnoea."*
By far the most common and
most important of these cases, we consider to be
the application of cold, or, at least, one or more
of those circumstances, whatever they may be,
which, in ordinary cases, produce catarrh. Al
though it will appear from what is gone before
that we do not deny the existence of cases of
asthma of a purely nervous kind, and altogether
independent of any permanent local affection of
the bronchial membrane, we are decidedly of
opinion that they constitute an extremely small
proportion of the cases met with in practice. And
we are further of
opinion that out of the immense
majority of cases of asthma from other causes,
nine-tenths are complicated with some form of
catarrh, or, at least, with a morbid susceptibility
—

Asthmatici nihil violentum aunt inassuetum ferre
: a frigoris vel caloris excessu, a vehementi quoaunt animi motu, ab aeris aunt anni mutationibus quibusque raagnis, ab erralis vel levioribus
circa res non naturales, imo propter mille alias occasioDe Medicam.
nes in dyspnoeas paroxysmos incidunt.
*

possunt
vis

corporis

—

Oper. p. 209.
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of the bronchial membrane to be affected by cold.
In this very numerous class of cases, then, all
those circumstances which induce catarrh, and

which may generally be considered as some form
or modification of cold, applied to the whole body
or to a
part of it, must be understood to be the
usual exciting causes of the asthmatic paroxysm.
[Yet in regard to the exciting causes, there are
some which induce asthma, and can scarcely be
In
considered amongst the causes of catarrh.
general, a cold and dry air suits the asthmatic, but
there are singular differences in this respect.
Closing a door has been known to bring on a
paroxysm ; and, with some, darkness increases
the violence of the attacks.
One cannot bear
smoke ; another exists better in a smoky apart
ment.
(Dunglison's Practice of Medicine, 2d
edit. i. 327 : Philad. 1844.)]
All practical writers on asthma lay great stress
on this exciting cause, but none with such pre
cision and effect as Withers, Ryan, and Watt.
The latter author in particular, in a short but
most valuable essay published in his Treatise on
Diabetes, has very strikingly and 'beautifully illus
trated the subject. In several cases there recorded,
he has pointed out, with the greatest minuteness
and perspicuity, the gradual influence of the cause,
from the first impression of the cold up to the in
vasion of the paroxysm. (Cases of Diabetes, &c.
Glasgow, 1808.) Ryan had previously
p. 254.
made the same observation, and applied it to prac
tical purposes of the greatest importance.
(Ob
servations on Asthma, p. 40. London, 1793.) In
these opinions our own experience leads us fully
to concur ; almost every case of asthma which
we have met with being traceable to the usual
causes of catarrh, and most of them being ad
vantageously treated only on the principles which
regulate the practice in that disease.
In this, as in other
Treatment off Asthma.
diseases, the attainment of a just pathology would
wonderfully abbreviate the labour of therapeutical
prescription. In the writings of the older authors,
who were, in general, guided either by empirical
views or by fanciful theories of disease, we find
no end to the array of medical formula?, until
every thing that had been put on record by their
predecessors, or had been imagined by themselves
or their contemporaries, as useful or likely to be
useful in the individual disease under considera
tion, has been displayed at full length. In our
own days, and in the diseases of the nature of
—

we have acquired some accurate views, a
general precepts will, convey to those ac
quainted with the general principles of thera

which
few

peutics

all that

we

have

to

deliver

respecting

treatment of a disease. We have not

the

yet attained,

in the case of asthma, to a pathology perfect in all
its parts ; yet we trust that enough has been re
corded in the preceding pages to permit us to be
more brief in the delivery of our practical precepts
than some of our predecessors.
In entering upon this part of our subject, it is
desirable that the reader keep constantly in mind
that almost every thing in the succeeding pages
respecting the treatment of asthma applies exclu
sively to the chronic forms of that disease. It
will be recollected that the disease termed acute

asthma is either

a

variety of bronchitis,

or a

violent
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ASTRINGENTS.

effects of

astringents by acting chemically

contents of the stomach and

on

the

intestines, very few

remarks will suffice. Both lime and its carbonate,
or chalk,
operate in checking diarrhcea by neutral
izing the ascescent matters which augment the

irritability of the intestines,
morbidly increased peristaltic

and

up their

keep

movement.

Owing

the little solubility of pure lime, chalk, rubbed
up with mucilage of gum so as to suspend it in
It is
any fluid, is preferred in cases of diarrhcea.
incompatible with vegetable infusion containing
much tannin, and with preparations of ipecacu
anha.
When it is necessary to continue the use
of the chalk mixture for some time, the bowels
should be cleared with a purgative, as accumula
tions in the form of hard balls are apt to take
place in them, and, lodging in the folds of the
to

intestines,

sionally,

[The

to

cause

much inconvenience

and,

occa

hazard.

agents, considered thus far, may be

re

direct astringents ; but profuse evacua
tions may be connected with different states of the
living system, so that agents, possessed of no

garded

as

astringent properties, may check them or produce
an astringent
operation indirectly. Hence, there
may be direct and indirect astringents, as there
are direct and indirect tonics.
Opium, for exam
ple, by allaying the augmented peristole in diar
exert an action of astringency, and
diminish the number of discharges : accordingly,
it is often had recourse to in such cases.
Again,
the increased discharges of dysentery are induced
by an inflammatory condition of the mucous coat
of the intestines : bleeding, therefore, by allaying
this inflammation, and castor-oil,
given occasion

rhoea, may

—

ally, so as to remove gently the morbid secretions,
by taking away the cause, may check the effects.
A predominance of acidity in early
infancy lays
the foundation for many of the bowel complaints,
which are so common at that age, and keeps them

—

A proper antacid, as
up when once established.
before observed, by neutralizing the acid, takes
away the cause, and thus becomes an indirect
astringent. (The writer's General Therapeutics
and Mat. Med. ii. 06, Philad. 1843.)]
In a therapeutical and practical point of view,
astringents, when administered on proper princi
ples, are a valuable class of remedies. In inter
mittent fevers, the vegetable astringents have been
successfully employed in the same manner as
simple tonics. We can form no other idea of the
manner in which
they prove beneficial than by
supposing, that they obviate the relaxation which
favours the influence of the exciting causes of
On this account it has been asserted that
agues.
tonics and astringents operate in every respect in
a similar manner ; but
many tonics, such, for in
stance, as sulphate of quinia, possess no astrin
gency, and nevertheless «re useful in intermittents;
and it must be admitted that, as pure astringents
are seldom or never given alone in intermittents,
it is difficult to ascertain how much of the benefit
is due to their influence.
They are employed in
continued fevers only to moderate incidental diar
rhcea and internal hemorrhages.
In the phlegmasia?, astringents are contra-indi
cated as general remedies; but in that state of
inflammatory action which assumes a chronic
character, and is kept up by debility and increased

excitability, such as occurs in the eye and
in the tonsils, they are local remedies of conside
Solutions of the metallic salts, and
rable value.
infusions of astringent vegetables, with the addi
tion of diluted sulphuric acid, are well adapted for
these cases. Indeed, after inflammatory action
has been subdued by the use of the lancet and
other antiphlogistic measures, the application of
nervous

cold

and

astringent solutions tends greatly

to

healthy action of
[In diphtheritic affections

the part.
of the throat, a solu
tion of nitrate of silver has been found of great
benefit; and in cases of diphtheritic laryngitis, the
inhalation of finely powdered alum has been mark
edly advantageous. Not only according to Laen
nec
has it afforded great and speedy relief in tra
cheitis, but in laryngitis isthmitis, and pharyngitis.]
No remedies are so important in the hemorrha
gic as astringents ; but they are not to be indis
criminately prescribed, or at all times employed :
it is, therefore, necessary, to inquire what are the
circumstances indicating their use in these cases ?
Hemorrhages are properly divided into active and
passive. In the first or active kind, the flow of
blood generally arises from a plethoric condition
of the vascular system ; and it may, in some
respects, be regarded as an effort of nature to
relieve the morbid fulness of the vessels. In this
form of hemorrhage, tonic astringents are improper;
and even those exerting a sedative influence should
not be resorted to until the vessels be either emp
tied spontaneously or by the use of the lancet.
In passive hemorrhages the animal fibre is relaxed,
the red particles of the blood are diminished, and
diffused in a superabundance of serum, so that the
blood assumes a pale watery aspect ; while the
system suffers from general debility. In this state,
astringents are decidedly indicated, and may be
liberally employed. Although these opposite
states appear very obvious in description, yet
much judgment and attentive observation are requi
site to distinguish them on many occasions. If
we take, for
example, epistaxis, let us enquire,
what are the peculiar symptoms which clearly
indicate the employment of astringents ?
When
bleeding takes place from the nostrils of young
persons of a plethoric habit, it may be critical, or
connected with congestions, or a determination of
In this state the hemorrhage
blood to the head.
should not be checked by astringents, unless it is
so
profuse and long continued as greatly to lower
the pulse, to produce pallor of the countenance,
and exhaust the general strength.
On the con
trary, when epistaxis happens in weak boys or
youths, or in old persons ; or when it is sympto
matic of diseased liver, or some other internal
organ ; then astringents may be at once adminis
tered to check the direct loss of blood, whilst other
means are resorted to for
removing the exciting
causes of the hemorrhage.
The best astringents
in these cases are solutions of metallic salts and
of alum : they may be either injected into the
nostrils, or dossils of lint soaked in an astringent
solution may be inserted ; while at the same time
cold water is applied to the face and nape of the
restore the

—

—

neck.

hoemoptysis, if the excitement be considerable,
be employed, after which the
application of cool air, cold water, or ice to the
In

the lancet must
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SECOND EDITION.
BY ROBLEY

DUNGLISON, M. D.,

Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the Jefferson Medical College, Lecturer

Attending Physician
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large

octavo

at the
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volumes,, of

on
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over

Notwithstanding the short period in which this work has been before the profession, it is so
universally known throughout the country, and so -extensively used as a text-book in the Medical
Colleges, that, in presenting this new and much improved edition, the publishers have only to call
attention to the author's preface.
"
It is scarcely necessary for the author to say, that the
tion of this work has met with, is most gratifying to him.

large

amount of labour and

his medical

their

brethren, and

extraordinary sale, which the
It sufficiently satisfies him,

first edi
that the

reflection, which he bestowed upon it, has been found serviceable

more

especially

so,

perhaps,

to those who

are

engaged

in the

study

to

of

profession.

"Grateful for this result, the author has endeavoured to render the present edition still more
useful, by adding whatever of importance has transpired in the short period that has elapsed
was published, and
by supplying omissions, which were almost inevitable
impression of a work in which so many subjects aro treated of.
It has been pleasing to the author to observe the favourable manner in which the work has
been noticed by almost all the Journals of Medicine, which have received it at home and abroad;
and where criticisms have been occasionally made, they have generally been rather against the
plan than the manner of execution. That plan was adopted from a full and deliberate convic
tion of its advantages, and it is, therefore, -adhered to in the present edition without modification.
"The solid testimony, which the Profession have afforded in favour of the work will incite the
author to untiring exertion to render every succeeding edition more and more valuable."

since the first edition

in the first
"

THE PUBLISHERS ANNEX A CONDENSED STATEMENT

OF THE

CONTENTS.
Diseases of the Mouth, Tongue, Teeth, Gums, Velum Palati and Uvula, Pharynx and Oeso
phagus, Stomach, Intestines, Peritoneum, Morbid Productions in the Peritoneum and Intes
tines. Diseases of the Larynx and Trachea, Bronchia and Lungs, Pleura,- Asphyxia. Morbid
—

—

Conditions of the Blood, Diseases of the Heart and Membranes, Arteries, Veins, Intermediate
or Capillary Vessels,
Spleen, Thyroid Gland, Thymus Gland, and Supra Renal Capsules, Mesen
—

Salivary Glands, Pancreas, Biliary Apparatus, Kidney, Ureter, Urinary Bladder.
Diseases of the Skin, Exanthematous, Vesicular, Bullar, Pustular, Papular, Squamous, Tuber
culous, Maculae, Syphilides. Organic Diseases of the Nervous Centres, Neuroses, Nerves.
Diseases of the Male and Female Organs of ReproductionDiseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose.
Fever.
Intermittent, Remittent, Continued, Eruptive, Arthritic, Cachex, Scrofulous, Scorbutic,
Chlorotic, Rhachitic, Hydropic, and Cancerous.
teric Glands,

—

—

—

—
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WATSON'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
LECTURES
ON THE

PRINCIPLES

OF

PRACTICE

AND

PHYSIC.

DELIVERED AT KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

BY THOMAS
Fellow

In

one

op the

large

Royal College

octavo

of

Physicians,

volume, of

over

bound in leather.

M. D.

WATSON,
Physician

to the

nine hundred

Containing

Middlesex

Hospital,

unusually large

&c. kc.

pages, well

ninety lectures.

This volume 'has met with the universal approbation of the medical press, so far as it h
yet been
in a manner rarely enjoyed by so comprehensive a work. The publishers submit a few extracts.

expressed,

"For our pans, we are not only willing that our characters as scientific physicians and skilful practitioners
may be deduced from doctrines contained in this volume, but we hesitate not to express our belief, that for sound,
substantial practice, it cannot be paralleled by any similar work in any other
We would advise no one to set himself down in practice unprovided with a copy." British and
country.
Foreign Medical Review.

trustworthy principles, and good

—

"

We have here the sterling production of a liberal, well-stored, and truly honest mind,
possessed of all that is
currently known and established of professional knowledge, and capable of pronouncing a trustworthy and
on
those
numerous
in
truth
is
which
obscured
false
impartial judgment
points
yet
by
hypotheses." Provincial
Med Journal.
—

"

this huge, well furnished volume where we may, the eye immediately rests on something that carries
its front.
We are impressed at once with the strength and depth of the lecturer's views. He gains
admiration in proportion to the extent of our acquaintance with his profound researches.
Whoever owns
this book, will have an acknowledged treasure if the combined wisdom of the highest authorities is appreciated."
Boston Med- and Surg Journal.

Open

value

on

on our

'■

We know of no other work better calculated for being placed in the hands of the
and as such we are sure it will be very extensively adopted. On every important
have posted up his knowledge to the day." American Medical Journal.

book,
to

student, and for

point,

the author

a

text

seems

—

"

We know not, indeed, of any work of the same size that contains a greater amount of useful and interest
matter.
We are satisfied, indeed, that no physician, well-read and observing as he may be, can rise from
perusal wilhouthaving added largely to his stock of valuable information." Medical Examiner.
"
It is an admirable digest of general pathology and therapeutics. As a text book for medical schools, it can
not be surpassed, and in no other treatise can practitioners find so concise, and at the same time so complete a

ing
its

—

summary of the present slate of the science of medicine."— Baltimore Patriot.
"
One of the most practically useful books that ever was presented to the student— indeed, a more admirable
summary of general and special pathology, and of the application of therapeutics to diseases, we are free to say
has not appeared for very many years.
The lecturer proceeds through the whole classification of human ills, a
capite ad calcem, showing at every step an extensive knowledge of his subject, with the ability of communicat
ing his precise ideas, in a style remarkable for its clearness and simplicity.'"— .Nl Y Journal qf Medicine, $c.
"
The style is correct and
Western Lancet.

pleasing,

and the matter worth the attention of all

practitioners,

young and old."—

In order to insure to this volume as wide a circulation as it is entitled to by its merits, the
have put it at a price within the reach of all.
It recommends itself to practitioners as
well as students, to the owners of other works on practice, as well as those without
something
new can be gleaned by all from its well-stored
pages.

publishers

—

TWEEDIE'S LIBRARY
A

SYSTEM

Comprised

in

a

OF

OF

PRACTICAL

PRACTICAL

MEDICINE,

MEDICINE.

Series of

Original Dissertations, arranged and edited by
Tweedie, M. D., F. R. S., &c, &c.
and additions, by W. W- Gerhard, M. D., &c.

Alexander

With notes

SECOND AMERICAN

EDITION,

In three volumes octavo.

supply the want, generally admitted to exist in the medical literature of Great
comprehensive System of Medicine, embodying a condensed, yet ample view of the present state of
The desideratum is more especially felt by the Medical Student, and by many Members of the
Profession, who, from their avocations and other circumstances, have not the opportunity of keeping pace with
the more recent improvements in the most interesting and useful branch of human knowledge. To supply this
deficiency is the object of The Library of Meoicine; and the Editor expresses the hope, that with the assist
ance with which he has been favoured by Contributors, (many of great eminence, and all favourably known
to the Public,) he has been able to produce a work, which wilt form a Library of General Reference on Theo
retical and Practical Medicine, as well as a series of Text-Books for the Medical Student.
The design of this work is to

Britain, of

a

ihe science.

"
Diseases of Females" and
A PRACTICE OF PHYSIC, Comprising most of the diseases not treated of in
".Diseases of Children." By William P. Dewees, M. D., &c. &c. Second edition, in one large 8vo. volume.
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SPECIAL
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ANATOMY
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Professor of Anatomy in the

Academy

AND
HORNER,

HISTOLOGY.
M.

D.,

University of Pennsylvania. Member of the Imperial Medico-Chirurgical
Petersburg, of the Am. Philosophical Society, &c. &c.

of St.

Sixth edition, in two

volumes, 8vo..

"

Another edition of this standard work of Professor
Horner has made its appearance to which many addi
tions have been made and
upon which much labourhas been bestowed by the author. The additions are chiefly

"Li
5 .ifp. me. 1. Histology, or Elementary
addert tne term to the title of his work.

revisioji^ndas

Anatomy, and so important are they that the Professor has
Every part of this edition seems to have undergone the most careful
having the science of Anatomy fully brought up to the present

readers may rest assured of

An Atlas that may accompany this work

WILSONS

or

be sold separate is

now

HUMAN

preparing.— See Advertisement.

ANATOMY.

A SYSTEM OF HUMAN ANATOMY,
GENERAL AND SPECIAL,
BY ERASMUS
Lecturer

WILSON, M.D.,

Anatomy, in King's College, London.
EDITED BY PAUL B. GODDARD, M.D.,
on

PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY IN THE MEDICAL INSTITUTE OF

PHILADELPHIA, &C. &C.

WITH ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY ILLUSTRATIONS ON WOOD.
In

Engraved by Gilbert from designs by Bagg,
volume octavo, beautifully printed.

one

"
An elegant edition of one of the most useful and accurate systems of Anatomy, which has been issued
from the press. The illustrations are really beautiful, and their execution refleds the highest credit on the
able American artist who copied them for this edition of the work. In its style the work is extremely con
cise and intelligible. Dr. Goddard has added a number of valuable notes, and made some judicious altera
tions of names.
No one can possibly take up this volume without being struck with the great beauty of its
mechanical execution, and the clearness of the descriptions which it contains is equally evident. Let stu
dents by all means examine the claims of this volume on their notice, before they purchase a text-book of
the vitally important science which it so' fully and easily unfolds." Lancet.
—

WILSON'S

THE

DISSECTOR.

DISSECTOR,
OR

PRACTICAL AND SURGICAL ANATOMY.
BY ERASMUS WILSON, M.D.,

ANATOMY," &C.
re-arranged by
PAUL B. GODDARD, M.D.,

AUTHOR OF

With

one

UA

SYSTEM OF HUMAN

hundred and six illustrations, modified and

DEMONSTRATOR OF ANATOMY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF

In

one

PENNSYLVANIA, &C.

volume, royal 12mo.

"Those who pursue their labours by this monitor will speedily discover its merits
it is only necessary to use it half an hour to find that
excellent work." Boston Medical and Surg. Journal.

tor; and
an

wo are

furnished with

as a

an

plain,

safe direc

improved edition of

—

"
The high reputation which Mr. Wilson has acquired, by his valuable system of anatomy, will secure a
favourable reception for the present work. As modified and re arranged by Dr. Goddard, it is well suited to
the wants of the American student of anatomy, and is an excellent guide for him in the dissecting room. It
is very copiously illustrated with wood cuts, which will greatly facilitate the labours of the student in ac
quiring what must be regarded as the essential basis of our science— a knowledge of anatomy."— Am. Med.

Journal.

"It strikes us as being all that a "Dissector" should be. The wood cuts are numerous, and will afford
the student the most essential aid in the dissecting room."— Western Journal of Med. <$■ Surgery.
"
In this work we have another valuable aid to the student of practical anatomy."—JV. Y. Journal of

Medicine.
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ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN BODY.
By HENRY H. SMITH, M. D.
Fellow of the

College
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Physicians,

Member of the
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Society, fee, &c.

Medical

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
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Professor of
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This Work is to be in FIVE PARTS, and will, when
large imperial Octavo Volume. The price will not be

one

SIX

DOLLARS,

And will contain

a

complete,

form

over

BOUND,

Complete Series of Plates,

Bones; Ligaments; Muscular, Dermoid and Nervous
Systems; Arteries; Lymphatics; Veins; Viscera; &c; with between
Illustrative of the

Six and Seven Hundred Engravings on Wood
Executed in the very first style of Art.
Parts I. and II. have been published, containing the Bones and Liga
ments, and the Muscular and Dermoid Systems, illustrated by over
Two Hundred and Twenty Engravings on Wood, by Gilbert. The greater
portion of them after Original Drawings by Pinkerton.
This work possesses novelty both in the design and the execution. It is the first attempt to apply engraving
wood, on a large scale, to the illustration of human anatomy; and the beauty of the two parts already issued,
induces the publishers to flatter themselves with the hope of the perfect success of their undertaking. The plan
of the work is at once novel and convenient. Each page is perfect in itself, the references being immediately
under the figures, so that the eye takes in the whole at a glance, and obviates the necessity of continual reference
backwards and forwards. The cuts are selected from the best and most accurate sources; and, where necessary,
original drawings have been made from the admirable Anatomical Collection of the University of Pennsylvania.
It will also embrace all the late beautiful discoveries arising from the use of the microscope in the investigation
of the minute structure of the tissues.
In the getting up of this very complete work, the publishers have spared neither pains nor expense; and they
now present it to the Profession, with the full confidence that it will be deemed all that is wanted in a scientific
and artistical point of view, while, at the same time, its very low price places it within the reach of all.
on

It is particularly

adapted to supply

the place

of skeletons

or

subjects.

"This is an exquisite volume, and a beautiful specimen of art. We have numerous Anatomical Atlases, but
We
we will venture to say that none equal it in cheapness, and none surpass it in faithfulness and spirit.
strongly recommend to our friends, both urban and suburban, the purchase of this excellent work, for which
both editor and publisher deserve the thanks of the profession."— Medical Examiner
"
We would strongly recommend it, not only to the student, but also to the working practitioner, who, although
grown rusty in the toils of his harness, still has the desire, and often the necessity, of refreshing his knowledge

in this fundamental part of the science of medicine."— New York Journal of Medicine.
"
The plan of this Atlas is admirable, and its execution superior to any thing of the kind before published in
this country. It is a real labour-saving affair, and we regard its publication as the greatest boon that could be
conferred on the student of anatomy. It will be equally valuable to the practitioner, by affording him an easy
means of recalling the details learned in the dissecting-room, and which are soon forgotten."
American Journ.
of"the Med Sciences.
The second part if Drs. Smith and Horner's Anatomical Atlas, in point of interest of subject and execution
of the engravings, is even more valuable and attractive than the first, much as that led us to expect. Rich aids
to physiological
inquiry will be found in the microscopical views of the cellular and adipose tissues, and of the
epidermis, rete mucosum, cutis vera, papillae, the sebaceous and perspiratory organs of the skin, the perspiratory
glands and hairs of the skin, the hairs and nails, and the general anatomy of the muscles. The muscles them
We cannot, taking the two numbers of the
selves are delineated with all the distinctness of a fine dissection.
Anatomical Atlas before us as evidence of the execution of the entire work, too strongly recommend it to
readers and the medical public at large." Bulletin qf Medital Science.
—

'

—

Specimens exhibiting
by mail or otherwise as

the plan and execution of the work will be sent
may be directed on application free of postage.
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EDITION,
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but a short time has elapsed since the appearance of the last edition of this
standard work on Physiology, the labours and discoveries in that branch of science have
been so diversified and important, that extensive additions have become necessary in the
present edition. Besides the numerous monographs and minor treatises that have appeared
from time to time, in the various scientific Journals and Transactions of learned Societies,
reference has been made to the large and valuable works of Valentin, BischofT, Henle, Wilbrand, J. Muller, Wagner, Mandl, Gerber, Liebig, Carpenter, Todd and Bowman, and others,
and all the results of their interesting and important investigations will be found embodied
in its pages.
The illustrations have also undergone a material change. More than ninety new cuts
have been added, chiefly to elucidate subjects now first introduced into this edition; many
of the former cuts have been replaced by those much superior, and the rest have been
thoroughly retouched and improved, altogether making this the most completely illustrated
treatise on Human Physiology that has ever been attempted in this country. In short, the
publishers believe that, both in matter and execution, this work will be found fully brought
up to the day.

Although

carpeM™¥1f,htsk)logy.
PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN
With their chief

Willi

applications

over

PHYSIOLOGY,
Medicine.

Pathology, Hygiene, and Forensic
designed for the use of Students.
to

One Hundred beautiful Illustrations

BY WILLIAM B.

on

Especially
Wood.

CARPENTER, M.D.,

LECTURER ON PHYSIOLOGY IN THE BRISTOL MEDICAL SCHOOL.

FIRST AMERICAN EDITION, WITH NOTES BY THE AUTHOR, AND NOTES AND ADDITIONS

BY MEREDITH CLYMER, M.D.,

In

one

volume,

octavo.

O* This edition of Carpenter's Physiology has been most carefully prepared by Dr.
at the request of Professor Jackson, for his lectures at the University of Pennsylvania.

Clymen

'*
in possession of the high.
The Author remarks in his Preface— It has been his object to place the reader
each department of the science; and to explain
principles that can be regarded as firmly established, in
as could be included within moderate
and illustrate these, by the introduction of as many important facts
and precise, without bping forIn every instance, he has endeavoured to make his statements clear
limits
without appearing to be unim
mal and dogmatical; and definite euough to admit of practical application,
provable by further inquiry."

est

XKULZiXSR'S PHYSIOLOGY.
ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGY.
Professor of

BY JOHN MULLER, M.D.,
Anatomy and Physiology in the University of Berlin.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN, BY W. BALY, M.D.
Arranged from the 2d London edition by John Bell, M. D., &c.
In

one

volume octavo, of

nearly

nine hundred pages.
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"
Such a work, at least so far as English literature is concerned, was clearly demanded, and the importance
of the subject, together with the high character of the author, should ensure for it a careful perusal by every
practitioner." Western Lancet.
—

as that of Professor Williams, embodying, as it does, a full account of the recent
additions to our knowledge, and bringing the subjects of general pathology and therapeutics up to the present
state of medicine, cannot fail to be in the highest degree useful, both as aclass book to the student, and as a
work of reference to the practitioner.
"The entire work is one of no ordinary ability, and well sustains the reputation which its author has
already acquired." Provincial Med. Journal,

"Such

a

work, then,

—

"This work supplies a deficiency long felt by the profession— the want of an elementary treatise on gene
ral pathology. The author has had extensive experience at the bed side, and has drawn chiefly from his own
observation of disease, as he has witnessed it in hospitals and private practice during the last twenty years.
"The subject of inflammation occupies many pages of this work. The manner in whi'h it is treated cannot
fail to excite the admiration of the intelligent reader. We earnestly recommend tins, as every other part of
Dr. Williams' excellent Principles of Pathology, to the diligent perusal of every physician who is not familiar
Western Journal
with the accessions which have been made to medical science within the last few years."
of Medicine and Surgery.
—

ROAST'S OUTLINES OF PHYSIOLOGY.
WITH AN APPENDIX ON PHRENOLOGY. BY PETER MARK ROGET,
In one volume, octavo.

M.D.,

&c. &c.

ROCKET'S PHYSIOLOGY.
ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY, considered with reference to .\atural Theology. By PETER
MARK ROGET, M D., second American edition. In two volumes, octavo, with nearly FIVE HUN
DRED engravings on wood.

CARPENTER'S VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.
A POPULAR TREATISE ON VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY. Published under the auspices of the So
ciety for the promotion of Popular Instruction. With numerous cuts. By W. B. CARPENTER, M.D.
author of Human Physiology, in one volume, royal 12mo.

BILLING'S PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE.
FIRST PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE.

By ARCHIBALD BILLING, M.D., A.M. &.c.
fourth London edition. In one small Svo. volume.

ALLISON'S

PATHOLOGY,
'

A NEW WORK.

OF

OUTLINES

Revised from the

PATHOLOGY

AND

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
BY

WILLIAM PULTENEY ALLISON, M. D.,
Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the

In three Parts

—

Part I.

Diseases,

University

of Edinburgh, &c. &c.

Observations Part II. Inflammatory and Febrile
and Part III., Chronic or Non-Febrile Diseases.

—

Preliminary
In

one

—

volume octavo.
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WOMEN, CHILDREN,

RAMSBOTHAM'S

&*

MIDWIFERY.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
OP

OBSTETRIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY.
IN REFERENCE TO THE

PROCESS OF PARTURITION.
ILLUSTRATED BY ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-TWO FIGURES, ON 52 PLATES.
BY FRANCIS H. RAMSBOTHAM, M. D.
PHYSICIAN TO THE ROYAL MATERNITY
CHARITY, &c. &c.
SECOND AMERICAN EDITION, REVISED.

In

one

volume, imperial

Well and strongly bound in

octavo.

leather,

at

a

low price.

This work has met with almost unexampled approbation from the medical
press of Eneland and this coun
try. From among these numerous commendations the publishers append a few. and would~particularly call the
attention of the medical profession to the numerous plates which form a most
important feature in the volume.
The great expense they have incurred in its production, calls for an extended sale, which thus far has been
commanded, as may be seen from the fact of a second edition having been required within a year after the pub
lication of the first.

"
It is the book on Midwifery for students : clear, but not too minute in its
details, and sound in its practical
instructions.
It is so completely illustrated by plates (admirably chosen and executed) that the student must
be stupid indeed who does not understand the details of this branch of the
science, so far at least as description
can make them
intelligible."—Dublin Journal of Medical Science.
_

"

We strongly recommend the work of Dr. Ramsbotham to all our obstetrical readers,
especially to those who
entering upon practice. It is not only one of the cheapest, but one of the most beautiful works in Mid
British and Foreign Medical Review.
"
We feel much pleasure in recommending to the notice of the
profession one of the cheapest and most elegant
productions of the medical press of the present day. The text is written in a clear, concise, and simple style.
are

wifery."

—

We offer

our most sincere wishes that the
Dublin Medical Press.

undertaking

may

enjoy

all the

success

which it

so

well merits."—

"

This is one of the most beautiful works which has lately issued from the medical press; and is alike credit
able to the talents of the Author and the enterprise of the publisher. It is a good and thoroughly practical trea
tise; the different subjects are laid down in a clear and perspiruous form, and whatever is of importance is illus
trated by first-rate engravings. A remarkable feature of this work, which ought to be mentioned, is its
extraordinary cheapness. As a work conveying good, sound, practical precepts, and clearly demonstrating the
doctrines of obstetrical science, we can confidently recommend it either to the student or practitioner."
Edinburgh Journal of Medical Science.

—

"

Dr. Ramsbotham has treated the subject in a manner worthy of the reputation he possesses, and has suc
ceeded in forming a book of reference for practitioners, and a solid and easy guide for students. Looking at the
contents of the volume, and its remarkably low price, we have no hesitation in saying that it has no parallel
in the history of publishing."
Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal.
—

"

We most earnestly recommend this work to the student who wishes to acquire knowledge, and to the practi
tioner who wishes to refresh his memory, as a most faithful picture of practical Midwifery; and we can with justice
say, that altogether it is one of the best books we have read on the subject of obstetrical medicine and surgery."
—

Medico-Chirurgical Review-

DEWEES'S

SYSTEM

MIDWIFERY.

OF

A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF MIDWIFERY.
CHIEFLY DESIGNED TO FACILITATE THE

INQUIRIES

OF THOSE WHO MAY BE PURSUING

THIS BRANCH OF STUDY.

ILLUSTRATED BY OCCASIONAL CASES AND MANY ENGRAVINGS.
Tenth Edition, with the Author's last

Improvements

and Corrections.

BY WILLIAM P. DEWEES, M. D.
Late Pbofessor

of

Midwifery

In

A

TREATISE

in the

one

University

of

Pennsylvania, &c.

volume, Svo.

ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES, BY WILLIAM P. DEWEES, M.D., late Professor
of Midwifery in the University of Pennsylvania, &c &c.

Eighth edition,

revised and corrected, in

one

volume, 8vo„ with plates.
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CHURCHILL'S MIDWIFERY.
GN THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY,
BY FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL, M.D., M. R. I. A.
PHYSICIAN TO THE WESTERN LYING-IN

HOSPITAL, ETC. ETC.

WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS
BY ROBERT

HUSTON, M.D.,

Professor in the Jefferson Medical

College,

AND ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN
Engraved by

Gilbert from

In

&c. &c.

ILLUSTRATIONS,
and others.

drawings by Bagg

volume octavo.

one

This work commends itself to the notice of the profession from the high reputation of the author and
editor, and the number and beauty of its illustrations. Besides ncciirnte directions for

THE PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY,
a

portion of the

work is also devoted to

THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
connected with that essential branch of medical knowledge.
"
It is impossible to conceive a more useful or elegant manual : the letter-press contains all that the prac
tical man can desire; the illustrations are very numerous, well chosen, and of the most elegant description,
and the work has been brought out at a moderate price."— Provincial Med. Journal.
"
We expected a first rate production, and we have not been in the least disappointed. Although we have
many, very many valuable works on tokology, were we reduced to the necessity of possessing but one, and
permitted to choose, we would unhesitatingly take Churchill." Western Med. and Surg. Journal.
—

brought out in a style to match Wilson's Anatomy, Fergussons' Surgery, and
Carpenter's Physiology, and is extensively used as a Text Book in various Colleges in the Union.

0*This work is

ASHWELL ON THE DISEASES OF WOMEN.
A NEW WORK,

Nearly Ready.

PRACTICAL

A

TREATISE

ON THE

DISEASES OF
Illustrated

WOMEN,

Hospital and private practice.
BY SAMUEL ASHWELL, M.D.,
by

cases

derived from

Obstetric Physician and Lecturer to Guy's Hospital, &c. &c.
WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS

BY PAUL

GODDARD, M.D.

University of Pennsylvania,
vol. octavo, in three parts.

Demonstrator of Anatomy in the

In
Part I.

Functional Diseases.

Part II. &. III.

—

Organic

4.C. &c.

Diseases.

is Dr Ashwell in extensive practice, and at the head of the Obstetric Department of a large
the results of great ex
it could not be but that his work must contain very valuable information
The book is full of important information and excellent practical description." Dublin Medical

"Situated

Hospital,
perience.

—

one

as

—

—

Journal.
"The contributions of Dr. Ashwell coming as they do, armed with the authority of his personal observa
tion and great experience, are eminently entitled to consideration.
Throughout every page we have only
the result of the author's own observation ; and of the work we entertain a high opinion, believing that it
is characterized by accurate observation and sound judgment." Edinburgh Monthly Journal.
—

DISEASES OF FEMALES, PREGNANCY AND CHILDBED.
THE PRINCIPAL DISEASES OF FEMALES, TOGETHER WITH
THE DISEASES INCIDENT TO PREGNANCY AND CHILD
BED, CHIEFLY FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.
BY FLEETWOOD
Lecturer

on

Midwiferyand

CHURCHILL, M,D.,

Diseases of Women and

Children,

in the Richmond

Hospital

WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS
BY R. M. HUSTON, M.D.,

Professor, &c. in the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.
Second American edition, in one vol. octavo.

A work

extensively introduced

as a

Text Book.

Sec. ice.
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A NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK ON MIDWIFERY.

LEJi and BLANCHARD have now in
Preparation
A NEW WORK ON THE
By HUGH L.

HODGE,

M.D.

Professor of Obstetrics and the
Diseases of Women and Children in the
University of
assisted in the illustraiive
part

BY PAUL BECK

GODDARD, M.D.,

Demonstrator of Anatomy in the

University

of

Pennsylvania.

is intended to exhibit the various
™i,irnportant work
OF
with full
n

DELIVERY,

Pennsylvania,

OPERATIONS

instructions for the use of the most approved
to facilitate child-birth.
To illustrate this, plates

instruments, and means
will be used on an extended scale.
The work will form

One

Large Imperial Quarto

Volume,

WITH

Executed

in Lithography in the best
Style of the Jlrt
UNDER THE IMMEDIATE INSPECTION OF DR. GODDARD.
And will aim to be the most perfect and accurate work
yet presented to
the Profession in this country.
In the Figures a uniform scale will be adopted,
representing about
HALF THE SIZE OF NATURE.
The price cannot be precisely arranged, but it is at
present not designed
to exceed

EIGHT

DOLLARS PER COPY,
with
a Plate, will
Specimen,
shortly be issued,
and sent to such persons as may request it, free ofpostage.

Jl

"Numerous

publications have appeared abroad, and much has been
books and by plates, but almost universally there is a want
of accuracy in portraying nature's operations, and embracing
fully the
science as practised by intelligent obstetricians, in this country, which leads
necessarily to errors in practice.
"The object of the author, therefore, will be to present an accurate history,
and, as far as practicable, a delineation of the process of labour, whether
natural or preternatural, in the human female ; and, also, of the chirurgical
means which
may be advantageously employed to effect delivery in pro
tracted and difficult labours, so as to diminish the amount of suffering and
danger for the mother and her offspring. In other words, to exemplify as
minutely as possible, by drawings, the natural 'mechanism of labour,' and
the scientific employment of the hand or of instruments in facilitating this
painful and frequently dangerous process. No one who is ignorant of the
details of labour in every presentation of the child, can advantageously or
even safely assist in cases of acknowledged difficulty; an attempt, there
fore, to exhibit more fully and minutely the transit of the child through
the pelvis in all its various presentations, and the practical results of the
knowledge thus acquired, cannot but be advantageous to the practitioner,
and, especially, to the student in medicine."
attempted, by

RIGBY'S MIDWIFERY.
A SYSTEM OP MIDWIFERY, WITH NUMEROUS WOOD CUTS, BY EDWARD RIGBY. MD, Phy.
sician to the General Lying in Hospital, Lecturer on Midwifery at St Bartholomew's Hospital, &c. With
In one volume octavo.
notes and additional illustrations.
of UteroGestation, with the Diseases
rjj- Thin volume commends itself for its fulness on the Physiology
of
and treatment
Pregnancy-
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CONDIE

CHILDREN.

ON

A NEW WORK.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE
ON

THE

OF

DISEASES
BY D. FRANCIS

CONDIE,

FELLOW OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
PHILOSOPHICAL

In

fcj'The

Publishers would

one

particularly

CHILDREN,
M.D.

MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN

;

SOCIETY, &C. &C

volume,

octavo.

call the attention
of this work.

of

the

Profession

to

an

examination

THE VOLUME IS METHODICALLY ARRANGED IN TWO PARTS.

IN PART I. ARE CONSIDERED
The Hygienic Management of Children.
The Peculiarities of Organization and Functions in Infancy and Childhood.
Pathology of Infancy and Childhood.
And the Semeiology of the Diseases of Infancy and Childoood.

IN FART II. ARE EMBRACED
Diseases of the Digestive Organs.
The Mouth, Throat, (Esophagus, Stomach, Intestines, Respiratory Organs, Nervous
System, the
Skin, Eruptive Fevers, Cutaneous Eruptions, Nutritive Functions, and Urinary Organs.
And lastly, Congenital Affections, and Accidents occurring soon after Birth.
But this is, however,
"

only

an

outline of the

subjects brought

under

special

studiously endeavoured to be understood by students, who need
rapeutics presented to them in a comprehensive form.''
Dr. Condie has

"

An excellent Practical Treatise on the Diseases of
tioner and student." Med. Examiner.

Children,

and

a

very safe

notice.

to have the elements of

guide

to the

The

juvenile practi

—

For the practical physician who shall turn to its pages to learn all the phenomena which may be pre
sented by the disease which he is treating, and all the means to which he may resort for the cure of that
disease, it will offer many and strong attractions, among which may be mentioned completeness, clearness,
judgment and good sense. In it the vanity of the author never tempts the compiler into negligence; nor
does the laborious care of the compiler weigh down and overlay the original vigour of the author: the two
offices are made to strengthen and illustrate one another.
"
Dr. Conriie from the very labour which he has evidently bestowed upon this book, is entitled to our respect
as an indefatigable and conscientious student; but if we consider the results of his
labour, we cannot but
admit his claim to n place in the very first rank of eminent writers on the practice of medicine.
•'
Regarding his treatise as a whole, it is more complete and accurate in its descriptions, while it is more
copious and more judicious in its therapeutical precepts than any of its predecessors, and we feel persuaded
that the American medical profession will very soon regard it, not only as a very good, but as the very best
'
Practical treatise on the Diseases of Children.'"— Am. Med. Journal.
"

A TREVrtSE ON THE PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL TREATMKNT OF CHILDREN. BY WILLIAM
P. DEWEES, M.D, late Professor of Midwifery in the University of Pennsylvania, &c. eighth edition,
with the author's last improvements and corrections.
In one volume 8vo.

The objects of this work are, 1st, to teach those who have the charge of children, either as parent or guardian,
the most approved methods of securing and improving their physical powers. This is attempted by pointing out
the duties which the parent or the guardian owes for this purpose, to this interesting but helpless class of
beings,
and the manner by which their duties shall be fulfilled. And 2d, to render available a long experience to
those objects of our affection when they become diseased. In attempting this, the author has avoided as much
''
and
each
has
if
he
does
not
flatter
as possible,
himself too much, lo
disease of which he
technicality;"
given,
treats, its appropriate and designating characters, with a fidelity that will prevent any two being confounded
together, with the best mode of treating .them, that either his own experience or that of others has suggested.
Physicians cannot too strongly recommend the use of this book in all families.
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SURGERY.
FERGUSSON'S PRACTICAL SURGERY.
A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL

SURGERY,

BY WILLIAM FERGUSSON, F. R. S. E-,
Professor of Surgery in

King's College, London; Surgeon

to

King's College Hospital,

&c. &.C

WITH TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-SIX ILLUSTRATIONS.

Engraved by Gilbert, after draivings by Bagg.
WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS
BY GEORGE W. NORRIS, M. D.,
In

volume octavo.

one

The publishers commend this work to the attention of the Profession as combining clieapness and elegance,
with a clear, sound, and practical treatment of every subject in surgical science. No pains or expense have been
spared to present it in a style equal, if not superior to the London edition, and to match the editions of" Wilson's
Anatomy," "Churchill's System of Midwifery," and "Carpenter's Human Physiology." It is now extensively
used as a text book.
"
The present work has not been pro
The object and nature of this volume are thus described by the author:
duced to compete with any already before the Profession; the arrangement, the manner in which the subjects
have been treated, and the illustrations, are all different from any of the kind in the English language. It is not
intended to be placed in comparison with the elementary systems of Cooper, Burns, Liston, Symes, Lizars, and
It may with more propriety be likened to the Operative Surgery of Sir
that excellent epitome of Mr. Druitt
C. Bell, and that of Mr. Averill, both excellent in their day, or t(ie more modern production of Mr. Hargrave,
and the Practical Surgery of Mr Liston. There are subjects treated of in this volume, however, which none
of these gentlemen have noticed ; and the author is sufficiently sanguine to entertain the idea that this work
relative position in British Surgery, which the classical volumes of Velpeau and
may in some degree assume that
Malgaigne occupy on the Continent."

A volume

on

the

Principles

of Surgery to accompany

Fergusson

will be

prepared.

DRUITT'S MODERN SURGERY.
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

OF

MODERN

SURGERY,

BY ROBERT DRUITT.
Id

potissimum

agens, ut omissis

hypothesibus,
ratum.

in

praxi

nihil

Act. Erud.

—

adstruatquod multiplici experiential
Lips., 1722.

non

sit robo-

FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION,

ILLUSTRATED WITH FIFTY WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
WITH NOTES AND COMMENTS BY

JOSHUA B. FLINT, M. D., M. M. S. S., &c &c
In

one

volume,

octavo.

It may be said with truth that this work affords a complete, though brief and condensed view, of the entire
We know of no work on the same subject, having the appearance of a manual, which
field of modern sureery.
has been treated evinces
contains so many topics of interest to the suraeon, and the terse manner in which each
who seems to have an innate power of searching out
a most enviable quality of mind on the part of the author,
It is auseful handbook
and eraspin" the leading facts and features of the most elaborate productions of the pen.
did not recommend it to his
for the practitioner, and we should deem a teacher of surgery unpardonable who
it is admirably adapted to the wants of the student."—Provincial Med. Journal.
In our own
"

opinion,

pupils

LAWRENCE ON

RUPTURES.

LAWRENCE, F.R.S. Author
A TREATISE ON RUPTURES,
of a Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye, &c. &c, from the Fifth London Edi
considerably enlarged. In I vol. octavo.
BY W.

tion,

Mr. Lawrence is, that he explains his views on the anatomy of
The oeculiar advantage of the treatise of
in a manner which renders his hook .peculiarly useful to
Hernia and the different varieties of the disease,
As a
It must be superfluous to express our opinion of its value to the surgical practitioner.
the student.
literature of the subject, it stands in the first rank—
of
the
a complete view
on Hernia,

treatise

presenting

Edinburgh Medical

and

Surgical Journal.
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SIR ASTLEY COOPER ON

HERNIA,

With One Hundred and Thirty Figures in Lithography.

THE ANATOMY AND SURGICAL TREATMENT
OF

By Sir ASTLEY
Edited

by

C. Aston

COOPER, Bart.

Key, Surgeon

Guy's Hospital,

to

&c.

This important work of Sir Astley is printed from the authorized second edition, published in London, in large
super-royal folio, and edited by his nephew, Professor Key. It contains all the Plates and all the Letterpressthere

are no

omissions, interpolations,

One

or

modifications— it is the

Xjarge Imperial

complete work

in

Octavo

Volume,
WITH OVER 130 FIGURES ON 26 PLATES, AND OVER 400 LARGE PAGES OF LETTERPRESS.
The correctness of the Plates is

Surgeon of this city.

guaranteed by

a

revision and close examination under the eye of a

distinguished

The value of this Work of Sir Astley Cooper is so universally acknowledged by all medical men, that in
presenting this edition to the American Profession, the publishers have only to state that they have used their
utmost endeavours to render the mechanical execution of the work worthy iis exalted reputation, and to put it in
such a form and at such a price as to place it within the reach of those who have been prevented from
obtaining
it by the size and rarity of former editions.

SIR ASTLEY COOPER'S WORK.
ON FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS

WITH NUMEROUS WOOD GUTS.
A TREATISE ON DISLOCATIONS AND FRACTURES OF THE JOINTS.
ASTLEY COOPER, Bart., F.R.S., Sergeant Surgeon to the King, &c.

By

SIR

A new edition much enlarged ; edited by BRANSBV COOPER, F.R.S., Surgeon to Guy's
Hospital, with additional Observations from Professor John C. Wahren, of Boston. With numerous
engravings on wood, after designs by Bigg, a memoir and a splendid portrait of Sir

In

Astley.

one

vol. octavo.

The peculiar value of this, as of all Sir Astley Cooper's works, consists in its eminently practical character.
His nephew, Bransby B. Cooper, from his own experience, has added a number of cases. Beside this, Sir
Aslley left behind him very considerable additions in MS. for the express purpose of being introduced into this
edition. The volume is embellished with ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THREE WOOD CUTS, anrl
contains the history of no less than three hundred and sixty one cases, thus embodying the records of a life of
practice of the Author and his various editors. There are also additional Observations from notes furnished by
John C. Warren, M.D., the Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in Harvard University.

DENTAL

MAURY'S

SURGERY.

A TREATISE ON THE DENTAL ART,
FOUNDED ON ACTUAL EXPERIENCE.

ILLUSTRATED BY TWO HUNDRED AND FORTY-ONE FIGURES IN LITHOGRAPHY, AND FIFTYFOUR WOOD CUTS -,
BY B. F.

BY

J.

MAURY, DENTIST OF THE ROYAL POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL.
Translated from the French, with Notes and Additions,

B.

SAVIER,

DOCTOR

One

OF

DENTAL

SURGERY.

volume,

octavo.
This work is used as a Text book in the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, and commends itself to the
Profession from the great repuiation of the author, and as embracing the lattst information on the subject
Its
steady demand is the best testimony of the general favour with which the profession has received it. It is di
vided into three parts.

Dental Anatomy, Physiology and Pathology.
Part I.
Dental Hygiene and Therapeutics.
Part II.
Part III. Mechanical Dentistry in all its various parts and
—

—

—

THE

DISEASES

OF

fully

illustrated.

THE

EYE.

WITH NUMEROUS CUTS.

A

TREATISE

ON

THE
BY" W.

Surgeon Extraordinary

DISEASES
LAWRENCE,

OF

THE

EYE.

Queen, &c, from the last London Edition, with numerous additions, and sixtyIllustrations, many of which are from original drawings.

to the

seven

Surgeon

BY ISAAC HAYS, M.D.,
Hospital, &.c. &c, in one volume

to the Wills

octavo.

The character of this work is too well established to require a word of commendation it is justly considered
the best on the subject. The present is a reprint of the last London Edition, which appeared in 1841, com
pletely revised and greatly enlarged by the author— and to it considerable additions have been made by the edi
Several subjects omitted in the original are treated of in this edition, on which occasion free use has been
tor.
made of the work of Mackenzie, to which is added the editor's own experience, derived from many years' at
tention to the subject.
—
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AND CHEMISTRY.

PEREIRA'S MATERIA MEDICA.
WITH

NEAR THREE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD.

THE ELEMENTS OF

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.
COMPREHENDING THE NATURAL HISTORY.
PREPARATION, PROPERTIES, COMPOSITION,

EFFECTS,

BY JONATHAN
Member of the Society of
the

University

of

AND USES OF MEDICINES.

PEREIRA,

of
Lecturer

Pharmacy

London;

M.

D., F. R. S. and L. S.

Paris; Examiner in Materia Medica and Pharmacy of
on

Materia Medica

From the Second London

at

Edition, enlarged

the London

and

Hospital,

&c. &c.

improved.

WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS

BY JOSEPH CARSON, M. D.
In two volumes, octavo.
Part I

contains the General Action and Classification of Medicines, and the Mineral Materia Medica.

Part

H , the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms, and includine diagrams explanatory of the Processfs of the Pharma
copoeias, a tabular view of the History of the Materia Medica, from the earliest times to the present day, and a
From the Second London Edition, which has been
very copious index
thorouahly revised, with the Introduc
tion of the Processes of the New Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, and containing additional articles on Mental Reme
dies, Light, Heat, Cold, Electricity, Magnetism, Exercise, Dietetics, and "Climate, and many additional Wood
Cuts, Illustrative of Pharmaceutical Operations, Crystallography, Shape and Organization of the Feculas of
Commerce, and the Natural History of the Materia Medica
The object of the author has b°en to supply the Medical Student with a Class Book on Materia Medica, con
taining a faithful outline of this Department of Medicine, which should embrace a concise account of the most
important discoveries in Natural History, Chemistry, Physiology, and Therapeutics, in so far as they pertain to
Pharmacology, and treat the subjpets in the order of their natural historical relations
This great Library or Cyclopedia of Materia Medica has been fully revised, the errors corrected, and nume
rous additions made, by DR JOSEPH CARSON, Professor of Materia Medica and
Pharmacy in the College of
Pharmacy," and forms Two Volumes, octavo, of near 1600 large and closely.printed pages. It maybe fully
relied upon as a permanent and standard work for the country,— embodying, as it does, full references to the
U. S. Pharmacopoeia and an account of the Medical Plants indigenous to the United States.
"

ELLIS'S MEDICAL

FORMULARY,

7th Edition.

THE MEDICAL FORMULARY; Being a Collection of Prescription?, derived from the
Writings and Practice of many of the most eminent physicians in this country and in Europe.
To which is added an Appendix containing the usual Dietetic Preparations and Antidotes for
Poisons; the whole accompanied by a few brief Pharmaceutic and Medical Observations.

BY BENJAMIN
by Samuel

Seventh Edition, revised and extended

ELLIS, M.
Georcje

D.
Morton, M. D.

In

one

volume octavo.

CHEMISTRY.

GRAHAM'S

J
Including

the

application

of the Science to the Arts.

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS,
BY THOMAS GRAHAM, F.R. S., L. and E. D.
Professor of Chemistry in University College,

London,

&c. &c.

With Notes and Additions,
BY FCBERT BRIDGES, M. D., &c. &c
In

one

vol. octavo.

chemical investigation renders necessary a new
Theerent advancement recently made in all branches of
discoveries, especially in the department connected with
text bo6k which shall clearly elucidate the numerous
strides have been made during the last few years.
oreante Chemtairy and Physiology, in which such gigantic
and to be peculiarly adapted
is considered by eminent judges to fulfil all these indications,
present
In
adapting it to the wants of the American profession,
to tne warns of the medical student and practitioner
the exalted reputation of he firs -chemist
has endeavoured to render his portion of the work worthy
he
of the
of England. Ii is already introduced as a text book in many
Colleges, and has universal approbation.
all English text books andI is of «rac .recent
«
^Professor Graham's work is one of the best, if not the best, of of
a correct and amended American EdIn on,
The
discoveries
all
the
latest
appearance
date as to embrace
to both teachers and students of chemistry in this
under the care of Dr Bridges, will prove an acceptable thing

Treatise
T^e
ediTor

'

country."

—

Silliman's Journal.
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DUNGLISON'S MATERIA MEDICA, &c.
GENERAL THERAPEUTICS AND MATERIA MEDICA.
BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M.D.,
Professor of the Institutes of Medicine, &c. &c, in the Jefferson Medical College, Philada.
In two volumes octavo.
"A second edition of the work on General Therapeutics, being called for by the publiphers, the author has
deemed it advisable to incorporate with it an account of the different articles of the Materia Medica. To this
he has been led by the circumstance, that the departments of General Therapeutics and Materia Medica
are always associated in the Medical Schools.
The author's great object has been to prepare a work which may
aid the Medical Student in acquiring the main results of modern observation and reflection; and at the same
lime, be to the Medical Practitionera trusi worthy book of reference
Throughout, he has adopted the Nomenclature of the last edition of the Pharmacopoeia of the United States,
a work which ought to be in the hands of
every practitioner as a guide in the preparation of medicines: and he
has endeavoured to arrange the articles in each division, as nearly as he could, in the order of their efficacy as
"

Therapeutical agents."
The subject of Materia Medica has been handled by our author with
very wisely in our opinion, given his principal attention to the articles
"

In conclusion,

we

Atlantic

to

ought

13° This

strongly recommend these volumes

to our

readers

He has,
more than usual judgment.
of the Materia Medica as medicines.
No medical student on either side of the
Medical Review, Jan 1844

be without them ,'—Forbes, British and Fereign
extensively used as a Text Book in many Colleges.

work is

DUNGLISON ON NEW REMEDIES, 4th Edition.
NEW

REMEDIES; PHARMACEUTICALLY AND THERAPEUTICALLY CONSIDERED.
Fourth Edition, with extensive modifications and Additions,

BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M. D, &c. &c. &c.
In

one

volume octavo.

This edition will be found more complete than any of the former. It contains all the new remedies introduced since the third edition in 1841. as well as the new matter embodied in the pharmaceutical journals and
essays since that period, as well as in the large works of Pereira, Christison, Bouchardat, Lincke and others.
The new matter (about sixty or seventy pages) thus introduced throush the work can only be appreciated on
close investigation
The principal new articles inserted in this edition are Aluminee Sales, Anihrakukali,
Cannabis Indica, Cor)lus Rostrata, Ferri Cirras, Ferri et Quiniae Citras, Fucus Amylaceus, Fuligokali, Gtntiana Chirayila, Juglans Regia, Matias, Paullinia, and Platini Preparata.

A

new

Edition,

to

1844,

OF

DUNGLISON'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY.

CONTAINING

A concise Account of the various Subjects and Terms, with the French
and other Synonymes, Notices of Climates and of Celebrated Mineral
Waters, Formulae for various Officinal and Empirical Preparations,
&c. &e.

FOURTH

EDITION, MODIFIED AND IMPROVED.
DUNGLISON, M.D.

By ROBLEY

Professor in the Jefferson Medical

In

College,

etc.

Volume, royal Octavo, of near 800 large Pages, double columns.
may safely be affirmed to be the most complete Medical Dictionary yet published,

one

This

containing,

as

it does,

upwards

of

FORTY THOUSAND WORDS AND SYNOXYMES.
It has been the author's anxious desire to render this work a satisfactory and desirable, if not
indispensable, Lexicon, in which the student should never be disappointed in his search for
To those unacquainted
any term with which he might meet in the course of his reading.
with the rapid and unceasing progress of medical science.it might seem that no great modi
fication was necessary in the fourth edition of a work like the present, when the third had
appeared within two years, and yet it has been found advisable to add no less than

TWO THOUSAND WORDS AND TERMS
included in the preceding editions. Some of these
others had previously escaped the author.

not

are

words of

recent

formation, while
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SPECIAL TREATISES ON MEDICINE, SURGERY, &»
mTnp„

UJN

1HL

PROUT ON THE STOMACH.

NATURE AND TREATMENT OF STOMACH AND RENAL DISEASES;
Inquiry into the Connection of Diabetes, Calculus, and other affections of the Kidney and Bladder with
Indigestion. By William Prout, M. D., F. R. S., &c. From the
fourth Revised London
Edition, with Plates, some coloured.
Being

an

HOPE ON

THE

HEART.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE HEART AND GREAT VESSELS, and
on the affections which
may be mistaken for them.
By J. Hope, M. D., F. R. S. From the
Third London Edition, with notes
by C. W. Pennock, M. D., &c. In one volume, 8vo. with
Plates.

BARTLETT ON FEVERS
THE HISTORY, DIAGNOSIS,

AND

TREATMENT OF TYPHOID AND TYPHUS

FEVER; With an Essay on the Diagnosis of Bilious Remittent and of Yellow Fever.
Elisha Bartlett, M. D., &c. In one volume 8vo.

By

WILSON ON THE SKIN.
A PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL TREATISE ON THE DIAGNOSIS, PATHO
LOGY AND TREATMENT OF THE DISEASES OF THE SKIN. Arranged accordan outline of the
ing to a natural system of classification, and preceded by
Anatomy and Phy
"
siology of the Skin. By Erasmus Wilson, author of A System of Human Anatomy," &c.
In one vol. 8vo.

WALSHE ON THE LUNGS.
THE PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE DISEASES OF THE LUNGS.
Hayle

In

one

By Walter

Walshe, M. D., Professor of Pathological Anatomy in University College London, &c.
volume, l2mo.

PATHOLOGICAL HEMATOLOGIC
AN ESSAY ON THE BLOOD IN DISEASE. By G. Andral, Professor of General Pathologv and Therapeutics in the University of Pari*, &c. &c, translated from the French by
J. F. Meigs, M.D. and Alfred Stille, M.D. A small volume.

HARRIS

ON

MAXILLARY SINUS.

DISSERTATION ON THE DISEASES OF THE MAXILLARY SINUS.

Harris, M. D., D. D. S. &c.

By

Chapin A.

One vol. 8vo.

RICORCTON

VENEREAL.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON VENEREAL DISEASES; or, Critical and Experimental
Researches on Inoculation, applied to the study of these affections; with a Therapeutical Sum
In one volume
From the French of J. Ricord, M. D , &c.
mary, and special Formulary.
8vo.

ABERCROMBIE ON THE BRAIN.
PATHOLOGICAL AND PRACTICAL RESEARCHES ON THE DISEASES OF THE
M. D., &c. A new Edition, en.
BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD. By John Abercrombie,

larged by

the author.

One vol. 8vo.

ABERCROMBIE ON THE STOMACH.
ON THE DISEASES OF THE
PATHOLOGICAL AND PRACTICAL RESEARCHES

STOMACH, the Intestinal Canal, the Liver,
Abercrombie, M. D.

and

Third American EdtCron.

other Viscera of the Abdomen.
One vol. 8vo.

^II?_a2ZP~©^^^^^^^^^®^*by

INDIGESTION;
A TREATISE ON PROTRACTED
volume, Svo.
Philip, M.D., F. R. S., &c. One

its

consequences,

teeth.
bell^chsTthe
DISEASES OF THE TEETH.

ANATOMY PHYSIOLOGY, AND
Member of the
Bell F. R. S., F. L. S F. G. S.,
numerous plates.
Third American Edition, with

THF

and

,

Royul College

of

Surgeons

in

HARRISON* ON ra__T__TEE.TES.

By

John

A. P. W.

By Thomas
London, &c.

THEORY OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. Fy
F^AY TOWARDS A CORRECT
of Physiology and Pathology m the University of Louisian...
Tohn Harrison, M. D., Professor
8vo.
In one volume,

am
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ROBERTSON ON THE TEETH.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE HUMAN TEETH. Showing the causes of their
destruction, and the means of their preservation. By Wm. Robertson. With Plates. In one vol.

THE KIDNEYS AND URINE.

Boye,

and F.

Learning,

M. D.

By
In

J. J. Berzelius.
volume, 8vo.

Translated from the German

by

J. H.

one

CHITTY'S MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, and all the laws relating
to Medical Practitioners; with Explanatory Notes.
By J. Chitty, Esq., Barrister at Law.
Second American Edition, with notes and additions, adapted to American works and judicial
decisions.
In one vol. 8vo., with plates and cuts.

TRAILL'S MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
OUTLINES OF A COURSE OF LECTURES ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE. By
Thos. S. Traill, M. D., F. R. S. E„ Professor of Jurisp. and Med. Police in Univ. of Edin.
burgh. Revised, with numerous notes. 1 vol. Svo.

BRODIE ON URINARY ORGANS.
LECTURES ON THE DISEASES OF THE URINARY ORGANS.
C. Brodie, Bart., F. R. S. &c. &c.

From the third London Ed.

In

one

Sir Benjamin

By

vol. 8vo.

BRODIE ON THE JOINTS.
PATHOLOGICAL AND SURGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISEASES OF THE
JOINTS. By Sir Benj. C. Brodie, Bart., F. R. S, &.c. &c. From the Fourth London EdiIn one vol. 8vo.
tion.

COATES' POPULAR MEDICINE.
or, FAMILY ADVISER, consisting of Outlines of Anatomy,
Phy.
and Hygiene, with such hints on the Practice of Physic, Surgery, and the Diseases
of Women and Children, as may prove useful in families when regular physicians cannot be
procured. By Reynell Coates, M. D., &c. &c. In one volume, 8vo., with cuts.

POPULAR MEDICINE;

siology,

ESSAYS ON PRACTICAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY, By Drs. Chapman,
Dunglison, Dewees, Condie, Hays, Hodge, &c. &c. In two volumes, 8vo.

ELLIOTSON ON MESMERISM, Price 25

Bache, Horner,

cents.

NUMEROUS CASES OF SURGICAL OPERATIONS WITHOUT PAIN IN THE MES
MERIC STATE; by John Elliotson, M. P., F. R. S., &,c. &c.

ARNOTT'S
ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS;
versal use, in

plain

vol. 8vo.,

a new

one

or

or,

PHYSICS.

Natural

non-technical

Philosophy, general and medical, written for uni
language. By Neil Arnott, M. D., &c. Complete in

edition, edited by Isaac Hays, M. D., &c.

TRIMMER'S

GEOLOGY.

PRACTICAL GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY;
of Minerals.

By J. Trimmer, F. G. S.

In

one

with

instructions for Qualitative
Analysis
With over S^OO wood-cuts.

volume, 8vo.

BUCKLAND'S geology.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY, VY 1TH REFERENCE TO NATURAL THEOLOGY.
By the Rev. Wm. Buckland, D. D. A new edition, in two volumes, with numerous
and

plates

maps.

BRIDGE WATER"TM ATISES.

THE BRIDGEWATER TREATISES, On the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of
God, as
In seven volumes, Svo.
manifested in the Creation.
Containing Essays by Roget Kirby
&c.
and
Prout,
illustrated by numerous
Chalmers,
Buckland, Babbage, Bell,
&c,
cuts'
and maps, in seven volumes, 8vo.

plat'e6,

THE

HISTORY, HABITS AND INSTINCTS OF ANIMALS, by the Rev. William
M A., F.R.S.
Illustrated by numerous copperplate engravings.

Kirby,

THE NINTH BRIDGEWATER TREATISE.
From the second London edition.

In

one

A Fragment,
volume octavo.

by

Charles

Babbage, Eso..

YOUATT'S TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE HORSE, &c. &c. in
YOUATT AND CLATER'S CATTLE DOCTOR, &c. in
Several of the Treatises in Tweedie's

Library,

one

one

vol.8vo.

vol. J2mo.

first edition may be had in

separate volumes.
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VOUATT AND CLATER'S CATTLE-DOCTOR.
Now

Ready.

EVERY MAN HIS OWN CATTLE DOCTOR:
CONTAINING

THE

CAUSES, SYMPTOMS,

AND TREATMENT OF All THE DISEASES INCIDENT TO

OXEN, SHEEP,

AND

SWINE.

By FRANCIS CLATER.
EDITED, REVISED, AND ALMOST REWRITTEN,
By WILLIAM YOUATT, Author of « The Horse," &c.
Together with numerous Additions, by the American Editor, J. S. Skinner.
AMONG WHICH ARE

AN ESSAY ON THE USE OF OXEN, WITH MODES OF BREAKING, FEEDING,

GRAZING, ETC.

AND A TREATISE ON THE GROWTH, IMPROVEMENT AND BREEOING OF SHEEP,
AND THE SOILS ADAPTED TO THEIR RAISING.

With

numerous

ALSO,
Cook, edited by Sanderson, price 25 Cents.
Confectioner, edited by Parkinson, price 25 Cents.
Florist, edited by an Experienced Florist of Philadel

The Complete
The Complete
The Complete

phia, price
Persons

25 Cents.

remitting

Wobks, by mail,

or

Cuts and Illustrations.
In one volume, 12mo.
Price Fifty Cents, in Cloth.

in current

otherwise,

funds, free of postage, ONE DOLLAR, can have the Foua
they may direct, each one sewed in a cover.

as

THE HORSE.
By Willtam Youatt, a new edition with illustraiions; containing a full account of the
Diseases of the Horse, with their mode of treatment; his anatomy, and the usual
operations performed on him; his breeding, breaking, and management; and hints on
his soundness, and the purchase and sale.
Together with a General History of the
Horse; a dissertation on the American Trotting Horse, how trained and jockeyed, an
account of his remarkable performances, and an Essay on the Ass and the Mule, by
In one
J. S. Skinner, Assistant Postmaster General, and Editor of the Turf Register.

volume,

octavo.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
A

AMERICANA.

Popular Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature, History, Politics
and Biography, including a copious collection of original articles in American Biog
raphy. On the basis of the seventh edition of the German Conversations-Lexikon.
Edited by Francis Lif.bkr, assisted by E. Wigglesworth and T. G. Bradford. In 13 voltimes octavo

The

A

edition.

new

of

publishers

binding.

bout 600 pages each.
offer this valuable work at

a

Over Two Hundred Thousand

a

very low

price

in all the various

styles

of

.

copies

have been sold in

Germany.

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY.
Commercial and Poli
Comprising a complete description of the earth, Physical, Statistical,structure— the natural
its physical
tical- exhibiting its relation to the heavenly bodies
—

and Civil and
country; and the Industry, Commerce, Political Institutions,
in Astronomy, &c. by
Social State of all Nations; bv Hugh Murray, F.R.S.E., assisted
Prof. Hooker, Zoology,
Prol Wallace, Geology. &c. by Prof. Jameson, Botany, &c. by
Illustrated by eighty-two maps, and about eleven hundred other
&c bv VV. Sw'ainson.
of Nature and Art in
en^ravin^s on wood, representing the most remarkable objects
region of the Globe; together with a map of the United States, drawn by Drayton,

histo'rvof each

twits

embodied the litest informntion
Map, and engraved on copper, in which is
The portion relating to the United
this country.
relating to the Internal Improvements of
Revised, corrected, and brousht down to the
States written anew, by T. G. Bradford.
In three hand-ome ociavo volumes in various bindings.
1844

from Tann r's

present period

OF ENGLAND.
MISS STRICKLAND'S QUEENS
to the reign of Elizabeth ;
Norman

Conquest
of the aueens of En_l..nd, from the
record< and other
anecdotes of their Courts, now first published from official
n w and improved edition, in six
A
as
well
as
public.
uihentic documents, private
in paper to match
volumes, royal 12mo., bound in cloth, or done up

T !vps

wiih
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memoir of his Life and Wri
of Roderick Random; Price
Peregrine Pickle, Double Number; Price 50 cents.— The
Expedition of Humphrey Clinker; Price 25 cents.— The Adventures of Ferdinand
Count Fathom; Price 25 cents. The Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves ; Price 25
cents; The History and Adventures of an Atom, and Select Poems, in one part; Price
25 cents; or the whole done up in one volume.

SELECT WORKS OF TOBIAS SMOLLETT, with

a

Containing The Adventures

Sir Walter Scott.
25 cents.— The Adventures of

tings, by

—

—

—

SELECT WORKS OF HENRY FIELDING, with

by Sir Walter Scott,
containing Tom Jones,

and an
or The

a

memoir of his Life and

Writings,

Essay on his Life and Genius, by Arthur Mukphy, Esq.,
History of a Foundling; Double Number ; Price 50 cents.

The Adventures of Joseph Andrews and his friend Mr. Abraham Adams, Price 25 cents.
Amelia; Price 25 cents. The Life of Jonathan Wild, with the Life of Fielding, Essay
on his Genius, &c, in one part Price 25 cents;
or the whole done up in one volume.
—

COOPER'S NOVELS, AT TWENTY-FIVE CENTS PER VOLUME, embracing
Wyandotte, Wing-and-Wing, The Spy, The Pilot, The Water- Witch, Lionel Lincoln,
Heidenmauer, The Pathfinder, Precaution, The Wish-Ton-Wish, Homeward Bound,
Mercedes of Castile, The Pioneers, The Red Rover, The Two Admirals, The Prairie,
The
The

Headsman, TheDeerslayer, The Bravo, The Last of the Mohicans, Home as Found,
Monikins, The Travelling Bachelor, and Ned Myers; In all twenty-four different

Works,

or

forty-seven

volumes.

WHITE'S UNIVERSAL HISTORY FOR COLLEGES AND HIGHER SCHOOLS.
Elements of Universal History, on a new and systematic plan; from the earliest limes to
the Treaty of Vienna. To which is added, a summary of the leading events since that

period, by H. White, B.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, with additions, by John S.Hart,
A.M., Principal of the Philadelphia High School, and Professor of Moral and Menial
Science, Member of the American Philosophical Society, &c. in one vol. 12mo., or an
Edition without Questions may be had for general use.

POEMS BY SAMUEL ROGERS, with numerous illustrations, a new edition, revised, with
additions by the author, in one volume, imperial octavo, embellished with ten
engravings by
Turner, Goodall, Wallis, Finden, &c. in cloth extra, or beautiful white calf, gilt edges.
WALPOLE'S SUPPRESSED LETTERS TO SIR HORACE MANN, from 1760 to 1785,
now first
published from the original MSS. In two octavo volumes to match the four volumes
formerly published, to which they form a continuation.
MARTIN

"

CHUZZLEWIT, by

Boz," publishing

in Nos. with

Price

plates.

THE HISTORY OF IRELAND,
commencing with its earliest period to the
against Scotland in 1545. By Thomas Moore. In one volume octavo.

BROUGHAM'S FRENCH
moirs of Statesmen.

REVOLUTION, price fifty cents, forming

a

6J

cents

eaeh.

great expedition

third volume to his Me

THE EDUCATION OF MOTHERS; or, the Civilization of Mankind
by Woman. By L. Aime
Martin.
Being the work to which the prize of the French Academy was awarded. Translated
by Edwin Lee, Esq. Revised from the fourth French edition, done up to match the "Ladies'
Cabinet Series." Price seventy-five cents.
or, Select Extracts from the Works of Jeremy Bentham. With an outline of his
opinions on the principal subjects discussed in his works. Edited by John Hill Burton, Advo
In one volume, large 12mo., extra cloth.
cate.

BENTHAMIANA;

HISTORY OF ROME, by B. G. Niebuhr.
TH£,
William Smith, and Leonhard Schmitz.
From
volumes

brought

into two

large

octavo

volumes.

Translated by J. C. Hare, Connop Thirl wall,
the third English Edition, revised. The four

(Now

PICCIOLA, THE PRISONER OF FENESTRELLA;
of M. de Sainiine.

glazed

Third American edition.

In

one

at

or,

press.)

Captivity Captive.

From the French
cents ' in

volume, 12mo., price thirty-five
J

paper.

THE MILLWRIGHT AND MILLER'S GUIDE.
By Oliver Evans. The Tenth
Edition with Additions and Corrections, by the Professor of Mechanics in the
Franklin
Institute of Pennsylvania; and a description of an
improved Merchant Flour Mill With
Engravings. By C. & O. Evans, Engineers. This is a
and has had a

practical work,

very extended sale.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGY
parte.

Four

a

supplement

A POPULAR TREATISE
in

Wilson," by Prince Charles

volumes, folio, with magnificent coloured plates.

THE NATIONAL SCHOOL MANUAL.
the Clinton Primer as an Introduction.

So.uarey,

to

"

one

ON

volume 12mo.

In four

volumes, 12mo,

with

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

THE DISTRICT SCHOOL; OR, NATIONAL EDUCATION.
lor, Third Edition, in one volume I2mo.

an

Atlas and

By
^^^^
y Charles

By
^RV,LLE
y J. Orv.lle

LIGHTS, SHADOWS, AND REFLECTIONS OF WHIGS AND TORIES

Country Gentleman, in one

volume 12mo.

Bona-

"

Tay
iAY~

Kv»
•* a

LEA & BLANCHARD'S SERIES OF HOME BOOKS.

Price Twenty-Jive cents each.
THE COMPLETE COOK.— Plain and Practical Directions for

keeping;

with
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Cooking

and House

upwards of seven hundred receipts: consisting of directions for the choice
poultry; preparations for Cooking, making of broths and soups; boiling,
roasting, baking, and frying, of meats, fish, &c. seasonings, colourings, cooking vegeta
bles; preparing salads, clarifying; making of pastry, puddings, gruels, gravies, garnishes,
»/ ' with &eneral directions for making wines. With additions and alterations, bv
ol meat and

t

o

J. M.

Sanderson,

of the Franklin House.

THE COMPLETE
CONFECTIONER, PASTRY COOK AND BAKER.— Plain and
practical directions for making Confectionary and Pastry, and for baking; with upwards
of five hundred
receipts; consisting of directions for making all sorts of preserves, sugarboiling, comfits, lozenges, ornamental cakes, ices, liqueurs, waters, gum-paste ornaments,
syrups, jellies, marmalades, compotes, bread-baking, artificial yeasts, fancy biscuits, cakes,
rolls, mufiins, tarts, pies, &c. &c. With additions and alterations, by Parkinson, Practi
cal Confectioner, Chestnut street.
THE COMPLETE FLORIST.— A Manual of Gardening, containing
practical instruc
tion for the management of greenhouse
plants, and for the cultivation of the shrubbery,
the flower garden, and the lawn, with
descriptions of those plants and trees most worthy
of culture, in each department. With additions and
amendments, adapted to the climate
of the United States.
Now

Preparing

match the

to

GARDINER.

THE
L. 8c. B.

Complete Florist, THE KITCHEN AND FRUIT

LADY'S CABINET SERIES.

this title a number of standard works, fitted for the Boudoir, ex
clusively by female writers, such as Mrs. Jamieson, Mrs. Hemans, Miss Strickland, etc. They are
all neatly done up to match in lemon-coloured glazed paper, and will form a beautiful series.
are

publishing under

The Poetical Remains of Lucretia M.
one

volume, price fifty

The Poetical Remains of

volume, price fifty

Davidson, with

a

Memoir

by

Miss C. M.

Sedgwick.

In

cents.

Margaret M. Davidson,

with

a

Biography by Washington Irving.

In

one

cents.

The Lives of the Queens of England, by Miss Strickland, first series. In three volumes, price fifty
cents each.
Second series. In three volumes, price sixty-five cents each.
The Study of the Life of Woman. Translated from the French of Madame Necker de Saussure
of Geneva. In one volume, price seventy-five cents.
The Poetical Works of Mrs. Hemans, to which is prefixed a Memoir by her sister Mrs. Hughes,
and an essay on her genius by Mrs. Sigourney. To be completed in seven volumes, price fifty
cents each.
The Memoirs of the Loves of the Poets, or the lives of women celebrated in ancient and modern
poetry, by Mrs. Jamieson. In one volume, price seventy-five cents.
Selections from the Writings of Mrs. Margaret M. Davidson, the mother of Lucretia Maria and
Margaret M. Davidson, with a preface by Miss C. M. Sedgwick, price fifty cents.
Other volumes are in preparation.

L. 8f B.

are now

Publishing

A CABINET SERIES OF NOVELS IN A FORM FOR PRESERVATION.
It will embody
or the Chief's
—

Daughter. By Miss Ferrier, author of the Inheritance, Marriage,
volume, 12mo. price 40 cents. Now ready.
Marriage. By Miss Ferrier, (at press.)
The Inheritance, by Miss Ferrier, ^preparing.)
Destiny;
one

thick

ficc. In

—

Other Novels of

high

character

are

to be

embraced in this

series.

JUST READY.
WHIMS AND ODDITIES.

By

Thomas Hood.

With

upwards of eighty spirited

IRELAND. By
FAWY°lrGVNMVTHBSyOOTHOP
12mo., price fifty
Edition.
In one vol.
POI F'S Npw Letters to Horace Mann,

wood

WA I

cuts.

Second

TOEHUNCH^^

in

2 vols.

By

T. Crofton Croker.

Hugo.

1

now

ready.

With

Price 25
an Illustration
TYLNEY HALL. By Thomas Hood. With
in 1 vol., 12mo.
CLATER & YOUATT'S CATTLE DOCTOR,

WHITE'S UNIVERSAL HISTORY,

a

handsome vol.

in

With

In

fifty-five

cents.

8vo., vol.

Victor

wood cuts.

12mo.

an

Illustration.

cents.

_

Price 25

MISCELLANEOUS
PUBLISHED

BOOKS

BY

LEA & BLANCHARD.
His Speeches with Historical Introductions, in t vols. 8vo.
Do
do.
do. Historical Sketches of the Times of George IV , in 2 vols, royal l_mo.
Do.
do. Critical and Miscellaneous Writings, in 2 vols, royal 12mo.
do.
Batter's Atlas of Ancient Geography, wiih a complete Index, 1 vol. 8vo.
Do.
Geographia Classica, fourth edition, 1 vol. 8vo. to accompany the Atlas.
Boz's Works complete, fine edition, with numerous illustrations. 6 vols, royal 8vo. Consisting of
Sketches of Every day Life and Every day People.
Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club.
Oliver Twist; or. The Parish Boy's I'rogress.
Life and Adventures of .Nicholas Nickleby.
Old Curiosity Shop.

Brougham, Henry Lord,

Also,

a

Barnaby Rudge.
without the plates.

Cheap Edition,

Bulwer's Critical and Miscellaneous Writings, in 2 vols, royal 12mo.
Brewster's Treatise on Optics, a new and improved edition, 1 vol. 12mo.
Bolmar's French Series, Consisting of Perrin's Fables, 1 vol. 12mo. Colloquial Phrases, 1 vol. ISmo.
French Verbs, 1 vol. !2ino. Telemaque, 1 vol. 12mo.
Key to do. 1 vol. 12mo.
Cooper's Naval History of the United Mates, second edition, in 2 vols. Svo.
Do.
Novels and Tales complete, and to match, 44 vols. 12iuo. at 25 cts. per volume.
Do.
Leather Stocking Tales, 5 vols. 12mo.
Do
Sea Tales, 5 vols. 12mo.
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Encyclopedia Americana,
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4 vols. 12mo.
Select Works, with his Life, by A. Murphy, royal 8vo.
Geisler's Text Book of Ecclesiastical History, 3 vols. 8vo.
Guy Fawkes; An Historical Romance of the Times of James I., by W.H.Ainsworth, lvol. royal 8yo.
Heber's Poetical Works. Complete in 1 vol. J2mo.
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Jefferson's Life, by Professor Turker, in 2 vols. 8vo.
Keble's Christian Year, third edition, in one neat 12mo. volume.
Keble's Child's Christian Year, a small volume.
Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott, in 7 vols. 12mo. with a portrait.
Language of Flowers, « jth beautiful colound plates, a new edition, extra gilt edges.
Madame de Sevigne and her most distinguished Cotemporaries, in 2 vols, royal l-'mo.
Moore's, Thomas, History o' Ireland, in 1 vol. 8vo.
Millwright's and Miller's Guide, with plates, by Oliver Evans, tenth edition, with improvements,
1 vol. 8vo.
Madden's Lives and Times ot the United Irishmen. 2 vols. 12mo.
Mrs. Marcel's .-lories for Young Children, small 4to.
Porcelain Tower, or Nine Stories of China, by T. T. T. 1 vol. 12mo. with numerous illustrations.
Queen of Flowers, or Memoirs of the Rose. 1 vol. coloured plates.
Romantic Biography of the Age of Elizabeth, by the Benedictine Brethren of Glendaloueh, 2 vote.
12mo.
Ranke's Ecclesiastical and Political History of the Popes of Rome, during the 16th and 17th centu
ries, in 2 vols, royal 8vo.
Strickland, Miss, Lives of the Queens ofEngland, 1st series, 3 vols. 12mo. extra cloth.
do.
Do.
do.
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do.
2d
do.
2 vols. do.
do.
Stanley Thorn, by Cockton, 1 vol. royal 8vo. with numerous illustrations.
Shelley, Mrs. Eminent Literary and Scientific Men of Italy, in 2 vols. )2mo
do. Memoirs of the most eminent French Writers. 2 vols. 12ino.
Do.
Sentiments of Flowers, or Language of Flora, with coloured plates.
Scott's Poetical Works. Complete in 6 vols royal >2mo. extra tloth.
Smollett's Select V\ orks, wild a Memoir hy Sir Walter Scott, royal 8vo.
Tales and Souvenirs of a Residence in Europe, 1 vol 12mo. extra cloth.
Wheaton's Inquiry into the Validity of the Right of Search, 1 vol. 8vo.
Washington Polls, » rs and Mr Smith, by Miss Leslie, price 25 cts.
Wal>h*s Sketches of Conspicuous Living Characters of Fiance, 1 vol. 12mo.
Walpole's Unrivalled Letters, The uuly complete edition. Containing nearly 300 Letters, with a
portrait, in 4 vols. Svo. extra cloth.
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